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FOREWORD 

To get tn) ,df 1111h • mmd .... ~t of telhng an Underdark
Lhemt-d .... tur~ .... et 111 l Fr•rgotl<;n Realms. I went back 

and read £\/It· b~ R. \ 1lvatorc. one of my favorite 
Driut no' t>b It tdb ht :,tory of the dark elfs initial 
ascent 10 the .,urface \vorld. Along the way. Drizzt 

encounter., \\esrd Underdark characters. including a 

deep gnome'' ith hammtr for hand~. a pech (a small 
earth creature) polymorphed into a hook horror. and a 
crazy witard \\ollh a Daem·., m~t:mt fortress. 

After reading the book again. I was reminded 
of Alice's Ad1 entures in l".onclerlund and Through 

the Look inA Class. That's when L decided that our 
Undcrdark tale was going to draw inspiration from 
Lewis Carroll's work~. We would painlthe Underdark 
ils an insanely wondrous domain into which our he roes 
must descend. 

First. WI' ncc:dcd a villain as deranged as the Queen of 
I learts. Lolth wa~ an obvious choice. as was Zuggtmoy. 
In re!'.c>ardling tlw l;stter, I was reminded oflhe Demon 

Quet'n of Fun(.!i's ongoing feud with j uiblex. That's 
when it oc·curn·d to me that we could be bold and tell an 
Underdark '>lory featuring notjuM one demon lord. but 
several of tlwm l\1.tybc even all o( them. 

\Ve kne\\ tlt.ll our dc·mon-infcsted tale would have 

rwo Driut noH·b a~ bookends. ~owe asked R.:\. 

Sahatore to help U'> hrt'ak thl ~tory. \\e also asked Tro} 
Dennin~. another cmc of our talented authors. w join us. 
since he wa'> writing a nove• I about Orcus. Our of those 
discussion'> canw tht- Rage· of Demons swryline. which 
we prec;ented to the foil-s at Grc>c•n Ron in. CallooiL 

callay! The} af(reed to t•ollaboraw with us on a D&D 

adventure this boo!. you now hold in your hands. 
Have fun ,.,llh it, and may I he :.toric:, of your players' 

harrowtng e\ploits be a.., wonderful and unforgettable as 

any great novel! 
Christopher Perkins 

June 2015 
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CHAPTER 1: PRISONERS OF THE DROW 

Dee-p beneath the '>urfac~ of the world lies the 
Underdark. a realm of t>ndles!> labyrinthine tunnels and 
Ca\·trn~ where the '>Uil never shines. The Underdark 
i-. filled with ract·., and creatures too numerous to 
count or list. and foremost among these are the dark 
elves-the drow. llated and feared C\en by their fello·w 
dweller:. in darkness. the drow ra1d other settlements 
in the Underdarli. a<, \\CII as the surface world. taking 
prisoner.. back with them. Rendered unconscious 
with drow po1<,on. then collared and shackled. these 
prisoners are eventual!} :.old as :.laves or entertainment 
in the dnrk elves' subterranean cities. 

The adventurers have nil had the misfortune of 
falling to such a fate. Captured by the drow, rhcy are 
prisont'rs at one of the clark elves' outposts, awaiting 
transportation to Mcnzobcrranzan. the City of Spiders. 
Whether they came into the Underdark seeking 
knowledge or fortune~. ur were just in the wrong place at 
the wron~ time, they were ripe prey for a drow raid. 

The setup of Out of tile Abyss is such that the 
characters need haw no connections with events in the 
Underdark. or wilh each other. prior to the stan of the 
ad\enture. The) can meet and get to know each other 
as pri~oncrs of tht> drow. Players who would like their 
characters to haH~ a stronger Underdark connection can 
choose from the backstround options in appendix A. 

MPri!-.oners of the Oro\\" a-. .. umC!> the characters start 
at )<,t bd, and that the) \\Ill achieve 2nd level (if not 
3rd) b) the end of th1s chapter of the adventure. Gi\'en 

the chalh:n~es of the .td\t!nturc and the dangers of the 
Underdark you c.'<lll start the characu."rs at a higher level 
(2nd or Jrd} to rnake thm~s a bit c;u,ier for the players. 

ESCAPE! 
The characters' r.toalm th1s chapter of the adventure 
is straightforward: escape from the drow outpost of 
Velkynvehe. with an eye tO\\ard escaping from the 
Uncltrdarli.. llowcvcr, t h b goal is complicated by the 
adventurers' lack of familiarity with their surroundings. 
Even if the prisoner~ cun get away from the drow, where 
wilt they ~o and how will they survive? 

RESTRA INTS 

All the tlmw·~ prisoners, inrlucling the characters. 
wear iron ~lave collars along with manacles connected 
ro iron be-lt~ by a short length of dlain. This leaves 
the pr1soners restrained, but clot•sn't affect their 
movemt'nt or speed. 

Tn addition to being manaded. peUcastcrs don't have 
any spell components or focuses. initially limiting their 
spellca.,unr.t ability. (W1zard fharacters don't need their 
spell books to ca t pel h. but \\ill be unable tO change 
their prepared spell" wnhout them. As such. gi'-'e wizard 
characters some; leeway 10 determimng which spells 
they had pre\•iou~ly prt>part"d before being captured.) 

Moreover. spcllca'>ting isn't possible inside the slave pen 
because of it~ magical ward~ (see area 11). 

Slipping out of manacles requires a successful DC 
20 Dexterity check, while breaking them requires 



a successful DC 20 Strength check. A character 

can unlock the manacles using thieves' tools with a 

successful DC 15 Dexterity check. The manacles have 

15 hit points. The iron collars can be broken with a 

successful DC 20 Strength check. The collars have 

12 hit points. A character who fails a check to break a 

collar, break a set of manacles. or escape from a set of 

manacles can't attempt checks of that kind again until 

he or she finishes a long rest. A character can still use 

the Help action to aid another cha racter. however. 

THE ADVENTURE BEGINS 
The characters begin the adventure in the slave 

pens of Velkynvelve. Stripped of everything but their 

underclmhing, they are at the mercy of the dark elves 

and in the company of other prisoners, many of who 

aren't what they seem. 

Captured by the drowl You wouldn't wish this fate upon 

anyone, yet here you are ~ lo cked in a dark cave, the 

cold, heavy weight of metal tight around your throat and 

wrists. You are not alone. Other prisoners are trapped in 

here with you, In an underground outpost far from the 

light of the sun. 

Your captors include a cruel drow priestess who calls 

herself Mistress llvara of House Mlz.zrym. Over the 

past several days, you've met her several times, robed 

in silken garments and flanked by two male drow, one 

of whom has a mass of scars along one side of h1s 

face and neck. 

Mistress llvara likes to impress her will with scourge in 

hand and remind you that your life now belongs to her. 

''Accept your fate, learn to obey, and you may survive.'' 

Her words echo in your memory, even as you plot 

your escape. 

Assume that each player character has been a prisoner 

in Velkynvelve for ldlO days. (Roll separately for each 

character.) The characters spend most of this time 

locked in the slave pen, emerging occasionally under 

heavy guard to perform menial chores for their captors' 

amusement (see "Ha rd Labor''). 

Feel free to play o ut any interaction between the drow, 

the player characters, and the other prisoners. This is 

an opportunity to reveal who the characters are and ro 
flesh out their backgrounds and personalities through 
roleplaying, even as you introduce some of their fellow 

prisoners. llvara's newest consort, Shoor. wants to 

impress his mistress. while]orlan. her former consort. 

sullenly does his duty but casts a curious eye over 

the prisoners. Any hostile move is met with poisoned 

crossbow bolts from the drew. and possibly a strike 

from Tlvara's scourge or a ray of sickness spell. The 

giant spiders attack and poison anyone who attacks 

the drew. The drew don't kill any of the prisoners 

(leaving them unconscious at 0 hit points) but have no 

compunction about beating them. 

IN THE SLAVE PEN 
Velkynvelvc's slave pen is closed with a heavy iron gate 

bolted into the stone. See area 11 for more information 
about the slave pen, including options for opening or 

breaking through the gate. 

The prisoners are provided with clay chamber pots, 

and one of the duties of slaves .is to empty them into the 

pool during their shift. There are no other comforts in 

the slave pen. Prisoners must sit or lie on the stone floor, 

and a re fed only once each day-a thin mushroom broth 

served in small clay bowls passed through gaps in the 

bars of the gate. 

SCAVENGED POSSESSIONS 

The player characters have not been idle during their 
captivity. Have each player roll a d20, and add the 

number of days (ldlO) that player's character has been 

imprisoned in Velkynvelve. The result determines what, 

if anything, the character has in his or her possession 

when the adventure begins. 

ScAVENGED PossESSIONS 

Result Item 

2-9 

10-12 A gold coin 

13-15 A living spider the size of a tarantula 

16-18 A 5-foot-long strand of silk rope 

19-21 A flawed carnelian gemstone worth 10 gp 

22- 24 A rusted iron bar that can be used as a club 

25-27 A flint shard that can be used as a dagger 

28-30 A hand crossbow bolt coated with drow poison 

(see "Poisons" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide) 

FELLOW PRISONERS 

The cha racters are held with ten other prisoners. 
captured during v<Jrious raids a nd likewise awaiting 

transportation to Mcnzobt;:rranzan. Some can expect to 

be sold as slaves, while others await death at the hands 

of the drow or their pets. Regardless of what they might 
think of the adventu rers and each other-outside the 

slave pens. all the NPCs have good reason to cooperate 

in order to escape and survive. 

PRISONERS OF THE 0ROW 

Buppido 

Prince Derendil 

Eldeth Feldrun 

Jim jar 

Ront 

Sarith Kzekarit 

Shuushar the Awakened 

Stool 

Topsy and Turvy 

Talkative and cunnmg derro 

Quaggoth who daims to be a 

cursed elf prince 

Shield dwarf scout 

from Gauntlgrym 

Deep gnome with a 

gambling problem 

Ore bully 

Drow accused of murder 

Kuo·toa hermit and mystic 

Myconid sprout 

Deep gnome wererat twins 

C H \P'rE! U I I I' RISONERS 01' TRE DROW 
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Bu PPIOO 

A male derro, Ouppido is surprisingly gregarious and 

talkative, demonstrating n keen mind and a disarming 

manner. This pleasam facade conceals the soul of an 

in~nc killer. Buppido sccrclly lwlit-veo; he is the living 

incarnation of the derro ~od D1inkara.tan-an avatar 

of murder offering bloody -.acrifice!> to create a path 

of carnage through the Undcrdark for his people to 

follow to glory. He rationalizt''- any setbacks (including 

his capture and impnsonment) :lS part of his ''di1.ine 

plan." H1s killings arc cart•fully ritualized. following 

an <·xacting process of cutting open the victims and 

arranging their org<~ns. 

Although mad. Buppido b cunning nnd capable of 

hid1ng his true naturt> to serve hi!> own end!>. Because 

he bE>Iie\es he i!> a god, he is convinc<·d that he can't 

he ktlled (or at least that the death of hi:. mortal form 

mean!> nothing to htm). !>O he is completely fearless. 

l i e .t-.sumcs cverythmg ic;; part of his divine plan. and 

emhusia!>tically participates in any plot to escape from 

the drow so he can cominuc his holy work. Buppido is 

happy to consider his fellow prisoners allies until such 

time as ht• no longer needs them, or becomes convinced 

that the omrns point toward th~· 11\'t:d for one or more of 

them to be :.acrificed to hi:. ~realt'r glory. 

PRINCE DERENOIL 

Thi!> hulking quaggoth is the mo 1 menacing-looking 

prboncr in the slave pens. and the other prisoners 

fli\'E' hjm a wide ben h. If any of the characters speak to 

him, howcvt·r, the quaggoth rcplie-. 111 urbane Elvish. 

lie explnms that he is not, in fart. a quaggoth. but a 

~old elf pnnce polymorphcd into quaggoth form by a 

cur~c. Ht' daims to be Prince Dert>ndil of the kinadom 

of elrindenvane in the High Fore'>t. His crown \:as 

usurpt"cl by the evil wi1ard Tc·rre!>tor. who trapped him 

tn thi:. form and exiled him from hi'> people. 

;\It hough Derendil beha"t''- hke the highborn prince 

he bc•lwves himself to bt·, he responds to stress and 

parucularl} threats like a quaggoth: violently tearing 

foe" hrnb from limb and rt'nding their flesh with sharp 

claw., and teeth. He romt-s back to him:.elf only after 

buttlc>, or when someone reinforces hi:. "true identity'' 

to '>nap him out of it. Derendillamcnts that he is 

GIIAI'TIIII I'RISO;o;L RS 01 Till 111(0\' 

slowly but surely losing himst>lf to the savagery of his 

quuggot h form. 

In fact. Dcrcndil is !'>imply mad. touched by the 

delusions of the dl'lliOII lord Fraz-Urb'luu. The kingdom 

of Nelrindcnvane dot'sn't exist. and all of -oerendil's" 

rrcollecuons and pt'r:.onabty arc an illusion creared by 

the Demon Prince of Deception. The quaggoth refuse:. 

to behe\e the truth. and an.) mcontrovertible evidence a" 

to hi<> real nature !>end:. him tnto a murderous rage. 

ELOETH FELDRUN 

A female shield dwarf scout from Gauntlgrym. Eldcth 

is high spirited ami proud of both her heritage and her 

people's achicvt·ment in reclaiming th<' anciem dwarvcn 

kingdom; she :.uggesu, Gauntlgrym a:. a destination 

to escape from tlw Underdark. Elderh is stubborn and 

hates the drow and all other "corrupt dark dwellers

"urh as the dcrro and duergar. 

Eldeth wamc; to gt>t back home. but !>he is also deli am 

and self sacrific1ng and therefore among the most 

likely prisont~rs to perish bcfor<' getting the opporruniry. 

If that happc·n~ . Eldeth a:.kl> a character she trusts to 

promise to carry word of her fait• hack to her family in 

Cauntlgrym, along with her shit• lei and warhammer 

if they an• r~covered. Thb might win the characters 

the approval of Eldeth's kin when they later visit 

Gauntlgrym. 

jTMJAR 

A male deep gnome spy.Jimjar i~ a feckless rogue 

with a devtl-may care auitude. a fondness for coin, 

and an ob!>t'S'-ion with betting em virtually anything 

and evcrythmg. Once he knows the charactcrs,jimjar 

rcgularlj offt>rs them bet:. on thing5 from their own 

effort" ("I bet you ten gold you can't get past thar sentr) 

without bf'ing seen") to the outcomes of random events 

(MI bet .)OU t\\ enty ~old thb tunnel is the right way"). He 

:.omc·wnE>s uses bening to goad others into doing thing<>. 

but dtnracters can easily turn the tables knowing that 

jlmJar lind~ it difficult to rcfu-.e a wa~er. His behavior 

b unu..,ual for the dour dt•ep gnomes. and others of his 

kind (including Top:.y and Turvy) findjimjar annoying at 

bt:'>t. and unstable and potemially mad at worsL. 

Jimjar is alway~ true to his word. and he manages to 

keep exact track of hi!'> cit-hits and credits in his head, 



paying up on his bets (or dcmnnding payment) as soon 
as possible. lie's not above pocketing a little extra coin 
when no one is watching. and he has an amazing ability 
to secret significant wealth on his person. 

jimjar feels as though there·~ something odd about 
the twins Topsy and Turvy, but he keeps his opinion to 
himself unless asked. He doe<; his best to get along with 

everyone. although some find his gregariousness and 
constant wagers grating. 

RONT 

A malt- ore from the lceshield tribe. Root fled from the 
slaughter of a band of orcs at the hands of the dwarves. 
falling dO\\ n a shaft and" andcring in the Underdark 
before being captured by the drow. He' ashamed of his 

cowardly act and knows that Gruumsh. the god of the 
ore~. i~ punishing him. But he also doesn't wam to die, 
or at least not in drow cap11v1t)'. Root is mean. stupid. 
and hateful. but he :tbo knuckles under to amhority and 
threats. l.ie especially hate:. Eldeth. as his tribe is at war 

with her people. 
Root engages in thr~atening behavior and bullying 

toward the other pri'iOIWrs unless someone stands 

up to him. 

SARITH KZEKARJT 

A male drow. Sarith is sullen and keeps to himself. 
rebuffing attempt , to talk to him. He is disgraced by his 
imprisonment but i'> re'>igned to his fate. since there 
doesn't appear to be iHl) thing he can do about it. Sarith 
is accused of murdering one of his fellow drow warriors 
in a fit of madnC'>'>, but he has no memory of it. He varies 
between bclic\'ing the whole thing is a setup to discredit 
and destroy h1m. and fearing that it is aU true-which. 
in fact. 1t is. He I'> being held until he can be sent back to 
~1enzobcrranzan a!> a sacrifice to Lolth and an example 

to others 
Unknown <!H'n to the other drow. Sarith is infected 

with tainted spores from myconids corrupted by 
Zuggtmoy. the Demon Queen of Fungi. The initial 
infcst.ation of the spores cnu~ed Sarith's bout of 
madne~!>. and his health and sanity continue to 
deteriorate as the spores grow within his brain. 

SHUUSHAR THE AWAKENED 

A kuo-toa. Shuushar i!> likely to be one of the more 
unusual creatures any of the adwmurers have met. 
The aquatic hermit is a calm and peaceful presence-
He is aware of his people's well-deserved reputation 
for madness. and claim~ to have spt:nt a lifetime in 
contemplation and '>Ohtar} mt>ditation to overcome that 
legacy. He appears to have been successful. exuding an 
aura of enlightened balance. Shuushar is even calm and 
accepting ofh1~ t•urrcm imprisonment. merely saying 
that it is what 1t 1'>, and \\hO can say what end it might 

eventually lead toward? 
Although Shuu.,har I!> b) far the most sane. stable. and 

honest of thl" ad\t'nturers' fello\\ prisoners. he is also 
the most u~elt'!>!> to their 1m mediate goals. The kuo-wa 
herm1t i!> a complete pacifist. lie doesn't fight or cause 
harm to an) other creature. even refusing to defend 
himself or others. lie gladly accompanies the party if 
permi11ed to do so, however. helping rhem in any way be 
can other than violating his most l>atred vow. 

Shuushar is familiar with Sloobludop, the kuo-toa 
town near the Darklake. and has navigated the twisting 
routes of the Dark lake for many years. He hopes 
to share his enlightenment with hb fellow kuo-toa. 
although he isn't aware of reccnt events in Sloobludop 
(see chapter 3 for details). 

STOOL 

Stool is a myconid sprout captured by Sarith Kzekarit. 

Stool is lonel} and frightened. wanting only to return 
to its home in Neverlight CrO'-C· If befriended by the 
characters. Stool atadl} offers to guide them lO its home. 
promising them anctuary wnh nc; folk. although it isn't 
aware of the dangers posed b} Zuggtmoy's influence on 

the myconid (~ee chapter 5). 
Stool uses rapport pore'> to establish telepathic 

communication with other creatures. and it does so 
to communicate with characters who are kind and 
friend!} toward it. The myconid will also help esrabiC.h 
communication with Underdark denizens with \\hom 
t:he character!> don't share a language. Once it becomes 
attached to one or more of the adventurers, Stool 
behaves somewhat like an cmhusiaMic and curious 
younger sibling. stickinf:t close to the characters and 

asking all kinds of questions. 
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TOPSY AND TURVY 

Twin deep gnomrl>, Top~>y and her brother Turvy 

are originally fro111 BlingtlenstOne in the Underdark. 

They Wt'rt' cnplUrecl hy the drow while our garhering 

mushrooms in llw tunnels near their home. Like most 

other svirfncblin, Top~y ha!> a stringy mop of hair while 

Turvy only ha~. a few tufts of hair atop his otherwise 

bald head. Topsy is by far the more social of the two. 

Turvy constantly mumblec; and muners darkly. with 
Top~} reptwling or tram.lating what her brother says. 

Topsy and Tun} hide the fact that they arc wererats. 

Infected with the curse of lycanthropy. neither deep 
gnome has entire!} embraced it yer. and rhey struggle 

to control their wcrcrat instincts and urges. They are 

fearful of what potential allic·-. might do if they learn 

the truth. and arc looking out for each other and their 

own o.;urvi\ a! With thcar transformations controlled by 

the> un'i<'rn ryrlc· of the• moon. you can use the twins· 

impending chnng<' as a w1ld curd in the adventure. 

They've bct•n pri-.ollt'r!> for le!>l> than a month, meaning 

the full moon is com1ng. 

A MOTLEY CREW 

The other prisoners who manage to escape with the player 
characters are likely to become their companions for a 
substantial part of the adventure, so it is good to lay the 
groundwork for those relationships early on. Some of 
the NPCs might not survive the Initial escape attempt. 
Others might be lost to the dangers of the Underdark- or 
m1ght reveal the.r true colors and betray the party. A few 
could become true compamons. Keep in mind the other 
pnsoners have the.r own personalities and goals, but are 
generally w1lhng to cooperate for the~r own benefit. Their 
knowledge of the Underdark should encourage the player 
characters to keep them around at least initially. 

Smce managong such a large cast of NPCs can be quite 
mvolved, enl1st the aod of the players of you wish, having 
each of them take on the role of manag1ng one or more of 
the party's companoons The pla)er generally decides what 
that NPC IS doong. wllh the knowledge that you, as Dungeon 
Master, can overrule them as needed by the story. Not only 
d~ th1s make the secondary characters easier to manage, 
11 helps the players get to know them and strengthens the 
bonds between the NPCs and the adventurers. 

f:IIAI"It:lll l l'KISONfNS 01 Ill£ J.>NOW 

WHAT T H E P RISONERS K NOW 

Allow the character'> to freely mingle and interact with 

their fellow prisoners or t•vt•n the drow guards, although 
the guards rart' ly tnlk to 1 he> "surface-dweller scum." Of 

all the prisoners, only Eldeth andjimjar speak Ouent 

Common. The ot lwrs !.peak Undercommon (or at least 

understand it). Ront knows some Common. while 
Derendil -.peaks Elvic;h. Stool's rapport spores can 

establish telepathic communiCation to allow everyone 

to speak freely. The $fuards aren't observant enough 

to notice. 
You might wish to conc;ult the social interaction rules 

in the Dungeon Uaster's Guide. in which case the other 

prisoners are initiall) indifferent toward the characters. 

HandJe the interacuons using roleplaying. Charisma 

checks. or a balance of the two as best suits your group 

and the way the ad\enture unfolds. 

The characters can learn the following things from 

talking with their fellow pnsoners, some of who have 

been captives of the drow for a tenday or two: 

Tht>re are nint>teen drow at the outpost, including 

llvara. Shoor. andjorlan. as well as another priestess 

named Asha. There Me also a dozen quaggoths and a 

number of giam spiders. 
• T hree drow guards watch the slave pen from the 

hanging guard tower across the rope bridge, visible 

through the locked ~ate. 
• The cell has some sort of ami magic effect on it (sec 

area 11 for details). 
• jorlan the drow warrior suffered disfi~u r ing injuries 

recently. Before then. he seemed more in llvara·s 

favor. ow hoor seems to have displaced him. 
• jorlan used to have a wand that shot globs of sticky 

material able to trap targets. 'low Shoor carries it, as 
another sign of their change an statu5. 
It might be a maucr of dayo; or tt"ndayc; before a contin· 

gem from Mcnzobt·rranzan arriv~ to take prisoners 

back to the drO\\ c11y. 

Additionally. the drO\\ Sarith Kzekarit knows 

the foiJowing: 

A gra) oote hve-. in the pool. lt'!> harmJess. feeding off 

waste unles<, diMurbed . 
• A supply patrol from Mentoberrantan is a few days 

overdue, which IS unusual. 



HARD LABOR 

The drow divide their prisoners into three roughly 

equal-sized groups and put them to work for a third 

of the day. supervised by the quaggoths. Their menial 

tasks include filling and hauling water barrels. operaring 

the lift. cleaning any or all parts of the outpost (whether 

they need it or not). emptying chamber pots, food 

preparation and !>ervicc. washing dishes. and laundry. 

The prisoners arl' also giwn cruel or pointless tasks. to 

occup) them. and for rhe dark c·lvc..,· amusement. Such 

labors indud<' moving or stacktng rocks. coiling ropes. 

and organrzmg supplies. with prboner!> forced to redo 

work that doesn't meet tht> dro\v 's arbitrary standards. 

Charactt•rs might or might not work together. 

depending on how the drow split them up. Prisoners 

known to be frit-ndly to each other are usually kept 

apart, nnd no more than two ot· three prisoners are 

allowed lo work at a s ingle tnsk at once. 

Thl" drow and quaggoths are cruel and capricious, 

but also somewhat bored and looking for amusement. 

The quaggoths are poor conversationalists. hateful and 
mistrtt'>tful toward the prisoners. The drow are more 

inclint'd to talk. if only to boast of their superiority. 

Character<. mir;thttrick them into dropping useful 

bit!. of information. such as how long the journey to 

\len.wberranzan is expected to take. or that the outpost 

t'l relatively close to the DarkJake. 

BAD DREAMS 

The characters' sleep in the slave pt'n is troubled and 

fitful, filled with strange dream~ and disturbing images. 

Dark shadow'> seem to move and reach out toward them 

as the character-; wander lost through endless mazes of 

tun ncb. Oily tt'ntacles slide to bru!.h up against them. 

whill' a gr<'at buzzing and howling rises in the distance. 

Suppuratiug wounds burst open in clouds of spores or 

crawling ma!>ses of maggots or insects. At least one or 

more of the characters should wake in a cold sweat from 
these nightmares arter every rest, feeling as though 

stlrnething is out there in the dark depths- something 
far worse> I hrrn the drow. 

You need not explain the cause of these dreams and 
images at this lime. Characters can chalk them up to 

the conditions in the slave pen. or to the aftereffects of 

drow poison. but they arc omens of what is happening 

in the Lnderdark Spclleasters, particularly clerics and 

warlocks. mi~ht be most prone to these dreams. but 

the} can visit any or all of the characters. 

FIGHT! 

\lost oft he other prisoners aren't looking for trouble. 

and even killers !'.uch as Buppido are careful to bide 
their time·. Still. both Derendil and Rom ha,·e quick 

tempers. and Sarith the drO\\ is prone to bouts of 

\JOience a5 Zu~~tmoy's spores take over his mind. It's 

posstble the characters could provoke a fight. If they do. 

<;orne of the prisoners (including the deep gnomes) egg 

on the fighters while others keep their distance or even 

1ry 10 break up the brawl. 

Any violent conflict draws the at lent ion of the d row 

guards. who initially order any prisoners to s tand down 

from a fight. threatening them with hand crossbows 

from outside the gate. If necessary. they shoot prisoners 

with poisoned crossbow bolt!> to rncapacitate them. 

(Sec chapter 8 of the Dungeon \.laster's Guide for 

information on drow poison.) The guards let any 

fight play out for their own amusement as long as the 

prisoners don't seem likely to aciuall) kill one another. 

FEEDI NG TIME 

lf a prisoner becomes too much trouble. or if the drow 

need to mete out a lesson on the price of disobedience. 
they make a gruesome spectacle of feeding a malcontent 

to the giant spiders in the webs beneath Velkynvelve. 

Drow guards or quaggoth servants throw the bound 

prisoner over the edge into tht' webs. where the spiders 

quickly converge to bite the victim, injecting their 

venom. Once the victim is pnralyzed. lht> spiders wrap 
their meal up in webbing. 

This event is a convenient opportunity to get rid of one 

or more of the other prisoner:'> before the escape attempt 
if you don't want them around. Aq well. you can drive 

home the l'ruehy and threat of the drow by eliminating 

an NPC with whom the characters have formed a bond. 

THE DROW 
The garrison at Vclkynvelvc consists of twelve drow. 

five drow eli te warriors , a junior drow priestess named 

Asha (usc the priest s tat block in the Monster Manual. 

but add rhc Fey Ance try. Innate Spellcasting. and 

Sunlight Sensitivity featurcl> of the drow stat block). and 

the outposc·s commandcr. a '>t'nior d row priestess of 

Lolth n<~mt·clllvara. The dro\\ haH· the assistance of a 

pack of twelve quaggoths and s•x trained giant spiders. 

PR O M I N ENT 0ROW 

llvara Mizzrym 

Asha Vandree 

Shoor Vandree 

Jorlan Duskryn 

T LVA RA M TZZRYM 

Drow priestess and commander 

of the outpost 

Junior priestess 

Drow elite warrior. llvara·s lieutenant 

and lover. ahd Asha's distant cousin 

Maimed drow elite warrior. llvara's 

former lieutenant and lover. 

The commander of Velkynvch·c is an ambitious drow 

priestess looking to rise in the esteem of Lolth and her 

house. She considers command of a mere outpost a 

stepping stone in her asccn ion. Th<· posting is beneath 

he r, and she treats both it and her prisoners with 

contempt. But she also knows the posting is temporary, 

and she tntcnds to wring every advantage from it in 
the meantimr. 

A member of a drow hou'>e with a long history as 
slavt'r . ll\'ara is a cruel mistress who enjoys taunting 

and tormenting enemies and underlings alike.ln 

addition to a scourge. she wields a cemacle rod. 

Although s he has taken Shoor \'andree as her lover. 

llvara cares no more about him than she did abour 

jorlan Duskryn. the lover she discarded due to his 
cripplinJ;( injuries. 
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ASHA VANDRE£ 

A jun1or drow pricstei>!. under llvJra's guidance, Ash a 

initi:llly considered llvara an example to emulate. 

That rhanged after she saw how llvara treated Jorlan 

Duskryn, a seasoned drow warrior who was the 

comm<lnder's lover up until he was badly wounded. 

llvara d1scarded jorlan without a se<~ond thought. 
showtng A<>ha the foolishnes~ of expecting any reward 

for loyalty. 

Asha IS ambitiou~ enough to know she could assume 
rommand of the outpOst if anything was to happen to 

llvara, hut not couragcou!> enough to challenge her 
!>upcnor openly. She also knowc; that <>he would have to 

imprcsc; her superiors in the City of piders for any such 

fidd promouon to b(•come permanent. As such, Asha 

moves cautiously. fanning the fires of jorlan's hatred 

whill- keeping her own hands clean of any plmling. 

SHOOR VANDREE 

Th1s drow elite warrior hal. a~~umed the role of livara·s 

lieutenant and lo\er after the InJuries suffered by his 

prt·decec,sor.jorlan Duskryn. hoor is relatively young 

and qune :~rroganL for n drow male. proud of his abilities 

ancl accompli'>hments He i!> Mill flush with his success 

m winning tht• favor of llvara a net advancing his position 

CUAI"' R I rKISO:-:F.RS 01' Til~ t>kO\\' 

ROLEPLAY IN G THE DAOW 

The drow are arrogant, cru!l and VICIOUS, v1ewmg their slaves 
as httle more than liVestock and treating them w1th cold 
d1sregard. Even the lowest drow understands the 1nferiority of 
other creatures, behav1ng toward the pnsoners hke sneering 
nobility. With their supenors. however. the drow are fawning 
sycophants w1th a pass1ve-aggressrve edge. The males defer 
to the females, the rank·and-lile warrrors defer to the elite 
warrrors, and everyone defers to the prrestess llvara. 

Twithin the outpost, which shows in his swagger and 

the way he lords it ovtr ever) other male in Velkynvelve. 

particularly j orlan. Still insecure in his position. Shoor 

fetls the need to demonMrate his sk1ll and effectiveness 

to his mistress and to find ways to please her. 

As llvara's lieutenant. Shoor carries a wand of viscid 

slobs (see appendix B). which once belonged to Jorlan 

and is used to capture and restrain prisoners. 

jORLA N 0USKRYN 

Jorlan turned a talent for inflicting pain into s kill as 

a warrior, and a certain roguish charm into a way to 

ingratiate himself with his femalt superiors. He quickly 

made himself useful to llvara Miu:rym as both the field 

commander of the Velkynvclve garrison and as her lover. 

enjoymg all the benefits that came with both roles. 

j orlan thought that Lohh fa\·ored him, or atlt'.ast 

that hi<, charms had deflected her malice. unt1l he bad 

the misfortune of a run-in with a black pudding on an 

otherwise routine raid. llvar:. 's healing magic saved 

his life hut couldn'1 undo the terriblt• damage wrought 

by the ooze's acid. With his once-handsome face 

melted and scarred. and hi!. !>word hand twisted and 

missing two fingers,jorlan wa!> no longer the warrior 

he once was. 

llvara relievedjorlan of duty during his recuperation. 

replacing him with the young bravo Shoor Vandree. 
When he then took Shoor to her bed,jorlan realized 

his recovery would never be <;ufficiem to regain what 

he had lost. His heartbreak and loss has since become 
a virulent hatred for flvara and S hoor that slowly eats 

at him .jorlan finds th~> idea of suicide or reckless self

destruction beneath him, however unless he can find a 

way to take flvara a net her new lover with him. 

jorlan knows full well that the :.ympathy the priestess 

Asha shows him is an attempt to manipulate him. But 

he's willing to play along for the time being. hoping to 

draw Asha doser and potentially use her against llvara 

when the time is right. 

Because of his injurie:,, jorlan has disadvantage 

on attack rolls, Dexterity checks. and Dexterity 

saving throws. 

DROW WARRIORS 

The remaining drow males garrisoning Velkynvelve 

are named Balok. Bemeril. Guldor. llonemmeth. 
lmbros.Jaezrcd.je\•an. Kalannar. Malagar. 1adal. 

Nym. and Sorn. 



VELKYNVELVE 
The drow outpost ts located htgh 10 a cavern. builr 

100 feet above the rocky floor. The· outpo~t consists 

of a ~cric•s of <:>me~ II cave.., 10 tht> ravt>rn walls and four 

Mhanging tower-.- hollowed-out '>tnlncttle~ connected 

by walkw:~y .... swirs, and rope bridge..,. The towers are 

concealed by the thit~k webs of gi:lnt o,pide~ stretched 

below thc·m. -;cl that on I} the lowc>rmost parts of the 

talactlles are \'l!>tblc- from the cnvern floor. 

With the· ..,mall amount of dim light u~ed in the outpost 

'htcldt•d from the cavem floor below. one might walk the 

entire- lc·ngth of tht' deft without becoming aware of the 

outpo..,t OH:rht'ad, hidden in the darkne!>S above the range 

of torch e.., and lamems. The ~tiant spiders also serve as 

guard~. droppmg down on their web strands to prey upon 

cr<·ature<, that lind their way into the cavern. Similarly, 

drow w:~rriors ran drop to the cave floor on lines of 

!>picler silk to ambush enem ies. 

Thre-e caves and two hanging towers surrounding a 

platform make up the main part of the outpost for the 

drow warriors. The largest of the hanging towers is 

rt·~ervt>d for the priestesses and 1 he shri nc of Lolrh, 

while the other is a guard tower opposttc the cave used 

to hold slaves. \orth oft he c;J<I\'e pen is the den of the 

outpost's quaggoth servants. Watch post!> lie at either 

end of the:' outpost. ncar th<' north<'rn and southern 

entrances to the cavern. 

l. So uTHERN W ATCH PosT 

~car th<· -.outhern 1>assagt' from the cavern is an alcove 

used ns a wntrh post. 

Two drow are stationed bere at all times. keeping 

watch owr thf' passage and noting the approach of any 

creatures. The duty is long and dull. so the watchers are 

somcumt·-. dhtracted. A successful Dexterity (Stealth) 

check made against the guards' passive Wisdom (Per

rrption) score of ll allows characters to pass unnoticed. 

\n} light from the passage or the cavern below automat· 

sc:llly draws the guards' attention, however. 

The draw guards are under orders to r t'port intruders 

immedintcly. And to keep them under observation. They 

rakt> no other action unless ordered or unless they see 

-.ign<o of a signsficant threat. In that ralot". they blow 

a high. shrill note on a warning trumpt"l to alert the 

whole outpost. 

2. B A RRACKS 

tOOt" •o~eps le-ad from the watch post to a 1-foot·thick 

platform of turkhwood (see -Fungi of the lJndcrdark

carlit·r tn this chapter) extending between two of the 

hanging towers nnd into three adjoining ca,·erns. 

The two southemmost caves serve as barracks for the 

rank and file drO\v warriors of the outpost. Si'\ warriors 

dwc·llsn t:aeh barracks. each set up with a pallet, a small 

zurkhwood chest for holding pen.onal po!>~ssions and 

equipment. and a ssde table. Sptdcr ..,slk rope webbing on 

the ca\ern walls is set\\ nh hook.., for hanging lanterns 

1nd other items. but the barrark.., art" rarel) lit. 

One drow is prcsem in rarh of tht' harracks ca\'es at 

.my time. resting in a meditatiw tram·e. A resting drow 

n..,es :u any significant light or noibt>. ready to attack. 

VELKYNVELVE: G EN ERAL FEATU RES 

The followsng fe~tures apply throughout the outpost. 
Light. The mterior sp~ces of the outpo~t are d1mly 

1llummated by l~nterns contam10g phosphorescent fungt. 
wh fe the extenor IS dark. 

Sound. A small waterfall pounng mto the uvern creates 
a constant background no1se negaung the cave's tendency 
to ampf1fy and carry sounds. Checks m;~de to hear th10gs 
10 the c~vern are made normally. 

Stotrs. These S·foot·wlde sta~rs are carved 10t0 the stone 
s1des of the cavern between several of the cave entrances. 

Bridges. Bndges of spider·s1lk rope connect the 
walkways to the guard tower and the entrance to the 
puestess's tower. The swaymg budges are d1fficult terrain 
for non·drow 

Foiling. A creature pushed off the st0111rs. a bndge. or the 
edge of a platform must attempt a DC 10 De)Ctenty saving 
throw. On a fa1lure, the creature falls. land1ng in the webs 
stretched beneath the outpost. On a successful save, a 
creature grabs hold of the edge and h;~ngs there until it 
can climb back up with a DC 10 Strength (Athletics) check 
made as part of its movement. A failed Strength check 
means the creature is unable to move and must check 
agam, wh1le failure by 5 or more means a fall to the webs. 

Webs. The dense webs of g1ant spiders kept by the drow 
conceal the outpost from below. A creature fathng mto the 
webs becomes restra1ned. As an act1on. a restratned creature 
un attempt a DC 12 Strength check to break free from the 
webs. The webs can also be attacked and destroyed (AC 10. 
1 S hp per 10-foot section. vulnerability to fire. and immunity 
to bludgeonmg, potson. ilnd psych1c damage) Each foot of 
movement tn the webs costs 1 extra foot. and any creature 
other than a sp1der that enters the webs or starts its turn 

there must succeed on a DC 12 Strength or Dextenty check 
to ~vo1d becoming restratned. Any movement 10 the webs 
attracts the attention of the g1ant sp1ders, which attack and 
feed on tripped creatures 

A creature fallmg from the webbtng to the cavern Aoor 
takes 10d6 bludgeon10g damage. 

TREASURE 

The- f'quipment of the resting draw is !:>torcd under his 

pallet: a shortsword. a hand crossbow with a c:ase of20 

hand nossbow bolts. a chain bhirt. and a lQQ.foot coil of 

si lk rope with a small grappling hook at the end. 

Each of the six chests in each barracks contains 

a flask of drow poison used to treat cros!:>bow bolts 

(see -raisons" in chapter 8 of the Dun~eon Master's 

GUide). One flask has enough pot-.on to treat 20 bolts. 

Each chest also contains two -.ct-. of dothing and 

ld4 items from the Trinket!:> table· in c·hapter 5 of the 

Player's Handbook. 

3. MAI N H ALL 

Thts cave ser\'es as a gathering and eaung place fort he 

drow warriors of the outpost. It has four circular tables 

caned from turkhwood. each !>urrounded by five chairs. 

Part of the hall1s used as a food pr<.•paration and storage 

area. contain in~ stocks of dri<:'d and fresh fungi. dried 

fruns. cheeses. preserved meat. and a fe" clay jars of 

sptces. A h<'a,·y iron bra71<'r provtdec; heat for cookjng 

along with dim light, but much of the food IS serv·ed cold. 

At any ttmc. there is a 25 percent rhancc that ld4 

drow arc in the mau) hall eating or t>nlertaining 

thcmselv<'~ with dice or card games. If any draw a re 
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pre..,cnt. ld~ quaggoths ar~ al o on hand, serving and 
deanmg. II there are no drow 1n the main hall, there 
i.e; a 25 pt'rccnt chance that a lone quaggoth is here 
performing 1t'i duties. 

TREASURE 

There IS nothing of value in the main hall apart from 
what the drow have on them. but characters can loot 
the larder for the equivalent of up to 30 days of rations. 
limited b) what they can carry. Earh day of rations for 
one character weighs 2 pounds. 

4. ELITE B ARRACKS 

The two hanging towers flanking the platform are the 
quarten. of the elite warriors of the outpost, except for 
the commander's lieutenant (currently Shoor Vandree) 
who has his own quarter~ in the priestess's tower. Each 
hanging lower has two chambers, with a rope ladder 
running between the upper and lower chamber through 
a zurkhwood trapdoor. The elite warriors have finer 
furnitu re, including zurkhwood chairs and small tables 

around which they sit. 
One off-duty drow e lite warrior rests in one of the 

chambers hert> at any given time. There is a 50 percent 
chance that one quaggoth is also present. carrying out 
chores such as deaning up or delh·ering water. Either 
reacts hostilely to intruders. but the) might choose to 
ftec and warn the outpoc;t rather than anack. depending 
on the odds. 

TREASURE 

The equipment of the resting drow warrior is stowed 
beneath his pallet: a shortsword. a hand crossbow with 
a case of 20 bolts. a chain shin. and a 100-foot coil of 
silk rope with a c;mall grappling hook at the end. 

Each of the chest'> in the four chambers contains a 
flask of drow poison u<,ed to treat crossbow bolts. One 
flask has enough poison to treat 20 bolts. Each chest 
also conta ins two changes of clothing. 2d6 sp. l d8 gp. 
and 1d4 ircms from the Trinkets table in chapter 5. 
"Equipment,'' of the Plnyer's Handbook. 

5. LIFT 

Attached to tht' t>dgc' of the barracks platform is a winch
and-basket device con:,isting of a large swinging arm 
that carries a thin cord of strong spider silk. The cord 

runs through a !>erie!> of pulleys from a hand-cranked 
horizontal spool to n heavy woven basket suspended at 
the end. The basket IS kept up on the platform except 
when it is in usc. 

Two quaggoth attendants remain by the lift to watch 
for a signal from below for the basket to be low-ered. 
They are on guard in case anyone other than a drow or 
one of their own kind approaches. 

USING THE LIFT 

Up to four Medium cremures can fit somewhat snugly 
in the basket. which is swung out O\ er the edge of 
the platform and lowered to the cavern floor below by 
turning the spool using attached handles. This requires 
a successful DC 18 Strength check, normally provided 
by two quaggoth servants (one of which makes the 
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check while the other a c;ish with the Help action). 

Once on the ca,·e floor, the ba kct can be loaded with 
other pa-.-.cn~er!> or up 10 00 pounds of cargo. then 
lifted back up to the platform 10 the same way. It takes 4 
round.., for the ba-.ket to mo .. e between the platform and 

the Ooor under normal operauon. 

6. SHRINE TO LOLTH 

A steep rope bridjle lead from the walkway ledge 
to th<' uppermost le\el of the largest hanging tower. 
called the priestess's tower. The floor of this circular 

chamber i CO\'ered b) dark ilken ma£S with a pale web

strand pattern woven through them in silvery thread. 
In the m1ddlc of the chamber {at the center of the web) 
stands a broad pedestal carved from zurkhwood. with 
a 10-foot-high sculpted :,pidt'r at its head. The carving 

is so lifelike that anyone initially entering the chamber 
and seeing II in dim light must succeed on a DC 12 
Wisdom (P<:rccption) check lo recognize it. On a fa ilure, 
a character mistakes it for a real gia nt spider. 

This place is a sh rinc lo Lolth, the d row's spider 
goddess. and also serves as quarters for Asha. the junior 
priestess. Sht> tends the shrine, overseeing routine 
rituals and offerings to Lolth. 

Roll a d6 when the characters enter the shrine to 
determine who they might meet. 

SHR INE ACTIVITY 

d6 Activity 

1-2 Ashi IS 1n the room ilone. resting 

3-4 As hi ind ld4 drow are engaged in worship 

S-6 The shnne IS empty 

The back half of the chamber. behind the altar. is piled 
with a semicircle of pillows and cushions. Resting 
among these is a giant spider trained and kept by the 
priestesses. The cushions give the spider sufficient 
concealment to hide from anyone entering the tower 
from I he front. A charactc•r must succeed on a Wisdom 
(Perception) check contested by the s pide r's Dexterity 
(Stealth) rhcck to spot it bdorc it moves. 

TREASURE 

The altar is Oanked by a pair of heavy si lver candlesticks 
worth 25 gp each. They hold thick black candles. lit only 
when a ritual is being performed in the shrine. 

The eight "eyes" of the spider statue are eight pieces 
of polished jet- four o,mall ones worth 5 gp each and 
four larg,•r ones worth 10 gp each. Any non-drow who 
posses'>e.., these gems falls under a curse from Lolth. All 
spiders and <;pidcrlike crt'atures attack the bearer of the 

stones on '>lght. and such creatures have advantage on 
checks to dt'tt ~ ct the posse~or of the stones. The curse 
lasts until all the stones arc gi\'en imo the safekeeping 
of a drow worshiper of Lohh or the gems are subject to a 
remm-e cur'>t spell. 

7. lLVA RA'S Q UA RTERS 

A rope• ladder leads down from the shrine into this 
chambt:r. which serves :.s private quarters to Mistress 
llvara, prlc·stcss of Lolth and commander ofVclkynvelve. 
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a retreat-. ro her quarrer-. for privacy. rest. and 

r.:eduat '1 Roll a d6. On 1- 2. the priestess is here. On 

a roll ot I C,hoor \'andree is abo here with her. Ih-ara is 

furious af .ulyc>nt' dares to enter hrr quarters unbidden. 

If rhe characters ratch her here, s he casts web, conjure 

ammals. or in ... ert plague to bedevilrhem while she flees 

and calls for ht'lp. If Shoor is with llvara. he attacks to 
cover her <>scnpr. 

TRAP 

The chest is lorkt!d, nnd llvara k<;cps the key in a hidden 

pocket on tlw inside of her belt. The lock is trapped with 

n poison needlr tipped with drow poison (see "Poisons'' 

an chaprer 8 of tlw Dungeon Master's Guide). which is 

acuvatcd if any attt•mpt is made to open the lock without 

rhe proper key. The ,·ictim takes 1 piercing damage and 

must succeed on a DC 13 Consriturion saving throw or 

be poasoned for I hour. If rhe saving throw fails by 5 or 

mort'. the rarget i!'> abo unconscious while poisoned in 

this way. A sucre sful DC 20 Intelligence (Investigation) 
cherk rcvealc, the trap. A characrer usang thieves· tools 

can mak<' a successful DC IS Dexreriry check to disarm 

it. Pickang th<' loc:-k require~ rhie,es' tools and another 

successful DC IS Dexterity check. 

TREASURE 

The sad<' table holds a small silver-framed mirror worth 

10 gp. The small shranC' to Lolth is carved ofzurkhwood 

and bone. nnd inlaid with semiprecious stones. It is 

worth 50 gp if thr chararters can find a buyer for it. 
The chcM c·ontains a v<triNy of s ilken gar ments and 

personal items. There is n si lver chain headdress set 

with small onyx s tones, worth 50 l{p, and a drawstring 

bt~~ containing two potions of hcalinp. A small leather 

purse ront11in1- 24 gp. 30 s p. and a small moonstone 

wort h 20 flp. while :mother puri>c is llvara's spare spell 
component pouch 

Additionally. the chest contains any valuables once 

hl.'ld by th<> rhararter!> and NPCi>. including any 

spellbook.<>. components, focu <'S. and magic items lost 
to the ad\enturc-r-.. 

8. SHOOR'S QUARTERS 

The lowermosr and smallel.t chamber of the priestess's 

rower belon"!> to the commander's lieutenant. the leader 
or the> elite warn ore:; of the outpost. Shoor Vandree. 

llvara s curr<'nt favorate. as the present occupant. The 

area's former occupant.jorlan Duskryn. has been 

dasplaced to the elate barrack" after his recent injuries. 
The chambt•r coma ins cushaons laid out across floor 

mats. a small curved table with two chairs. and a sturdy 
zurkhwood cht•sr. 
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Shoor spends mO'il of ha._ ofT-duty time in llvara's 

quarter'l, aucnding ro ha<. mastre!>s or awaiting her. 

Unless you wash him to be found here. his quaners arc 
unoccupic·d. 

TRAP 

The chc-,r as locked. and Shoor keeps the key in his belt 

pouch. The lock is trapped wnh a poison needJe trap 
identicalro rhc one in llvara'-. quarters. 

TREASURE 

The rable holds a pe\\ ter patchcr and a paar of matched 

gobleli>. worth a total of I gp. 

The chest contains Shoor' personal items and 

clothing. ns well as a small purse containing 20 gp. 

a black vt·het mask stitched with silver thread in a 

spiderwt·b pattern (worth 25 gp), a set of bone dice 

e n~raved with Elvish characters (worth 10 gp), a small 

black velvd bag containing o spider-shaped onyx brooch 

(worth 50 gp), nnd n flask of ~ l rong, syrupy blue liquor 
(worth 10 gp). The liquor leaves anyone who drinks it 

&.>leasanlly poisoned for ld4 hours. 

9. WATERFALL 

Wacer vents through a crack in the ceiling ncar the 

east<>rn wall between the s talactites of the priestess's 

tO\\er and the guard tower. <'rcating a small waterfall 

that pours down to the cavern floor and forms a natural 

pool (see area 1-t). Quaggot h gather small barrels 

of water from the head of th<' waterfall to serve the 
outpost's nt•cds. 

The water makes the stone wall·within 10 feet of it 

difficuh 10 scale. Any creaturt' auempting to do so has 

disadvanragt> on checks made to climb. Any character 

who falls lands in the pool below, taking no damage. 

10. GUARD TOWER 

The fourth hanging tower. connected by rope bridges to 

the slave pen and the walkway alongside the priestess's 

tower, serves as a guard tower for observing the cavern, 

the weste rn passage. and the s lave pen. 

The lower chamber of the tower is occupied by two 

drow and one drow elite warrior on guard duty. It 

conrain!> a 7urkhwood tnblc and three chairs. a smaller 

side table, and spider-silk webbing set with hooks for 
hanging t'Quipmcnt. 

As at the watch po ts. guard duty bere is a dull affair, 

and the guards are usuall} distracted enough (talking 

or passing the time with dice.- games) that prisoners 

can move or act unnoticed wnh a successful DeXleriry 

(Stealth) check conrcsted bl the guards' passive Wisdom 
(Perception) score. 

The tower's upper chamber stores extra arms and 

armor for the outpost. Characters who gain entrance to 
the armol') can easily loot it ( C'<' -Treasure··). 

TREASURE 

The content of the armory include the following: 

• 6 chain shirts 

• 6 suils of studded leather armor 
6 shields 

6 hand crossbows 



20 cases of hand crossbow bolts, each case con

t<lining 20 bolts 

6 shortswords and 10 daggers 

• 6 bags of caltrops (20 caltrops per bag) 

4 100-foot-long coils of silk rope 

2 building hammers (not usable as weapons) 

2 bags of iron spikes (10 spikes per bag) 

11. SLAVE PEN 

This cave is built to hold captives until they are sent to 

Menzoberranzan lobe sold as slaves. 

The gate to the s lave pen is kept locked. A character 

using thieves' tools can pick the lock with a successful 

DC 20 Dexterity check. A character using makeshift 

tools can attempt the same check but has disadvantage. 

A lock-picking attempt might draw the attention of 

the guards, requiring a Dexterity (Stealth) check 

contested by the guards' passive Wisdom (Perception) 

score to carry it off without notice. Each of the guards 

on duty in the other areas of the outpost has a key to 

the gate hanging from a belt ring. Breaking the gate's 

lock and forcing it open requires a successful DC 20 

Strength check. 

MAGICAL WARDS 

The drow have placed powerful wards on the slave 

pen to inhibit spellcastcrs and shield the area against 

scrying aLLemprs. 

Spells cast within the slave pen have no effect, and 

any slot or magic item cha rge expended to cast such a 

spell is consumed. The wards don't suppress or negate 

spell effects that ori~inatc outside rhe slave pen. For 

example, a creature under the effect of an invisibility 

s pell remains invisible when it enters the slav<> pen. 

Creatures inside tht' slave pen can't be targeted by 

any divination magic or perceived through magical 

scrying sensors. 

12. QUAGGOTH DEN 

Beyond the slave pen and down a set of stone steps, this 

cave is used as a den by the dozen quaggoths that serve 

the drow ofVelkynvelvc. The interior is littered with 

nest-like mounds of debris and the scauered bones of 

the quaggoths' past meals. 

These servants of the drow use the den only to sleep 

and cat. with ldil quaggoths resting here at any given 

rime. The quaggoths atlnck any creature that comes into 

their den that isn't a drow, a spider, or one of their kind. 

They don't initially Attack unknown quAggol hs or drow 

on sight, but they know all those assigned to the outpost 

and will question strangers. Derendil and Sarith's status 

as prisoners is known to them. 

13. NORTHERN WATCH POST 

This small alcove just past and below the quaggoth den 

has the same features as the watch post at area 1. 

Two drow are stationed here on watch. typirally 

hating that dury for irs proximity to the quaggoth den. 

the slave pen, and rhe pool. 

14. POOL 

Water pouring down from the waterfall at area 9 

forms a 20-foot-deep pool before flowing out into an 

undergrou nd river that travels several miles before 

spilling into the Darklake. Since the drow take the water 

they need from the top of the waterfall, they use the pool 

to dump waste and garbage. Although this fouls the 

surface of the pool, the constant flow keeps the water 

beneath the surface clear. 

A gray ooze lurks in the pool's shallows. blending 

pcrfecUy with the dark. wet stone. it feeds on the 

waste dumped into the pool. along with the occasional 

creature that finds its way into the cavern or [aUs 

into the pool. 
The inhabitants ofVelkynvelve remain unaware 

that the recent arrival of the demon lordjuiblex in the 

Underdarkhas made this ooze particularly aggressive 

and malevolent ln addition to attacking any creature in 

the pool, the ooze surges up to 10 feet out of the pool to 

attack creatun!S at ils edge. When it does so. creatures 

within 30 feet of the ooze telepathically sense a voice 

cry out. ''Flesh for the Faceless Lord!" 

MEANS OF ESCAPE 
Unless they want to spend the rest of their lives as drow 

slaves. the characters s hould quickly begin looking 

for ways they can escape. Though the task wiU not 

be easy, the characters can rake advantage of certain 
opportunities if they use their heads. 

ACQUISITIONS 

One or more of the characters might have useful items 

in their possession (sec ''Scavenged Possessions"), and 

working outside the slave pen creates new opportunities 

for the characters to acquire and hide small items. 

including makeshift weapons or tools. or even lift a key 
to the slave pen from a guard. What they can acquire 

depends on the work they do and where they go. Use 

the description of the different location::. throughout the 

outpost as a guide to opportun.ities. Taking something 

without being noticed requires a successful Dexterity 

(Sleight of Hand) check contested by the Wisdom 

(Perception) checks of any active observers. or using an 
observer's passive Wisdom (Perception) score as the 

base DC. A prisoner that fails the check is commanded 

to relinq uish the item. on pain of death. 

What equipment a nd treasures the ~harac t crs claim 

durinp; their escape depend on how much of the outpost 

they arc able to explore before fleeing. For some 

characters. it might be a fun challenge to escape into 

the Undcrdark with little more than the clothes on their 

backs. For others (including spellcasters who need 

spell books or componems). consider placing the party's 

captu red equipment (normally in llvara's quarters) in 

an nlternate location if the characters arc intent on 

escaping without exploring all of the outpost, such as 
the elite drow barracks (area 4) or the armory (area 1 0). 
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]ORLAN'S GAMBIT 

When tht• initial contact between the ad,•emurers and 

Lhc other prisoners has been played out.jorlan Duskryn 

arranges to bring the: pnsoners their food during 
his guard duty. (Shoor delights in givingjorlan such 

menial work). Standing at the gme to the slave pen and 

passing m bowls. he mutters to the nearest character: 

~ If l could giH" you a means to escape from here. would 

you take it?" 

If the answer i-. affirmati\·e.jorlan quickly and quietly 

propo~es to leave the gate to the slave pen unlocked. 

as well as to create a di!>tractlon during the changing 

of the guards on duty. He tell the characters about the 

armory. located in the- chamber above the guard post in 
the hanging guard towt'r in from of the sla,·e pen. The 

escapees can jump down Into the webs below. then over 

the edge into the pool. making their escape from there. 
Jorlan doesn't particularly care if the prisoners 

actually escape, whic·h is why he doesn't offer any 

further help or warn them about the gray ooze in the 

pool. It suits him just as wt'll if the prisoners are killed 

during their atlf'mpt to flee. lie simply wants to create 

an embarrassing inrident for Shoor and llvara. 

jorlan furtively glances around as he speaks quickly to 

the character~. If thc>y question him or ask for changes 

to t.he plan. hi' insists it is all he can do. U Lhey accept. he 

is true to his word. leavmg the gate unlocked close to t.he 

next guard ~hift change and delaying the replacement 

guard<. for a few manutes. 

A FLIGHT OF DEMONS 

During a guard change. the prisoners hear a horrible 
droning bu.tz echoing through the ca,·ern, followed by 

inhuman ~hricking. Alarm horns sound our as four 

chasme demon<, pur1.>ue a pair of vrock demons imo the 

cavcm from the northern passage. The demons swoop 

and bun around. initially if,(noring other creatures as 

bo01 groups savagely assnult each mher. The demons' 

arrival catch<•!. all of the drow off guard. 

The <.I row ru&h to defend the outpost from a possible 

attack. The dc•mons inilinlly buzz past the hanging 

towers, leaving the walkways and caverns out of range 

of the effects of their droning and screeching. However. 

drow and quaggoths in the towers are close enough to 

be affected. The aerial battle eventually circles around 

the platform and the towers of the elite warriors as the 

demon!> savagely tear into each other. 

The drow move to engage the demons and defend 

the outpost. leaving the characters with an opportunity 

to escape. You can combine this event with]orlan's 

offer to leave the· gate unlocked, making it easy for rhe 
character~ to shp away. Ahcrnati\'ely (or if they refuse 

Jorlan's offer). the characters can u e Lhe disr:raction 

to engineer their own breakout. then decide how m get 

down to the cavern floor and where to go after that. 

Descr1be the chao-. of the demon anack and the 
drow'l> respon-,e as the escaped prisoners try to flee. 

The character<; can follow jorlan's suggestion to drop 

into the webs and then dive into the pool, possibly 

dealing with a giant spider or two and the gray ooze 

along the way. Alternatively, they can look for another 
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way down. Rcachmg th~ lift require!> getting past Lhe 

drow clu-.tered on the platform and then attempting to 

operate iL during the attack . ..., hich might prove difficult. 

If you want to pro, ide an additional challenge for the 

characters, a vrock tumbles almost in front of them as 

thev reach the- C3\'Crn Boor or mO\'C tOward t.heir chosen 

exi;. The demon 1<. badly nounded, but even with only 
11 hit points rema1n111g and having expended its spores 

and tunning scrt>ech abilities. it is still quite dangerous. 

It screechc!. at the character!>. but if Lhey do nothing 

to threaten u for I round. the demon takes wing and 

launches u-.elf back 1nto the light overhead. 
If the adventurt>rs take on the fallen vrock and defeat 

or escape from it, award them a quarter of irs usual XP 

value, or 575 XP. given its weakened stale. 

lfjorlan is alive when the demons anack. he might 

use the distraction to free the prisoners (as described in 

"Jorlan's Gambit"). Any character who asks j orlan about 

the demons gets a stern reply: "The demons are not my 

doing. Fight tlwrn at your own risk." 

LEAVING VELKYNVELVE 
The characters have three choices for leaving 

\'elkynvelve: the non h. west, and soulh passages. 

NORTH PASSAGE 

Th1 leach toward ~ l eruoberranzan (see chapter 15) 

and. eventually. Blingdenstone (see chapter 6). )fost 

of the characters' ft•llow prisoners discourage rra,·eJ 

toward the drow cit}. and the dt>ep gnomes suggest 

Blingdenstone as a route out of the Underdark. The 

party can abo follow a c1rcuuous route westward 

toward the Dark lake (sec chapter 3). 

WEST PASSAGE 

This leads most directly toward the Darklake (see 

chapter 3). although the pnrty could eventually veer 

south toward Gracklstugh (see chapter 4). 

SOUTH PASSAGE 

This leads tClward the duergar city of Gracklstugh (see 

chapter 4), following a south-westerly route. Characters 

might need to pus!. under the ballling demons, but the 

cavern noor is well out of range of their droning and 

screeching. The demons locked in combat ignore the 

escaping pri<;oner!>, with the possible exception of a 
fulkn vrock (sec ~A Flight of Demons"). 

Whichever route th<• characters take. chapter 2 covers 

their pa~.,agc through the Underdark toward Lheir 

eventual destination. 

XPAWA RDS 
In add1110n to the XP awards earned for overcoming the 

creatures in thi chapter, escaping from Velkynvelve 

earns the characters a special award of 150 XP (divided 

equally among all party members). 



CHAPTER 2: INTO DARKNESS 

Once the adv<·nturers escapc from Velkynvclvc, they'll 

want to esc~1pc tlw Undrrdnrk. Al ready miles beneath 

the surface. th<'y rnust makl' their way through l'!n 

endless m:lZI' C>f pac;c;a~cs nnd caverns. avoid pursuit 

by the drow. und find a route to the world above all the 

while dealing with the danl{cr., of the Undcrdark and 

Sltuggling to find the re..aurN'S they need to survive. 

This chapter presems guidelines for the characters' 

travels betwt'en the various Underdark locales detailed 

in the other chapters of Out of the Abys.c;. Specific 

areas (mcluding the Dark lake region in chapter 3) offer 

modification~ to these guidelines to suit those areas' 

particular quahues. This c-hapter also offers guidelines 

for the drO\\< pursuit or th<· e<;caped prisoners. along 

with add111onal encoumrr<; you can place along the 

adventurt'n.: route a'> the} tra,·el. 

WHERETO Go? 
The players' first question upon escaping from 

Vf>lkynvelvc is likt>ly, "Where do we go next?~ The 

adventurers must find a way out of the Underdark and 

bark to the surf:u·t• world. Their NPC companions have 

dcstinaUons of thrir own in mind, ilnrl are the ones best 

nblc to navi~tatr tht• subten·ancan rt>alms. As such, the 

adventurer will bt' dt>prndcnt on th<>ir guidance. The 

NPCs can offer dm•rtions and sug~~;ec;tions as follows: 

• Buppido know'> how to reach Grac-klstugh from the 

-.outhPrn rout<' out ofVelkynvclvc. He can also find 

a route to Grarkl-,tu~h from the Dmklake. Buppido 

urge~ lhe ch:unrtt'r-, to J[O tO Grnrklqtugh to acquire 

bt>tter equipmrnt. and out of a deq1re to return to his 

pt"ople. He al<oo inte-nds to murde-r the characters one 
b) one along th~ way. belie,·in~ them to be divine offer

mg~ deli\'crcd mto his hand<;. 

• Prince Dcrrnd•l. the deJuqionol quaggoth. can't offer 

any usf'ful d•rc-rtionc;. but he gladly accompanies the 

party. rau;r-r to llO to thr c;urface world. 

Eldcth Frldrun ic; unfamiliar with this region of the 

Underdark and C'an't navi~~;ate. but -;he has a +5 bonus 

on Wisdom (Surviv:tl) rhc-rk<; and can help out in 

that regard. 
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ON THEIR OWN 

r tr t t tnt that none of the pnsoners who manage to 

escape w1th the party can navig<lle 1n the Underdark-

or none that the char;~cters are w1lhng to heed at any 

ra~e-the advtnturers wall be forced to wander. The party 

rema ns lost unt1l the ch;aracters encounter creatures able 

to g ve them o rtctaons or mtent on captunng them. Such 

crtatures can mcludt kuo-toa from Sloobludop, duergar 
slavers or merchants from Gracklstugh, the goblins from 

the SilKen Paths encounttr or even the1r drow pursuers 

antent on dragg.ng them back to Velkynvelve 

• J•mjar can l{u•dc rhc party to Blingdeostone from 
the north route out of\'elkynvelve. The S\'irfneblin 
city will give the c hara cter~ access to the surface, 
althoughjimjar a:. fine with visiting other interesting 
places along the way, as well as taking Stool back 
to its home. 
Root Is unfamilinr with the Und~rdark and can't navi

gate. lie's willing to :.tick with the adventurers as long 
as they seek a destination that gets him back to the 
s urface world. 

Sarirh l<zekarit i ~ tlw best potential guide in the 
group, but a lso the mo~t deceptive. He can navigate to 
any region of the Underdark shown on the map. but 
will encourage the characters to travel to cverlight 
Grove (see chapter 5). He claims to want to take 
advantage of Stool\ offer of sanctuary. but it is actu
a lly the rnfluence of Zu(lf{tmoy's demon-tainted spores 
upon his mind. 

Shuu<,hnr can navi~ate through the Darklake once the 
party i'> within three mile!. of any part of it. He's will

ing to tr aH~I w11h the characters and guide them. and 
s u l{~esl'> \'ll>itini the kuo toa town of Sloobludop to 
acquirt' boat!.. huushar washes to return to his own 
people 10 hope-. of guiding them to the enlightenment 
he has ach1eved. 

• Stool can't mlVigatc and hal> no knowledge of the 
local an~a. but 11 desperately wants to return home to 

cverlight Grovt·. pleading with the characters to take 
it there. It claims that its people will be grateful and 

offer the party shrlter and aid, and describes its sover
eign As wise in llw hidden ways of the Underdark. 

• Topsy and Turvy ca n navigate lo Blingdcnstone, but 
they're reluctant to do so. As s uch, they are likely to 
s upport a ny suggestion that will not take them to their 
former home. Once thry feel safer, they're likely to 
:.trike out on their own. just as they were before the 
drow captured them. 

UNDERDARK TRAVEL TIMES 

location Velkynvelve Sloobludop Gracldstugh 

Velkynvelve 8 days 28 days 

Sloobludop 8 days 20 days 

Gracklstugh 28 days 20 days 

Neverlaght Grove 36 days 26 days 12 days 

Blingdenstonc 30 days 20 days 20 days 

Menzoberranzan 26 days 20 days 27 days 
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UNDERDARK TRAVEL 
The Underdark '"a \.J"t m twork of caverns, tunnels. 
vaults. and pa~ooa2e" ... tretchml{ from one end of Faeruo 
to the other. It<, ph) ... kal ft·ntures are even more varied 
than tho e of the urface world. Subterranean rivers. 
fungus fields, deep gorge<>, underground cities. yawninl! 
chaooms - the adH ~ nturc·r<> \\ill ha\·e to deal with all these 
featurt' '> e~nd more. 

Much of the party'c; travel through the Underdark 
is handled abstractly. u •ng the rules and advice in 
chapter 8. "Advcmurin~.· of the Player's Handbook. 

The following specific guidt'hncl> apply to travel in the 
Underdark during this ad .. rnturc. 

TRAVEL PACE 

Travel pace in the Undcrda rk is significantly slower 
than for overlnncltruvcl. Not only are the tunnels and 
passages often difficult terrain with untwen surfaces, 
but routes in the Undcrdark are rarely direct. and 
the characters muc,t follow available passages and 
their various twists and turns. climbs and descents. 
Creatures that can burrow through solid rock (such as 
purple worms) move at thc1r normal burrowing speed, 
but this isn't likely an option for the party. 

UNDERDARK TRAVEL PACE 

Pace Miles Per Day Effect 

Fast 8 S penalty to passive W'tsdom 

Normiill 

Slow 

6 

.. 

(Perceptoon) scores; no fora gang 

Improved foraging. or able 

to use Stealth 

A fast pnct• makes it harder to :.pot ambushes or 
item~ of intc·rcst and prevent the characters from 
foraging, whil t· a slow pace allows the characters 
to travel sten hhily enough to surprise or sneak past 
creatures they tntountcr, and improves their chances of 
successful fornging for food and wnter. 

The Underdnrk Travel Times table s hows the time to 
travel between Lh<: locutions in chapters I through 6 of 
the adventure. Thcl:.c times assume that the party moves 
at a normal pnce without stopping (other than for time 
spent resting or becoming lost). For a fast pace. reduce 
the travel times by On<" third; for a ~ l ow pace. increase 
them by one third. 

Neverlight Grove Blingdenstone Menzoberranzan 

36 days 30 days 26days 

26 days 20days 20days 

12 days 20 days 27 days 

16 days 24 days 

16 days 8days 

24 days 8 days 
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E~cou NTER SETUP 

When an encount<-r occurs durmg the ad,·emurers' 
JOUme~ . a number of factors will play into its setup and 
oote.nual d1fficuh) . 

P\:E ASD MARCHI~G ORDER 

\ ... k ·he player ... to ~-.tnbhsh two marching orders for 
th character -one for moving smgle file and one for 
movm~ two abreac;t, Then when an encounter occurs, 

roll a d6. On a roll of 1- 2. the party is traveling through 
a narrow passageway. <;a position the adventurers in 

the !:lingle-file marching order. On a roll of 3-4. the 
characters arc traveling through a standard passageway 

and can usc the two abreast marching order. On a roll of 
5-6, the encounter occurs in a large open area. so allow 
the plnyers to position the characters wherever they like. 

l LLUMINA'l'ION 

Roll a d6 to determine how an encounte r area is 
ill uminated. On a roll of 1 3. the area is dimly lit by 
the phosphorescent mos& and lichen common in the 
Underdark, or by faerzress (see "Faerzress''). On a roll of 

4-6, the area is dark except for whatever light sources 
the charnct<'rs might have. 

NOTICING THREATS 

The passive Wisdom (Perception) scores of characters 
in the party count toward noticing hidden threaiS only if 
both the following conditions are met: 

The characters are able to see the threat (due to iUu
minauon or darkvs son) or otherwi!:>e perceive it. 
The character<> aren't engaged in other activities. 
including navigatsng or foraging. 

A fast pac<' smposes a -5 p<-nalty to passive Wisdom 
(Perception) scores to notice threats. You might also 
decide that only characters in a particular rank of the 
marching order arc able to notice a specific threat. 

SURPRISE 

When an encou nter occurs, determine if the 
adventurers or their foes are surprised, as normal. The 
adventurers can achieve surprise only if all the following 
conditions are met: 

The encounter occurs while the party is moving (nm 
s topped or camped). 

• The party elected the s tealth option while moving at 
a slow pace. 

At least one party member ss capable of noticing lhe 
threat and communicating it to the rest of the group. 

NAVIGATING 

Becoman2 lost is a !:>erious risk in the twisting tunnels 
of the Underdark, and travelers can wander in circles 
without knowing 11. Creatures unfamiliar wilh a 

given region of the Underdark are automatically lost.. 
wanderinli[ in a random direction for every 4 hours of 
travel until they encounter an area they arc familiar with 
(which could be a very long time). 

Even creatures that know the routes of the Underdark 
aren't immune. For each day of travel. and any time 
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the characters <,et out again after finishing a short or 
long rest, th(' party's na\·igator makes a DC 10 Wisdom 
(Survival) check. If the part) io; moving at a slow pace, 
the navigator gam a 5 bonus tO the check. while a fast 
pace smpost•<, a 5 penalty. A failed check result means 
the chara<'IC'r'> become lost. wandering in a random 
direction for I d6 hours before the navigator can make a 
new check to lind the right path. 

MAPPING 

A character not focused on any other task including 
\\atching for danger while traveling-can record the 
group's progrc s through the Underdark and create a 

map of the route. Such a map can be a useful resource 
in later chapters of the adventure when the characters 
retrace their stcps. Jlaving a map allows tbe party to 
navigate lhnl nrca without any chance of becoming lost. 

FORAG ING 

Unl(:ss they obtain a supply of food and water. the 
adwnturcrs must foragl' to survive on their journey. 
Finding sustenance in the Underdark is difficult but 
not impo!:>sible. Characters can gather food and water 
if tht" party travels at a normal or slow pace. A foraging 
character makes a Wbdom (Survival) check. The DC is 
typically I 5, but might be as high as 20 in some parts 
of the Undcrdark. food anc1 water requiremeniS for 
character<. are described an chapter 8. ~Adventuring," of 
the Pla)cr'<; Handbook. 

In addu ion to foraging. ~pells such as create food and 

water and Aoodbcrt"J can help provision the party. and 
there's always a chance for the characters to encounter 
others from whom they can buy or steal provisions. 
Additionally, many creatures the adventurers might 

meet and kill can be butchered. but the meat they yield 
spoils after a single day if uneaten. Eating spoiled meat 
might require a Constitution saving throw to keep the 
meal down. a Wisdom savi ng throw to avoid acquiring 
a level of madness from the awful experience (see 
"Madncss" latt:r in this chapter), or both. 

CREATURE FOOD YIELD 

Creature Size 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Food Gained 

1 lb. 

4lb. 

16lb. 

32 lb. 

The characters' need to forage and acquire supplies 
serves as a motivator to dnve them to explore and visit 
different parts of the Underdark. The more desperate 
their need become!> as levels of exhaustion rack up
the more risk player~ will likely be willing to take. 

TIME - KEEPING 

With no sunlight. visible sky, seasons. or weather in the 
Underdark, most characters can only track the passage 
of time based on their persods of rest. Most Underdark 
creatures do the same (if they care about timekeeping at 
all), unles~ there is a local means of keeping time. 



FAERZRESS 

.\n unu..,ual magical energy the drow call faerzress 

pcrvadt'S much of the Undcrdark. The origin of this 

my~tC'riouo; arcane power is unknown. Legend claims 

it I'> an anr1en1 eh•en magic dating bark to the time 

when tht" dark elves were fir::;t exiled from the world 

above. The drow and other Unclerdark creatures use the 

properties of areas suffused "ith faerzress to protect 

their <;eulcmcnts. 
·\rea<; suffused with faerzre~ ran range in size from 

a ft'\\ doLen feet across to ::;everal mile in diameter. and 

feature the following effect:;: 

Area!> suffused with facrzrcss are always filled 

with dim lighL 
A creature in an area suffu:.ed with faerzress has 

advantage on saving throws against any divina-

tion spt'l ls. If a divination spell doesn't allow a 

savin~ throw, the caster must succeed on a DC 15 

Constitution saving throw to cast the spell. Failing 

thi!> :;ave means the spell is wasted and has no effect. 

Any creature attempting to teleport into, within. or out 

of a f..1erzress-suffuscd area must succeed on a DC 15 

Constitution saving throw. On a failed sa\·e, the crea

tur<" takes ldlO force damage and the teleportation 
attempt fails. Even if the sa\·e o;ucceeds. the teleporta

uon attempt can suffer a mishap as if the destination 

was known only by description. regardless of how 

familiar the destination actually is. Sec the table in 

the teleport spell for more information. 
Areas suffused with faerzress have become tainted by 

the chaos of the demon lords. When a spell is cast in 

a faerzrcss-suffused area. the caster rolls a d20. On a 
roll of l. the c;~ll has an additional effect. determined 

by rolling on the Wild Magic Surge tabl<" m chapter 3. 

~classes.~ of the Player's H D.lldbook. 

Though f.1erzress can't be dispelled. its effects are 

temporarily supprrssed in the area of an antimagic field. 

EQUIPMENT 
The equipment the characters hnvc on hand will depend 

on what they wer<" able to salva~c or ~tea l in their 

escape from Velkynvelve. Indeed. one of the primary 

rca~on!> for the party to visit known c;eulements in 

the Und<"rdark is to acquire proper equipment and 

prOVISIOnS. 

C RAFTI NG 

C..haracters can use downtime durm~ th(•ir tra\els 

to craft cquipmt-nt. provided they arr proficient with 

the necessary tool!> and have access to them (see 

-Downtime Activities· in chapter 8 of the Player's 

1 land book). Having to improvise tools doubles the 

crafting umc·. and some items require materials mar 
arc- hard to find in the Undcrdark. mcluding wood and 

other surface-world plantc;. Leather. bone. or zurkhwood 

(sec ·Fungi of the Underdark-latc>r in this chapter) 

might ... uhstitute in some ca ... e'>. Crafting can include 

modifying -.ca .. engcd or s<tlvnJ{ed items to fit other 

need~. -,urh as creating a makeshift •mit of armor from 

gat h~rc>cl pirct>s of armor and other materials. 

COMPONENTS 

Spellca<;t<"N might be without m~tcnnl components 
for the1r .,pells (see -components· in c-hapter 10 of 

the Pla.~er's Handbook). They can at·quire component 
pouchec; and spellcac;ting focu..,c•-, from d<"feated enemy 

c;~llca..,ters. settlements. and trader .... or they can 

craft suc-h items during their downtime acth'ities while 

tr:weling. 

MADNESS 
At the be t of times. the Underdark is a bilarre. alien. 

and inhospitable world. but the inftuf'nce of the demon 

lords ha.., transformed it into a domain of madness and 

chaos. Fauzress acts as a cataly ... t. ~preadin(lthe demon 

lords' m::~clness throu(lhout thl· l 'ndt•rdark. 

On<·e the party escapes Velkynvrlve and strikes 

out into the Underdark, begin taking into account the 

cfft!C'lA of demonic madnr.ss on th ~ chnracters' sanHy 
(see "Madness" in chapter 8 of thr Dungeon Master's 

Guide). At various times in thr adwnture. characters 

will h<> called upon to mnke a ..,avin(lthrow to resist 

som<" madness-inducinJC rffert. In addition. you can have 

one or more characters make a -.av1n(l throw a~ainst 

madne<>s whenever one of the followinJC e\'C'ntS occurs: 

The characters encounter or w1lnt".,., o;omething par

ticularly alien or disturbin~ (surh ac; a demon lord). 

The characters stay in a f.1cr7ress-suffused area for a 

long tim<" (ei~ht or more con'>e<'uthe hours). 
A rhnrarter takes psychic clt~mng<>. particularly in an 

area suffused with facr7rcso.,. 

In Our of thr Aby<>s. mad nee;" is mrasured in 

three level<;: 

MADNES S lEVELS 

Level Effect 

Bout of short-term madness (lasts ldlO minutes) 

2 Bout of long-term madness (lasts ldlO x 10 hours) 

3 Bout ofindetinite madness (lasts until cured) 

A cremure's madnes" level st<Jrt-. at 0. When the 
creature fails a madness savin~ throw. its madness level 

inrrt>nc.es by 1. and the crraturt> immediately suffers the 

level' c. effect (as dNcrminC"d by rollinS~: on the Short-Term 

\1adness. Lon~r-Tcrm ~taclnt>"" · or Indefinite Madne..c;s 
table m the Dunljcon \1,1stu'<> GUide. as appropriate). 

\\'hen the effect ends. the cre'lture'c; madncs'> Je ... el 

doesn't chan~te. Any time the rre.murc'c; madne.,s level 

inrreasec;. it c;ufff'r'l the effc>rt of tht> new lc\CI. 

If a creature with lr\·el 3 madnec;s fails a madnesc; 

c;avin(lthrow. it~ marlne.,'>le\el beromc.., I. In this way. 

c-haracter'> r<m potenually accumulaw multiple forms 

ofmadncc;c;, 
Bout" of <;horl· and lon(l-term maclnr..,.., can be cured 

as de.,criht"d m the DunRc-on Masrr-r-... Guide. Given 
th<· demonic <;ource of the madne..,.,, rt>m01·e curse 

and dio.,pe/ t-ulare also cffccti\t' <1" rure!; A Arearer 

re"ror<ltion spell or more powc·rful mar;zic i" needed 10 

cure indc>finite madnc<;s and ahn rt'..,et~ a creature's 

madness level to 0. 
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DEATH 
1\JIO\\ ing the chips 10 fall wh<•re they may in combat 

emp ha ~i.tes th<• challenging nature of this adventure. 

However, if the charatle~ start faUingjust as fast. you 

might want to g1\e the player some opportunities to 

return dead character-. to life during the lower levels of 

their progrc~s through Our of the Abyss. 

A SJX'II scroll of r;use dead can turn up among some 

trea~ure, either whc·n it is nt>eded or for the characters 

to save for later. \ succes ful DC 15 spellcasting abil· 

ity check b required for a lower-level character to use 
such a scroll. 

A strange faerzrc\'> effec1 can bring a fallen charac

ter back to life. but not without a cost. The restored 

character·~ madne!>s level increases by 1 upon being 

restored 10 life (s<•e "Madness" earlier in this chapter). 

If a falle n charartrr's body is lost or left behind, lhe 

pany's drow pur:.uers find it. The drow high priestess 

casts raise dc.1d on the corpse so that the charac-

ter can be questioned. The cha racter might escape 
later, or can be reunited with the other adventurers 

in a later chapter of the ad\cnture when the drow 

catch up to thf'm. 

If a player character 1<, permanently slain. think about 

rhc ways a player might introduce a new character to the 

pany in the midst of a journey through the Lnderdark. 

• Convert one of the group's existing nonplayer char· 

acter allic'> includml{ fellow escaped pnsoners from 

Vclkynvelve into a player character. Drow. dwarf. 

and deep gnomt. characters arc all easily playable. 

You can even allow a player to take control of a more 

unusual '1PC until a new character can join rbe group. 

This is pnrticularly suitable if the player has already 

been managing that NPC (see "A Motley Crew~ 
an chapter 1). 

A creature encounter could reveal a potential new 
party member, s uch m, a surface dweller lost in the 

Undcrdark or sent there to investigate rumors of 

Strange hnppcnin,:ts. An escaped s lave from another 

Undcrdark settlement is another possibility. 

A monster cncountcreci by the party might be hold

ing other victims or hostages (a giant spider with a 

still-living victim wrapped up in its web. or troglodytes 

holding prisoners destined for their larder. for exam

ple}. Once the mon!>t(>rs arc defeated, a former captive 

might joan the group. 

• Character'> might meet up w1th new parry members in 

any of tht•l ndcrdark settl<"ments they visit during the 

ad\'enture. particularly "'' "uors or locals with a strong 
reao.,on to lea,·c in a hurr). 

F UNGI OF T H E UNDERDARK 
The Underdark i<t home to a tremendous variecy of 

fun~i wuh a vanety of different uses. Characters can 
encounter different examples of the Underdark's flora 

in their travels. Identifying n species of fungi and its 

pmcntial uses require'> a successful DC 15 Intelligence 

(Nature•) chec·k, but Underdark inhabitants are familiar 

with many or these <,pccies automatically. 
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EDIBLE FUNGI 

Edible• fungi provide food and water. Basic food and 

water requiremcnh for charactt'rs arc covered in 
chapter 8. ~Ad\cnturing.- of the Player's Handbook. 

BARRELSTALK 

A barrelstalk 1s a large. ca.,k-.,hapcd fungus that can be 

rapped and drained of the fresh water stored within iL A 

single barrcbtalk conta.n<; ld4 4 gallons of water and 
yieldo., ld6 4 pounds or food. 

BLUECAP 

Dubbt'd the -grain of the Underdark." a bluecap is 

inedible, but it!> spore'> can be ground to make a 

nutritious, bland flour. Bread made from bluecap flour 

is known a<., spon•brt>ad or bluebrc•ad. One loaf is 

equivalent to I pound of food. 

FIRE LI CHEN 

Pale orangc.whitc in color. fire liche n thrives on 

warmth, so it grows in regions of geothermal heat. Fire 

lichen can be ground and fermented into a hot. spicy 

paste, which IS spn•nd on sporebread or added to soups 

or s tews to flavor them. l)uergar al!>o ferment fire lichen 
into a fierct~ly hot liquor. 

RIPPLEBARK 

Ripplebark '"a sht•lf like fungus that resembles a mass 

of rotting flesh. It I!> <;urpn<;ingly edible. Though it can 

be eat eo raw. it ta tes better roasted. A si ogle sheet of 

ripplebark yields ld4 -+- 6 pounds of food. 

TRILL! MAC 

A trillimac i<; a mushroom that grows to a height of 

four to live fct>t. and has a broad gray-green cap and a 

light gray stalk. The cap's leathery surface can be cut 

and cl!'aned for usc in making maps. hats. and scrolls 

(its surface takes on dyes and inks well). The stalk can 

be cleaned, soaked in watN for an hour, then dried to 

make a palatable food akin to bread. Each trillimac stalk 

provides I cl6 + 4 pounds of food. 

WATERORB 

A wmerorb is a bulbous fun gus that grows in shallow 

water. A mature wnterorb can be squeezed like a 

sponge, yielding n gallon of drinkable water and a pound 

of edible (if chewy and somt'what tasteless) food. 

ZURKHWOOD 

Zurkhwood is a rna c.he muc.hroom that can reach a 

hc•ght of thirty to forty feet. Its large grain-like spores 

arc rdible and nutritionally equivalent to ld4- 4 pounds 

of food. but .wrkhwood is more important for irs hard 

and wood) !>talks. Zurkhwood is one of rhe few sources 

of umber 10 the Underdark. used to make furnirure. 

container<>. bridge<.,. and rafts. among other things. 

Skilled crafters can use sta•ns. sanding. and polishing 

to bring out differc•nt pattt·rns in zurkhwood. 



EXOTIC FUNGI 

The fun~i species describrd in this section have strange 

properties but no nutritional value. 

NTGHTLICHT 

A night light is a tall and tube shaped bioluminescent 

mushroom that grows to a hr ight of ld6 + 4 feet and 

emits bright tight in a IS-foot radius and dim light for 

an additional LS feet.;\ nightlight that is uprooted or 

destroyed goes dark afwr 1 round. If a living nightlight 

IS touched. either by <1 crrature or an object. its light 

goes out untiln IS tourht"d again. 

~ILHocc's NosE 
A Xilhogg's nose is a small mushroom that grants anv 

creature that eats 11 advantage on \\ isdom ( Percepti~n ) 
checks based on smrll for ld4 hours. However. the 

creature suffers disadvantage on sa\ing throws against 

effects based on ~mell for the same amount of time. 

0RMU 

-\bioluminescent green moss that grows in warm 

and damp areas. ormu is particularly common near 

steam tunnels and vents. It s heds dim light in a 5-foot 

radius, and ca n bt hnrvcs trd, dried, and made into a 

phosphorescent powdt' r or pigment. 

TIMMASK 

Also known as "the devil\ mu-.hroom:· a timmask is 

a two-fool-tall tondHtool with oran~e and red stripes 

across it& bf'i~c cap. lJpruoting or destroying a timmask 

causes it to cxpd a 15-foot-rndius cloud of poisonous 

spores. Creatures in th<· nren must succeed at a DC 
14 Constitution '>Hving throw or be poisoned. While 

poisoned in thi!< way. the creature is unde-r the effect of 
a confusion spell with a duration of I minute. When the 

spell effect end!>. the poisoned condition also ends. 

To •cuE OF MADNEss 

Tongue of m:~dn!'..,.., • .., an ~dible funs;tus that looks 

somewhat hke a large human ton~u c. A creature that 

eats a tongut· of madne<;c; rnu'it succct·d on a DC 12 

Constitution '>3\lllg thrO\\ or compulstvely speak aloud 
its e\·ery thought for th~ ne.\1 hour The effect can be 

ended with n lrsc,er restoration spell or similar magic. 

TORCHSTALK 

A one- to two foot - t:~ll mushroom wuh a combustible 
cap, a single torch!.talk burns for 24 hours once lit. 

There b a 1-in-6 rhancc that a torrh.,talk explodes 

when lit. burst in~ into a cloud of fiery spores. Creatures 
within 10 fel't of an exploding torchc;talk take 3 (ld6) 

fire damage. 
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lTARRATI NG THEjOURNEY 
A-. the ,rJH •ntur~.;r-. make their way through the 

U nderdark. 11 helps to impro' tse descriptions of what 

they experience 10 add flavor lo the journey. As you do. 

tf) to <;tre~~ two key pomts. 

First. the trek'" long and arduous. The party is 

traveling underground. over incredibly difficult and 

rough terrain, \~itltout any of the comforts of the surface 

world. Food and watt'r are scarce. The darkness 

never ends. The playerc; should feel as though their 

characte rs are in peril throughout their traYels. never 

knowing when omt'thmg is set to leap at them from 
the shadows. 

Second, the Underclark is an exotic, a lien landscape 

unlike anything found on the surface world. 

Throughout its twic;ted passageways and impossibly 
large caverns, cha racters might lind bizarre reminde rs 

of lost and forgott en civilizations, unearthly flora and 

fa una, and incredible geography. Little is as it seems, 

and much is difiiculllo expla in, or even lo describe. 

DROW P U RSU IT 
A party of drow from Velkynveh·e pursue their escaped 

prisoners into the Underdark. The drow priestess Jlvara 

becomes increasingly obsessed with the adventurers. 

believing they are involved in some secret conspiracy. 

or perhaps some test of h<"r worthiness. The longer 

the pursun. the more determmed she is to retake them 
and have the opportunity 10 teach them the error of 

defying her. 

The drow party consbts of llmra (drow priestess of 

Lolth). the drow elite warriorsjorlan and Shoor. and 

the junior prie<;te!>s Ac;ha Vandrce (use the priest star 

block in the Monster Manual, but add tbe Fey Ancestry. 

Innate S pellcastiog. and Sunlight Sensitivity features 

of the drow <,t;ll block). The hunting party also includes 

four d row wnrriors who serve as forward scouts. 

If any of lhe drow NPCs did not survive chapter 1. 

replace them with nc•wly arrived reinforcements from 

Mcnzobcrran:wn under the comma nd of llvara. or 

another pries tess of her caliber. 

NARROW ESCAPES 

If an encounter wath the drow is goang badly and you don't 
want the characters recaptured, you coan always have fate 
intercede on thear behalf wath another encounter or event 
offerang ;a distr;actaon. 

For example, a wandering stone giant, a purple worm, or 
a pack of savage gnolls whipped anto a frenzy by Yeenoghu 
maght show up JUSt as the drow have the characters 
cornered. gavang them a chance to run. Lakewise, a minor 
earthquilke (cilused by anstilbalaty from the demonic: 
incurston or il wald milgac surge) maght cause a ca~te-in , 

cuwng off il tunnel between the poarty and thetr pursuers, 
and dropping the pursuat level by 1 or 2. 

Don't do thas so often that the players feel they haven't 
earned It, but use at as an optaon to keep the pursuit going 
rather than comang to an anllclimacttc conclusion. 
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TRACKING T H E PARTY 

Tht• drow musttrark the party through the Underdark 

on foot. as there are no mounts available at Velkynvelve 

and Jlvara doe~n't wait for an already·late relief 

detachment from ~kn1oberranzan to arrive. This limits 

how quickly the dark cl\'CS can move to catch up. since 

they mu t c;eek out ~·gns of their quarry's passage. 

occa.,ionally doubling hack to pick up their trail again. 

PuRSUIT LEVEL 

The closeness of the drow pursuit is measured by a 

pursuit le-.el. It begin at 4. with th<" drow not far behind 

the characters. If thr pursuit level reaches 5, the drow 

forward scouts <'atch up to them. and the drow leaders 

arrive not long thereafter (see •·catching Up''). If the 

pursuit level drop:- to 0. the party has eluded the drow 

until circumsta nces bring both factions into contact 

again (sec "Eluding Purs uit"). 

Characters ca n inrrmasc or decrease the purs ui t level 
in th(! following ways: 

Decrease the pursuit level by 1 for each day the party 

travels at a fast pace. 

Decrease the pursuitle,el hy I if a character spends 

time CO\ering up the party's trail that day. requiring a 

s uccessful DC 16 Wisdom (Survival) check. 

Decrease the pursuit lc\'el by I each time the charar

ten, cross or traH•r<;e orne feature that obscures their 

trail. such as a .,ubterranean ri,er. 

Derrease the pur.,u•t level by 1 if the party splirs into 

two or more groups. Each group becomes a separate 

party for purposes of determining random encounters 

and whether or not the group becomes losr. 

Increase the pur<.uit level by 1 each time the party 

ha!> a random encount<•r with one or more creatures. 

unle!>S the encountt•r is bypassed or avoided entirely. 

Increase the pursuit ll·vcl by 1 for each day the adven
turer!> travel ala s l()w pnce. 

Certain tC'rrain encounters increase or decrease the 

pursuit leve l. See the individual descriptions in the 
'"Handorn Encounters·· section. 

The players mighl rome up with additional ways 

of ev:~d in,:t pursuit. Adjudicate these as you see fit. 
For example. if the characters convince a randomly 

encounte red creature- 10 let them pass by telling them 

about the wealthy drow following them. you might 

reduce the pursuit level by I as the drow are forced to 

deal\\ nh the encounter before they can resume tracking 

the party. Similarly. the adventurers could lay traps 
to slow down thetr purc;uers. or they might convince a 

friendly creature to lie to the drow about which way the 

party went. 

If you chooM' to s kip O\er a few days of travel (as 
described under ·summarizing Tra\'el· later in this 

chapter). the pur uitlevel doesn't change during 

that time. 

CATCHING UP 

When the pursuit level rc•arhcs 5, tbe drow forward 

scouts !>pot the party. At this point. the pursuit might 

become nn r ncounter if the characters spot the drow 



and engage them. The characters might try to run, at 
which point a chase ensucc; (see MChases" in chapter 
8 of lbe DunAf!on Master':. Guide}, or they might stand 
and 6gbt. They might even try to set up some sort of 
ambush. since the front ranks of the party are likely out 
o[ sight of the drow when the) first catch up. 

U the adven tur er~ flee and successfully escape. they 
lower the pur~uat lt:\.el to 4 and begin avoiding their 
pursuers again. lfth<'y fight the drow. run the encounter. 
The drow scout focu~ on maintaining close pursuit and 
peppering the character.. with poisoned hand crossbow 
bolts. After ld6 + 4 rounds, the remainder of the drow 
party (livara, A~ha.jorlan, and Shoor) catches up and 

joins the enrounter. 

ELU DINO PURSUIT 

Lf the adventurers lower the pursuit level to 0, the 
drow lose the trail un less circumstances allow them 
to locate the charucters again. This might include the 
characters s pending o day or more in a place where they 
are recognized, or whrre they talk openly about their 
escape from Vdkynvelve. If the characters pass through 
an area watched over by drow scouts or spies, llvara will 

inevitably hear word of the characters' location. When 
this occur~. increase the pursuit level to 1 and begin 
tracking it again as the drow pick up the trail once more. 

CAPTURE 

The dro~~ tf) to capture the> escaped prisoners if at all 

possible. since llvara wants the pleasure of teaching 
them ales on about disobedience. If the dark elves 
reduce any characters to 0 hit points, those characters 
are knocked out rather than dying (see ··Knocking a 
Creature Out~ in c-hapter 9 of the Player's Handbook). 

Even if one or mort> of the characters are accidentally 
killed. Uvara il. obl.closed enough to cast raise dead to 
restore them tO life (nssuming the character's soul is 

willing to return). 
Captured chnrarters are disarmed, their hands bound 

with spider-silk rope, and ga~ged. The drow march 

Lhem back to Velkynvelvc un less Mcnzoberranzan is 
closer, in which case llvara takes them there instead. 
The chararte rs will need to come up with a new plan 

of cscupe. ideally before llvara has the opportunity 
to torture them or 5ellthcm into s lavery in the City of 
Spiders. If they escape her clutches again, the drow 
prieste~s continues her pursuit until s he is dead or the 
party leaves the Undcrdark (sec chapter 7). 

RAN DOM E NCOUNTERS 
Each day of travel through the Underdark. check nvice 
Losee if the charac-ters encounter anything unusual: 
once while they are tra,eltng. and again while they are 
camped or reMing. Roll a d20 and consult the Random 
Encounter~ tablt: to determine what. if anything. they 
encounter. Characters rni~ht encounter special terrain. 
one or more creatures. or a combination of the ['i\'O. 

Any random encounter that occurs while the parry is 

camped is automatically a creature encoumer. in which 
case determine the encounter by rolling a d20 and 

consulting the Creature Encounter table. 

RANDOM ENCOUN TERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-13 No encounter 

14-15 Temun (roll onc4! on the T4!rram Encounters table) 

16-17 On4! or more creatures (roll once on the Crearure 

Encounters table) 

18-20 Terra1n encounter featuring one or more crearures 

(roll once on the Terrain Encounters table, then roll 

once on the Creature Encounter table) 

TERRAIN ENCOUNTERS 

The Underdark contains dangerous hazards and 
wondrous terrain. Special terrain rules are explained 

after the table. 

TERRAIN ENCO UNTE RS 

d20 Encounter 

1 Boneyard 

2 Cliff and ladder 

3 Crystal clusters 

4 Fungus cavern 

s Gas leak 

6 Gorge 

7 H•gh ledge 

8 Horrid sounds 

9 lava swe 

10 Muck p11 

11 Rockfall 

12 Rope bndge 

13 Ruins 

14 Shelter 

15 Sinkhole 

16 Slim4! or mold 

17 Steam vent 

18 Underground Str4!am 

19 Warning s1gn 

20 Webs 

BONEYARD 

The characters come upon an eerie cavern littered with 
countless bones of variou<; creatures. Whether the site 
is a natural graveyard for some Underdark species or 
the former lair of a fear..,ome predator, the characters 
can p01enlially gather useful material for crafting among 

the bones. 
When the party enter s a boneyard. roll a d20 and 

consult the tablt" to detr.rrmne ''hat creatures. if any, are 
present. The undead rac;e up out of the bones and anack 
when the first c haracter~ are halfway across the cavern. 

B ONEYARD ENCOUNTER 

d20 Encounter 

1-14 No encounter 

15-18 3d4 skeletons 

19- 20 1d3 minotaur skeletons 
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CLIFF A~D Lo\OOt:R 

A chiT 2d4 x 10 teet high block.., the party's passage, bUI 

a rolled up rope ladder i-. 'ISJble at the top.lf someone 

hmb th chff n:quanng a ..,urcessful DC 15 

"" r~::th (Athleuc-.) t:hcck - and to~ down the ladder. 

haracters t'.an pron'l'd OtherWJse. they lose ada) 's 
tra\ el nndin:: anothl·r rout<'. If the characters remo,·e 

the ladder once the) i.lrc at the top, they decrease the 
dn)\\ pur-.un leH I b) I. 

CRY!)TAt. Ct.u Tt:RS 

The :ld\C:nturer~ pa-.s through a faerzress-suffused 

• uea tontainmg liM ..,ucd chu nk ~ of quartz that shed 

dam light an a 10 foot radiu~. A :>harp blow to one of 

the cry:.~:.~ b . tncluding throwing it so it impacts a hard 

sur fort•. r.auc;e<, it to bur~t in a I 0-foot-radius flash of 

blinding light. Any cn:ULure within the radius must 

surre<'CI on n DC I 0 Constil ution saving throw or be 

blindc>d for I minute. A creature blinded by this effect 

repcatc, the Conc;tilution :.uving throw at the end of each 

of it!> turn!>. On .1 !>Ucce::.::.ful saw. it is no longer blinded. 

The chnracter can harYe!ot up to twelve of the crystals 

m total but takinR the. time to do so increases the drow 
pursuit lt-\t"l b) 1. 

FUNOUS CAVERN 

1 he ad\ c-nturcr:. ::.tumble upon a ca,·ern filled with fungi 

dnd mushrooms of all ~w:.., and types. See -Fungi of the 

Underdark" and choo..,e :.om~ interesting examples. 

GAS LBK 

The adv~ntur rs comt! upon a cavern with a dangerous 

natural gas leak. An) memb~r of the part) with a 

pas~ive Wisdom (Perception) .,core of 14 or higher 

detects s1gn~ of the ga~. The characters' travel pace 
for the da} b ~lowed by half a!> they circumvent 

the area. but there arc no ill effects. If the gas goes 

undeterttd c:ach character in the area must make a DC 

12 Constitution h<lv1ng throw. taking 5 (ldlO) poison 

danla~l ' on a failed :.ave, or half a~ rnucb damage on a 

succes ful ont'. An~ open flames brought into the area 

cause the ~ac; to nplodc. Each creature in the explosion 
must make a 0(. 15 De,tcrity saving throw. taking 

10 (3d6) fire damag<- on a failed save. or half as much 
damage on a succe:.sful one. 

GORGE 

The characters mu'>t make a d1fficult climb down a 

gorge 2d I " IOU feet deep and up the other side. or find 
a wa) around it. Thear travel pace for the day is slowed 

by half unless the} come up with a plan to cross the 

gorge qu1ckly . 

HIGH LI:.DOI:: 

The character~ muht walk along an 18-inch-wide ledge 
that skirt a ravine 2d6 x 10 feet deep. The party's 

travel pace for the day is slowed by half, and each 

character must s uccecd on a DC 10 Dexterity saving 
throw to avoid a fall. Pretautions such as roping 

everyone together let each character make the save with 

advanragc. Increase the pur::.uit level of the drow by 1. 

HORRID SOUNDS 

For hours. the party's travel is plagued by terrible 

shneks. moons, and incoherent gibbering echoing 
through nearby pa~:.age~. without any apparent origin. 

Each l' haracter muc.t make a successful DC 11 Wisdom 

sa\ing thrO\\ On a failed ave. the character's madnes:. 

le\el incrcn es by l. 

LA\'A g,, ELL 

As the party traverc;e:, a long and winding corridor. a 

tremor opens up a laHI filled fissure behind them. Each 

character must make a DC 10 Dexterity sa\·ing throw 

10 avoid the Java well. wking 21 (6d6) fire damage on a 

failed save. Oecrea e the drow pursuit level by 1. 

MucK PIT 

The adventurer~ mu:.t wade through a broad, 3-foot
deep pit of slimy murk. The muck is difficult terrain 

and chnn1cters have disadvantage on Dexterity saving 

throws while within it, but their travel pace for the day is 

s lowed by half if they go <around it. 

ROCKFALL 

As the adventurers make their way through a long. 

twbung cavern. a trt>mor cts off a rockfall. Each party 

member must attempt three DC 12 Dexterity saving 
throw'>. taking 10 (3d6) bludgeoning damage on each 

failed save. Any incapacitated creature not moved out 

of the area i buried under rubble. taking an additional 

ld6 bludgeoning damage at the end of each of its turns 

until the t' rt>ature ts dug out or dead. Decrease the drO\\ 
pur:>uit level by l. 

ROPE 8RIOO£ 

A ravane 2d4 w 10 feet w1de and 2d4 x 10 feet deep cuts 

ac r o~c; the party's path. spanned by an old rope bridge. 

lf the characters cut the bridge after they pass. the drow 

pur:.uit level dccrca e<; by I. 



RUI:-15 

The adventurers come aero'>!> a '>mall ruin hidden 
in the Underdark. 1 h1!> might bt• tht' creation of a 
subterranean race or a ~urfarc rum that collapsed and 
:,ank long ago. If the charartcr.., ~earch the ruins. there 
~a 50 percent chance of thc·m finding ld4 trinkets (see 
hapter 5. "Equipment.· of the Plajer's Handbook). Roll 

on the Trinket~ table or c·hoo~ appropriate ones. 

SHELTER 

The party '>tumble upon a ravr that i<. sheltered and 
easil} defended. If the character!> ramp here, they can 
!lnish a J on~ re l without an) chan<'e of an encounter 
while they are re!>ting. 

SINKHOLE 

One random pnrty member steps on and collapses a 
sink holt', and mui>t succeed on n DC 12 Dexterity saving 
throw to avoid falling Into 11 20 foot ·dt:ep pit and taking 
- (2d6) bludgeoninf( damage. Climbing oul of the pit 
requires a successful DC IS Strength (Athletics) check. 

SLIME OR MOLD 

As the advcnturers pa:.s through a c;mall cavern. they 
encounter a patch of slime or mold. Roll a d6 and 
con~ult the table to determine what type of slime or 
mold IS present (see "Dungt·on Hazards" in chapter 

5 oft he DunAeon Most<. r ~ Gwde for details on 

!h~e thrt'ats). 

SLIME OR MOLD ENCOUNTER 

d6 Encounter 

l-3 P;tch of green slime 

4-5 P;tch of yellow mold 

6 Patch of brown mold 

STEAM. VENT 

-\hot !>team vt'nt erupts beneath a random party 
memb<'r, who must succeed on n DC 12 Dexteriry saving 
~bro w or takt ~ 7 (2d6) fire damage. 

~N DERGROUND STREAM 

-\ waterwny 2d4 )( 5 feet wide cut!> across the party's 
pat b. The stream ic; s hallow and easily crossed, and the 
characters can drink and refresh thdr water supplies. 
Edible fi~h inhabit the stream.'><> that the DC of any 
foragmg attempts for food in thi<; area is reduced to 10. 
Crossing the stream reduce~ the drow pursuit level by 1. 

WARNING SIGN 

The character'> c>nter a cavern dotted with stalagmites 
and sralaetite~. Tho'>e with a pa<,c:;ivc Wisdom 
Perception) !>C'Ore of II or h1ghcr spot the foiJowing 

,il!il carvt'd into one of the c;talagmues: 

The '>I gil is a drow warning sign thnt means ~Demons 

ahead!" Any non-drow creature that touches lhe symbol 
mu!>t ruake n DC 10 Wisdom '>aving throw. On a failed 
sa .. e. tbe creature·., madnl~.,.., Je .. el increases by 1. 

If the character!> take a long rest within one mile of 
the warning sign. roll a d20 and consult the table to 
determine what. 1f an} thing. the} encounrer at the end of 

their rest. 

WARNING SIGN ENCOUNTER 

d20 Encounter 

1-14 No encounter 

15-16 1 mvtstble barlgura 

17-18 3d4 dretches 

19-20 1d2 shadow demons 

WEBS 

Sticky webs tills a pa~ sai<· (sec ''Dungeon Hazards'' in 
chapter 5 of the DunAI'OII Master's Guide). The webs 
extend for hundred-. of fct>t. Unless the characters 
come up with a plan for dearing the webs quickly, 
the party's travel pace for the day is halved as the 
characters art• fon·cd to cut their way through or find an 

alternate route. 
Check for an enc-ounter when the party enters the 

webs. On a roll of 1 2 on a d6. the characters encounter 
ld4 giant s pider lurkml;( among the webs. 

CREATURE ENCOUNTERS 

Keep the party'<. l c\'(~1 m mmd when fleshing out these 
encounters, and allow the cha1acters to retreat from or 
a\'oid an encounter that I!'> too great a challenge. Escape 
should come at a cost, however. Characters fleeing lheir 
camp to avoid a creature c:ncoumer might be forced to 
abandon food and water ::.upplies, for example. 

CREATURE ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-2 Ambushers, reroll this encounter if the 

characters are resting 

3 Carnon crawler 

4-5 Escaped slaves 

6- 7 Fungt 

8-9 Ctant fire beetles 

10-11 Ciant •· rocktopus" 

12 Mad creature 

13 Ochre Jelly 

14-15 Ratders 

16 Scouts 

17 Soc•ety of Bnlhance 

18 Spore servants 

19-20 Traders 

AMBUSHERS 

One or more creatures allcmpt to ambush the party 
as it makes its way throu~h the Undcrdark. Roll a d20 
and consult the table to determine what the characters 

encounter. 
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AMBUSHERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-2 1 chuul lurktng •n a pool of water 

3 1d6 giant spiders clmg.ng to the walls or ceiling 

4-S 1 grell Roaung near the high ce1hng 

6- 9 1d4 gricks h1d1ng tn a crevtce or fissure 

10-15 ld4 orogs perch1ng on ledges 

16-17 1d6 pierc~rs masquerad1ng as stalactites 

18-20 1 umber hulk bursttng out of a nearby waU 

If th~ ambu ... h on url:> in the monMer·s lair. there is 

a chance that t hara<.' tt.:r::. ::.earching the area find 

something of tntt·rc'!)t or value. Roll a d20 and consult 

tbc wble beiO\\ to ..,ce whar, tf anything. they find 

AMBU SHER LAIR DISCOVERIES 

d20 Discovery 

1-10 None 

11- 12 A humanoid skeleton or corpse clutching a 

salvageable, nonmag1cal weapon (your choice) 

13-14 A humano1d skeleton or corpse wearing a 

salvageable sutt of non magical armor (your choice) 

15-17 1d6 50 gp gems 

18-19 A humano1d skeleton or corpse carrying a random 

magtc 1tem (roll once on Mag1c Item Table 8 in 

chapter 7 of the Dungeon Mauer's Gutde) 

20 A monster hoard conta1mng 2d6 SO gp gems and 

one or more random magte uems (roll 1d4 times 

on Mag1c Item Table C'" chapter 7 of the Durtgeon 

MaHer's Gutde) 

CARRION CRAWLER 

The t•haracter-. encounter a carrion crawler scouring 

tunnt·l<, and t•mc::. for food. 

There is n 25 percent chance that the crawler is 

dorne~lit-ated <llld outfitted with a leather saddle and 

harne:.s, though then·'::. no ::.ign of the rider. A cha racter 

can approach :ulfl mount the carrion crawler without 

being a ttacked hy ~ut·ceed i ng on a DC 13 Wisdom 

(Animal t-landllng) chec•k. While in the saddle and 

harness, a rid!!r can r~main mounted on the carrion 

crawler a~ it crawls aero::.~ walls and ceilings. 

ESCAPED SLAVES 

The-.c: l>laH•.., h,I\C• bt•t'n wandering the Underdark since 

the1r e<;(;ape from GnH.:kl::.tugb or Menzoberranzan. 

They are ,croun~mg for food and water. Roll a d4 and 

con!>ult the table: to dt:tc·rminc what the characters 

cncoumcr. Elf. d\\arf. and human slaves are friendly: if 

gi\'cn food and \\atc:r tht'y'll join the party. Goblin slaves 

are ho!.tile and likely to auaek. 

E SCAPED SLAVES 

d4 Encounter 

1 1d2 moon elf commoners 

2 1d3 sh1eld dwarf commoners 

3 ld4 human commoners 

4 ld6 goblins 
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fUNGT 

Roll a d6 and consult the table to determine what kinds 

of fungi the character cncoumer. 

FUNGI 

d6 

1 2 

3- 4 

S-6 

Encounter 

1d4 ps spores 

1d4 shriekers 

ld4 violet fungi 

There':. a 25 pc·rccnt chance that a gas spore carries a 

mc:mor} fragm<.'nt from a dead beholder in itl> spores 
(see the gas ::.pore'!> dc::.criptton in the -Fungi- entry 

of Mon...,ter \.l:wual). This memory can be of anything 

you wish, or you can roll a d4 and consult Lhe Beholder 

Memories tahle. 

BEH O LD ER MEMORI ES 

d4 Memory 

1 A tense negotiation with drow, ending with the 

beholder agreetng to allow the drow safe passage 

through "the Vast Obhv1um" in eltchange for help 

nddmg Its lair of a deep gnome infestation 

2 Chas1ng sv1rfneblm thieves through the tunnels of 

us domatn to recover stolen gemstones 

3 A fierce b;lttle agaonst a w1zened drow archmage, 

endtng W1th the beholder suffenng a grievous injury 

4 Spymg on a drow ranger w1th two gleammg 

sc1mllars and a black. quo1drupedal 

an1mal compo1n1on 

GrANT FrRE BEETLES 

The characters encounter Jd6 giant fire beetles 

scouring tunnels and cave'\ for food. Characters in 

need of light sources can harvcl:>t the glowing glands of 

!>lain beetles. 

G TANT "RoCKTOPus" 

T his creature is a giant octopus that has evolved to live 

and thrive on land. It can a lter itl) coloration to appear 

a~ a rock formation, and it t~nds to lurk in crevices 

and fi~sures. attacking smaller crcmures that wander 

near. It has a walking ::.peed of 20 feet and a climbing 

speed of 10 feet. loses its llold Breath feature. and 

replaces its Underwater Camouflage feature with the 

following feature: 

Camouflage. The octopus has advantage on Dexterity 
(Stealth) checks 

MAD CREATURE 

The part} encounters a creature dri"en insane by the 

influence of the demon lord::.. Roll a d4 and consult 

the table to determinC" what appears. Then roll on the 

Indefinite Madne .., table in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Mascer's Guidt." to determine the nature of the creature's 

madness. If cured of its madness, the creature behaves 

in accordance with its alignment. 



MAD CREATURE 

d4 

2 

3 

Encounter 

1 deep anome 

1 drow 

1 duerrar 

4 1 stone giant 

There i::. a chance that the mad creature has something 

of intere~t or value in its po~:.e~<,ion. Roll a d20 and 

consult the table below ro see what, if an} thing, it has. 

The creature docsn·t pan with the item willingly. 

MAD CREATURE POSSESSIONS 

d20 Possession 

1-10 None 

11 13 A 10 gp gem 

14 -1 5 A gold ring worth 25 gp 

16 17 An obsidian statuette of Lolth worth 100 gp 

18-19 A random magic item (roll once on Magic Item 

Table A in chapter 7 of the Dungeon Masur's Guide) 

20 A random magic 1tem (roll once on Mag1c Item 

Table B 1n chapter 7 of the Dut~geon Maner's Guide) 

OCHRE JELLY 

As the characters move through a series of caves, they 

attract the attention of a ochre jelly. The ooLe follows 

the characters. attacking when they top to take their 

next rest. Characters in the back rank of the marching 

order who have a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 

14 or higher pot the ooze following them. 

RAIDERS 

This jlroup of raiders from the surface ventured into 

the Underdark looking for riches and got lost. Roll a d6 

and consult the table to determine •Nhat appears. The 

raiders Me initially hostile toward the party, though 

clever characters might try bribing them for safe 

passage or information. 

RAIDERS 

d6 Encounter 

1-2 1d6 human bandits and 1 human bandit captain 

3-4 2d4 goblins and 1 goblin boss 

5-6 1d6 orcs and 1 ore Eye ofGruumsh 

There is a chance that the leader of the group has 

~omething of interest or value. Roll a d20 and consult 

·he table below to see what, if an} thing. the leader of the 

raider~ ha~ in its possession. 

RAIDER LEADER PossESSIONS 

d20 Possession 

1 S None 

6 10 2d6 10 gp gemstones 1n a pouch 

11-1<4 2d6 SO gp gemstones in a pouch 

15 17 1d4 torchstalks (see MFung1 of the UnderdarkB) 

18-19 1d4 waterorbs (see "Fung1 of the Underdark") 

20 A random mag1c item (roll on Mag1c Item Table B in 

chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) 

SCOUTS 

Each of these groups 1s in the Underdark on a secret 

mi<.sion. Roll a d6 and consult the table to determine 

''hat appears. 

SCOUTS 

d6 Encounter 

1-2 1 drow 

3-4 1d<4 myconid adults 

S-6 1d6 sh1eld dwarf scouts 

The drow scout is searching for escaped slaves. II he 

spots the party. he·ll anempt to avoid notice and rake 

away information regarding the group's location (see 

.. Drow Pursuit"). 

The myconid ~couts are indifferent toward the party 

and unwill ing to discuss their mbsion or thei r travels 

with the adventurers. 

Shield dwarf scouts are friend ly if tlw party includes 

On(' or more surface dwcllc•r-;. Thc•y nn• willing to give 

the party a day or two's worth of food and water rations. 

SoctETY oF BRtLLIANCE 

The characters stumble upon a member of the Society 

of Brilliance. a &<'Ct of highly int<'lhgent monsters that 

have banded together to ~olve all of the Underdark·s 

problems. The ociety i& inve~tigaung areas suffused 

with faerzr~S!:> to ascertain wh<>ther it has something to 

do with what the society ft•ars;., some kind of .. demonic 

incur~ion." Roll a d10 to clcwrmine which society 

ml"mber the characters encounter. 

SOCIETY OF BRILLIANCE 

d10 Encounter 

1 2 Y the derro savant (see appendiJC C) 

3- 4 Blurg the orog 

S-6 Crazila)(x the mind flayer 

7- 8 Skriss the troglodyte 

9-10 Sloopldoop the kuo-toa archpriest 

Every member of the Society of Brilliance has an 

alignment of neutral. an Intelligence of 18 (+4), and 

fluency in multiple languages includinl{ Dwarvish. 

Elvi<:h, and Uodcrcommon (although Crazilaxx 

prefers to communicate using telepathy). Its statistics 

are unchanged otherwise. \!!embers arc erudite and 

talkative. preferring diplomacy and debate over violence 

(though they defend themselves if anacked). 

Each society member can cast the tC'Icport spell once 

per day. but the intended destination muM be within 30 

feet of another society member. Thb tt:levon effect can 

be di~rupted (~ee MFaerzres~- earlier in the chapter). 

wh1ch is how ~ociety membcrc; '>Ometimes end up in far 

corner~ of the Underdark. separatt:d from their fellows. 

Member& of the Societ) of Brilliance are aware that 

paths to the surface world exist but ha,·en·t explored 

an_y of them (their concerns are with the Uoderdark. 

after all). lf the characters seem intent on reaching rhe 

surface. a societ} member might sul:{gestthey look for 

a guide in one of the Underdark's lar~c r settlements, 



~uc h as Blin~dt·n.,tone or C.rackl<,tugb. The society 

mc·mber cnn pmvult· dctailrd \l'rbal directions that 

<' h ara~tcrs c:~n I oliO\\ to rc:ach '' hrchever Underdark 

~t' ttl emcnt tht•y dt--.irc. Ho, .. ~,c-r. the society member 

can't guar.rntl't' that the rout~ 1'- safe.lf characters 
are -.c:arching fur ~rnc th ing ebe. lhe society member 

prondcs '' h.rtt:\c:r J~~i-.tann~ it can. 

SPORE SER\'ANT 

Ont or more.. ere .Hurt krllcd and reanimated by 

Zuggtmoy 's spun'!'> ob ~c...r\'c tht characters as they pass 

by The spore ~~·rv. rm <, don't co111municate and don't 

auack except 111 ,df ddcn r. Roll .t dlO and consult the 

table to dcttr mrnt• what the dr.rracters encounter. 

SPORE SERVANTS 

dlO Encounter 

1 3 ld4 drow spore servants (see appendix C) 

4- 6 ld6 duergar spore servants (see appendix C) 

7 8 ld4 hook horror spore servants (see appendix C) 

9-10 ld8 quaggoth s pore servants 

TRADERS 

Thc~c trader~ ply the tunnel of the Underdark. 

tr,nding from -.c.ulemcntto ~~· lll t:meot. Roll a d4 and 

c·onsuh th" t.lhlc to dctcrmrne \\hat appears. 

TRADER S 

d4 Encounter 

2d4 deep gnomes 

2 2d4 drow 

3 2d4 d uergar 

4 2d4 kuo·toa 

Deep gnornt and drO\\ tr il der ~ have a SO percent chance 
ol ha\'mg l1.1lf their Humlwr in giant lizards as mounts 

and pnr k on rmnls. Duergtlr trad er~ have a 50 percent 
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chance of having half their number in male steeders 

(~c-e appendix C) <I'> pack animals. If there are male 

c;teeders prc' !ooot'nt. there is a SO percent chance that the 

traders ar1· t·~corted by a duergar kavalracbni asrridr a 

female steeder (sec appt•ndix C for both). 

The trader<. carry goods worth 5d4 x lO gp plus tt>n 

day.s of prm i-.ion per mf'mber of their party: !he} are 

willing to <,t•ll up to 20 percent of en her. U drow rraders 

sec the ad\·enturcrs and have the opportunity ro report 

it. incrt•a..,e the drow pursuit level by I. 

SUMMARIZING TRAVEL 
Instead of checking for random encounters every day, 

you can s kip owr or s umrnarizt' parts of the characters' 

journey. ~oil ld6 + l for tht~ number of days between 
encounters, with the usual rhance of the encounter 

bt!ing a terrain e ncounte r, a creature c ncoumer, or 

both (as described under "Random Encounters''). For 

example, if roll a res ult of 4. you would tell the players: 

''You've bcc:n makinr:( your way through the tunnels 

and passages for four days ..... before describing the 

circums tam·c<, of the e ncounter to them. 

With th1s approach. e ncourage players to describe 

\\hat their characters do or even sec and experienc<' 

during the Intervening time. In addition to dowmime 

3CtivitiC'> '>UCh a Crafting. charactcn, ha\e plenty of 

opportunities for interaction. If the players are handling 

the role of some or all of their non player character 

companions (sec "A \totley Crew" in chapter 1). ask 

them to elaborate on 1he activitic~ of those characters 

as well, fillrng rn dctaib <1!:> you see fit. Players can 

abo ... uggest and pin out S tori e~ about things rheir 

charat"ter'> have <'Xpt•rienced during the intervening 

tim t~. including ardu o u ~ climbs. !:>winging across 

gorgt'l>. or dodgrng p1crcers. and you can do £he same. 

Thl'> additional '>torytelling as pN'I adds color and 
bat·kground to lht• journey while keeping rhe pace 

relatively brisk . 



SET ENCOUNTERS 
You can use the following four encounters during the 
party's travels in the Undcrdark between the locations 
in chapters 3 through 7. inserting them as desired. Thev 
provide more detailed challenges for the characters. as· 
well as giving them chances to encounter some potential 
allies. lf the characters need an XP boost as they work 
through subsequent chapters. these encounters can help 

provide it. 

THE SILKEN PATHS 
The Silken Paths are a network of spider webs 
crisscrossing a 500-foot-deep. 2,000-foot-wide chasm 
that stretches for nearly five miles. The major strands 
of the webs are traversable but. due to the fact that 
old webs disintegrate over time and the giant spiders 
inhabiting the chasm arc constantly spinning new ones. 
the Silken Paths are ever-changing. 

The chasm has numerous passages at varying heights 
leading away from it. It is rare for a web stra nd to 
~·onnect one opening with another on the same ''level.'' 
Characters navigating the Silken Paths need to follow 
sloping strands as well as climb and cross over several 
::.trands to reach their intended destination. This is quite 
hazardous. but there simply isn't any easy way around 
the chasm. The characters can easily get lost in the 
mass of strands srretchi ng across the chasm unless they 
'la,·e help. 

THE WEB R uNNERS 

The Web Runners are a pair of thrill-seeking goblins 
named Yuk Yuk and Spiderbait. They have lived in the 
Lnderdark for as long as either can remember, with 
much of their time spent treasure hunting and surviving 

n the Silken Paths. The goblins arc prone to daring 
and often foolish) stunts. ThHt either of them is still 

alive is a testament to their luck and ski ll. Modify their 

.. tatistics as follows: 

• Both goblins are neutral. 
Add J\crobatics +6 and Athletics +3 to the goblins' 

list of ski lis. 
The goblins have advantage on checks made to avoid 

being surprised. 

The goblins notice the advenrurers as they approach 
he Silken Paths and are willing to act as guides and 
elpers for a fee. of course. They'll settle for 2 gp per 

day each, hut Yuk Yuk (who does all the negotiating) 
b just as likely to ask for something flashy belonging 

one of the characters. 11c might also ask for some 
nspccified favor. to be paid when the goblins and the 
dventurers get to wherever they're going and part ways. 

He might ask for first pick of any loot the party uncovers 
i<t the Silken Paths. and will expect and ask for a share 
i the treasure regardless. 
Yuk Yuk and Spiderbait each carry a gourd of grease. 

• hich they apply to their feet so that they can "surf the 
ebs.'' While sliding down webs. they move at twice 

· r"l"tr normal walking speed. 
The Web Runners arc as good as their word when 
comes to their services. and they can teach the 

characters a thing or two. While they travel with the two 
goblins, the characters have advantage on checks made 
to avoid being surprised. The goblins know the Silken 
Paths well enough not to become lost in them. 

If the adventurers make a good impression on the 
Web Runners and if the party's goals appear to offer 
interesting opportunities to do new and dangerous 
things. the goblins offer to stay on after crossing the 
Silken Paths. and to help guide the characters through 
the Underdark. The two won't leave the Underdark, 
however. Yuk Yuk will try to negotiate a suitable fee, but 
the goblins might simply tag along, content to earn any 

fair share of whatever the party acquires. 

SILKEN PATHS: GENERAL FEATURES 

As characters traverse the Silken Paths, keep in mind the 
fol lowing features. 

Dffjicu/t Terrain. Any creature with a climbing speed can 
walk along the webs at that speed. For all other creatures, 
the webs are difficult terrain. Any creature that falls can 
potentia lly become entangled in the webs (see "Falling"). 

Falling. Whenever a creature takes damage while 
traversing the Silken Paths, or whenever the webs upon 
which it is walking break, the creature must make a DC 
1 S Dexterity saving throw. On a successful save, the 
creature manages to avoid a fall by grabbing nearby web 
strands. On a failure, the creature falls 1 d10 x 10 feet. If the 
distance fallen tS less than the distance to the chasm Aoor, 
the creature becomes entangled in webs and restrained; 
otherwise, it hits the Aoor and takes damage from the fall as 
normal. A restrained creature can make a DC 12 Strength 
saving throw at the end of each of its turns, freeing itself 
and ending the restratned condthon on a success. Another 
creature c:<~n use tiS action to help a restrained creature 
within its reach, granting advantage on that creature's next 
saving throw to end the effect. 

Lig.ht. The chasm is dark. Carrying a light source attracts 
hostile creatures, increasing the chance of an encounter to 

1-3 on a d6. 
Fire. Webs burn away when exposed to any attack or 

effect that deals fire damage. This causes several strands 
to break, and all creatures within 30 feet of the affected 
area must make a saving throw to avoid falling (see 
"Falling"). 
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S I LKEN PATH ENCOUNT ERS 

For e'ery 500 feet the pany travel!> through the webs. 
check for a random encounter by rolling a d6. An 
encoumc::r occurs on a roll of 1 unless one or more par ty 
member::. an: carrying light sources, in which case an 
encoumcr occurs on a roll of 1 3. Roll on the Silken 
Paths Encounters table or choo!:>e a suitable encounter 
when one occurs. 

SILKEN PATHS ENCOUNTERS 

dl2 Encounter 

Cocooned lightfoot haiAmg 

2 1d4 darkmantles 

3 ld4 drow and 1d4 quaggoth slaves 

4-8 2d4 giant spiders 

9 1 mimic 

10 1 spectator 

11-12 Web break 

CocooNED HALFLINC 

The characters find a still-living lightfoot halfling 
cocooned in webbing. He is poisoned and paralyzed for 
the next hour. 
Farga~ Rumblcfoot was a member of an adventuring 

band looking for a long-lo:.t tomb when Lhey were 
attacked by a pack of mad gnolls. Fargas escaped, 
got lost in the Silken Path~. and was auacked by the 
spiders. If re:,cued. he promises to show the characters 
the way to the: tomb in exchange for a share of its 
treasures (:,ee "'Lo:,t Tomb of Khaem·· later in this 
chapter). Fargas is a chaotic good hal fling spy. in 

addition to his armor and weapon!:>, he carries a podon 

of invisibility. 

DARKMANTLES 

These subterranean hunters swoop down and allack 
the party. 

D ROW AND QUAOOOTH SLAVES 

These hateful drow and their murderous quaggoth 
slaves are navigating the Silken Paths on their way 
through the Underdark. If Derendil is with the party, 
he can usc an action to make a DC 15 Charisma check, 
turning the quaggoth slaves against their drow masters 
on a succc:,s. If the drow are di:,posed of, Derendil can 
repeat the check to turn the surviving quaggoths into 
his followers. Should Derendil perish. these quaggoths 
can't be com rolled and fight to the death. 

If any drow escapt> the encounter, increase the pur::.uit 
level of the party's drow pursuers by 1. 

GIANT SPIDERS 

Giam spiders are the most common inhabitants of Lhc 
Silken Paths. and th<·y are drawn to vibrations in the 
webs that indicate potential prey. 

MIMIC 

This creature pretend!:> to be an iron chest entangled in 
the webs. When thf' rharacters draw close to examine it, 
the mimic attack!:>. 
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SPECTATOR 

Freed from it:, M!nice to a long-dead drow wizard. this 
mad aberration now float:, through the web·filled chasm. 
It communkate:, with the characters telepathically, 
warning them about .. demons rising in the dark:· The 
creature becomes increa~ingly paranoid and convinced 
that the characters arc themselves demons, come to 

bind it into :,ervitude. at which point it attacks and tries 
to destroy them. 

WEB BREAK 

A Mrand of \\eb under one randomly determined party 
member snaps. Each creature walking on that web 
strand must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw as 
de:,cribed under ··falling" in the .. Silken Paths: General 
Features" sidebar. immed iately check for another 
encounter af1er the saving throws are resolved. 

HooK HoRROR HuNT 
The characters enter an area where a band of gnolls 

lured io the Underdark by the demon lord Yeenoghu arc 
hunting a mated pair of hook horrors. Having left guards 
at the main entrance to the lair (area 5), the gnoll pack 
lord has split irs remaining humcrs into two groups, 
both of which are allempting to flush out the hook 
horrors to win the right to tear them apart. 

The advcnrurers wander into the area from a second 
entrance to the caverns (area 1) and become embroiled 
in the hum. Whether they choose to avoid the hunting 
party. aid the hook horrors. or negotiate their way out of 
the situation is up to the players. 

1. H ooK HoRRORS 

The characters hear clacking noises as they approach 
this point in the passageway. Suddenly, two hook 
horrors dash from the side passage. moving from area 
2A toward area 3. The hook horrors attack only in self
defense and are more afraid of the giggling, rampaging 
gnolls than they are of the characters. 

The gnolb are two chambers behind the hook horrors, 
reaching this point on the following round, unless the 
characters move toward them (in which case the two 
groups converge in area 2A). 

2A. GNOLL H UNTERS 

Pour gnolls move into this a rea the round after the hook 
horrors move past the party, then follow their quarry 
into area 1 on the following round. 

The gnolls can't resist anacking any other creatures 
that cross their path while shrieking .. Sacrifices for 
Ycenoghu!" in their own tongue. (Even if no one in 

the party speaks Gnoll. the name of the demon lord is 
clea rly recognizable.) 

DEVELOPMENT 

Sound:, of combat or calls from the gnolls might attract 
their pack mates in areas 28 and 5. 



2B. G N OLL H UNT ERS 

The rest of the gnoll hunters race through these caverns 
in search of the hook horrors. Unless they are drawn 
elsewhere, four gnolls and a gnoll pack lord are here. 

TREASURE 
The gnoll pack lord carries two bloodstones worth 50 gp 
each and a brown tourmaline worth 100 gp. 

3. CORNERED 

The fleeing hook horrors make their way here, where 
mey wait in ambush for any creatures that follow them. 
The passage is narrow enough that Medium creatures 
must move single file through it. The cave appears to 
be a dead end, and the hook horrors fight to the death 
against any creatures that enter. 

Characters who take the time to search the cave spot 
a hole in the 10-foot-high ceiling (marked Con the map), 

"hich requires a successful DC 12 Strength (Athletics) 
check to climb up into. It leads to area 4. 

4 . HooK H oRROR NEST 

The sandy floor of this cavern holds a clutch of four 
1-foot-diameter eggs with rocky outer shells, all half
buried in a shallow pit. These are hook horror eggs, and 
any character that touches an egg can feel it trembling. 

Each hour, there is a 10 percent chance that one of 
the eggs hatches. The infant hook horror that e merges 
imprims on the first creature it sees. It thereafter 
follows that creature around like its parent, demanding 
to be fed. 1f the characters manage to keep the hook 
horror alive, it eventually reaches adulthood after 
six months. Track its growth using the Hook Horror 
Maturation table. 

HOOK HORROR LAIR: GENERAL fEATURES 

As characters explore the hook horror la ir, keep in mind 

the following features. 

Light. The tunnels are completely dark, which doesn't 

hinder either the gnolls or the hook horrors. 

Tight Passages. Tunnels marked " P" on the map are 

narrow enough that Large creatures such as the hook 

horrors must squeeze through them, spending 1 extra foot 

of movement for every foot of passage. Medium or smaller 

creatures can move through such areas normally. 
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THE OOZING TEMPLE: GENERAL FEATURES 

As characters explore the Oozing Temple, keep in mind the 
following features. 

Light. Except where specified otherwise, the tunnels and 
chambers are dark. 

Air. The air is stale and perceptibly thin. The temple 
contains enough air for the oozes, plus 160 hours of 
breathable air for one creature, divided by the number of 
creatures present. For example, a party of four adventurers 
has 40 hours of air. Characters who are at rest and not 
undertaking activities such as moving or fighting consume 
half as much air. 

Once half of the breathable ai r is consumed, the 
characters suffer one level of exhaustion (see appendix A 
of the Player's Handbook). For each additional 10 percent 
of the air used up, the characters suffer one additional 
level of exhaustion. At 90 percent, the characters are 
unable to move. When the air is used up, they die. Once 
the first level of exhaustion sets in, the characters become 
aware that they are running out of air, and know roughly 
how much they have left. 

A lit torch or its equivalent uses up air as a character 
does. Briefer but hotter magical effects consume 1 hour of 
air per die of fire damage per round. For example, a fireball 
spell that deals 8d6 fire damage consumes 8 hours of air, 
while afire bolt that deals 1d10 fire damage consumes 1 
hour of air per use. 

Water. In addition to running low on air, the characters 
become aware that the tunnels and chambers are filling 
with water Aowing in from area 6. The water rises at a 
rate of 1 foot per hour, meaning most of the tunnels and 
chambers will be completely Aooded within 10 hours. 
Areas filled with waist-deep water are difficult terrain for 
the characters. Once the water is over their heads, they 
have to swim. 
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HOOK HORROR MATURATION 

Age Size Notes 

Infant Tiny AC 10; 4 (1d4 + 2) hit points; 

(up to 1 month) speed 10ft., climb 10ft.; Str 

9 (-1); no effective attacks; 

Challenge 0 (0 XP) 

Young Small AC 11; 11 (2d6 + 4) hit points; 

(1-3 months) speed 15ft., climb 15ft.; Str 12 

(+1); hook attacks are +3 to hit, 

have a reach of 5 ft., and deal 3 

(1d4 + 1) piercing damage on a 

hit; Challenge 1{4 (50 XP) 

Juvenile Medium AC 13; 39 (6d8 + 12) hit points; 

(3-6 months) speed 20ft., climb 20ft.; Str 15 

(+2); hook attacks are +4 to hit , 

have a reach of 5 ft., and deal S 

(1d6 + 2) piercing damage on a 

hit; Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

Adult Large See the Monster Manual 

(6+ months) 

5. GNOLL CAMP 

The gnolls have a small camp set up here to prevent the 
hook horrors from fleei ng in this direction. 

Three gnolls guard the camp and attack any creatures 
emerging from the runnels that are not of their kind. 

THE OOZING TEMPLE 
A tremor causes a cave-in and traps the adventurers 
in a maze of tunnels with no obvious way out. With a 
dwindling air supply and water rising in the tunnels, 
the characters are forced to find a means of escape. 
Complicating matters, part of the maze belongs to a 
forgotten temple that now serves as the lair of servants 
of the demon lord juiblex. 

1. BOXED I N 

As the characters make their way through a 10-foo t-high 

tubular passage, a tremor shakes the area and drops 
part of the ceiling on them. Each party member must 
succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw or take 5 
(ldlO) bludgeoning damage from faUing debris. 

Once the dust clears, the characters realize that fallen 
rock has buried both ends of the passageway. However, 
a new passage has opened in one of the walls. offering a 
possible escape route. It's clear that the route the party 
was following has been permanently blocked by tons of 
rubble. and runs the risk of triggering another collapse 
if the characters attempt to dig out. 

2. DRIPPING DEATH 

Whether finished Slone or rough rock, the walls of these 
10-foot-high areas glisten with dark, dripping water. 

Each of these keyed areas holds a gray ooze that 
pours through cracks in the ceiling to attack any 
creatures that e nte r. 



3. GLABBAOOOL 

This area contains the skeletal remains of a drow, 

along with a dark metal mace and a scattering of coins. 
However, the characters are quick to notice that these 

tems appear to hover above I he stone floor. 
All the visible items are trapped within the body of a 

gelatinous cube named Glabbagool- or at least, that's 

.':'hat it has chosen to call itself. Unlike most gelatinous 

-::ubes, this monster has an Intelligence of 10 (+O) and 

•elepathy out to a range of 60 feet (see the Monster 

• lanual introduction for telepathy rules). 

juiblex's arrival in the Underdark has granted 

Glabbagool sentience and awareness. The ooze is 

;!enuinely curious about other creatures and wants to 

-arn more about the world. It defends itself if attacked, 

ut doesn't otherwise try to harm the characters. 

nstead asking who they arc, where they come from, and 

·.vhy they have come to the temple. 

Other oozes won't attack Glabbagool, so it can block 

.. passageway to help the adventurers fend them off. 

"9owever. the cube can't safely move past characters 

rt a passageway. Glabbagool might ask to accompany 

1e adventurers if it likes or is intrigued by them. 

.:nfortunately, lhe ooze's speed of I 5 feet means 

that characters accompanied by it can travel only at 

a slow place (see "Travel Pace" at the beginning of 

this chapter). 

TREASURE 

Glabbagool's body contains a mace along with 14 ep and 
the mostly digested body of a drow. It will disgorge the 

items for the characters if they win its trust. 

The mace is a common magic item. While attuned 

the weapon. its wielder can use an action to make the 

head of the mace alight with green flame. or use an 

action to extinguish the flame. While the mace is "lit." 

it gJows as brightly as a Lorch and deals an extra I fire 

damage on a hit. 

4. P UDDING PITS -------
This chamber is divided into four hallways and floored 

with heavy flagstones. the walls carved with worn 

and faded bas-reliefs. These show strange. swirling 

shapes that might be waves, tentacles, or some 

combination thereof. 

TRAP 

The squares marked on the map have been undermined, 

leaving a 10-foot·deep pit beneath each one. A 
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successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perce ption) check enables a 

character to notice that the stone is weakened. 

More than 50 pounds of weight on an undermined 

area causes it to collapse. A c reature standing in the 

area must succeed on a DC 11 Dexterity saving throw 

to grab the edge of the pit, after which the creature 

mus t succeed on a DC 11 Strength (Athletics) check 

to scramble out. On a failed saving throw or a failed 

check, the creature falls into the pit and takes ld6 

bludgeoning damage. 

At the bottom of each pit is a black pudding, which 

attacks any creature that falls in.lf denied a victim, or if 

it devours a fallen creature quickly, the pudding climbs 

up the sides to attack any dangling creatures, or to move 

into the hallway in search of prey. 

5. FOUNTAIN OF MADNESS 

This room contains a stone fountain with a raised edge. 

The basin contains shallow, brackish water. At the 

center of the pool. the rubble of a broken statue rest atop 

a pedestal. All that remains recognizable are a pair of 

clawed stone feet clutching the pedestal 's top. Carved 

into the walls are seven niches. Wate r seeps into one 

niche through a crack in the wall. The two niches that 
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tlank it are empty. Strange, formless sculptures occupy 

the four remaining niches. 

The "sculptures" are actually four gray oozes held in 

magical stasis. They liquefy and attack when any one of 

them is touched or damaged. 

TREASURE 

Hidde n beneath the dark waters of the fountain are 112 
sp, 41 gp, three gree n-gold bracelets worth 25 gp each. a 

drow +1 dagger (the hilt has a spider design). a potion of 

greate r healing, and a vial containing oil of slipperiness. 

6. WATER CHAMBER 

Characters approaching this rough-walled cave bear 

the sound of pouring water. The water enters through 

cracks in the 10-foot-high ceiling. Given the rate at 

which the water flows in, the characters can easily 

conclude that the cracks were caused by the tremor they 

experienced, and it's only a matter of time before the 

water floods the entire complex. 

The water rises at a rate of 1 foot pe r hour until the 
tunnels are completely fl ooded. However, chipping 

away at any of the cracks causes more of the ceiling to 

collapse, doubling the amount of water pouring into the 

complex but also revealing a diverted underground river 



that is the source of the water. Once the water level rises 
ro the ceiling, the fiow is slowed and the characters can 
swim upward for 30 feet to reach the water's surface. 
They find themselves in a larger cavern from which they 
can resume their journey. 

DEVELOPMENT 

lf Glabbagool is with the party, the intelligent gelatinous 
cube noats upward as the water rises and squeezes 
through a crack in the ceiling to escape the flooded 
temple and remain with the characters. 

LOST TOMB OF KHAEM 
In ages past. at the height of FaerOn's great empires 
of magic, the half-elf sorcerer Brysis of Khaem was 
interred in a noating tomb. After the fa II of the empire of 
~etheri l and its fiying cities, Brysis's tomb plummeted 
mto a crevasse and wound up in the Underdark, where 
it has remained for centuries. The rise of the demon 
lords has awakened Brysis from the eternal sleep of 
death as a wraith, served by specters who were once 
her loyal retainers. Brysis yearns to accumulate enough 
life force to leave the confines of her tomb. to which her 
spirit is bound. 

The adventurers might discover the tomb by accident 
or with the aid of Fargas Rumblefoot, the halfling from 
the Silken Paths encounter. Either way, when they're 
nearby, read the following to the players: 

A soft feminine voice sounds out in your mind suddenly, 

faint and distant. 

wHello? Is someone there ... ? Oh please, I need your 

help! I have been trapped in the dark for so long ... so 

very long. Please. won't you help to free me?" 

The characters receive an impression of the direction 
w the entrance of the tomb, but the mysterious voice 
doesn't respond to any queries. As they follow the voice, 
a narrow side passage takes them to a dirty marble wall 
with a deep-set door made of bronze-encased stone, 
green with age (see the "Lost Tomb of Khaem: General 
Features" sidebar). 

l. ENTRANCE RooM 
-\stone diorama stands to the right of the entrance. 
..;epicting the sorcerer Brysis Khaem as a Netherese 
rtoble in her prime, surrounded by attendants. slaves, 
and other trappings of wealth and power. A vista of 
~amastic floating cities covers the wall to the left of 
~e entrance. 

STAIRCASE AND LANDING 

~"ross from the entrance. empty stone torch sconces 
~ank a dusty staircase descending 20 feet to a landing. 
-et into the back wall of the landing is a Netherese 
alendar stone. Beyond this landing, the staircase 

resumes its descent, stopping at three more landings 
f bare stone and descending a total of 100 feet before 

arriving at area 2. 

lOST TOMB OF KHAEM: GENERAL FEATURES 

As characters explore the lost Tomb of Khaem, keep in 

mind the following features. 

Ceilings. Room ce1lings are 15 feet high. The hallways 

connecting them are 10 feet h1gh. 

Doors. Each door in the tomb is a 10-foot-by-10-foot 

slab of solid marble encased in a thin layer of beaten 

bronze. The bronze has turned green with age. The door 

pivots on a central axis, creating narrow openings on 

either side while open. The door is also heavy and tight

fitting, requiring a DC 15 Strength (Athletics) check to 

open or close. 

Light. Except as otherwise noted, the interior of the 

tomb is dark. 

Chaotic Magic. The tomb was crafted during an age of 

high magic, and it has become suffused withfaerzress. The 

ancient and chaotic energy now permeating the structure 

causes any spell cast within the tomb to trigger a rol l on 

the Wild Magic Surge table in chapter 3, "Classes," of the 

Player's Handbook. 

2. SHRI NE 

The stairs lead down to this shrine, where shreds of 
dusty tapestries lie scattered acros::; the floor. Friezes on 
the walls are defaced with deep gouges. making them 
unrecognizable. An altar of pale gray marble stands 
gouged and cracked against one wall. 

A successful DC 13 Intelligence (Investigation) check 
reveals that the damage to this room is relatively recent, 
and that the creatures that caused it left no tracks of any 
kind in the layer of dust on the fioor. 

3. SERVANTS' SARCOPHAGI 

Four stone sarcophagi mark the resting places 
of Brysis's most faithful servants. The lid of each 
sarcophagus bears the sculpted image of a robed 
human figure in repose. Brysis's four servants have 
arisen at her command as s pecters. If anyone touches 
or otherwise disturbs a sarcophagus, all four specters 
emerge from their sarcophagi, howling in fury, and 

attack. The specters can pursue their prey beyond the 
confines of the tomb, if necessary. 

Opening a sarcophagus lid requires a successful DC 
17 Strength check and reveals treasure within (see 
"Treasure"). 

A character inspecting the northeast sarcophagus 
and succeeding on a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check 
notices that the sarcophagus is built on hidden stone 
rollers. Tt can be moved aside with a successful DC 10 
Strength check to reveal a 4-foot-square hole in the 
floor. and in the ceiling of a similarly sized chamber 
directly below this one (area 5). Tf the characters 
move the sarcophagus but leave the chamber without 
exploring the tomb below. they hear the same telepathic 
voice that called out to them initially. saying. ''Please! 
Don't leave! I'm here, below!~ 

TREASURE 

Each sarcophagus contains mummified remains. the 
tattered remnants of ancient burial garments, and 
treasure ofNetherese origin. 
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The northeast sarcophagus contains two gold 

bracelets worth 50 p;p each and a ceremonial wand 

(non magical} made of chiseled ivory worth 25 gp. 

The northwest sarcophagus contains an onyx ring 

worth 50 gp and a silver necklace set with two azurites 

and a carnelian worth 250 gp. 

The southwest sarcophagus contains a ewer made of 

beaten gold worth 25 gp and a walking stick worth 75 

gp. The walking stick is made of varnished yew with a 

golden handle shaped like a scorpion. 

The southeast sarcophagus contains a gold censer 

with platinum filigree worth 250 gp. 

4. FALSE TOMB 

Stone blocks standing against the western and eastern 

walls are carved with niches, inside which rest a dozen 

clay canopic jars containing desiccated organs. These 

organs belong to Brysis's servants, who are entombed 

in area 4. 

In the middle of the room rests a wide stone sarcopha

gus atop a black marble bier. The lid of the sarcophagus 

is inlaid with dust-covered mosaics depicting great 

floating citics high above a beautiful landscape. The lid 

of the sarcophagus looks incredibly heavy but is made 

lighter by an ancient spell that has survived to this day. 

The lid can be pushed aside with a successful DC 10 
Strength check. The sarcophagus contains a life-sized 

statue of Brysis. sculpted and painted to make it appear 

that she is sleeping comfortably. The statue is affixed to 

the inside of the sarcopha~us with sovereign glue and 

can't be moved. There is no treasure to be found. 

TRAP 

Opening the sarcophagus triggers a magic mouth spell 

that calls out in a booming voice. "You have disturbed 

the tomb of Brysis of Khaem! Accursed are you, most 

miserable of creatures!'' Each creature in the room, 

whether it hears the booming voice or not, must make 

a DC 15 Charisma saving throw. On a failure, the 

creature is cursed with disadvantage on attack rolls 

and saving throws. The creature can repeat the saving 

throw after 24 hours have elapsed, ending the effect on 

itself with a successful save. Otherwise, a remove curse 

spell ends this effect, as does destroying the wraith 

in area 5. 

If Brysis's wraith is destroyed, both the magic mouth 

and the curse on the sarcophagus cease to function. 

5. TRuE TOMB 

Brysis's true tomb is hidden below area 3 and has 

murals on the walls decorated with rich pigments and 

inlays of semiprecious stones. A gilded sarcophagus 

stands atop a stone bier along the west wall. An invisible 

stone chest rests at the foot of the sarcophagus. Charac

ters searching the area thoroughly locate the chest. The 

chest becomes visible within an antimagic field. and a 

successful dispel magic (DC 19) also ends the invisi

bility effect. 

Brysis of Khaem has arisen as a murderous 

wraith. bound to her tomb until she can steal 

enough life force to leave it. She arises from within 

the sarcophagus and allacks when creatures enter 

this chamber. She gloats about how the charac

ters' deaths will free her from this prison. and 

how her viclirns will serve her even in death. 

On initiative count 1 in the round in which 

Brysis auacks, the characters hear the telepathic 

voice that first called to them. ''In the sarcoph

agus! I can help you!" See .. Treasure" for more 

information. 

TREASURE 

The thin gold sheath covering Brysis's sarcoph

agus can be pried loose and is worth 250 gp. 

Inside the stone sarcophagus. lying awp Brysis's 

withered and mummified corpse. is a magic 

sword called Dawn bringer (see appendix B). 

This intelligent weapon is the source of the tele

pathic messages. 

The stone chest is unlocked and contains 

the other treasures Brysis took with her 

into the afterlife: 4,000 sp, 1.200 gp. eleven 

zircons (worth 50 gp each), a necklace of 

fireballs, a philter of love, and a potion of 

gl'eater healing. 



CHAPTER 3: THE DARKLAKE 

Though its name might evoke images of a single 
subterranean body of water, the Darklakc is a network 
oi underground rivers, natural tunnels. and canals 
rhat connect innumerable water-filled caverns and 
chambers. This vast waterway stretches over a hundred 

miles across, with ceilings that are miles high in some 
places and depths that art' unfathomable. 

Long ago, duergar engineers extended and widened 
many of the interconne<'ting passages of the Darklake. 
They also constructed locks for raising and lowering 
"-"'atercraft to dirferent levels within it, opening up large 

portions of the network for travel. Many Underdark 

~reaw res are experienced in navigating the Darklake, 
ncluding the kuo-toa-lishlike humanoids known 

:or their insane obsession with unraveling the secret 
patterns of the Underdark. Still, better to trust a ku~:Hoa ' 
~uide than attempt to traverse the Darklake alqne and 
ecome lost within it forever. · -

The adventurers can usc the Dark lake to reach many 
destinations in the Underdark. More importantly, water 
travel makes it difficult for their drow pursuers to track 
them. The kuo-toa town of Sloobludop is located on the 
eastern edge of the Darklake, and is a potential source 

of watercraft and navigational aid. But as they seek out 
these resources. the characters learn of terrible powers 
loose in the Underdark worse than the drow. the kuo
toa, or any other threat of this dark realm. 



TRAVERSING THE 

D ARKLAKE 
The ad\'enturers need to find a way to cross the 
Darklake on the way to their ultimate destination
out of the Underdark and back to the surface world. 
They might attempt to find a guide or hire passage in 
Sloobludop, but other possibilities could also present 
themselves. 

MODES OF TRAVEL 

The adventurers might lind different ways to cross the 
Darklake, depending on how long they traverse it and 
who or what they encounter along the way. 

Since there is no wind in the Underdark. all water 
travel involves either rowing at 1112 miles per hour, or 
floating with prevailing currents at 1 mile per hour. 
Characters can work in shifts to row more than 8 
hours per day, but crcwing a boat for longer than that is 
considered a forced march (see chapter 8 of the Player's 

Handbook). 

B OAT 

Most craft navigating the waters of the Darklake are 
zurkhwood vessels piloted by the kuo-tua or the duergar. 
These boats are equivalent to keelboats (see the 
Airborne and Waterborne Vehicles table in chapter 5 of 
the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

THE DARKLAKE: G ENERAL FEATU RES 

The following features commonly apply to the 
Darklake region. 

Darkness. True to its name, most of the Darklake exists 
in pitch blackness. The only light available is whatever the 
characters are able to provide. 

Caves and Tunnels. The Darklake is a giant labyrinth of 
lakes, waterways, and canals that connect myriad caverns 
and chambers. Some of these caverns are massive, with 
immeasurably deep water and vaulted ceilings far outside 
the range of any light. Others are narrow, with only a few 
feet of space between the ceiling and the surface of the 
water. Some are completely submerged, navigable only by 
those able to breathe underwater. 

Navigation. Without the sky or the stars to navigate 
by, any successful passage of the Darklake relies on 
one's fami liarity with 1ts intricate netv•ork of caverns, 
passages, and currents. Experienced navigators know how 
to find and read ancient duergar runes carved along the 
Darklake's tunnels, though most of these "road signs" are 
nearly worn away by the passage of time. Such knowledge 
is something that takes years, if not decades, of wandering 
the Darklake to acquire. 

Those without the skill to navigate the Darklake 
(including the adventurers) must employ maps or 
guides. If the characters manage to acquire a map, they 
can make Wisdom (Survival) checks normally to avoid 
becom1ng lost. 

Foraging. The characters can forage for food while 
traversing the Darklake, primarily by fishing and gathering 
edible fungi (see "Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 
2). Much of the water of the Darklake is unsafe to drink, 
making it important to seek out springs and other clean 
sources of water feeding into it. 
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MAKESHifT RAFT 

Characters ran also construct makeshift rafts using 
materials at hand. For example. the cap of a giant 
zurkhwood mushroom can be hollowed out to make 
a coracle equh·alent to a rowboat. but with half a 
rowboat's hit points (see the Airborne and Waterborne 
Vehicles table in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's 

Guide). This is a downtime crafting activity requiring 
one day's work per raft. 

An even more makeshift craft might involve a 
character sitting in a floating barrel or other watertight 

container. either steering with a paddle or flowing 
with the current. Such a vessel has a speed of I mph, 
requires a crew of 1, allows for no passengers or cargo, 
and has AC II, hp 20, and damage threshold 0. 

SWIMM ING 

Swimming in the Darklake is a poor choice given the 
number of dangerous creatures inhabiting it. Check 
for a creature encounter each hour Lhal characters 
a re swi mming. rather than every 4 hours of travel. 
A swimming character must succeed on a DC 10 
Constitution saving throw for each hour of swimming or 
gain one level of exhaustion. 

Characters not actively swimming but simply clinging 
to something that floats (including the wreckage of a 
boat or raft) can drift with the current at a speed of 1 
mph. Check for creature encounters each hour that 
characters noat in the water. and call for Constitution 
checks against exhaustion for every 8 hours of travel. 

OTHER OPTIONS 

Travelers can mix and match modes of travel, and 
a sizable party might need multiple boats or rafts. 
A creature with a swimmjng speed (including a 
polymorphcd character) can travel without risk of 
fatigue for up to 8 hours. and can even serve as a 
mount for a creature smaller than it. Water-breathing 
(or nonbreathing) creatures can swim underwater or 
even walk across the bottom of shallow sections of the 
Darkla ke, but need dark vision or a source of light to see. 

RAN DOM ENCOUNTERS 
Every 4 hours lhallhe characters are on the Oarklake, 
roll a d20 and consult the Oarklake Random 
Encounters table to determine what, if anything, they 
encounter. If the characters aren't moving-anchored or 
ashore. for example- any encounter is automatically a 
creature encounter. 

0 A RKLAKE RANDOM EN COUNTER S 

d20 Type of Encounter 

1-13 No encounter 

14- 15 Terrain (roll a d10 and consult the Darklake Terrain 

Encounters table) 

16-17 One or more creatures (roll a d12 and consult the 

Darklake Creature Encounters table) 

18- 20 Terrain encounter featuring one or more creatures 

(roll a d10 and consult the Darklake Terrain 

Encounters table, then roll a d12 and consult the 

Darklake Creature Encounter table) 



DARKLAKE TERRAIN ENCOUNTERS 

-pecial terrain rules are explained after the table. 

DARKLAKE TERRAIN ENCOUNTERS 

dlO Terrain 

Collision 

2 Falls or locks 

3 Island 

4 Low ceiling 

5 Rockfall 

6 Rough current 

7 Run aground 

8 Stone teeth 

9 Tight passage 

10 Whirlpool 

COLLISION 

Ih1s terrain encounter occurs only if one or more party 
C"embers are traveling by raft or boat. and there's a 
- rong current. Have everyone aboard the vessel make 
~C 13 group Dexterity check to avoid hitting a wall or 

er large obstacle directly ahead.lf the group check 

succeeds, the collis ion is avoided. Otherwise, the vessel 
takes 2dl0 bludgeoning damage from the collision, and 
everyone aboard must succeed on a DC 10 Strength or 
Dexterity saving throw to avoid falling overboard. 

FALLS OR LOCKS 

Any character with a passive Wisdom (Perception) 
score of 12 or better can hear the roar of a waterfall 
ahead. A successful DC 14 group Strength {Athletics) 
check is necessary to steer or swim away from the 
falls. Otherwise. the characters go over. falling ld6 x 

10 feet into a pool or river ld6 x 5 feet deep. A creature 

swept over the falls must succeed on a DC 11 Dexterity 
saving throw or take ld6 bludgeoning damage per 10 
feet fallen. A successful save indicates that the creature 
avoids a hard landing in the water below. 

There is a 50 percent chance that any waterfall area 
contains a duergar-built lock designed to traverse it, 
in which case there is no risk of going over the falls. It 
takes a successful DC 111ntelligence (Investigation) 
check to figure out how to operate the lock. Once a lock 
is opened, it takes I hour for the water level to lower so 
the party can proceed. 
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I SLAND 

A small island rises from tht> water ahead. An island 
with no hostile creatures makes a good place for lhe 
party to take a long rest. There is a 50 percent chance 

that the island has one or more types of fungi growing 
atop it (sec "Fungi of the IJnderdark~ in chapter 2). 
Otherwise, rhr island is bar ren rock. 

Low CEILING 

The clearance of the cave or passage lowers suddenly to 
3 feet abov<· tht' water's surface. Each Medium character 
must suc<"ccd on a DC 10 Dexterity saving throw or take 
ld4 bludgeoning damage from hitting lhe ceiling before 
the passage ends. 

ROCKFALL 

Loose rocks fall from the ceiling above. Each character 
must succeed on a DC 12 Dexterity saving throw or 
be hit by a chunk of fa ll ing stone for 2d6 bludgeoning 
damage. If the characters are traveling in a boat or raft, 
their vessel takes 2d6 bludgeon ing damage for each 
su<'cessful save; in other words. each rock that misses a 
chara<'tt>r hits the boat or raft instead. Roll the damage 
for t>a<'h rock striking a vessel separately to sec if it 
overcomes the vessel's damage threshold. 

RouGH CuRRENT 

The waters here are especiaiJy turbulent. If the 
characters are traveling by boat or raft, the crew must 
suC'ceed on a DC 13 group Dexterity check to maintain 
control. If the group check fails. the vessel takes 2d6 
bludgeoning damage. and each occupant must succeed 
on a DC I 0 Strength or Dexterity saving throw to avoid 
falling overboard. 

RUN AGROUND 

This terrain encounter occurs only if one or more pa rty 
members are traveling by raft or boat. The vessel hits 
a shallow area or sandbar and r uns aground . The 
characters can push the vessel back into the water with 
a successful DC 10 group Strength (Athletics) check. 
While characters arc push ing their boat free, there is 
a 50 percent chance that one or more creatures attack 
them; in this event, roll on the Darklake Creature 

Encounters table to determine what attacks. 

STONE TEETH 

This terrain encounter occurs only if one or more party 
members are traveling by raft or boat, and there's a 
strong current. Stalagmites jutting up from the bottom 
of a tunnel arc hidden just bt>low the waterline. Spotters 
must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom (Perception) check 
to notice the '"stone teeth."" allowing the vessel's crew 
to attempt a DC 12 group Dexterity check to navigate 
through them. If the group check succeeds. the vessel 
passes through unscathed. Failure to notice or navigate 
through the stone teeth deals 6d6 piercing damage to 
the boat or raft. 

TTCHT PASSAGE 

The adventurers encounter an especially tight passage. 
requiring a successful DC 12 group Dexterity check 
to navigate a boat or raft through it. If the group check 
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succeeds, the boat c;lips through. Otherwise, the boat 
gets stuck. requiring a successful DC ltl group Strength 
(Athletics) check to pu~h it free. While characters arc 
pushing their boat free. there is a 50 percent chance 
that one or more cr<•atures attack them: in this event. 
roll on the Dark lake Creature Encounters table to 
determine what attacks. 

WHIRlPOOL 

An underwater crevas.<;e or drain creates a smaJI vortex 

in this area. much like the whirlpool effect of the control 

wacer spell (save DC 14). 

D A RKLAKE C REATU RE E NCOUNTERS 

The sections that follow the table provide additional 
information to help you run each creature encounter. 

DARKLAKE CREATURE ENCOUNTERS 

d12 Encounter 

1 1 aquatic troll 

2 2d4 da rkmantles 

3 1d4 + 2 duergar in a keelboat 

4 1 green hag 

5 1 gre ll 

6-7 1d6 + 2 ixitxachitl (see appendix C) 

8 ld4 kuo-toa in a keelboat 

9 1d4 merrow 

10 3d6 sti rges 

11 I swarm of quippers 

12 1 water weird 

AQUATIC ThOLL 

An aquatic troll swims up from the depths. It has the 
abilities of a normal troll, but can also breathe water 
and has a swimming speed of 30 feet. 

D ARKMANTLES 

These creatures cling to the ceiling as the adventurers 
approach, cloaking themselves in darkness as they 
unfurl a nd attack. A creature in a boat or on a raft that 
tries and fails to detach a darkmantle from itself or 
another creature must succeed on a DC lO Dexterity 
saving throw or fall our of the vessel and into the water. 

DuERCAR 

A keelboat crewed by duergar is traversing the 
Darklake on business. The gray dwarves parley with 
the adventurers-or attack them if the opportunity 
looks ripe to capture them and sell them as slaves in 
Gracklstugh. If the duergar surprise all the characters. 
they turn invisible. making it appear that their boat is 
abandoned so as to lure the adventurers on board before 
they anack. 

Roll a d20 and consult the Duergar Keelboat Cargo 
table to determine what. if anything. the duergar are 
transporting in their keelboat. 



0UERGAR KEELBOAT CARGO 

d20 Cargo 

1-10 None 

ll-13 1d20 x 100 pounds of unrefined iron ore 

14-16 1d4 zurkhwood crates filled with mining tools 

17-19 2d4 zurkhwood casks of harvested fungi (see 

"Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 2) 

20 A locked iron chest containing 3d6 x 100 gp and a 

random magic item (roll once on Magic Item Table 

Bin chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

GREEN HAG 

~anny Plunk is a green hag who likes to taunt and 
lead travelers astray. She might instead bargain with 
the characters with her knowledge of the Darklake, 
especially if her life or freedom is at stake.lf this 
encou nter occurs again, it might be with Nanny or one 
of her sisters, Maven Delve or Dame Spiderwort. 

GRELL 

A grclt descends from the cavern ceiling. attempting to 
grab and paralyze one party member. then fly off with 
its victim. 

JXTTXACHITL 

These creatures attack any party members in the 

""-·ater. Otherwise. they follow the party and wait for an 
opportunity to strike. If denied a meal for too long, they 
begin to gnaw on tht> hull of a boat or the underside of 
a raft, hoping to sink it (this tactic is ineffective against 
craft with a high damage threshold). 

Kuo-TOA 

These kuo-toa pole a keelboat toward Sloobludop (or 
away from the town if it has been attacked: see the 
end of this chapter). If the characters have not been to 
Sloobludop, the kuo-toa might try to capture them and 
bring them there. See "The Day's Catch" for details. 

Roll a d20 and consult the Kuo-toa Keelboat Cargo 
table to determine what. if anything, the duergar are 
transporti ng in their keelboat. 

KUO·TOA KEELBOAT CARGO 

d20 Cargo 

1-15 None 

16-17 1d4 nets; each net has a 50 percent chance of 

containing 3d6 dead, edible quippers 

18-19 1d4 nets; each net has a 50 percent chance of 

containmg 1d4 living sti rge.s 

20 1d4 pieces of broken, barnacle-encrusted statuary, 

each worth 50 gp; each weighing 1d4 x 5 pounds; 

and each depicting a weird alien creature, a long

forgotten god, or fragment thereof. 

~fER ROW 

These worshipers of Demogorgon have been driven 
mo a frenzy by his arrival in the Underdark. They 
mmediatcly attack, trying to capsize or wreck boats as 
:hey utter the war cry, "Blood and salt for the P rince of 
Demons!" in Abyssal. 

A merrow can use its action to capsize a boat or 
raft within 5 feet of it. Anyone in the boat can thwart 
the mcrrow by using a reaction to make a Strength 
check contested by the mer row's Strength check. If the 
merrow wins the contest. the vessel capsizes. 

STIRGES 

These stirges cling to the ceiling like bats. If the party is 
aware of the stirges, the characters can make a DC I 3 
group Dexterity {Stealth) check to slip past the stirges 
without disturbing them.lf the group check succeeds, 
the stirges ignore the party. Otherwise. the stirges 
descend and attack the nearest party members. 

SWARM OF QUtPPERS 

A swarm of quippers keeps pace with the characters, 
at tacking anyone in the water. If an hour passes a nd no 
meal has presented itself, the quippers stop following 
the party. 

WATER WEIRD 

Bound to some long-lost site beneath the surface of the 
water, this neutral evil elemental rises to attack when 
tJ1e characters pass by. 

Roll a d6 and consult the Weird Discoveries table to 
determine what the water weird is guarding. 

WEIRD DISCOVERIES 

d6 Discovery 

1-2 Sunken altar dedicated to a forgotten deity 

3-4 Sunken statue with 500 gp black pearls for eyes; a 

thief who removes one or both gems becomes the 

target of a contagion spell (save DC 14). 

5-6 Sunken, sealed sarcophagus containing a mummy 

and 1d4 art objects (roll on the 250 gp Art Objects 

table in chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) 

SLOOBLUDOP 
Population: 500 kuo-toa 
Government: The archpriest P loopploopeen once 

ruled in the narne of the Sea Mother, the goddess 
Blibdoolpoolp. He was recently challenged and 
displaced by his daughter Bloppblippodd, archpr iest of 
Leemooggoogoon the Deep Father. 

Defense: All kuo-toa rally to the village's defense, 
including whips and monitors serving the priesthood. 

Commerce: The kuo-toa trade with various races of the 
Underdark near the Darklake, in addition to providing 
ferry service and navigation. 

Organizations: Two major shrines and several 
other minor ones. 

Sloobludop is a kuo-toa village on the eastern edge of 
the Darklake. From a distance. it looks like a massive 
tangle of reeds stretching up into the darkness. lit 
by glowing spots of phosphorescence. Upon closer 
approach, a series of rickety towers can be seen, lashed 
together by rope and plank bridges set in haphazard 
patterns. Even above ground, the kuo-toa build in line 
with their three-dimensional aquatic sensibilities, 
constructing their "great city'' as if it were underwater. 
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Sloobludop simmers with religious fervor and 
sectarian tension. While many of the kuo-toa still 
worship the goddess Blibdoolpoolp. a faction has 
shifted its worship to Leemooggoogoon the Deep 
Father, a vision influenced by the manifestation of the 
demon prince Demogorgon from the depths of the 
Darklake. Initially. the archpriest of Blibdoolpoolp 
tolerated this- but then his own daughter declared 
herself an archpriest of Lcemooggoogoon. and the cult 
began to grow. 

S LOUC H ING TOWARD S LOOBLUDOP 

The characters can choose to go to Sloobludop for 
several reasons: 

They need a boat (and possibly a guide) to navigate the 
Darklake. Travel along the waterways of the Darklake 
is an excellent way to throw ofT their drow pursuers 
(sec chapter 2 for details). 
Staying a short while in Sloobludop can provide 
a respite from pursuit, since the drow arc reluc
tant to provoke the kuo-toa needlessly. Reduce the 
pursuit level by 1 while the characters consider 
their next move. 

• The characters need supplies and equipment, and 
hope the kuo-toa might be willing to trade for what
ever they can offer. Alternatively, the characters might 
try to steal what they need from the kuo-toa. 

Shuushar might point out any of the previous reasons, 
or wish to go to Sloobludop to rejoin his people, feel
ing he has important guidance to offer them. 
Shuushar might not be the only one with Mhigher 
guidance." One or more characters might expe-
rience dreams or visions guiding them toward 

SLOOBLUDOP: GENERAL FEATURES 

Sloobludop spreads out along the rocky shore of the 
waters of a broad cavern lake, with high fences of woven 
netting to the north and south of the village boundaries. 

Light. Sloobludop's cavern is almost entirely dark except 
for a few spots of dim light from phosphorescent fungus 
and coral, or from glowing cave-fish glands. The kuo-toa 
recoil from areas of bright illumination, becoming hostile 
if bright light is brought among them. 

Bridges and Platforms. Bridges and platforms are 
haphazardly strung throughout the city, connect_ing vari~us 
levels of structures with each other as wel l as cnsscrossmg 
open spaces. Characters can move at a normal pace 
across the platforms and bridges, but this puts strain on 
their poor construction. Whenever one or more characters 

move at normal speed across a bridge or platform, 
roll a d6. On a roll of 1, a bridge flips or breaks to drop 
characters to the platform below, or a platform tilts to tip 
the characters into the water. These areas can be navigated 
safely by treating them as difficult terrain. 

Language. None of the 1nhabitants ofSioobludop 
speak Common or any surface-world language, which 
might present a challenge for the characters. The fish-folk 

speak Undercommon, and Stool the myconid spro~t- c~n 

establish communication using its rapport spores 1f 1t 1s 
present. Shuushar the kuo-toa monk can also translate if 
he accompanies the party. 
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Sloobludop- not realizing that such dreams are sim· 
ply further manifestations of the madness growing in 
the Underdark. 

N OTA BLE K UO-T OA I N SLOOBLUDOP 

A number of important kuo-toa have the ability to 
influence the adventurers' fate in Sloobludop. 

PROMINENT Kuo-ToA 

Ploopploopeen 

(wPioop") 

Bloppblippodd 

("Biopp") 

Glooglugogg 

("Gioog") 

Klibdoloogut 

("Kiib") 

Archpriest of the Blibdoolpoolp 

the Sea Mother 

Ploopploopeen's daughter, now 

calling herself the archpriest of 

Leemooggoogoon the Deep Father; 

demon tainted 

Ploopploopeen's son, kuo-toa whip, 

and loyal worshiper of the Sea Mother 

Kuo-toa whip and keeper of the altar of 

the Deep Father 

SHUUSH AR CONNECTION 

If Shuushar accompanies the party, the kuo-toa monk 
can be helpful in communicating with his people at 
Sloobludop. However, keep in mind that Shuushar is 
either a heretic or a holy man depending on which kuo
toa he's speaking to, and how they view things at that 
particular moment. The mysterious monk could serve 
as an ace in the hole to help the party out. or he could 
just as easily cause trouble with his stubborn refusal co 
acknowledge his fellow kuo-toa's religious obsessions 

ROLEPLAYING THE KUO-TOA 

Though the kuo·toa are mad, at least some of that 
madness comes from an utterly alien mind-set. Although 
amphibious air dwellers, the kuo·toa still largely behave as 
aquatic creatures. Thus, much of what they do on land is a 
bizarre approximation of life under the water. 

Kuo-toa names are a long series of gargling syllables, 
and their voices have a bubbly, gargling quality. However, 
the kuo·toa communicate as much through gesture as 
speech. They have difficulty standing still, and are pro~e to 
quick, darting movements. They pace constantly, walkmg 
in circles around creatures talking to them. A kuo-toa 
priest speaking to a group of followers doesn't stand at ~ 
podium but wanders aimlessly while the crowd follows like 
a school of fish. 

Kuo-toa prefer their leaders to be physically above 
their subordinates. (If no dais or platform is available for 

leaders, they have been known to literally stand on top of 
prostrate underlings.) However, leaders tend to dwell on 
the lowest levels of buildings because these are considered 
the safest areas m a settlement, due to their proximity to 
the water. 

Since the kuo·toa are fishlike, they lack eyelids. This 
isn't only unnerving in conversation (a kuo-toa never 
blinks), but it also means that kuo-toa all look the same 
sleeping as awak~and virtually all kuo-toa sleepwalk, 
making things even more confusing. There is a 25 percent 
chance that any individual kuo-toa the party encounters in 
Sloobludop is sleepwalking, ignoring everyone around it 
and moving in a shuffling gait from place to place. 



as anything other than "dangerous illusions;· combined 
with his preference for nonviolent solutions. 

THE DAY's C AT CH 

When the adventurers come within an hour's travel of 
Sloobludop. they encounter a party of eight kuo-toa 
led by a kuo-toa monitor. The fish-folk immediately 
aHack, but their tactics show that they are attempting 
to capture the characters. The kuo-toa leave any fallen 
.pponcnts unconscious at 0 hit points. intending to 

:,ring them back to Sloobludop as live offerings to the 
Deep Father. They bind prisoners with tough cords of 
gut. each with 2 hit points and requiring a successful 
DC 17 Strength check to break. 

THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY 

On the way to Sloobludop after the previous e ncounter, 
•he characters run into another kuo-toa patrol, this one 
made up of six kuo-toa and two kuo-toa monitors, 
ed by the kuo-toa archpriest Ploopploopeen. lf the 
haractcrs are prisoners of the first kuo-toa patrol, 
he newcomers ambush them and fight to free the 
haracters. Otherwise (or after the fight), Ploopploopeen 

..~ttempts to communicate in Undcrcommon. then casts 

congucs if none of the characters speak it. Read the 
following: 

1

"1 am Ploopploopeen, archpriest of the Sea Mother 

Blibdoolvpoolp. She answers my prayers by deliveri~g " 

you. Help us, and you will be rewarded for your serv1ce. I 
If the characters talk with Ploopploopeen. the archpriest 
explains his intentions as the kuo-LOa escort the party to 
Sloobludop. Jfthc characters refuse. the kuo-toa attempt 
to capture them. as with the previous patrol. 

Ploopploopecn explains that the inhabitants of 
Sloobludop have lived in harmonious service to the 
will of the Sea Mother for some time. Oh. there were 
occasional "visionaries" who stirred up trouble (at 
this, he might cast a walleyed glance at Shuushar) 
but nothing of any great concern. A few weeks ago, 
Bloppblippodd, Ploopploopccn's own daughter, 
experienced a powerful vision of "Leemooggoogoon 
the Deep Father," proclaiming him the new god of her 
people. She has backed up her claims with a great 
increase in her magical power, and new followers have 
flocked to her. 

CHAPTER 3 I THF DARKLAKE 



A Kuo-TOAN KoAN 

The kuo-toa are aquatic creatures. As such, they have no 

rea l need for the boats they use to ply the Darklake, even 

as boating remains a significant part of their culture. 

It might well be that the kuo-toa's former masters- the 

mind flayers- used them as ferry pilots and navigators in 

the Underdark, and the fish-folk continue to do so out of 

habit or some deep-seated need. Certainly, their relative 

usefulness to the other races of the Underdark has served 

the kuo-toa well. Only the duergar have shown any interest 

in navigating the waters of the Darklake on their own, and 

not even they do it as well as the kuo-toa. 

There is a persistent myth among the inhabitants of 

Sloobludop that the maze of tunnels, passages, and pools 

of the Darklake is a kind of meditation- a spiritual journey. 

Kuo-toa who navigate that maze long enough will awaken 

to a great revelation for their people. As with many of the 

strange beliefs of the kuo-toa, this one might only need 

time to become a reality. 

"We are split in two.'' Ploopploopeen explains, 
'·fighting among ourselves." The followers of the Deep 
Father have been making an increasing number of 
offerings on hjs altar- killing blood sacrifices then 
casting bloody chum into the waters of the Dark lake, 
where it is consumed by ... something. 

B ATTING THE HOOK 

The archpriest of the Sea Mother tells the characters 
he wants to use them as bait. The archpriest of the 
Deep Father needs humanoid sacrifices. and the 
party represents a prize collection in that regard. 
Ploopploopeen will offer the characters as a "token of 
peace and reconciliation" to get closer to the archpriest 
of the Deep Father- except the adventurers will not 
be helpless prisoners, but infiltrators. Ploopploopeen 
wants the characters to disrupt the upstart faction's 
rituals, allowing his true believers of the Sea Mother to 
cut off the head of the cu lt. The archpriest promises that 
the characters will be "well rewarded" for their aid. 

If the characters refuse, Ploopploopeen tries to turn 
them over anyway, still using them as bait to get his own 
kuo-toa loyalists closer to his daughter's cult. However, 
he no longer depends on or supports the characters as 
allies, leaving them to survive on their own. 

No matter whether the characters approach the final 
encounter as willing participants or prisoners, the kuo
toa make no effort to bind them or take their weapons, 
believing in the power of their superior numbers and the 
divine might of their competing gods. 

L GATE ----
Sloobludop is enclosed to the north and south by outer 
"walls" of heavy netting with sharp bone hooks woven 

into them. In the middle of each wall is a gate through 
which creatures can safely pass. Any creature wishing 
to crawl through the nettillg can do so with a successful 
DC 15 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check. On a fai lure, rhe 
creature takes 1d8 piercing damage and becomes 
restrained in the netting, requiring a successful DC 12 
Strength check as an action to break free. 

Stationed outside each gate are four kuo-toa whips. 
They confrom anyone who approaches. Party members 
escorted by other kuo-toa can pass through the gate 
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unchallenged. lf the characters are uncscorted. any kuo
toa they meel attempt to capture them. Roll a d20. On a 
1-7. captives are taken to area 3. On an 8 18, captives 
are taken to area 4. On a 19- 20, the guards are evenly 
spHt and immediately begin to brawl for the right to take 
the characters as prisoners. 

2. DOCKS 

A half-dozen kuo-toan keelboats are moored here. 
Although kuo-toa will negotiate terms for ferrying the 
characters across the Darklake. none leave without 
permission (see below). Party members can attempt to 
steal one or more of the boats, but doing so requires a 
successful DC 16 Dexterity (Stealth) check (and the kuo
toa are able to sense invisible creatures). The kuo-toa 
pursue any stolen boats, intending to capture the thieves 
as offerings to appease their gods. 

Five groups of three kuo-toa monitors led by a kuo
toa whip patrol the platforms at the water's edge. They 
ensure no vessel enters or leaves without submitting to 
"auguries" to determine if a crew's actions are pleasing 
to the god of the hour- in this case, the Deep Father. 

The auguries consist of a half-hour ritual. during 
which the whlp casts bones, shells, and other tokens 
and reads the resulting omens. Roll a d20. On 1-8, the 
whip finds the omens favorable; on 9- 18, he finds them 
unfavorable; and on 19- 20, the auguries are unclear, 
and the whip feels the need to consult the archpriest of 
the Deep Father (area 4). 

lf the characters met or spoke with the archpriest 
of the Deep Father before coming here. the whip 
automatically refuses their· request to leave. 

3. SHR I NE OF T H E SEA MOTHER 

When the characters arrive here. on their own or 
escorted. read the following to the players: 

A nine-foot-tal l statue stands here. Its body is roughly 

carved from some kind of wood in the shape of a 

humanoid female, its head and forearms formed from 

the severed head and claws of a giant albino crayfish. 

These parts are lashed on with strands of gut, and emit 

an overpowering stench of rotting shellfish. Shells, 

brightly colored stones, mushrooms, and rotting fish are 

piled at the statue's feet and strung in garlands around 

its neck. Four stern kuo-toa slowly circle the statue, alert 

and on guard, while a few others mill about, gazing up at 

the statue and bowing repeatedly while chanting. 

All creatures that come here are expected to make 
an offering to the Great Sea Mother Blibdoolpoolp. A 
successful DC 13 Tntclligence (Religion) check recalls 
that Blibdoolpoolp is a scavenger goddess, meaning that 
discarded and recovered items are worthy offerings
and the more personal the better. Rcgurgilating at the 
goddess's feet is considered a sincere show of faith 
(and a behavior faithful kuo-toa might display if the 
characters wait long enough). 



Four kuo-toa monitors guard the statue at all 
roes, and there are always 2d4 kuo-toa worshipers 

around it offering prayers. Currently the shrine is 
tended by Glooglugogg. a kuo-toa whip and son of 
Ploopploopeen, the archpriest of the Sea Mother. The 
,LJards are wary of anyone, including other kuo-toa, due 

recent tensions. 
Ploopploopeen claims a small hovel adjacent to the 

~hrine, where he is attended by four kuo-toa. This is 
here he brings the characters if they arc his ''guests." 

TREASU RE 

I aJe home of the archpriest contains a closet full of 
·t.rferings" taken from less fortunate travelers or culled 

from the depths of the lake. This includes 500 cp, 2.000 
? 150 gp, 27 pp. a strand of matched pearls worth 

• . 000 gp total, two potions of healing, a potion of water 

r"'at hing, and a spell scroll of light. 

4 . ALTAR OF THE D EEP f ATHER - --
When the characters visit the altar of the Deep Father. 

read the following to the players: 

The idol to Leemooggoogoon the Deep Father consists 

of a large hide cut roughly in the shape of a manta ray 

and stretched out on cords between two support poles. A 

dead, splayed-out manta ray is pinned to the center of the 

hide. Two dead octopuses are draped across the top, their 

tentacles pinned and artfully arrayed, their heads tied 

together and painted with red and blue pigments. The 

idol reeks of decay, and the broad stone altar below the 

idol is stained dark with blood . 
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Six kuo-toa work at the altar, cleaning up and arranging 
offerings. KJibdoloogut, a kuo-toa whip dedicated to 
the Deep Father, stands in front of the altar with two 
kuo-toa monitors. Offerings are usually living creatures 
killed on the altar, although an offering of one's own 

blood also satisfies the whip. Humanoids other than 
kuo-toa are immediately taken into custody to be 
brought before the archpriest of the Deep Father, who 
summarily condemns them to be sacrificed. 

Bloppblippodd. a female kuo-toa archpriest of the 
Deep Father. Lives on the bortom floor of a squat hovel 
near the altar. She is a bloodthirsty sadist absolutely 
assured that her divine vision will raise her in glory to 
rule her people. Bound and gagged against the far wall 
is a duergar prisoner (see ''The Offering"). 

TREASURE 
Bloppblippodd's hovel contains wealth accumulated 
since her rise to power: 1,000 cp, 500 sp, 290 gp, an 
embroidered silk handkerchief with a spider design 
worth 25 gp, three azurite gems worth 10 gp each, a 
duergar-madc bronze cup worth 25 gp, and a silver 
choker with a spider design worth 30 gp. 

THE OFFERING 

lf allowed to do so, Ploopploopeen brings the characters 
to his quarters near the Shrine of the Deep Mother. 
There they meet Glooglugogg. who loudly tells his father 
in Undercommon that he sees no need for outsiders to 
be involved in sacred matters. The archpriest dismisses 
his son's concerns with a negligent wave. telling 
Glooglugogg that he must flow with the currents of 
the goddess's visions. The whip relents but throws the 
characters a hostile glare. 

Within the hour, twelve kuo-toa led by a kuo-toa 
monitor arrive at Ploopploopeen's quarters. The 
archpriest of the Sea Mother admits the monitor and 
informs him that he, his whip, and the prisoners will 
accompany them to see the archpriest of the Deep 
Father. They are escorted to the altar of the Deep 
Father near the docks, where Bloppblippodd awaits 
them. Describe the scene to the players as given in 
that area, then read the fol lowing boxed text; if none of 

the characters spea k Undcrcommon, the exchange is 
gibberish to them, though Shuushar can translate. 

The archpriest of the Sea Mother steps forward across 

the span of the altar toward the kuo-toa waiting for 

him there. "The time has come," he says, "for us to 

acknowledge your divine vision and welcome it. I have 

brought these as offerings." He gestures toward all of 

you, standmg withm a c~rcle of guards behind him. "Will 

you not accept them?" 

"You are wise, father," the younger archpriest replies. 

"I accept your offering in the name of the Deep Father. 

May their blood nourish and strengthen him!" A burbling 

cheer goes up from the surrounding kuo-toa, their fists 

raised in the air. 
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The followers of the Deep Father are already preparing 
to sacrifice a bruised and bedraggled duergar named 
Heme th-an arms smuggler who was looking to cut a 
deal with one or both factions of the kuo-toa, but instead 
found himself captured for his trouble. He's willing to 
cooperate with the characters to save his own skin. and 
will even return the favor given the opportunity (see 
chapter 4, ··Gracklstugh"). 

THE RITUAL 

Kuo-toa parade around the altar in a wide circle as 
they chant. Part of their path sends them splashing 
and wading through the shallows of the Darklake. The 
characters quickly can't tell one faction of fish-folk from 
the other, but they see the archpriest of the Sea Mother 
and his whip moving toward the altar. 

Bloppblippodd calls for the sacrifices to be brought 
forth, and one kuo-toa per character jumps to do her 
bidding. They prod the characters with their spears to 
herd them toward a slight depression 20 feet from the 
altar, with a large grate at its center. The characters can 

see that the stonework of the depression is stained with 
the blood of innumerable sacrifices, and they can hear 
the gentle lapping of the Darklake coming up through 
the grate. The chanting grows louder. 

When the sacrifices are brought forward, 
Bloppblippodd gestures toward the altar, whereupon her 
father suddenly attacks, striking her with his scepter. 
Kuo-toa loyal to him surge forward to attack, while the 
guards that brought the characters forward stand in 
shock. They are surprised and can't move or take an 
action on their first turn of the combat, and they can't 
take reactions umilthat first turn ends. 

As the two archpriests and their followers fight, the 
characters can intervene on either side or attempt to slip 
away during the melee. 

On round 3 of the fight, characters notice kuo-toa 
crying out and flailing in the shallows of the Darklake. 
Several are pulled under or strike at unseen foes 
beneath the surface. The water foams red with blood. 

Dozens of ixitxachitl (see appendix C) a re responsible 
for the attacks in the water. They have been drawn 
by the kuo-toa ritual and feast on any creatures they 
can reach, including party members in the water. The 
sudden frenzy sets a wave of panic through the kuo-toa. 
The young archpriest calls out "Leemooggoogoon!" 
just as her father strikes a final, fata l blow, dropping 
her before the profane altar. (If any character is also 

engaging the archpriest of the Deep Father. allow that 
character to strike the final blow.) 

DEMOGORGON RISES! 

Although Bloppblippodd falls, the ritual still achieves a 
terrible success. Read the following: 



Another sound rises above the burbling cries of the kuo

toa. The dark surface of the water farther out bubbles 

and begtns to foam. A thick, oily tentacle bursts forth. 

followed by another. Then two monstrous heads break 

the surface, both resembling hideous, angry baboons 

wtth wickedly curved tusks. Both heads are attached 

to a single torso, and the monster's red eyes burn with 

b•oodlust and madness. The creature rising from the 

Darklake must stand thtrty feet tall or more, with water 

cascadtng down its back and shoulders. Upon reaching 

•ts full height, the great demon throws back both its 

heads and roars! 

The kuo-toa offerings and the fervor of his worshipers in 
·he Darklake have drawn the attention of Demogorgon 
see appendix D). Upon witnessing the rise of the 
Prince of Demons, each party member must succeed 
on a DC 13 Charisma saving throw or gain a level of 
~adness (see '"Madness" in chapter 2). The kuo-toa 
:>ecome incapacitated for ldiO minutes, crying out 
Leemooggoogoon!" over and over again. 
Demogorgon wades toward Sloobludop, heads roaring 

-nd gibb(-ring. tentacles flailing and smashing the water. 
o 4 rounds, he comes within reach of the shoreline and 
_c:;hes out, smashing docks and sending bodies flying 

- ith each sweep of his tentacles. When the demon lord 
tacks. some kuo-toa recover their wits enough to flee, 

•hile others cower. paralyzed with fear. 

!:SCAPTNG THE DEMON LORD 

-lopefully, the players exercise the better part of 
a lor and flee as soon as they see the demon lord. lf 

they confront him. they arc almost certainly doomed. 
Fortunately for them. Dcmogorgon is focused on 
smashing the kuo-toa settlement and pays little heed 
to the puny creatures fleeing from him. The characters 
thus have a good chance of getting away if they act 
quickly. They might first need to deal wilh companions 
0\·ercome by bouts of madness. however. and they need 

to decide bow they intend to escape. 
Escape by Land. Fleeing by land requires dodging 

terrified kuo-toa. and e\en fighting fish-folk driven to a 
killing frenzy against the characters for having drawn 
this doom down upon them. Roll a d20. On a 17- 20. 2d4 
kuo-toa attack the characters during their escape. 

Escape by Water. The adventurers can steal boats 

from the docks and paddle them along the shore 
away from the attacking demon lord. The ixitxachitl 
attack anyone in the water, but most are occupied with 
slaughtering kuo-toa fleeing into the Dark lake. A near 
miss from one of Demogorgon's tentacles might require 
each character to make a DC 10 Strength or Dexterity 
saving throw (player's choice), with failure indicating 
that the character has been thrown overboard by a wave. 

DEVELOPMENT 

The adventurers end this chapter with a terrible 
realization: Demogorgon is loose in the Underdark! 
Initially. they might blame the kuo-toa ritual or the 
ixitxachitl. But as they learn more about what has 
happened, the need to escape the Underdark becomes 

even more urgent. 

XPAWARDS 
Tn addition to the XP awards earned for the creatures 
the party overcomes in this chapter, the characters earn 
400 XP (divided equally among all party members) for 
surviving the encounter with the Cull of the Deep Father 

and their brush with the Prince of Demons. 



CHAPTER 4: GRACKLSTUGH 

Visitors to the duergar city of Gracklstugh are greeted 

by its hot and acrid air, followed by the angry red glare 

of the eternally burning smelters fueling the city's metal 

works, its clanging heart, and the forges kept alive by 

the names ofThemberchaud. the red dragon that holds 

the title of Wyrmsmith. Gracklstugh toils endlessly, 

its smiths churning out the best armor and weapons 

among the Underdark races. Those who do business 

here refer to Gracklstugh as "the City of Blades:· 

As merciless as it can be. Gracklstugh is a major 

bastion of civilization in the Undcrdark with active 

trade routes. For the characters. this means a potential 

chance to find a way back to the surface world- and just 

as importantly. to shake off the drow that pursue them. 

However. the adventurers will quickly realize that the 

power of the demon lords is a threat even here. getting 

an even closer glimpse of the Underdark's decay as the 

madness of the Abyss continues to spread. 

Built within the walls of a deep cavern southwest of 

the Dark lake. Gracklstugh is the commercial, political, 

and spiritual center of the duergar, all of whom look to 

the Dccpking with respect. The city has an open shore 
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along the Darklake, while several caverns and passages 

con nect Gracklstugh to other parts of the Underdark to 

facilitate travel and trade. 

The characters have a chance to witness and 

shape events in the city that point toward the danger 

Gracklstugh faces- and how unprepared the city is for 

it. But with each moment the characters spend in the 

Cicy of Blades, they run the risk of having escaped the 

drow only to be enslaved by the duergar. 

GOING TO GRACKLSTUGH 
Despite its dangers, Gracklstugh does have a few things 

to offer ... or at least that's what some of the characters' 

fellow escapees tell them. 

Buppido (sec chapter 1) and Hemetb (see chapter 

3) are the only PCs who actively suggest going to 

Gracklstugh. They know that duergar have no love for 

the drow, and their draconian Jaws keep all foreigners 

in check. which should provide some measure of 

sanctuary from drow pursuit. Gracklstugh is as good 

a place as any in the Undcrdark to sell stolen gear and 



buy more useful equipment. Additionally. the duergar 

trade actively with other subterranean and surface

dwelling races. Gracklstugh's Blade Bazaar might be 

the ideal place to find traders or explorers heading to 

the surface world. 

Tf Buppido or Hemeth isn't with the party, others 

can provide the above information. Sarith resists 

plans to travel to the city at first, conscious of the low 

regard the duergar have for drow. He changes his mind 

quickly. however, as Zuggtmoy's spores drive him to 

<;cek a densely populated area where he can spread his 

:-ontagion. 

It's also possible the party arrives at Gracklstugh 

tn\'oluntarily. Duergar slavers scour the Underdark in 
,earch of new "merchandise," and they might deceive or 

c 1utright capture the characters and bring them to their 

ny's slave markets. The random encounters in chapters 

2 and 3 can easily set up this scenario. 

GRACKLSTUGH AND DROW PURSUIT 

Taking refuge in Gracklstugh has its advamages. Each 

day they spend in the duergar capital, the characters can 

anempt a DC 16 group Dexterity (Stealth) check to move 

around cautiously, with success indicating that they 

a' 01d drawing attention to themselves. The characters 

cc n also attempt a DC 13 group Wisdom (Jnsight) check 

assess the mood in the city. with success allowing 

1 em to avoid trouble before it starts. Characters who He 

\\ for the day have advantage on this Wisdom check. 

Success with either check reduces the party's pursuit 

\el by I (see "Drow Pursuit" in chapter 2). 

ARRIVING IN GRACKLSTUGH 

:-~c Darklake District is a likely entry point to the city 

or the characters. whether they arrive via the water or 

""1\'CI one of the many tunnels leading to the district's 

_ trs. Non-duergar arriving from tunnels that lead to 

•her districts are stopped and escorted to the Darklake 

r. trict under heavy guard, as every other district is 

curmally off limits to outsiders, and trespassers risk 

~x'ing confronted by an invisible patrol of four duergar. 

The party's fellow escapees know that trying to 

emer through the main entrances is a sure way to get 

en-..laved, unless one of the characters is an epic liar 

"'ho can convince the guards the party is a legitimate 

rlomatic or trade delegation. Anyone with a merchant 

riminal background has heard rumors that the 

Zhentarim trade in the Underdark, but posing as 

Z entarim has its own risks. as such claims are bound 

be questioned. A character who is actually a member 

rhc Zhentarim can buy the adventurers a couple of 

s inside the city before the ducrgar s lavers start 

"ing their measure. 
,\rriving by way of the Darklake Docks is easier and 

re discreet. If the characters arc traveling by boat. 

Buppido can guide them to a deserted pier where they 

!! dock quietly. He warns them that they have to 

p a low profile and head directly to the only inn in 

e c·ity devoted to outsiders. The Ghohlbrorn's Lair 

- r('quentcd by merchants. mercenaries. and other 

1gners who can offer information about traveling 

GRACKLSTUCH : GENERAL FEATURES 

Sweltering heat and cloying smoke cling to every corner 

of the duergar city, spewing from smelters housed inside 

massive stalagmites and stalactites. These protrude 

from the cavern's floor and ceiling like the teeth of some 
great maw. 

Light. Gracklstugh's glowing forges and smithies operate 

continuously. Most of the city is dimly lit by a hellish red 

glow, with patches of darkness here and there. 

Noise. The clanging and clacking of hammers and 

machinery echoes constantly throughout the city. Wisdom 

(Perception) checks made to listen in Gracklstugh have 
disadvantage. 

Smoke and Haze. Despite vents dug into the walls and 

ceiling of the city's great cavern, fumes from smelters and 

forges linger at ground level (as does the gas tapped in 

Laduguer's Furrow). Visitors might contract the illness 

known as grackle·lung (see the Grackle·lung sidebar). 

elsewhere in the Underdark- or perhaps even to the 
surface world. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS 

With routine patrols of heavily armed gray dwarves 

who can turn invisible. Gracklstugh is a relatively safe 
place for those who know where they belong and stay 

there. However, tensions are rising because of the 

influence of Demogorgon, and the characters have many 

opportunities to participate in events unfolding in the 

city. At the end of each long rest. roll a d20; on a roll of 

17- 20, an encounter takes place. Roll another d20 and 

consult the Random Encounters in Gracklstugh table; 

if the characters are outside the Darklake District, treat 

any entry marked with an asterisk as a "Duergar Patrol" 
encounter instead. 

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN GRACKLSTUGH 

d20 Encounter 

1-2 Abusive duergar guards 

3-4 Deep gnome merchant* 

S-7 Derro rioters* 

8-9 Drow emissary* 

10-12 Duergar patrol 

13-14 Mad duergar 

15-16 Ore mercenaries* 

17-18 Slave caravan 

19 Steeder handlers 

20 Themberchaud 

ABUSIVE DUERGAR GUARDS 

The characters come upon two duergar guards beating 

a duergar merchant and shouting accusations of heresy. 

Any Underdark native accompanying the party urges 
the characters not to intervene on the merchant's behalf. 

telling them this isn'ttheir business and warning them 

that any interference might get them arrested or killed. 

Bystanders look a liule surprised or concerned but don't 

intervene, not even to aid the unconscious merchant 
once the guards leave. 

Jf the characters investigate the circumstances 

leading to the assault. bystanders tell them that one 

of the guards noticed a golden pin the merchant was 
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wearing inside his collar. Though adornment for 

adornment's sake is something duergar society frowns 

upon, the guards' violent response was unnatural- a 

hint of the growing madness festering inside the City 

of Blades. 

DEEP GNOME MERCHANT 

A female deep gnome named Ariana and her earth 
elemental bodyguard approach the party. Ariana aims 
to deliver a cargo of gemstones, but she can't find the 

duergar merchant she's supposed to meet. She assumes 

the characters are smugglers and tries to unload her 

goods: ten sparkly garnets worth 100 gp each. Ariana 

keeps the gems in a bag of holding, which isn't for sale. 
The merchant whom Ariana is looking for was 

recently arrested and executed for selling stolen 
jewelry. You can decide whether Ariana's interest in the 

characters attracts the attention of a duergar patrol. 

Subsequent occurrences of this encounter are with 

other deep gnome merchants who ignore the characters 

unless approached. They carry nothing of value. 

D ERRO RIOTERS 

A mob of derro (see appendix C) rampages through the 

streets. Five of them detach from the mob to attack the 

characters. Four duergar patrols (see "Duergar Patrol'') 

arrive when the characters kill the last derro, but they 

simply nod at the characters before repressing the rest 

of the mob. Word quickly spreads that the characters 

helped the city guard control the unruly derro scum. At 

your discretion, give the cha racters advantage on checks 

RO LEPLAYINC THE DU ERCAR AND DER RO 

The gray dwarves are dour, joyless, and all business. They 

live by a simple but exacting code of law, honor, hard work, 

and seeing all non·duergar as lesser creatures. Duergar 

are ruthless but not unnecessarily cruel, and pragmatism 

drives their every decision. Though they treat the 

adventurers with contempt, their first thought is to enslave 

them or use them rather than ki ll them. 

The duergar of Gracklstugh are beginning to suffer the 

effects of the arrival of the demon lords- and specifically 

the influence of Demogorgon. Many are developing tics, 

habits, and behaviors that fly against their core beliefs, 

including guards flaunting their corrupt behavior, the 

use of adornment for adornment's sake, and disloyalty to 

their clans. Of late, the folk of Gracklstugh have become 

increasingly more violent, abandoning their characteristic 

cunning and stoic pragmatism for wanton malice and 

petty displays of self-entitlement. 

Unlike the disciplined duergar, the derro are sloppy, 

erratic, and utterly insane. Their temperament is fickle, 

and their speech hard to follow. The one guaranteed 

emotion they have when interacting with others is seething 

hatred, and they make no effort to hide it. Their eyes are 

shifty, their teeth grind, and they look as though they 

would rather be somewhere else. They hate everyone and 

everything, but surface-dwellers are particular targets of 

their loathing. 

Their inherent insanity means that the derro suffer no il l 

effect from the demon lords' presence, their minds already 

too volatile and mercurial. 
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made to interact with any duergar in the city until such 

time as the benefit no longer seems appropriate. 

D ROW EMISSARY 

A drow proudly wearing the insignia of a drow house 

travels with an entourage of ld4 + 1 quaggoth slaves. 

The drow is in Gracklstugh to retrieve a cargo of 

duergar metalwork and knows nothing about the recent 
events in Velkynvelve. Roll a d6 and consult the Drow 

House Loyalty table to determine the house to which the 

drow is affiliated. 

DRow H o usE LoYALT Y 

d6 House 

1- 2 House Baenre 

3-4 House Faen Tlabbar 

S- 6 House Xorlarrin 

House Faen Tlabbar and House Mizzrym are bitter 

rivals. If the drow emissary belongs to House Faen 
Tlabbar and the characters divulge that they are 

enemies or former prisoners of House Mizzrym, the 

drow warns the party about Xalith (see "Signs of 

Pursuit" later in the chapter). 

House Baenre and House Xorlarrin are current allies 
of House Mizzrym. A drow emissary allied with House 

Mizzrym who knows that the characters are escaped 

prisoners from Velkynvelve seeks out Xalith and warns 

her that the characters are in G racklstugh. 

D U ERGAR PATROL 

A patrol consists of ld4 + 2 duergar, all but two of 

whom are invisible. Invisible duergar can sneak up on 

a character by making a Dexterity (Stealth) check with 

advantage, contested by the character's passive Wisdom 

(Perception) score. 

MAD DUERGAR 

The characters encounter a duergar afflicted with a 

form of indefinite madness. Roll a dlO and consult 
the Mad Duergar table to determine what the party 

encounters. 

M AD 0UERGAR 

dlO NPC 

1-2 A merchant desperate to sell his wares, convinced 

that his life depends on it. 

3-4 A street sweeper who hounds the characters while 

accusing them of being spies working for the drow. 

S-6 A cloaked guard who thinks he's Deepking Horgar 

Steel shadow V drafts the party to help him slay 

Themberchaud, convinced that the dragon is 

possessed by a demon lord. 

7-8 A merchant who accuses the characters of theft and 

calls out for a duergar patrol to arrest them. 

9-10 A weaponsmith convinced that one of the 

characters is a long-lost member of her clan and 

who insists on giving the party food and shelter. 



ORe MeRCENARIES 

These ld4 + 1 orcs have come to Gracklstugh as 
caravan guards. and see the characters as a chance to 
bully some surface dwellers. The orcs try to goad the 
characters into striking ftrst. then quickly stand down. 
IillO\\ ing that a patrol (see "Ducrgar Patrol") will arrive 

ld6 rounds after combat starts. 

SLAVE CARAVAN 

The characters come across a group of ld4 + 1 duergar 
slavers herding unarmed slaves (roll a d12 and consult 
~e Slaves table). The slaves wear iron collars and 
manacles similar to the ones worn by the characters in 
\clkynvelve (see "Restraints" in chapter 1). 

SLAVES 

dl2 Slaves 

1-2 2d4 human commoners 

3-4 3d4 shield dwarf commoners 

5-6 2d4 strongheart haiAing commoners 

7-8 3d6 goblins 

9-10 2d6 grimlocks 

11-12 3d6 kobolds 

STEEDER HANDLERS 

A group of ld4 + 1 duergar teamsters herd a clutch 
~~ 2d6 male s teeders (see appendix C). There is a 50 

-;>ercent chance that ld4 of the stccders attack nearby 
::haracters or bystanders. The ducrgar keep the rest of 
the clutch in check. but they clamor for the characters' 
~est if even one of the arachnids is killed. A nearby 
patrol (see "Duergar Patrol") hears the teamsters' 

aamor and arrives ld6 rounds later. 

SECRETS OF GRACKLSTUGH 

Wary outsiders visiting Gracklstugh quickly learn the most 
mportant details of life in the city. 

Unseen Sentries. The duergar power of invisibility plays 
a significant role in their society. The potential presence of 
unseen spies everywhere enforces honesty among duergar. 
Slaves rarely, if ever, talk or act against their masters, never 
knowing who might be watching. 

A City Divided. Not only is the layout of Gracklstugh 
divided, so are its people. Nearly five hundred years 
ago, the derro launched a Unit1ng War against the 
Deepkingdom, but were swiftly crushed, and the survivors 
orought back to Gracklstugh m chains. Though their 
status as slaves was eventually set aside, the derro have 
a ways been second-class citizens, living in squalor and 
scrounging food and resources, even as their leaders on 
:ne Council of Savants live 1n secret opulence. 

Frugal and Monolithic. The gray dwarves value 
effie~ency, sto1cism, and hard work, and these values are 
exemplified in their cap1tal. Everything the duergar make 
or build has a purpose and function; the only aesthetic 
;ney value in architecture 1s 1mposing vastness, and even 
tnat IS secondary to a building's structural function. The 
only ornamentations found in Gracklstugh are iconic 
representations of rank and function within duergar 
society, and the only music is the ceaseless rhythmic 
,ammering in the forges. The duergar consider art a 
71volous pursuit, and only rarely appreciate or create it. 

THEMBERCHAUD 

The adult red dragon is out on his regular rounds, 
keeping the city's forges aAamc. Themberchaud has 
long been keeping his eye out for mercenaries in 
the city that could be bent to his service. If he spots 
the characters. he might take an interest in them. 
Sec ~Themberchaud's Lair" for information on the 
\Vyrm~rnilh's motivation~ and possible setups for an 
additional encounter with the red dragon. 

I MPORTANT NPCs 
The characters might encounter one or more of the 
following NPCs during their stay in Gracklstugh. 

GRACKLSTUGH NPCs 

Gorglak Corrupt male duergar on duty at 

the gate where the characters first 

arrive in Gracklstugh 

Xalith Female drow scout charged with 

recapturing the characters for llvara 

Errde Blackskull Female duergar captain of the 

Stone Guard with a side quest 

for the party 

Themberchaud The city's Wyrmsmith, an adult 

red dragon with a possible mission 

for the party 

Gartokkar Xundorn Male duergar Keeper of the Flame 

with a side quest for the party 

VIsa Henstak Female duergar merchant with a 

s1de quest for the party 

Droki Male derro courier in the employ 

of both the Gray Ghosts and the 

Council of Savants, and the subject 

of different possible side quests 

Werz Saltbaron Male duergar merchant with a 

mission for the party 

Stonespeaker Hgraam Male stone giant leader with a side 

quest for the party 

Narrak Male derro savant, junior member 

of the Council of Savants and leader 

of a cult dedicated to Demogorgon 

F ACTIONS O F GRAC KLSTUGH ----
The Deepkiogdom is a feudal state with the Deepking 
as the absolute monarch. who passes the crown to 
descendants or relatives in his Steelshadow clan. 
Each clan is led by a laird, who rules over his or her 
own holdings and directs the clan in dedicating its 
efforts toward a particular trade or craft. A caste of 
priests called thuldar officiate all rituals and record the 
Deepkingdom's lore. I lowever. ultimate political and 
religious power is held by the Deepking and the lairds. 

DEEPKING HORGAR STEELSHADOWV 

Deep king Horga r V ascended to the throne in 1372 
DR. He is a ruth less and canny ruler who engages in 
secret meetings with all the city's councils and clans 
to keep their members guessing what he's up to. hands 

out favors out of the blue, and lets it be known that 
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he'll use any trick to maintain his hold on power. This 

includes hiring assassins through third parties to lake 

care of potential troublemakers (see "Empty-Scabbard 

Killers," below). This strategy keeps all the city's 

factions at each other's throats and out of Horgar's way. 

COUNCIL OF L AIRDS 

This advisory body represents the interests of the 

different clans that have pledged allegiance to the 

Deepking. The lairds hold council ro resolve disputes 

and discuss future plans. Each clan has its own holdings 

in Gracklstugh and specializes in a certain craft 

or service. 

0UERGAR CLAN S 

Smithing Clan Steelshadow (weaponsmiths), Clan 

lronhead (weaponsmiths), Clan Thrazgad 

(armorsmiths), Clan Firehand (smelters), Clan 

Anvilthew (toolmakers) 

Mercantile Clan Thuldark (metalworks and jewels), Clan 

Henstak (food), Clan Muzgardt (brewers) 

Mining Clan Coalhewer (coal miners), Clan Xardelvar 

(gas miners), Clan Saltbaron (salt miners) 

Other Clan Parlynsurk (clothing manufacturers), 

Clan Hammercane (construction engineers), 

Clan Xundom (steeder breeders), Clan 

Burakrinwurn (dock operators), Clan Xornbane 

(scouts and prospectors), Clan Blackskull 

{stonemasons), Clan Bukbukken (farming), 

Clan Thordensonn {jewelers) 
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COUNCIL OF SAVANTS 

The Council of Savants is a circle of derro savants who 
enjoy all the privileges and trappings of a governing 

body while the rest of their people live in squalor. Only 

the best thirty-six savants are admitted into the council, 

and succession almost always includes an incumbent 
member's demise. The savants control members of 

some duergar clans through magic and guile. and are 

always looking for ways to expand their influence. 

MERCHANT COUNCIL 

The lairds and merchants who sit at this council make 

sure that trade and commerce flow smoothly. They 

employ slave labor to maintain trade routes in the 

dangerous Underdark, and are always open to hiring 

explorers to check out leads on potential new routes. 

Expendable outsiders hired as caravan guards always 

take point and receive little aid or support from the 

caravan masters. Despite these unfair assignments, 

the duergar always live up to their bargains, paying 

survivors as promised. 

GRACKLSTUGH MILITARY 

Tn addition to the clans' regular armies, GrackJstugh 

trains specialized warriors whose oaths of service 

always supersede their original loyalties. See appendix 

C for more information. 

Stone Guard. This force of five hundred veteran 

warriors serves the Deepking as bodyguards. elite 

troops, and secret police. 

Darkhafts. Members of the Deepking's secret corps 

of psionic agents, the darkhafts often travel with duergar 

merchants as overseers and spies. 

Kavalrachni. The vicious kavalrachni ride giant 

tarantulas known as steeders (see appendix C). Most 

kavalrachni come from Clan Xundom. 

Xarrorn. These specialists train with deadly name 
lances forged in GrackJstugh. Most xarrorn come from 

Clan Xardelvar. 

GRACK LE-LUNG 

The constant smog in Gracklstugh causes grackle-lung 
in living, breathing creatures, resulting in persistent, 
wracking coughs and the spewing of thick, black phlegm. 
Whenever a living, breathing creature finishes a long rest 
in Gracklstugh, it must make a DC 11 Constitution saving 
throw. On each failed save, the creature gains one level of 
exhaustion as its airways become increasingly clogged. A 
creature that reaches level 6 exhaustion dies, as normal. 

A creature with one or more levels of exhaustion brought 
on by grackle-lung must succeed on a Constitution check 
to take the Dash action. If the check fa ils, the action 
cannot be attempted. If the creature attempts to cast 
a spell with a verbal component, it must succeed on a 
Constitution check or be unable to complete the spell, 
causing the spell to fail with no effect. The DC for each 
check is 10 +the creature's current exhaustion level. 

If a creature's exhaustion level drops below 1, it no 
longer suffers the effects of grackle-lung and becomes 
immune to it for the next week. Duergar and derro are 
inured to grackle-lung, making Constitution checks against 
it with advantage. Any spell or effect that cures disease 
also cures grackle-lung, effectively removing all levels of 
exhaustion brought on by the affliction. 



Despite reports that the darkhafts and the Stone 
Guards have received about the growing crisis outside 
he city's walls, hubris and the onset of madness 

?revents them from mounting any sort of response 
-:>r campaign. blind to the corruption that festers 

around them. 

C LAN CAIRNC ORM 

The stone giants of Clan Cairngorm lead quiet lives 
f art and contemplation in Gracklstugh. Although 

reclusive and averse to conflict. the giants have sworn 
_n ancient oath of loyalty to the Deepking, and have 

oeen serving his line for as long as any can remember. 
:-his oath, however, was given only to the Steelshadow 
·lao. If the throne passes to another dynasty, the stone 

«iants will cease to be the city's all ies. 
"' The leader of the stone giants is Stonespeaker 
clgraam, a priest of Skoraeus Stonebones, the god of 
his people. Hgraam is wise and knowledgeable. He 
!las sensed that some great evil has broken into the 
undcrdark, but isn't aware of the threat's danger or 
extent. The giants will rise to defend Gracklstugh if 
any dc::mons dare to invade, butt hey are unaware of the 
danger creeping into the city from within. 

KEEPERS OF THE fLAME 

:his order of psionic clerics tends to Themberchaud's 
needs. enjoying great influence and helping Horgar 
'- stay ahead of the machinations of the Council 

,fSavants. 
The Keepers of the Flame are currently distracted 

.Jy their ongoing vendetta against the Gray Ghosts. 
who recently stole a valuable dragon egg that would 
.1ave hatched Themberchaud's eventual successor. 
.':omplicating matters, Themberchaud himself is 
~rowing stronger and more resistant to the clerics' 
::oaxing, appeasement, and psionic manipulation. 

T HEMBERC H AUD THE WYRMSMITH 

This adult red dragon keeps the city's smelters and 
orges ablaze, receiving treasure, free meals, and 

constant pampering in exchange. Themberchaud 
doesn't know that. like other Wyrmsmiths before him. 
he is doomed to be slain before he grows too strong, 
replaced by a new red hatchling. However. the line of 
succession was interrupted when the Gray Ghosts stole 
.. red dragon egg from the Keepers of the Flame. 

The Wyrmsmith is beginning to chafe under the 
Keepers' control. He now wonders why he;: is content 

n-1th a mere trickle of gold and a paltry handful of 
"laves. when he could simply force the entire city to 
bend knee to him and give him everything he desires. 

For now. his action~ are limited by how lillie he cares 
.. bout the duergar and how much the Keepers speak 
~on his behalf.'' But he has begun taking an interest in 
thf' affairs of Gracklstugh and the opportunity to recruit 

c:w servants from outside the Keepers of the Flame. 
~og his outings to rekindle forges and smelters as a 
means to ke;:ep an eye out for promising subjects. 

THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL 

The madness of the demon lords has not reached 

Gracklstugh in full, but it already has a foothold through 

the work of the derro and their savants. 

A splinter group of the Council of Savants began 
worsh1p1ng Demogorgon even before the current crisis, 

and the1r foul ntuals accelerated the spread of madness 

in the city. To make things worse, the divided nature of the 

city, both geographically and socially, resonates strongly 

with the dual aspect of Demogorgon. The derro cultists 

plan to offer the ent1re city to their newly arrived master. 
Many duergar N PCs the characters interact with are 

showing the first signs of infection. Though their madness 

has not yet overwhelmed them, 1t manifests in behavior 

such as Errde Blackskull's conspiracy theories, Gorglak's 

corruption, and Gartokkar Xundorn's paranoia. 

GRAY GHOSTS 

The Gray Ghosts are the only true thieves' guild in 
Gracklstugh and the Deepkingdom. Its members a re 
duergar and derro outcasts, plus the odd escaped slave. 

The Kc::epe;:rs of the flame caught and executed the 
Gray Ghosts' previous leader, who stole;: their red dragon 
egg but never revealed its whereabouts. The relentless 
vendetta forced the thieves into hiding and restricted 
their activities. but they persevere thanks to the three 
renegade derro savants who are their current leaders: 
Uskvil and the twin sisters Aliinka and Zubriska. 

EMPTY- SCABBARD KILLERS 

The Forak-Eracll-Naek ("Empty-Scabbard Killers·· in 
Common) are a folktale in Gracklstugh, their name 
derived from an ancient. obscure Dwarvish dialect. 
They are an order of psionic assassins practicing 
disciplines unknown to even the savviest derro or the 
wisest priest. More than a myth, these killers have been 
plying their trade for centuries, their motives unknown 
and their methods inscrutable. 

The Empty-Scabbard Killers are duergar soulblades 
(see appendix C) who roam the streets of Gracklstugh 
searching for psionically gifted children to abduct and 
train. They also keep an eye out for worthy calassabrak 

(see below), offering I hem a chance to join a new 
community from which they can strike back at those 
who cast them out. 

LIFE IN THE CITY OF BLADES 

The duergar are called gray dwarves not only because of 
the color of their skin, but also because of their drab and 

joyless lifestyle. While rhey make no time for merriment, 
the duergar have a culture as rich and complex as any 
other. and nowhere is this so evident as in Gracklstugh. 

Work never stops in the City of Blades. and the gray 
dwarves take pride in efficiency and perfection even as 
they abhor waste and carelessness. They are merciless 
roasters to the derro and sla\'es who toil and suffer 
under them. 

STRICT HIERARC HY 

By appearance;: and bearing, all ducrgar know their 
place and whe;:rc they belong. Whether as individuals. 
families, or entire clans. duergar below other duergar 
in the social order don't seek to bring their rivals down 
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through intrigue and deceit. Rather, they roll up their 
sleeves and work harder to increase their prestige 
through the fruits of their labor. 

All the honor a nd honesty the duergar apply among 
themselves doesn't apply to outsiders. The gray dwarves 
constantly try to manipulate contracts to take advantage 
of foreign merchants, looking for any excuse to enslave 
random visitors who appear weak or vulnerable
including adventurers. 

Though they aren't moved by vanity. duergar a re 
extremely proud of their work, and praising the quality 
of duergar crafting can sometimes help outsiders in 

their dealings with the gray dwarves. 

SUBSISTENCE 

Duergar clans use caverns under Gracklstugh and 
choice outlying caves to farm a variety of plants and 
fungi. These crops are complemented by meat from 
Underdark beasts and fish from the DarkJake. Not even 
the duergar risk drinking water from the Darklake, 
however, and with clean streams in short supply, the 
people of Gracklstugh cover this scarcity with Darklake 
Stout, the signature ale brewed by the Muzgardt clan. 

OUTCASTS 

The bottom rung in Gracklstugh society is mostly 
occupied by the underclass of the derro. Enslaved by 
the ducrgar centuries ago, then freed. the derro aren't 
allowed to hold honest jobs, and their rights are hardly 
ever recognized by the duergar. Even s laves are held 
in higher regard. Derro scuttle about like vermin and 
are mostly confined to hovels built along the walls of 
Laduguer's Furrow in the West Cleft District and East 
Cleft District. 

Another kind of outcasts are those duergar who 
dishonor their clans so grievously they are stripped 
of all but their lives: the calassabrak, meaning ''the 
flawed who aren't to be trusted'' in Dwarvish. They are 
shunned by other ducrgar, many eventually taking their 
lives rather than face an existence apart from family and 
clan. Those who live on become bitter and tough, with 
many leaving Gracklstugh as hermits or adventurers, or 
turning to crime and a life in the shadows. Members of 
both the Gray Ghosts and the Empty·Scabbard Killers 
include a significant number of calassabrak, no longer 
bound by oath. honor, and duty. 

RELIGION 

Duergar don't pray, but their religion is tightly 
woven into their everyday life. Deities worshiped in 
Gracklstugh include the following. 

Laduguer. The patron of the duergar is a god of self· 
reliance, defense, and s urvival. His clerics have access 
to the War domain. 

Deep Duerra. Laduguer's mortal daughter who then 
ascended. Deep Duerra is the goddess of cooperation 
and dominance. War is her domain as well. 

Diirinka. The patron of the derro betrayed his twin 
brother Diinkarazan to escape with the secrets of 
magic. He embodies cruelty. insanity. and cleverness. 
His clerics have access to the Trickery domain. 

Skoraeus Stonebones. Stone giants revere the King 
of the Rock, god of buried things, whose clerics can 
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access the Knowledge and Life domains. Stonespeaker 
Hgraam , a powerful spellcaster. is Skoraeus's only 
priest in Gracklstugh. 

LAW AND ORDER 

Minor crime is relatively rare in Gracklstugh. The 
ducrgar live by a strict code of honor, and their laws 
are few, simple, and practical. Both guards and regular 
citizens can be invisible and watching, which keeps 
any potential criminals and dissenters uncertain and 
fearful. A laird may punish any member of his or her 
clan who commits a crime, but offenses between clans 

are immediately brought before the Council of Lairds, 
which resolves matters swiftly and harshly. The code 
of punishment is s imple. Because dishonor, mutilation 
and imprisonment are a waste of resources and create 
weakness in society, a duergar who intentionally 
commits any crime receives a death sente nce. 
Accidental crime by a duergar is compensated by goods 
or work equivalent to the damages. Derro, slaves or 
outsiders caught committing any crime can be executed 
on the spot by any duergar present. 

GRACK LSTUGH 
Population: 10,000 duergar, 2,000 derro, 50 stone 

giants, and an unknown number of slaves (quaggoths, 
grimlocks, orcs, shield dwarves. svirfneblin, and a few 
kobolds and goblinoids) 

Government: Absolute monarchy 
Defense: Large standing army with specialized corps; 

every duergar is trained for battle. and the citizens of 
the city create a formidable militia 

Commerce: Weapons and armor of high quality: various 
fungi, molds, and exotic creatures for food; trade from 
across the Underdark and the surface world 

Organizations: The Council of Lairds, the Council of 
Savants. the Merchant Council, the Keepers of the 
Flame. Clan Cairngorm, the Gray Ghosts, and others 

The cavern housing Gracklstugh is split in two by a 
rift called Laduguer's Furrow, after the duergar patron 
god. The north half comprises North furrow District, 

where common workers and the clans devoted to minor 
crafts make their home, and Darklakc District, open 
to foreigners and where the city's merchants engage 
in trade with visitors. As befits a major settlement in a 
dangerous realm, Gracklstugh places no restrictions on 
the weapons or gear characters can carry or trade. 

Twelve stone bridges lead to Southfurrow District, 
and then farther south to Flowstone District. These 
boroughs are reserved for the more prestigious clans 
and the largest smelters and forges Themberchaud 
ignites during his Rights. The Wyrmsmith's lair and the 
cavern complex the stone giants of Cairngorm Clan call 
home both connect to these districts. 



\V.ELCOME T O THE C ITY O F BLA DES 

ering the city is the first major hurdle the characters 
.. ,.,t surmount in Gracklstugh. Unless they heed 

&npido's advice to arrive by way of the Darklake (or 
~e up with the idea on their own), the characters 

-hone of the gates. (Sec "Arriving in Gracklstugb'' 
~Her in this chapter.) 

• 

• 

ITY GATES 

P- pragmatic nature of the ducrgar mc~1ns that all 
~ .. cklstugh's entrance gates arc similar in design, for 
--e of maintenance and the training of guards. 

.,.he ground at your feet has been getting smoother and 

"~a;:er. a welcome respite from the uneven passages to 

•h ch you have grown wearily accustomed. Eventually, 

s•one tiles become more noticeable, turning the path 

to a proper road. You can see spots ofllght in the 

d:s:ance, blue-white and too regularly placed to be 

p~osphorescent mushrooms. 

The lights are proper lamps flanking two massive stone 

ga:es blocking the tunnel. Before you get a chance to 

eu'Titne the intricate carvings on the gates' surface, a 

•rsh voice hisses from a slit on the cavern wall that was 

• there before. 

"State your names and business!" the voice orders 

in Dwarv1sh. Other similar slits open, reveal1ng the 

tips of a dozen crossbow bolts. Behind you, a metallic 

din announces a group of six heavily armored dwarves 

appearing out of thin air, their swords leveled at you from 

behind sturdy metal shields. 

When the characters first reached the road. six duergar 
watching invisibly started following them at a safe 
distance. Twelve more duergar soldiers are stationed 
in guardhouses concealed within the rocky walls of the 
cavern, all of them aiming heavy crossbows at the party . 

The duergar arc hostile, and the guard who spoke 
follows up on every answer the characters give. One 
character can take the lead in the interrogation by 
speaking for the party and making a DC 15 Charisma 
check (Deception and Persuasion apply; Intimidation 
or Performance are met with scorn). Depending on 
how believable the party's story is and how the other 
adventurers behave during the questioning, you might 
allow the character to make the check with advantage or 
impose disadvantage. 

The guard grudgingly lets the characters pass if the 

check succeeds, and refuses them entrance if it fails. If 
the check fails by 5 or more, the guard gives the order 
to arrest the characters, announcing that they are now 
slaves of the ducrgar (sec "Getting Captured'' below) . 
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The first time the characters are a llowed inside the 
city or turned away from a gate, a secret door on the 

wall opens, revealing Gorglak, a duergar Stone Guard 

(see appendix C). 

"Well.'' The duergar removes his helmet, revealing the 

gray skin of his kind. He musses his white beard as he 

walks closer, switching to Common as he lowers his 

voice. There is a discomfiting glint in his eyes and his 

smile. "You are clearly lying. I ought to just send you to 

the slave pens, but ... you amuse me. What do you have 

that is worth your freedom?" 

The duergar waits for your answer, his gaze touching 

on each of you in turn as he smiles in anticipation. 

If they are with the party, Topsy and Turvy, Sarith 

Kzekarit,Jimjar, and Buppido can whisper to the 

characters that few ducrgar are so blatantly corrupt 

as Gorglak seems to be. A successful DC 12 Wisdom 

(Insight) check lets a character notice that Gorglak is 

eying the adventurers' weapons (especially any drow 
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weapons or magic weapons they might have), and that 

there's something odd about his behavior. The madness 

creeping into Gracklstugh has made Gorglak obsessed 

with rare weapons. He's willing to go to great extents to 

acquire new weapons of exqu isite design for his growing 

collection. 

Offering Gorglak a worthy weapon for his collection 

gets the characters through the gate. Any other bribe 

requires one of the characters to succeed on a DC 13 

Charisma (Persuasion) check, or Gorglak is insulted 

and has the pany arrested. Tf the characters are too 

open about the negotiation, Gorglak has them arrested 

and pretends he didn't say anything. 

If Gorglak finds the characters' bribe appealing, he 

refuses to accept it then and there, instead directing 

them to find one Werz Saltbaron in the Darklake Docks 

and hand the bribe to him. Gorglak tells the characters 
that he will check with Werz at the end of his shift. and 

will find the characters and arrest them if they have not 

paid by then. 

Characters allowed through the gate are escorted to 

the Dark lake District by four duergar guards, two of 

whom are invisible. Once the party reaches the edge of 

the district, the guards leave and return to the posts. 



0-'.RKLAKE D ocKs 
\.rriving at the Dark lake Docks requires a combination 

'<.kill. ingenuity, and luck. Vigilance is a little more 

rpJaxed here because the guards at Overtake Hold can 
;;pot any obvious threat coming from the waters. 

After hours of tense navigation, you glimpse an orange 

g1ow in the distance. Soon you hear faint metallic echoes, 

growing louder as you come closer. 

Firelight illuminates massive columns with structures 

ou It around their bases. The cold air of the Underdark is 

oecommg warmer even at this distance, and you can now 

see a variety of piers made from zurkhwood, stone, and 

plam rock jutting out along the edge of a huge cavern. 

o\!> the characters draw closer, they can see that the 

c: :.tern docks are the least crowded. If Buppido is with 

t1 m, he guides them to a natural rock pier on the 

~tern edge of the cavern. Otherwise, the characters 

·.1st make a successful DC 14 group Dexterity (Stealth) 

t"Ck or a DC 15 group Wisdom (Survival) check to 

~1de their boat safely and inconspicuously to an empty 

k. lf the group check fails. nearby guards notice the 

aracters but don't immediately identify them as a 
reat. However, you can choose to impose disadvantage 

·.any checks the characters make to remain 

onspicuous during their first day in Gracklstugh. 

GETTI NG CAPTURED 

E. en after making it inside the city, the characters must 
rt"ad carefully, as the duergar use the slightest pretext 

arrest them. Even trying to haggle with a duergar 

.. rchant might inspire a call for the guards to take the 

aracters away. Getting caught stealing is punishable 
death on the spot, but guards or the offended party 

.ght sec some value in enslaving the culprits instead. 

, the characters can be shackled and shipped beyond 

e Darklakc District Resisting arrest is a truly bad 

ea: every duergar a round is reinforcement. 
If the cha racters get arrested. you can interrupt their 

.... nsfer with a random encounter or lead them to other 

... nned encounters. The '·Rampaging Giant" encoumer 

'ttch takes place in the Darklake District) is the most 

··I) event to interrupt a prisoner transfer. Alternatively. 

aft agent of the Keepers of the Flame can stop the guards 

b . iore they take the characters to Overlake Hold (see 

·-l-Jemberchaud's Lair'" for information regarding the 

· pers' interest in foreign mercenaries). 

Possible offers of employment in the Blade Bazaar can 

..a be turned into timely rescues for the adventurers. 

C•herwise, they end up in Overlake llold, interro~ated by 

f rrde Blackskull. 

D A RKLAKE DISTRICT 
.. bl. Dark lake District gh·es an illusion of openness. 

1 _ str('ets are relatively wide to allow for merchant 

rts and wagons to pass. and rhe buildings aren't as 

~owded around stalagmites as in the southern districts. 

penness doesn't mean welcoming, however. The 

duergar who ply their trades here are wary of all the 

fore igners confined by law to this part of the city. 

A wave of heat slams against you as an acrid smog rises 

to choke the air out of your lungs. The Darklake spreads 

out beyond a jumble of buildings and streets, reflecting 

the lights of countless fire s burning across the city within 

hollowed·out columns and stalagmites. 

Though the streets are crowded, you move easily 

within the surging throng of buyers, merchants, and 

slaves. You aren't the only outsiders here, as you spy 

drow, svirfneblin, derro, orcs, and other races in the 

crowds. The shouting of people blends with the sound of 

distant hammering to create a constant, distracting din. 

Behind the forbidding walls separating the Darklake 

District from the rest of the city stand the docks, 

markets, and shops where Gracklstugh's commerce and 

trade are conducted. The many duergar merchants

along with drow, svirfneblin, orcs, and others-pay little 

attention to the characters unless they are looking w 

do business. 
Guards posted at the gates make it clear to the 

characters that non-duergar are restricted to the 

Dark lake District, and the characters have bcrter luck 

asking other outsiders for directions rather than trying 

to engage the duergar locals. They arc directed to the 

Blade Bazaar if they wish to sell anything they might 

be carrying with them. For gossip and a me<~ I, the 
Shattered Spire tavern is recommended, while lodging 

for non·duergar can be had at the Ghohlbrorn's Lair inn. 

At any point during which the characters move from 

point to point in the Darklake District, they can witness 

one or more of the following events. 

RAMPAGING G I ANT 

This encounter triggers possible side quests through 

wh ich the characters can learn about the influence of 

Demogorgon in Gracklstugh. You can use this event any 
time during the party"s stay in the city. Holding it for 

later use gives characters a chance to notice the little 

things wrong among the duergar, while using it right 

away can help characters avoid being enslaved if they 

are arrested at any point during their visit. 

The rhythmic hammering of the city's forges is drowned 

for a second by a thundering roar and the sound of 

crumbling rock. Duergar a nd visitors alike turn to look as 

a two-headed, gray·skinned giant bursts through a gate, 

howling madly and lashing out left and right, littering 

the plaza with rock and stone debns. As he bellows, one 

of his swings connects with a duergar soldier, whose 

broken body flies through the atr and crashes near you 

with a sickening crunch. 
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A stone giant from Cairngorrn Cavern has succumbed 

to a demonic curse that has caused him to grow a 

disfigured second head. A successful DC 12 Wisdom 

(Insight) check reveals that the giant is crazed and 

terrified. Use the stone giant stat block with the 

following modifications: 

• The giant has advantage on Wisdom (Perception) 

checks and on saving throws against being blinded, 

charmed, deafened, frightened. stunned, or knocked 

unconscious. 

• The giant is unarmed. As an action, it can make 

two unarmed strikes (+9 to hit. reach 10ft., one 

target). On a hit, the giant deals 13 (2d6 + 6) blud

geoning damage. 

The rampage happens in a broad plaza, so there is 

plency of space for the different combatants to maneuver. 

The giant moves in the characters' direction and 

lashes out. Two duergar guards and two duergar 

xarrorn (see appendix C) respond to the giant's roaring, 

racing in to join the fight in the second round. They 

are well trained and do their best to help, but to avoid 

additional complexity during the encounter, assume that 

the duergar act at the end of the initiative order and deal 

a flat total of 10 damage to the giant each round. 

Bystanders take cover at once, but duergar citizens 

are ready to jump in if the guards fail to contain the 

threat. The giant ignores characters attacking from 
range and attacks opponents in melee at random, 

including the duergar. Both the giant and the guards 

fight until they drop to 0 hit points. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Without the characters' help, the guards and assisting 

citizens bring down the stone giant with few casualties. 

If the characters are prisoners under escort when the 

giant attacks, the guards who engage the giant are their 

escort. The characters can use this chance to escape, or 

they can help, albeit with disadvantage on attack rolls 

if they are shackled. The duergar arc pragmatists and 
release characters who help them deal with the giant's 

threat, but they attempt to arrest them again after the 
combat is over. 

Once the crazed giant is put down, another stone giant 

comes through the shattered gate, but this one looks 

perfectly sane. He reaches the fallen giant at the same 

time as a squad of three duergar Stone Guards (see 

appendix C). 

The guards who fought alongside the characters 

explain the situation, neither down playing nor exalting 

the characters' actions. The characters can speak 

to the newly arrived giant while the duergar confer. 

The giant introduces himself as Dorhun, apprentice 

to Stonespeaker Hgraam. He reveals that the fallen 

giant's name is Rihuud, and that he was another of the 

Stonespcaker's apprentices. Rihuud was ''communi11g 

with the stone" in Cairngorm Cavern when he went 

mad, sprouted a second head, and stormed out. 
If the party was not previously arrested and didn't 

participate in the fight. the Stone Guards start 

questioning bystanders, who eventually point out the 

characters as new arrivals to the city. 
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If the characters knocked Rihuud unconscious instead 

of dealing a le thal blow, a grateful Dorhun asks them 

to visit Cairngorm Cavern before they leave the city, 

informing the Stone Guards of this. The importance 

of the Stonespeaker means that the Stone Guards will 

escort the party across lhc city to meet with him, though 
they don't hide their displeasure at doing so. 

XPAWARDS 

Divide 1,740 XP equally among the characters if they 

cooperate with the guards to defeat the two-headed 

stone giant. 

GUEST S OF THE S T ONE G UARD 
---

Whenever circumstances see the Stone Guards develop 

an interest in the party (including being arrested or 

witnessing the giant's rampage without taking part), the 

characters are ordered to follow a squad of duergar to 

Overlake Hold for further questioning. 

From this point. the adventure can take different paths 
depending on how you want to proceed. Talk to the 

players about their preference, or decide on your own 

what happens next 

Gartokkar Xundorn intervenes on behalf of the 

Keepers of the Flame, which can lead to a meeting 

with Thcmberchaud (see ·'Themberchaud's Lair'"). 

The characters can continue to Overtake Hold 

and meet with Captain Errde Blackskull (see 
"Overlake Hold"). 

The draw scout Xalith approaches the Stone Guards, 

claiming the characters as escaped property of her 
mistress, llvara (see "Signs of Pursuit" in the "Blade 

Bazaar" section). The Stone Guards arrest the char

acters and take them to Overlake Hold, pending 

negotiations with the drow. At this point, they also 
meet Captain Errde Blackskull. 

• Droki (see "Droki" in the "Blade Bazaar" section) acci

dentally bumps into the patrol, creating a distraction 

that allows the characters to escape. 

• A successful DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion) check con

vinces the Stone Guards not to arrest the characters, 

provided the characters agree to visit Overlake Hold 

once their business in Gracklstugh is concluded. The 

party remains under watch at aU times by an invisible 

duergar Stone Guard (sec appendix C). lf it seems 

like the characters have done what they came to do, 

the invisible ducrgar reminds them to make good on 

their promise to visit Overlake Hold. 

B LADE B AZAAR ---------------------
This marketplace is named after the most abundant 

goods the duergar offer, but the shops here sell almost 
everything available in the city, along with stalls set up 

by visiting merchants. The din of people arguing, mostly 

in Dwarvish. nearly drowns out the hammering coming 

from the cicy's forges, and the crowds here offer a good 

chance to slip away from pursuers. 

Characters can unload some of the treasures they 

might be carrying. Nonmagical weapons, armor, and 

shields can be purchased in the Blade Bazaar. 



\[ERCHANT MADNESS 

Characters who look around the bazaar notice a number 
'vdd things: 

A duergar merchant can't stop insulting customers 
\\·hen they are trying to sell something, but becomes a 
picture of politeness when they want to buy. 

• ~ number of duergar merchants give different prices 
· 'buy or sell every time they are asked about the 
'a me items, and insist that the characters dealing 
•.vith them are the ones changing their terms. 

• .\ duergar merchant suddenly turns invisible in the 
middle of a transaction. but keeps speaking as if noth
·ng has happened. 

• .\ duergar merchant threatens to kill the characters as 
a haggling technique, then denies ever saying so. 

• -\ duergar merchant constamly asks the opinion of a 
nonexistent twin brother. claiming that he is invisible. 

~.-!..SA'S DEAL 

..a Henstak is a female duergar mt::mber of the 
-rchant Council. She's a ca nny caravan master and 

.,des herself on always arriving at her destination 

ead of schedule. Tf the characters ask around for 
rchants who know how to reach the surface. they are 

-ected to Ylsa. Though she has no caravans scheduled 

. time soon, she does make the characters an offer. 
lisa invites the characters into her well-guarded 
.ce. where she shows them a pile of coins and jewelry 
mall over the surface world. The hoard consists of 
gp in mixed coinage. three gold rings worth 25 gp 
·h. and two gem-inlaid necklaces worth 250 gp each. 

- .e bas tracked the pieces to derro. who usc them to 
: for food. If the characters can figure out how the 
rro are gt::tling surface currency andjcwelry, Ylsa will 
ovide the adventurers with directions for at least the 
·u stage of their journey. including valuable advice 
routes to Blingdenstone (sec chapter 6) and the 

ormwrithings (see chapter 12). 

LROKI 

~ent ivc cha racters can s pot a curious figure darting 
·ween the stalls and s hops of the Blade Bazaar. Every 
~e they roam the market. they have a 20 percent 
.illce to see a derro dressed in rags styled as an 
·tation of a fancy jacket. wearing a wide-brimmed hat 
~h two tentacles from a displacer beast sewn into the 
· s crown. A large satchel hangs from his shoulder. 
~he's always muttering to himself. 
Duergar merchants glare scorn fully at this derro. and 
"'"will discuss him with the characters . If a character 

"A=> about him in the Ghohlbrorn's Lair. a successful 
X 12 Charisma (Persuasion) check.} ields up the name 
"'Droki.'' and identifies the wily derro as a courier and 

plier of goods who works for disreputable employers. 
Catching Droki (see appendix C) is the objective of 

... ts from Errde Blarkskull (see "Ovcrlakc Hold") and 
rtokkar Xundorn (see "Themberchaud's Lair"), but 
,e characters pursue the courier openly, he flees for 
\\est Cleft District Pursuing characters quickly lose 

_ t of the dt::rro as he vanishes into the crowd. See 
- nding Droki" in the "Whorlstonc Tunnels" section 

for more information on what Droki is ca rrying if the 
characters catch him. 

SIGNS OF PURSUIT 

Tf the characters arrive in Gracklstugh with a drow 
pursu it level of 3 or higher (see "Drow Pursuit" in 
chapter 2), llvara has already sent a party ahead of 
them, guessing correctly that the escaped prisoners 
might seek refuge with the duergar. 

Characters with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score 
of 15 or higher spot six drow watching them in the 
Blade Bazaar. One of them is Xalith Masq'il'yr, a female 
drow allied with House M izzrym. Any of the party's 

PC companions who know the duergar well can guess 
that these drow won't wam to auract the ducrgar's 
attention to their "lost property:· Doing so would likely 
involve having to pay the gray dwarves a reward for 
the adventurers' capture. This gives the characters a 
chance to evade their pursuers, but they need to stay 
out of sight 

Xalith s peaks to the duergar only if the characters 
are arrested. Otherwise, she sends a messenger to 
llvara and makes sure the characters don't go anywhere 
without her knowing. If the characters fail to lose 
themselves in the city (sec "Gracklstugh and Drow 
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8UPPID0
1
S ESCA PE 

Buppido has a secret agenda in Gracklstugh. If he is still 
With the party, the derro looks for the first opportunity to 
slip away and return to his hidden lair and "shrine" in the 
Whorlstone Tunnels (see "Whorlstone Tunnels"). 

Pursuit .. earlier in this chapter). their pursuit level 

increases by I every ld4 days untilllvara arrives. 

Alternatively. the adventurers might decide w turn the 

tables on the drow. Characters might figure out a way to 

quietly neutralize Xalith and her squad. perhaps tricking 

them into damaging a duergar merchant's property 

or forcing them outside Darklake District. where 

even drow arc forbidden to go. Doing so decreases 

the pursuit level by 2. However, if combat ever breaks 

out between the characters and the drow, a squad of 

five duergar Stone Guards (see appendix C) and five 

duergar warriors arrivt' within ld4 rounds and arrest 

the lot of them (see "Gelling Captured"). 

DARKLAK E BREWERY 

This huge, ramshackle brewery is built of stone blocks 

stacked ro make walls between the petrified stems of 

a small forest of gigantic mushrooms. Big copper vats 

steam within, filling the air with a heavy, yeasty stink. 

Dozens of copper kegs stand nearby. and burly gray 

dwarves swarm over the place, mashing fungus. mixing 

fermenting masses. and filling casks with freshly . 

brewed ale. This complex is the workplace and home of 

Clan Muzgardt. the dut'rgar clan in charge of brewing 

Darklake Stout and in control of the brewing and 

importation of other spirits. on-duergar aren't welcome 

insid(' th(' brewery. 

DARKLAKE DO CK S 

These busy docks are used primarily by Oat-bottomed 

rafts made of zurkhwood and lacquered puffbaiJ floats. 

Some of these ramshackle barges come with oars or 

paddle wheels. The rafts look ungainly, but each can 

carry tons of trade goods. 

The cha racters land at the easternmost inlet if they 

arrive at Gracklstugh by way of the Dark lake. near the 

Ghohlbrorn's Lair inn. Tfthcy instead arrived through a 

gate and successfully bribed Gorglak, they might come 

here looking for his contact, Werz Saltbaron. 

ASSASSTNS I NTERRUPTED 

The characters spot a male duergar merchant at the 

end of a pier. Suddenly. two invisible ducrgar appear 

next to him and stab him viciously with glowing swords. 

The assassins' faces are masked and hooded. The 

characters have 2 rounds to distract the two duergar 

soulblades (see appendix C) before they finish off 

the merchant. 

The merchant is Werz Salt baron. lf the characters 

save him. he is grudgingly grateful and says he has no 

idea why the assassins targeted him. A successful DC 

12 Wisdom (Insight) check suggests he's lying. He flees 

the scene, but not before telling the characters to meet 

him at the Shattered Spire the following day so he can 

reward them properly. 
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The characters have 1 minute to search the assassins 

before a patrol of four duergar arrives. The glowing 

weapons wielded by the assassins are nowhere to be 

found, but one of the assassins has a piece of fish-skin 

parchment bearing Werz's likeness drawn in charcoal. 

ACCESS TO THE WHORLSTONE TuNNELS 

Hidden next to the easternmost pier. a disabled drainage 

pipe is the Gray Ghosts' access point to a secret 

cavern system beneath Gracklstugh (see ~whorlstOne 

Tunnels~). It takes a successful DC 15 Wisdom 

(Perception) check to notice the pipe beneath piles of 

refuse. Within, loose bars block the 5-foot-wide passage, 

but removing them activates an alarm that warns the 

Gray Ghosts inside the caverns. A character can notice 

the alarm's trigger- a thin wire connected to the top 

of one of the bars with a successful DC 14 Wisdom 

(Perception) check, and can disable it with a successful 

DC 12 Dexterity check using thieves' tools. 

Nearly 100 feet into the pipe, a hatch on the floor 

opens into a rough-hewn well. A ladder extends down 80 

feet to another hatch on the floor, which leads to area 8 

in the Whorlstone Tunnels. 

O V ERLAKE HOLD 

Dung/orrin Torune, which translates as Overlake Hold, 

is a fortress and temple dedicated to Laduguer carved 

into the heart of a massive stalagmite on the shore of the 

Dark lake. It is also the home of the Deepking and the 

center of government. Dunglorrin Torune bristles with 

forge chimneys from which smoke billows and ledges 

from which catapults can hurl stones at waterborne 

invaders. (If necessary. use the mangonel statistics in 

chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide.) 

CONSCRIPTED BY THE STONE GUARD 

Tf the characters are arrested, they are taken to the 

hold's dungeons, where they receive a chance to earn 

their freedom by serving the Stone Guard. 

After waiting a long while in a dungeon cell carved out 

of impressively thick stone, you are taken to a dark office 

and met by an imposing female gray dwarf. She is fu lly 

armored and bears an insignia you have not seen on any 

other duergar. She is Aanked by two Stone Guards who 

remain by the door. 

"I am Cap tam Errde Blackskull, commander of the 

Stone Guard," she says. giving each of you a calculating 

look. "let me start by sayrng you are worth nothing 

here in Gracklstugh. Most of those in my command 

would sell you off ill a heartbeat as the cheapest manual 

labor. However, I've learned to make much better use of 

adventurers like you.~ 



Search for Droki. Errdc explains that her guards 

'lave been tracking the movements of a derro named 
Droki. Despite his presence in the Darklake District, the 

C~'rrO has managed to avoid capture, as if he somehow 

-utows in advance where the duergar patrols will be

rn' isible or otherwise. All the Stone Guards know is 
hat Droki lives in the West Cleft District. a place the 

duer~ar enter only in force and where their presence 

would likely provoke a chaotic uprising. Errde wams the 

characters to follow Droki. see what he does and where 

e goes, and report back. Or if they see an opportunity. 

,etze him and either bring him in for questioning, or kill 

1m and bring back evidence of his activities. 

Errde·s tone turns dark as she voices her suspicions 

at Droki is linked to a conspiracy involving the 

Council of Savants. and maybe even elements among 

"'e clan lairds. She describes in detail how discovering 

the conspiracy and purging the corrupt will earn he r 

~-cat favor with the Deepking. Errdc swears (truthfully) 

.,at she will arrange for the characters to get safe 

.-5Sage out of Gracklstugh if they do as she asks . 

Search for Corruption. Errdc's suspicions of 

ospiracy have her looking for signs of corruption 

..-eping among the people of Gracklstugh. She rewards 

.. characters if they bring her evidence of such 
~ruption that has escaped the eyes of her warriors. 

oe characters can build a case if they witness odd 

~nts throughout Gracklstugh, such as some of the 

1.dom encounters and the behavior of merchants in 

Blade Bazaar. For every three such events they 
.lrt. the characters can attempt a DC 15 group 

Ch...risma (Persuasion) check. but they only need to 

·eed once to convince Errde and complete this 

t-st. Errde then promises to outfit the characters with 

_ plies and gear when they leave Gracklstugh. from 

,. Swne Guards· own armory. Each character can 

...m a total of 350 gp worth of equipment, including 

.._pons. armor, and common potions and scrolls. 

1e characters refuse Errde's offer after being 
-.-sted. they spend a few days imprisoned and then 

:.old back to the drow. Xalith and her squad meet 

.ah llvara and then return to Velkynvelve. if the 

ractcrs can't manage to escape from their captors. 

lilhe characters accept Errde's offer, she gives 

insignias allowing them to move as far south as 

:L.adu~ucr's Furrow without being accosted by guards. The 

~nturcrs need only to show the insignias discreetly 

~confronted. and should keep them hidden otherwise. 

-::be't are then released without fanfare. Errde knows about 

~·one giants' invitation if the characters spared the two

~ giant's life. and advises the characters to heed it 

looking for Droki. 

Tb characters· pursuit level is reduced to 0 and 
.liDS so while they arc in Errde's employ inside 

-ltlstugh. lf they end their employment. the Stone 

rei:. stop covering for them and their pursuit level 

-c::a::.es as normal ifXalilh is in town (see .. Signs of 

-....uit .. in the ·'Blade Bazaar~ section). Otherwise, it 

.. ins at 0 until some other action raises it again. 

FLASHING BADG ES 

Working for either the Stone Guard or the Keepers of 
the Flame grants characters a degree of freedom in 

Gracklstugh, as they can show the insignia given to 

them by each faction if they are detained. At least one 

character in the party must succeed on a DC 14 Charisma 

(Persuasion) check to convince duergar not to detain the 

party any longer, but characters who show the insignia 

have advantage on the check. 

THE SHATTERE D SPIRE 

A broken stalagmite juts out from the Darklake about 

forty feet from the shore. forming the foundation of a 

tavern built with fungi stalks in a manner similar to a 

log cabin. A bridge woven of rothe wool allows patrons 

to cross the water to visit. 

M EETING W ERZ 

If the characters rescued Werz Saltbaron fro m the 

assassins (see "Darklake Docks''), he meets them at 

the Shallered Spire at the designated date and time. As 

modest thanks for saving him, he gives each character 

an obsidian gemstone worth 10 gp. He then offers them 

a job. delivering a sack full of raw gemstones (worth 100 
gp total) to a svirfneblin named Kazook Pickshine in 

Blingdenstone, no questions asked. 

Jimjar. Topsy, and Turvy know of Kazook Pickshine 

and can provide basic information about the gnome 

alchemist (sec chapter 6). The deep gnomes also 

recognize that Wcrz's gems resemble empty spell gems . 

similar to those used in the defense of Blingdenstone. 
The gems, mundane in their current form, are actually 

raw stones used in the crafting of spell gems. Werz 

met Kazook in Mantoi·Derith (see chapter 9), and the 

two have been trading recently behind their superiors· 

backs. He declines to mention this. though, deflecting 

any questions by mentioning that Blingdenstone is a 

good place to lind a way out of the Underdark. 

B AR FIGHT 

While the characters are in the tavern, two duergar 

who had been just tal king business suddenly fly into a 

rage and start brawling. If the characters don't intervene 

to stop the fight, other patrons do. No guards appear 

unless weapons or spells come out, and the fight stops 

as soon as any of the brawlers is restrained or knocked 

unconscious. Neither of the ducrgar remember why they 

started fighting. 

THE GHOHLBRORN'S LAIR 

This inn is the only establishment in Gracklstugh that 

accepts non-duergar guests. "Ghohlbrorn·· means 

-bulette .. in Dwarvish. and the inn is built inside a 

small ca,·ern complex beneath the Blade Bazaar at the 

northern end of the Darklake District. hs halls are cold 

and damp. A central chamber serves as a dining room, 

branching out into different small, twisting halls along 

which the rooms arc excavated. Tfs dark. cramped, and 

uncomfortable, but safe and defensible. 
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RUMOR M I LL 

The inn's dining hall gives characters a chance to 

mingle with non-duergar who are visiting Gracklstugh. 

Characters seeking information can, with a successful 

DC 10 Charisma (Persuasion) or Intelligence 

(Investigation) check, find out the following information, 

or you can si rnply roleplay their interactions with 

random patrons. 

The general gist of the infor mation is that trade 

routes out of Gracklstugh have become more dangerous 

recently. The fauna and more primitive denizens of the 

Underdark are all riled up about something. Among the 

tales told by the travelers. second-hand stories about 
demons attacking isolated settlements are common. 

LADUGUER'S FURROW 
Long ago, an earthquake split the cavern that houses 

Gracklstugh, leaving a rift nearly two hundred feet deep 
and five hundred feet wide. Laduguer·s Furrow has a 

packed-gravel floor and extends roughly a quarter mile 

beyond the natural walls of the city in both directions. 

Each end of the rift has a steeply sloping floor, carved 
with a set of stairs and a wide ramp for both pedestrians 

and wagons. Vents along the walls release potent 

gases that sappers of Clan Xardelvar tap for industrial 

applications. including the crafting of the magical name 

lances used by xarrorn warriors. 

The chasm is Gracklstugh's main residential zone, 

with homes buill on the top part of its north and south 

sides. Outsiders are normally forbidden from this area. 

ABANDONED G UARDHOUSES ---
Near the western gate of Laduguer's Furrow, the 

duergar built a series of guardhouses to keep an eye 

on derro slaves living in the West Cleft. These were 
abandoned when Deepking Tarngardt. grandfather of 

the current monarch, liberated the derro, allowing them 

to spread from the West Cleft District into the East Cleft 

District. The guardhouses now stand empty. providing 

an ideal place to lie low and keep an eye on traffic in and 

out of the eastern derro boroughs. 

GREAT GATES 
~-----------------

The openings that Laduguer's Furrow creates in the 

wa lis of Gracklstugh's cavern are blocked by massive 

structures of bars and scaffolding, each set with several 

gates. Gates are guarded by two visible duergar soldiers 
and ld4 + 3 invisible ones. 

CHASING DROKI 

If the characters decide to wait for Droki to enter the West 

Cleft or somehow follow him here, use the chase rules 

in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide, adapting the 

results for urban complications to a cave full of hateful 

derro. If Droki loses them, the characters must resort to 

less convenient means of finding the Whorlstone Tunnels. 

If the characters do manage to catch Droki in the West 

Cleft, he drops limp and babbles, but is suspiciously 

amenable and shows the characters the entrance to the 

tunnels. See the "Whorl stone Tunnels" section for how to 

roleplay Droki. 
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WEST CLEFT AND 

EAST CLEFT DISTRICTS 
East and west of Laduguer's Furrow gates are areas 

that serve as horne to Gracklstugh's unwanted derro 

population. The West Cleft District was the original 

abode for the city's derro slaves and remains a dark 

and dangerous ghetto. The East Cleft District was more 

recently settled after the derro earned their freedom. 

though it is only slightly less rough than West Cleft. 

The homes of the derro are mostly burrows carved 

into the walls and simple structures piled atop one 

another. The dirty and cluttered streets of both districts 

formed as dwellings spread and came together, and not 
as a product of planning. The derro population is much 

~reater and their tunnels extend much farther than 

the duergar believe. The derro arc close to mounting 
an insurrection, held back only by their own lack of 

organization and by their leaders in the Council of 

Savants having grown too used to their privileges to 

foment rebellion. 

ENTERING D ERRO TERRITORY -----
The derro are automatically hostile toward anyone 

entering their warrens, especially surfacers. 

As you pass through the gates, the stench in the air 

changes from acrid and metallic to fetid and repugnant, 

the fires of industry replaced by squalor. The homes in 

this part of Gracklstugh are crudely carved from the rock 

or are just holes in the walls, arranged in no apparent 

order. The chatter in the air is unnerving, with hundreds 

of derro muttering, screaming at each other, and 

otherwise reveling in their insanity. Those who spot you 

look at you with a burning hatred. 

At the end of each hour the adventurers stay inside 

either derro area, there is a 25 percent chance that 2d4 

derro (see appendix C) attack without warning. Tf the 

characters kill any derro, the chance of another attack 

becomes 50 percent every half hour. 

Sneaking through the senseless arrangement of the 

burrows is relatively easy. as the derro are normally too 

preoccupied with their own mad scheming to notice a 

group trying not to attract attention. The characters can 

attempt a DC 10 group Dexterity (Stealth) check, with 

success negating the need to roll for a possible attack at 
the end of each hour or half hour. 

Other means of subterfuge such as illusions, climbing 

along the walls, or using flying or levitation magic 

automatically avoid detection, but invisibility of any 

kind activates ma~i ca l wards placed by derro savants to 

guard against duergar intrusion. When a ward activates 

in response to the presence of an invisible creature, 

nearby derro fly into a frenzy, creating a chaotic mob 
meant to drive away invisible duergar patrols. Derro 

make active Wisdom (Perception) checks contested by 

the characters' Dexterity (Stealth) checks if a ward is 



activated. Characters using detect magic actively can 

, oot the invisible sensor of a ward before it activates. 

C therwisc, invisible characters encounter a ward every 

15 minutes they move through derro territory. 

ACCESS TO THE WHORLSTONE TUNNELS 

Between a cluster of hovels in West Cleft lies the most 

"ell-used entrance to the Whorlstone Tunnels (see 

·'.\"horlstone Tunnels"). A narrow fissure in the chasm 

all is bidden by scraps of cloth, gray sheets of canvas, 

a<Jd moldy boxes. The fissure is tall and wide enough for 

\tedium creature to squeeze through the first 10 feet, 

and then continues for 50 feet at an average 5 feet in 

atdth, with a gentle downward slope. 

Ever since the fou l irruption of the demon lords 

-ro the Undcrdark, the fissure is easier to find, as it 

metimcs leaks wisps of eerie fog created by faerzress. 

~hcr wisc, find ing it requires carefu l searching and 

successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check. Each 

aractcr can mt1ke this check at the end of each hour 

e party spends in the West Cleft warrens looking for 
\Vhorlstone Tunnels' entrance. 

-\ny attempt to question the loca l:; without an 

.,.;ective means of disguise or manipulation, such 

, "nchantment or illusion magic, is doomed to fail , 

, ·he derro are more likely to auack the characters 

.-n answer their questions. Even then, the derro 

often incoherem, and a s uccessful DC 15 

ansma (Pers uasion) check is needed to obtain 

"' ful information. A successful DC 15 Charisma 
:rnidation) check a lso works. but has a 50 percent 

a nee of inspiring the derro to flee or attack. 

HALLS OF SACRED SPELLS 
- ~Ha lls of Sacred Spells comprise a temple of 

,-jnka carved into a stalagm ite in Northfurrow 

•nict. Here, the derro Council of Savants meets 

plots, living in luxurious quarters and hiding such 

. ulence from their fellow derro. All areas of the Halls 
-acred Spells except the central worship chamber 

-forbidden to derro who aren't savants. Duergar don't 

·~r this place, whose main doors are false and carved 

the rock. The savants ente r and leave using spells 

~. as dimension door and passwall, while Jesser derro 

c!>S the wors hip chamber through secret tunnels 

--n the West Clcfr. 

C AIRNGORM CAVERN 
ng tunnel opens in Southfurrow District, extending 

~ral hundred feet and into the home of the stone 

-rs of Clan Cairngorm. The tribe is named after 

dncient oath of fealty their ancestors swore to 

earers of the Cai rngorm Crown. the traditional 

_a ia of Deepkingdom monarchs. The giants lead 

r le. uncomplicated lives. and their dwellings 
·act this. 

T.Le stone giants value their privacy, and ducrgar arc 

ally not allowed inside Cairngorm Cavern. An 

~otio n is made for the Decpking. who holds meetings 
.,._..,with the giants' leader, S tonespcakc r Hgraam, 

"1 necessary. 

AU DIENCE WIT H T H E STONESPEAKER 

If the adventurers helped stop the rampaging giant in 

the Dark lake District (and especially if they didn't kill 

him). Hgraam is expecting them by the entrance to the 

Cairngorm Caverns. Though the stone giant is short oo 

pleasantries, he gives the characters what information 
he can in response to their questions, including ways to 

return to the kdreamlands," as the stone giants call the 

surface world. Because he has never left the Underdark, 

the paths he knows have come to him only as whispers 

through the s tone. As such, you can easily s hape his 

advice to your players' plans. 

Additionally, Hgraam gives the characters a warning: 

"Something evil stirs in the Underdark. The rock itself 

cries in pain and horror, and a madness creeps from 

the blackest depths. Pay heed to the signs surrounding 

you. A cave with two faces. Rock devoured, and the land 

overgrown. The pebble believes itself flesh . The earth 

rejects its wards, and the tunnels shake in fury. By these 

portents, you shall know of evil's presence and of evil's 

face. This is what the stones tell me." 

This cryptic message refers to the demon lords and the 

madness their presence is spreading, but Hgraam has 
not deciphered it yet. 

TREASURE 

As the characters prepare to leave. Hgraam calls for 

his apprentice Dorhun, who arrives bearing a polished 

crystal the length of a human forearm. Hgraam offers 
the crystal to the characters as a token of his gratitude, 

telling them it might be helpful in the future. 

The stonespeaker crystal (see appt:ndix B) resonates 

strongly with conjuration and divination magic. If 

the characters keep the crystal after escaping the 

Underdark, it will be of use if they return to deal with 

the demonic incursion, as it is linked to the mysterious 

library of Graven hollow and bas additional proper ties 

when used there (see chapter 11). 

THEMBERCHAUD'S LAIR 
At the far southeast corner of Grackbtugh's cavern, 

the entrance to Themberchaud's lair is guarded by the 

Keepers of the Flame. Not that anyone would be foolish 

enough ro trespass into the Wyrmsmith's home. but ever 

since the Gray Ghosts stole a red dragon egg meant to 

hatch Themberchaud's successor. the Keepers aren't 

taking any chances. 

For some time now, the Keepers have been actively 

seeking capable mercenaries in Gracklstugh and taking 

any opportunity to press them into service. If an agent 

of the order intervened in the characters· arrest (see 
"Getting Captured"). the leader of the Keepers of the 

Flame- Gartokkar Xundorn is notified by magical 

messaging. He waits for the characters as they are 

brought to the dragon's cavern- but Themberchaud is 

watching too. 
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The dragon speaks Dwarvish to its servants as the 

characters approach. Read the following: 

As the duergar priests lead you to a building carved 

from the stone just outside a huge cave entrance, the 

ground trembles slightly, and a thunderous voice echoes 

against every wall. 

"Gartokkar," the voice calls as a reptilian behemoth 

comes into view, it scales the color of lava, its bright 

yellow eyes glowing in the shadows of the cave before 

coming into the light. "You didn't say I was having 

surfacers for dinner today." 

The dragon chuckles at his own wit. His massive body 

gives the distinct impression that he is overweight, 

indicating eating habits that don't bode well. 

" Foreigners," the duergar priest says with great 

reverence, "meet the Father of Flame, the Everburning, 

and the Foundry's Heart-Themberchaud, the 

Wyrmsmith of Gracklstugh." 

AGENTS OF THE WYRMSMITH 

Like most of his kind, Themberchaud is vain and proud. 

He's pampered, but also restless. The adult red dragon 
has been aware for several years that hls handlers are 

withholding things from him, but rather than demand 

disclosure, he has waited and observed. He wants 

agents of his own, and sees the interest of the Keepers 

in the adventurers as an opportunity. 

The dragon demands to speak with the characters in 

private, with his nervous duergar handlers having no 
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choice but to acquiesce. When they escort the characters 
into rhe dragon's lair. Tbemberchaud is resting on a 

mountain of gold. He rells the keepers to leave him alone 

with the ad\·cnrurcrs. hissing that any invisible lurkers 

will be turned to ash. Once alone. he asks the characters 

their names, backgrounds, how they found themselves 

in the Underdark, and the events that led them to 

Gracklstugh. 
Themberchaud makes the characters an offer: become 

his agents in Gracklstugh, and gain his protection. Their 

first mission is to do whatever the Keepers of the Flame 

ask them to- but ro report to Thembcrchaud before 

reporting to them. 

The dragon doesn't wait for the characters to respond, 

since his ego can't accept the notion that anyone 

would refuse him. lle assigns Gartokkar to be their 

liaison, orders badges of gold be given to them, and 

sends them off. 

TREASURE 

The characters might be tempted to i nspcct 

Themberchaud's hoard from where they stand, as the 

dragon doesn't allow them to gel closer than 60 feet in 

front of him. The hoard consists of 3,000 pp. 20,000 gp, 

45,000 sp, 150,000 cp, six 1,000 gp fire opals. ten 500 
gp peridots, thirty 100 gp garnets, a gourd containing oil 

of sharpness, a potion of flying, a potion of longevity, and 

a potion of supreme healing. The magic items are buried 

under oeoins and not visible at a glance. One must dig 

through the coins to find them. 
A character who tries to get closer receives a friendly 

warning in the form of a growl. a stare, and claws 

clicking on the floor. Themberchaud uses his breath 

weapon on any character who tries again, or who 

attempts to sneak past him and fails. Then he calmly 

carries on as if nothing happened. 

A TASK FOR THE KEEPERS 

When the characters are done with Themberchaud, they 

exit the lair to where Gartokkar waits to take them to 

the guard house where the Keepers of the Flame keep 

watch. He darkly asks what business the dragon had 

with them, but what the characters choose to tell him 

(and whelher they intend to follow up on the dragon's 

orders) is up to them. 

The power of the Keepers of the Flame derives 

in equal measure from their psionic abilities, the 

leadership of the Deepking, and their influence over 

Themberchaud. They lost face when the Gray Ghosts 

stole the valuable red dragon egg that would hatch 

Themberchaud's replacement, and they have been 

waging war on the thieves' guild ever since. But with 

the egg still lost and their control over Themberchaud 

waning, the Keepers are exploring all options in their 

war against the Gray Ghosts. 

The psionic Keepers have sensed a great disturbance 

in the Undcrdark-a phenomenon that Gartokkar 

compares to a hole having been torn through the world. 

The Keepers have no idea about the demonic incursion, 
however, and even if the characters tell Gartokkar what 

they know, he is fixated on the idea that the Gray Ghosts 



arp behind the disturbance, dismissing anything else as 

usions, ignorance, or outright lies. 

;o his paranoia, Gartokkar wants the characters to 

nfirm the Gray Ghosts' involvement and to bring back 

v.;;atever powerful magic the thieves used to cause the 

-turbance. The Keepers have idemified a Gray Ghost 

_em-a derro called Droki. who carries messages and 
pplies for the thieves· guild (see ··Droki"' in the ''Blade 

3a.zaar"' section). Droki uses the West Cleflto contact 

-employers. and Ganokkar wants the party to follow 

lfu.s derro and locate the Gray Ghosts. 

[!the characters accept his offer, Gartokkar gives 

em a holy symbol of Laduguer after an acolyte arrives 

:ili gold pins featuring Themberchaud's profile. The 

- "'lbol and the badges grunt characters the right to 
.. ··cl beyond the Oarklukc District, though they are 

• lim ited from moving freely in the city (see the 
Lash ing Badges·· sidebar). If they refuse, they are 

cnied over to the Stone Guards for arrest and delivery 

Overtake J lold. 

\ ''lHORLSTONE TUNNELS 
~ Wborlstone Tunnels are a cavern system extending 

rtially underneath Gracklstugh, away from the mines 

passages the city's inhabitants use regularly. The 

~o savants who first found the tunnels didn't reveal 

· .r discovery to anyone, and to this day only a handful 

og the Council of Savants and the Gray Ghosts 

" about them. 
The long. gently curving !Unncls have relatively 
~ .. ar dimensions. They arc known for their unusual 

-formations and abundant patches of fungi. and for 

~~suffused with faerzress (sec chapter 2). 

There are currently two factions using the tunnels for 

r own ends. The Gray Ghosts have an alchemical 

ratory and a fungal garden supplying them with 

- ns. and the leaders of the guild conceal a secret 

,. form of a mysterious black obelisk in the farthest 

,.. see area 16). The other group is a budding cult of 

-o demon worshipers led by a renegade member of 

Council of Savants. Sensing that the demon lords 

-omehow using faerzress to spread chaos and 

.:ness, the demon worshipers have begun conducting 

u..tls to infect Gracklstugh.lnrent on weakening 

~ity and breaking the power of King Horgar 

- dshadow V, the cultists plan to inflict a curse on 

::.lODe giants of Clan Cairngorm that causes them to 

second heads. driving them insane. 

~ERZ R ESS-SUFFUSE D FUNGI 

'Ahorlstone Tunnels are home to two unique 

~of faerzress-suffused mushrooms: bigwigs 

~ygmyworrs. Any character who studies these 

-hrooms can identify their magical effects with 

essful DC 15 Intelligence (Nature) check. an 

'J/} spell, or by trial and error. A single nibble of a 

~hroom alters a character's size by a few inches for 5 

.. tes. so characters foraging for food might discover 

mshrooms' magic by accident. The size-altering 

•s of eating multiple bigwigs or pygmyworts 

, t cumulative, although their durations arc. These 

mushrooms Jose their properties if they arc taken 

outs1de the Whorlstone Tunnels for I hour or more. 

BIGWIG 

A bigwig is a four· inch-tall mushroom with a thin stem 

and a wide purple cap. A creature that eats one can 

choose to make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw to 

not be affected by the mushroom's magic. If the creature 

fails or forgoes the saving throw, it grows in size as 

though under the enlarge effect of an enlargejreduce 

spell. The effect lasts for 1 hour. Ten minutes before 

the effect ends. the creature feels a tingling sensation. 

at which point it can sustain its current size by eating 

another wurple. The effect ends if the creature eats a 

pygrnywort mushroom or is magically reduced to its 
normal size (using the reduce effect of an cnlargcjrcducc 

spell, for example) . 

P YGMYWORT 

A pygmywort is u mushroom with a one-inch-long s tem 

and a stubby blue cap with white dots. A creature that 

eats one can choose to make a DC 12 Constitution 

saving throw to not be affected by the mushroom's 
magic. If the crt ~ ature fai ls or forgoes the saving throw. 

it shrinks in size as though under the reduce effect 

of an enlarge/reduce spell. The effect lasts for 1 hour. 
Ten minutes before the effect ends. the creature feels 

a tingling sensation. at which point it can sustain its 

current size by eating another pygmywon. The effect 

ends if the creature eats a bigwig mushroom or is 

magically enlarged to its normal size (using the enlarge 

effect of an enlaq}ejreduce spell, for example). 

R ANDOM E NCOUNTERS 

As the characters explore the Whorl stone Tunnels, they 
can run into various creatures or hazards. Check for an 

encounter whenever the characters arc moving along a 

stretch of tunnel or at the end of a long rest. Roll a d20 

and consult the Whorlstone Tunnels Encounters table to 

determine what, if anything, they encounter. 

WHORLST ONE TUNNELS ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11-12 l carrion crawler 

13 Demon pack 

14 1 tlumph 

15 l gray ooze 

16 ld4 moldy quaggoth spore servants 

17 1d4 two·headed grimlocks 

18 1 swarm ofinsects (centipedes) 

19 1 xorn 

20 Yellow mold 

CARRION CRAWLER 

There's a 50 percent chance that the carrion crawler 

is feasting on the putrid flesh of a dead grim lock and 

ignores the party unless disturbed. Otherwise, it is 

scouring tunnels for food and attacks the party on sight. 

ll prefers to attack while clinging to the ceiling. 
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D EMON PACK 

This pack consists of a quas it leading l d4 + 2 dretches. 
The quasitturns invisible and tries to escape when only 

two dretches remain: if it succeeds. the cultists in area 
14 are alerted. Replace any subst>quent demon pack 
random encounter with ld4 derro (see appendix C). 

FLU MPH 

This creature telepathic:~lly asks the characters to rid 
the cave complex of 1 he dcrro cultists (see area 14) 

because it knows what they're trying to do and wants to 
stop them. If the character~ agree and seem friendly, the 
Humph offers to accompany them indefinitely. It will not 
willingly leave thl' Underdark, however. 

GRAY OozE 

There's a 50 percent c-hance that this ooze has psionic 
abilities (use the psychic variant of the gray ooze, as 
described in the: Monster Manual). 

MOLDY QUAGCOTH SPORE SERVANTS 

A patch of yellow mold (see .. Dungeon Hazards'' in 
chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) covers each 
spore servant. Each time a spore servant is touched or 
takes damage, it releases a cloud of yellow mold spores 
until the mold patch is destroyed. 

Two-HEADED GRIMLOCKS 

The grimlocks living in the Whorlstone Tunnels keep 
to themselves, fet>ding on fungi and vermin. The derro 
have tried to enslave them, without much success. In 
a weird example of detente, members of the two races 
have learned to avoid one another. Each grim lock has 
sprouted a screaming second head. which has no effect 
on its statistics. 

WHORLSTONE T U N NELS: GENERAL FEATURES 

The following features are prevalent throughout the 

Whorlstone Tunnels. 

Ceilings and Floors. The average ceiling height is 50 feet, 

dropping to 25 feet 1n narrow tunnels. 

Narrow Tunnels. The narrowest tunnels are barely 2 

feet wide at their widest points. A Tiny creature can move 

through these tunnels unimpeded. while a Small creature 

must squeeze to pass through them. Medium and larger 

creatures can't fit through these narrow passageways. 

Faerzress. The Whorlstone Tunnels are suffused with 

Jaerzress (see "Faerzress" 1n chapter 2 for effects). Faerzress 

has also altered the phys1cal appearance of the complex, 

creating spiral patterns on the walls and ceilings. These 

spirals are what give the complex its name. Because of 

these weird spiraling patterns, saving throws to resist 

faerzress·induced madness are made with disadvantage. 

Foul Water. Water from the Darklake drips from 

stalactites and trickles through cracks in the walls, 

forming narrow streams and shallow pools throughout 

the Whorls tone Tunnels. Any creature that drinks the foul 

water must succeed on a DC 12 Constitution saving throw 

or become poisoned. The poisoned creature can repeat the 

saving throw at the end of each hour to end the effect. 

Edible Fungi. Edible fungi (including pygmywort 

and bigwig) are abundant in the Whorl stone Tunnels . 

Characters can attempt DC 10 Wisdom (Survival) checks 

to forage here. 
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XORN 

This creature has been working its way through the 
rock of the Whorlston<' Tunnels. consuming vast 
amounts of faerzrcss-infused stone. The change in the 
faerzress brought on b} the arrival of the demon lords 
has left the xorn confused and easily angered. It tries to 
bargain for metal or gt•ms to eat. and attacks if refused. 
If the adventurer!> feed the xorn and can communicate 
with it, the creature can tell !hem that it sensed a great 
planar upheaval recently, though it knows nothing about 
the demons or their spreading madness. 

YELLOW MOLD 

The characrcrs notice a patch of yellow mold (see 
''Dungeon Hazards" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide) growing on something of interest 
determined by rolling a d4 and consulting the Beneath 
the Yellow Mold table. Tampering with the mold· 
encrusted object causing the yellow mold to release its 
deadly spores. 

BENEATH THE YELLOW MOLD 

d4 Encounter 

A humanoid skeleton wearing a ring of water walking 

on one bony finger (no nng is found on subsequent 

occurrences of this encounter) 

2 A closed zurkhwood chest containing ld6 x 100 gp 

and 1d6 50 gp gems 

3 A humano1d skeleton m tattered leather armor 

carrying a rusted shortsword and one of the 

followmg. a rotted qu1ver holding 1d20 +1 arrows, a 

leather pouch containing 1d10 +2 sling stones, or a 

zurkhwood case containing ld4 +3 crossbow bolts 

4 A +l shield (on subsequent occurrences of this 

encounter, the shield is rusted and nonmagical) 

FINDIN G DROKI 

If the characters arc on a quest to find Droki. read the 
following boxed tex1 when his path crosses with theirs. 

The dirty derro is easy to recognize: a pale face under 

a Aoppy hat fitted w1th two tentacle-like things that 

bob up and down in time with his brisk pace. He keeps 

muttering a repetitive series of phrases to himself at 

different volumes, failing to notice you. "Droki is late! 

They will be so angry' Stupid, stupid, stupid! Delays, 

blocks, procrastination, obstructions. pfah! No time, no 

rhyme, not mine! No' Time'" 

Droki (sec appendix C) has errands to perform. The 
characrers can shadow him or chase him down. but both 
the Darklake District and the derro territories provide 
him with abundant places 10 hide and paths down which 
he C<ln lose pursuers, and he knows them all. Inside the 
Whorlstone Tunnels, however. the dcrro is dist racted by 
ever-present threats, giving the party the best chance 
to catch him. The characters can fight Droki by the 



..nnels' entrance or follow him farther in, depending 

"l their end goals. If they follow Droki. he goes to area 

a. eats a pygmywort mushroom, and disappears imo a 

n...!'row tunnel (see the ''Whorlstone Tunnels: General 

Features" sidebar). 

:>roki's route takes him all around the Whorlstone 

Tunnels. and he's too scatterbrained to notice anyone 
.owing him. Droki's route is marked with red arrows 

the map of the Whorlstone Tunnels. He eats a 
_ ~mywort mushroom wht>never he needs to navigate a 

~ow tunnel. As he approaches areas 7 and 8, he cats 

..,1gwig mushroom, reverts to normal size, delivers 

e Gray Ghost parcel (see "Treasure''), and collects his 

. menl from Lorthio the duergar alchemist (see area 

' Droki then heads north to area 9, where he sneaks 

..... tly around the central pool so as not to disturb its 

·upant. Upon reaching area ll, he greets the derro 

,.re before eating another pygmywort mushroom and 

_ eling through the narrow tunnel leading to area 

_ He eats another bigwig and reverts to normal size 

·ore making his delivery to the cultists in that area. 

.-r visiting the cultists. Droki makes his way out of 

\\'horlstone Tunnels. 

I" Jle characters hinder or attack Droki, he screams in 

_ht and knocks his feet together. activating his boots 

speed. If a chase ensues, resolve the outcome using 

chase rules in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's 

:suklc. Droki has advantage in his Dexterity (Stealth) 

"' ks. as he knows the Whorlstone Tunnels well. If 

loses the characters, he resumes his errands as if 

:::;J(fung had happened. 

li Droki manages to escape, characters can pick 
bs trail by searching any area through which the 

~ passt!d and succeeding on a DC 15 Wisdom 

·ivai) check. 

C.!.EPLAYING DROKI 

lou hates everyone in general and surfacers in 

- .1cular. He gnashes his teeth if he has to address the 
~cte rs, taking every opportunity to be insulting and 

~lead in g. If the characters look through his satchel 

.e he's still conscious, he throws an epic tantrum 
becomes intractable until knocked unconscious. 

Druki is a lso obsessed with things happening where 

\\hen they should. lf he is captured before he runs 

errands in the Whorlstone Tunnels, he constantly 

Ia ins about the characters altering fate by delaying 

and a good tactic to pressure him is to threaten to 

h1m indefinitely. He prefers to escape than to fight. 

• if the characters take his satchel. 

.,. ~SURE 

ng or incapacitating Droki gives the characters the 

to rummage through his belongings. He wears 

s Jf speed and a hat that is one of a kind. He sewed 

,·uffed displacer beast tentacles to the hat in the 

'of them attacking his enemies on their own, a 

'~.Jn he volunteers if the characters question him. 

I at might be worth something to a collector of 

es. but is otherwise worthless. 

- "i's satchel is made of stitched darkmantlc hide 

.;ntains the following items: 

1 gp and 10 sp 

A spell scroll of see invisibility 

Two potions of healing 

A worthless collection of dead vermin (spiders. centi

pedes. and the like) in various states of decomposition 

Pages of lizard-skin parchment held together between 

two leather covers from two differenr books. The 

pages are full of mad scribbles and arcane formulas, 

but a character proficient in Intelligence (Arcana) can 

study them for 1 hour to discover that they constitute 

a spellbook containing the Tenser's floating disk and 

feign death spells. 

• A strange lump of black metal, which Drok.i intends to 

deliver to the Gray Ghosts (sec below) 
A scroll in a copper tube and four small pouches 

containing stone giant toenail clippings and s kin 

flecks, which Droki intends to deliver to the cultists 

(see below). Each pouch is tagged with a different 

name, and the scroll contains a list of names match

ing those on the tags. together with descriptions. 

One of the names is "Dorhun." with a description 

corresponding to Stonespeaker Hgraam's apprentice . 

The rest of the names belong to other stone giants of 

Clan Cairngorm. 

The derro might have other items depending on 

whether he is allowed to make his deliveries and collect 

his payments. as follows. 

Delivery to the Gray Ghosts. Droki imends to deliver 

the strange lump of black metal to the Gray Ghosts. 

receiving payment from Lorthio the alchemist (see 

area 8) in the form of a mithral medallion worth 125 

gp. The medallion is a holy symbol of Laduguer. set 

with a carving depicting an arrow breaking on a shield. 

Characters not sanctioned by the Keepers of the Flame 

to carry the symbol will be arrested by the guards 

(see "Getting Captured'') if they are caught with it in 

Gracklstugh. 
Delivery to the Cultists. Droki intends to deliver the 

scroll and the pouches of stone giant toenail clippings 

and skin necks (ritual components) to the derro cultists 

(see area 12). Droki is paid for th is delivery with a potion 

of invisibility and an hourglass worth 50 gp. 

XPAWARDS 

Capturing the derro and taking him to Errde Blackskull 

earns the characters I 50 XP each. 

1. ENTRANCE 

The narrow corridor from the West Cleft opens into 

a long cavern lined with stalactites and stalagmites. 

Whatcr drips from lhc stalaclites. forming small pools 

on the floor. 

The glow of faerzress casts an eerie soft light across this 

cavern, swirling into spiral patterns and casting dancing 

shadows from the jagged pillars lining the walls. The air 

smells and tastes slightly metallic, and the sound around 

you is strangely muted. The dripping of water makes no 

echo, as if you stood in open air . 
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This place offers many hiding places for characters to 
lay in ambush. Faerzrcss prevents sounds of combat 
from being heard outside in the West Cleft or farther 
into the tunnels. 

Tf the characters wait here for Droki, he appears after 
2dl2 hours. In the middle of that wait. each character 
must make a DC 14 Wisdom saving throw. On a 
success, the character feels only a mild discomfort. A 

character who rolls a natural 20 on the save receives 
flashes of the future. gaining the benefit of the Lucky 
feat (see chapter 6, "Customization Options.- in the 

Player's Handbook) until the start of his or her next long 
rest. If the character already has the Lucky feat. he or 
she gains an extra 3 luck points to spend. On a failed 
save, a character sees disturbing images within the 
shimmering faerzress light and has disadvantage on 
ahility checks and savi ng throws until he or she finishes 
a short rest outside this area. 

If the characters caught Droki in Gracklstugh and 
brought him here, they must make the saving throw 
at some point during their interrogation. Knowing 
the power of the cavern, Droki bides his time, giving 
nonsensical answers and hissing at the characters. He 
makes his move to escape after the characters make 
their savin~ throws. fleeing by the route described in the 
"Finding Droki'' section. 

D EVELOPMENT 

If Buppido is with the parry. he takes advantage of any 
distraction to slip away, taking refuge in area lb. 

l A . PooL BYPAss 

A relatively small cave branches off the main tunnel. If 
the characters are shadowing Droki. read the following 
boxed text aloud to thc players. 

Droki stands before a tall yet narrow crack in the wall. 

He stares at the crack for a moment, then Jeans down 

and rummages among the fungi, cackling with glee as 

he plucks a short mushroom and eats it whole. As he 

finishes the last bite, you see him shrink down to a doll's 

size, then run into the crack. 

The far sidc of the small cavern has a narrow crack 
in the wall surrounded by patches of pygmywort and 
bigwig mushrooms (ld 10 + 10 of each). The crack forms 
the emrance of a narrow. naturally-formed tunnel. 

lB . B U PPIDO'S L AIR 

The derro Buppido discovered the Whorlstone Tunnels 
momhs ago but never dared to explore beyond the first 
couple of chambers. Hc scllled in this area and erected 
a grisly altar to himself. to support the delusion that 
he is a god. 

If Buppido returns to Gracklstugh, he abandons the 
characters at the first opportunity and makes his way to 
this place. If he is her<> when the characters arrive, read 
the following boxed text aloud to the players. Modify the 
text as appropriate if I3uppido isn't prescnr. 

C ll AP rt k I I GRAC Kt STUr.ll 

As you venture 1nto the cavern, a stench of rotting meat 

rises The floor IS carpeted with humanoid remains in 

varying stages of decomposition, arranged in a spiral 

pattern around the cave's center. An off-key humming 

comes from a hunched figure working busily at 

somethmg on the floor. 

"Oh, there you are!" The figure is Buppido. He wipes 

his hands on h1s vest and smiles vic1ously. "I didn't 

expect you to find me here, with my shrine nearly 

finished! And power! My faithful are finally honoring me! 

Are you .. .? Yes. Yes, I sense that you are ready to receive 

my truth into your hearts!" 

The humanoid remains on the floor make the entire 
cavern difficult terrain. Characters can identify the 
remains as belonging to several derro. deep gnomes. 
and goblins, as well as a couple grimlocks. 

Buppido is a typical derro and attacks the characters 
regardless of their intentions. On his first turn, he uses 
a bonus act ion to channel the power of this "shrine," 
raising six ske letons to aid him. The undead assemble 
from the remains on the Ooor to form shambling, 
mismatched bodies. Each skclcton has two skulls. 
although this has no effect on its abilities. 

Buppido fights with insane confidence and seems 
surprised if the party defeats him. screaming incoherent 
last words about the end of the world. The skeletons 
fight until destroyed even if Buppido is defeated first. 

If Buppido was killed in Velkynvclve or at some 
point in the characters' travels through the Undcrdark, 
replace him with a carrion crawler feeding on the 
dead remains. 

D EVELOPMENT 

When the monsters are defeated, the ghost of a deep 
gnome named Pelek pokes its head up our of the ground, 
blinks, and then emerges fully. The ghost is friendly 
and tells the adventurers that Buppido killed him not 
too long ago. then chopped him into pieces to join the 
other body parts in the s hrine. Pelck explains how he 
was traveling from Blingdenstonc when he fell in with 
Buppido. He knows little about the Whorlstonc Tunnels. 

but he has observed a shrunken derro with a funny hat 
(Droki) entering and leaving the narrow tunnels. Pelek 
doesn't know about the pygmywort mushrooms. 

Pelck asks the characters to take one or more parts 
of him to Blingdenstone and bury his remains there. 
so that his spirit can rest. It's impossible to tell which 
body parts arc his. and looking around is a gruesome 
task that speaks loudly to Buppido's madness. Pelek 
recalls that the strange magic that pervades the tunnels 
animated one of his st>vered hands. and it scuttled away 
through one of the narrow tunnels. (Characters might 
encounter it in area 13.) Pelck points out that characters 
can recognize the hand bccau:>e it was wearing an 
obsidian ring. If the characters need more reasons to go 
to Blingdenstonc, Pelek adds that the svirfneblin who 
live there know many ways to the surface. 
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TREASURE 

Scattered around the floor are 10 gp. 11 sp, and a damp 

piece of lizard-skin parchment with the words "Worship 

Buppido" written in shaky Dwarvish. 

2. DISEASED POOL 

This pool is fed by a river that flows from the Darklake. 

The river carries many things from the subterranean 

lake. including the carcasses of countless creatures, 
fouling the pool (see the "Wborlstone Tunnels: General 

Features'" sidebar). 

The tunnel slopes down to the edge of a large pool that 

fills the cavern ahead. The opposite shore is nearly one 

hundred feet away, but nothing can be seen beneath the 

surface of the black water. 

The water is heated by a thermal spring and pleasantly 

warm. However, the pool is disease-ridden. Any creature 

that starts its turn in the water must make a DC 13 

Constitution saving throw. On a failed save. the creature 

is infected with cackle fever (see ''Diseases" in chapter 8 

of the Dungeon Master's Guide). Gnomes are immune. 

The characters can try to get around the pool without 

swimming it, by using magic or climbing along the 

walls. Climbing the slippery walls of the cavern requires 

a successful DC 13 Athletics check. On a failed check. a 

character falls into the water. 

3. P ARADE OF FOOLS 

Myconidsjourneying through the Underdark were 

attracted to the enriched fungal life in the Whorlswne 

Tunnels and made a stop here. They arc friendly, but 

there is something seriously wrong with them. 

The tunnel opens into a natural cave, wherein you see 

several fungal creatures dancing to a si lent tune. Three 

of them stand five feet tall, while the others are half as 

tall. One of the small ones stands apart from the rest, 

its movements not nearly as frantic. Hunched nearby 

are two larger creatures that resemble apes covered with 

mushroom growths and yellow mold. 

Characters who know anything about myconids know 

that myconids don't dance. If Stool is with the party. 

it points this out. This group is composed of three 

myconid adults and five myconid sprouts . Stool 

recognizes one of the sprouts the one not dancing

as his buddy. Rumpadump (see "Development"). The 

ape-like creatures are two quaggoth spore servants, 

and each one is covered with a patch of yellov .. • mold 

(see "Dungeon Hazards" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). Whenever a quaggoth spore servant is 

touched or takes damage, it releases a cloud of yellow 
mold spores until its mold patch is destroyed. 

The myconids are too swept up in their silent revelry 

to notice the characters. If the adventurers attack, the 

C ll APTER 4 I GRAC Kl.STUCll 

myconid adults fight frercely while the sprouts run and 

hide. The spore servants join the fray if either they or 

the myconids are threatened. Otherwise. they remain 

motionless. 

If the characters If} to communicate with the 

myconids. they relt>ase rapport spores so that everyone 
can speak telepathically. The leader of the myconids 

is an adult named Voosbur. who speaks on behalf 

of the others. Sharing thoughts with these sentient 

mushrooms is an odd and strangely intoxicating 

experience (and feels quite different than the rappon 

the characters might have shared with Stool). Voosbur 

happily tells the party how its ''troupe'' was attracted 

by the special mushrooms in these tunnels, and it tells 

the characters about the magical properties of the 

pygmywort and bigwig mushrooms. Voosbur further 

explains that the myconids didn't wander into this 

area, but arrived here by traveling ''through the Lady's 

dream." Voosbur describes "the Lady" as a powerful 

being that loves and guides all myconids. He offers to 
s hare "the Lady's gift" with the characters. allowing 

them to travel "through the Lady's dream·· as the 

myconids do. Characters who accept the offer gain 

Zuggtmoy's gift (sec the sidebar). 

If present, Stool tells the characters it has no idea 
what Voosbur is talking about. Additionally, Sarith 

Kzekarit starts to act erratically. trying to warn the 

characters away from the myconids, but unable to shake 

off the influence of Zuggtmoy's spores. 

The myconid sprout standing by itself is named 

Rumpadump. It sends a subtle warning as a feeling of 

distress through its own rapport spores in response to 

Voosbur's offer. saying that the other myconids aren't 

behaving right. 

ROLEPLAYING R UM PADUM P 

Rumpadump is as introverted as Stool is outgoing. 

preferring to hang back and not usc its rapport spores 

unless absolutely necessary. Whether Stool is present or 

not, Rumpadump can ~uide the characters tO Neverlight 

Grove (see chapter 5), where the sovereigns might know 

of a way out of the Undcrdark. However. the myeonid 

sprout is worried that Voosbur's "strange spores" might 

have infected the rest of the myconids back home. 

DEVELOP MENT 

Voosbur takes no offense if the characters refuse 

his offer to teach them how to travel "the Lady's 

dream.~ simply bidding them farewell as the myconids 

resume their dancing. If the characters have shown 

Rumpadump any kindness. it asks their permission 

to join the party. especially if Stool is present. At the 

same time. Sarith breaks away from the party w join 

the myconids. The drO\\ turns one last time ro give the 

characters a look of terror and despair before his face 

loses all expression. He and the dancing myconids then 

enter a mushroom patch and use the tree stride ability 

granted by Zuggtmoy's blessing to vanish from sight. 

XP AWARDS 

Award 50 XP to each char·acter if the party parlayed 

with the myconids. 



4. FUNGI T H ICKET 

:bis tunnel juncture is blocked by a thicket of fungi. 

: he th icket is an ecosystem unto itself, with its own 

challenges for those who wish to cross it. 

~de nse fung i fores t blocks your way, its tallest 

specimens growing some five feet high. Even as you 

assess the best way to pass through it, a hissing sound 

starts to rise-like uncounted tiny voices whispering in 

:ongues you don' t understand. 

~ ough creepy, the hissing sound is harmless, caused 

a ir whistling through perforated mushrooms in the 

.,·cke t of fungi. The characters can cross this area by 

')fcing their way through it , or by eating pygmy wort 

mush rooms tlrst to move through without disturbing the 

·"!er fungi present. If the characters are chasing Droki, 

uses the thicket to his advantage, eating a pygmywort 

sneak his way across. At reduced size, he leaves no 

C"a11 that normal-sized pursuers can fol low. 

Tiny creatures can move through the thicket at no 

.. nalty. For Small and Medium creatures, the thicket 

~ di fficult terrain. While in the thicket, Tiny and Small 

.-eatures have ha lf cover against Medium creatures 

'ld can hide. 

~ rea tur cs can negate the movemem penalty by 

--,rroying the fungi before c rossing the thicket. Each 

.; ;om-square area of fungi has AC 10 and 10 hit points. 

_ artack that deals fire damage has a 50 percent 

~ce of igniting a torchstalk mushroom (see "Fungi of 

~ Lnderdark'' in chapter 2). 

:-he first time a Small or larger character reaches the 

::..:mel intersection, two swarms of insects (centipedes) 

emerge from nests under the thicket and attack. Two 

..-~re swarms of insects (spiders) arrive on the second 

..nd of combat, plus another swarm of insects 

~mi p e des) on the third round. 

,e abundance of fungi in the thicket makes it easy 

~ o rage here. Among the common, inedible fungi are 

e following edible and exotic fungi, most of which are 

scribed in chapter 2: 

- :d6 barrclstalks 

• Jd6 bluecaps 

• :d6 patches of fire lichen 

• • d6 nightl ights 

• :d6 Nilhogg's noses 

• .d6 sheets of ripplebark 

• • d6 tim masks 

• ld6 rorchstalks 

• ld6 tongues of madness 

- id6 trillimacs 

• :d6 bigwigs (see "Faerzress-Suffused Fungi") 

• .:J6 pygmyworts (sec "Faerzress-Suffused Fungi") 

ZUCCTMOY'S GIFT 

A myconid with Zuggtmoy's gift can, as an action once 
per day, release a 20-foot-radius cloud of demon-tainted 
spores. Any other creature within the area that isn't already 
"blessed" with Zuggtmoy's gift must make a Constitution 
saving throw, with a save DC of8 +the myconid's 
Constitution modifier + the myconid's proficiency bonus. 
A creature that forgoes or fails the saving throw becomes 
infected. While infected with Zuggtmoy's gift, the creature 
gains the ability to cast a special version of the tree 

stride spell that has no components. This spell allows 
the infected creature to move through patches of mold 
and fungi instead of trees. Once it casts this spell, the 
infected creature can't cast the spell again until it finishes 
a long rest. 

Any creature infected with Zuggtmoy's gift has 
disadvantage on attack rolls against plant creatures. 
In addition, whenever an infected creature finishes a 
short or long res t, it must make a DC 15 Wisdom saving 
throw. On a failed save, the creature lapses into a state of 
euphoric bliss. While in this state, the creature can't take 
actions, bonus actions, or react ions, and must use all of 
its movement to dance and twirl about. At the end of its 
turn, the creature can repeat the saving throw, ending the 
euphoric bl iss effect on a success. 

A remove cwse or greater restoration spell rids a creature 
of Zuggtmoy's gift. 

R u M PAOUMP 
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5. RAUCOUS MESA 

This cham her was sculpted by faerzress with the side 

effect of trapping sound. 

The glow offaerzress sh1fts across th1s chamber as if 

pushed by an unseen wmd. It flows toward and around 

a large mesa and contmues to sp1ral upward, but the 

ceiling of the cavern is too dark and high to see. You hear 

murmurs and wh1spers commg from atop the mesa, 

which grow louder as you approach. Its stacked levels 

resemble steps in a st;urcase, but a ramp running from 

top to bottom provides an easy way up. 

Climbin~ the mesa reveals that its steps aren't 

concentric circles but the bands of a spiral, rising from 

the cavern floor to the mesa's top. 

The west wall has a noticeable crack leading to a 

narrow tunnel, which can be used as a shortcut to area 

7 if the c:haractcrs arc small enough to fit through it (see 

the "Whorls10ne Tunnels: General Features'' sidebar). 

Droki uses this narrow tunnel on his travels. 

Characters at the top of the mesa hear the murmur 

of the chamber more clearly, and can recognize it 

as disparate sounds. They hear the rhythmic clank 

and roar of Gracklstugh's forges, the low rumble of 

Themberchaud's displeasure. the mad screaming of 

derro, and even hints and snatches of conversations. 

The fnerzrcss in this place echoes the sounds produced 

in Gracklstugh above. creating a storm of noise. 

A character can use an action to focus on specific 

sounds but must make a DC 12 Wisdom saving throw, 

taking 7 (2d6) p~yrhic damage on a failed save. or half 

as much damage on a successful one. A character who 

fails the saving throw by 5 or more gains one level of 

madness (see ''Madness" in chapter 2) as his or her 

mind is overwhdmed hy what is heard. 

A character who exceeds the saving throw DC by 5 or 

more can ask one question about Gracklstugh that can 

be answered by overhearing any sound or conversation 

occurring within the previous tcnday in the city above or 

in the Whorlstone Tunnels. This can include discovering 

Droki's current location by following his insane 

mutterings. 

A character can focus on the sound in the chamber a 

number of times equal to his or her Wisdom modifier 

(minimum J). After that. the character no longer has the 

ability to tell sounds apart. 

6. DIRE DEN 

This small network of tiny grottos leads into one 

of the dens oft he Gray Ghosts, but it is the current 

residence of a warped creature called the Spider King. 

The characters must travel through narrow tunnels to 

reach this area (sec the ''Whorlstone Tunnels: General 

Features" sidebar). 

The glow of faerzress m these tunnels reveals sticky white 

strands clmging to the walls. The strands become more 

dense as you move farther in. 

The northeastern cave is the lair of the Spider King - a 

two-headed giant spider warped by demonic influences 

into a vaguely humanoid shape. This horrific creature 

uses the giant spider stat block with the following 

modifications: 

• The Spider King has 44 hit points, a passive Wisdom 

(Perception) score of 14. a Wisdom (Perception) mod

ifier of +4, and the following saving throw bonuses: 

Constitution ~ 3. Wisdom +2. 

Because of its two heads. the Spider King has advan

tage on Wisdom (Perception) checks and on saving 

throws against being blinded, charmed, deafened. 

frightened, stunned, and knocked unconscious. 

The Spider King s~>nses when intruders enter its 

domain and can't be surprised by them. Along with 

two normal giant spiders {its attendants). the Spider 

King waits in ambush. It moves to the entrance of its 

chamber in an attempt to keep the characters bottled 

up, while the two giant spiders approach along the walls 

and ceiling. getting into position above creatures on the 

floor. The Spider King and the giant spiders fight to the 

death. but they don't follow prey that flees. 

DEVEL OPME NT 

Sounds of combat here alert the duergar in area 7. 



- . GRAY GHOST GARDEN 

:-he Gray Ghosts use this chamber to grow a variety of 

f ngi for use in alchemical experiments. 

Double doors blocks the western tunnel. The doors 

...rt. made of thick zurkhwood and reinforced with 

rudely forged steel. The sturdy lock can be opened 

rh a successful DC 15 Dexterity check using thieves' 

-:>Is. A successful DC 20 Strength check will break the 

ors down. 

~he smell of rot is strong in this room, coming from a 

•rge depression at the center, where dozens of fungi of 

..,any species grow. A barreJ.shaped copper tank sits at 

·he edge of the pit. Attached to the tank •s a tall copper 

::llpe that arcs over the pit. Crates line one wall. 

llree duergar work here. They are members of 

~ Gray Ghosts who have been assigned gardening 

:.11). They attack as soon as they see intruders. lf the 

aracters arrive through the crack in the east wall (see 

t.mgi Pit"). they can hide among the fungi and try to 

' h the duergar by surprise. If the characters make 

t of noise in area 6 or force their way through the 

rs to the west, the duergar turn invisible and attack 

, ... oon as the characters arrive. 

.\tthe start of combat, two duergar usc their Enlarge 

100 while the third opens the valve on the copper 

"lk and aims its nozzle at the characters. During the 

ond round of combat on the same initiative count as 

,. ducrgar, the duergar alchemist from area 8 joins 

fight. Tf the other duergar fall. the alchemist turns 

tsible and tries to escape. 

ft !'GI PIT 
#> pit is 5 feet deep and filled with various kinds 

ungi. It is difficult terrain for Small and Medium 

atures, and Tiny creatures have half cover while 

~~d the fungi . 

.:. crack in the east wall forms the mouth of a narrow 

.nel that leads from the floor of the pit to area 6; see 

.. ·Whorlstone Tunnels: General Features" sidebar for 

re information on narrow tunnels. 

Ihe abundance of fungi in the thicket makes it easy 

f.~rage here. Among the common. inedible fungi are 

following edible and exotic fungi. most of which arc 

-..-ribed in chapter 2: 

- 1J6 barrelstalks 

- .ld6 bluecaps 

• U6 Nilhogg's noses 

• .d6 sheets of ripplebark 

- d6 timmasks 

• a6 torchstalks 

- ?d6 trillimacs 
• _ 6 bigwigs (sec -Faerzress·Suffused Fungi") 

• _ 6 pygmyworts (sec -Faerzress-Suffused Fungi-) 

character proficient and cquippt'd with a poisoner's 

an also collect ld6 doses of assassin's blood poison 

the fungi pit (see '·Poisons'' in chapter 8 of the 

4eon Master's Guide). 

, \ 
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SPRINKLER TANK 

The copper tank is a sprinkler used by the duergar 

to fertilize the fungi in the pit. The copper pipe that 

extends from the tank is lO feet long and can be turned 

so that its nozzle points in any direction. The nozzle is 

pointed toward the pit by default. 

Any creature can use an action to open or close a 

valve on the to:tnk, releasing a cloud of pungent fertilizer 

that fil ls <1 30-foot cube. The cloud grows 10 feet per side 

each round the valve remains open. The cloud has the 

sa me effect as a stinking cloud spell (save DC 12), but 

the effC'ct ends ld4 + 1 rounds after the valve is closed or 

the tank runs out of fertilizer. The tank contains enough 

fertilizer to spray for 10 rounds. 

As an action or a bonus action, a creature can turn the 

pipe 90 degrees in any direction. 



CRATES 

The crates along the north wail are made of zurkhwood 
and stacked 5 feet high, and climbing on top of them 

costs 5 feet of movement. Most of the crates are empty, 
but four of them contain harvested, edible fungi. Each 

crate of fungi weighs 50 pounds. contains the equivalent 

of 20 days of rations, and can be sold in Gracklstugh or 

another Underdark settlement for 25 gp. 

D EVELOPMENT 

If the characters keep any ducrgar alive for questioning, 

it takes a successful DC 16 Charisma (Intimidation) 

check to gain an answer to a single question. The 

characters can ask only three questions tota l before 

the surviving duergar become incoherent and start 

frothing at the mouth- a form of madness brought on by 

demon-tainted raerzress. Any spell or effect that cures 

indefinite madness also restores a duergar's sanity (see 

"Madness" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

T he duergar stationed here are tasked with protecting 

the fungi garden and helping the alchemist in his 

work. They use a trapdoor in area 8 to move bet ween 

the Whorlstone Tunnels and the Darklake Docks in 

GrackJstugh. They have been ordered not to explore 

the rest of the Whorlstone Tunnels, though their 

leaders sometimes go farther into the tunnels on 

unknown business. 

8. GRAY ALCHEMIST 

The Gray Ghosts have claimed this cave as both a safe 

house and a laboratory. where their alchemists can work 
in relative peace and isolation. 

This area is surprisingly clean and orderly, split into 

two levels connected by a ramp made from zurkhwood 

planks. The upper level contains a fu lly furnished 

laboratory, while the lower level has two bunk beds. The 

wall of the lower level is set with a closed door. 

Unless he is drawn to sounds of combat in area 7, a 
duergar a lchemist (see the sidebar) named Lorthio 

Bukbukken works on the upper level of this area. 

Lorthio's laboratory contains a work table. a desk, a 

case of shelves lined with vials, and a dome-shaped 
oven. All furnis hings are made of zurkhwood except the 

oven, which is made of stone. 

DU ERGA R A LCHEMIST 

A duergar alchemist carries two vials of acid and two flasks 
of alchemist's fire. It uses the normal duergar stat block 
but replaces the Javelin attack option with the following 
attack options: 

Acid Vial. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 20ft., 
one target. Hit: 7 (2d6) acid damage. 

Alchemist's Fire. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 
20 ft., one target. Hit: 2 (l d4) fire damage at the start of 
each of the target's turns. A creature can end this damage 
by using its action to make a successful DC 10 Dexterity 
check to extinguish the flames. 

CHAPTER 4 I CRACKLSTUGH 

The lower level is 10 feet below the laboratory and 

contains two bunk beds and two small chests, all made 

of zurkhwood (See "Treasure" below for information on 

the contents of the chests). The door is barred on this 

side and has closed peepholes at dwarf's-eye height. 

Opening the peepholes allows one to see into the room 

beyond. The bar is easily lifted from this s ide . but 

breaking down the door requires a successful DC 20 
Strength check. 

The room east of the door is empty except for an iron 

ladder that climbs 60 feet to a stone trapdoor embedded 

in the ceiling. The trapdoor is w1locked, and above it a 

narrow, spiraling tunnel leads to the Darklake Docks. 

D EVELOPMENT 

Sounds of combat here alert the duergar in area 7. They 

use their Enlarge actions before heading this way. 

TREASURE 

If the characters spend 1 hour ransacking the lab, they 

can assemble two herbalism kits, one poisoner's kit, and 

ten healer's kits. In the (unlocked) zurkhwood chests, 

they find ld6 vials of acid, ld6 flasks of alchemist's fire, 
two potions or healing, one potion of greater hc ~ aling, 

one potion or fire breath, and one potion of psychic 

resistance. 

Depending on whetJ1er or not Droki delivered his 

parcel and took his payment. the desk contains either a 

lump of black metal or a holy symbol of Laduguer made 

of mithral (see "Finging Droki"). The desk also holds 

alchemical recipes scrawled in Dwarvish on torn strips 

of parchment. A character who studies these scraps for 

an hour and succeeds on a DC 15 Intelligence (Arcana) 

check can piece together the for mu las for crafting vials 

of acid and flasks of alchemist's lire. The character can 

gather enough ingredients in the laboratory to craft ld4 

of each. The character who knows the recipe and bas 

the proper ingredients can craft a vial of acid or Bask of 

alchemist's fire in 1 hour. 

A character who searches the desk and s ucceeds on 

a DC 12Jntelligence (Investigation) check also finds 

a letter hidden in a secret compartment. The letter is 
written in Dwarvish on a patch of lizard hide: 

I don't need your poison anymore. I' ll dE:a l with Werz 

Saltbaron myself. Bring me an elf blade, one with the 

swirlies carved on the steel, and I'll forget you failed 

me. And I don't want to see any of your goons near my 

post. The captain is poking around, and I could use a 

scapegoat. 

- Gorglak 

If the characters capture Lorthio and question him 

about the letter. he reveals one of the fol lowing bits of 

information each time a eha ract·er succeeds on a DC 13 

Charisma (Intimidation) check: 

• Gorglak is a warrior of the Stone Guard stationed at 

one of the outer gates near the Dark lake District. 

Gorglak is an avid collector of wei rd weapons. 

Gorglak is easily bribed. 



:'\P AWARDS 

.. t'~t>nting Gorglak's letter to Captain Errde Blackskull 

rns each character 50 XP for retrieving evidence of 

•ruption within the ranks of the Stone Guard. 

Q. FOUNTAIN OF EVIL 

t- ul water from the Darklakc spills into this cave. 
rm1ng a pool. See the "Whorlstonc Tunnels: General 

Features" sidebar for the effects of drinking foul water. 

Th · <·eiling in this cave is 80 feet high. 

The chamber splits into two paths surrounding a large 

pool. filled by water trickling from stalactites along the 

ce•hng The western path forms a ramp above the pool's 

surface, while the eastern path runs level with the water 

nd continues into a tunnel opening. The water turns 

darker toward the center of the pool, where it transforms 

--om a gentle swirl into a churning vortex. 

.,\water we ird bound to the pool years has been 

ruptcd by the demonic influence infecting these 

1 nels. turning it evil and giving it a dark hunger. 
he westt>rn path slopes upward to a maximum height 

0 feet above the pool's surface. If the characters take 

upper path, the water weird attacks them when 

\ ar<" 30 feet above the surface of the pool, as it was 

~nd here to protect the path leading to area 16. The 

tcr weird can command the pool's water to erupt 

a geyser, effectively lifting the water weird up to 

e haracters' level and putting them within its reach. 

,\n} character the water weird successfully grapples 

dropped in the pool, taking no damage from the fall. 

c pool is 30 feet deep in the middle and 5 feet deep 

r the shore. 
I the characters follow Droki into this chamber. they 

h1m sneaking carefully along the eastern path. 

Th ~ ran attempt to follow him with a group Dexterity 

~lth) check contested by the water weird's passive 

\ -.dom (Perception) score. If more than half the 

racters fail the check, the water weird notices them 

d auacks. Tf the characters are attacked by the water 

1rd while following Droki. the wily derro realizes he's 

n~ shadowed and makes a run for it. 

10. CULTIST PENS 

The in.,ane derro cullists have been buying cave bears 

from Cnderdark hunters and smuggling them through 

Gracklstugh. For what purpose is anyone's guess. 

A large gate made of iron bars blocks the northwest 

entrance and is usually locked. Orw of the derro 

cultists carries the key. The lock cau be opened with a 

successful DC 15 Dexterity check using thieves' tools. 

A creature with a Strength of20 or higher can force the 

gate open with a successful DC 25 Strength check. 

The first thing you notice as you enter the room IS a 

heavy, unpleasant musk in the a1r, coming from cages 

assembled from scrap iron on both sides of the chamber. 

A spiral path circles into the center of the room, marked 

off by small stone pylons. 

Two derro stand by a large cauldron in front of a tent 

near the cave's center. Both are talking whi le apparently 

ignoring each other. In the cages, three hulking brown 

bears appear to be resting . 

The two der ro (see appendix C) are cultists. One of 

them is complaining about ~the master" while the 

other talks about something he once fished out of 

the Darklake. 
The three cave bears (usc the polar bear statistics) 

are alert, despite appearances to the contrary. 

Characters hoping to sneak past them must succeed 

on Dexterity (Stealth) checks contcslt:d by the bears' 

passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 13. On their first 

turn. the cultists move to free the bears. Each cage is 

closed with a simple bolt that can be unlatched with an 

action. Once the first two bears are set free. the third 

bear breaks out of its cage on its own. 
A crack in the south wall leads to a narrow tunnel that 

wends toward area 12. Medium and larger creatures 

are too big to fit through this narrow tunnel (see the 

''Whorlstonc Tunnels : General Features" sidebar). 

SPIRAL PATH 

This path helps to channel the ritual magic the cultists 
use to tame the cave bears. Though the ritual is 

currently inactive. the area radiates a faint aura of 

enchantment under the scrutiny of a detect magic spell. 

TREASURE 

inside the tent are two flea-ridden bedrolls. a zurkhwood 

bucket containing edible fungi (the equivalent of two 

days of rations), and a wineskin full of Darklake Stout. 

11. Q UAS IT P LAYGROUND 

Some of the cult's more powerful derro savants keep 

quasits as familiars. and the wee demons discovered 
this tunnel network. They use the tunnels as shortcuts 

to deliver messages across the areas of the Whorl stone 

Tunnels controlled by the cultists. or simply to hide from 

their duties. Shrinking down allows the characters to 

more easily navigate Litis area. 
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The narrow tunnel is lit by the same dim, ambient light 

found throughout th1s complex. Ahead. you hear the 

high· pitched cackling of several creatures. 

four quasits are wrestling each other farther along in 
the tunnel. If they notice the characters. they attack. 

When two quasits arc reduced to 0 hit points. the two 
remaining ones turn invisible and flee. However. they 
make enough noise in doing so for the characters to 

follow them by sound. If any quasit escapes. the cultists 
in ar<'a 12 <'an'r b<' surprised and prepare an ambush. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters manage to capture and interrogate 
a quasit. the creature readily surrenders the name of 
Narrak- th<' dc·rro savant leading the cultists in the 
Whorlstone Tunnels (sec· area 12). In exchange for 
its life, the- quasit reveals that the cult plans to curse 
Cracklstugh's ston<> giants with madness as a means to 
sowing chaos in the city. 

XPAWARDS 

Each character earns a special award of 50 XP if the 
party learns of arrak's plans from a quasit. 

12. CULTIST HI DEOUT 

Droki enters this cavern from the east. via a narrow 
tunnel that comes up through a crack in the cavern floor 
(see the "Narrow Tunnels" section of the "Whorlstone 
Tunnels: General Features" sidebar). 

West of the cavern is a shrieker that serves as an 
alarm sy<;t<>m (s<'<' "Fungi Patches'') and a pit trap 
(see "Trap"). 

The smell of bums tone and foul chemicals emanates 

from thts large chamber. The light of campfires shows 

a natural platform where five derro are droning a 

cacophonous chant. A two-headed dog stirs ins1de a 

cage, wh1le another derro nearby plays with a crossbow 

and watches the dog nervously 

A green glow nses suddenly from a magic circle at the 

center of the platform, where a small humanoid statue 

is the focus of the chantmg ritual. As you watch, a lump 

sprouts from the statue's neck, enlarging and reshaping 

itself with each unholy verse to take the form of a 

second head. 

Narrak, a dcrro savant, belongs to a fringe group within 
the Council of Savants using demonology as a path 
to power. Sinre tht' arrival of the demon lords, he has 
gathered and bullied several apprentices to participate 
in rituals aimed to sow chaos in Gracklstugh. Narrak 
knows the stone giants art> a pillar of the Deepking's 
power, and that cursing them with Dcmogorgon's 
madness will be an appropriate first step toward 
delivering the entire city to the demon lord. 

The cage by the tunnel holds a deatb dog, watched 
over by a nervous derro cultist. Atop the platform, 
Narrak and four more derro cultists are performing 
a ritual around the statue at its center. (Statistics for 
Narrak and the derro can be found in appendix C.) The 
cultists' chanting is punctuated with arrak calling out 
the name -oemogorgon!" Also atop the platform. resting 
comfortably in an fungi-filled alcove (and injtially out of 
the party's view). is Narrak's bodyguard-a female e ttin 
named Grula-Munga. 



When intruders appear. the cultists cease their 
chanting and take up positions along the edge of the 
platform as Grula-Munga rises to her feet and picks up 
her weaponl>. At the same time. the cultist standing next 
to the cage releases the death dog. arrak continues hls 

part in the ritual until the characters kill the death dog 
or one of the cultists. at which point he joins the banJe. 
The door to the death dog's cage is held shut with a 
~•mple clasp and requires an action to open. 

If any of the quasits escaped from area 11. they warn 
the cultists that intruders are near. Otherwise. the 
C'haracters might catch the cultists by surprise. The 
quasits remain invisible and stay close to arrak. 

FuNGI PATCHES 

Fungi is rampant throughout this area. growing in large 
patches on the floors and walls. 

Two thick fungi patches grow by each wall in the 
western tunnel. Clinging to the north wall is a sbrieker 
rhat party members can recognize with a successful 
DC 12 l ntelligence (Nature) check. The shrickcr starts 
,creaming as soon as anyone comes within 30 feet of it. 

The crack in the floor by the cast wall is surrounded 
) a thick fungus patch that is difficult terrain for Small 
~nd Medium characters, and provides half cover for Tiny 

reaturcs. Growing among tht> l'ommon fungi are 2d6 
igwigs and 2d6 pygmyworts. 

PLATFORM 

.,.he cavern floor rises to form a natural 5-foot-high 

•latform. A glowing ritual circle dominates the top of 
ne platform. Any non-derro that enters or touches the 
ircle must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw 
•r gain one level of madness (see ''Madness .. in chapter 

2. Whether the save succt>eds or fails, the creature can't 
.e affected by the circle in this way again. In addition. 

110n-evil creatures within the circle have disadvantage 
•n attack rolls and saving throws. 
The statu<' within the ritual circle is 2 feet tall. weighs 

!00 pounds. and looks vaguely like a crouching stone 
~iant with a lump on its neck where a second head is 
beginning to form. The statue is engraved with profane 
... ,mbols, with the name "Dorhun" scribed in Dwarvish 
~to its back. A successful DC 16 intelligence (Arcana 
r Religion) check allows a character to recognize the 

nrofane symbols as being related to Dcmogorgon. 
A search of the platform uncovers a similar but broken 

,tatue near a locked iron chest and a pile of books 
... ee ~Treasure .. for more information on the chest and 
b .aks). The broken statue is similar to the statue in 
rl e circle. except it has the name "Rihuud .. carved into 
x-. back and its second head is fully formed. If Rihuud 
.... dead. the broken statue turns 10 dust when the 

aracters touch it. 1 f the characters spared Rihuud's 
life. a successful DC I 2 I ntclligence (Arcana or Religion) 
check reveals that the second head is a conduit for the 
urse·s magic. and that removing it and returning it to 

">tOnespeaker Hgraam in Cairngorm Cavern will allow 
tte elder giant to end Rihuud's curse. 

TRAP 

The tunnel west of this cavern contains a hidden pit (see 
.. Sample Traps" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Mascer's 

Guide). Debris conceals the lid. which is made of thin 
zurkhwood that breaks when a creature weighing 50 
pound~ or more steps on it. (A character of reduced 
size might not weigh enough to break the lid.) The pit 
is 10 feet deep. and its floor is CO\'Crcd by a patch of 
green slime (see ''Dungeon Hazards .. in chapter 5 of the 
Dungeon Master's Guide). Any creature that falls into 
the pit takes ld6 bludgeoning damage and automatically 
fails its Dexterity saving throw to avoid the slime. 

TREASURE 

If the characters return the broken statue (or. at the 
very least. its second head) to Stonespeaker Hgraam, 
he gives them an emerald worth 500 gp as a reward, as 
wel-l as his promise to vouch for them in anything they 

seek to accomplish in Gracklstugh. 
Narrak has a key around his neck that opens the lock 

on the iron chest. which can also be picked with thieves' 
tools and a successful DC 17 Dexterity check. The 
chest contains a jar of Keoghtom's ointment and a small 
leather bag containing 45 gp and IS sp. 

The books have pages made from trillimac caps (sec 
"Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 2). They contain 
the mad scribblings of Narrak and his fellow dcrro 
savants. A character proficient in Arcana, Investigation. 
or Religion can spend 8 hours poring through them: 
subtract ld4 hours if the character reads Dwarvish. 
At the end of this time. the character knows that the 
books outline two rituals: one that causes a one-headed 
creature to sprout a second head, and another that 
allows the grafting of a severed head onto a living 
creature. The notes fail to mention that the ritual's 
caster must be suffering from some form of madness to 
perform either ritual successfully. 

Tucked in one book arc two scrolls: one that bears 
a list of six stone giant names (including Rihuud's and 
Dorhun's) and another that is actually a letter written in 

broken Dwarvish: 

Narrak-

Need more scrolls! Stonespeaker Hgraam has traps traps 

traps. But Droki IS wily too and very small! I can hear talk, 

and in talk they say names, and I hear names and write 

names and g1ve you names so you give me time. But you 

have to g1ve me more scrolls. Magicky spelly scrolls! 

-Drok1 

XPAWARDS 

Award 100 XP to each character for discovering 
Demogorgon's influence on the cultists. 

The characters can complete a quest by turning over 

the books. scrolls. and letter to Errde Blackskull. Award 
150 XP to each character when they deliver the items. 
If the characters ask Errde about Narrak. she tells them 
that he was a junior member of the Council of Savants. 

C UAPTER -1 I CRACK! STUOH 
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13. D UM PI NG P IT 

Victims of Narrak's experiments arc dumped here. 
Exposure to the fac~rzrcss has begun to animate 

the corpses. 

This cavern is one enormous pit that reeks of death and 

decomposed flesh. The glow of fauzress is everywhere, 

seeming to flow like fog around dark shapes shambling 

across the pit floor A smgle derro watches from atop a 

lS·foot-high ledge. A crack in the southeast wall of the 

pit leads to a narrow tunnel and is flanked by mounds of 

fungi and offal. 

The pit is 15 feel d<"cp, and the kdge that overlooks 
it is lined with pointy bits of scrap metal to make any 
climbing attempt perilous. A creature trying to reach 
the top of the ledge must succeed on a DC 12 Strength 
(Athletics) check. On a failed check, a creature lakes 3 
(ld6) s lashing damage and remains in the pit. The pit's 
floor is difficult terrain due to the many corpses and 
body parts strewn around. 

A single derro stands on the ledge overlooking the 
pit, which contains seven shambling zombies-three 
ducrgar and four grim locks. The grim lock zombies 
are drawn to noise. while the duergar zombies attack 
any living creatures they see in the pit. Meanwhile. 
the derro uses its crossbow to take shots at any living 

creatures it sees. 
A c rawling claw wearing an obsidian ring on one 

stubby finger (see "Treasure~) lurks amid the offal 
mounds. These mounds are difficult terrain to Small 
and Medium creatures, and the fungi growing atop 
them provide cover to Tiny creatures. The shriveled 
gray hand once belonged ro Pelek the svirfneblin (see 
"Development"). 

The crack in the southcnst wall between the mounds 
leads to a narrow, meandering tunnel. the floor of which 
is sunk below a foot of foul water. See the "'Wborlstone 
Tunnels: General Features" sidebar for rules on narrow 
tunnels and foul water. 

TREASURE 

Faerzress has transformed Pelek's obsidian ring into a 
single-use magic item. When a living c-reature puts it on. 
the ring disappears, and the creature's skin becomes 
as hard as obsidian for the next hour. For as long as 
the effect lasts. the creature gains the benefit of a 
stoneskin spell. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters capture and interrogate the derro, he 
talks willingly if they agree to spare him. He knows as 
much as the quasits in area 11. 

Killing the crawling claw and burying its remains in 
Blingdenstone lays Pelek's spirit to rest (see area lb). 

14. OBELISK 

The Gray Ghosts believe that the mysterious obelisk in 
this cavern is an import ant source of magical power, 

CH\I'IUR ~I CRi\CKl.SI"UGH 

and they are intent on rebuilding it. The obelisk was 
broken long ago. However. shards of the obelisk that 
appear throughout the Undcrdark are magically 
absorbed into it as soon as they touch its metal surface. 
The leaders of the Gray Ghosts are obsessed with 
finding missing shards and completing this monolith. 
but not even they know what will happen when the 
obelisk is made whole again. 

After a steady upward climb, the tunnel opens into 

a huge, well·l•t chamber. The glow offaerzress and 

bioluminescent fungi compete with shafts of white light 

that fall upon naturally formed shelves along the walls as 

well as a rocky mesa at the center of the cavern. Crudely 

formed ramps connect the different levels of the mesa 

up to the height of its two topmost tiers, which are linked 

by a sturdy bridge. Atop one of those tiers sits a large red 

egg. Atop the other stands a so.foot-tall obelisk made of 

smooth black metal with a few noticeable imperfections, 

as though small parts of it were somehow chipped away. 

A female derro stands close to the obelisk, gently 

patting and stroking its surface. The obelisk flashes 

once, the glow of faerzress around the cavern flaring in 

response. The derro squeals with glee as she snatches an 

object up from the ground, then writes something down 

in a small notebook. 

The chamber is brightly lit, as if by sunlight. The 
sunlight is just a natural trick caused by crystal growths 
reflecting and amplifying the light of the bioluminescent 
fungi growing on the walls. The characters realize this 
if they climb near the ceiling of the cavern, where the 
optical trick is easy to discern. 

The different levels of the mesa arc separated by 
10-foot-high cliffs. Climbing a cliff requires a successful 
DC 12 Strength (Athletics) check. Pliinki. a mad 
derro savant (see appendix C), stands atop of the 
mesa. Hidden on a shelf above the cavern's entrance, 
a spectator tasked with guarding this area sees the 
characters as soon as they walk 15 feet into the cavern. 
The spectator screeches an alarm and attacks, killing 
non-derro with glee. As it fights. it projects telepathic 
ramblings into the characters' minds, mostly dealing with 

how exciting it is to havt> intruders to kill and how even 
more exciting things will be when the obelisk is complete. 

Pliinki shouts crass obscenities at the characters in a 
raspy voice while commanding the spectator to dispose of 
them. Both she and the spectator fight ro the death. 

OBELISK 

Made from a black metal of alien origin, this monolith is 
perfectly smooth except for the cracks and chipped-off 
edges where it was splintered by some unknown force. 
The obelisk is IS feet per side at its base, stands 50 feet 
tall, and tapers slowly to a pyramidal cap. 

Any character proficient in Arcana can tell that the 
obelisk's fractures arc leaking quasi-magical energy. 
The character further understands that feeding magical 



nergy into the obelisk might activate its latent magic. 

pending a spell !>lOt of any level while touching the 

.Jelisk activates it and telcports everyone on the mesa 

a location in the Undcrdarkjust outside the northwest 

~te ofGracklstugh. 

The character who expended the spell slot knows the 

teleport effect can be repeated. but that this power is 

only temporary a fluke due to the recent disruption of 

faerzress throughout the Underdark. Both the potency 

and the nature of the effect could change within a week 

r two. and this teleport effect likely hears no relation to 

e obelisk's actual purvose. 
If the characters took the lump of metal from Droki or 

,. Gray Ghosts. they notice the obelisk is made from 

• same material. If the lump is touched to the obelisk. 

ts instantly absorbed, repa iring a crack on its surface. 

RED DRAGON ECG 
-he egg atop the northeast mesa is Hn unhatched dragon 

1!g that the Gray Ghosts stole from the Keepers of 

1e Flame. The 4-foot-tall, 3-foot-diameter egg weighs 

0 pounds. and without fire to keep it warm. the egg 

-n't hatch. Tf and when the egg does hatch, a red 

dragon wyrmling emerges and bonds with the first 

.. ,.ature it see!>. 

TREASURE 

The derro savant carries a single gold coin. a stick of 

harcoal. and a battered notebook with pages made 

fr m trillimac (see "Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 

_ The coin is a shilmaer, an ancient gold coin traded 

among surface elves. The notebook contains Dwarvish 

\\ruing. specifically a long list of random items. mostly 

c:c ns and jewelry. There are no dates. but some entries 

a1 pear in different handwriting. The last entry describes 

tl: Mmiraculous" appearance of the gold coin. 

DEVELOPMENT 
If the characters capture and interrogate Pliinki. 

:Jo laughs at their folly as she tells them that the 

\\ horlstone Tunnels are n ow h~r e nea r the surface. She 

b lieves the obelisk was hidden here by Diirinka, the 

rro god, and that it contains "unimaginable power." 

F inki and her fel low savants hope to harness the 

elisk's power and use it to conquer Gracklstugh. 

If the characters take the dragon egg to 

T~embc r chaud, he destroys it and rewards the party 

.h a magical potion or oil plucked from his hoard. 

f he characters return tht> egg to the Keepers of the 

F ame. Gartokkar Xundorn promises them safe passage 

rough Gracklstugh if they mention nothing about the 

~~to Themberchaud. 

XPAWARDS 

T "mg the coin and the notebook to VIsa Henstak in the 

de Bazaar fulfills her quest and earns the characters 

1 0 XP each. 
lithe characters describe the obelisk to Gartokkar 

Xundorn, he assumes that is what the Gray Ghosts are 

, ng to wreak havoc in Gauntlgrym and dispatches 

orce to study it. Each character earns 100 XP for 

mpleting the task set for them by the Keepers. 

" ·ard each character an additional 150 XP if the parry 

deliver.; the red draJ,!on eJ,!J,! to either the Keepers or to 

Themberchaud. 

14A. FUNGI- COVERED D OORS 

A set of doubk doors arc hidden by a patch of fungi that 

includes 2d6 bigwiJ,!s and 2d6 pygmyworts. Characters 

wcc;;t of the doors muo;t succeed on a DC IS Wisdom 

(Perception) check to notice the doors behind the fungi. 

The doors are fashioned from planks of zurkhwood and 

barred from the cac;;t side. A successful DC 20 Strength 

check allows a character to brcttk through the doors, but 

this alerts the derro -;avant and the spectator in area 14. 

LEAVING GRACKLSTUGH 
The charact(·rs can gnin the means to leave the city

and inf o rm<~ti o n to guide them on their journey-from 

a number of different sources. depending on the NPCs 

they interac:l with and the quests they undertake. 

Errclc Blackc;;kull is true to her word. nnd she lets the 

characters It" ave the <· ity frrcly if they fulfilled the tasks 

she set for them. Working for Themberchaud or the 

Keepers of the f lame leaves the characters in a position 

where they can at least avoid arrest in the city. 

Deciding the next step for the characters depends on 

what information or quesrc;; the characters picked up in 

GracklstuJ,!h. Heading for 1t>verlight Grove (see chapter 

5) or Blingden'itone (sec c-hapter 6) are the obvious next 

steps. ac; both places hold the promise of a route to the 

surface world. Alternatively, the characters can try their 

luck in the Labyrinth or the Wormwrithings. 

Some of the quec;ts the <'haractcrs complete have the 

potential to change the power structure of Graeklstugh. 

For example, aiding Emit> Blackskull and the Stone 

Guards mi~ht grant the tharactcrs the privilege of an 

audience with Kin!l Horgar Steelshadow Vat some 

later time. If the chara<·tcrs press Errde. Gartokkar, or 

S10nespeaker IIJ,!raam for a meeting with the Decpking. 

use the following section to run an encounter in the 

Deepk ing's palace. 



HOLD OF THE D EEPKING 
The Hold of the Deepking stands south of Laduguer's 
Furrow and north ofThemberchaud's lair. When the 
characters first lay eyes on it, read the following boxed 
text aloud to the players. 

The Hold of the Deepking is a dark and foreboding 

edifice lodged between two great columns that rise 

up into thick clouds of smoke that conceal the cavern 

ceiling. Giant basalt braziers filled with molten lava bathe 

the palace facade in a hellish glow. and the thick stone 

walls bristle with iron turrets and battlements. 

There appears to be no one guarding the palace, but 
this is an illusion. All of the palace guards are invisible, 
and characters who observe the palace for some time 
can hear ducrgar guards in heavy armor marching 
to and fro. 

Two hundred invisible duergar Stone Guards (see 
appendix C) protect the palace and its king. Fifty stand 
at altention in perfect rows before the palace. ready 
to cut down anyone who approaches the palace gates 
unescortcd. Another fifty watch from the turrets and 
battlements. One hundred more stand guard in the 
palace and comprise the Deepking's honor guard. 
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AUDIENCE WITH THE DEEPKING 

Characters who befriend Stonespeakcr Hgraam or 
complete quests for Errde Blackskull or Gartokkar 
Xundorn can use their newfound influence to gain an 
audience with the Deeplting. Characters escorted to the 
palace by llgraam. Errde. or Gartokkar arc admined 
inside and led past rows of invisible duergar guards w 

the Decpking's throne room. 

Lava pours down troughs cut into the black basalt walls 

of this vast hall. The heat is oppressive, and the air reeks 

of sulfur. Thick black columns support the heavy ceiling, 

and at the far end of the hall stands an iron throne atop 

a polished obsidian dais. A crowned duergar encased 

in armor sits on the throne. Next to him stands a royal 

consort wearing a gown made of gold coins. 

An invisible wall of force stands between the Deepking's 
dais and the characters. Whether the Deepking is of a 
mind to fight the demon lords is up to you. a lthough like 
many other duergar in the city, Horgar Steelshadow V 
has been touched by the demon lords' madness. Roll 
on the Indefinite Madness table in chapter 8 of the 
Dungeon Master's Guide to determine Horgar·s flaw. 

If the characters attack the Deepking. use the knight 
statistics in the Monster Manual to represent him, with 
the following modifications: 

• Horgar is lawful evil. 

He speaks Draconic, Giant, and Dwarvish. 
He has AC 20 and wears dwarven place. 

He has advantage on saving throws against poi
son, spells. and illusions. as well as to resist being 
charmed or paralyzed. 

• While in sunlight, he has disadvantage on artack 
rolls. as well as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 
rely on sight. 

• He has the Enlarge and Invisibility action options of a 
duergar (sec the Monster Manual). 

• He wearsg<wntlcts of ogre power, giving him a 
Strength score of 19 (+4). 

• He wields a +2 warhammer instead of a greatsword: 
+8 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 10 (ld8 + 6) 
bludgeoning damage, or 11 (ldlO + 6) bludgeoning 
damage if used with two hands. While Horgar is 
enlargerl, the damage increases to IS (2d8 -r 6) or 17 
(2dl0 + 6) bludgeoning damage. respectively. 

The Deepking's royal consort is a succubus in the 
guise of Shal, a female duergar. The succubus is a loyal 
servant of tht" demon lord Graz'zt (see appendix D). 
Her only task is to make sure no one tries to rid Horgar 
of his madness. The gown she wears was a gift from 
Horgar. It weighs 75 pounds and is worth 750 gp. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters expose the succubus as a fiendish spy 
and help restore Horgar's sanity. the Deepking becomes 
friendly toward them and tries to set them against the 
drow. whom he blames for the spreading madness. 



CHAPTER 5: NEVERLIGHT GROVE 

Communities of myeonids can be found throughout the 

Lnderdark. Thcst• intelligent. vaguely humanoid fungi 

lead lives of work and shared contemplation, providing 

shelter and safe passage to any who approach them 

peacefully. 

The relative isolation ofNcverlight Grove, its 

abundance of food and water. and the welcoming nature 

of its inhabitants might bring the characters here to 

rest, recuperate, and resupply. While in the grove, they 

"an consult with the colony's myconid sovereigns about 

possible ways back to the surface world. while enjoying 

J much-needed respite from the brutal and harrowing 

onditions of the Undcrdark. 

However, this particular myconid haven isn't as safe 

as it might appear. One of their sovereigns has faJlen 

under the sway of Zuggtmoy. the Demon Queen of 

Fungi, who wasted no tim~ building herself a stronghold 

in a colossal mushroom called Yggmorgus. There. 

she works on a malevolent scheme to claim all the 

Undcrdark as her domain. More and more myconids are 

slowly becoming unwitting thralls under her control. 

and characters who linger in cvcrlight Grove might 

find themselves in great peril. 

GOING TO 

NEVERLIGHT GROVE 
Because so few Underdark travelers have ever stumbled 

upon Neverlight Grove. it rarely appears on any maps. 

early all the routes leading to it are dangerous and 

difficult to navigate, although many streams flow into 

and through the grove. If the characters enter the 

general area of the grove and stay close to- or travel 

along-these waterways, they eventually find their way 



here. Alternatively, three of the party's companions can 

guide them to Ncverlight Grove. 

Stool, the character!>' fellow prisoner from chapter 

1, is a myconid sprout from the grove. captu red by the 

drow before Zuggtmoy began exerting her influence 

over the myconids here. Although not knowledgeable 

about the Underdark, Stool has an innate sense of 

where its home lies and can guide the party tOward 

it. Upon its return. Stool is greatly disturbed by 

the changes it encounters in the grove. Tt isn't well 

acquainted with either sovereign, but finds itself drawn 

toward Basidia. 

The former drow prisoner Sarith Kzckarit might 

also become the party's guide, owing to his extensive 

knowledge of the Undcrdark. Though the party doesn't 

realize it, Sarilh is infected with Zuggtmoy's spores. 

which now control his mind. lie tries to steer the party 

toward Neverlight Grove, citing it as a place of safety in 

which the adventurers can decide their next move. In 

reality, he unlknowingly leads the characters to become 

slaves of the Demon Queen of Fungi. 

If the characters already visited Gracklstugh, Sarith 

might have gone with the infected myconids in the 

Whorlstone Tunnels. lt>aving Rumpadump with the 

party. A myconid sprout traveling with a troupe of 

infected myconids, Rumpadump has avoided infection 

and can also lead characters to the grove. He also 

expresses concern that the corrupted spores of 

its previous traveling companions might have also 

infected its home. 

RAN DOM E NCO UNTERS 

Characters traveling to and from everlight Grove 

encounter evidence of Zuggtmoy's growing influence 

in the region. Whenever the party is within four days of 

Neverlight Grove. use the Encounters around Neverlight 

Grove table instead of the random encounter tables in 

chapter 2 to determine what. if anything, they encounter. 

ENCOUNTERS AROUND NEVERLIGHT GROVE 

d20 Encounter 

1-8 No encounter 

9 16 Fungi patch (see below) 

17- 18 1d4 nothics 

19-20 1 chasme demon crawling on the ceiling or 

1 vrock demon perched on a ledge (your choice) 

FUNGI PATCH 

If the characters are camped or resting. treat this 

encounter as "no encounter.'' Otherwise, the characters 

stumble upon a large fungi patch growing in a damp 

cave or tunnel. The fungi patch is difficult terrain 

and consists of many common but inedible species 

of giant fungi. Roll a dlO and consult the Fungi Patch 

Discoveries table to determine what else the characters 

find here. 

See ''Fungi of the Underdark'' in chapter 2 for more 

information on edible and exotic species of fungi. 

Entries marked with an asterisk are further described 

after the table. 
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FUN GI PATCH DISCOVER IES 

d20 Fungi or Creatures 

1d6 barrelstalks 

2 2d6 bluecaps 

3 1d3 carrion crawlers 

4 1d4 drow spore servants* (see appendix C) and 

1d4 quaggoth spore servants* 

5 Fire lichen growing near a thermal vent 

6 3d6 giant fire beetles 

7 1d4 myconid adults* 

8 1d6 nightlights 

9 1 otyugh hidden under a mound of offal 

10 Patch of brown mold (see "Dungeon Hazards" in 

chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) 

11 1d4 awakened zurkhwoods*' (see appendix C) 

12 2d4 sheets of ripplebark growing on the walls 

13 1 d4 s hriekers*' 

14 2d4 timmasks 

15 1d6 tongues of madness 

16 2d6 torchstalks 

17 2d6 tn lhmacs 

18 1d4 violet fungi 

19 2d4 waterorbs growing near a freshwate r spring 

20 1d4 zurkhwoods* 

Drow and Quaggoth Spore Servants. These spore 

servants tend the fungi patch on behalf of the myconids 

and ignore the party unless attacked or interfered with, 

in which case they defend themselves. 

Myconid Adults. These gentle creatures tend to the 

fungi patch and mind their own business, attacking 

only in self-defense. If the characters establish 

communication with the fungus folk and ask for 

directions to everlight Grove, the myconids offer to 

escort them to the grove and introduce them to their 

exalted leader. Sovereign Phylo. 

S entinel Mushroom s. These giant animated 

mushrooms guard the fungi patch, atiacking if they 

are harmed or if the characters try to harvest any of 

the fungi. 

Shriekers. The shrieking of these fungi has a 50 

percent of allracting a nearby chasme or vrock demon 

(your choice), which arrives ld6 + 4 rounds later and 

fights until killed. 

Zurkhwoods. There is a 50 percent chance that one 

of the zurkhwoods has ld4 + 4 st i rges nesting in its cap. 

The stirges are drawn to light sources. 

ARRIVING AT THE GROVE 
While many passages lead to everlight Grove. most 

are little more than narrow fissures riven by trickles 

of water. Only one natural tunnel is fit for relatively 

easy travel by Medium creatures, formed by a drying 

underground stream and dimly lit by glowing lichen. 

Upon entering the cavern of the grove, characters 

leave the horrors of the Underclark behind. They find 

themselves in a hidden enchanted place. strangely 

alien but serenely beautiful. The access tunnel 

opens above the grove's main floor. providing the 



characters a panoramic view of a mushroom forest 

that covers every surface including the ceiling- and 

illuminates the darkness with brilliantly colorful 

bioluminescent patterns. 

On the other side of this exotic forest. the cavern 

narrows into a ravine. In a cavern beyond the ravine. 

a glimpse of a majestic mushroom tower can be seen, 

although the poor light and a r ising mist makes it 

impossible to discern its details. 

DRow PuRSUIT IN NEVERLIGHT GROVE 

Though the characters don't know it yet. a drow scout 

patrol arrived in everlight Grove ahead of them. 

anticipatinj:( that the escaped adventurers might seck 

shelter among the myconids. Unfortunately for the drow 

scouts, an encounter with one of Zuggtmoy's servants 

led them to a grisly fate. See ar(•a 5, "The Garden of 

Welcome," for more information. 

While the cha racters remain in Neverlight Grove. 

their pursuit level remains unchanged, as llvara waits to 

hear from the missing patrol. The drow pursuit resumes 

when the party leaves the grove. See chapter 2 for more 

•nformation. 

IMPO RTANT N P Cs 

The adventurers might interact with the following 

characters and creatures in Nevcrlight Grove. 

NEVER LIGHT GROVE NPCs 

Sovereign Phylo 

Sovereign Basidia 

Loobamub 

Rasharoo 

Yestabrod 

Xinaya 

One o f the two ru lers of Neverlight 

Grove, in thral l to Zuggtmoy 

The other ruler of Neverlight Grove, 

free ofZuggtmoy's influence and 

suspicious of Phylo 

Leader of the Circle of Hunters. loyal 

to Basidia, with tasks for the party 

Leader of the Circle of Explorers and 

loyal to Basidia; knows of routes to the 

surface world 

Mutated leader of the Circle 

of Masters and Zuggtmoy's 

monstrous servant 

Drow scout trapped in a horrible fate 

A D AY I N N EVERLIGH T G ROVE 

The myconid way of life is simple, contemplative, and 

<.'yclical. Myconids work for eight hours farming their 

•ungi fields. scouting for resources. and maintaining 

rheir defenses. Afrer their labors. they spend eight hours 

tn telepath ic communion wit h each other in what they 

·all "melding." They then res! for eight hours before 

::.tarting the cycle anew. 

\1any of the myconids in the grove arc more 

,.~Lrovertcd than might be expected of their normally 

-.by species. Characters who communicate with the 

myconids byway of their rapport spores note that the 

realures seem to be preparing for a celebration of some 

~rt. proclaiming "The day of joy is nigh!" and exhorting 

others to "Rejoice in the true union that will meld us 

all!" These are the myconids affertccl by Zuggtmoy. 

and their behavior is cause for conccrn among rhe 

unaffected. including Sovereign Basidia and irs allies. 

Two SovEREI GNS 

Myconid communities normally have only a single 

sovereign - the largest among them. who stands 

alone and outside of any circle (sec below). Two years 

ago, Sovereign Basidia arrived in the grove with its 

two circles, and Sovereign Phylo welcomed the new 

myconids gladly. grateful for Basidia's offer to sha re 

the burdens of leading all the circles in the grove. The 

two sovereigns have been close fri(•nds ever since. 

sharing authority and responsibilities with no conflict. 

Each knows that an individual myconid has only so 

much time in the cycle of life. and that when both have 

passed, a single sovereign will take their place after 

their bodies are returned to nourish the soil. 

SovEREIGN 6ASIOI A 
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C I RCLES 

The circles in Neverlight Grove arc divided by 
spccializecl function, with each circle performing a 
specific rol<' in the colony. Seven circles are presem 
in the grove, each containing an average of twenty 
myconids the Circle of Hunters, the Circle of 
Explorers, the Circle of Sowers. the Circle of Builders, 
the Circle of Growers. plus the recently formed Inner 
Circle and Circle of Masters. Each circle gathers around 
a circle mound a pile of rocks and soil upon which 
mold, lichen, and mushrooms are encouraged to grow. 
The myconids of a circle gather around their own 
mound to meld and sleep. 

After becoming enth ralled by Zuggtrnoy, Phylo 
decided the myconids would meld exclusively within 
their own circle. and only the circle leaders would 
meld with the other circle leaders and the sovereigns. 
Phylo asserted that this would make all the circles ' 
meldings far more efficient, thereby making the tending 
oft he grove that much easier. Most of the grove's 
myconids have gone along with this new and unusual 
concept, swayed by Phylo's claims that a higher level of 
communal harmony will be achieved. 

Basidia believes that Phylo's separation of the circles 
is contrary to the unity and harmony of the myconid 
way of life, and that this segregation isolates individuals 
from the experiences of others outside their circle. 
Basidia has likewise expressed concern about the 
unnaturalness of the Inner Circle and the Circle of 
Masters. However. Basidia's views are either dismissed 
or ignored by Phylo and its allies, who zealously claim 
that exciting changes arc coming for the grove. 

A more recent development has Basidia even more 
disturbed when the adventurers arrive in everlight 
Grove. Yestabrod. the leader of the Circle of Masters, 
has not attended an Inner Circle melding for several 

ROLEPLAYING THE MYCONIOS 

Myconids lead lives completely unlike the experiences of 
any surface dweller. The only things they have in common 
with humanoids are the need for sustenance, the desire 
to live, and the joy of socialization, although they practice 
each of these things in different ways than humanoids. 
Truly alien creatures, myconids have difficulty telling Aesh· 
and-blood humanoids apart. 

Myconids are innocent about matters of ethics and 
morality, their lives centered on living fully each day and 
worrying little about the future and nothing at all about 
the past. Despite the communal nature of their existence, 
they are individuals with their own unique interests and 
distinct personal1t1es. They grav1tate toward simple, shared 
joys, living by the w1sdom and insight their melding 
provides. Because of their na1ve and sharing ways, as well 
as their fungal nature, they are extremely vulnerable to the 
corrupting inAuence of Zuggtmoy. 

The myconids of Neverlight Grove are beginning to reel 
from the Lady of Decay's mAuence, with many blissfully 
welcoming her madness, while others bravely try to resist 
it. Myconids affected by Zuggtmoy abandon the growth of 
life as the core of their being in favor of decay and death. 
More horrifying is that they do so with childlike innocence, 
reveling in the corrupt1on of all life with a sense of wonder 
and joy, unable to grasp the evil they have embraced. 
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days now. instead sending a representative (see "The 
Circle of Mast«>rs" in area 5). Times in Neverlight 
Grove are strange and worrisome indeed. 

MELDING 

Myconid~ share everything through melding. Rapport 
spores carry a tiny bit of all myconids to the other 
myconids in their circle, to be absorbed and reside 
within them, and creating a telepathic familial bond. 
When the myconids of a circle gather to meld. they share 
their individual insights. fears. hopes, and dreams. 

Through the melding. all myconidsjoin together to form 
the heart and soul of a colony. 

ZUGGTMOY'S INFLUENCE 

Initially weakened by the summoning ritual that 
wrenched her from the Abyss. Zuggtmoy found her 
way to Neverlight Grove, drawn by the strength of its 
fungal vitality. Upon her arrival, she quickly assessed 
the situation, realizing the shortest path to gain control 
of the grove would be to sway and corrupt its original 
sovereign to serve her until she recovered her strength. 

After being welcomed to the grove by Phylo. Zuggtmoy 
melded with the sovereign in secret, seducing it with 
the promise of a paradise for the mushroom folk if 
Phylo would lead them to become her followers on 
the Material Plane. Its mind completely lost inside the 
demon queen's insidiously mad vision, Phylo became 
enthralled by the promise of plentiful soil and moisture. 
perpetual rot. and beautiful transcendent dreams to 
be shared in a never-ending communal melding- all 
offered to the grove's folk as generous and wondrous 
gifts from the Lady of Decay. 

Everyday melding has now become a subtle 
ideological war between supporters of the two myconid 
sovereigns. Phylo is s lowly convincing the mushroom 
folk to follow the new path. Basidia and its dwindling 
supporters argue against the new way, even as they lose 
ground (and allies) each time the circles of the grove 
share consciousness. 

As more and more myconids unwittingly become 
vessels for Zuggtmoy's spores, Neverlight Grove 
becomes a more extravagantly festive place. The quiet, 
contemplative joy of the mush room folk's way of life 
is being inexorably replaced by decadent. enraptured 
euphoria and the madness that euphoria hides. 

NEVERLIGHT GROVE 
Population: 150 myconids and spore servams 
Gove rnment: Organized circles ruled by larger 

specimens called circle leaders: even larger 
specimens called sovereigns rule the emire colony 

Defe nse: Spore servants and awakened zurkhwoods 
Comme rce: None 
Organizations: Seven myconid circles: 

Zuggtmoy's servants 

Myconids have lived in Neverlight Grove for untold 
generations. experiencing little or no change in their 
lives until recently. ow their world is being altered 
faster than many of the fungus folk can keep up 



with-as is their world view, twisted by the chaotic and 

rorrupting influence of the Demon Queen of Fungi. 

Upon her arrival in the Underdark. Zuggtmoy found 

\everlight Grove and took up residence there. The 

myconids welcomed her. sealing their fate. Through 

telepathically shared dreams, corruption has taken root 

deep within the colony, warping the myconids' normally 

placid and peacf'ful nature into something restive and 

rapturous./\ few realize what is happening and try to 

resist. but internal strife is alien to the myconids they 

.viU not prevail without outside aid to save them. 

1. FUNGAL WILDS 

The myconids cultivate this stretch of wilderness as 

·heir first line of defense, crealing a living palisade. 

Fungal creatures and wild Underdark beasts form a rich 

ecosystem here. 

Pale cream and beige stalks grow thick and tall, 

resembling a surface world forest. Fungi grow in 

profusion everywhere, and it's hard to find anything 

resembling a path between them. The giant caps of 

zurkhwood mushrooms obscure your view of the 

cavern's ceiling, but luminescent fungi there give off a 

sh1mmering aura. With each step taken on the soggy 

ground, a rank scent of decay nses around you. 

CIRCLE OF HUNTERS 

\circle mound sits at the edge of the wilds but still 

illside them. It belongs to the Circle of Humers

myconids that pursue creatures in the wilds. l n spite of 

.heir name, the hunters don't kill their prey, but merely 

:rack down creatures that have died near the grove. The 

hunters bring the remains of such creatures back to be 

~eanimated by their sovereigns. until they are eventually 

allowed to rot and join the cavern's detritus bed. 

Loobamub. The circle leader of the hunters, th is 

:all and lean myconid shu res Basidia's concerns about 

Phylo's new way, though it is still capable of resisting 

?hylo's corrupted meldings when it joins with the Tnner 

:ircle. Loobamub keeps its opinions to itself, but its 

·ariness spreads to the other hunters when they meld. 

ementing their loyalty to Basidia. Loobamub redirects 

he spore servants and awakened zurkhwoods Phylo 

reates away from its circle's territory. 

Loobamub is happy to enlist the party's aid in dealing 

--ith a few unwelcome monsters that have found their 

ay into the fungal wilds. In particular. the circle leader 

..:sks the adventurers to kill a grick alpha and then take 

ts carcass to Basidia for reanimation. A shambling 

mound is also exhausting the soil in the grove and 

::eeds to be put down for the good of the colony. These 

encounters can occur wherever you wish. 

2. NORTHERN TERRACES 

-he terraces lining the northern wa lls are suffused with 

J..Jerzress. and the myconids reserve these a reas for 

ultivating certain fungi. 

Water trickling from the walls of this vast cavern are 

channeled into a crude but effective terraced irrigation 

system. A th1ck, sweet smell fills the air from the 

thousands of fungi of all colors and sizes, many glowing 

w1th a strange, inviting light. 

C IRCLE OF B u i LDERS 

This circle is found in thf' middle terrace. but its 

members travel to thf' top and the edges of the cave to 

harvest the resilient fungi used in their craft. 

Gasbide. The builders' circle leader is a pioneering 

would-be architect and a supporter of Sovereign Phylo. 

Already driven mad by Zuggtmoy's spores, Gasbide 

dreams of bizarre, elaborate structures no myconids 

would ever need, inspired by visions of Abyssal palaces. 

NEVER LICHT GROVE: GENERAL FEATURES 

Visitors encounter the following features th roughout 

Neverlight Grove. 
Underground Marsh. Water trickles into the large cavern 

from many places, forming terraces, pools, and streams. 

This creates an underground marsh ideal for the growth of 

fungi and the myconids. 
Abundant Fungi. Mushrooms, molds, and fungi grow 

in abundance in Neverlight Grove, creating a bizarre yet 

beautiful tapestry of color. 
Quiet Cacophony. Mycon1ds don't speak. They 

communicate telepathically by emitting their rapport 
spores. As a result, they live quiet lives. Strange music and 

singing echoes from the large cavern behind the grove, 

just loud enough to be noticeable. 
Otherworldly Light. Lummescent lichen grows across 

the cavern and spreads to the larger mushrooms, bathing 

the grove in soft hues of yellow, blue, and violet. Dim 

light suffuses the entire grove and lends the grove a 

dreamlike quality. 
Sentinel Mushrooms. To defend themselves, myconids 

have cultivated and guided the growth of awakened 

zurkhwoods (see appendix C) to serve as a kind of 

palisade around the grove. 
Zuggtmoy's Spores. This malevolent disease is spread by 

myconids transformed by Zuggtmoy's demonic influence 

(see "Myconids" in appendix C). 
A transformed myconid can release the spores in a cloud 

that fills a 10-foot·radius sphere centered on it, and the 

cloud lingers for 1 minute. Any flesh-and·blood creature 

in the cloud when it appears, or that enters it later, must 

make a Constitution saving throw. The save DC is 8 + 

the myconid's Constitution modifier+ the myconid's 
proficiency bonus. On a successful save. the creature can't 

be infected by these spores for 24 hours. On a failed save. 

the creature is infected with a disease called the spores 

ofZuggtmoy and also gains a random form ofindefimte 

madness (determined by rolling on the Madness of 
Zuggtmoy table in appendix D) that lasts until the creature 

is cured of the dtsease or dies. While infected in this way, 

the creature can't be reinfected, and it must repeat the 

saving throw at the end of every 24 hours, ending the 

infection on a success. On a failure, the infected creature's 

body is slowly taken over by fungal growth, and after three 

such fa iled saves, the creature dies and is reanimated as a 
spore servant if it's a type of creature that can be (see the 

"Myconids" entry in the Monster Manua~. 
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If Gasbide interacts with the characters using rapport 

spores. it demands descriptions of surface-world 
structures, bristling with an excitement seldom seen 

in myconids.ll asks for exasperatingly minor details 

such as the precise dimensions of bricks or the density 

of lumber. Gasbide reveals through the rapport that it 

dreams of building a fungal tower "even greater than 

Yggmorgus.'' lt hopes to break through the Underdark to 

the surface world. possibly ·'with the aid of Araumycos:· 

Gasbide has no conscious knowledge of what 

Araumycos is, sensing only that it is part of the great 

celebration to come. See "Yggmorgus" (at the end of this 

chapter) and chapter 16, "The Fetid Wedding:· for more 

information. 

C IRCLE OF G ROWERS 

The circle mound of the growers is on the top terrace, 

ncar the cavern wall. The growers are the colony's 

farmers. ensuring the soil beneath the pools remains 
fertile and tending the fungi there. 

Hebopbe. The leader of the growers doesn't care 

much for Phylo's new ideas. But though it misses mass 

meldings, Hebopbe doesn't see Basidia's protests as 

worthy of concern. Hebopbe is infected by Zuggtmoy's 

spores, but isn't yet under her control. 

3. CENTRAL BASIN 

This depression in the cavern floor is the main part 

of the mycon id colony. The central circle mound was 

only recently created, and is now a kind of "town 
square" where all the grove's myconids gather for mass 

meldings. These have become rare, however, reserved 

for when Phylo wants to stoke the myconids' enthusiasm 

for lhe celebration that only those infected by Zuggtmoy 

know about. This leaves the uninfected confused but 

happy that something joyous is about to happen. 

Beyond the mud and mushrooms that spread across the 

cavern, a large, clear pool sits in the midst of the fungal 

grove. A central mound seems to be the only dry spot in 

sight, though a small cliff rises above the cavern floor far 

across the clearing, with giant mushrooms visible in the 

distance. Bioluminescent fungi trace strange constellations 

along the cavern's ceiling and walls, showing the darkness of 

the ravine and a mist-shrouded smaller cavern beyond. 

I NNER CIRCLE 

The central mound is the base of the colony's two 

myconid sovereigns. Phylo and Basidia. They hold 

court together with th1·ee m yconid adult councilors 

named Brelup. Posbara. and Breberil. Ten awakened 

zurkhwoods (see appendix C) protect the mound and 

obey either of the sovereigns. 

Sovereign Phylo. The sovereign towers above the 

other myconids, its multiple caps swaying with the 

sinuous shifting of its thick stalk as it moves. Once 

it spreads its rapport spores, Phylo welcomes the 

characters with honest enthusiasm- doubly so if they 

have returned Stool and Rumpadump to their home. 

CHAPTeRS I Nt:;\ t:;RLIOHT GROVE 

"You are safe, friendly softers. You arrive at a wondrous 

time, for Neverlight Grove is on the verge of something 

great, something marvelous! Celebrate, as the day of 

joy is nigh! 

Phylo invites the characters to stay as long as they wish, 

inviting them to explore and enjoy the many delights 

of Neverlight Grove. He politely asks that they avoid 

the eastern plateau because the Circle of Masters is 

preparing "a wondrous and glorious surprise" in the 

Garden of Welcome. Phylo offers LO give them a peek the 

next day if they want. Tf Sarith is with Lhe characters, 

he suggests they accept this offer. saying that keeping 

on the sovereign's good side will help the party in the 

long term. In truth, he is attempting to deliver the 

adventurers to Zuggtmoy. 

Phylo goes on about how "the Great Seeder" who lives 

beyond the garden can answer any questions they have. 
The sovereign describes this entity in favorab le terms, 

using ·'she" and "her" as it does so. Because myconids 

have no concept of gender. this unusual speech is 
further indication of Phylo's madness. However, the 

sovereign dodges any question about who the Great 

Seeder actually is, saying it is important for the 

characters to experience her first hand. 

Sovereign Basidia. A successful DC 12 Wisdom 

(insight) check reveals that Sovereign Basidia is 

uncomfortable with Phylo's behavior. Stool and 

Rumpadump can easily discern that the harmony 

between Phylo and Basidia is off. At the earliest 

opportunity, Basidia volunteers to show the characters 

around, or finds another opportunity to rapport with 
them privately. 

When alone with the characters, Basidia warns them 

about staying in Neverlight Grove too long. It tells them 

another group of "softers" (the name myconids use for 

fleshy creatures) arrived not too many cycles ago and 

accepted Phylo's offer. They were taken to the Garden 

of Welcome and Basidia hasn't seen them since, nor 

has Phylo made any further mention of them (sec 
·'Questions for the Sovereigns"). Basidia also tells the 

characters that the Circle of Masters is taking most of 
the carcasses the Circle of Hunters bring in, and are 

sending groups of myconids outside the grove without 

telling anybody. 

Jf Basidia rapports with Sarith or any other non

myconid infected with Zuggtmoy's spores, it senses 

the alien nature of the demon lord's corruption. It 

can't identify Zuggtmoy's spores, but knows only that 

it has not encountered them hefore. This is unusual. 

Basidia tells the party, since most myconid sovereigns 

recognize all spores produced by myconids throughout 

the Underdark. 

Questions for the Sovereigns. If the characters 

ask the sovereigns to help them return to the surface 

world. both are apologetic that they know of no 

routes. However, Basidia notes that during its colony's 

migration, the many travelers from the surface 

world they encountered were mostly merchants on 



their way to or from Blingdenstone, Gracklstugh, or 
\1enzobcrranzan. 

If the adventurers ask the sovereigns about any drow 
m the area, Basidia tells them about a drow patrol 
that just recently arrived. However, Phylo immediately 
Interrupts, telling the characters that the drow were -
here a few days ago, but left shortly after Phylo showed 
them the Garden of Welcome. A successful DC 12 
Wisdom (Insight) check reveals that Basidia seems 
puzzled by Phylo's answer. If pressed, Basidia simply 
says it didn't know the drow had already left. 

Quest: Into the Garden. Basidia offers to give the 
party a guided tour of all the circles in areas 1 through 
I where it introduces them to the respective circle 
leaders, pointing out which leaders support it. and 
which ones support Sovereign Phylo. Basidia uses this 
time away from Phylo to express its fear that Phylo 
has contracted some sort of ''diseased spore:· Basidia 
•hinks that a clue to the spore's nature might be found 
n the Garden of Welcome. Basidia asks the characters 

•o investigate the garden, fearing to do so itself in case 
.t also falls victim to Phylo's disease. 

As a sign of friendship, Basidia gives the characters 
:1 moldy scroll case containing a scroll of protection 

.J~ainst fiends. Basidia promises an additional reward 
::.ee "Treasure'') if the characters investigate the 

Garden of Welcome on its behalf. Basidia can also 
brew potions out of the different molds and fungi in the 
grove, storing them in hollow gourd-like mushrooms. 
Basidia can craft a common or uncommon potion in 
eight hours, or a rare potion in two days. 

TREASURE 

Tf the characters complete Basidia's quest, the myconid 

sovereign digs up a small box buried in the earth and 

gives it to them. The box contains curiosities Basidia 
has collected from dead travelers over the years. The 
box is unlocked. mad~ of fine wood inlaid with silver. 
and worth 25 gp by itself. It contains three amethysts 
(100 gp each), four small diamonds (50 gp each). and 
one large diamond (500 gp). 

If the characters kill the grick alpha. the umber bulk. 
or the shambling mound in the Fungal Wilds and bring 
the carcasses to Basidia. the sovereign rewards each 
character with a potion of greater healing stored in a 
hollow gourd-like mushroom. 

CIRCLE OF SPORERS 

This circle mound is devoted to sporing new myconids. 
Freshly spored myconids are only a few inches tall 
and have no awareness. but they grow quickly into 
myconid sprouts. 
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Yrberop. The drcle leader is infected by Zuggtrnoy's 

madness. lt is always swaying to music only it can 

hear, but those in rapport with Yrberop can hear a faint 

echo of its intemal cacophony. Yrberop is enthusiastic 

about Phylo's plan to spread the happiness brought by 

the Great Seeder to everyone in the Underdark and 

beyond. For that to happen, the colony needs many 

more sprouts. 

Tf the characters confer with Basidia, Stool, or 

Rumpadurnp. these rnyconids tell them this push to 

expand the population is unusual. given the balance 

that the rnyconids have endeavored to maintain in 

Nevcrlight Grove for so long. 

Yrbcrop loses track of any conversation after a short 

while and begins talking to the newly spored myconids 

instead. Characters who communicate with Yrberop in 

rapport and Su<"cced on a DC 13 Wisdom (Insight) check 
can make out some of the words and impressions in 

the circit' leader·~ lullaby. It sings of the Great Seeder 

and "her" wedding to the Great Body, and how every 

myconid is invited. bringing joy to all in the world below 

and above. 

Chuul Spore S ervants. Behind the myconid breeding 

grounds is a narrow path leading up to a plateau and 

the Garden of Welcome (area 5). Two chuul s pore 

ser vants (sec appendix C) guard this path. They don't 

allow anyone to pass without Yrberop's permission. 

which the circle leader doesn't granr. even ar 

Basidia's r eque~t . 
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4. SouTHERN TERRACES 

The terraces along the southern rim of the cavern are 

narrower and not as fertile as the northern ones. 

These terraces are quiet and calm. The only sounds 

here are soft, "ploopy" splashes as water drips from 

stalact1tes above onto the caps of oversized mushrooms 

sproutmg from mushy earth. 

CIRCLE OF EXPLORERS 

This circle is the smallest in Neverlight Grove, since it is 

merely the temporary horne for restless myconids that 

brave the Underdark as scouts, patrols, and pathfinders. 

Rasharoo. This circle leader is loyal to Basidia. 

Frequent trips outside the grove have allowed Rasharoo 

to notice the changes in Phylo and the entire colony 

more s harply, and it now trusts nothing and no one 
except Bas idia. Its paranoia isn't the product of 

Zuggtmoy's corruption. however, but of the rising 

madness gripping the Underdark from the intrusion 

of the demon lords. Tf the characters demonstrate 

sympathy with Basidia or if the sovereign is with them, 

Rasharoo discloses it has a few escape plans ready. and 
has nutrient caches hidden along exit tunnels in case 

Basidia decides it is better to abandon the grove and 

return to a nomadic lifestyle. 

Characters can climb the eastern corner of the 

top terrace to reach area 5, and Rasharoo gladly 

helps them if they head to the Garden of Welcome at 

Basidia's request. 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Among the myconicls, Rasharoo and its circle arc the 

adventurers· best hope of finding a way back to the 

surface. Rasharoo knows many promising paths, but 

since myconids have no interest in the su nlit world, it 

has never followed them all the way there. The circle 

leader helps the characte rs only after they complete 

Basidia's quest, ass i g nin ~ one of its explorers to guide 

the characters to their destination. 

5. GARDEN OF WELCOME 

Phylo has converted this unused terrace for the exciting 
new ideas that Zuggtrnoy has inspired in it-ideas that 

are "too incredible'' for the rest of the colony to absorb 

at once. This so-called garden is just a sample of the 

horrors that Zuggtmoy, the Demon Queen of Fungi, 

intends to bring to the Underdark. 

I 
This plateau nses h1gher than the other terraces, 

screened by a natural fence of soaring zurkhwood stalks. 

Muffled murmunng can be heard from atop the plateau. 



CIRCLE OF MASTERS 

The newest circle in the colony, the Circle of Masters is 

fonned exclusively by myconids touched by Zuggtmoy. 

These myconids share Phylo's vision of happiness 

spread through Zuggtmoy's spores, experimenting 

on the carcasses brought to them by the hunters-or 

on live prisoners they hunt in their own expeditions 

outside the grove. Their mound lies at the center of an 

obscene garden. 
Yestabrod. Mutated by Zuggtmoy's spores, the 

circle leader has become an abomination. No longer 
recognizable as a myconid, it looks like a fungal larva 

slithering along the ground. Mold and lichen grow in 
hypnotic patterns along its ringed stalk. and it puffs 

clouds of spores from a slit resembling a mouth. It can 

use this orifice to actually speak, rather than depending 

on rapport spores. Tt no longer attends melds with the 

other leaders, instead sending its representative. 

GARDEN OF HORROR 

As the characters enter the garden. they make a 

frightening discovery. 

The low muttering grows louder as you reach the top, 

turning into a symphony of moans, cries, and hisses. 

The only light comes from a few glowing mushrooms 

along the edge, but even in the gloom, you can't miss the 

source of the sounds. The heads of creatures of a dozen 

humanoid Underdark races peek from the ground, mold 

and fungi growing around them. 

One voice calls out loudly in Undercommon- a 

female drow fighting to speak. "Please ... for your gods 

of light ... kill me!" She manages to stir within her living 

grave, raising a spider medallion half·embedded in the 

bloated growth that was once her hand. Half her face is 

rotten and pustulate, a bed for the sprouting of scores of 

tiny mushrooms. "The Great Seeder ... trap ... she's here 

... the Lady of Decay ... Zuggtmoy ... " 

The drow is Xinaya, a young acolyte of Lolth. She was 

leading a routine scouting patrol out of Velkynvelve 
before Tlvara contacted her with a sending spell. The 

patrol was ordered to search near the grove for the 
characters, anticipating thalthe escapees might seek 

shelter among the peaceful mushroom folk. 

Upon her arrival, Xinaya made the mistake of 

accepting Phylo's invitation to visit the Garden of 

Welcome, where she and her patrol quickly became 

>ictims of lhe myconids' madness. She begs the 

adventurers to end her suffering and warn her people 

about the presence of the Demon Queen of Fungi 

m the Underdark, unaware of the madness that has 

already erupted in Menzoberranzan and throughout the 

l:nderdark (see chapter 15). Xinaya is too far gone to be 

saved. and any amount of damage kills her. 

After the characters speak with Xinaya, Yestabrod 

appears (see appendix C). The master of the foul garden 

•akes delight in toying with trespassers. 

The moans of the garden's victims suddenly take on a new 

tone of fear as something moves across the foul ground. A 

disgusting larval creature rises up before you, showing only 

vestigial fungal growths that hint that it might once have 

been a myconid. 

"Welcome, travelers." The aberrant myconid's voice 

gurgles and spits as it speaks both aloud and in your 

minds at once. "Are you here for the wedding rehearsal? 

Friends of the bride or her intended? No matter! Let the 

love of the Great Seeder embrace you as you become one 

with her chosen, the Great Body!" 

As the garden comes alive with screams from its buried 

victims, Yestabrod raises two drow spore servants (sec 

appendix C). At the same time. two myconid adults 

from the Circle of Masters emerge from the surrounding 

growth. all of the creatures following the circle leader as 

he attacks. 
If Sarith Kzekarit (see chapter 1) is still with the 

party, he screams in agony as Yestabrod at£acks. The 

characters can only watch as the drow's head splits 

open, releasing a cloud of infecting spores and turning 

him into another drow s pore servan t that joins 

the fight. 

IfYestabrod is slain and there are still drow spore 

servants active, they go limp and stop attacking, at 

which point the myconids from the Circle of Masters 

attempt to flee. 

TREASURE 

Xinaya's equipment is piled 1n a heap not far from where 

she was buried. Characters searching the pile find a 

suit of +2 s tudded leather armor. a +2 shortsword, and 

a bag of holding containing two spell scrolls (remove 

curse and spider climb), 40 days of rations, and 320 sp. 

The drow spore servants wear chain shirts and carry 

shortswords. All of the armor and weapons found here 
are of drow construction (see the "Drowcraft Items" 

sidebar in appendix B). 

XPAWARDS 

Tn addition to the normal creature XP for this encoumer, 

the characters earn a special award of 1,000 XP 

(divided equally among all party members) for defeating 

Yestabrod and its minions. 

WEDDING REHEARSAL ---
After the confrontation with Yestabrod, the characters 

can hear sound and movement from the cavern to 

the northeast. Read the following boxed text if the 

characters investigate. 
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Echoes spill from the misty cavern beyond, a cacophony 

of wheezing voices that wrap together like some kind of 

discordant music. The remaining heads planted in the 

Garden of Welcome begin to croak and groan, joining the 

horrible song. 

Through the mist that shrouds the smaller cavern, you 

see the parade of creatures responsible for the melody. 

Their bodies are only vaguely humanoid, with clusters 

of luminescent lichen and tumescent growths forming 

chaotic patterns on their decaying flesh, their voices 

stabbing into your minds, both insane and gleeful in 

equal parts: 

From rocky bed the toadstool rose, 

From chaos dark, her love She shows. 

Wish! Yearn! Laugh! 

The Lady will be wed! 

Crave ~ Hunger! Dance! 

Her joyous spores will spread! 

Youth is gone, beauty rots, 

Araumycos and Zuggtmoy! 

joined together, heart to heart, 

Becoming one 'til death do part! 

Hail! Haifl Hail! 

The entourage is composed of twelve bridesmaids 
ofZuggtmoy and six chamberlains ofZuggtmoy 
(see appendix C for both), a ll of which are lost in their 

own reverie. They are in the midst of conducting 

an obscene ritual of some sort-like a parody of a 
wedding ceremony. 

Zuggtmoy's thralls make their way to Yestabrod·s 

garden , attacking only if the characters stand in 

their way. 

Any charac-ter reduced to 0 bit points in this encounter 

is knocked unconscious rather than killed. If all 

the characters are knocked unconscious, the party 

wakes up in a fungi-filled cave 1d6 t- 4 miles away 

from Neverlight Grove. with or without their NPC 

companions (at your discrerion). Their drow pursuit 

leve l decreases by 1, a nd each character is infested with 

Zuggtmoy's spores (see the .. Neverlight Grove: General 

Features" sidebar). 

DEVELOPMENT 

If left alone. the thralls enact a mock wedding, with 

a chamberlain and a bridesmaid standing in for 

Araumycos and Zuggtmoy. Yestabrod, if a live, assumes 

the role of priest to preside over the vows. If Yestabrod 

is dead. three spore servants rise from the garden and 

carry its corpse, moving it like a puppet to play out 

the part of priest. At this point of the ceremony, any 
onlookers experience a vision. 
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The tableau of the mock wedding is rep laced by a 

vision of the tnside of a great tower. Spiraling stairs and 

balconies are carved into its walls, with the interior lit by 

phosphorescent patches of mold growing in whorls. In 

the center of the open space floats a humanoid figure, 

womanlike in form, but made entirely of fungi and 

mold. She is easily three times the height of the fungal 

bridesmaids that move up and down the spi ral ing stairs, 

tending to their giant mistress. They croon a strange, 

soothing song as they weave the substance of the giant 

figure into delicate lichen veils and a long, mycelium train 

like a bridal gown. 

The vision ends when the ceremony does. after 

which the creatures file solemnJy back to Yggmorgus. 

Characters witnessing the wedding rehea rsal and 

the accompanying vision must succeed on a DC 10 
Wisdom s aving throw or gain one level of madness (see 
.. Madness'' in chapter 2). 

If the characters share their experience with Basidia, 
the sovereign leads the two circles loyal to it out of 

Neverlight Grove before it is too late. Alternatively, the 

characters can follow the wedding procession into 

Yggmorgus and witness the further horrors waiting for 

the Underdark if Zuggtmoy rises in power. 

XPAWARDS 

In addition to the XP gained for defeating ZuggLmoy's 

bridesmaids or chamberlains, each characters gains 

100 XP for witnessing the wedding rehearsal. 

YGGMORGUS 
When Zuggtmoy arrived in the Underdark, she was 

immediately drawn to Neverlight Grove and its fungal 

riches. She cultivated Yggmorgus, a mush room of titanic 
proportions, from the rich, rotting soil. 

Conve niently secluded from the rest of the Underdark. 

Yggmorgus is a perfect base of operations for the 

Demon Queen of fungi. She has completely enthralled 

Phylo. and the hapless sovereign is growing a rnyconid 
and spore servant army for her. Zuggtmoy has also 

become aware of Araumycos, the largest fungal life 

form-and possibly the largest creature of any kind-

in the world. Araumycos is a vast fungus colony with 

a single mind, which fills the caverns and tunnels of 

the Underdark in an area the size of the High Forest. 

Araumycos is so interwoven with the fabric of the world 

that control of it would gram Zuggtmoy nearly unlimited 

power in her new home. 

Though Yggmorgus can't be seen clearly from the 

main cavern of Neverlight Grove, the unholy lights and 

sounds there can be discerned and sometimes even felt. 

Characters who ask the myconids about it receive mixed 

responses. Sovereign Phylo and those loyal to it enter a 

state of near bliss when they speak about Yggmorgus, as 

if it was a paradise. Sovereign Basidia and its followers 

give wary answers. PhyJo's secrecy means that they 

aren't sure what lies beyond the ravine. 



GIANT MUSHRO OM TOWER 

The cavern around Yggmorgus is huge. and the giant 

mushroom nearly fills it from floor to cei ling. 

You have no clear reference to judge the towering 

mushroom's size at this distance. Thousands of smaller 

fungi cling to the main stalk, which itself splits into 

several lesser stalks, each long enough with a cap big 

enough to be the top of a great tower. The cavern floor 

surrounding the stalk is covered by a carpet offungi. 

An eerie luminescence pours through slitted windows 

carved into the trunk, with the same cacophony of atonal 

music heard earlier echoing within. A stench of rot 

and decay wraps around you, seemmgly threatening to 

penetrate your flesh and pervade your soul. 

Yestabrod's Garden of Welcome is a pale reflection of 

the true horrors surrounding Yggmorgus. A 20-foot

high crescent-shaped ledge hugs the cavern wall and 

gradually slopes down to the lower basin. The ledge 

IS covered with a carpet of moss and fungi, scores of 

\'ariously sized lumps, and pockmarks where pools of 

,·ile fluids suppurate and ooze, some drying out and 

scabbing over. The entire ledge is difficult terrain. 

Characters venturing this close to Yggmorgus must 

succeed on a DC 11 Wisdom saving throw or gain one 

level of madness (see '·Madness'' in chapter 2). 

Characters can discern the shapes of writhing 

creatures inside each lump. Most of these arc 

humanoids, though a few of the lumps arc occupied by 

what appear to be gricks, nothics. and giant spiders. 

This is the Great Garden of Rot, nourished both by 

•he creatures subsumed within it and the faerzress 

pervading this cavern. 

As if on cue. one of the lumps closest to the 

rharacters bubbles up and bursts. A dense cloud of 

~pores and dark, reeking fluid explodes outward. even 

a~ the characters hear a piercing scream of agony and 

·error. [nsidc the pockmark left behind by the burst 

is one of Xinaya's drow scouts or at least what's 

left of him. Other than a face, long white hair. and 

a breastplate, it is impossible to distinguish where 

•he drow ends. and the rot and fungi consuming him 

begins. The drow feebly thrashes. his screams rising 

ever higher in pitch, until he locks eyes with one of 

the characters and abruptly stops screaming. A brief 

moment of lucidity replaces his terror, even as his eyes 

roll back into his head in some kind of bizarre euphoria 

as he goes limp and slowly sinks back down into the 

'ungal muck. Characters witnessing this must succeed 

on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or gain one level 

fmadness. 

Throughout the entire cavern. loud moans and cries 

of agony answer the drow's screams in a terrifying 

and deafening chorus, drowning out all other sounds 

until eventually winding down into a low susurration 

lf groans and burbles. The entire stalk of the giant 

Mushroom seems to shudder. almost as if in delight. 
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Characters who descend to the cavern's lower basin 

witness the next spectacle of unspeakable horror 

spawned by the Lady of Decay. 

MAD DANCE 

Scores of deformed creatures dance around the base 

of the giant fungal tower. The revelers are a motley 

collection of humanoids and various other creatures. 

all sparring tumors. cankers. and putrid patches 

of Acsh a II over their bodies. They are joined by 

dancing fungi vaguely shaped and twisted into forms 

resembling humanoids. Some of these creatures are 

spore servants t:nthralled to the Demon Queen of 

Fungi. Others are myconids and other fungal life for ms 
infested with Zuggtmoy's spores. 

The dancing creatures pay no attention to 
trespassers unless they are attacked. fn that event, 

l d6 drow s pore s erva nts and ld6 hook horror spore 

servants (see appendix C for both) stop dancing and 

tur n on their attackers. 

Voices can be heard cackling and chatting amiably 

about Sovereign Phylo's success at "bringing so many 

new guests to attend the party!" The characters see 
drow dancing as if their bones were melting, duergar 

roaring with mock merriment and vomiting slime, and 

even nothics laughing madJy as they leap and caper. 

If the characters observe the mad dance for a few 

rounds. they see a form rising up out of the fungal 

muck. It is the drow scout whose terrible end they just 

witnessed, wading out to join the other revelers in their 

mad dance. A character who witnesses this grotesque 

moment must su<'Ceed on a DC 15 Wisdom saving 

throw or gain one level of madness. 

GREAT PALACE 

Yggmorgus is the home that Zuggtmoy. the Demon 

Queen of Fungi, has carved for herself inside the great 

mushroom. The general layout is simple enough, with 
the hollowed stalk of the mushroom making a towering 

central hall in which Zuggtmoy Aoats. surrounded 

by spiraling balconies where her growing number of 

bridesmaids Attend her, singing as they weave her brida l 

gown to prepnre for the fateful wedding day. 

If the adventurers enter Yggmorgus. they come (ace 

to face with Zuggtmoy (see appendix D), attended by 

twelve bridesmaids ofZuggtmoy (see appendix C). 

Fortunately for them, Zuggtmoy is deep in medication as 

her gown and veil are being prepared. She doesn't move, 

although she can speak and use her other abilities. Her 

bridesmaids attempt to chase off intruders. wailing 

and scolding them about how it is unJucky for them to 

see the bride before it is time. Tf the characters don't 

withdraw immediately, Zuggtmoy awakens and uses her 

Mind Control Spores ability to send them away. using 

her Infestation Spores only if the characters insist on 

engaging the demon lord here and now. 

Dozens of sport> S('rvants and myconids respond to 

Zuggtmoy's telepathic call if their mistress is in danger, 

attacking the characters heed less of their own safety. 
Any attack that successfully deals damage to Zuggtmoy 

damag<.:s her gown, driving the demon queen into a rage 

to attack the imruders. 

CHAPTER 5 I NEVERLIGHT GROVE 

LEAVING 

NEVERLIGHT GROVE 
Leaving the myconid enclave is easier than finding it. 

Whether they politely avoid Phylo's invitation or fle e for 

their lives and sanity from the Demon Queen of Fungi, 

the advemurers can easily receive the aid of Sovereign 

Basidia and the circles stillloyaJ to it. Where the 

characters go next is up to them-a decision dependent 

upon where they have been, the pursuing drow. and 

whatever they have acquired (food, potions, treasure 

from the doomed drow patrol, and so on) during their 

visit to the grove. 

Depending on how the characters interacted with 

the myconids and what tasks they accomplished fo r 

their hosts, they might depart in the company of a 

myconid guide. or even two whole circles of mycon ids 

Accing the grove before Zuggtmoy's mad ness takes 
them. Sovereign Phylo doesn't s top the characters 

or Sovereign Basidia from leaving, still convinced 

the cause it embraces is one of joy and prosperity for 

its people. 

In all probability, the characters leave the fungal grove 

with dire and horrific news. They have witnessed the 

effect a single demon lord can have on the Material 

Plane- and they realize far more and worse things 

are coming. 

Regardless of how many battles the characters might 

have had inside Neverlight Grove, discovering that a 

demon lord is on the loose on the Material Plane is a 

major revelation. Moreover. if they were in Sloobludop 

to witness the rise of Dcmogorgon, they now know that 

more than one demon lord is at large, hinting at the 

magnitude of the threat. 

If the adventurers simply passt:d through the grove 

and enjoyed the hospitality of the doomt:d myconids. 

they leave with on ly suspicions about their odd behavior. 

which can help them later in piecing together the greater 
mystery in the Underdark. 

If the adventurers learned nothing about the 

presence of Zuggtmoy or her plans, you might pass the 

information on to them by having a friendly myconid 

such as Stool or Ru mpadump come to them just as 

they are leaving. The myeonid enters rapport and 

shows them a vision of the Garden of Welcome and 

Yggmorgus, saying these images come from the minds 

of other myconids in the grove. and asking what these 

"strange dreams" mean. 



CHAPTER 6: BLINGDENSTONE ' ...... ..... 

Bliogdenstone, once ca lled the City of Speaking Stones, 
is a deep gnorm: sett lement founded more than two 
:nillennia ago. The deep gnomes, insular and secretive 
by nature, care little about histories and legacies, and 
thus most of the ruined city's past is lost to time. 

For centuries, Blingdenstonc remained hidden and 
olated from the rest of the Underdark, thanks to a 

ombinalion of misdirection and magic. It wasn't until 
·hey provided shelter to a drow exile named Drizzt 
Do'Urden that the deep gnomes began to take a more 
- ·tive interest in the world outside their caverns. 
Perceiving the threat the drow represented to all the 
.eoples of the Underdark, the deep gnomes abandoned 
heir isolation when they came to the defense of the 
warves of Mithral Hall. defeating an invading drow 

·~rce from Menzoberranzan. 
This alliance, howevt"r, would spell Blingdenstone's 

joom. The vengeful drow bided their time, rebuilt their 
"rces. and sent their armies out to strike back hard 
-~ainst the svirfneblin, returning in great force to lay 
,1ege to Blingdenstone. The deep gnomes were no 
":latch for the drow army. Thousands of svirfneblin were 

I 

slaughtered, and those s urvivors who didn't escape to 
Mithral Hall or the surface world were dragged back in 
chains to Menzoberranzan as s laves. 

Within the past decade or so, the deep gnomes have 
returned to reclaim, resettle, and rebuild their city. The 
ultimate success of their efforts, however, hangs by a 
slender thread. Most of the ruined city is a dangerous 
place and remains closed off, with tunnels and 
chambers barricaded with gates or deliberately caused 
cave-ins. The svirfneblin must contend with incursions 
by wererat squatters. insane elemenrals. ghosts, and 
a plague of invading oozes controlled by the Pudding 
King - a mad deep gnome under the influence of the 
demon lordjuiblex. Before they can offer the party any 
help, the deep gnomes likely need some themselves. 

GOING TO BLINGDENSTONE 
Blingdenstone is an obvious destination for characters 
seeking refuge from their drow pursuers and a way out 
of th~ Underdark. The deep gnomes continue to have 
regular dealings with the surface world. 
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Among the party's fellow escapees. the deep 
gnomejimjar is the most enthusiastic about visiting 

Blingdenstone, and he can lead the adventurers 

there. Topsy and Turvy also know the way, but they 

are noticeably less willing to go 10 the settlement 

because of the fear and shame they feel regarding their 

lycanthropic affliction. The shield dwarf scout Eldeth 

Feldrun isn't sure how to reach the gnome setLiemcnt, 

but is in favor of going there if it offers a route ro the 

surface or to Gauntlgrym. lf the characters allow 
Glabbagool (the sentient gelatinous cube from .. The 

Oozing Temple'· in chapter 2) ro accompany them. it 

feels a certain pull tOward Blingdenstone, and is curious 

enough to guide the characters there. 

D ROW P URSUERS 

The svirfneblin settlement is a haven for the characters. 

For good reason. the deep gnomes rarely allow drow 

into Blingdensrone, and only then with a heavily 

armed escort. A drow character must succeed on a 

DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion) check to enter escorted. 
However, if any deep gnomes are traveling with the 

party, having them vouch for the drow allows the escort 

to be waived at your discretion. 
The party's drow pursuers won't attempt ro follow the 

characters into Blingdenstone. The party's pursuit level 

(see "Drow Pursuit" in chapter 2) doesn't change while 

they are in the svirfneblin settlement. 

If the party's pursuit level is 3 or higher when they 

arrive at Blingdenstone. flvara and her party are 

watching the tunnels leaving the settlement. The 

pursuit level increases to 5 when the characters leave 

Blingdenstone, possibly leading to a chase or straight 

into chapter 7, .. Escape From the Underdark." 

ARRI VI NG AT BLINGDENSTONE 

Blingdenstone has a reputation for being a dangerous 

ruin inhabited on ly by monsters and other undesirables. 

Others think of it as a budding settlement well on i1s 

way to recovery. Once the characters reach the gates, 

they can see that the truth lies somewhere in between. 

RoLEPLAYING T HE SVIRFNEBLIN 

Deep gnomes are a dour lot, reserved and careful in their 

dealings with outsiders. They make the assumption that 

every non-svirfneblin means to do them harm-which 

is understandable given their history. They speak softly 

in caves and tunnels where sound carries, eyes darting 

furtively, looking for signs of danger. 

Despite their harsh outlook, svirfneblin are still gnomes, 

and many are as benevolent and joyful as their surface 

cousins. They reveal these aspects most easily among their 

own kind, and to those they come to trust. 

The svirfneblin assign defined roles to each gender but 

hold females and males in equal standing. It is ancient 

custom for there to be both a king and a queen with equal 

responsibilities. Svirfneblin males are hunters, explorers, 

laborers, and warriors, while females are managers, 

judges, politicians, and caretakers. Deep gnomes 

sometimes forget this is not the case with other races, and 

that males are capable of careful thought just as much as 

females can fight. 

CH APTER 6 l il t INGOE:o;STONl 

The characters must prove their goodwill to the 

deep gnomes before they arc allowed inside. Once the 

characters win the gnomes' trust, they are welcomed 

imo Inner Blingdenstone, and to what food and comfort 

the locals can readily provide. 

CHANGING SvrRFNEBLIN ATTITUDES 

The general attitude of deep gnomes toward strangers is 

hostile-not necessarily opposed, but deeply suspicious. 

This attitude can be shifted to indifferent and then 

friendly as the characters help the svirfneblin openly 

(see "Social Interaction" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). 

Some deeds in Blingden~tone reward the characters 

with an automatic attitude shift, while others require a 

DC 15 group Charisma (Persuasion) check. If the group 

check succeeds, the attitude of the svirfneblin shifts by 

one. If characters are rude or act in a way to make the 
deep gnomes more suspicious toward them, they must 

also make another group check. If this group check fails, 

the deep gnomes' attitude worsens by one. 

R ANDOM E NCOUNTERS IN 

B LINGDENSTONE 

Once per day while the characters are exploring the 

deep gnome settlement, roll a d20 and consult the 

Blingdenstone Encounters table to determine what, if 

anything, they encounter. 

BLIN GD ENST ONE EN CO U NT ERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11 l d4 + 1 animated drow statues 

12 1d4 + 2 cave badgers 

13 Dungeon hazard 

14 Elemental vagabonds 

15 1 d4 + 2 fiend ish giant spiders 

16 1 ghost 

17 Mephit gang 

18 Roaming ooze 

19 ld4 + l svirfneblin were rats 

20 l xorn 

ANIMATED DROW STATUES 

Once part of a expedition from Menzoberranzan, these 

drow were petrified by a medusa and later animated 

by Ogrcmoch's Bane (see "Settlers, Squatters, and 

Invaders" later in this chapter). They have the staListics 

of animated armor. except they are clcmenta ls instead 

of constructs. 

CAVE BADGERS 

The svirfneblin use these beasts as part of their digging 

workforce. Cave badgers are giant badgers with AC 12 

(natural ar mor), tremorsense out to a range of 60 feet, 

and a burrowing speed of 15 feet. When they burrow, 

they leave tunnels behind them. 

DuNGEON HAZARD 

The characters approach a section of Blingdenstone 

in horrible disrepair. If they explore the area, roll a d6 



and consult the Dungeon Hazards table to determine 
what the characters encounter. See "Dungeon Hazards'' 
in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide for more 
information on each hazard. 

DUNGEON HAZARDS 

d6 Hazard 

1-3 Patch of brown mold 

4-5 Patch of green slime 

6 Patch of yellow mold 

ELEMENTAL VAGABONDS 

:\ dust m ephit guides an earth elemental through the 
caverns and passages of Blingdenstone. If approached 
peacefully, they can point the way to Entemoch's Boon 
see "BiingdenstOne Outskirts'' later in this chapter). 

fiENDISH GIANT SPIDERS 

Former servants of the drow, these spiders burn with 
baleful energy. Treat them as giant wolf spiders with a 
challenge rating of 1/2 (100 XP), resistance to cold. fire, 
and lightning damage, and immunity to poison damage. 

They arc also immune to the poisoned condition. 

GHOST 

Some of the svirfneblin who perished during the drow 
.nvasion didn't go easily. and their ghosts linger. When 
Lhe characters encounter one of these ghosts, roll a d20 
and consult the Ghost's Attitude table to determine the 
attitude of the ghost. 

GHOST 'S ATTITUDE 

d20 Attitude 

1-6 Indifferent and unaware ofthe characters until it is 

attacked by them 

7-12 Indifferent but aware of the characters 

13-17 Friendly 

18-20 Hostile 

~fEPHTT G ANG 

~ mephit gang consists of ld4 dust mephits and ld4 
mud mephits. If encountered in Inner Blingdenstone 
-.r Rockblight, they are insane and attack immediately. 

.Jtherwise. they mock the party but don't fight except in 
«t•lf-defense. 

ROAMING OOZE 

The presence of the Pudding King (see "The Pudding 
Court" later in this chapter) is drawing oozes to 
Blingdenstone. Roll a d4 and consult the Roaming Ooze 
able to determine what appears. 

RoAM ING Ooze 

d4 Encounter 

1 1 black pudding 

2 1 gelatinous cube 

3 1d4 + 1 gray oozes, one of which is a psychic gray 

ooze variant (as described in the Monster Manual) 

4 1d2 ochre jellies 

SVTRFNEBLIN WERERATS 

These wererats belong to Clan Goldwhisker and are 
searching for new places to settle within the ruins 
of rhe former city. They're always hostile and attack 
the party if they can't flee. Use the wererat stat block 
in rhe Monster Manual with a few modifications: 
svirfneblin wcrcrats a re Small and have rhe following 
addition a I features. 

Gnome Cunning. The wererat has advantage on Intelligence, 

Wisdom, and Charisma saving throws against magic. 

Innate Spellcasting. The wererat's innate spellcasting ability is 

Intelligence (spell save DC 11). It can innately cast the following 
spells, requiring no material components: 

At will: nondetection (self only) 

1fday each: blindnessfdeafness, blur, disguise self 

Stone Camouflage. The wererat has advantage on Dexterity 

(Stealth) checks made to hide in rocky terrain. 

XoRN 

This creature leaves the characters alone if they feed 
ir as least 50 gp worth of gems or precious metals. 

Otherwise, it follows them around Blingdenstone, 
hoping that they leave behind someth ing it can eat. The 
xorn is antisocial and doesn't help the party in any way. 

IMPORTANT NPCs 
When the characters visit Blingdcnstonc, they can meet 
one or more of the following svirfneblin. 

BLINGDENSTONE NPCs 

Dorbo Diggermattock 

Senni Diggermattock 

Nomi Pathshutter 

Gurnik Tapfinger 

Kazook Pickshine 

Leader of the mining expeditions 

Leader of the settlers 

Earth elemental wrangler with a task 

for the party 

Priest of Callarduran Smooth hands 

with a task for the party 

Alchemist and ore specialist who 

receiv,es and gives quests 

Chipgrin Goldwhisker Leader of the were rat colony 

Burrow Warden )adger Undead leader of the 

burrow wardens 

The Pudding King Insane deep gnome enthralled by 

the demon lord )uiblex 

CORNERED RATS 

If they are with the party, Topsy and Turvy do their best 
to conceal and resist their lycanthropic curse if the 
adventurers have not already learned of it. In the time 
since they were imprisoned in Velkynvelve, the two have 
likely undergone their wererat transformation at least 
once. When the decision is made to go to Blingdenstone, 
the twins might come clean albout leaving home because 
of their curse, or they could abandon the adventurers and 
strike out on their own. In any event, they might fall in with 
the Goldwhisker clan of were rats, either on thei r own or 
with the adventurers' help. 
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SETTLERS, SQUATTERS, 

AND INVADERS 

The current citizens of Blingdenstone are a different 
breed than their forebears. They aren't simply hard 
workers and resourceful miners. but also senlers. 
explorers, and- above all- survivors. 

LEADERS OF BLINODENSTONE 

By deep gnome tradition, Blingdenstone is governed 
jointly by a king and queen, but the svirfneblin have 
had no true sovereigns while living as refugees for the 
good part of a century. Dorbo and Senni Digger mattock 
are talented miners, but they have become even more 
capable as community leaders. They spent years 
planning an expedition to Blingdenstone, paying 
adventurers to scout and keep an eye on the terriwry 
while they organized their people across the dwarven 
holds and surface-world cities that had received them. 

After a decade of careful and determined planning, 
the Diggermattocks led a force back to Blingdenstone 
to reclaim it. While they have not yet been crowned, 

CHAPTER 6 I IIII~GDE:\STO~H 

SvtRFNEBLI N 

GHOSTS 

everybody treats them as the de facto rulers of the 
settlement. 

Chief Dorbo oversees rebuilding industry, opening 
mines. and organizing patrols to explore parts of the 
ruined city that remain uninhabited by the svirfneblin. 
He is also responsible for rebuilding and commanding 
the new settlemenfs defenses. Like most svirfneblin, 
Dorbo is serious and aggressive when dealing with 
outsiders: for all of that. however, he is also a loving and 
caring husband and a thoughtful leader of his people. 
devoted to the vision that he and his wife share of a 
Blingdenstone rebuilt and reborn. 

Quartermaster Senni takes the count and measure 
of everything, ensuring her husband's efforts are 

well supported and efficient. She oversees the trade 
efforts and caravans to Mithral Hail. Gauntlgrym, and 
Mantoi-Derith. She manages and helps to maintain 
Blingdenstone's magical infrastructure, and is 
intimately familiar with security conditions across the 
settlement. As quartermaster, she assigns homes to 
the ever-increasing numbers of svirfneblin returning to 
Blingdenstone. 

MINERS' GUILD 

The svirfneblin base most of their economic subsistence 
on their ability to mine ores and gems. The settlement is 
largely self-sufficient, but it still relies on the duergar of 
Mamoi-Derith for tools. weapons. and supplies. 

Because the Blingdenstone economy depends on 
mining. the Miners· Guild holds a lot of power in 
Blingdenstone. Led by the Pickshine family. the Miners' 
Guild oversees all of Blingdenstone's mines, as well as 
the mining, cutting, and enchanting of spell gems (see 
appendix B), both for the settlement's defense and for 
trade export. 

STONEHEART ENCLAVE 

This group of svi rfneblin spelleasters once trained 
under the Emerald Enclave but eventually splintered 
off, choosing to focus solely on earth elemental magic. 
After doing so, they absorbed the surviving priesthood 
serving the deep gnome deities Segojan Earthcaller 
(the god of deep earth and nature) and Callarduran 
Smooth hands (the god of stone and mining). 

The Stoneheart Enclave is in charge of summoning 
earth elementals to help defend Blingdenstone. They 
also use their magic to aid in various engineering 
tasks, such as widening burrows. closing off tunnels, 
or establishing spell gem emplacements and defensive 
measures. When needed. the spellcasters of the 
Stoneheart Enclave serve as extraplanar diplomats, 
forging occasional agreements with xorn and galeb duhr 
to aid Blingdenstone. 

The enclave's leader is Yantha Coaxrock, a young 
female mage who splits her time and energy between 

conducting magical research in Blingdenstone, aiding 
the svirfneblin enclave in Mamol-Derith (see chapter 9), 
and working with the rest of the Stoneheart Enclave. 

BURROW WARDENS 

Most of the honored protectors of the svirfneblin 
died during the drow invasion, and the rest perished 
while protecting their people during their flight from 



Blingdenstone to Mithral Hall. Only the memory of their 
valiant effort remains today-and even that is fading 
due to the deep gnomes· penchant for forgetting their 

own history. 
In the last year. a handful of svirfneblin youths have 

been training in secret under the rather terrifying care 

of the veteran Burrow Wardenjadger, who lingers 
on as a ghost. ln life, jadger was an expert in the 
Undcrdark and its many denizens. as well as how to 
fight them. He is grooming his brightest student, Trisk 
Ada mantelpiece. to command the new burrow wardens. 
who are preparing to announce their existence to the 
Diggermauocks and demand recognition as the new 

Burrow Wardens of BlingdenstOne. 

GHOSTS OF BLINGDENSTONE 

Although not truly organized, the ghosts of the 
svirfncblin killed during the drow nttack are an 
undeniable presence. The settlers have been wise 
enough to mark haunted burrows off from their 
reclamation plans. But as new svirfneblin arrive and 
need accommodation. space is starting to become 
a problem. There are far more ghosts in the ruined 
settlement than anyone expected. and each ghost is 
different. Some are harmless. appearing only as echoes 
of the event that led to their deaths. Others are fully 
aware- and often hostile and dangerous. 

OGREMOCH'S BANE 

Ogremoch's Bane is a drifting cloud of transparent, 
magica l dust that first appeared in Blingdenstone over a 
century ago. Believed to be sentient, it is found roaming 
the Rockblight section of the settlement. Elemental 
creatures touched by the cloud fall under its control. 

The cloud's origin remains a mystery, but it is known 
to have something to do with Ogremoch, Prince of Evil 

Earth. A medusa named eheedra serves Ogremoch's 
Bane and leads some of the elemental creatures 
that have become enslaved by the evil cloud (sec the 
-Rockblight" section and area 19 in particular). 

CLAN GOLDWHISKER 

After Blingdenstone's fall. a gang of wererats tried 
to make a home in the ruined city. The last handful 
of svirfneblin hiding in Blingdenstone after the drow 
armies abandoned the city managed to kill or drive off 
the wererats, but many of the deep gnomes became 

:nft-cted with lycanthropy. 
Today. deep gnome wererats claims a large chunk of 

the ruins under the name of Clan Gold whisker, holding 
territory against new settlers and engaging in urban 
warfare against them. The pack leader is the cunning 
and charismatic Chipgrin, whose concern for his pack's 

... afety has him hoping to negotiate a truce with the 
Diggermattocks and stop his svirfneblin cousins from 
... eeing his people as dangerous monsters fit only for 
.. -:termination. Chipgrin is all too aware of the threat 
posed by Ogremoch's Bane and the oozes plaguing the 
-.ettlcmem, and he hopes that making common cause 
against those threats will force the other svirfneblin 
ro recognize Clan Goldwhisker's right to remain in 

Blingdenstone. 

THE PUDDING KING's "COURT" 

The so-called Pudding King holds court in the deepest 
sections of Blingdenstone. He was part of the first 
settler mission led by the Diggermattocks, but the other 
svirfncblin soon shunned him for his many disturbing 
habits, among them his preoccupation with capturing 
and studying oozes, and his penchant for stealing and 
hoarding food until it rotted ... and then talking to it. 

The shunned deep gnome eventually struck out on 
his own. He spent years living among the oozes of the 
region, eventually subjugating a black pudding he calls 
uPrincess Ebonmire- and a gray ooze he calls .. Prince 

Livid." When the demon lords arrived in the Underdark, 
he followed the oozes drawn by Juiblex's presence, 
immediately throwing himself down before the Faceless 
Lord and pledging his eternal loyalty. His previous name 

and existence ended in that moment, and now there is 
on ly the Pudding King. 

Juiblex granted the Pudding King the power to 
summon and command oozes, then ordered him to 

return to Blingdenstane and claim it as part of the 
Faceless Lord's new domain. The Pudding King slipped 
back into the closed-off areas of Blingdenstone and set 
up court, summoning all manner of oozes along the way 
and rendering portions of the ruined city uninhabitable 

and dangerous to outsiders. 
Utterly insane and channeling a terrible power, the 

Pudding King sits upon his throne with his "children" 
at his side. summoning ever more loyal subjects with 
each passing day. When he is ready, he will send them 
forth to cover and devour everything, transforming 
Blingdenstone and its people into one giant mound of 
slime and goo formed in the image of his master. the 

Faceless Lord. 

BLINGDENSTONE 

OUTSKIRTS 
The quarries. mines, mushroom fields, and forges 
of Blingdenstone are located outside the settlement, 
accessible by tunnels and passages beyond the main 
gate. Trade caravans headed toward Blingdenstone are 
either re-routed to the outlying mines. farms. and forges, 
or they arc stopped at the city gate, where their cargo 
is searched, unloaded. and distributed by agents of 
Quartermaster Senni. This keeps unwanted riffraff out 
of the city proper and protects Blingdenstone's security_ 

The deep gnomes working in the mines, farms, and 
forges outside the settlement spend less time enjoying 
the leisure and company of their kin and friends 
back home. The rising madness of the demon lords 
affects these brave pioneers more than those who live 
within the relative security of the reclaimed parts of 

Blingdenstone. 
Svirfneblin in the outskirts are more curt with 

strangers, and a few might even try to steal from 
them. Taskmasters at each location are now feeling 
themselves driven to the poim of ncar tyranny. 
demanding that their workers toil ever harder. Some 
miners pocket gemstones they dig out. while others are 
drawn to possess things the adventurers are carrying. 
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PROBLEMS CUBED 

If the gelatinous cube Glabbagool travels with the party 

(see chapter 4), its presence poses a few challenges in 

Blingdenstone. The recent ooze attacks have the deep 

gnomes rattled, and an intelligent, telepathic gelatinous 

cube is something beyond their understanding. The 

characters have to convince the svirfneblin to allow their 

unusual companion inside, or tell it to remain outside the 

settlement. If left outside. Glabbagool might eventually 

find its way in through the wererat warrens, giving the 

characters insight into how the other oozes are getting in, 

or appeartng 1n the nick of time to help the characters if 

they find themselves in peril. 

ENTEMOCH's BooN 

This large cavern is located west of Blingdenswne (see 
the map of Underdark regions and locations in chapter 
2) and has always been a closely guarded secret. Most 
svirfneblin who knew of it perished during the d row 
invasion of Blingdenstonc. A few members of the 
Stoneheart Enclave have heard of its existence, but 
have either dismissed it as legend or have simply been 
too preoccupied with the reclaiming and rebuilding of 
Blingdenstone to search for it. 

The cave is two days' walk of the settlement. its 
entrance a small cunnellcading to a ledge high above 
the <·avern floor. The cave is lined with stalagmites and 
stalactites. but the dominant feature is the summoning 
circle at its ccmer. The circle was once used by the 
svirfneblin to summon Entemoch. a prince of elemental 
earth. and his energies suffused the entire cavern, 
empowering elemental summoning within its confines. 

If the circl<" is used to cast a spell that summons an 

earth elemental. the spell's duration becomes ld4 + 
6 days and the spell requires no concentration. The 
summoned elemental never becomes hostile toward the 
spell's caster or its companions. To gain these benefits, 
the caster must provide material components in the 
form of gems with a total value of 10 gp per Hit Die of 

the elemental summoned. 

FINDING ENTEMOCH'S BOON 

Locating the tunnel that leads to Entemoch's Boon is a 
great service for the svirfncblin, and might be a quest 
set for the adventurers (sec "Uniting Blingdenstone" 
later in this chapter). Despite how close the cavern is to 
Blingdenstone, finding it is no easy task. 

Characters can search for the tunnel by traveling at a 
slow pace in its general vicinity. Each day they search, 
have the characters make a DC 20 group Intelligence 
(Investigation) or group Wisdom (Survival) check. If 
the group chec-k succeeds, the characters find a curious 
waymarkt-r: a small pyramid of carefully stacked stones 
next to the mouth of an otherwise unassuming tunnel. 

After locating the waymarker and following the tunnel 
next to it, the party can make a DC 20 group TmeUigence 
(Investigation) or Wisdom (Survival) check. On a 
failure, the party wastes a day searching for the next 
waymarkcr. If the group check succeeds, the characters 
find their next lead after 2d6 hours: a tunnel whose 
entrance is flanked by the sc-ulpted faces of a male 
and female deep gnome. This tunnel features many 
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side tunnels concealed by rock formations. The party 
must make a DC 20 group Intelligence (Investigation), 
Wisdom (Perception). or Wisdom (Survival) check. lf 
this group check succeeds, the party finds Ememoch's 
Boon: if the check fails, the characters waste a day of 
exploration searching for it. 

Finding Entemoch's Boon allows the characters 
to make a check to improve the attitude of the deep 
gnomes (see "Changing Svirfncblin Attitudes~). 

Random Encounters. For each day of exploration, 

check for random encounters using the tables in chapter 
2 and adjust the drow pursuit level as necessary. 

THE BEASTS OF ENTEMOCH'S BOON 

Characters who explore the cavern find shattered bits of 
statuary. A successful DC 17 Intelligence (Investigation) 
check confirms that the stone bits are the remains of 
petrified cave vermin. Unless they leave the cavern 
immed iately, the characters are accosted by a mated 
pair of basilis ks that call Entemoch's Boon home. 

Once the basilisks arc defeated, characters can 
resume their exploration of the cave and find three 
basilisk eggs in a nest made of pulverized stone. Each 
egg is a 6 -inch-diameter, 20-pound sphere with a 
pebbled-gray shell as hard as stone. Left alone. the eggs 
batch in ld4 + I months. An infant basilisk that emerges 
imprints on the first creature it sees. It thereafter 
follows that creature around like its parent, demanding 
to be fed. lf the characters manage to keep the basilisk 
alive. it reaches adulthood after twelve months. Track its 
growth using the Basilisk Maturation table. 

BASILISK MATURATION 

Age Size Notes 

Infan t Tiny AC 11; 4 (ld4 + 2) hit points; 

(up to 3 months) speed 10ft.; Str 10 (+0); no 

Petri fying Gaze; bite attack is 

+2 to hit and deals 1 piercing 

damage plus 1 poison damage 

on a hit; Challenge 0 (10 XP) 

Young Small AC 13; 22 (4d6 + 8) hit points; 

{3- 12 months) speed 15 ft.; Str 13 (+1); 

Petrifying Gaze has a range 

of 15 feet; bite attack is +3 

to hit and deals 3 (1d4 + 1) 

piercing damage plus 2 (1d4) 

poison damage on a hit; 

Challenge 1 (200 XP) 

Adult Medium See the Monster Manual 

(12+ months) 

W H ITESHELL MINE 

Blingdenstone's largest salt mine is half a day's travel to 
the south. Like many of Blingdenstone's resource sites, 
the road to the mine is easy to miss by casual travelers, 
but sentries hiding along the way can recognize friendly 
visitors (such as those in the company ofjimjar, Topsy, 
or Turvy) and guide them along the proper tunnels. 



Whiteshell Mine is an interconnected network of 
small caverns dug into the vast salt veins lining this 

area of the Undcrdark. The mine produces enough salt 
to supply both the Blingdenstone settlers and sell in the 
market hub of Manto! Derith. The mine has a cavern 
devoted to keeping the giant cave lizards the svirfneblin 

use as beasts of burden. 
The deep gnome Perigrog Scrapedust runs the 

mine with a fair but demanding hand. He believes that 
the more the mine produces, the more he can export. 
and the quicker Blingdenstone can be returned to its 
former glory. 

PIC K SHINE M I NES 

Renamed after the largest and most influential family 
in the Miners' Guild. the Pickshine Mines comprise 

several mines scattered in a wide circle around 
Blingclenstone. The deep gnomes have engineered 
the access tunnels in s uch a way that only one known 
entrance leads to the mine complex, and this entrance 
is defended by four galeb duhr disguised to look like 
ordinary boulders and a dozen deep gnomes . 

The largest mine shafts include veins of common 
metals s uch as iron and copper, as well as many veins 
of rarer minerals such as mithral and adamantine. The 
mines also hold crystal caverns where the svirfneblin 
harvest all manner of gems. 

All the main routes to Blingdenstone intersect 
near the mine complex's main entrance. meaning 
the charactt>rs are likely to pass ir before arriving in 
Blingdcnstone. If they stop there. they meet Dasco 
Pickshine. tht- deep gnome overseer in charge 
of general operations. Dasco is willing to let the 
characters tag along with a cargo of ores heading for 
Blingdenstont-. happy to have the extra security. 

STONEH EART Q UA RRY 

The Stoneheart Enclave has its headquarters in this 
cavern s uffused with faerzress and elemental energy. 
This quarry doesn't provide stone for construction. 
since Blingdenl:!lone builders need only take a pick to 
any wall to find their building materials. Rather, this 
cavern provides the small army of earth elementals 
aiding the settlers, and its magical stone is used in the 
creation of items such as earth elemental gems. rings 

of earth elemental command, and stones of controlling 

earth clementals. Elementals entering into the Material 
Plane here. whether by spell or other means. have an 
additional 2 I lit Dice. 

Normally. Yantha Coax rock leads the operations in 
the quarry. While she is in Mantoi-Derith (sec chapter 
9). her apprentice Nomi Pathshutter is in charge of the 

druids and wizards of the Stonehearl Enclave. 

ELEMENTAL HEALING 

.\omi Pathshutter is aware of Ogremoch's Bane and 
has made it her life's work to protect elementals 

from its influence. She studies samples of corrupted 
elementals as part of her efforts, and rewards characters 

''-'ho bring her a sample from any out-of-comrol earth 
elemental creature found in the unexplored areas 

DOORS O F BLIN C DENSTONE 

Heavy stone doors reinforced with steel or adamantine 

are found throughout the deep gnome settlement. Unless 
otherwise ind1cated, a door in Blingdenstone has AC 18, 40 

hit points, a damage threshold of 1 S, resistance to thunder 

damage, and immunity to poison and psychic damage. 

of Blingdenstone. She pays 10 gp per Hit Die of the 
creature from which the sample was taken. 

OUTER BLINGDEN STONE 
Everything in Outer Blingdenstone was designed to 
thwart would-be invaders. 

1. STAIRS 

Rising up to a broad terrace before the gate. these 
wide stai rs a re built for gnomish feet. They are difficult 
terrain for Medium and larger creatures. 

l A. CART LIFT 

At the top of the stairs is a large entra nee on the west 
wall, wht•re wagons are secured on stone s leds pulled 
by a chain up a steep slope. The hoisting mechanism is 
at the top of the lift is operated by an earth elemental, 
although any creature with a Strength of 20 or any 
group of creatures with the combined strength to lift 

600 pounds can operate it. 
The lift's tunnel is wide enough for the sleds but has 

lin It- clearance above them. The floor is part of the 
mechanism and is difficult terrain. Climbing in and out 

of a sled costs 10 feet of movement. 

2. MAIN GATE 

The main gate of Blingdenstone is a door made of steel 
and mithral. inlaid with a secret magic-resistant alloy 
and plated with adamantine. The gate has AC 23. 60 hit 
points, a damage threshold of20, resistance to thunder 
damage, and immunity to poison and psychic damage. 

The terrace between the top of the s ta irs and the 
gate hns a slight upward s lope. The s lope imposes 
disadvantage on checks made to ram the gate. 

Eight deep gnomes guard the gate. One of them 
ca rries a spell gem (see appendix B) that contains a 
see invisibility spell and uses it to scan for invisible 
creatures when the party arrives. Arriving characters 
are questioned to determine their intentions. The 
guards arc thorough but not threatening; as long as the 
characters seem benign. they are granted entry. Four of 
the guards escort them through the maze (area 3) and 
the gauntlet (area 4) to Inner Blingdenstone. 

Havingjimjar. Topsy. or Turvy in the party helps 
smooth the characters· entrance to Blingdenstone. This 
is especially important if the party contains one or more 
drow, whose presence would otherwise demand an 
armed escon at all times within the settlement . 

If the characters reveal that they are fleeing the drow. 
the guards decide that Chief Dorbo Diggcrmattock 
should hear their tale. The armed escort that brings the 
characters into the settlement leads them to an audience 

with the chief in area 14. 
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3. MAZE 

Between the gate and Blingdenstone proper, the 
svirfneblin built the maze: a twisting and turning path 
that runs between 10-foot-high walls studded with nails. 
Climbing a nail-studded wall requires a successful DC 
13 Strength (Athletics) check. Even with a successful 
check. a creature must succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity 
saving throw to avoid the nails. taking ld4 piercing 
damage on a failed save. The path slopes up and down, 
so sections can be flooded or inundated with poisonous 
smoke. At certain points. the path narrows to allow 
Small trcatures through; Medium creatures must 
squeeze, and Large creatures can't fit through at all 
unless they have an amorphous form. 

A second path is inaccessible from the main gate, 
trave ling above the winding path. This upper path is 
festooned with towers and baUiemcnts where defenders 
can fire freely at creatures attempting to make their 
way along the lower path. A paved road runs along the 
western wall of the cavern. onto which wagons and draft 
animals arc hoisted so they can bypass the maze. The 

hoist mechanism can be destroyed with the single pull 
of a lever if invaders manage to hijack it. 

4. GAUNTLET 

Blingdenstone's last line of defense is a wide. winding 
tunnel behind a gate similar to the one in area 1. 

GATE TOWERS 

Flanking the gate are two stone towers embedded in 
the cavern walls. Peering through shuttered windows 
in each tower arc four deep gnomes. eight in all. These 
gnomes operate winches that open and close the gate. Tf 

the characters are traveling with a deep gnome escort, 
the gates open as they approach, allowing access to the 
tunnel beyond. If the characters arrive here unescorted, 
the gnomes refuse to open the gate. 
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TUNNEL 

The tunnel has a 30-foot-high ceiling. and embedded in 
its walls are spell gems spaced 30 feet apart and 15 feet 
above the rough-hewn Ooor. The gems are set in sockets 
and held in place with sovereign glue, and each gem 
contains a symbol spell. Any deep gnome who can see a 
gem can activate the spell within it by using its action to 
speak the proper command word. Any attempt to pry a 
spell RCm from the wall destroys the gem. 

At the north end of the tunnel is a smaller door made 
of stone reinforced with adamantine (see the "Doors 
of Blingdenstone- sidebar). Fifteen-foot-high ledges 
in alcoves flank the door. The ledges are currently 
unguarded, and the stone door opens easily to reveal the 
caves of Inner Blingdcnstone beyond. 

I NNER BLINGDEN STONE 
Population: 300 deep gnomes (svirfneblin) 
Gove rnment: Work collective led by Dorbo and Scnni 

Diggcrmat tock 
Defe nse: Militia, summoned ea rth elementals 
Commerce: Salt, gemstones, and ra re minerals 
Organizations: The Miners' Guild, the 

Stoncheart Enclave 

The defenses in Outer Blingdenstone paint a picture of 
a paranoid people under siege, but once past the final 
gates, the true character of the settlement is revealed. 
Warm. cozy, and welcoming. Blingdenstone is a rarity in 
the Undcrdark. 

Read the following boxed text when the characters 
first arrive in Inner Blingdenstone, omitting the second 
paragraph if they arrive unescorted. 

You leave the dark tunnel behind and step into what 

looks like another world. These aren't sinister drow 

caverns or harsh, bare stone, but a subterranean land of 

warm colors and welcoming smells. The deep gnomes 

you see going about their business glance up at you with 

suspicion, but you instinctively understand that you face 

no threat here. 

One of the guards escorting you abandons his severe 

frown to give a deep nod as he prompts you past the 

inner gate. "Welcome to Blingdenstone, travelers." 

5. RECEPTION HALL 

This busy cavern welcomes visitors to Blingdenstone 
and connects the most important chambers of the 
new settlement. Two sealed tunnels here lead to the 
Goldwhisker Warrens. One is closed off by a deliberately 
caused cave-in to the south, and the other by reinforced, 
locked, and guarded gates. 

6. BARRACKS 

This chamber is above the main level of Blingdenstone, 
and houses off-duty svirfneblin currently assigned to 
defend the entrance. 



7. TRADERS' GROTTO 

T his cavern ~erves as Blingdenstone's central market. 

All manner of fungi once grew in the moist grotto. but 

a m i sca~t ~pellturned them to stone centuries ago. 

Blingdcnstone's merchants gather here in makeshift 

stalls amid the stone stalks ro hawk their wares and 

barter with one another. Arriving caravans lower their 

cargo to warehouses carved out beneath the grotto. 

K AZOOK PICKSH lN E 

If the characters accepted Werz Sahbaron's errand in 

Gracklstugh (see chapter 4}. they can deliver Werz's 

sack of gems to Kazook Pickshine, who has a stall in 

the Traders' Grotto. Kazook is a deep gn ome. If the 

characters approach him openly and present the sack to 

him, he muffles a gasp as he looks a round. then quickly 

ushers the characters into the stall , admonishi ng the m 

to ta lk quietly and not be so open. He inspects the gems, 

weighs them by hand while looking at the characters 

with suspicion, then pays them for the delivery with a 

zircon worth 50 gp. 

GELATINOUS CuBE I NCURSION 

The first time the characters visit the Traders' Grotto 

without an escort, a clanging bell sounds near the main 

entrance. When this happens, read the following boxed 

text to the players. 

The deep gnomes around you all draw weapons and 

retreat as you see a guard stumble back, then rise up 

in the atr. A strange shimmer around him reveals the 

surface of the gelatinous cube that has engulfed him. 

Two ge latinou s cubes seep through a collapsed 

runnel between the Traders' Grouo and area 24 of the 

Gold whisker Warrens. Both cubes advance, attempting 

to engulf and consume any other creatures in their 

paths until they are destroyed. 

T he t rapped svirfncbli n is named Mev Flin tknapper 

use the ve teran statistics in the Monster Manual, but 

also give Mev the Stone Camouflage. Gnome Cunning. 

and Innate Spellcasting features of a deep gnome). He 

has a lready taken 10 acid damage and takes another 

11 (6d6) acid damage at the start of each of the cube's 

·urns until pulled free with a successful DC 12 Strength 

·heck. The attempt requires an action. and any creature 

making the attempt takes 10 (3d6) acid damage is it 

~eachcs into the cube. 

If Glabbagool is with the charac ters. it attempts 

~o intimidate the other cubes by interposing itself 

~tween them and the characters. At your discretion. 

_llow Glabbagool to use the Help action to assist the 

characters' attacks. 

Treasure. Once destroyed, the hostile cubes spill 

·heir contents on the ground: 12 gp and a +I shortsword 

of drow manufacture (see the "Drowcraft Items'' sidebar 

n appendix B). 

INNER BLINCDENSTONE! GENERAL FEATURES 

Inner Blingdenstone covers the areas the svirfneblin have 
recovered from supernatural squatters and other dangers, 
now secured by mundane and magical means. 

Chambers. Blingdenstone is not a single cavern, but a 
network of interconnected caves and pockets the svirfneblin 
have widened and worked for use as homes, workshops, 
vending stalls, places of worship. storerooms, and the like. 
Other than the private homes of svirfneblin families, all 
chambers are tall enough for Medium creatures to walk 
around wtthout difficulty, and common areas are even larger. 

It is rare for cavern walls to be bare in Blingdenstone. The 
walls oflarge caverns are studded with stairs and ramps 
leading to balcontes and hollows serving as storage or 
shops. The largest caverns are crisscrossed by walkways 
allowing svirfneblin and visitors to reach connecting tunnels 
high above the floor. 

Light. The caverns of Inner Blingdenstone are brightly lit 
with a mix of bioluminescent fungi, caged giant fire beetles, 
and magic. The light from these chambers spills in to short 
connecting tunnels lacking their own illumination, creating 
areas of dim light. Longer tunnels have their own light, 
usually magically produced. 

Connecting Tunnels. Svirfneblin and other Small races 
can walk through tunnels with ease, but Medium or larger 
creatures must duck and squeeze-a feature intended to 
control invaders ' movements. Most tunnels have smooth 
floors, but those around the periphery of the reclaimed 
areas are strewn with rubble and debris. 

Some of the connectmg tunnels in Blingdenstone are 
trapped. The most common traps are collapsing roofs and 
spiked pits (see "Sample Traps" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 
Master's Guide). Many tunnels slope down before rising up 
again, allowing the gnomes to flood them. All tunnel traps 
are inactive in Inner Blingdenstone, but the svirfneblin can 
quickly activate them tn case of emergency. 

D EVELOPMENT 

After the gelatinous cube encounter, svirfneblin inform 

the characters that incursions by oozes are becoming 

more frequent. ln every case, it seems as though 

the oozes are trying to make their way toward the 

abandoned northwest section of the city (labeled "The 

P udding Court" on the map of Bl ingdenstonc). 

XPAWA RDS 

The characters gain a special award of 100 XP each for 

delivering Werz's sack of gems to Kazook Pickshine. 

If the characters managed to rescue Mev. or made a 

sincere effort to do so, award each of them 50 XP. and 

allow the characters to make a group Charisma check 

to improve the deep gnomes' attitude (see "Changing 

Svirfneblin Attitudes"). 

8 . THE RUBY IN THE ROUGH 

The Stoneheart Enclave agreed to join the 

Diggermattock effort to resettle Blingdenstone in 

exchange for help reclaiming this temple known as 

the Ruby in the Rough. The temple is dedicated to 

Segojan Earthcaller, the svirfneblin god of deep earth 

and nature. The rituals and day-to-day duties of the 

temple are overseen by a deep gnome named Glyphic 

Shroomlight, a nervous young novice doing his best in a 

situation requiring a much older and more experienced 
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cleric (use the acolyte statistics in the Monster 

Manual. but also give Glyphic the Stone Camouflage, 

Gnome Cunning, and Innate Spellcasting features of a 

deep gnome). 

Despite the desecration of the drow invasion and the 

decades of scavenging and raiding in its aftermath. 

THE WAY HOME 

The svirfneblin know of routes from Blingdenstone to both 
the surface world and Gauntlgrym. If you want to keep the 
characters adventuring in the Underdark, Blingdenstone 
should either be their last destination after having explored 
the other areas in the initial chapters of the adventure, or 
they should be kept busy with other commitments and 
quests before returning to the surface world. These quests 
could come either from the deep gnomes or from earlier 
chapters of the adventure. 

The svirfneblin won't help the party reach the surface 
world until their attitude toward the characters is friendly. 
The characters can achieve this through minor acts and 
services (see "Changing Svirfneblin Attitudes" earlier in 
this chapter), as certain svirfneblin ask for their help. 

If the characters leave the svirfneblin without providing 
them assistance in dealing with their troubles, the deep 
gnomes' attitude toward the characters is hosti le if they 
ever return to Blingdenstone. 

CHAPTER 6 I BLINGDENSTO!'I.E 

the old city's honored dead still rest securely in the 

catacombs beneath the temple. A passage on the east 

side of the cavern leads down into this net work of small 

linked caverns accessible only through the temple. 

The catacombs are built along a mostly regular grid. 
making it easy for characters to find their way among 

standing statues and funerary niches. Tf the characters 

come here following rumors of ghosts, it's only a matter 

of time before they meet Burrow Warden Jadger, a ghost 

from the time of the drow invasion. 

Tf the characters recovered Pelek's severed hand in 

the ''Whorlstone Tunnels" section of chapter 4. they can 

lay Pelek's spirit to rest by placing his remains in the 

catacombs. Jf they do this. the ghost of Burrow Warden 

jadger appears before them. 

BURROW WARDEN jADGER 

]adger's ghost greets the characters but disappears 

through a wall if they attack. (Word quickly gets around 

the settlement of the adventurers' rudeness. negatively 

shifting the gnomes· attitude toward the characters.) 

jadger speaks candidly about who he is and what 

happened to him. After gaining any sense that the 

characters are seeking information from Lhe svirfneblin, 

he asks them to perform two tasks involving laying 

other svirfneblin spirits to rest: 



Destroy Vazuk. a deep gnome who is mad with grief 
and a threat to the other residents of Blingdenstone. 
His specter can be found haunting his old home 
in area 12a. 
Recover the remains of a deep gnome named Udhask 
and bring them to the catacombs. jadger knows that 
the deep gnome died somewhere in Rockblight, the 
northeast section ofBiingdenstonc. 

Jadger tells the characters he will answer one 
question for each ghost laid to rest (including Pelek from 
Gracklstugh. if the characters have returned his hand 
ht're). His knowledge of the Underdark is considerable. 
though somewhat outdated. 

XPAWARDS 

If thf" party returns Pelek's remains to the catacombs. 
each character gains a special award of 100 XP. 

9. CULT IVATION CAVE 

This cavern complex is devoted to the cultivation of 
useful fungi the svirfneblin use in their cooking and 
crafting, including the following edible and exotic fungi: 

3d6 barrelstalks 
6d6 bluccaps 
3d6 ilhogg's noses 
3d6 torchstalks 
3d6 trillimacs 

Two blocked-off tunnels lead north and northeast to 
areas that have not been resettled. All elemcntals are 
kept away from the passages because the Stoneheart 
Enclave believes they lead to the cavems where 
Ogremoch's Bane lurks. 

10. STAGI NG A R EA 

This cave is fortified with barricades and defended 
by eight deep gnomes and four cave badgers (see 
-Random Encounters in Blingdenstone''). There are no 
earth elementals reinforcing security here because the 
passage on the north wall sealed at either end with 
a locked door-leads to areas where the deep gnomes 
have confirmed the influence of Ogremoch's Bane. 

UNSEEN EVIL 

The leader of the guards is a wryly cynical svirfneblin 
named Sark Axebarrel, who warns the characters of 
reports of a medusa lurking in the caverns beyond the 
doors, in a section of the old ciry that the gnome refers 
to as Rockblight. Jf they decide to explore Rock blight, 
Sark asks them to find out whatever they can about 
the medusa and kill her if they are able. He offers 
a payment of 50 gp per character for useful 
information, plus a diamond worth 1,000 gp if 
they bring back proof that the medusa is dead. 

11. CAVE S OF C LATTER 

This cluster of caverns on the eastern end of the 
settlement serves as a workspace for weaponsmiths and 
armorsmiths. Traditional svirfneblin arms. including 
picks, darts, and daggers. along with ring maiJ, scale 
mail, and chain mail shirts, arc forged and traded here. 

Less common equipment such as swords and shields 
can be custom ordered. Prices for weapons and a rmor 
are double those listed in the Player's llandbook. 

The passages leading to area 17 are sealed off by steel 
walls that can't be opened. 

12. R ESI DENTIA L CAVES 

These caverns branch off into smaller caves sen·ing 
as hovels for families of svirfneblin. Tunnels lead to 
secondary chambers that branch out into more hovels. 
Deep gnome hovels have no doors. 

The locals are willing to talk with the characters. 
pointing them toward a particular cave that was recently 
evacuated. A "ghost" manifested there and chased out a 
family trying to settle within (see area 12a). 

12A. VAZUK'S HOME 

Vazuk was a simple leathenvorkf"r who died in the drow 
invasion. His spirit awoke when a family moved into 
what used to be his home, then began to throw fits and 
terrorize any creatures coming near. 

Vazuk is a specter (use the poltergeist variant). He 
can't be turned while inside his former home. He attacks 
the characters as soon as they enter the house. a ll the 
while screaming ''Mine! My stuff! Not yours!" 

Treasure. A character who searches the hovel and 
succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check 
spots a concealed hole in the floor. The hole contains a 
small zurkhwood chest holding eight tiny rubies worth 
250 gp each. 



XPAWARDS 

In addition to the XP earned for defeating Vazuk, each 
character earns 50 XP if they inform Burrow Warden 

Jadger (see area 8) that the spirit has been dealt with. 

13. SPEAKING STONES 

A circle of stone menhirs predating BLingdenstOne 
stands at the center of this small cavern. The gnomes 
believe this henge is a cluster of truly ancient galeb 

duhr, venerated as manifestations of the gods. The 
more religious members of the Stoneheart Enclave 

cast augury and commune spells within the circle. 
interpreting the responses to their entreaties through 
subtle changes in the vibrations in the bedrock below. 

CLEANSE THE STEADFAST STONE 

Gurnik Tapfinger, head priest of Callardu ran 
Smooth hands in the Stoneheart Enclave, approaches 
the characters if they show any interest in the S pea king 
Stones (use the pries t statistics in the Monster Manual, 

but also give Gurnik the Stone Camouflage, Gnome 
Cunning, and Innate Spellcasting features of a deep 
gnome). lle asks them to undertake a task in a closed
off area of the old city known as Rockblight, where the 
temple of his god stands desecrated. If the characters 
agree, he gives them a ruby spell gem (see appendix B) 
containing the hallow spell and asks them to place the 
gem in the Steadfast Stone's menhir (see area 22). 

Gurnik warns them that once they place the gem, 
Ogremoch's Bane will send its servants to stop them. 
They must defeat these servants until the gem awakens 
three temple guardians. at which point the temple will 
be cleansed and the characters can leave. Once the 
characters accomplish this task, Gurnik channels the 
power of the cleansed temple, bestowing a blessing 

of protection or a blessing of weapon on each of the 
characters (each player's choice); see "Other Rewards" 
in chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide for more 
information on blessings. 

14. D rGGERMATTOCK H ALL 

This is the home of Dorbo and Senni Diggermattock 
as well as the "palace" of the provisional government 
of Blingdenstone. Characters are escorted here if they 
reveal to the guards in area 1 that they are fleeing 
from the d row. 

Two dozen or so svirfneblin occupy th is well-lit cavern, 

some moving briskly with messenger pouches in hand 

while others huddle around several stone tables cove red 

in maps and other papers. talking in hushed, serious 

tones. The back of the room IS dominated by a dais 

carved from the rock of the cavern, atop which rest two 

stone desks facing each other. Two svirfneblin- one 

male, one female-sit behind the desks, conferring with 

advisers and each other. They turn their attention to you 

as you enter. 
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The de facto rulers of Blingdenstone are interested 
in e\'erything the characters have to say about their 
adventures, especially if they've witnessed any events 
related to demonic inHuence in their visits to other parts 
of the Underdark. 

The Diggermanocks offer characters a safe haven on 
the condition they cause no trouble in the community. 
If asked about reaching the surface, Dorbo says he'd 
like to help. but Blingdcnstone is under severe pressure 
and he can't spare anyone to guide them. Moreover, the 
gnomes don't allow strangers to buy or borrow their 
maps. Both Dorbo and Scnni become evasive and angry 
if the characters press the issue, at which point the 
characters must succeed on a group DC 15 Charisma 
check or have the attitude of the svirfneblin worsen. 

If the adventurers offer to help the beleaguered 
settlement, the svirfneblin leaders mention things the 
characters can do to help take the pressure off the 
community and free up its resources. Each task the 
characters s uccessfully undertake shifts the attitude of 
the svirfneblin (see "Changing Svirfneblin Attitudes"). 

"OPERATION: OozE THERE?" 

The Diggermattocks relay rumors that some monster or 
magic in the northwestern part of the settlement might 
be respons ible for the growing number of oozes in 
Blingdenstone. Tf the characters return with information 
about the Pudding Court and the threat lurking 
therein, the Oiggermattocks pay them with an empty 
spell gem of the highest spell level a spellcaster in the 
party can cast. 

"OPERATION: ExTERMINATE?" 

The were rats of the Goldwhisker clan are a point of 
contention among the Diggermattocks. Dorbo wants 

them out of the warrens to free up living space for 
hard-working svirfneblin. He also wants to recover 
the House Center he believes is still in the wererats' 
grasp (see area 28). Senni argues that the wererats are 
descendants of Blingdenstone citizens and deserve to 
stay and rejoin their community. 

Since the wererats are as territorial and defensive 
as the svirfneblin, any attempt to parley has been met 
with violence. Senni asks the characters to venture 
into the warrens and talk with whomever is in charge. 
The characters' report will determine whether the 
svirfneblin step up their efforts to eliminate the wererats 
or work toward an agreement. 

If Topsy or Turvy are with the party, they want to learn 
more about the wcrcrat community. If their own nature 
as wererats is revealed to the Diggermattocks or other 
deep gnomes, the twins are given the choice of going 
into the wererat-controlled part of Blingdenstone or 
being cast out of the settlement altogether, which might 
encourage the characters to meet and talk with the 
Goldwhisker clan. 

15. SINGING STONES 

This elevated cavern near one of Blingdenstone's main 
residential areas holds a variety of rocks and crystals 
in the middle of its bowl-shaped floor. Svirfneblin 
minstrels skilled in the art of stone singing can alter the 



pitch of the vibrations emiued by the individual stones. 
creating an effect similar to an assemblage of harp
playing bards. When the characters initially come here, 
a deep gnome named Garra Songstonc is playing the 
crystals for an appreciative audience of 3d4 deep gnome 
children (noncombatants). 

16. THE FOAMING M uG 

The Foaming Mug was built as an inn to house foreign 
guests visiting Blingdenstone. It was abandoned after 
the drow invasion but has recently reopened. While its 
supply of surface foods and beverages is meager. the 
rooms are sized for Medium guests. with comfortable 
beds and two separate hot springs used for bathing and 
relaxation. There are no other guests currently. so party 
members who stay here have the inn to themselves. 
Many svirfneblin frequent the inn's taproom after work, 
keeping the place lively. The tavern serves Darklake 
Stout, an ale that the svirfneblin purchase from duergar 
traders in Mantol-Derith (see chapter 9). 

Tappy Foamstrap. a bored deep gnome, runs the inn. 
The characters' arrival is the most exciting thing that 
has happened in months, so she peppers them with 
questions about their lives and adventures, pushing free 
drinks and food on them. 

RUMOR AND HEARSAY 

The svirfneblin community is tight-knit, so rumors 
s pread quickly. Characters who engage with the tavern's 

patrons while the gnomes' general attitude is indifferent 
or friendly learn the following information. 

Blingdenstone's ghost problem is getting worse, and 
there are even spirits haunting the catacombs. 
There was a crazy svirfneblin back in the first days 
of reclamation who disappeared. Some of the scouts 
claim to have seen him. skulking around the unrecov
e red areas of the settlement. (The scouts don't know 
that this gnome is the Pudding King.) 
The Stoneheart Enclave is closing in on a solution to 
the threat of Ogremoch's Bane (untrue). The gnomes 
call a large unclaimed area in the northeast of the 
settlement "Rockblight," as earth elementals go mad 
whenever they go near it. 
People are divided as to what to do about the wererats 
living in the southwest caverns. Some want them out. 
while others propose an alliance of mutual defense. 
A merchant from Gracklstugh says there's an influx of 
surface-world coins there, but nobody knows where 
they come from. (See chapter 4 for more information.) 
A svirfneblin caravan returning from Wbiteshell 
Mines encountered a parade of dancing myconids. 
Through their rappor t spores, the myeonids told 
the gnomes about a "wedding celebration." which is 
strange considering that myconids don't celebrate or 
have weddings. (See chapter 5 for more information.) 

The characters can spend a few hours socializing in 
the taproom of the Foaming Mug. If they do, they gain 
advantage on their next group Charisma check made to 
improve the deep gnomes' attitude. 

ROCKBLICHT: GENERAL FEATURES 

Unlike the reclaimed parts ofBiingdenstone, Rockblight is 
barren, cold, and hostile. 

Light. All parts of Rockblight are dark except for whatever 
light sources the characters bring with them. 

Caverns and Corridors. The caverns and connecting 
tunnels in this part of Blingdenstone are of the same 
construction seen in Inner Blingdenstone, but are empty 
and strewn with rubble. 

Humidity. A few shallow pools and streams run 
through the area, making the air damp and chill. Pools are 
difficult terrain. 

RO CKBLIGHT 
When the drow attacked Blingdenstone, Ogremoch's 
Bane retreated to the far corners of the ruined city, 
waiting for the time to reemerge and seek out earth 
elementals to corrupt. The malevolent entity didn't have 
to wait long. as the drow sent teams of scavengers to 
loot the treasures the deep gnomes left behind, bringing 
their own elemental creatures with them. 

Ogremoch's Bane haunted the drow with the same 
relentless cruelty it did the svirfneblin. turning their 
elemental servants against them. Eventually. the drow 
armies departed the city, but when they did. a drow 
priestess of Lolth named eheedra Duskryn stayed 
behind. eheedra was obsessed with collecting spell 

gems for their power and beauty, intent on making 

herself the regal and powerful master of her own 
underground realm. She commanded a force of 
drow servants and soldiers with unabashed cruelty, 
relentlessly driving them to seek out spell gems and 
increase her own wealth and power. 

Overcome by her own greed and vanity, Nebeedra 

engaged in dark rituals designed to secure her hold on 
power. imagining that Blingdenstone would one day 

become a drow enclave with her as its immortal leader. 
Unfortunately, the magical pacts she struck eventually 
transformed the vain priestess inro a medusa. 

Enraged by her fate, Neheedra turned her servants 
to stone and descended into madness. Over decades, 
she petrified any creature she encountered, eventually 



catching the attention of Ogremorh's Bane. , ow. the 
medusa works in concert with the fell entity. creating 

stone servants animated by its power. 
Since the return of the svirfneblin to Blingdenstone. 

the deep gnomes have studiously avoided sections of the 
old city that Ogremoch's Bane and Ncheedra inhabit, 
blocking it off from the rest of the settlement and giving 
it the name ·'Rockblight." 

17. ABA NDON ED R ESIDENCES 

This large cavern mirrors the residential areas oflnner 
Blingdenswne, except there is no warmth or joy here
only darkness and signs of carnage. 

Every step echoes against walls beyond your c1rcle of 

light. The air is cold and damp, and you can hear a 

waterfall somewhere in the blackness, along with faint 

echoes of bat tle. 

The echoes of battle are always in the darkness beyond 
the range of the characters' light and darkvision. As 
characters move toward the apparent source. the 
echoes become more distant. as though originating 
somewhere else. 

Unless the characters quickly retreat whence they 
came, the ghost of a svirfneblin named Udhask 
appears. It uses Horrifying Visage. then attacks with 
his Withering Touch. Jf it lakes any damage, the ghost 
shouts "They are coming! Everyone must hide!" It then 
flees. The characters can follow the fleeing ghost to an 
old burrow, where it disappears. Within the burrow. 
Udhask's skeletal remains lie next to a stone bed. 
There's no evidence that he died a violent death. In fact. 
when the drow attacked Blingdenstone, Udhask had a 
heart attack and died while reaching for his loot (see 

"Treasure"). 

POOL AND WATERFALL 

A waterfall fed by an underground freshwater stream 
pours into a 100-foot-diamcter. 10-foot-deep pool that 
dominates the east end of the cavern. Flanking the pool 
a re two wide, rough-hewn staircases that climb 30 feet 
to an overlooking cave filled crystals and fungi (area 
18). The stream runs through the higher cave before 
pouring into this one. 

T REASURE 

Udhask's skeleton appears to be reaching under the 
stone bed. A character who searches under the bed 
and succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check 
fi nds a hidden compartment in the floor. Within the 
compartment is a rortcd pouch containing six 100 gp 
gems and a pocion of invisibility. 

D EVELOPMENT 

Collecting Udhask's bones and taking them to Burrow 
Warden jadger's ghost in area 8 completes one of 
j adger's tasks. 
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18. O VERLOOK 

A shallow, swiftly flowing stream bisects this cave. 

Crystalline formations sprout from the floor on both 

sides of the stream. and rough-hewn staircases at the 

back of the cave cl imb 30 feet to a barren stone ledge 

with a pair of winged statues perched atop it. 

The ··winged statues" on the ledge are two gargoyles. lf 
the characters attack the gargoyles or move within 30 
feet of them, the monsters swoop down and attack. In 
the second round of combat, an insane earth elemental 
rises from the stone floor and joins the fight. 

The stream that flows through the cave originates 
from a naturally formed culvert in the northeast wall, 
beneath the ledge. The stream is only 3 feet deep. 

The crystal formations growing throughout the cave 
arc large enough for characters to hide behind, but they 

arc neither magical more valuable. 

TREASURE 

Among the remains of the earth elemental. the 
characters can find an earth clemencal gem. Before they 
can use it, however. it must receive a remove curse spell 
from a priest of the Stonehcart Enclave. Otherwise, 
the elemental summoned by the gem is always hostile 
towa rd its summoner. The characters can also harvest 
samples from the bodies of the corrupted elemental and 
the gargoyles for Nomi Pathshutter (see "Stoneheart 
Quarry" in the ''Blingdeostone Outskirts" section). 

19. CRYSTAL GARDEN 

L1ght from biolummescent fungi refracts through large 

crystal formations erupting from the floor, creating a 

kaleidoscope of colors on the surrounding walls. The 

crystals are semitransparent, sl ightly distorting images 

seen through them. A statue of a gnome cowers near a 

crystal outgrowth, holding a broken crystal in its hands. 

Six night lights (see "Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 
2) illuminate this cave. Tunnels in this area climb up 
to area 20 and down to a r<>a 21. ancltwo sets of stairs 
carved from the walls lead up to area 22. 

The statue is actually a deep gnome named Von. who 
was turned to stone by Nehecdra the medusa. He tried 
to use one of the crystals to block the medusa's gaze 
but fai led. Anyone examining the statue notices that the 
gnome seems to be raising the crystal toward his face, 

as if to look through it. 
The crystals here can be used as countermeasures 

against cheedra's gaze. A creature with one hand free 
can hold a crystal to its eyes. gaining advantage on the 
Constitution saving throw made against Neheedra's 
gaze. However, the creature makes allack rolls with 

disadvantage. 



20 . NEHEEDRA'S LAIR 

~cheedra Duskryn was part of the expedition sent to 
loot Blingdenstone of its spell gems. Her abode reflects 
the richness and elegance of the drow monarch she 

yearned to be. 

• I The adornments in this chamber would be more at home 

in a drow City. Sp1der-themed tapestries, fine zurkhwood 

furniture, and racks of expensive clothing fill the area, 

all of it old and rotted. At the center of the chamber, a 

female drow sits upon a zurkhwood throne. She stands, 

eyes closed and arms crossed as if in meditation or 

prayer. Then her white hair writhes, and you see it is 

formed of pale, hissing snakes. 

The medusa attacks intruders without hesitation. 
~eheedra's curse has driven her mad, and reasoning 
with her isn't an option. 

TREASURE 

Five of the dresses in Neheedra's rack are made of 
spider silk shaped by drow magic. They are worth 
200 gp each if sold in the markets of the Underdark. 
The drow magic on a dress fades when the garment is 
exposed to sunlight. causing it to fall apart. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If the characters divulge the medusa's location to 

Sark Axebarrel in area 10, they receive the promised 
reward of 50 gp each. If they deliver Neheedra's head 
·o Sark. he also gives them the 1,000 gp diamond he 
promised them. 

XPAWARDS 

The characters gain 50 XP each if they successfuJly 
report back to Sark, whether they defeat the medusa or 
not. Upon earning this award, the characters can make 
a group Charisma (Persuasion) check to improve the 
gnomes' attilude (see "Changing Svirfneblin Attitudes"). 

21. DROW STATUES 

This cave is filled with thirty statues of drow warriors, 
all standing as if on guard. In her madness. eheedra 
turned these warriors of her house to stone. Over long 
years, Ogremoch's Bane has used its power to animate 
these statues, turning them into elemental creatures. 

When the characters step inside the chamber, six 
of the statues animate and attack. The statues have 
•he statistics of animated armor, except that they are 
... lementals instead of constructs. 

The statues attack until destroyed but don't leave this 
area. lf the characters spend I round or longer in the 
~hambcr after defeating the last statue. six more statues 
animate. This process repeats until either all of the 
:,tatues are destroyed or until the characters leave the 
·ave. A statue also animates and attacks if touched or 

otherwise disturbed. 

0GREMOCH'S BANE 

If every stawc in this cave is destroyed, Ogremoch's 

Bane appears. 

l As the last statue crumbles, a cloud of dust erupts from l 
1ts shattered remains and expands to fill the cave . 

The cloud is Ogremoch's Bane. Characters within the 
cloud can sense its malevolence, and a successful DC 
15 Intelligence (Arcana) check confirms that the cloud is 
of cxtraplanar origin. The cloud has a flying speed of 20 

feet and is impervious to all damage and spells except 
the following. 

• A gust of wind spell or similar magic can forcibly 
move the cloud. 

• Casting a banishment spell on the cloud sends it back 
to the Elemental Plane of Air if it fails its Charisma 
saving throw (it has a +4 modifier to the roll). A dispel 

evil and good spel l is equally effective and doesn't 
require a successful attack roll; however, the caster 

must be in contact with the cloud. 

Creatures native to the Elemental Plane of Earth 
(including earth elementals, galeb duhr, gargoyles. 
and xorn) that come in contact with Ogrcmoch's Bane 
instantly fall under the cloud's sway. The effect lasts as 
long as the enslaved elementals and Ogremoch"s Bane 

are on the same plane of existence. 

XP AWARDS 

lf Ogremoch's Bane is banished back to the Elemental 
Plane of Earth. award each character 150 XP. 

22. STEA DFAST STONE 

Once a temple of Callarduran Smoot hhands, the deep 
gnomes' god of stone and mining, this cavern was 
named after its long-lost galeb duhr protectors-the 
dharum suhn (the ''Hearts of Steadfast Stone''). 

The Aoor of this cavern is worn smooth, but the walls are 

rough. A great menhir carved from a stalagmite stands 

in the center of the chamber, pockmarked with dozens of 

empty sockets that might once have held gems. 

Characters with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score 
of 14 or higher notice that the roughness of the walls 
outlines several large, vaguely humanoid shapes. 

CLEANSING THE TEMPLE 

lf the characters accepted Gurnik Tapfinger's task (see 
area 13). they can place the ruby spell gem he gave them 
into one of the sockets in the menhir. When they do so, 
the elementals in the walls begin to stir. 

l 
As the ruby begins to glow against the menhir, the walls 

begin to rumble. Part of one wall shifts, detaches, and 

charges toward you. l 



An earth elemental materializes out of the wall 

and attacks. When the elemental is reduced to 0 hit 

points. it crumbles. and a galeb duhr emerges from 

the ground near the menhir in an unoccupied space. 

The galeb duhr faces outward in a guarding pose. but 

doesn't move or respond. Another earth elemental then 

emerges from the wall of the chamber and attacks. 
when it is destroyed. a second stoic galeb duhr appears. 

This summoning process repeats once more. until the 

third earth elemental appears and is destroyed. The 

elementals ignore the galeb duhr. which continue to 

stand motionless throughout the fight. 

When the characters reduce three earth elementals 

to 0 hit points and summon three galeb duhr, a white 

light shines from the menhir. producing a hallow 

effect protecting the galeb duhr from the influence of 

Ogremoch's Bane. The galeb duhr then animate and 

acknowledge the characters with a grave nod, before 

settling down in their boulder guise around the menhir. 

Gurnik delivers his promised blessings when the 
characters return to notify him of their success in the 

temple. He can sense whether or not the temple has 

been restored lo its former glory, so if the characters 

fail to cleanse the temple but tell him they succeeded. 
he knows they're lying, and the deep gnomes' attitude 

toward the party worsens. If the characters accomplish 

Gurnik's task, they can make a DC 15 group Charisma 

check to improve the gnomes· attitude. with all 

characters making the check with advantage. 

DEV ELOPMENT 

A wide, descending staircase ends before a wall of 

collapsed stone that blocks access to the tunnels and 
caves that constitute the Pudding Court. The debris 

can be cleared with a few days of work. However, if the 

characters want to usc this passage as an entry point 
to attack the Pudding King. they can use a volatile 

concoction brewed by Kazook Pickshine to quickly 

clear the debris (see ''Baule for Blingdenstone'' later in 

this chapter). 

XP AWARDS 

Each characte r gains 200 XP for restoring the temple. 

GOLDWHISKER WARRENS: GENERAL FEATURES 

One of the first thmgs lycanthropy cost the svirfneblin was 
the1r fastidious tidiness. The wererat warrens are messy, 
with several areas smelling of mushrooms too ripe for any 
normal person to eat. 

Light. The wererats light their warrens with nightlight 
fungi and torchstalks (see "Fungi of the Underdark" in 
chapter 5). 

Traps. The were rats have rigged traps throughout the 
warrens. All were rats know where the traps are and how 
to avoid them. The traps are marked with russet squares 
on the map. The first time a party member enters one of 
these areas, he or she triggers a trap unless the trap has 
been detected and disarmed. Roll a d6 to determine the 
type of trap: 1-2, spiked pit (1 0 feet deep and lined with 
zurkhwood spikes); 3-4, collapsing roof; or 5-6, poison 
darts. See "Sample Traps" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide for information on each trap. 

GTTAPT[R G I DU NG !)ENSTONE 

GOLDWHISKER WARRENS 
The svirfneblin wererats of the Goldwhisker clan don't 

remember having lived anywhere but in the ruins of 

Blingdenstone. They descend from survivors of the drow 

invasion who became infected with lycanthropy after an 

unfortunate encounter with a pack of wererats. 

For decades, the Goldwhisker svirfneblin have lived 

and thrived in these caverns, avoiding drow and crazed 

clementals, and securing their homes in cunning and 

vicious ways. They aren't willing to leave just because 

the cowards who fled Blingdenstone when it needed 

them most have now returned. 

23. MAI N E N TRANCE 

The svirfncblin installed locked doors to close off this 

section of the warrens. West of the doors, the wererats 
have installed a trap (see the "Traps'' section in the 

'·Goldwhisker Warrens: General Features" sidebar). 

Four svirfneblin wererats (see "Random Encounters 

in Blingdenstone") attack when the characters trigger, 

disarm, or avoid the trap. The wererats avoid biting their 

enemies to minimize the risk of giving them the "gifC 

of were rat lycanthropy. If the characters kill two of the 

wererats, the survivors retreat ro area 25. 

D EVELOPMENT 

Sounds of battle here a lert every other wererat in the 

warrens. Thereafter. the wererats can't be surprised. 

24. R EFUSE PILE 

The characters notice a foul stench as they approach 

this cave. This chamber used to be a small residential 

area. with homes dug into the walls at various heights, 
but no one dwells here now. 

The pile of refuse dominates the cave. It contains 

decomposing matter. including a pair of slimy. partially 
digested svirfneblin corpses. A successful DC 12 
Intelligence (Investigation) check reveals that the 

gnomes were victims of some kind of ooze. 

25. H ALL OF M INERS 

During Blingdenstone's heyday. this cavern held the old 

city's smelters and marketplace for ore and uncur gems. 

It's now the main square of the wererat warrens. 

A small crowd has gathered here. Most of the assembled 

creatures are deep gnomes, but some have ratlike 

features-including a fat specimen standing in front 

of the others, smiling at you with jagged buckteeth. 

"Peace," the big wererat says. He takes a step forward, 

arms extended and hands open. "Chipgrin's the name. 

I'm ch1ef of the Goldwh1sker clan. Shall we talk?" 

Forty svirfneblin wererats (see "Encounters in 

Blingdenstone") are gathered here, making combat 

a dangerous proposition and likely inspiring the 

characters to accept Chipgrin's peaceful parley. The 



wererat boss climbs a set of stairs to the top of a natural 
rise (area 26), bidding the characters to follow him. 

Chipgrin is a svirfneblin wererat with 45 hit points 
and AC 14 (studded leather). 

26. CHIPGRI N's RISE 

The leader of the Goldwhisker clan claims this plateau 
as his personal retreat and also entertains guests here. 

Stairs lead to the top of this rise, where the floor is 

covered with a soft and well-manicured carpet of green 

moss. The wererat chief sits on a stone chair Ranked by 

two giant rats. Draped over the chair's back is a cave 

badger pelt. 

"Let's get down to brass hobnails, then. You were sent 

by the Oiggermattocks 'cause they want us out, right? 

Right?! Well, they might get their wish soon enough, but 

in a way they ain't likely to cheer about." 

The wererats face constant attacks by the oozes and 
are close to fleeing the settlement and leaving the other 
deep gnomes to fend for themselves. However, Chipgrin 
has learned of the mysterious figure controlling the 
oozes. and he hopes to use that information to strike a 
bargain. If the characters are willing to hear what he 
has to say. Chipgrin goes on to describe the creature he 

refers to as "the Pudding King." 

• 
I 

"I remember him from when he worked in the tunnels, 

and my kin saw him when he returned. I know who he 

is, what he's doing, and-most of all-where he can 

be found! If you and the Diggermattocks want, I can 

take you straight to him-he what calls himself the 

Pudding King." 

The wererat leader remains civil, but he refuses to tell 
the characters anything more about the Pudding King 
until he has secured a meeting with the Diggermattocks. 
if there is any hint of violence, he calls for help. 

If the characters decide to light, all forty svirfneblin 
wererats in the surrounding cavern (area 25) rush to 
attack. in addition to Chipgrin and his two giant rats. 
Chipgrin orders his fellow wererats to take down clerics 
first. then any other spellcasters, and to keep melee 
combatants locked down. He doesn't kill the characters. 
but makes sure they are infected with wererat 
lycanthropy before dumping them in the maze in Outer 

Blingdenstone (area 3). 
During any negotiation, Chipgrin is affable but firm 

in his demands. He also asks the characters if they've 
noticed anything odd among the svirfneblin. The 
wererats have noticed the greed and aggression growing 
among their cousins living outside Blingdenstone 
see ''Biingdenstone Outskirts"). However, they are 

unaffected by it themselves, given their bestial natures. 
Chipgrin doesn't know about demon lords, but he's 

• 

smart and can help the characters connect the dots if 
they've heard ofjuiblex and its unending hunger. 

If either Topsy or Turvy are with the characters, 
Chipgrin is pleased to welcome them to the Goldwhisker 
clan. The twins accept the offer unless their bond of 
friendship with the characters inspires them to remain 
with the party. 

DEVELOPMENT 

This encounter tests the characters' skills as diplomats 
and peacemakers. If they take Chipgrin's message to 
the Oiggermattocks and arrange an audience, Chipgrin 
suggests that they stick around long enough to see what 
comes from "all this chit-chat and howdy-do!" 

27. SECR ET TuNNEL 

The wererats use this secret tunnel to enter and leave 
their warrens. Oozes have also been using this route 
to enter Blingdenstone and join the Pudding King's 
court. The secret doors are well hidden and require a 
successful DC 18 Wisdom (Perception) check to spot. 

THE PUDDING COURT 
The Pudding King set up his court in the northwest 
corner of Blingdenstone, slipping through the wererat 
warrens with his beloved ''children," Princess Ebonmire 
and Prince Livid (see the "Royal Oozes" sidebar). Since 
his return. the Pudding King has been using the power 
granted him by juiblex to summon and command every 

ooze in the region. 

28. HOUSE C ENTER 

This cavern was once the heart of Blingdenstone's 
government-a large space with a rocky sphere in irs 
center. The sphere is hollowed out and contains the 
royal chambers from which the old kings and queens 
ruled. All of it has been transformed by the presence of 

the Pudding King. 

RoYAL Oozes 

Princess Ebonm1re IS a black pudding with an Intelligence 
of 6 (-2) and the ability to hurl blobs of its substance as a 
ranged weapon attack out to a range of 30 feet. This attack 
has the same attack bonus, damage, and effect as the 
black pudding's Pseudopod attack. 

Prince Livid is a gray ooze with 30 hit points (use the 
psychic gray ooze variant). 

C HAI"l J::K 6 I llLI NCIH.NSTONE 
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The walls of this great cavern are covered in slime

dripping, sickening green slime. Echoes of dripping 

water also fill t he cave, in the center of which is a large 

spherical structure is held up off the Aoor by stone 

pi llars. Around these pillars crawl dozens of living 

oozes, heaving forward whi le reaching out with grasping 

pseudopods. The sphere's surface, like the cave walls, 

is covered with sl ime. Black slime swirls with yellow and 

gray slime in a disgusting soup, the unearthly patterns 

in the movements of the slime straining your eyes and 

tugging at your mind. 

A disembodied voice fi ll s the cave. "What's this , what's 

this? Visitors? Now? Not yet! We're not ready! Go away, 

pests! I will call upon thee and all of Blingdenstone to 

announce our glad tidings of the Faceless Lord to come 

at the proper time! Begone!" 

Hundreds of ooze creatures congregate here, drawn by 

the will of the Pudding King. They include dozens of 

black puddings, gray oozes, and ochre jellies, as well 

as the occasional gelatinous cube. If the characters 

intend to rush this deadly tide, warn them that retreat is 

a better option, and that this is a fight they aren't likely 
to survive without strategy and aid. See the "Battle for 

Blingdenstone" section for the ways the characters can 

return here and have a chance to triumph. 

If Glabbagool is with the party. it attempts to 

communicate with the other ooze creatures, telling the 

characters that others of its kind are calling for it to join 

them. The adventurers can convince the gelatinous cube 

not to go, but even if it does, Glabbagool might still serve 

as an ace in the hole during the battle for Blingdenstone. 

The cavern is damp and has a 180-foot-high ceiling 

lined with dripping stalactites, The walls are covered 

with patches of green slime (see "Dungeon Hazards" in 

chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). Any creature 

that comes into contact with a wall takes damage 

as normaJ. 

ROYAL SPHERE 

The hollowed-out stone sphere is 150 feet in diameter 

and elevated 10 feet off the ground, such that the top 

of the sphere is 20 feet below the cave ceiling. Stone 

ramps without railings climb 30 feet to four small, 

open doorways in the s ides of the sphere. A patch of 

green s lime (see "Dungeon Hazards" in chapte r 5 of 

the Dungeon Master's Guide) bangs above each door. 

The chambers the fill the sphere's interior have been 

scoured by the ooze creatures, leaving noth ing but bare 

corridors and empty chambers. Even the metalwork 

has been corroded and eaten away. There is nothing of 
interest or value within. 

29. RUINED STOCKADE 

This cavern was once a shrine for Baervan 

Wildwanderer, the gnomish deity known as the Father 

of Fish and Fungus. Now it belongs to the Pudding King. 
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The sound of dripping water fills this dark cave, and 

various oozes slither across the walls and floor. Some 

sort of fungal wall or partition once divided the cave, 

but that barrier has been destroyed. Beyond it lies more 

wreckage and debris scoured clean by the oozes. 

This area once contained a stockade fashioned from 

zurkhwood and trillimac fungi. Here, the deep gnomes 

kept their deep rothe (Underdark cattle). The place was 

ransacked during the drow invasion, and the Pudding 
King's oozes have dissolved most of what the drow left 

behind, including the bones of the slaughtered roth e. 
Two freshwater pools form along the west wall. 

Dozens of ooze creatures-black puddings, gray 

oozes. and ochre jellies-inhabit this cavern. However, 

they don't attack intruders unless they are harmed or 

commanded to do so by the Pudding King. 

This cave is also home to a gibbering mouther that 

isn't under the sway of}uiblex or the Pudding King. 

It crept into this cave and hides among the oozes. 

occasionally feeding on them. It looks like a pool of 

reddish-brown slime in the middle of the cave until one 

or more characters touch it, whereupon it opens its eyes 

and attacks. 

30. THRONE ROOM 

Phosphorescent lichen illuminates this cave, the floor of 

which is covered with pools of green sl ime. More green 

slime d ings to the ceiling and forms hideous drapes 

along the walls. In the middle of the cave, facing east, is 

a sl ime-covered throne. 

The Pudding King (see appendix C) holds court here, 
attended by his royal ·'children ," Princess Ebonmire and 

Prince Livid (see the "RoyaJ Oozes" sidebar). 

The Pudding's King's throne is made of chiseled stone 

and sculpted with lidless eyes and gaping mouths . A 

patch of green slime covers it (see "Dungeon Hazards" 

in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). More 

patches of green slime hang from the ceiling and form 

pools on the floor. The pools are easily avoided, while 

the patches on the ceiling don't fall unless the Pudding 

King commands them to. The Pudding King can use a 
bonus action to make a patch of green slime fall from 

the ceiling onto a creature below. 

In front of the throne is a footstool made from a 

squat, petrified mushroom. The mushroom's cap can be 

removed, revealing a hollow compartment in the stem 

where the Pudding King hides his treasure. 

TREASURE 

The hidden compartment in the Pudding King's fungaJ 

footstool contains 55 gp, 30 ep, a potion olpoison in 

a gourd, two spell scrolls written on sheets of dried 

trillimac (conjure minorelemcntals and speak with 

plants), and a varnished noth ic eye that functions as a 

crystal ball of true seeing that can be used only once. 



B ATTLE FOR 

BLINGDENSTONE 
Once the characters see how overwhelming the 
opposition is inside the Pudding Court, they have little 
choice but to retreat and report their findings to the 
Diggermattocks. The deep gnome leaders grimly thank 
them for their efforts, asking them to wait and attend a 

council meeting the following day. 
The council meeting takes place in Diggermattock 

Hall (area 14) and includes Chief Dorbo and 
Quartermaster Senni, Nomi Pathshutter and Gurnik 
Tapfinger representing the Stoneheart Enclave, Kazook 
Pickshine representing the Miners' Guild, and Burrow 
Warden Jadger's ghost or Trisk Ada mantelpiece 
representing the Burrow Wardens. If the characters 
talked with Chipgrin Goldwhisker and agreed to take 
his offer to the Diggcrmattocks. Dorbo and Senni invite 

him to attend as well. 
Senni asks the cha racters to inform everyone about 

what they saw, after which the council debates what 
to do. 1f nobody suggests it first,Jadger's ghost says that 
Blingdenstone has no hope to defeat this threat if the 
settlement stands divided. That means counting the 
Goldwhisker were rats as allies and recognizing their right 
to rejoin the community. 

Give the characters a chance to ask questions of the 
svirfneblin regarding what each faction can bring to the 

table (see "Blingdenstone Factions"). 

BLINGDENSTONE fACTIONS 

The following sections describe what each deep gnome 
faction has to offer in the Banle of Blingdenstone. 

ThE DIGGERMATTOCKS 

If the characters don't suggest it. the deep gnome 
leaders note that fighting all the oozes might not be 
necessary. If the adventurers can get to the Pudding 
King and destroy him, the oozes might be reduced to 
their typically mindless a nd disorganized state. A large 
force can serve as a distraction, while the characters 
sneak in from an alternate route. 

Dorbo Diggermattock wants the main force to attack 
from the temple of the Steadfast Stone. Before the 
battle can get underway, the temple must be cleansed 
(sec area 22). Meanwhile. Senni Diggermattock gives 
Kazook Pickshine the materials he needs to create an 
alchemical concoction that can clear the debris blocking 

tbe way into the domains of the Pudding King. 

THE COLDWHISKER CLAN 

Chipgrin doesn't know about the Pudding King's deal 
with j uiblex. but he knows the Pudding King can 
command the oozes as if they were intelligent. if the 
characters help convince Dorbo Oiggermattock that 
the Goldwhisker clan belongs in Blingdenstone, the 
svirfneblin wererats participate in the battle and prove 
sturdier than the average deep gnome, taking point on 

any auack. 

THE STONEHEART ENCLAVE 

Stone is a resilient defense against oozes. making 
earth elementals the perfect force to combat them. 
Nomi Pathshutter suggests that if Entemoch's Boon 
could be found and its summoning circle put to use. the 
likelihood of victory would increase greatly. 

Gurnik Tapfinger says that with Ogremoch's Bane still 

lurking. any elemental brought to the battle runs the risk 
of being driven insane. 

Nomi and Gurnik agree that if the Steadfast Stone 
is cleansed and Ogremoch's Bane is banished, the 
Stoneheart Enclave can protect its elementals during 

the battle. 

THE MINERS' GUILD 

Kazook Pickshine can concoct an oillo protect weapons 

and armor from acid corrosion. but he needs a large 
quantity of ingredients from 1 evcrlight Grove. If the 
characters have al ready been in Neverlight Grove and 
witnessed the horror of Zuggtmoy, they can discard 
this idea or brave a stealthy return to the corrupted 

myconid haven. 
Another option is to send a shipment of salt to 

Gracklstugh to trade for high-quality weapons. The 
characters could escort the caravan if they have already 
visited the City of Blades and have unfinished business. 

SVIRFNEBLIN SPIRITS 

If the characters have not already completed 
Burrow Wardcnjadger·s tasks. doing so convinces 
jadger·s ghost to rally the other benevolent ghosts of 
Blingdenstonc and join the battle. 

TASK LIST 

The success of any plan to rid Blingdenstone of the 
Pudding King and his minions is more likely if the 
characters complete the following tasks: 

• Convince Dorbo Oiggermattock that the Goldwhisker 
clan deserves to live in Blingdenstone. 
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Find Entemoch's Boon. 

• Cleanse the Steadfast Stone (area 22). 
• Travel to everlight Grove and harvest a wagon load 

of ingredients among its fungal pools and fields. 
• Escort a salt shipment to Gracklstugh to trade for 

duergar-made weapons. 
Complete one or both tasks set forth by the ghost of 
Bu rrow Wardenjadger (see area 8). 

Let the players come up with other ideas that might 
help, such as asking for aid from the stone giants of 
Gracklstugh or stealing magic weapons from the drow. 
Some quests might take time to complete, since they 
require travel through the Underdark. 

See the '·Benefits for Completing Tasks~ sidebar for 
benefits that the characters gain during the Battle of 
Blingdenstone if they complete certain tasks. 

CRY HAVOC! 

When the characters feel that they have attained 
their goals and secured their resources, the battle for 
Blingdenstone can begin. 

Earth elementals under the control of the Stoneheart 
Enclave lead the charge. followed by the wererats of 
Clan Goldwhisker. Svirfneblin under Chief Dorbo 
Diggermauock form the rearguard and provide ranged 
support. lf the ghosts participate, they attack from 
above and below. The plan is to get the characters to 
the Pudding King while the other factions hold the 
oozes at bay. 

To reach the Pudding King, the characters must 
face ld4 + 2 encounters, minus one encounter per 
goal achieved in the ·Task List" section. Roll a d6 and 
consult the Battle of Blingdenstone Encounters table to 
determine each encounter. 

BENEFITS FOR COMPLETING TASKS 

Completing certain tasks in Blingdenstone can provide the 
characters with benefits and allies in the final battle. 

• If the characters find Entemoch's Boon and share its 
location with the svirfneblin, or if they cleanse the 
temple ofCallardurran Smoothhands (area 22), an earth 
elemental aids them. If the characters completed both 
tasks, the elemental has 15 additional hit points. 

• If the characters fetch the ingredients from Neverlight 
Grove, their metal equipment is immune to the 
corrosive effects of oozes. 

• If the characters procure weapons in Gracklstugh, they 
can call for ranged artillery support during the Battle 
of Blingdenstone. Each character deals 2 extra damage 
w1th each attack during the "Cry Havoc!" encounters, 
representing covering fire from svirfneblin using 
duergar-made crossbows. 

• If the characetrs complete the tasks set before them 
by Burrow Warden jadger, each character can reroll 
one attack roll or saving throw during the Battle of 
Blingdentone as a ghost emerges from the ground to 
distract foes. 

• If the characters befriended Glabbagool and brought 
it to Blingdenstone, the intelligent gelatinous cube 
joins the battle as their ally. If Glabbagoolleft the party 
previously, it can reappear as a surprise ally during 
the battle. 
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BATTLE OF BLINCDENSTONE ENCOUNTERS 

d6 Encounter 

1-2 1 black pudding and 2 gray oozes 

3 1 gelatinous cube and 1 ochre jelly 

4-5 3 gray oozes and 1 ochre jelly 

6 2 black puddings 

During the bactle, the voice of the Pudding King 
can be heard through the layers of oozing miasma. 
crying out "Fight for your king!" and ~Glory to the 
Faceless Lord!" 

OoziNG RoYALTY 

When the characters defeat the last group of oozes, but 
before they reach area 30. the Pudding King appears. 

The insane, slime-covered deep gnome points at you and 

cackles. "Devour them, my precious children! Make your 

father proud!" He then bolts as two oozes drop from the 

ceiling in front of you, their dark forms flowing in your 

direction with unsettling awareness and malevolence. 

The characters must contend with Princess Ebonmire 
and Prince Livid (see the "Royal Oozes·· sidebar). These 
dimly intelligent oozes defend their master to the death. 
blocking the characters from reaching the Pudding King 
as he retreats to his throne room (area 30). 

Princess Ebonmire engages in melee, protecting 
Prince Livid as it uses its Psychic Crush attack. Prince 
Livid prefers to slink and hide while its Psychic Crush 
attack recharges. 

TREASURE 

When Princess Ebonmire dies. the black pudding 
disgorges a pair of spell books with covers made from 
troglodyte hide and pages made from trillimac fungus 
(see "Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 2). The covers 
and pages are coated with a magical varnish that 
renders them immune to acid damage, protecting them 
from the pudding's digestive juices. The varnish also 
protects against water damage. 

A svirfneblin arch mage named Lesla Carrowil 
authored both spellbooks. The wizard spells contained 
in each book are listed below; feel free to swap out any 
spell with another of the same level. 

The first spellbook. titled Underland Magick. contains 
the following spells: 

1st level: alarm, color spray, comprehend languages,findfamiliar. 
grease, identify, jump, Tasha's hideous laughter, unseen servant 

2nd level: alter self, blur, crown of madness, gust of wind, 
invisibility, knock, mag;c weapon, phantasmal force, 
spider climb 

3rd level: blink, dispel magic, gaseous form, major image, 
protection from energy. slow. tongues, water breathing 

4th level: blight.fabricate, fire shield, hallucinatory terrain, locau: 
creature, phantasmal killer, polymorph, stoneskin 

The second spellbook. titled Magick from Beyond the 

Mirror, contains the following spells: 



5th level: Bigby's hand, cloudkill, hold monster, legend lore, 
passwall, Rary's telepathic bond, telekinesis, wall of stone 

6th level: chain lightning, disintegrate, Drawmij's instant 
summons, eyebite,jlesh to stone, Otto's irresistible dance, 

true seeing 
7th level:forcecage, mirage arcana, Mordenkainen's magnificent 

mansion, prismatic spray, reverse gravity, teleport 
8th level: anti magic field, feeblemind, incendiary cloud, maze. 

power word stun, telepathy 

THE PUDDING KING 

The mad svirfneblin waits for the characters in his 
disgusting throne room. Tf the characters haven't seen 
the throne room before, read the boxed text description 
of the room (see area 30) and add the following: 

The Pudding King cowers behind his slime-covered 

throne and chortles in his joy. "Calloohl Cal lay! Now you 

can join the party!" he cackles. "You can be one with the 

Faceless Lord. just let yourselves be eaten and disgorged!" 

The Pudding King (see appendix C) prefers to cast 
spells while using the throne for cover. As a bonus 
action on his turn, he commands a patch of green slime 
to drop from the ceiling onto one randomly determined 
party member (see "Dungeon Hazards~ in chapter 5 of 
the Dungeon Master's Guide for the rules and effects of 

green slime). 
When one or more of the characters close to within 

reach of the Pudding King, he laughs madly as he tears 
away his humanoid guise and transforms into an ooze. 
When he reaches 0 hit points, he shrieks as he dissolves 
into a dense puddle of goo. Read the following boxed 
text as he expires: 

"You haven't won! No! We will rise from our children! 

We will be reborn from the Faceless Lord! )uiblex will 

consume the banquet of the Queen of Fungi and we ... 

will ... all ... grow ... !" 

With the Pudding King gone, the oozes lose their 
organization. but they arc still too many and the 
svir fneblio sound the call to retreat. Three ga leb 
duhr led by the ghost of Burrow Wardenjadger arrive 

to take the characters to safety. If the svirfneblin of 
Blingdenstone didn't already have a friendly attitude. 

they become friendly toward the characters after 

the battle. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Back in Diggermattock Hall, the gnome leaders make 
good on their promise, giving the characters a stone of 

controlling earth elementals along with the gratitude of 
their people. 

XPAWARDS 

If the characters participated in the battle, they gain a 
special award of 200 XP each. 

LEAVING BLINGDENSTONE 
The characters can leave Blingdenstone as heroes 
of the svirfneblin. If they express interest in visiting 
other Underdark locations. the deep gnomes give them 
whatever help they can. including placing them in a 
caravan to Gracklstugh or Neverlight Grove. If the 
characters ask for help reaching the surface world. 
the gnomes guiding them to a tunnel that leads there 
(eventually}. They also provide enough food. water. and 
other basic supplies for the party's journey. 

The characters achieve a great victory if they defeat 
the Pudding King, but their victory is incomplete. The 
Pudding King's death is a small setback for juiblex. and 
the demon lord might send another minion to command 
the remaining oozes in Blingdenstonc until they arc 

destroyed. 
The "banquet'' the Pudding King referred to is the 

demonic rite of domination through which Zuggtmoy 
plans to transform the Underdark into her new abyssal 
domain. See chapter 16, "The Fetid Wedding," for more 

information. 

T"E PuoooNG K oNG 
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CHAPTER 7: ESCAPE FROM THE UNDERDARK 

This chapter marks the midpoint of Outoflhe Abyss 

and sees the characters finally make their way out of the 
Underdark. Before their final push to freedom. howe,•er. 
the vengeful drow pursuing the adventurers catch up to 
them, intent on dragging them back to their domain of 
perpetual darkness. 

If they survive this final confrontation, the characters 
reach the surface in a place of your choosing. After 
all their arduous adventures, they are finally safe to 
return to their homes, and must say goodbye to many 
of the NPCs who've been traveling with them. Though 
the characters don't yet know it, their exploits in the 
Underdark will bring them to the attention of the 
dwarves of Gauntlgrym, set ling the stage for chapter 8 
and a new call to adventure. 

By the time they reach this point. the characters 
should be at least 7th level, having overcome countless 
challenges in their wild and dangerous journey through 
the locations described in chapters 1 through 6. They 
should also have reached a terrible conclusion: multiple 
demon lords of the Abyss are at large in the Underdark 
and could soon threaten the surface world. 

THEWAY 0 U T 
Since their escape from Velkynvclve in chapter 1, the 
characters have sought a way out of the Underdark. 
Given the somewhat free-form nature of chapters 2 
through 6, which the characters can undertake in any 
order, it's up to you to determine how and where the 
adventurers finally find their escape route. as best suits 
the story of their journey through the Underdark. 

FINDING THE WAY 

Escaping the Underdark is no simple matter. Characters 
who try to find their own way out might wander for years 
without stumbling upon the right series of passages 
to take them to the surface. As the DM, you determine 
where and when they find the way out. The characters 
can visit the places described in chapters 3 through 6, 
using the interconnecting material in chapters 2 and 3, 
in virtually any order. This makes it problematic to put 
the way to the surface world in a particular place, since 
the adventurers could just as easily bypass it as stumble 
upon it prematurely. instead, the characters' escape 

is made possible by a set of conditions that you can 
implement when the time is right. 

BLINGDENSTONE 

The deep gnome settlement (see chapter 6) has the most 
dealings with the s urface world of any community in 
this region of the Underdark, and the adventurers can 

find the resources there to guide them out. However, 
the deep gnomes are dealing with a number of looming 
threats to their settlement, and they can't afford to help 
the characters unless the characters help them first. 

Since Blingdenstone is the most obvious and reliable 
location from which to find a way out of the Underdark, 
you might want to steer the campaign to other locations 
first. This can be done by treating the other chapters as 
side adventures to the characters' main journey. with 
many of those side adventures focused on the characters 
helping their NPC companions return to their homes in 
the Underdark. 



GRACKLSTUGH 

The duergar of Gracklstugh have fewer dealings with 
the surface world compared to other Underdark races. 
relying more on trade flowing through Mantoi-Derith 
(see chapter 9). The paranoid duergar are reluctant 
to share known routes to the surface world, so the 
adventurers need to cultivate considerable influence 
with the gray dwarves to earn such a prize. 

THE WORMWRITHINOS 

The drow of Menzoberranzan know of several tunnels 
in this region of the Underdark that lead to the surface 
world. Characters lucky enough to find one eventually 
emerge in the Lurk wood, a forest south of the Spine 
of the World mountains. For more information on the 
Wormwrithings, see chapter 13. 

fARTHER AFIELD 

Various other tunnels and passages wend their way to 
the surface in places around the Evermoors or even 
more remote locations. You can place these wherever 
you like, if an opportune time for the characters 
to depart comes along before exploring any of the 

previous options. 

PORTALS 

A number of ancient portals can be found in the 
Underdark. A functional portal is a magical doorway 
leading to some other specific location in Faerfin. If the 
characters' choices during the adventure leave them 
unable to secure escape with the help of the PCs they 
meet. you could place a portal in or near one of the 
locations explored in chapters 2 through 6. If the portal 
is damaged, the characters might need to repair it. The 
characters also need to figure out how to activate the 
portal, or find the key or spell necessary to activate it 
A portal can be one-way only and send the adventurers 

anywhere you want. 

GAI N I NG ACCESS 

By the time they have visited the locations detailed 
in the previous chapters, the characters should have 
knowledge of a route to the surface world and a map or 
guide to help them navigate it. These two goals should 
serve as tools to help motivate the players throughout 
the earlier chapters of the adventure. As a reward in one 
chapter, the characters might learn of the existence of a 
potential route out. leading them to another location in 
the Underdark where it is supposed to be. Then they need 
to find a map or guide for the potential route. which could 
mvolve them in what is happening in the new location. 
To complicate the search. they might then discover that 
a route or guide isn't all they had hoped for. but instead 

leads them to more promising options. 
As an example, the characters might hear of a 

potential route to the surface from Gracklstugh. They 
go to the duergar city and become embroiled in events 
unfolding there, only to be denied access by the gray 
dwarves. However, meeting a group of wandering 
myconids in the city reveals that the myconids of 
Neverlight Grove know a great deal about the hidden 
ways of the Underdark. 

Clues and leads should become more plentiful and 
substantial as the characters approach 7th level, leading 
them toward their eventual escape route- and with 
many adventures and encounters happening along 
the way. If you hand out these hints and opportunities 

carefully. the characters' path through the Underdark 
should feel like a smoothly escalating series of 
discoveries, no matter what order they chose to explore 
the locations and deal with the challenges of the 

previous chapters. 

BIDDING FAREWELL 

When the characters finally reach the surface. it's likely 
that some of their subterranean companions will choose 
to remain in the Undcrdark rather than face the perils of 

the surface world. 

U NDERDA RK NATI VES 

Knowing that many of their N PC companions have 
homes in the Underdark can be an important part of 
the decision-making process that guides the characters 
through the early chapters of this adventure. The 
Underdark is a dangerous place, and characters might 
be reluctant to let their newfound friends fend for 
themselves. Helping some of them return home makes 
a good incentive to visit locations in the Underdark. 
Shuushar, Topsy. Turvy, Stool, Rumpadump, and 
Glabbagool would rather remain in the Underdark than 

suffer sunlight. 

S uRFACE D wELLERS 

Companions such as Eldeth and Ront, who prefer to 
Live on or near the surface, gladly follow the characters 
all the way out if they can. Eldeth wishes to return 
to Gauntlgrym. and her presence there can provide 
a connection for the characters when they visit the 
dwarven settlement in chapter 8. If Eldcth didn't 
survive, she might have charged the characters with 
returning her body or effects to Gauntlgrym. Ront might 

wish to rejoin his tribe or seek a new home elsP.where. 
based on how the events in the earlier chapters of the 
adventure have influenced him. Depending on how 
he was treated, the ore most likely parts from the 
characters in peace out of respect for their battle 
prowess. if nothing else. 

W ITH FRIENDS LIKE THESE ... 

Buppido. Prince Derendil, and Sarith might be gone 
well before the adventurers are ready to return to the 
surface. having already revealed their dark secrets and 

treacherous natures. 
If Buppido or Sarith are still around, either PC could 

go mad and attempt to kill the adventurers before they 
reach the surface world. Derendil might still hold to his 
delusion of being an elf prince wanting to return to his 
forest kingdom. However, the quaggoth is poorly suited 

ro travel on the surface, needing sheller from the light 
during the day. He becomes increasingly irrational and 
erratic, seeing enemies and plots everywhere, until he 
eventually accuses the characters of colluding with his 

enemies and anacks in a mad fury. 
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CON FRONTING THE DROW 
The drow from Velkynvelve have pursued their escaped 
prisoners throughout the first half of the adventure. 
Along the way. they might have engaged the characters 
in combat or set up a number of near-miss encounters. 
At times. the adventurers might have believed they had 

DROW CHASE COMPLICATIONS 

d20 Complication 

Uneven ground threatens to slow your progress. 

Make a DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check to 

navigate the area. On a failed check, the ground 

counts as 10 feet of difficult terrain. 

2 A fissure, rocky outcropping, or debris threatens to 

trip you up. Make a DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) 

check. On a failure, you fall prone. 

3 You disturb a swarm of bats that makes one attack 

against you before quickly scattering. 

4 A colony of piercers hangs 20 feet overhead. As 

you pass, one of them drops and makes an attack 

against you. 

5 You have to dodge around stalagmites and 

columns. Make a DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) 

check. On a failure, you take 1d4 bludgeoning 

damage from running into an obstacle. 

6 A mass of webbing blocks your path. Avoiding it 

requires a successful DC 12 Dexterity (Acrobatics) 

check. On a failure, you are caught in the web and 

restrained. As an action, you can make a DC 12 

Strength check, bursting the webbing on a success. 

The webbing can also be attacked (AC 10; hp 5; 

vulnerability to fire damage; immunity to poison 

and psychic damage). 

7 A patch of green slime drops from the ceiling, 

requiring a successful DC l 0 Dexterity saving 

throw to avoid. On a fai lure, you are struck and 

take 5 (ldlO) acid damage. You take 5 (1dl0) acid 

damage again at the start of each of your turns 

until the slime is scraped off or destroyed (see 

"Dungeon Hazards" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). 

8 The floor beneath you is smooth and slick with 

moisture, requiring a successful DC 10 Dexterity 

saving throw to navigate. On a failed save, 

you fall prone. 

9 The floor beneath you is littered with sharp rocks 

and debris, and you must succeed on a DC 10 

Dexterity saving throw to cross it. On a failure, you 

take 1d4 piercing damage and the ground counts as 

10 feet of difficult terrain. 

10 The chase kicks up a cloud of dust, sand, or spores. 

You must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving 

throw to pass through the cloud. On a failure, you 

are blinded until the end of your turn. While blinded 

in this way, your speed is reduced by half. 

11- 20 No complication. 

CHAPTER 7 ESCAPE FROM THE UNDfRDARK 

shaken off their pursuers for good, only to have the drow 
show up unexpectedly. The characters' departure from 
the Underdark offers the final opportunity for them to 
confront their pursuers and settle the score. 

The possibility that her prey might escape drives 
Tlvara onward. In turn, she relemlessly pushes those 

under her command to redouble their efforts to catch 
the characters. At this point, the pursuit level tracking 
set out in chapter 2 is no longer relevant. Tlvara and 
her warriors catch up to the adventurers just before 
they reach the uppermost level of the Underdark. The 
adventurers can choose to lead the drow on a risky 
chase, or stand and fight. 

DROW CHASE 

If the adventurers flee from the drow, use the chase 
rules in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide to play 

out the pursuit. The draw are on foot.lf she gets close 
enough to do so. Tlvara tries to cut off the party's escape 
by casting web across the tunnel ahead. In addition to 
giving chase, the drow in the pursuit party pepper the 
characters with poisoned crossbow bolts, hoping to 
render some of them unconscious. 

CHASE COMPLICATIONS 

Each participant in the chase rolls a d20 at the end of its 

turn and consults the Draw Chase Complications table. 
The result (if any) affects the next chase participant in 
initiative order. 

If the characters escape from the draw, they can exit 
the Underdark unopposed. Tlvara returns in disgrace with 
nothing to show for her considerable efforts, a !though she 
and others from Velkynvelve might reappear when the 
adventurers return to the Underdark (see chapter 15, "The 
City of Spiders''). 

If you want to extend the chase, the drow could pursue 
the characters onto the surface, which places them at 
a disadvantage once the sun comes up (see "Evening 
the Odds"). 

U the draw catch up with the characters, the chase 
becomes a combat (see "Stand and Fight"). 

STAND AND F IGHT 

If the characters stand and fight, or if the drow catch 
them, they're in for a tough battle. Tlvara alone is a 
challenge for a group of 8th-level characters, and she 
is accompanied by her most powerful servants. The 
attacking drow force consists of the following: 

Ilvara, drow priestess ofLolth, armed with a tentacle 

rod in addition to the usual equipment 
• Ash a, junior drow priestess (use the priest stat 

block in the Monster Manual, but give Asha the 
Fey Ancestry, Innate Spellcasting, and Sunlight 
Sensitivity features of a typical drow) 

• Shoor andjorlan, drow elite wa.rriors Qorlan has 
disadvantage on attack rolls, Dexterity checks, and 
Dexterity saving throws) 

• Four drow warriors 

If any of the named drow were killed in chapter 1, they 
have been replaced by other drow with similar statistics. 



On her first turn in combat. llvara casts conjure 

animals to summon two giant spiders to fight alongside 
the drow, while Asha casts spirit guardians on herself 
and concentrates to maintain it. The other drow cast 
darkness to hinder ranged attackers before closing to 
melee. Shoor protects llvara, whilejorlan makes no effort 
to protect his fellow drow. llvara prefers to strike from 
a distance with her tentacle rod. or cast spells such as 
poison spray and ray of sickness. 

If Ilvara loses more than half her hit points, she 
attempts to summon a yocblol demon. 

EVENING THE ODDS 

The characters might have a couple 1P C companions 
around to help them defeat the drow (see "Bidding 
Farewell''), but if they need more assistance, consider 
the following options: 

Having pushed themselves to catch up to their prey, 
the drow all have one level of exhaustion. 
Ilvara and Asha have already expended some of their 

spell slots. 
The characters make it to the surface before being 
intercepted by the drow, and the dark elves follow 
them into daylight. Under the light of the sun, the 
drow have disadvantage on their attack rolls and on 
Wisdom (Perception) checks relying on sight. The 
drow can pursue the characters for 1 hour before their 
armor and weapons are destroyed by the sunlight. 
Asha chooses the confusion of combat as the moment 
to betray llvara, attacking while the elder priestess's 
back is turned. llvara instantly turns her auention to 
eliminating the traitor, distracting her and weakening 
the drow side if she succeeds. 
Wanting to deny Jlvara the triumph of recapturing 
the adventurers.jorlan turns against his fellow drow, 
attacking them until he's slain. If he survives, he turns 
against the characters in his self-destructive fury once 

all the drow are dead. 
One or more NPC companions whom the characters 
left behind in the Underdark show up to help, having 
spotted the pursuing drow and followed them. 

TREASURE 
The characters can claim any equipment and treasure 
carried by the drow, although drowcraft items don't 
survive exposure to sunlight (see the ''Drowcraft Items" 
sidebar in appendix B). In addition, if the characters fled 
Yelkynvelve without retrieving specific magic items or 
valuables.llvara can be carrying those items, allowing 
the adventurers to finally reclaim their property. 

XP AWARDS 

Each character earns 300 XP if the parry makes it to 

the surface. 

FURTHER ADVENTURES 
The end of this chapter of Out of the Abyss forms 
a break between the first half of the adventure and 
the second half, which begins when the characters 
are summoned to an audience with King Brucnor 
Battlehammer of Gauntlgrym (see chapter 8). You can 

usc the break between the two halves of the adventure 
to deal with any or all of the following. 

OVERLAND TRAVEL 

Once they reach the surface. the characters must still 
travel some distance to reach civilization. Most of the 
tunnels that connect to the Underdark in this region 
lie in or near the Evermoors or the Lurkwood-wild 
regions filled with ruins and monsters. You can choose 
to narrate as much of the party's overland travel as you 
wish, setting up encounters en route.lfEideth is still 
with the characters. she wants to set off for Gauntlgrym 
as soon as possible. If the characters accompany 
her, this journey can easily form part of the bridging 
material between this chapter and chapter 8. 

RECOVERY AND DOWNTIME 

After their harrowing experiences in the Undcrdark, 
the characters might need time to recuperate, ridding 
themselves of madness and find the means to break 
curses and cure diseases. Other downtime activities 
are also possible (as detcrmi ned by you, the Dungeon 
Master). For more information on downtime activities, 
see the "Downtime Activities" sections in chapter 8 of 
the Player's Handbook and chapter 6 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide. 

RESUPPLY 

Characters can visit a surface community or trading 
post to acquire proper equipment and supplies in 
exchange for some of the treasures they bring out of the 
Underdark. By the beginning of chapter 8. they should 
be properly and fully equipped for the first time since 

the start of the adventure. 

WARNINGS 

The events the characters have witnessed during their 
harrowing escape are likely to make them want to warn 
the world that demon lords have come to the Underdark. 

It's only a matter of time before these fiends find their 
own way out of the depths. threatening the exjstence of 
the surface world. 

Characters belonging to factions might feel compelled 
to report to their superiors. Others can share what 
they've learned with well-connected NPCs who can get 
the word out. The attention gained by the characters as 
a result leads into the events of chapter 8. 

LEVEL ADVANCEMENT 

The characters should be 8th level by the start of the 
next chapter. If they're not there yet. plan additional 

encounters so that the characters can earn more 
experience points during their O\'erlandjourney to 
Gauntlgrym. 

If you'd rather skip the encounters and jump ahead 
to chapter 8, assume that the characters survive a few 
harrowing encounters en route (which you can describe 
or not) and gain enough XP to advance to 8th level by 
the time they reach Gauntlgrym. 

C HAPTER 7 I t .SCAPE FROM THf U~DERDARK 



CHAPTER 8: AUDIENCE IN GAUNTLGRYM 

After their escape from the Underdark in chapter 7, the 
adventurers have time to rest, recuperate, and reor ient 
themselves back in the surface world from which they 
were taken. Some three months after their return. they 
receive a summons to the dwarf kingdom of Gauntlgrym 
in the North. King Bruenor Battlehammer desires an 
audience with them regarding their experiences in the 
Underdark. Representatives of several factions with 
an interest in what is happening in the Underdark 
will also be in attendance. Following the audience, 
Bruenor extends an offer to the characters, who are 
tasked with returning to the Underdark once more on a 
perilous mission. 

S U MMONED BY BRUENOR 
King Bruen or has learned of the characters' exploits 
from dwarf merchants and couriers recently returned 
from the Underdark. (ff Eldeth Feldrun was part of the 
adventurers' successful escape and returned safely 
to Gauntlgrym, word of the party's heroics came to 
Bruenor through her. See "Gauntlgryrn Connections.") 
King Bruenor·s summons reaches the characters by 
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whatever method best suits the story, depending on· 
where they go and what they a re doing following t~cir 
return to the surface world. It can be in the form of a 
messenger carrying a handwritten letter bearing the 
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king's seal, or even an animal messenger or sending 

spell focused on one or more of the adventurers. 
Regardless of how it gets to them, the message is simple 
and clear: 

Come at once to Countlgrym for on audience with King 

Bruenor Battlehammer, to discuss matters of grove 

importan'e concerning your experiences in the Underdark. 

Characters belonging to any of the factions involved in 
the meeting at Gauntlgrym (see "Forging an Alliance~) 

might receive a summons from their faction as well, and 
could even travel with the representative of that faction 

to the dwarf hold if circumstances permit. Otherwise, 
the choice to make the journey is up to the characters, 
although ignoring Bruenor's request leads the dwarf 
king to send ever more insistent messages. 



GAUNTLGRYM CONNECTIONS 

If Eldeth Feldrun survived and escaped from the 
Underdark with the characters, she is eager to 
return home to Gauntlgrym, and does so at the first 
opportunity. In that case, King Bruenor's summons 
might come in the form of a pe rsonal message or a visit 
from her, and it's likely Bruenor has heard all about the 
Underdark exploits from Eldeth. 

IfEldeth didn't survive. she might have charged the 
characters with returning either her remains or her 
warhammer and shield to her home. This errand can 
bring the characters to Gauntlgrym of their own volition 
even before Bruen or's summons. 

Either aiding Eldeth's return or honoring her memory 
enhances the party's reputation with the dwarves of 

Gauntlgrym. lt also re inforces King Bruenor's opinion 
that these adventurers are the right people to do the job 
of investigating the happenings in the Underdark. 

ARRIVAL 

Once the characters arrive at the gates of Gauntlgrym, 
they are welcomed as the king's guests and escorted 
into the underground city, through the Vault of Kings 
(see below), and shown to guest quarters. The dwarves 
of Gauntlgrym take matters of hospitality seriously. 
ensuring that the adventurers are offered food, drink. 
and a chance to rest and refresh themselves before their 
audience with the king (see ''Audience with Bruenor~ 

under "Events in Gauntlgrym''). 
The characters' arrival is noteworthy, and the dwarves 

of Gauntlgrym treat them in a manner befitting great 
dignitaries. You can also have one or two of the faction 
representatives described under "Forging an Alliance" 
pass the characters in the corridors of the city, giving 
them curious looks and perhaps even making a brief 

introduction- before moving on. 

GAUNTLGRYM 
In ages past. the subterranean city of Gauntlgrym was 

the capital of the ancient dwarven Delzoun Empire. its 
cavernous halls-some large enough to contain entire 
surface villages- were carved with unerring precision, 
their ceilings soaring scores of feet overhead. Towering 
statues of dwarven gods and heroes stood vigil over 
chambers and thoroughfares, the least of which was 
wide enough to march fifty dwarves standing abreast. 

The mines of Gauntlgrym produced endless tides 
of iron. silver, gold, and mithral, and booming trade 
brought goods and wealth to the city from across 
FaerOn. But it was the Great Forge that was the burning 
heart and true treasure of the city. Deep beneath the 
settled levels of Gauntlgrym, dwarven crafting and elven 
magic bound the slumbering primordial Maegera, a 
being of fire and destruction, harnessing its incredible 
powers to heat the forge. On anvils of adamantine 
blessed by priests of Moradin, great items of power 
were forged, their base material infused with a splinter 
of Maegera's essence. The unceasing wonders flowing 
from these forges helped make Gauntlgrym into one of 
the most magnificent cities Faerfin has ever known. 

Relations between the great empires of the elves, 
dwarves. and humans soured as the centuries passed. 
And so when numberless hordes of orcs smashed 
into the north, each empire stood alone. The war was 
brutal and devastating. Gauntlgrym was swarmed by 
rampaging armies of orcs. and the empire of Delzoun 
was overrun in the terrible fighting. Ultimately. the 
dwarves of Delzoun drove back the orcs, but at great 
cost. The once-mighty dwarven empire was left crippled. 
never to recover, and the great city of Gauntlgrym was 
left in the control of an ore horde. 

It was humans from nearby 1llusk who finally drove 
the orcs from Gauntlgrym. but their hold on the city 
proved just as short-lived. as foul creatures from 
the Underdark s warmed from the depths to claim 
Gauntlgrym as their own. Over the next thousand years. 
history turned to legend, and mighty Gauntlgrym was 
all but forgotten on the surface world. lllithids, duergar, 
drow, and aboleths vied for control of the fallen city, its 
treasures, and the primordial still bound within its core. 
The drow House Xorlarrin eventually took Gauntlgrym. 
establishing a new city they called Q'Xorlarrin. 
producing weapons at the forge that they traded and 
used to pay tribute to Mcnzoberranzan. 

In recent years, the dwarf hero Bruenor 
Battlehammer was able to seize the fabled city back 
from its drow masters. Bruenor, along with his 
companions Wulfgar. Cattie-brie, Regis. and Drizzt 
Do'Urden. gathered many allies from the s urface world 
and nearby Underdark communities and retook the 
city. They prevented Maegera from being unleashed 
upon Faerun. and set about attempting to restore the 
city to its former glory. Bruenor now s its upon the Great 
Throne of Morad in. working to rebuild the city and keep 
it safe-even as a new threat looms in the depths of the 

Underdark. 
The following areas within Gauntlgrym might be of 

some importance during this part of the adventure, 
although they don't represent the full measure of the 
city by any means. A detailed description of every level, 

chamber, and vault of Gauntlgryrn would take up an 
entire volume of its own, and the characters have limited 
time to see the wonders of the dwarven city. 

THE VAULT OF KINGS 

Large enough to enclose a small town, this high-ceilinged 

chamber rises above a network of bridges. stone towers. 
and sturdy walls carved from rock and sheathed in iron 
and mithral. Dozens of smaller chambers lead out from 
the Vault of Kings, including sprawling residential areas 
not yet filled by Gauntlgrym's new occupants. 

The vault is on the same level as the city's main gates 
and can be reached from there, though a system of 
smaller gates and checkpoints has been set up to keep 
potential invaders from reaching as far as the throne 
room. That section of the vault, where the king spends 
a considerable amount of his time, is a large hall lined 
with pillars and benches, intended as a meeting place 
as much as a seat of rulership. The Great Throne of 
Moradin is protected by powerful magic, and forcefully 
ejects anyone but the rightful king who artempts to sit 
upon it. While so seated, Bruenor has advantage on all 
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Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma checks-a divine 

blessing granted to the king of Gauntlgrym by Moradin 

and the other dwarven gods. 

The majority of the city's current inhabitants live 

and work within the vault, happy to share tales of the 

city's reclamation and praise Bruenor's leadership at 

any opportunity. This is where the characters reside 
as Bruenor's guests, and where the representatives of 

the five factions are likely to be found. Here, residents 

and guests a like enjoy access to well-lit passages. 

comfortable quarters, and substantial amounts of food 

and drink. 

GAUNTLGRYM: GENERAL FEATURES 

Gauntlgrym is a city carved out of the living rock, with 
halls and passages wide enough fo r the largest dragons 
to walk through. There are hundreds of levels, twisting 
stairs, functioning elevators, and a system of mine 
carts crossing in and out of the central hub of the Iron 
Tabernacle. The players should feel their characters 
are in a place of great antiquity, poised on the edge of 

reclaiming its ancient glory. By no means is the city 
fully occupied. Indeed, given the relatively small size 
of Bruenor's occupying force, keeping track of anyone 
within Gauntlgrym is nearly impossible. 

Light. In the upper levels and around the Iron Tabernacle 
and Vault of Kings, Gauntlgrym is brightly lit. Driftglobes, 
phosphorescent fungi, and huge braziers and troughs 
of burning coals fill most hallways and chambers. Lights 
in many parts of the city are dimmed somewhat during 
the nighttime hours, so that its residents can mark the 
passage oftime on the surface world. In the lower reaches, 
around the Great Forge, light isn't as ubiquitous. Farther 
down, and in parts of the city yet to be reclaimed from 
the ruins of the past, there is no light other than whatever 
visitors bring with them. 

Mine Carts. Mining was one of Gauntlgrym's primary 
sources of wealth and materials. To facilitate the 
movement of ore, as well as the great quantities of 
stone used to construct and expand the city, the dwarves 
laid miles of track traversed by mine carts propelled 
by enchantments woven into their wheels. Even after 
thousands of years, the tracks remain largely intact 
and the magic of the carts has not faded. Where the 
carts trundle steadily throughout the city, Gauntlgrym's 
residents use them for travel, hopping on and off along 
the system's wide range of routes. While in Gauntlgrym, 
the characters can also make use of this convenient 
transportation system. 

All tracks eventually lead to a switching station in the 
Iron Tabernacle. There, posted operators manipulate levers 
and gears to transfer carts from one track to another. 

Ghosts. The shades oflong·deceased inhabitants of the 
city, from the time of the Delzoun of old, haunt many of 
the tunnels and hallways of Gauntlgrym. These spectral 
remnants are seen passing through ruined sections of the 
city as if those sections were still intact, following habitual 
routes, engaging in silent conversation with one another, 
and generally keeping out of the way of the living. From 
time to time, the characters might run into a dwarven 
ghost who warns them away from a place of danger, or 
confront a less beneficial creature such as a shadow or 
specter. King Bruenor has decreed the restless dead be left 

alone for now unless they cause problems. 
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The Vault of Kings is heavily patrolled and guarded 

by shield dwarf veterans traveling in squads of six. 

It is the safest part of the city, and the characters can 

probably depend upon its security enough to rest 
without interruption in one of the guest suites provided 

to them, barring any unusual occurrences (see "Events 
in Gauntlgrym''). 

THE IRON TABERNACLE ----------------
The Iron Tabernacle is Gauntlgrym's spiritual and 

cultural heart as well as its physical center. More than 

a temple, the tabernacle is an entire section of the city 

larger than some surface towns, devoted lo the faith 

of the former Delzoun Empire and of the dwarves 
who answered Bruenor's call to reclaim' the city. Vast 

cathedrals of stone once echoed with the paeans of a 

thousand chanting voices. Great sculptures in honor 
of a multitude of gods gazed across an array of shrines 

and altars. Priests stood ready by night and day to tend 

to the spiritual needs of their people, and hundreds of 

stone tablets trumpeted the holy words of Moradin. 

Like so much else of ancient Gauntlgrym, the Iron 

Tabernacle isn't what it once was. The intricate patterns 

and knotwork have faded from the walls, some of the 

statues have begun to crumble, and many passages 

are blocked with rubble. The devilish duergar, once in 

control of the mines below, took delight in defiling the 

holy icons of the absent dwarves. They defaced statues, 

tore down altars, and carved obscenities into the sacred 

tablets. Anything of value, such as silver or mithral trim, 

gold icons, and hallowed weapons, has been completely 

scavenged. 

REBUILDING FAITH 

Shield dwarf priests have begun the long task 

of rebuilding, revitalizing, and restoring the Iron 

Tabernacle to its former glory. The area is vast, and its 

halls are numerous and multileveled. The dwarf priests 

have restored many shrines and altars, and have cleared 

paths through the cracked and broken hallways to the 

Vault of Kings so that Bruenor can make personal visits 

to the main shrines and offer thanks to the gods. This 

procession often includes Bruenor's visitors or those 

ambassadors from the surface who come to Gauntlgrym 

to seek counsel with the king. Bruen or leads these 
processions not only to show off the city and its sheer 

size, but also to take measure of his guests' endurance 

and patience in matters of spirit. 

ALL ROADS LEAD HERE 

As the heart of Gauntlgrym, the lron Tabernacle is the 

central hub of the city's passageways and railways. 

Broad corridors, winding stairs, iron rails, roadways 

carved into the earth-nearly all the city's major byways 

pass through the tabernacle. Every part of Gauntlgrym 

can be reached from this area, albeit sometimes 

indirectly. Notably, the Vault of Kings is about a mile to 

the north of the Iron Tabernacle, and the Great Forge 

is several hundred feet below it and a half mile to 

the south. 



SLUMBER OF ANCIENTS 

The lowest level of the iron Tabernacle is a seemingly 
endless collection of crypts. Laid out according to 
patterns or traditions now lost to time, the tombs 
contain thousands of Gauntlgrym's honored dead. 
Some crypts are simple biers; others are intricate 
sarcophagi. All include names. titles, and lineage carved 
into the stone. A number of scholars have been drawn 
to Gauntlgrym in response to Bruenor's call. hoping 
to record a complete lineage of the great families of 
Gauntlgrym, including their possible connections to 

modern bloodlines, from an exhaustive study of the 
records carved in the crypt's stones. 

Unlike the rest of the Iron Tabernacle, the tombs are 
unmarred. Spectral dwarves arc common in this area, 
though their spi rits remain quiet as long as visitors are 
respectful of the dead. lf any creatures attempt to deface 
or stea l from the sarcophagi, a mob of dwarven ghosts 
quickly attacks. Start with a tot<! I number of ghosts 
equal to the number of intruders present, then add two 
new ghosts for each ghost destroyed. 

IRON TABERNACLE RANDOM ENCOUNTERS 

The lron Tabernacle is close enough to some of the 
lower reaches and fissures in the Underdark that 
monsters from below occasionally find their way in 
and set up lairs in one shrine or another. The dwarves 
impress upon the characters to be on their guard. or 
to take guards with them, if they visit. From time to 
time, the sound of combat rings through the tabernacle 
hallways, a contrast to the chanting voices of the priests 
and a sure sign that something unwelcome has made its 
way into this most sacred of places. 

Check for a random encounter once every hour 
of travel in the Iron Tabernacle by rolling a d20 and 
consulting the table below to determine what, if 
anything, the characters meet. 

IRON TABERNACLE ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-12 No encounter 

13 1 cloaker 

14 1d2 driders 

15 1 dwarf ghost (friendly unless attacked) 

16 Patrol consisting of six shield dwarf veterans 

17 1 shield dwarf priest and 1d4 + 1 shield 

dwarf acolytes 

18 1d6 + 1 gargoyles 

19 1 grick alpha and 1d4 + 1 gricks 

20 1d4 rust monsters 

THE GREAT FORGE 

The Great Forge is a cavernous chamber divided into 
smaller sections housing furnaces and anvils. Some 
areas of the cavern arc raised on daises of stone, while 
others stand in shallow pits. Layers of stone catwalks 
crisscross the chamber, providing not only vantage 
points but also anchors for pulleys transporting buckets 
of ore and water throughout the forge. The Great Forge 
is about a half mile south of the Iron Tabernacle and 

several hundred feet below it, and can be reached by 
mine cart or on foot. 

Ir was said of old that the Iron Tabernacle was 
Gauntlgrym's heart. the Vault of Kings its mind, and 
the Great Forge its mighty hands. Here, on adamantine 
anvils blessed by Moradin's priests, wonders were 
hammered from iron, milhral. silver. and steel. 
When Gauntlgrym thrived. the forge echoed with the 
hammering and songs of a hundred smiths working at 
once. In time, it might do so again. 

It was the furnaces of the Great Forge that made 
this place the apex of the dwarf smiths' art, for those 
furnaces are driven by the power of Maegera the 
Dawn Titan a primordial imprisoned below them. 
Slumbering within the stone. Maegera exudes an 
unnatural heat that the dwarves tap into by winding 
coils of copper and adamantine throughout the forge 
like webs and using them as conduits to transfer 
magical heat to their furnaces. Runes of power carved 
into the walls and etched into the coils allow them 

to withstand the intense energy. Metals melt almost 
instantly in the furnaces of the Great Forge. and tools 
cast from those metals are enchanted with motes of 
primordial essence. 

When Maegcra awoke in the last century. the earth 
shook, and many of the furnaces' conduits were severed. 
Today, lengths of twine-thin metal hang limp and broken 
throughout the rubble of the Great Forge. which lies 
upon the bones of those unable to escape the collapse of 
bridges and walls. Other coils remain in place, and the 
furnaces to which they are linked burn as hot today as 
they did in centuries gone by. 

THE FIERY PIT 

Heat and ruddy light emanate from a pit in the depths 
of Gauntlgrym. Chambers and tunnels lead away from 
this chasm at different heights. Despite channels built 
into the walls to carry water to the magma below. the 
heat from the pit is ferocious. Gouts of steam billow up 
through cracks in the stone to fill the chambers above 
this area, and the earth rumbles in a pulse like labored 
breathing. 

The Fiery Pit is the prison of the primordial known as 
Maegera, who slumbers fitfully in its depths. The only 
sign of the entity's presence is a whirlpool of white-hot 
magma that resembles a great eye. set in the center 
of the lake of molten rock at the pit's bottom. Maegera 
sleeps and dreams, half conscious of its surroundings 
and half delirious with whatever dreams haunt a being 
of pure destruction. 

When the mages of the Arcane Brotherhood first 
tapped into Maegera's power. they used water magic 
to bind elementals that cooled the primordial's rage 
and kept it asleep. This bond lasted for centuries until 
the channels of water were closed through trickery by 
agents ofThay. With the pit's cooling mechanism shut 
down, Maegera stirred in its slumber, and its dream of 

ruination was enough to destroy Gauntlgrym. 
In the years following, Maegera groggily awoke 

from time to time, causing earthquakes throughout 
the region. Eventually, the primordial was returned 
to its slumber through the efforts of Bruenor, Drizzt 
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Do'Urden.jarlaxle. and other heroes. Where ~aegera 
sleeps now, the intense heat it generates once again fires 
the Great Forge of Gauntlgrym. 

BACK IN OPERATION 

Under Bruenor's watchful governance. the Great 
Forge has again begun to produce metalworks. If 
the characters are in the market for any metal goods 
(includi ng arms and armor). or have any such goods in 

need of repair or replacement. the dwarves of the Great 
Forge are happy to help. o magic weapons or armor 
are available for sale. although damaged magic items 
can be repaired. 

The king has left the day-to-day running of the 
Great Forge to a pair of experienced smiths: Helgrim 
Candlewick and Rollo Summergold (both shield dwarf 
veterans). 

GREAT fORCE RANDOM ENCOUNTERS 

The Great Forge is always occupied by either Helgrim 
or Rollo. their apprentices a nd assistants (2d4 shield 
dwarf commoners). and shield dwarf veterans working 
in squads of s ix to guard the active furnaces. The 
characters might also encounter other creatures if they 
explore the unoccupied areas of the Great Forge. Check 
for such an encounter once per hour of travel or rest 
outside the protected areas of the forge by rolling a d20 
and consulting the Great Forge Encounters table to 
determine what, if anything. comes out of the darkness. 
If the he rots call for help. four shield dwarf veterans 
arrive in ld4 + I rounds to aid them. 

GREAT fORGE EN COU NTERS 

d8 Encounter 

1-14 No encounter 

15 1d4 + 1 doppelgangers disguised as shield dwarves 

16 1d2 fire elementals and 3d6 magmins 

17 1 salamander and 1d4 + 1 fire snakes 

18 l spirit naga 

19 3d6 troglodytes 

20 1 wraith leading 1d6 + 1 specters 

EVENTS IN GAUNTLGRYM 
This chapter is dominated by negotiation, social activity, 
and diplomacy-first directed at the characters, then 
directed by them. The adventurers must first hear what 
King Bruenor has to say as he entreats them to head 
back into the Undcrdark to find out more about the 
rising threat of the demon lords. Then the characters 
must help convince the other factions summoned to 
Gauntlgrym to aid them on their mission. This section 
of the adventure has some opportunity for action, but 
players who enjoy plotting. making plans. and pitting 
NPCs against one another can shine here. 

Ta kc note of your players· preferences. ff they're not 
much for long periods of conversation with NPCs. you 
might want to move things along a little more quickly. 
On the other hand, you can really bring to life not just 
the faction representatives and the dwarf king in this 
chapter, but also highlight the personalities and goals of 
the characters and any NPCs who remain with them. 
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AUDIENCE WITH BRUENOR 

After the characters arrive and are shown to guest 
accommodations. they are allowed some time to refresh 
and prepare themselves. They are then called to a n 
audience with Bruenor Battlehammer. the king of 
Gauntlgrym. Read or paraphrase the following: 

You are taken to a mighty hall in which a red-haired 

dwarf of fierce and proud demeanor sits upon a 

massive stone throne, flanked by a number of guards 

and advisors. Although a long stone table has been set 

to one side, laid out with refreshments, there do not 

appear to be any other guests. "Welcome, friends," says 

the king. "I've a mind to know about the rumblings and 

rumors about goings· on in the depths outside my city. If 

ye relate to me what ye know, we can talk about what ye 

might want to do next." 

King Bruenor listens carefully to what the adventurers 
have to say. Once the adventurers have told their talc, 
Bruenor might have a few questions. particularly 
concerning the threat of the demon lords. The dwarf 
king answers questions from the characters if they 
have any. llowever, if asked about his overall plans, he 
says s imply that he must consider all the information 
presented to him and consult with advisors. With the 
audience at an end, Bruenor tells the characters he will 
consider all they have told him, and that they will speak 
again at a welcoming feast later that night. 

GUESTS AT THE FEAST 

After the characters have had a chance to speak with 
Bruenor and take care of any personal business, 
the Vault of Kings plays host to a memorable feast. 
In attendance are representatives of different 
factions from the s urface world. who have come to 
Gauntlgrym following rumors of bizarre events in 
the Underdark. If any of the adventurers belong to a 
faction , representatives of that faction might even be 
following up on information provided by the characters 
themselves. See "Forging an Alliance" for more 
information. 

The celebration serves both to welcome the 
adventurers, who are seated at the high table with 
Bruenor, and to provide an opportunity for the 
representatives of the different factions to gather socially 
and be officially introduced to the adventurers. In addition 
to the king and his allies, a number of dwarves from 
Bruenor's court and important citizens of Gauntlgrym 
are also present. The feast is also an opportunity for you 
to include NPCs of your choice who might either be from 
or visiting Gauntlgrym, or part of the entourage of one of 
the representatives. 

This is a free-form scene, which you can play out 

as best suits your group. It can range from a detailed 
roleplaying session, with characters mixing and 
mingling with their potential allies and membe rs of 
Gauntlgrym society. or just a brief description of the 



event and the characrers' initial impressions of the 

faction representatives, before their later efforts to 

negotiate with those representatives for the factions· aid. 

If you want ro add some intrigue or action, consider 

having one of rhe options from "Enemies Among Us~ 

interrupt the feast, giving the characters an opportunity 

to demonstrate their abilities in front of their potential 

patron and allies. Rogue fire elementals roaring out 

of the hearth or a disguised assassin poisoning one 

or more of the representatives can completely change 

the scene. 

BRUENOR'S PLAN 

Once the feast winds down, Bruenor excuses himself as 

the guests depart. Shortly thereafter, a servant comes 

to collect the characters and takes them to a private 

chamber where the king ofGauntlgrym awaits them. 

His previously friendly manner has turned grave. 

"I've told the allies ye met tonight what ye told me," he 

says. "I invited them here to learn what is happening, to 

share what we know, and to get thetr backing for what it 

is I propose. Ye have braved the Underdark and lived to 

tell the tale. Ye know, better than anyone, what tt is we 

face, but we need to know more. 

"The Zhentarim have a stake in a secret Underdark 

trading post called Mantoi-Derith. If ye can get them on 

our side, they' ll guide ye there, where ye can meet with 

one of their agents, Ghazrim Du Loc. He can provide 

ye with a map to Graven hollow. It's a legendary place 

built by the stone giants long ago. said to contain all the 

knowledge of the depths. If there's answers to be found 

for what has happened, ye mtght find them there. If ye 

are wtlling to go back, that is. 

"I don't propose to send ye into the dark unprepared, 

and I hope ye make an impression on those gathered 

here so they'll support our cause and your mission. From 

all I've seen and heard, there's no one better to do what 

needs be done. 

"So, what say ye?" 

Paraphrase Bruenor's speech as needed to handle 

interjections by the characters. The king provides 

honest answers to any questions. He truly does believe 

the characters represent the best option to find out more 

about the demonic threat, unless they've given him any 

reason to think otherwise. 

Bruenor assures the adventurers they will have 

his gratitude and rhat of all Gauntlgrym- indeed, 

of all FaerQn- if they are successful. If the 

characters press for details or try to negotiate 

compensation for their service. the king points 

out that Gauntlgrym has considerable space. 

and he can offer them titles, property. and the 

products of the Great Forge as rewards. Such 

mercenary negotiation lowers Bruenor's opinion of the 

adventurers a bit, but he never loses his genial manner. 

BRUENOR BATTLEHAMMER 

The legendary Bruenor Battlehammer is a good dwarf and 
king, and always has the best interests of his people and 
home at heart. He is drawn to help characters who follow 
a strong moral and ethical code, and often seeks their help 
in return. Use his good humor and folksy demeanor to 
help endear him to the players. The more the players grow 
to like him, the easier it is for them to respect his advice 
and request-and to gain more resources and assistance 
from h1m 1n turn. 

If the characters are agreeable, the king tells them 

the next step is to bring the various factions on board. 

One of the reasons he is looking to the adventurers to 

lead a new mission into the Underdark, apart from their 

experience. is that they can serve as brokers among all 

the various parties with a n interest in the mission. They 

need to meet with the different faction representatives, 

emphasizing the importance of getting the Zhentarim 

to agree to grant access to Mantoi-Derith. Otherwise. 

6RUENOR 6ATTLE,..IIMMER 
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the journey to locate Gravenhollow is likely to be much 
longer and more difficult. 

ENEM I Es AMONG Us 

Even Gauntlgrym isn't entirely safe. nor is it immune to 
the influence of the demon lords. During the characters· 
time in the city. you can implement one or more of the 
following threats to challenge them- and to potemiaUy 
disrupt their negotiations with the factions. 

• One of the characters· traveling companions is 
revealed as a traitor or succumbs to madness. This 
I PC secretly serves one of the demon lords and turns 
against the adventurers. 

• If any of the party's drow pursuers survived from the 
previous chapter. they might slip into Gauntlgrym and 
look to slay their quarry. 

• A dwarf assassin belonging to a demon-worshiping 
cult steals into Gauntlgrym to kill one or more of 
the faction representatives. Hoping to cast suspicion 
onto the adventurers, the assassin frames them as 
demonic agents. 

• A doppelganger spy poses as one of the faction repre
sentatives and tries to arrange a private meeting with 
one or more of the characters. hoping to discover addi
tional information regarding the looming threat. The 
doppelganger might serve a faction of the Underdark 
or a surface world faction Brucoor didn't invite (such 
as the Arcane Brotherhood or the Red Wizards of 
Thay), or might simply be an opportunist looking tO 

sell information to the highest bidder. 
• Maegera roars within its prison. stirred by the mad

ness and chaos growing within the depths of the 
Underdark. As a natural reaction to this new stress 

upon itself. the primordial spawns a trio of fire ele
meotals that attack the Vault of Kings, setting fire to 
marketplaces and unleashing chaos upon the dwarven 
residents. lf dcfcat<·d or somehow convinced to return 
to the Picry Pit, the elernentals dissipate peacefully 
and Maegcra falls dormant once again ... for now. 

FORGING AN ALLIANCE 
King Bruenor has called representatives of the Harpers, 
the Order of the Gauntlet, the Emerald Enclave, the 
Lords' Alliance. and the Zhcntarim to Gauntlgrym to 
hear about the state of things in the Underdark and to 
court their aid in finding out more about the situation. 
The representatives of each faction receive a briefing 
on what the characters told Bruenor. and all have an 
opportunity to <·onver!>e with the adventurers before 
making their decisions as tO whether they will support 
Bruenor"s plans. 

To play out these meeting~. use the social interaction 
rules provided in chapter 8. MRunning the Game.- of 
the Dungeon Waster's Guide. Some representatives 
arc fine with meeting the adventurers in the Vault of 
Kings, but you might have others request a private or 
even clandestine meeting- perhaps in the characters· 
quarters. in an out-of-the-way alcove of the Iron 
Tabernacle. or in the Great Forge. 

King Bruenor is the original proponent of the 
adventurers returning to the Undcrdark to gather 
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additional information. but he knows that success 
requires the support of the other faclions-particularly 
the Zhentarim. He doesn't, however, have the power 
to command the factions to help-and in some cases. 
can't even openly negotiate with them. As King of 
Gauntlgrym. he can't be seen to favor one faction over 
another. He is therefore relying on the characters to do 
the legwork of getting the different factions on board. 

If the characters are already invol\"ed with one or 
more factions, and especially if they have previously 
contacted the factions with news of developments in 
the Underdark, adjust the information presented below 
as needed. 

THE HARPERS 

Members of this clandestine 
network of spellcasters and 
spies pride themselves on being 
incorruptible defenders of the 
greater good and champions of 
the oppressed. Harper agents 
are trained to act alone and 
rely on their own resources. 
When they get into scrapes, 
they don't count on fellow 
Harpers to rescue them. 
Sometimes llarper agents must 
band together to face world
threatening foes, at which 
point the deep friendships 
between them forge the kind of fighting force needed to 
overthrow tyranny and eradicate evil. 

Harper scouts engaged in charting and blocking off 
Underdark passages leading to the surface world have 
recently brought back the terrifying news of the demon 
lords' incursion into the Underdark. Word has spread 
quickly through their network, and the finest mages in 
their ranks are researching how to defeat the demon 
lords and their kind. 

For long years, the Harpers have sworn to put an end 
to unbridled evil in all its forms-especially evil that 

wields dark magic. They know the demon lords seck to 
prey on the weak and corrupt the innocent. The Harpers 
feel this is the moment they have trained for, and their 
conscience now calls them to act. 

LORD ZELRAUN ROARINGHORN 

Lawful neutral male human wizard 

Ideals: Freedom. opportunity. civilization 
Personality: Proud, self-assured, fickle, spendthrift 
Potential Resources: Shield guardian 

Lord Roaringhorn hails from a Waterdhavian noble 
family. with all the self-assurance and pride that entails. 
He pursued his talent for the arcane arts, but never 
forgot his roots or lost his fondness for spending his 
family's considerable income on the finer things in life. 
He's a confident sort who likes to gamble. Winning over 
Roaringhorn requires a willingness to dine. drink, and 
potentially game with him. 

Lord Roaringhorn is accompanied by a shield 
guardian and holds its control amulet. The shield 



guardian currently has a lightning bolt spell stored 
within it. A character can gain use of the shield guardian 
by winning a game of chess against the Harper wizard. 

Zelraun suggests a match after dinner. 
A chess match takes 1 hour. and the outcome is 

determined by a best-of-three Imelligence check contest. 
Zelraun's experience gives him a +9 modifier to his 
Intelligence checks. Zelraun loans the shield guardian 
and its control amulet to the first character to beat him 
at the game. If Zelraun proves unbeatable, you can 
decide that Zelraun. ever the gracious winner, loans the 
shield guardian and amulet to the party on the provision 
that the characters vow to redeem themselves with a 
rematch upon their return from the Underdark. 

If a character obtains Zelraun's shield guardian and 
control amulet, photocopy the Shield Guardian stat 
card at the end of this chapter and give it to the player 
whose character has the amulet. If the amulet changes 
hands, so too does the shield guardian and its stat card. 

Tf the characters attack Zelraun, use the archmage 
statistics in the Monster Manual to represent him. 

THE ORDER OF THE GAUNTLET 

The Order of the Gauntlet is a 
dedicated, tightly knit group of 
holy-minded crusaders driven 
by a finely honed sense of 
justice and honor. Friendship 
and camaraderie are important 
to members of the order. and 
they share a trust normally 
reserved for siblings. They 
seek to uphold justice as best 
they can, and to continually 
test their mettle against the 
forces of evil. There are few, 
if any, lone operatives in this 
organization. Working in pairs 

and small groups reinforces the bonds of friendship 
and helps keep members from straying off the path of 

righteousness. 
The Underdark has a lways been a proving ground for 

candidates of the order, as well as a frequent destination 
for veteran paladins, monks, and clerics looking to smite 
evil. lt hasn't taken long for reports of new threats rising 
in the Underdark to reach the order. 

The demon lords embody the kind of evil the Order 
of the Gauntlet is sworn to destroy. All members of 
the order see the evolving situation as an opportunity 
to deal a mighty blow to the forces of the Abyss. They 
want to send the demon lords howling back into the pit, 
proving the worth of the order as well as testing their 
own valor and bravery. 

SIR LANNIVER STRAYL 

Lawful good human fighter 

Ideals: Faith. devotion, justice, dury 
Pe rsonality: Patient. determined, witty 
Potential Resources: Order of the Gauntlet veterans 

A devout follower of Tyr and a member of the Order of 
the Gauntlet, Sir Lanniver is the most respected figure 

among the factions in Caumlgrym. Little surprises 
him at this point in his life. and he accepts what comes 
with a wry wit and an unshakable faith that things will 
always work out- provided those of good intent do what 
must be done. If most of the characters in the party are 
of good alignment. Sir Lanniver is supportive of their 
mission and wants them to succeed. However, a party 
of mostly neutral or evil characters will need to work to 

gain his support. 
If he's of a mind to provide aid, Sir Lanniver pledges 

five human veterans of the order to the party's mission. 
The veterans' names are Thora abal, Sylrien 
Haven nor. Olaf Renghyi, Elias Drako. and Tamryn 
Tharke. Sir Lanniver can also offer a member of the 
party a +1 warhammer. one of a handfu I of treasures 
held in trust by the order. He prefers to bestow this 
weapon on a good- or neutral-aligned cleric or paladin. 
Feel free to swap this magic weapon with another magic 
item more useful to the adventurers. 

If the veterans accompany the party, make five 
photocopies of the Veteran of the Gauntlet star card 
at the end of this chapter. If you don't want to control 
the veterans yourself, you can distribute the stat cards 
among the players and let them run the NPCs. 

Should Sir Lanniver come under attack. use the 
knight statistics in the Monster Manual to represent 
him. In addition to the veterans mentioned above. Sir 
Lanniver travels with a young but able squire (female 
human guard) named Rhiele Vannis. 

THE EMERALD ENCLAVE 

Members of the Emerald 
Enclave are spread far and 
wide across the Sword Coast 
and the orth. They usually 
operate in isolation. relying on 
their own abilities and instincts 
to survive. Living deep in the 
wilderness demands great 
fortitude and the mastery of 

certain fighting and survival 
skills. Down in the Underdark, 
far from the wild lands, the 
Emerald Enclave must remain 
ever vigilant to avoid being 
blindsided by unnatural forces. 

Some members of the enclave engage with the 
people of the world as protectors, emerging from the 
wilderness to help others survive its perils. Some are 
charged with defending sacred glades and preserving 
the natural balance. At times, however. all members 
of the order are called together to combat foes great 
enough to disrupt or destroy the natural order. The 

demon lords are one such threat. 
Druids and scouts of the Emerald Enclave have 

recently witnessed the corruption spreading through 
of the flora and fauna of the Underdark. In particular. 
they have tracked this corruption back to Zuggtmoy and 
Juiblex. with the demon lords both infecting different 
parts of the subterranean realm. 

The Emerald Enclave fights tirelessly against the 
corruption of nature. Its members are well aware that 
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the newly seen demonic corruption will not be contained 
within the Underdark for long. Eventually it will break 
through to the surface and threaten all FaerCin-and by 

the time it does, it might be too late to stop it. 

MORISTA MALKIN 

Neutral good shield dwarf scout 

Ideals : Loyalty. nature, the dwarven people 
Personality: Stern. stubborn, insightful 
Potential Resources: Emerald Enclave scouts and giant 

lizard mounts 

Morista Malkin is the only faction representative who 
currently resides in Gauntlgrym. Originally from the 
Silver Marches. she heard Bruenor's call to reclaim the 
glory of the ancient line of Delzoun and followed him 
to Gauntlgrym. Here, she balances her work with the 
Emerald Enclave and her loyalty to her people and their 
cause. Stern and stubborn, Morista sees it as her duty to 
protect the people of Gauntlgrym from the often savage 
nature of the Underdark and to remind them of its 
natural beauty. She serves King Bruenor as an advisor 

and both admires and respects him. 
Morista spends some of her time training elite scouts 

to reconnoiter the Underdark passages near the city. A 
few momhs ago. one of her scouts- a wood elf named 
Sladis Vadir-disappeared while on a mission in the 
Underdark. Hopeful that the characters might stumble 
upon Sladis and see him safely back to Gauntlgrym, 
Morista pledges a team of three shield dwarf scouts 
to accompany them, along with a giant lizard mount 
for each enclave scout and each player character. 
The scouts are named Brim Coppervein, Thargus 
Forkbeard, and Griswalla Stonehammer. 

If the characters accept the Emerald Enclave's 
support. make three photocopies of the Emerald 
Enclave Scout stat card at the end of this chapter as 
well as photocopies of the Giant Riding Lizard stat 
card (one for each enclave scout and player character). 
If you don't want to control the scouts and giant lizards 
yourself, you can distribute their stat cards among the 
players and let them run the NPCs. 

Should Morista come under attack, use the scout 
statistics in the Monster Manual to represent her. 

THE LORDS' ALLIANCE 

The Lords' Alliance is a 
political and economic coalition 
of cities spread throughout 
the North and the Sword 
Coast. The alliance owes its 
success to effective cooperation 
and diplomacy between its 
members, who work to align 
their separate settlements 
toward a mutual purpose. This 

cooperation is easier during 
times of crisis, making the 
Lords' Alliance a powerful 
force when threats require a 
united front. The agents of the 
Lords' Alliance work to maintain the delicate network 
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of information and diplomacy that sustains their order. 
alert for anything that might threaten the alliance's 
interests. Recent reports of unusual activity from the 
Underdark might mark one such threat. 

The alliance has noted how many Underdark sites 
near thei r settlements have gone quiet. Routine forays 
and raids onto the surface world have come to a halt, 
as has the Row of trade and information. Rumors have 
reached the Lords' Alliance of demon-worshiping cults 
a nd chaos around places s uch as Blingdcnstone and 
Menzoberranzan, though they have little confirmation. 

The possibility that the demon lords of the Abyss are 
active in the Underdark is a threat the Lords' Alliance 
can't ignore. 

LORD ERAVIEN HAUND 

Lawful neutral half-elf noble 

Ideals: Order, society, peace, stability 
Personality: Charming, sly, worldly 
Potentia l Resources : Lords' Allia nce guards and spies 

The representative of the Lords' Alliance is a noble 
of Tethyrian and moon elf heritage, his youthful looks 
belying his actual age and experience. Although he hails 
from Waterdeep, Lord Eravien often travels to other 
alliance settlements. He's a charming and sly courtier, 
able to immediately size up any social situation, but his 
fondness for socializing often distracts him from what'!> 
important. As a result, Eravien has heard relatively little 
of the recent events in the Underdark. and he is initiall} 
unconvinced of the importance of the party's mission. 

Tf they can convince him otherwise, Lord Eravien 
arranges for some agents of the Lords' Alliance to join 
the expedition: 

Five dwarf guards from the alliance city of Mirabar. 
Their names are Nazrok Blueaxe, Kirsil Mantlehorn. 
Anzar the Brazen. Gargathine Truesilver, and 
Splinter Darkmorn. 
Three human spies from the alliance city of Yartar. 
Their names are Farry! Kilmander, Zilna Oakshadow. 
and Hilvius Haever. 

If the party accepts these NPCs into its ranks, make 
five photocopies of the Lords' Alliance Guard and 
three photocopies of the Lords' Alliance Spy stat cards 
at the end of this chapter. If you don't want to control 
these NPCs yourself, you can distribute their stat cards 
among the players and let them run the NPCs. 

Eravien knows that the Lords' Alliance has a deep
cover operative in the Underdark. Khelessa Draga, a 
high elf from Silverymoon, was sent to spy on the drow 
over a year ago. Eravien knows that Khelessa uses 
magic to disguise herself as a dark elf and warns the 
characters not to attack any draw they encounter until 
they can confirm the target isn't Khelessa in disguise. 
The Lords' Alliance lost contact with Khelessa months 
ago, so Eravien doesn't know where she is. 

Should Lord Eravien come under attack, use the 
noble statistics in the Monster Manual to represent him 
He travels with three servants (strongheart halOing 
commoners) and three well-paid human guards. 



T HE ZHENTARI M 

\!embers of the shadowy Black 
~etwork consider themselves 
part of an extended family, and 
rely on the larger organization 
for resources and security. 
The Zhentarim recognizes and 
rewards ambition. granting its 
members autonomy to pursue 
their own interests and gain 
some measure of personal 
power or influence. In this 
way. the organization is a 
meritocracy. The Zhentarim 

welcomes dangerous times 
as opportunities. When a 
m<>rchant caravan needs an escort, a noble needs 
bodyguards, or a city needs trained soldiers, the 
Zhentarim provides the best-trained fighting forces 

money can buy. 
Zhentarim agents traveling to and from Mantoi

Derith have recently passed on information and rumors 
·oncerning demonic activity in the Underdark. The 
•rganization's members have yet to realize the fuU 

extent of the threat, as corruption and madness have 
already infiltrated their secret outpost since those initial 
reports (see chapter 9). However, even the most cautious 
member of the Zhentarim knows that demons at large 
10 the world arc bad for business. The organization thus 

views the possible presence of the demon lords in the 
Lndcrdark with the same concern as any other external 

threat to their way of life. 
Zhentarim bonds of oath and honor hold the network 

together and galvanize its members in united purpose. 
~1ore importantly, those bonds reflect the pattern of 
ught control that the leaders of the Zhentarim hope to 
one day see imposed across the North and beyond. The 
organization is thus willing to commit to stop the demon 
lords from breaching the surface- knowing that such 
a fate wou ld destroy the Zhemarim's plans for control 

of FaerGn. 

DAVRAjASSUR 

Lawful evil human assassin 

Ideals: Order, discipline, ambition 
Personality: Driven. focused. ruthless 
Potential Resources: Zhentarim thugs 

Graceful and elegant as a blade, Davrajassur ostensibly 
recruits promising new talent for the Zhentarim. But 
-.he also deals with internal problems, ensuring those 
problems are nipped in the bud before they can reveal 
any weakness within the organization. The pragmatic 
Davra values order and discipline as well as drive and 
ambition. and she embodies all those traits. 

The Zhemarim's intelligence-gathering resources and 

access to an established Underdark outpost give lhe 
organization the strongest hand of any of the factions. 
and Davra knows it. Access to Mamol-Derith is key 
to the plan, and though she ultimate!} won't withhold 
·hat access from the adventurers. sh(• intends to make 
:.ure it's not given away for free. Davra deals with the 

adventurers directly-and privately. if possible-asking 
for a full share of any treasure the characters claim 
dunng their next incursion into the Underdark, and a 
full reporting to her of all information given to Bruenor 
or the other faction leaders. If one of the characters is a 
member of the Zhentarim, Davra tries to make the deal 

for information with that character alone. 
In addition to access to the hidden trading post of 

Mantol-Derith, Davrajassur can provide Zhentarim 
mercenaries to fill out the expedition. These eight 
human thugs proudly wear the crest of the Black 

etwork on their armor. If these NPCsjoin the party, 
make eight photocopies of the Zhentarim Thug stat 
card at the end of this chapter. If you don't want to 
control these NPCs yourself. you can distribute their 
stat cards among the players and let them run the 
NPCs. The thugs' names are ero Kelvane, Lenora 
Haskur, Aligor Moonwhispcr, Gorath Torn, Saliyra 
Dalnor, Primwin Halk,landro Alathar, and Lhytris 
llgarn. All of them know the route to Mantoi-Derith. 

Davra is an assassin. In addition to her weapons, 

she carries dust of disappearance and wears goggles of 

night while roaming the dark halls of Gauntlgrym. 

THE WAY AHEAD 
Depending on how negotiations go, the characters 
are either an advance force to scout and soften up 
opposition in the Underdark while looking for valuable 
strategic information, or a diversionary expedition 
meant to buy time for the surface world to organize 
a stronger response. Faction representatives not 
impressed by the adventurers' cause might return to 
their factions convinced that the characters have little 
chance of succeeding-or surviving. The others are 
confident that the characters can live up to the promise 
they demonstrated in escaping from the drow and the 

Underdark. 
King Bruenor convenes a final gathering of his 

inner circle of advisors and the adventurers, giving the 
characters his thanks for their commitment to the fight 

against the demon lords. 

"Ye all know the dangers and threats of the world below, 

and have bought that knowledge with bravery and 

guile. Even more, in diplomacy have ye forged the first 

of the connections that will see the North prepared for 

what might come. If we surv1ve the coming onslaught, 

we'll have ye to thank, and no dwarf of Gauntlgrym will 

soon forget it. Ye all have the courage and conviction of 

heroes. Aye, I'll even say ye remind me of other heroes 

I've known. From a previous life .... " 

The characters have at least a few days before they must 
venture into the Underdark again- tim<> they can spend 
to shape their plans. gather resources, and prepare for 
the threats that stand ahead of them. When they are 
ready to brave the Underdark once again. they can star t 
tht long and dangerous journey to Mantoi-Derith (see 

chapLcr 9). 
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·-------- ------------------------------------- -, 
: SHIELD GUARDIAN 
' Large conslruct, unaligned 

Armor Class 17 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 142 (15d10 + 60) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

18 (+4) 

DEX 

8 (-1) 

CON 

18 (+4) 

INT 

7 (-2) 

WIS 

10 (+0) 

CHA 

3 (-4) 

t -------------------------------------------: Senses blindsight 10ft., darkvision 60 ft., passive 

: Perception 10 

: Damage Immunities poison 

: Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

paralyzed, poisoned 

Languages understands commands given in any language but 

can't speak 

Challenge 7 (2,900 XP) 

Bound. The shield guardian is magically bound to an amulet . 

As long as the guardian and its amulet are on the same plane 

of existence, the amulet 's wearer can telepathically ca ll the 

: guardian to trave l to it , and the guardian knows the distance 

: and direction to the amulet . If the guardian is within 60 feet 

: of the amulet's wearer, half of any damage the wearer takes 
t 

: (rounded up) is transferred to the guardian. 
t 

' Regeneration. The shield guardian regains 10 hit points at the 

start of its turn if it has at least 1 hit point. 

Spell Storing. A spellcaster who wears the shield guardian's 

amulet can cause the guardian to store one spell of 4th level or 

lower. To do so, the wearer must cast the spe ll on the guardian. 

The spel l has no effect but is s tored within the guardian. When 

commanded to do so by the wearer or when a situation arises 

that was predefined by the spell caster, the guardian casts the 

spell stored with any parameters set by the original caster, 

1 requiring no components. When the spel l is cast or a new spell 

is stored, any previously s tored spell is los t. 

A CTIONS 

Multiattack. The guardian makes two fist attacks. 

Fist. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 

11 (2d6 + 4) bludgeoning damage. 

REACTIONS 

Shield. When a creature makes an attack against the wearer of 

the guardian 's amulet, the guardian grants a +2 bonus to the 

wearer's AC if the guardian is within 5 feet of the wearer. 
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:NAME' I . 

:VETERAN OF THE GAUNTLET 
: Medium humanoid (human), lawful good 

Armor Class 17 {splint) 

Hit Points 58 (9d8 + 18) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

16 (+3) 

DEX 

13 (+1) 

CON 

14 {+2) 

Skills Athletics +5, Perception +2 

Senses passive Perception 12 

Languages Common, Dwarvish 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) 

AcnoNs 

INT 

10 (+0) 

WIS 

11 {+0) 

CHA 

10 (+0) 

Multiattack. The veteran makes two longsword attacks. If it 

has a shorts word drawn, it can also make a shortsword attack. 

Longsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 7 (ld8 + 3) slashing damage, or 8 (1d10 + 3) 
slashing damage if used with two hands. 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. , one 

target. Hit: 6 (1d6 + 3) piercing damage. 

Heavy Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit , range 

100/400 ft. , one target. Hit: 5 (ldl O) piercing damage. ' I 
' ~ --- - -- - - -------------------------------------- 4 

N AME: 

EMERALD ENCLAVE SCOUT 
Medium humanoid (dwarf), lawful neutral 

Armor Class 16 (breastplate) 

Hit Points 19 (3d8 + 6) 

• Speed 25 ft. 

STR 

11 {+0) 

DEX 

14 {+2) 

CON 

14 (+2) 

INT 

11 {+0) 

WIS 

13 (+1) 

CHA 

11 {+0) 

Skills Nature +4, Perception +5, Stealth +6, Survival +5 

Damage Resistances poison 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15 

Languages Common, Dwarvish 

: Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) 

: ---------------------------------------: Dwarven Resilience. The scout has advantage on saving throws 

: against poison. 
t 

I 

: Keen Hearing and Sight . The scout has advantage on Wisdom 

(Perception) checks that rely on hearing or sight. 

A CTIONS 

Multiat tack. The scout makes two melee attacks. 

War Pick. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) piercing damage. 

Heavy Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, range 

100/400 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d10) piercing damage. 



NAME: 

LORDS' ALLIANCE GUARD 
Medium humanoid (dwarf), chaotic good 

Armor Class 16 (chain sh~rt , sh1eld) 

Hit Points 11 (2d8 + 2) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

14 (+2) 

DEX 

12 (+1) 

CON 

12 (+1) 

Skills Percept1on +2 

Damage Res istances poison 

INT 

10 (+0) 

WIS 

11 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 60ft., passive Perception 12 

languages Common, Dwarvish 

Challenge 1/4 (SO XP) 

CHA 

10 (-'-0) 

Dwarven Resilience. The guard has advantage on saving throws 

against poison. 

A CTIONS 

Halberd. Melee Weapon Auack: +4 to hit , reach 10ft., one 

target. Hit: 7 (1d10 + 2) slashmg damage. 

NAME: 

LORDS' ALLIANCE SPY 
Medium humanoid (human), neutral 

Armor Class 13 (leather armor) 

Hit Points 27 (6d8) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

10 (+0) 

DEX 

15 (+2) 

CON 

10 (+0) 

INT 

12 (+1) 

WIS 

14 (+2) 

CHA 

16 (+3) 

Skills Deception +5, Insight +4, Investigation +5, Perception 

+6, Persuasion +5, Sleight of Hand +4, Stealth +4 

Senses passive Perception 16 

l anguages Common, Dwarvish 

Challenge 1 (200 XP) 

Cunning Action. On each of its turns, the spy can use a bonus 

action to take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide action. 

Sneak Attack (1fTurn). The spy deals an extra 7 (2d6) damage 

Nhen it hits a target with a weapon attack and has advantage 

on the attack roll, or when the target is with in 5 feet of an ally 

of the spy that isn' t mcapacitated and the spy doesn' t have 

d•sadvantage on the attack roll. 

AcTIONS 

Multiattack. The spy makes two melee attacks. 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attock: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

;arget. Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) piercing damage. 

Hand Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 30/120 

't., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) piercing damage. 

N AME: 

ZHENTARIM THUG 
Medium humanoid (human). neu1rol 

Armor Class 11 (leather armor) 

Hit Points 32 (5d8 + 10) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

15 (+2) 

DEX 

11 (+0) 

Skills Intimidation +2 

CON 

14 (+2) 

Senses pass1ve Percept•on 10 

languages Common 

Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) 

INT 

10 (+0) 

WIS 

10 (+0) 

CHA 

11 (+0) 

Pock Tactics. The thug has advantage on an attack roll against 

a creature if at least one of the thug's allies is within 5 feet of 

the creature and the ally 1sn't incapacitated. 

I A CTIONS 

Multiattack. The thug makes two melee attacks 

Mace. Melee Weapon Attock: t 4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) bludgeoning damage. 

Heavy Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Auack: +2 to hit, range 

100/400 ft .. one target. H1t: 5 (ld10) piercing damage. 

,----------------------------------------------~ 

GIANT RIDING LIZARD 
Large beast. unaligned 

Armor Class 12 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 19 (3d10 + 3) 

Speed 30 ft., climb 30ft. 

STR 

15 (+2) 

DEX 

12 (+1) 

CON 

13 (+1) 

INT 

2 (-4) 

WIS 

10 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 30 ft., passive Perception 10 

Languages -

Challenge 1/4 (50 XP) 

CHA 

5 (-3) 

Spider Climb. The lizard can climb difficult surfaces, including 

upside down on ceilings, w1thout needmg to make an 

ability check. 

A CTIONS 

: Bite. Melee Weapon Attock: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

: Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2) piercing damage. 
I 

~----------------------------------------------· 
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CHAPTER 9: MANTOL-DERITH 

Mantol-Derith has endured for centuries as a neutral 
outpost where draw. duergar, svirfneblin, and surface 
dwellers can meet and trade without fearing for their 
lives. Despite its usefulness and the safety it enjoys. 
Mantoi-Derith has never become a proper town. Those 
who maintain it as a trade hub have resisted any urge for 
expansion. apart from installing basic infrastructure to 
assist with commercial activities. 

The Zhentarim took over the holdings where surface 
dwellers conducted business and quickly cornered the 
market for surface goods, gaining the organization a 
foothold in the Underdark. This presence grew into a 
power base that serves the Black Network well, and 
which is now being made available to the characters. 

Upon arrival, however, the characters discover 
there is no safe haven anywhere in the Underdark 
with the demon lords running rampant. The safety of 
Mantol-Dcrith has been shattered by the demon lord 

Fraz-Urb'luu. who has turned the trading outpost's 
various factions against one another. 

The characters must navigate and overcome the 
madness dominating Mantol-Derith in order to find 
their Zhentarim contact. Ghazrim DuLoc. He has 
the means for them to reach the stone giant library of 
Gravenhollow (see chapter II). whose vast lore might 
provide some clue as to what has brought the demon 
lords to the Underdark. 

FRAZ- URB'Luu's GEM 
Having previously been imprisoned for many mortal 
lifetimes on the Material Plane, Fraz-Urb'luu had 
taken steps to bind himself to his layer of the Abyss. As 
soon as he felt the tug of Gromph's spell, Fraz-Urb'luu 
transferred his evil life force to a specially crafted. 
magically protected receptacle a black jewel. However 
the spell proved irresistible, and the precious receptacle 
was cast into the Undcrdark. As a further indignity, 
Fraz-Urb'luu found himsclftrapped within the gem, 

.,. unable to escape while on the Material Plane. 



Anyone who touches the gem risks fa lling prey to 
delusional madness. A ducrgar ale merchant named 
Krimgol Muz.gardt found the gem and took it to Mantol
Derith. By the time he arrived, Krimgol had succumbed 
to the delusion that he was a calassabrak- a duergar 
without honor. He paid Yantha Coaxrock. an honest 
svirfneblin mage, to appraise the jewel, hoping that 
he could use it to buy back the goodwill of his clan. 
Touched by the gem's madness. Yantha lied to Krimgol 
and told him the gem was worthless. She offered a lump 
of gold in exchange. whereupon Krimgol suspected 
treachery and demanded the gem's immediate return. 
While Krimgol and Yantha argued, one ofYantha's 
apprentices tried to hide the gem for his mistress but 
succumbed to its evil power. The apprentice, Flink. 
rook the gem to the drow enclave, hoping to trade it for 
some rare spell components that he imagined Yantha 
needing to make Krimgol go away. A gargoyle assigned 
ro watch for thieves spotted the gem and wrested it 
from Flink, who hid for fear of incurring Yantha's 
wrath. Soon thereafter, the delusional gargoyle laid 
eyes on a drow assassin named Kinyel Druu'giir and 
was instantly smitten by her. The gargoyle gave her the 
black gem as a token of its devotion, which she, in her 
madness, mistook as a payment from the drow enclave 
to assassinate Lorthuun, a maimed beholder allied with 
the lhentarim. 

Yantha's theft of the gem led Krirngol to leave and 
return with duergar reinforcements. They attacked the 
svirfneblin enclave and captured Yantha, triggering 
open conflict between the two enclaves. With the 
fragile truce in Mantol-Derith finally broken, the drow 
are preparing to take out the weakened duergar and 
svirfneblin forces. Meanwhile, Druu'giir has infiltrated 
a drow delegation sent to meet with representatives of 
<he lhentarim enclave to discuss how best £O divvy up 

~1antol-Derith between them. 
Finding and destroying the gem prevents others 

:"rom fa lling prey to Fraz-Urb'luu's madness. While 
imprisoned inside the gem, Fraz-Urb'luu retains his 
alignment and senses (see appendix D), but loses all 
of his other attributes and can't take actions. The gem 
is as big as a human fist and has AC 10. 1 hit point, 
immunity to poison and psychic damage, and immunity 
to bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage from 
noomagical weapons. It is also immune to any spell 
effect that requires a saving throw. While inside the 
gem, the demon lord can't be attacked, harmed. coerced, 
or heard. He can be contacted via telepathy. however. 
Shattering the gem releases Fraz-Urb'luu's life force. 
which instantly returns to the demon lord's body in 
the Abyss. 

Any creature that touches the gem must succeed on 
a DC 23 Charisma saving Lhrow or succumb to a form 
of indefinite madness, as determined by rolling on the 
Indefinite Madness of Fraz-Urb'luu table in appendix D. 
A creature that succeeds on the saving throw is immune 
w the madness-inducing effect of the gem for the next 

14 hours. The madness lasts until cured. 
If the characters destroy Fraz-Urb'luu's gem, award 

each of them I ,000 XP. 

MANTOL·DERITH: GENERAL FEATURES 

Characters encounter the following features inside 
Mantol-Derith. 

Climate. Mantoi-Derith is chilly and damp thanks to the 
waterfalls and streams flowing through the cavern and into 
the Darklake. 

Light. Mantoi-Derith is brightly lit by continual flame 
spells and crystals in the walls that reflect the light. A 
network of walkways and small plazas crisscross the rocky 
ground of the outpost, paved with crushed crystals that 
also reflect light. 

REACHING 

MANTOL-DERITH 
lf the characters reached an agreement with Davra 
Jassur in chapter 8. they can travel to Mantol-Derith 
along one of the many routes the Zhentarim use to move 
merchandise to the trade hub from the surface world. 
The Black Network doesn't reveal the shortest route for 
security reasons. Instead, its representatives lead the 
adventurers to a remote cave in the Surbrin Hills, about 
180 miles east of Gauntlgrym. Black Network sentries 
(six human veterans) guard the cave, which leads to a 
series of tunnels. These tunnels descend sharply as they 
wind their way east for another 200 miles. Check for 
random encounters as the party's expedition makes its 
way to Mantoi-Derith, using the tables in chapter 2. 

lf the characters are traveling with faction 
representatives (see chapter 8), these NPCs help the 
characters overcome random encounters . Whenever a 
random encounter check yields a "no encowlter" result, 
use that opportunity to roleplay some of these NPCs 
and develop their personalities as you see fit. 

Mantoi-Derith abuts the Darklake and is roughly six 
days' travel from Blingdenstone and Menzoberranzan, 
and 22 days from Gracklstugh via the Darklake locks 
(see the overview map of the Underdark in chapter 2). 
Characters accompanied by Zhentarim guides approach 
Mantol-Derith via a subterranean rift. A narrow trail 
winds up the side of the rift, ending at a secret door in 

the northwest corner of the trade hub (area 1a). 

MANTOL-DERITH 
Population: Approximately 140 (drow. duergar, humans, 

and svirfneblin) 
Government: Informal council comprised of four chief 

negotiators (one per enclave), recently dissolved 
Defense: Private guards 
Commerce: Rare and exotic goods; see each enclave for 

information on the goods traded by the duergar, the 
drow. the svirfneblin, and the lhentarim 

Organizations: The drow. duergar, svirfneblin, and 
Zhentarim enclaves 

Thousands of years· worth of trickling water carved 
out the cavern where the drow. the duergar, and the 
svirfneblin established Mantoi-Derith. Four warehouses 
have been excavated at the corners of the cavern, each 
controlled by an enclave and containing offices and 
temporary lodgings for its merchants. 
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few of Mantol-Derith's denizens arc permanent 

residents. Even the chief negotiators of each enclave 

return to their centers of power periodically, leaving 

representatives to conduct business. Everyone in 

Mantol-Derith is there to trade, negotiate, and, of course, 

spy on their counte rparts in 1 he other enclaves. 

The arrival of Fraz-Urb'luu has upset the balance of 
power in Mamoi-Derith (see '·Fraz-Urb"luu's Gem"), 

resulling in open conflict between the duergar and 
svirfneblin. The drow are poised to eliminate both, 

thus reducing by two the number of enclaves in Mantol

Derith. The drow arc simultaneously hoping to preserve 

the truce with their Zhcntarim neighbors. However, a 

delusional draw assassin threatens to turn the d row and 

Zhentarim enclaves against one another. 

The location of Mantoi-Derith is a well-guarded 

secret, and the influence and power merchants gain 

from access toil isn't something they want to share. 

Normally, life in Mantoi-Derith is regulated by threl" 

simple covenants: no stealing of goods from fellow 

merchants, no disguising of goods by any means, and 

no use of magic during negotiations and haggling. 
The punishment for breaking any covenant is equally 

straightforward: the violator is wrapped in chains and 

tossed into the Darklake. Recent events in Manroi

Derilh have rendered these rules moot. 
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IMPORTANT NPCs 
The following NPCs have key roles in this chapter of tht· 

adventure. 

MANTOL-DERITH NPCs 

Sladis Vadir 

Rystia Zav 

Peebles 

Zilchyn Q'Leptin 

Yantha Coaxrock 

Flink Thunderbonk 

Gabble Dripskillet 

Ghuldur Flagonfist 

Sirak Mazelor 

Kinyel Druu'giir 

Ghazrim Duloc 

Lorthuun 

High elf druid of the 

Emerald Enclave 

Human spy for the Harpers 

Svirfneblin spy working fo r Xazax 

the Eyemonger 

Drow mage and kleptomamac 

Svirfneblin mage and leader of the 

Stoneheart Enclave 

Yantha's svirfneblin apprentice 

Svirfneblin chief negotiator 

Duergar and chief negotiator 

from Gracklstugh 

Drow and chief negotiator from 

Menzoberranzan 

Drew assassin 

The characters' contact and chief 

negotiator of the Zhentarim 

Maimed beholder 



KEYED ENCOUNTERS 
The following encounters arc keyed to the map of 
Mantoi-Derith. 

L SECRET ENTR ANCES 

Mantoi-Derith is hidden behind 10-foot-squarc secret 
doors carved to resemble walls of natural stone. A 
creature within 5 feet of a secret door can make a DC 
15 Wisdom (Perception) check to spot it. Each secret 
door has an arcane lock spell cast on it. Speaking the 
proper password within 5 feet of a secret door opens 
it. Opening a secret door by any means other than the 
correct password triggers a magical disintegration 
trap on whichever side the door i::; opened from. Each 
creature in the 20-foot-square area directly in front 
of the secret door must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity 
saving throw, taking 55 (I Od I 0) force damage on a 
failed save, or half as much damage on a successful 
one. A creature reduced to 0 hit points by this trap is 
disintej!rated. leaving only it5 possessions behind. 

lA. NORTHWEST ENTRANCE 

Characters guided by representatives of the Zhentarim 
arrive at Mantoi-Dcrith via this route a subterranean 
rift with a rough-hewn path carved into one wall. This 
entrance is also used by :.virfneblin from Blingdcnstone 
and drow from Menzohl'rranzan. The switchback path 
ends at the secret door whose password is ''im'yat.'' a 
svirfncblin word meaning "darkness." 

l.B. NORTH ENTRANCE 

The password to open this secrl't door is "belaero,'' 
a drow word meaning "wealth.'' If the characters are 
being guided by members of the Black Network. they 
are led through this secret door into the trench that 
bisects Manto! Dt'rith (area 2). 

1C. NORTHEAST ENTRANCE 

This secret door stands at the back of a naturally formed 
ledge overlooking the Dark lake. The password to open 

it is "ssussun," a drow word meaning "light.'' When the 
characters first gaze upon the ledge. read the following 
boxed text to the players. 

An elf with long red hair and a backpack sits on a ledge 

overlooking a vast, water-filled cavern. The elf is dressed 

in the finest att1re and IS d1ppmg his bare feet in the 

murky water. "Care to JOin me?" he asks w1th a wry smile. 

The figure dipping his feet in the water is Sladis Vadir. a 
high elf druid and member of the Emerald Enclave. Use 
the druid statistics in the Monster Manual to represent 
him, with the following modifications: 

Sladis is neutral good. 
He has dark vision out to a range of 60 feet. 
He speaks Common, Elvish, and Undercommon. 
His fey ancestry gives him advantage on saving 
throws against being charmed, and magic can't put 

him to sleep. 

He can cast the prestidigite~tion cantrip at will and 
uses it to make his dirt stained garments look clean. 

Sladis Vadir has alway:. felt a strange attraction to the 
Underdark, but the demonic incun;ion has broken hjs 
sanity. lie kills and cats other humanoids he encoumers 
or, as he calls it, "culls the hcrd to maintain the 
natural order." This is considered a form of indefinite 
madness (sec "Madness'' in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). 

Sladis happily accompan1es the party and graciously 
offers his service:. a:. a guide. lie knows how to get 
to 1evcrlight Grove, Blingdenstone, Gracklstugh, 
and Menzob<•rranzan, hut not Gravenhollow. If the 
characters invite Sladis to accompany them, he thanks 
them by offering them some "food" (sec 'Treasure''). 

Treasure. In addition to his quarterstaff and spell 
components. Sladis carries a blood-caked Hint knife 
that he uses to cut up his victims. as well as a H eward's 

handy haversack stuffed full of severed limbs and 
eviscerated organs the uncookcd remains of his 
svirfneblin, grimlock, quaggoth, and drow victims. 

XP A wards. If the characters cure Sladis Vadir's 
madness, award each of them 100 XP. If he is safely 

returned to Morista Malkin in Gauntlgrym (see chapter 
8). award each character ISO X P. 

lD. SOUTH ENTRANCE AND SHORE 

This secret door to Mantoi-Oerith lie::; halfway down a 
dead-end tunnel stemming from a rocky shoreline that 
hugs the Darklake. Ducrgar t raders from Gracklstugh 
use this entrance. The password to open the secret door 
is "groht," an archaic Dwarvish word meaning "stone." 

When the characters first ga.ce upon the shore, read 
the following boxed text to the players. 

Someone has p1tched a small tent on this pebbled beach 

overlooking a vast underground lake. Above the sound of 

water lapping at the shorelme, you hear a soft, feminine 

voice humming an unfamiliar tune. The voice comes 

from inside the tent, which is illuminated from within. 

The tent belongs to the figure inside it: a female human 
named Rystia Zav. Rystia i:. a chaotic gootl Harper 
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spy from Ncsme who descended into the Underdark 
two years ago to find Mantoi-Derith and infiltrate the 
Zhcntarim enclave there. She got lost in the depths and 
has no idea how close she's come to finding what she's 
been looking for. She also has no idea how to get to the 
surface. Fear, loneliness. and the demonic incursion 
have driven her mad. She now believes that e\·eryone 
she encounters is out to kill her. This is considered a 
form of indefinite madness (see "Madness" in chapter 8 
of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

Traps. Rystia has planted four spring-loaded hunting 

traps under the pebbles around her t<::nt. A cre::ature 
within 15 feet of the tent can spot the hidden traps 
with a successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check. 
Any creature that approaches within 10 feet of the tent 
and is unaware of the traps steps on one (see chapter 
5, "Equipment," in the Players Handbook for hunting 
trap rules). 

Treasure. In addition to her weapons and traps, 
Rystia possesses a satchel made from carrion crawler 
hide, inside which are ten pounds of edible fungi. She 
also carries a full waterskin and three torchstalks (see 
"Fungi of the Underdark'' in chapter 2), one of which is 
already lit. 

XP Awards. lf the characters cure Rystia's madness, 
award each of them 100 XP. 

lE. ZHENTARIM SECRET DOOR 

The password to open this secret door is "eyebite." 
The tunnel leading away from Mantol-Derith winds 

steadily upward, and branches leading to other areas of 
the Underdark have been sealed off with wall of stone 

spells, leaving a single navigable passage. This passage 
is clear of monsters. but the Zhents have installed trip 
wires and pressure plates at irregular intervals. These 
are triggering mechanisms for collapsing roofs, poison 
darts, and rolling spheres (sec "Sample Traps" in 
chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). The passage 
ends at a dungeon complex under a ruined watchtower 
overlooking the Surbrin River, north of the Everrnoors. 
The Zhentarim have guards stationed throughout the 
dungeon to keep surface dwellers from finding their 
way to Mantoi-Derith via this route. If the characters 

find this secret door and use it to make their way back 
to the surface world, design and populate the Zhentarim 
dungeon al> you see fit. 

2 . TRENCH 

This 20-foot-wide, 50-foot-deep trench bisects Mantoi
Derith from north to south. with a secret door at each 
end (areas lb and ld, respectively). A shattered platform 
of crystal sits in the middle of the trench- an old magic 

device once used to lift caravans up into the main cavern 
ofthe outpost and back down into the trench. It now lies 
broken. its magic spent. 

The duergar and drow collaborated to replace the 
crystal lift with a system of four mechanical lifts. two 
on each side of the shattered platform. These lifts use 
magic to power their winches and lighten the loads on 
the lifts. Each lift is designed for easy use and can be 
operated as an action simply by pulling on a Lever. 
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The trench's walls sport numerous hand holds and 

can be climbed with a successful DC 10 Strength 
(Athletics) check. 

3. MAI N CAVER N 

When the characters exit the trench, they find the 
normally quiet outpost in chaos. 

The trench bisects an enormous cavern with a 30-foot

high ceiling supported by naturally formed stone 

columns. Conlmual flame spells cast on stone lampposts 

reflect off crystals embedded in the walls and ceiling, 

illuminating myriad fountains, waterfalls, streams, and 

pools. Water drips from stalactites onto leather tarps 

covenng clusters of merchant stalls west and east of 

the trench. Beyond these marketplaces are well·tended 

gardens of mold and fungi, crystal walkways, and stone 

bridges. The tranquil beauty of Mantoi·Derith is undone 

by sounds of combat to the northeast, where you hear 

the thunderous boom of metal against stone and see 

panicked svirfneblin running from 8-foot-tall duergar. 

The marketplaces of Mantoi-Derith have been closed 
ever since the ducrgar attacked the svirfneblin. The 
duergar are killing any svirfneblin they encounter and 
breaking into the svirfneblin warehouse (see area 6a). 

3A. WEST MARKETPLACE 

The drow and Zhentarim markets are clustered here. 
on the west side of the trench. However, the tents, stall 
and pens stand empty, the merchants having retreated 
to their respective enclaves with their goods and 
livestock. A stream runs nearby, crossed by two stone 
bridges leading to the drow and Zhentarim enclaves. 
The stream is 5 feet deep and fed by the Darklake. The 
water isn't fit for drinking. 

3'8. EAST MARKETPLACE 

The svirfncblin and duergar markets are clustered 
on the cast side of the trench. Most of their tents and 
stalls have been knocked over, and various goods (sec 
"Treasure'') arc strewn upon the cavern Hoor amid 
the slaughtered corpses of giant lizards and steeders. 
Characters approaching the market see nvo enlarged 
duergar chasing a pair of deep gnomes who have 
cast blur spells on themselves. A third unarmed deep 
gnome is hiding in plain sight under the wreckage of 
a zurkhwood stall. He has a pale leather bag tucked 
under one arm. 

If the characters rescue the blurry svirfneblin, they 
reveal that more duergar are trying to smash into 
the svirfneblin warehouse (area 6b), and that Yantha 
Coax rock. a svirfneblin mage, has been captured 
and taken to the duergar warehouse (area Sb). The 
svirfneblin don't know why the ducrgar broke the 
peace in Mantoi-Derith. 1f a duergar is captured and 
imerrogated, he or she reveals that Yantha stole a 
valuable gemstone from a ducrgar merchant and refuse
to return it. 



Peebles. The svirfneblin holding lhe bag is Peebles. 
He came to Mantoi-Derith to investigate rumors of 
a beholder living here. He claims to be fascinated by 
aberrations, beholders in particular. He has con fi rmed 
that there are no beholders in the duergar or svirfneblin 
enclaves, but he hasn't yet been able to explore the drow 
or Zhentarim enclaves. 

Peebles is the deranged, neutral evil servant of Xazax 
the Eyemonger, a beholder that hunts other beholde rs, 
takes their eyestalks, and grafts them to its own body. 
Peebles is Xazax's private surgeon. Once he has 
confirmed the presence of a beholder in Mantol-Derith, 
Peebles plans to find his "master" and share the news of 
his discovery. He suggests that the characters take him 
to the drow or Zhentarim enclave. under the pretense 
of having information about the duergar attack. Once 
he has found Lorthuun the beholder. Peebles tries lo 
leave Mantol-Dcrith at once. If the characters delay 
his departure, he gets angry at them and claims to be 
a n expert Underdark guide, promising to lead them 
whe rever they wish to go. lf they accept his offer, he 
leads them to Xazax the Eyemonger (see chapter 10 for 

more information). 
Peebles's bag is made from stitched quaggoth hide 

and contains a pair of sharpened flint knives. a s pool 
of thread made from roper gut, a thin iron needle. 
two pounds of barrelstalk flesh, and a copper canteen 
containing a half gallon of water. 

Pool. The large pool cast of the market is fed by small 
waterfalls pouring through cracks in the cavern ceiling. 
The water is fresh and safe to drink. Growing a long the 
hore arc 3d6 waterorbs (see "Fungi of the Unde rdark"). 
Treasure. Cha racte rs who search the marketplace 

find a tot a I of 2d6 50 gp gems scattered about. 

4. D ROW ENCLAVE 

The drow usc Mantoi-Derith to trade exquisite and 
exotic goods according to their rarefied tastes. Rare 
perfumes. potions, distilled beverages , and other 
alchemical products are some of their regular goods . 
as well as common and uncommon magic items. House 
Baenre controls the flow of merchandise here. placing 
a nd removing chief negotiators as their efftciency wanes. 

Sirak Mazelor is the current drow representative. A 
ophisticated merchant, she deals in luxury items from 

d row artisans: gems of high value, incense. art objects. 
\'arious magical treas ures. and exotic spices and s pirits 
exclusive to the Uoderdark. 

4A. D ROW FUNGI GROVE 

This is where the drow cultivate edible and poisonous 
fungi. In the heart of the fungi grove is a stunted 
zurkhwood mushroom, 20 feet tall, with a thick stalk 
a nd a wide cap that forms a dome, keeping the area 
underneath dry. The dark elves use the mushroom as 
a pavilion, and this is where Sirak Mazelor conducts 
business with visiting traders. 

Six gargoyles perch on naturalledgcs overlooking the 
fungi grove. They attack any creature unaccompanied by 
a drow that approaches the stone double doors leading 
to the d row warehouse (area 4b). Standing in front of 

Z t LC:HYN Q'LEPTtN 

PeEB LES 

the double doors a re two female drow elite warriors 
that do the same. 

Zilchyn Q'Leptin. Sitting on a zurkhwood bench 
under the giant zurkhwood mushroom is a male drow 
mage named Zilchyn Q'Lcptin. Trained as a wizard 
in Menzoberranzan. "Zilch'' was forced to flee the 
drow city after a rash of spell compont:nl thefts was 
traced back to him. He can't control his kleptomania, 
which is considered a form of indefini te madness (see 
"Madness·· in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

This madness befell Zilch long before the demon lords 
arrived, and has only gotten worse since. 

Zilch lost his spellbook during his escape from 
Menzoberranzan, and an unfortunate encounter with a 
black pudding left him with acid scars covering the left 
side of his body, including his face. In addition to his 
st<Jff, which doubles as a walking stick, the drow carries 
a purple bag made of kuo-toa skin that contains hand

drawn maps of the Underda rk on s heets of trillimac, 
material components for all of Zilch's prepared spells . 
a nd ld4 + 3 stolen trinkets (roll on the Trinkets table in 
chapter 5 of the Player's Handbook). Characters can use 
Zilch's maps to get to Menzoberranzao, Gracklstugh, or 
the Wormwrithings from Mantoi-Derith. 

Zilch doesn't know what caused the duergar to attack 
the svirfneblin. but he knows the drow merchants 
have withdrawn to the warehouse and that the drow 
are waiting to sec how the violence plays out. If the 
characters seem approachable, Zilch offers to he lp them 
get inside the drow warehouse. 

Tf the characters ta ke a short or long rest and Zilch 
is with them. he attempts to steal something from one 
randomly dete rmined party member. Far from being a 
skilled thief, Zilch must succeed at a Dexterity check 
contested by the passive Wisdom (Perception) scores of 
every character with line of sight to him. If he wins the 
contest, Zilch hides the stolen item in his bag and feigns 
innocence if questioned about the item's disappearance . 

Flink Thunderbonk. Huddled against a stone column 

at the edge of the fungi grove is a cowardly deep gnome 
named Flink. He s uffers from a form of indefinite 
madness (see "Madness" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide) that makes him wa nt to please his 

mistress, Yantha Coaxrock, and also causes him to be 
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deathly afraid of her. He uses his Stone Camouflage 

feature to blend in with the rocky terrain, afraid that the 

drow and lhe gargoyles might attack him.lf he sees the 

characters. he runs toward them in a panic, babbling 

about a stolen gem. A successful DC 15 Charisma 

{Intimidation or Persuasion) check or calm emotions 

spell allows Flink to speak coherently, whereupon he 

reveals thf' following information: 

A ducrgar ale- merc-hant named Krimgol Muzgardt 

asked Flink's mistress. Yantha Coaxrock. to appraise 

a large black gemstone. For reasons unknown to 

Flink, Yantha didn't want to give the gemstone back to 

the ducrgar and instead offered him a lump of gold in 

trade. An argument ensued. 

Yantha entrusted the gemstone to Flink. He took it to 

the drow enclave to buy an eyelash encased in gum 

arabic the component for an invisibility spell. know
ing thars what Yantha would want him to do. Before 

he could complete this task. a gargoyle snatched the 

gemstone from Flink's grasp. Flink is afraid Yantha 

will punish him for losing the gemstone. 

Flink has been spying on the gargoyles to find the one 

that took his gem. but that gargoyle isn't among the 

ones currently guarding the drow enclave. 

4B. DROW WAREHOUSE 

The drow warehouse is bolh a fortress and a residence. 

The stone double doors leading to it have an arcane Jock 

spell cast on them. which only Sirak Mazelor and her 
elite warrior guards can bypass. 

Characters who gain entry find the warehouse 

occupied by two female drow elite warriors, eighteen 

drow merchants, nine quaggoth slaves, and six giant 
lizards fitted with saddles (use the giant riding lizard 

statistics in chapter 8). The 30-fool-high ceiling of the 

warehouse is hidden with thick webs that conceal a 

dozen giant spide rs loyal to the drow. 

The warehouse's denizens attack the party unless the 

characters arc accompanied by a drow. The merchants 

have been instructed to remain in the warehouse until 

Sirak Mazelor returns. The drow chief negotiator and 

her entourage haw ~ gone to the Zhentarim enclave (area 

7) to meet with representatives of the Black Network. 
in the hopes of forging an alliance against the unruly 

duergar and svirfneblin enclaves. 

The drow sleep in cots arranged in neat rows, while 

the merchants store their valuable wares in three stone 

buildings. The door to each building is protected by a 
glyph of warding (save DC 14) that triggers an explosive 

runes effect (Sd8 thunder damage) when a creature 

other than a drow opens it. 

Treasure. Each storage building contains 2d6 crystal 

vials of exotic perfume worth 100 gp each. 3d6 crystal 

bottles of distilled beverages worth 25 gp each. ld4 

magic items (determined by rolling on Magic ltem Table 

A in chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). and 2d6 

vials of carrion crawler mucus (see ·'Poisons'' in chapter 

8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). Characters also find 

ld I 0 x 10 pounds of food and ld 10 x 5 gallons of water 

stored in each building. 
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5. DUERGAR ENCLAVE 

The gray dwarves trade mostly in armor and weapons 

of superior craftsmanship, but their enclave also deals 

in other metalwork, raw ores, and uncut gemstones. 

The duergar chief negotiator is Ghuldur Flagonfist, who 
sells armor, arrowheads, locks, mining and smithing 

equipment, and smoked Dark lake fish. Ghuldur is 

friends with Krimgol Muzgardt, a gray dwarf merchant 

who sells frothy Dark lake Stout ale. 

SA. DUERGAR FUNGI GROVE 

An iron-wrought fence encloses this fungal grove, 

through which the ducrgar have carved narrow 

aisles. The grove contains a host of edible fungi and is 

illuminated by six nightlight mushrooms (sec ·'Fungi of 

the Underdark" in chapte r 2). A tunnel in the south wall 

leads to a set of double stone doors. 

Guarding the fungi grove a rc four invisible duergar 

that attack intruders on sight. Four more invisible 

duergar stand in front of the double doors and attack 

any non-duergar that come into view. 

5B. DUERGAR WAREHOUSE 

The stone double doors to the warehouse are unlocked 

and open to revea l a 40-foot-high , rough-hewn chamber 

containing thirty duergar merchants a nd twelve male 

steeders (see appendix C) used as pack animals. These 
duergar aren't spoiling for a fnghl ancl parley with 

intruders . sharing the following information: 

A svirfnebl in mage stole a gemstone from a ducrg<~r 

ale merchant named Krimgol Muzgardt. Krimgol is a 

good friend of Mantoi-Derith's duergar chief negotia· 

tor, Ghuldu r F lagon fist. 

• When the svirfneblin mage refused to return the 

stolen gem, Flagon fist sent invisible duergar to the 

svirfneblin enclave to capture her and bring her to him 
for questioning. 

• Other svirfneblin tried to free the mage, leading to the 

first of several armed confrontations. Flagon fist has 

since sent his duergar guards to storm the neighbor

ing enclave and wipe out the deep gnomes. 

A 20-foot-high stone building stands in the northeast 

corner of the warehobse. Inside this unlocked building. 

Ghuldur Flagon fist and Krimgol Muzgardt (a pair of 

male duergar) are interrogating Yantha Coax rock, an 

unarmed female deep gnome suffering from a form of 

indefinite madness (see ·'MadnessH in chapter 8 of the 

Dungeon Mascer's Guide) that makes her tell lies, even 

at the risk of harming herself and others. The duergar 

have dressed her in a robe sewn with gemstones (see 

"Treasure" below) and suspended her above the mouth 
of Ghuldur's ·'pet"-a hungry xorn. Ghuldur grasps the 

rope from which she hangs and is threatening to feed 

her ro the xorn unless she divulges the location of the 
gem she stole from Krimgol. 

Yantha Coaxrock. Yanthaistheleaderofthe 

Stoneheart Enclave based in Blingdenstone (see chapter 
6). She is bound with rope and spinning an elaborate 

lie about how the drow must've charmed her and taken 

Krimgol's gem. She has an Intelligence of 16 (+3) and 

the following additional fcatu rc: 



Spe/lcasting. Yantha IS a 5th· level spellcaster. Her spellcasting 

ab1l1ty IS Intelligence (spell save DC 13) She has the following 

·111Zard spell~ prepared 

Cantnps (at will) . dancing ltghts,fnends, mendmg, 

prestidigitation 
1st level (4 slots): comprehend languages, detect magic, Tenser's 

floating disk 
2nd level (3 slots): detect thoughts, hold person 
3rd level (2 slots): sending 

Treasure. Th<' storag<' building contains l d i O x 

10 pounds of food, ld 10 x 5 gallons of water. thirty 

zurkhwood cttsk'i of Darklakc Stout ale worth 50 gp 

t>ach. and a ph•thora of finely crafted metalworks: 

2cl6 battlcaxc.., 

2d6 glaivec; 

2cl61ances 

2d6 lon~c;word'> 

2d6 morningstar<; 

2d6 war p1cks 

2d6 warhammer<, 

I d6 uJtc; of ha If plate 

ld6 suite; of chammail 

ld6 suit<, of splint mail 

ld6 c;uits of plate mail 

An 1ron safe stands in a corner of the storage building. 

The safe weighs I ,000 pounds. is locked, and contains 

ld4 ma~ic items (dete-rmined by rolling on Magic Item 

Table Bin chnptc·r 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

Ghuldur know<, the combmation to unlock the safe. 

which otherwise> requires a knock spell or similar 

magic to open. 

Yantha's gem-studded robe is worth 750 gp. 

Development. If the char;~cters cure Yantha's 

madness, she confesses to giving Krimgol's black grm 

to her apprentice, F link Thunderbonk. She doesn't 

know Flink's current whereabouts but can usc n 

sending spell to contact him, whereupon she lcMns thai 

he's "trapped'' in the drow enclave (area 4). She then 

asks the characters to res<'ue him. 

Restoring Yantha·!> sanity doesn't plac<~te Ghuldur or 

Krimgol. The rharartf'rs can only appease Krimgol by 

finding his gem and returning it to him. If he and his pet 

xorn arc defeated in rombat. Ghuldur can be persuaded 

ro call off the duergar attacking the svirfneblin enclave 

(see area 6a). 
XP Awards. I f the characters rescue Yantha. award 

each of them 100 XP. I f they cure her madness. award 

an additional 150 XP to each character. 

6. Sv r RFNEBLIN ENCLAVE 

The deep gnome!:> look for any opportunity to corner the 

market on goods their competitors arc> in shon supply 

of. Gabble Dripskillet. the svirfncblin chief negotiator. 

used to sell salt. gemstones. and rar(' minerals from a 

stall in the eaMern market (area 3h), but she and several 

other svirfnf'hhn merchants wcrr forced to retreat to 

their wan·house (area 6b) when the duergar attacked. 
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6A. SVTRFNEBLIN FUNGI GROVE 

The fungal grove in the deep gnome enclave has been 
left to grow wild. Strewn about the grove are the 
corpses of a dozen dead svirfncblin. all of whom were 
killed by duergar. 

Set into the northeast wall is a set of stone double 
doors that the svirfneblin have barred from within. Four 
enlarged duergar are breaking through the doors with 
war picks, and it's only a matter of time before they 
reduce the doors to rubble. Eight more invisible duergar 
stand nearby. ready to storm the svirfneblin warehouse 
as soon as the doors crumble. 

Treasure. Each dead svirfneblin carries a pouch that 
contains ld4 50 gp gems. 

In addition to species of edible fungi. the svirfneblin 
grove contains the following exotic fungi (as described 
in the "Fungi of the Underdark" section of chapter 2): 

2d6 barrelstalks 
3d6 bluccaps 

• 3d6 Nilhogg's noses 
2d6 tongues of madness 

• 2d6 torchstalks 
2d6 trillimacs 

6B. SVIRFNEBLIN WAREHOUSE 

Twenty-two deep gnomes, including Gabble Dripskillet. 
are holed up in this chamber. which is shaped like a 
cube. The ceiling is 100 feet high. and the walls are 
lined with niches that serve as residences and storage 
spaces. Levitating crystal platforms throughout the 
warehouse allow the deep gnomes to reach these 
compartments. Each cry~tal platform can move up, 

down, or side-to-side on command, but only the deep 
gnomes know the command words to activate them. 

Most of the svirfncblin have retreated to their 
residential niches. Gabble Dripskillet is the only one at 
noor level, and she's prepared to negotiate with whoever 

or whatever breaks through the doors. If the characters 
deal with the duergar, Gabble is grateful and offers them 
a reward (see "Treasure" below). 

Gabble doesn't know what provoked the duergar into 
attacking her enclave. but she is friends with Yantha 
Coaxrock and would like to see the svirfneblin mage 
returned safely. 

Treasure. Stored throughout the warehouse are sixty 
10-pound sacks of salt worth 5 gp each. thirty sacks of 
precious minerals worth 25 gp each. twenty-four quartz 
gemstones worth 50 gp each. a dozen amethysts worth 
100 gp each, and six peridots worth 500 gp each. 

Half way up the southeast wall is a hidden 
compartment. Finding it requires a successful DC 19 
Wisdom (Perception) check. The compartment contains 
ld4 magic items (determined by rolling on Magic Item 
Table C in chapter 7 of the Dun~eon Master's Guide). 

Gabble keeps a crystal coffer in her niche. The 
coffer is worth 100 gp. and it contains a black sapphire 
pendant on a silver chain worth 5.000 gp. She offers the 
pendant as a reward to the party for saving her enclave. 
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7. ZHENTARIM ENCLAVE 

The Zhentarim found great profits in Mantol-Derith 
by bringing in products impossible to obtain in the 

Underdark. Items as innocuous as sugar and fresh 
spices are treasures in high demand here. The surface 
dwellers trade mostly in raw materials, including wood, 
fine fabrics. and leathers. but also maintain stocks of 
perfumes. alcoholic beverages, confectionery. paper. 
and clothing made by surface artisans with surface 
materials. The human Ghazrim DuLoc leads the 
Zhentarim enclave in Mantoi-Derith and also holds the 
key to finding the library of Graven hollow. 

7A. ZHENTARIM ENCAMPMENT 

Zhemarim traders cut down most of the fungi grove 
outside the entrance of their warehouse. keeping only 
a few small gardens for decoration. In its place they 
er·ected a huge pavilion and several smaller tents. Water 
dripping from the ceiling runs off the tents to form 
puddles everywhere. The pavilion is where Ghazrim 
Du Loc conducts business, while the smaller tents 
are set aside for fifteen Black Network merchants (a ll 
human commoners). 

Perched on a ledge overlooking the pavilion is a 
gargoyle touched by the madness ofFraz-Urb'luu·s gem. 
Characters with a passive Wisdom (P<>rception) score 
of 13 or higher spot the creature. It's waiting for Kinyel 
Druu'giir. its .. true love:· to emerge from the pavilion. 

lnside the pavilion are four drow: Sirak Mazelor 
(a female drow mage and the chief negotiator of the 
drow enclave), two female drow elite warriors, and a 
female drow assassin posing as another elite warrior. 
The assassin. Kinyel Druu'giir. has Fraz-Urb'luu's gem 
on her person. She also has the Fey Ancestry, lnnate 
Spellcasting, and Sunlight Sensitivity features of a 
drow elite warrior. These drow await the arrival of the 
Zhcntarim's chief negotiator, Ghazrim DuLoc. A table 
covered with food and wine stands in the middle of the 
pavilion, although the drow refuse to partake. 

Development. If the characters keep their distance 
and spy on the Zhentarim enclave for a few minutes. 
Ghazrim DuLoc, Lorthuun, and six human thugs 
emerge from the nearby warehouse (area 7b) to meet 
with the drow delegation. Before Sirak can negotiate 
an alliance, Kinyel attacks the beholder. Unless the 
characters intervene, Kinyel escapes with 19 hit points 
remaining. Everyone else is killed in the crossfire. 

If the characters confront the drow before Ghazrim 
and Lorthuun arrive. Sirak orders them to leave at once. 
If they refuse. she and her warriors attack as Kinyel cuts 
a gash in the back wall of the pavilion with her sword 

and finds a place to hide until the beholder appears. If 
the characters pursue Kinyel. the gargoyle altacks Lhem 
to protect her. Ghazrim and his entourage arrive ld4 + 2 
rounds after the battle is joined. 

Kinyel was forced to leave Menzoberranzan in 
disgrace after failing to assassinate a house rival. Fraz
Urb'luu's gem has afflicted her with a form of indefinite 
madness (see .. Madness" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Masters Guide). She is convinced that the gargoyle who 
gave her the gem is a messenger from House Druu'giir, 
and that killing Lorthuun will redeem her. 



7B. ZHENTARJM WAREHOUSE 

The double doors leading to the Zhentarim warehouse 
arc made of thick zurkhwood reinforced with iron 
bands. A window slit at eye level allows two human 
vete rans stationed inside the doors to peer out into 
the cavern. They will not open the doors to strangers 
without Ghazrim DuLce's permission. The doors are 
barred from the inside. They have AC 15. 80 hit points. 
and a damage threshold of 10. They can also be forced 
open with a DC 25 Strength check. 

The Zhentarim warehouse contains a dozen iron 
storage sheds filled with neatly sorted merchandise. 
Two more sheds serve as quarters for Ghazrim DuLce 
(a human noble) and his guards. Ten human thugs 
(minus any killed in area 7a) are asleep in their bunks 
but rise quickly if the warehouse comes under attack. 

Lorthuun, a maimed beholder, also guards the 
warehouse. Years ago. Lorthuun got into a terrible fight 
with a behir and lost four of its eyestalks. Its spherical 
body is also covered with scars from the behir's claws 
and breath weapon. Lorthuun has the statistics of 
a normal beholder. except that it no longer has its 
leep. petrification, disintegration. or death rays. The 

beholder's adjusted challenge rating is 9 (5,000 XP). 
Ghazrim and Lorthuun both serve the Zhentarim, 

but they rarely see eye to eye. They bicker and insult 
each other like an old married couple. and only their 
dedication to the Black erwork keeps them from 

turning against one another. 
Born into a wealthy family. Ghazrim has the typically 

smarmy demeanor of the Amnian aristocracy coupled 
with a biting sense of humor that he uses to diffuse 
tense situations. He's not afraid of a good fight but is 
averse to attacking a superior force. If he realizes the 
characters arc in league with the Black ctwork, he 
offers them food, wine, and whatever else they need to 
complete their mission (sec "Treasure""). 

Ghazrim's Shed. The door to this shed is locked, 
and Ghazrim carries the only key. In addition to his 
comfortable bed, Ghazrim has a morbid collection of 
tiny, malformed creatures in pickle jars on a s helf. 

Secret Door. A secret door in the west wall opens 
to reveal a wid<· tunnel beyond (area lc). The secret 
door makes a lot of noise when opened, alerting the 
warehouse's occupanrs. 

Storage Sheds. The contents of the twelve storage 

sheds are described below: 

Shed 1 contains the Zhents' supplies, consisting of 
2d10 x 10 pounds of food in the form of dried meats. 
plucked chickens. fresh fruit and vegetables, and 
loa\'es of baked bread. There are also six casks of 
wine worth 50 gp each. 

Shed 2 holds ldiO backpacks, 2dl0 bedrolls. 2dl0 
blankets. 2d6 climber's kits, and 2d6 healer's kits. 

Shed 3 contains 3d6 hooded lanterns, 3d6 flasks of 
oil. 3d6 50-foot coils of hempen rope. 3d6 grappling 

hooks. and 3d6 tinderboxes. 
Shed 4 holds five crates. each one containing ld20 days 

of rations. 
Shed 5 contains 2d I 0 empty glass bottles, 2d6 scroll 

cases, 2d10 copper tankards, 2d10 iron pots, 2d10 
empty sacks, and 2d10 empty waterskins. 
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Shed 6 holds 2d10 e mpty wooden chests with iron 
fittings and 2dl0 locks with keys. 

Shed 7 contains 2d6 jars of ink. 3d 12 blank pieces of 
parchment. 3d6 boxes of candles (12 candles per box). 
and 2d6 ink pens. 

Shed 8 holds 3d6 crowbars, 3d6 hammers, and 3d6 
miner's picks. 

Shed 9 is locked, and Ghazrim DuLce carries the only 
key. The lock is also trapped with a poison needle (see 
"'Sample Traps·· in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Masters 

Guide). The shed contains 250 pp, 1.800 gp, 3.300 sp. 

6.000 cp, and thirty 100 gp gems in a loose pile. 
S hed 10 contains 3d6 jars of spices worth 10 gp each. 

2d6 10-pound sacks of cinnamon worth 20 gp each, 
and 3d6 boxes of soap (12 bars of soap per box). 

Shed 11 holds four wooden chicken coops. each one 
containing ld6 + I live chickens. Sacks of chicken 
feed are stored on a shelf above the coops. 

Shed 12 is currently empty. 

Treasure. Ghazrim carries a key that unlocks shed 9. 
He also wears a gold ring fitted with a star ruby (worth 

1.000 gp). A detect magic spell reveals that the ~em 
radiates a faint aura of divination magic. The gem's 

star-shaped core is a magical compass that guides 
the ring's wearer along the safest, shortest route to 
Graven hollow. Ghazrim is aware of the ring's property 
and gives the ring to the characters if they claim to be 

headed that way. 

LEAVING MANTOL- DERITH 
If Ghazrim Du Loc dies. characters can remove the 
ring from his dead hand and use it to find their way to 
Gravenhollow. 

If the characters deduce that Kinyel's gem is 
responsible for the havoc in Mantoi-Derith and inform 

B EHOLDER EYESTALICS 

If Lorthuun is killed. ld4 of its eyestalks survive intact. 
Should Peebles the svirfneblin happen upon the beholder's 
remains, he uses a flint knife to remove the intact 
eyestalks, then tucks them in his bag for safe delivery to 
Xazaz the Eyemonger (see "Follow·Up Encounters"). 
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the chief negotiators of this fact. the ones who are still 

alive arc thankful enough to share dismrbing news from 

their home settleml'nts ofBiingdenstOnc. Gracklstugh. 

and Menzoberranzan, rrsprctively (sec chapter 10. 
.. Descent 11110 the Depths .. ). 

FOLLOW-UP ENCOUNTERS 

H:wing Sladis Vadir (sec area le). Peebles (see area 3b). 

or Zilchyn Q'Leptin (arra 4a) join the parry can lead to 

special follow up encoun t t~rs in the vicinity of Mantoi

Derith. as described below. 

CRICKET CATCHER 

If Zilchyn Q'Leptin is with the parry as it lea,•es Mamoi

Derith. he insists on visiting a nearby cave to retrieve his 

!,ecret stash of potions. 

Zilch's cave lies one day's travel west of Mamoi-Derith. 

alon~ the same route the characters must travel to 

reach Graven hollow. The cavt> is swarming with bats 

and infested with dozens of giant albino cave crickets 

that feed on the bat guano. The crickets are as big as 

hal flings yet harmless. A happy-go-lucky kuo-toa named 

Ougalop is also here. trying to catch thf" giant crickets in 

a homespun net. When he sees other intruders. Ougalop 

waves at them and continues with his cricket catching. 

He poses no threat and has no interest in joining the 

party. The kuo-toa lives in Sloobludop (see chapter 3) 

and is blissfully unaware of recent events there. 

Treas ure. On a 30-foot-high shelf overlooking the 

cave is an old grick nest. Hidden here are three potions 

of vit.1/ity. Climbing the wall to reach the shelf requires a 

successful DC 10 Strength (Athletics) check. 

AMARITH'S Zoo 
If Sladis Vadir joined the party and is still around 

when the characters are ready to leave Mamoi-Derith. 

hr offers to guide them to a cavern roughly eight days· 

travel west of Mantol-Dcrith, along the same route the 

charilrtf"rS must travel to reach Graven hollow. Sladis 

claims that the cave is home to another member of the 

Emera ld Enclave: a dwarf named Amarith Coppervein. 

This news will interest characters searching for 

Amarith on behalf of Morista Malkin (sec chapter 8). 

Ama r ith Coppervein is a shield dwarf veteran with 

the following statistical moclificmions: 

Am~~rith's alignment i!> neutral good. 

She has darkvision out to a range of 60 feet. 

Amarith's dwarvcn resilience gives her advantage on 

~avi ng throws against poison. and she has resistance 

against poison damagt>. 

A .. MIIT .. 

COPPERVEI>i 
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• She wields a warhammer instead of a longsword (Jd8 

+ 3 bludgeoning damage on a hit. or ldlO + 3 blud

geoning damage if using the Wf"apon with two hands) 

Amarith's cavern contain!> a do1.en stalagmites which 

have been hollowed out and lill(·d with iron bars to sen 

as monster cages. Locked in three of these cages arc 

a rust monster, a winged kobold. and a fire snake. 

Amarith charges 3 ep per person to tour her "zoo.'' 

If the characters ask Amarith to join them, shf" gather<

up her belongings and does just that. lamenting that "the 

zoo business is tough! .. Her gear includes a backpack. 

a bedroll. a lantern with no oil. a tinderbox. an iron pot. 

ten days of rations (edible fungi). a pouch containing 3 

cp. a 50-foot coil of hempen rope with a grappling hook 

tied to one end, a net. a miner's pick. and a 10-foot pole 

XAZAX T HE EYEMONCER 

If Peebles or the characters harvest Lorthuun·s 

eyestalks (see the ·'Beholder Eyeslalks'' sidebar). 

Peebles asks to join the party as it leaves Mantoi-

Dcrith. After traveling with them for a tenday, Peebles 

urges the characters to deviate from their preferred 

route. claiming that they're dangerously close to a 

nest of purple worms. Peebles uses this lie to propose 

an alternate route. If the characters follow this 

detour, Peebles leads them to the cavern of Xazax the 

Eyemonger, a terrifying beholder that kills others of its 

kind and grafts their eyestalks to its body. Peebles head<

to Xazax·s cave rega rdless of whether the characters 

fo llow him or not. 

Xazax's cavern has a 30-foot-high cei ling and is 

unremarkable save for a 20 foot-wide, 100-foot-dccp 

shaft in the middle of the floor. Upon arriving, Pef"bles 

calls out, .. Master! I've returned!'' Moments later. Xaza\ 

rises up from the shaft. Xazax has eight extra eyestalk., 

grafted to its body. giving it a total of eighteen. but it 

can't fire rays from the grafted eyes. If the characters 

took one or more of Lorthuun·s eyestalks, Peebles 

demands that the characters surrt>nder them at once. 

Whether they do or not. Xazax becomes enraged and 

attacks. Both Xazax and Peebles light to the death. 

Treasure. At the bottom of the beholder's shaft , 

buried among the shattered remains of petrified foes. i~ 

a flame tongue lon~sword. Scaling the shaft requires a 

successful DC 10 Strength {Athletics) check. 



CHAPTER 10: DESCENT INTO THE DEPTHS 

Having survived Mantoi-Derith and obtained Ghazrim 

DuLoc·s ring. the adventurers ilnd their allies continue 

on into the Underdark. This time, rather th:tn escaped 

prisoners look1ng for a way out, they arc at the head of 

an expeditionary force ready to challenge whatever the 

llnderdark hu~ to offer. 
Much of th1c; middle section of the advt>nture is free

form. dictatt>d largely by the characters· decisions and 

tactics. The adventurers' immediate destination is the 

legendary library of Gravt>nhollow (see chapter 11). 

where they gain informauon that likely takes them to the 

tower of A raj. home of the mysterious drow arch mage 

\'izeran DeVir. Howe,er. the characters arc free to 

explore and VISit cilfferent placrs before and after they 

explore Gra,•enhollow and unlock its secrets. 

The events drscribed in chapter& 13 through 16 can 

be intersper<>ed among the material in this part of the 

ad,·cnture. a!> tht· t·haracters work to fully understand 

the new menaces that have appt>ared in the Underdark. 

seck new allies and informtttion. and ultimately attempt 

tO create a plan to end the demon lord threar. 

Character advancement through this section of the 

adventure is important. The journey from Mantol-Dcrith 

to Gravenhollow should involve sufficient encounters 

and challenges for the l'haracters to reach lOth level 

by the time they vi<>it the stone giant library. As the 

characters travel from place to place. check for random 

encounters as normal (see chapter 2), but swap out the 

creature encounter~ with ones presented in this chapter. 

Ideally. the charaCtt'r'> should be 14th level by the time 

they crash Zuggtmoy's ""edding (chapter 16. "The 
Fetid Wedding"). and 15th level for the final showdown 

against the demon lords (sec chapter 17. ''Against the 

Df'mon Lord · "). 

FELLOW TRAVELERS 
The characters initially tra,·eled through the Cnderdark 

as a small group. pt'rhaps joined by a few of their fellow 

prisoners from Velkynvelve and other allies they met 

along the way. ow, they return to the subterranean 
realm at the head of a group of alhes that might 

outnumber the adventurers four-to-one. depending on 

how many PCs were recruited from the factions in 

Gaunrlgrym (see chapter 8). This changes some of the 

conditions descnbed in "Underdark Travel" in chapter 2. 
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ATTACKING IN FORCE 

When dealing with combat between large groups of 

creatures-either the adventurers' allies or their foes-you 

might wish to use the guidelines under "Handling Mobs" 

in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide. In some 

cases, you can simply match forces on one side with those 

on the other and assume they neutralize each other-
for example, a band of shield dwarves fighting for the 

adventurers against a band of orcs. During such combat, 

the force on the losing side is wiped out whi le the winning 

force suffers a few casualties-anywhere from 10 to 50 

percent-based on how difficult you judge the combat 

was for them. 

M A RC HING ORDE RS 

The tunnels and passages of the Undcrdark aren't easy 
routes through which to lead a large group of NPCs. 
When the characters set out. have th<' players describe 
how their expeditionary force is arrayed while traveling 
in single fil e, two abreast, and in open formation in 
wide-open spaces. Also ask the players if any of the 
NPCs are scouting ahead or serving as a rear guard 
(see •·scouting:· below) or if the larger party remains in 

close formation at all times. 
The marching order affec-ts where and how different 

encounters might occur. particularly if they happen 
while characters are marching single file or two abreast. 
A threat approaching from above, below. or the flank 
could strike the middle of the expanded party. making 
it difficult for the characters at dther end to reach it. 
Likewise. spellcasters must be aware of the allies 
around them at all times when casting area spells that 
don't solely target enemies. 

TRAVEL P ACE 

The pace of Uodcrdark travel remains as outlined 
in chapter 2, and the characters move no slower for 
traveling with a larger party. Although a portion of the 

expeditionary force might be moumed on giant lizards, 
the lizards travel at the pace of the rest of ihc party 
un less they move out ahead. 

As noted in chapter 2. a fast pace makes it harder 
for characters to spot ambuslwr:. or items of interest. 
and prevents characters from foraging. A slow pace 
improves chances of foraging. However, even while 
traveling at a slow pace. the characters and the PCs 
can't usc stealth. since they are too large a group to 
go unnoticed. Stealth is an option only for a smaller 
scouting party traveling away from the main force (see 
"Scouting"). 

N AV IGATING 

While traveling as part of a larger group, the characters 
have an easier time navigating their way through the 
Underdark than they did during their initial escape. 
The characters' own experience, plus that of their 
followers, along with maps and other information they 
might have acquired in Gauntlgrym or elsewhere. give 
all members of the expanded party advantage on any 
Wisdom (Survival) checks to avoid becoming lost (see 
chapter 5, «Adventure Environments," of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). 
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SCOUTING 

A portion of the expanded party can break off in order !0 

travel some distance ahead. scouting for the right path 
while remaining on the lookout for potential hazards. 
A smaller group might also lag l>t:hind. serving as a 
rearguard watching for threats coming up behind the 
characters as they travel. NPCs can serve as scouts or 
members of a rearguard as the players wish. Some of 
the adventurers might choose to do so as well. 

A smaller scouting group can make use of stealth to 
travel unnoticed. if a random encounter occurs during 
the journey, characters in the scouting party discover it 
first and can choose whether to avoid or deal with the 
encounter. ff characters in the scouting party notice 
the encounter without being seen themselves, they 
can retreat back to the main force to inform the other 
characters. Similarly. if a random encounter escapes the 
scouting characters' notice. the encountered creatures 
can lie in wait for the rest of the characters in order to 
ambush them. 

IN COMMAND 
o longer a ragtag band of survivors and prisoners. the 

adventurers are now in command of a dedicated force 
of PC followers.ln addition to the advantages that 
brings, the characters must assume leadership roles 
as they deal with allies who might not entirely trust or 
respect them-or each other. Add in the dangers of the 
Undcrdark, along with the unpredictable influence of 
demonic madness. and the characters have several new 
rhallenges that must be faced. 

P E RSO NALITIES 

Although the ' PCs the characters lead are ostensibly 
allit-s, many belong to different factions. and old 
grudges and differences in ethos aren't easily set aside. 
Personality conflicts might arise among the followers 
in the expanded party. and the adventurers would be 
well advised to head off potential trouble. For example. 
having Lords' Alliance troops acting as scouts while 
keeping Zhentarim merc-enaries close at hand wiJI help 
keep those factions from fighting. 

HEA RT OF D A RK NESS 

ln this phase of the campaign. the characters are 
moving toward the demon lords and their influence 
rather than away from it. even as the Underdark 
sinks deeper into madness and chaos. The characters 
will make saving throws against acquiring levels of 
madness, as called for in different encounters and 
whenever you feel it is appropriate. (Sec chapter 2 of the: 
adventure for more information on madness.) 

The PCs following the characters into the 
Underdark are just as vulnerable to demonic madness. 
However. rather than make saving throws or track 
madness levels for each individual PC. use the 
Random Events table in this chapter to determine when 
madness appears among those followers. 

When madness appears among the NPCs, use it 
not just for its mechanical effects but to create real 



complications for the adventurers. For example. if the 

Random Events table indic-ates that one member of the 

expanded party suffers long-term madness. )OU mi~ht 

decide to bestow extreme paranoia on that i\PC. ln 

addition to the effect of Wisdom and Charisma checks. 

that charnrter might believe that the advenrurers are 

actua Jly agents of the demon lords. and are intent on 
leading the NPCs to their doom. 

LOYALTY 

Having the adventurers leading an expanded party 

aives you the opportunity to use the optional loyalty 

rules in chapter 4. ··creating onplayer Characters:· of 

the Dungeon Master's Guide. You can track the loyalty 

c;cores of groups of NPCs. such as those belonging 

to each faction. rather than having to track PCs 

individually. The characters must balance the goals 

and bonds of their followers in order to maintain and 
improve their loyalty. 

PROVISIONS 

The factions in Gauntlgrym see to it that the 

expeditionary force is well provisioned with whatever 

the characters' expeditionary force can ca rry. Food 

and water aren't easy to come by in the Underdark. as 

the characters know all too well, and supplies must bt> 

managed and safeguarded. 

If the expeditionary force needs to supplement or 

replace supplies while traveling. the amounts that 

characters are able to find become mort> important with 
a larger group to support. See .. Foraging" in chaptt>r 5 of 

the DunRcon Master's Guide, as well as the J:(uidelines in 
c-hapter 2 of this adventure. 

TREASURE 

just as they must ensure sufficient s upplies for all the 

~PCs, the cha racters need to think about how best to 

share the spoils of encounters and adventures with 

their followen;. Although the PCs all accompany 

the <~dv enture rs out of loyalty to their factions- and 

on orders from their superiors in Gau ntlgrym- the 

characters' treatment of the NPCs influences the 

loyalty of those followers durin~ the mission into the 

Underdark. 
The chMacters should come up with some means for 

dividing any treasure taken on the expedition bt'tween 

the PCs. As long as thf' division is reasonably fair. 

most of the followers will be contt-nt. However. the 

:"'PCs will complain if all the chokf' pieces of treasure 

go to the adventurers. 

The characters might also need to contend with the 

problem of theft, whet her PCs stealing from spoils not 

yet dividt>d, stealing from the adventurers, or stealing 

from each other. Such theft might be driven by sheer 

g;reed. or it could be a manifestation of madness. A bout 

of long-term madness could e.asily lead to obsession 

with particular items of treasure- especially magic 

ttems-with an obsessed NPC willing to steal or even 

kill to obtain them. 

MAINTAINING ORDER 

The adventurers art> in command of their NPC 

follower ... and that means they are responsible for 

welding together dic;paratc forrf'<; and maintaining 

discipline. The characters have a bit of an advantage 

in th•s re~tard, in that the NPCc; placed undf'r their 

command are all well-trained faction operatives. not 

raw recruits or mercenaries. However. some of these 

seasoned personnel might quec;tion the right of a ragtag 

band of ad\·cnturers to command them. even if their 

superiors seem to trust the player characters. Likewi<>e. 

though the individual factions are typically disciplined 

within their own rank<>. members of any faction might 

bristle at having to work alongside (much les · takt> 
orders from) memb<'r<; of other factions. 

CHAIN OF COMMAND 

In addition to deciding how the expeditionary force is 

organi1.cci and distributed (see "Marching Orders"). the 

players must also instil ute a clear chain of command. 

One or mort> of the advt-nt urers might be the field 

commanders of the expanded party, while others serve 

as lieutrnants. Likewise, the adventurers might appoint 

some oft hr NPCs to command positions . Without a 
clea r chain of command. information might not go to 

the right people. and decisions might not get made 

quickly t>nough- or at all. Add in~ to the chnllf'nge of 

maintaining discipline is the rwr-present threat of 

demonic madness growing among the ranks, rreating 

problems e\·en for seasoned and professional troops 

(see "Hrart of Darkness"). 

Tf the exped itionary force is mncte up of divt>rse 

factions. the players also need to decide how much 

latitude to ~ive those factions. For example. Zhentarim 

mercenaries might be eager to torture prisoners for 

information unless the cha ractPrs put a stop to it. and 

members of the Emer~tld Enclave might place a higher 

priority on maintaining the balance of nature in the 

lJnderdark than on political strugales. 

RANDOM EVENTS 
The adventurers mu<;t contend with a variety of events 

as they lead their forces throuah the Undcrdark. Every 

other day of travel or camping in the Underdark. an 

event automatica lly occurs. Roll a d20 and ronsult the 

Random Evt>nts table, or chooc;e a suitable event. 

For the rules on madness. see chapt<'r 2 of this 

adventure and chapter 8. "Running the Game:· in the 

Dunt<eon Masrer's Guide. 

SPLITTI N G TH E PART Y 

You can change up the feel of these later chapters of Out 

of the Abyss by a11owing the players to take on the roles 
of their faction allies as well as their regular characters. 
This can range from letting each player control the overall 
actions of the NPCs in a single factton, to creating multiple 
subgroups so that characters can split off and have their 
own adventures. Whtle this involves a good deal more 
coordination among the game group, it can add a tot of 
detail, intrigue, and interaction to the campaign 
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RANDOM EVENTS 

d20 Event 

1- 2 Battle aftermath 

3 6 Creature encounter 

7 9 

10 11 

12-13 

14- 15 

16-17 

18- 19 

20 

Demon encounter 

Discipline problem 

D1sease 

Madness 

Po1soned NPCs 

Spoiled supplies 

Van1shing NPCs 

BATTLE AFTERMATH 

The party stumbles upon the remains of one or more 
creatures slaughtered by rampaging demons. Roll a dlO 
and consult the Corpses table to determine what they 
find. A thorough search of the area yields no treasure. 

CORPSES 

d10 Corpse Present 

1 1 dead behir 

2-3 

4-5 

6-7 

8-9 

10 

1d4 dead drow and 1d4- 1 dead giant lizards 

3d8 dead giant fire beetles (their glands are no 

longer glowing) 

2d4 dead gricks 

2d4 dead kuo·toa 

1 dead purple worm 

Roll a d6 and consult the Scavengers table to 
determine what scavrngcrs, if any, are feasting on 
the remains. 

SCAVENGERS 

d6 Scavengers 

1-2 1d3 black puddings 

3- 4 1d4 carrion crawlers 

5 1d6 gnolls and 1d6 hyenas 

6 1 otyugh 

CREATURE ENCOUNTER 

Roll on the Creature Encounters table in chapter 2 or 
the Darklakc Creature Encounters table in chapter 3, 
depending on where the party is traveling. 

DEMON ENCOUNTER 

Roll a d20 and consult the Demon Encounters table to 
determine what appears. lf the characters stumble upon 
Juiblex and nee immediately. the demon lord doesn't 
pursue or attack them. 

DEMON ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-4 1d4 barlguras 

S- 8 1d4 chasmes 

9-10 1d2 hezrous 

11-14 1d4 shadow demons 

15-18 1d3 vrocks 

19- 20 Juiblex (see appendix D) 
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DISCIPLINE PROBLEM 

A discipline problem is re,ealed among the NPCs. 
Roll a d6 and consult the Discipline Problems table to 
determine what transpires. 

DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS 

d6 Problem 

1-2 A loud argument that has a SO percent chance of 

attracting nearby monsters (roll on the Creature 

Encounters table in chapter 2) 

3-4 Theft or d1spute over the division of spoils 

5-6 Brawl or other outbreak of violence 

DISEASE 

One or more PC party members contract a disease. 
Roll a d4 to determine how many NPCs are affected, 
then roll a d6 and consu lt the Diseases table to 
determine which disease is contracted. See in chapter 8. 
"Running the Game." in the Dungeon Master's Guide for 
descriptions of cackle fever, sewer plague. and sight rot. 

DISEASES 

d6 Disease 

1-2 Cackle fever 

3-4 Sewer plague 

S Sight rot 

6 Zuggtmoy's spores (see chapter 5, 

"Neverlight Grove") 

MADNESS 

One PC party member goes mad. To determine the 
kind of madness. roll a d6 and consult the Madness 
table below. To determine the madness effect, roll 
percentile dice and consult the appropriate table in 
chapter 8 of the Dungeon Masters Guide. 

MADNESS 

d6 Madness 

1-3 Short-term madness 

4-5 Long-term madness 

6 Indefinite madness 

POISONED NPCs 

One or more PC party members are poisoned for 

ldlO x 10 hours by eating tainted food or poisonous 
Underdark mushrooms. Roll a d 12 to determine how 
many PCs are poisoned in this way. 

SPOILED SUPPLIES 

The party's provisions becom<> infested with Undcrdark 
vermin or infected with spores that render them 
poisonous. Unless the characters have access to purify 

food and drink or similar magic. the party must disposr 
of 3d6 days of rations. 

VANISHING NPCs 

One or more PC party members go missing and 
are never seen again. Roll a d4 to determine how 
many NPCs vanish in this way. Efforts to find them or 
magically contact them turn up no trace. 



UNDERDARK OUTPOSTS 
Characters can clear out Underdark areas and create 
defensible outposts where they and their followers 
can store supplies and take refuge. To ensure that 
an outpost isn't overrun and looted. guards must be 
assigned to the outpost while the characters are away. 

Outposts not only allow scouts to easily backtrack 
through the Underdark, carrying messages and 
information to the characters' allies. but also allow 
additional supplies and reinforcements to reach the 
expeditionary force with relative ease. Characters 
without outposts must rely on magic to send messages 
or receive supplies and reinforcements once their 
expeditionary force is more than a tend<~y's travel away 
from Mantol-Derith. 

N EW DOWNTIM E ACTIVITY: 

E STABLI SH AN O UTPOST 

Establishing an Undcrclark outpost is a new downtime 
activity available to characters in this adventure. An 
outpost requires a total of 150 hours of work to build. 
assuming irs location is clear of creatures and hazards. 
Multiple characters can combine their efforts to reduce 
the completion time. 

Each Underdark outpost is basically a fortified 
encampment. It can take one of the following forms: 

A small cave, roughly 20 feet square. with one or more 
gated or barricaded exits 
A walled compound, up to 20 feet square. within a 
much larger cavern 
A island with boats or rafts 
A hard-to-reach ledge. pinnacle, or promontory 
accessed by laddt>rs and/or ropes 

R ETRACING STEPS 
This section addresses what happens if the characters 
visit places they skipped during their escape from the 
Underdark, and what might have changed or shifted in 
their absence. 

B LI NCDENSTONE 

If the adventurers encountered the Pudding King 
and uncovered evidence of juiblex's presence near 
Blingdenstonc. they might want to return there to 
conlirm that the svirfneblin settlement remains safe 
from the demon lord's inAuence. 

Alternatively, if the characters didn't previously visit 
Blingdenstone. news of the challenges faced by the deep 
gnomes can reach them while they travel through the 
Underdark. Deep gnome merchants headed to Mantol
Derith bring word of oozes infesting the settlement. 
giving the characters an opportunity to face off against 
the Pudding King. 

At some point after the Pudding King is dealt with. 
Juiblcx and its servants make their way toward the 
caverns of Araumycos to crash Zuggtrnoy·s wedding 
(see chapter 16 ... The Fetid Wedding"). If the Pudding 

King is among rhc survivors. he leads the mad march to 
confront Zuggtmoy and her fungal followers. 

REINFORCEMENTS 

The deep gnomes of Blingdenston<· are valuable all ies. 
In gratitude for the ad,·enrurcrs· aid. they offer to 
reinforce the party's expeditionary force with twelve 
deep gnomes. Chief Dorbo Diggermattock can also 
be persuaded to lend add it ion at aid and troops. if the 
heroes present a compdling case. Usc the information 
in chapter 6 to guide any negotiations or arrangements 
the adventurers ancmpt to make with the svirfneblin. 

T H E D ARKLAKE 

To move their cx,wclitionary force across the Darklake, 
the characters must build rafts or coracles from 
UnderdMk materials. or S<'C'k out duergar or kuo-toa 
ferries for hirt'. Each ferry they lind can transport up to 
eight memlwrs of the expeditionary force. 

Chapter 3 contains information on navigating the 
Darklake. If the expeditionary force splits up, check for 
random encounters with each group separately. 

fALLEN SLOOBLUDOP 

If the charactt>rs visit Sloobludop. they find the kuo-
toa community in ruins. Dt>mogorgon smashed and 
crushed many of the structures of the sett lemem. 
killing about half the kuo-toa community in the process. 
The survivors have fallen prey to madness and the 
predations of Undcrdark monsters in the time since. 

Obscene altars and shrines arc everywhere. many 
of them depicting clements of Demogorgon·s twisted 
iconography- spirals and .. y .. shapes. two-headed 

creatures. manta rays. and tentacles. Other shrines 
show the influence of other demon lords. including 
piles of skulls and bones. strange maze patterns. spore 
clouds. and fetid pools of ooze. Conflicts are rapidly 
rising between the various ··sects .. that have formed. 

If Shuushar the Awakened (see chapter 1) was not 
killed in a pr<'vious chapter of the adventure. the 
characters find him among Sloobludop's survivors. 
He is the sole point of calm and reason in the ruined 
settlemcm, :~nd the various fa<·tions of the kuo-toa show 
him respect. Shuushar mediates disputes between the 
kuo-toa and supervises the allocation of their dwindling 
resources. Even so. the kuo-toa monk isn't sure how 
long he c:~n sustain his people and keep them from 

destruction. 

G RACKLSTUCH 

If the characters visited Gracklstugh previously. rhe 
duergar response to their return is dictated by the gray 
dwarves' prior experience with the characters. The 
duergar arc cautious- if not downright alarmed-at 

the sight of an armed expeditionary force from the 
surface world at their gates. They likely refuse entry to 
the full p:~rty. altO\\ ing only a select few characters into 
the D:~rklake District. Invisible duergar guards keep 
watch on characters in the city at all times. and might 
even infiltrate the expeditionary force. attempting to 

eavesdrop on conV<'rsations to learn the adventurers· 
intentions. 
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CHAOS IN THE CITY 

The innucnce of the demon lords grows ever stronger 

in Grarkl<;tugh. Paranoia and fear are rampam, with 

duergar barricading themselv<>s in their homes and 

stronghold<;, afraid to venture out into the streets- even 

invisibly. Rumors abound of creatures active in the 

Darklake. and of secret rituals and offerings made to the 

dark water<; to appease them. A number of foreigners 

have disappeared. and incoming trade to the city has 

slowed as outsiders depart or stay away. 

Conflict between th<" Keepers of the Flame and 

the Gray Ghosts thieves· guild comes to a boil. Each 

sidt> blames the other for recent happenings in the 

City of Blades and believes it can use the situation 

to its advantage. Keepers turn up dead, murdered by 

mysterious assailants. while agents of that order usc 

increasingly brutal methods to ferret out and eliminate 

the Gray Ghosts- or anyone believed to associate 

with them. 

DARK PLOTS 

If the characters spend much time in Gracklstugh. they 

becomt> caught up in a rush of destructive events. A 

secret alliance of factions within the Council of Savants 

and the Keepers of the Flame, driven by demonic 

madness. comes to the conclu ion that Gracklstugh's 

salvation l iec; in eliminating Themberchaud before he 

becomes a bigger threat. ln the process, both factions 

plan to acquire a new and far more powerful patron. 

The duergar and derro hatch a scheme to sacrifice 

Thcmberchaud as an offering to Demogorgon, 

drawing the demon prince to their city and pledging 

themselves to the Prince of Demons. A few of them 

even have delusions that they can somehow bind or 

innucnce the demon lord's power, or that the demon 

lord will lead them in conquerinJ:t the whole of the 

Undcrdark. Meanwhile, rumors mount that the drow 

of Menzobcrranzan are behind the demonic incursion. 

Tales range from the drow rc1ising a mighty army of 

demons to a summoning sp<>ll gone terribly wrong. A 

demonic rampage is said to have nearly destroyed the 

City of Spiders, and characters with knowledge of the 

situation in Menzoberranzan arc of great interest to 

all the factions of Gracklstugh. Any evidence that the 

drow are rrsponsible for the presence of the demon 

lords stokes the already blazing embers of animosity 

against the dark elves. with the more militant factions 

Whether clur to the intervention of the adventurers, 

the recent evc>nts in the Underdark, or both. 

Themberchauclth<" Wyrmsmith knows that the Keepers 

are deliberatc>ly oppressing him, and he plots to thin 

their ranks and we<lken their power. Though the dragon 

knows that he> is efft>ctivcly trapped in the caverns of 

Gracklstugh evf'n if he wins his freedom, he hungers for 

it nonetheless. just as he hungers for revenge against 

those who oppost> him. ofGracklstugh calling for a renewed war of vengeance 

, ----against Menzobc-rranzan. 



M ENZOBERRANZAN 

The characters might decide to visit Menzoberranzan 

before heading to Gravenhollow. either to Jearn what the 

drow know about the a rrival of the demon lords or LO 

assess their involvement in recent events. 

MARCH O N MENZOBERRA NZAN 

If the characters advance their expeditionary force 

toward the drow city. word of their approach re:.ches 

Menzoberranzan two days befon· their arriva l, and the 

drow dispatch a well armed defense force to destroy 

the surface dwellers. Racing ahead of this drow force 

is a high elf from Silverymoon named Khalessa Draga. 

A deep cover agent of the Lords' Alliance. Khalessa 

has been spying on the drow for years- so long. in fact. 

that her superiors are beginning to wonder if she's 

a defector. Khalessa is a loyal alliance spy with the 
following statistical modifications: 

• Khalessa's alignment is neutral. 

She has dark vision out to a range of 60 feeL 

She s peaks Common. Elvish. and Undereommon. 

Khalessa's fey ancestry gives her advantage on saving 

throws against bein~ cha rmed, and magie can't put 
her to sleep. 

• She can cast the dancing lights cantrip at will. 
• She owns a hat of disguise . which she uses to appear 

as a female drow while in the company of drow, and 

she wears a piwafwi (see appendix 8). 

Khalessa urges the characters to turn back. If they 

don't, she fears that the drow force will overwhelm 

them. Having blown her cover to warn the characters. 

she asks to stay with them until they reach Gauntlgrym 
or an alliance settlement. 

The leaders of the drow force arc a female elite drow 
warrior named Ryzliir Symryvvin a nd her consort. a 

male drow mage named Velgor Zolond. They a rejoined 

by a prisoner in manacles- an unarmed and unarmored 

male human knight of the Order of the Gauntlet named 

Aljanor Keenblade. Sir Aljanor was captured during a 

surface raid months ago. and the drow have beate n him 

such that he has only 3 hit points remaining. Members 

of the order traveling in the party's expeditionary force 

recognize Sir Aljanor instantly and are surprised: they 

assumed he had been killed. 

Ryzliir vows to execute Aljanor unless the cha racters 

withdraw their expeditionary force immediately. Under 

no circumstances will she willingly release her prisoner. 

If the characters refuse to turn back. Ryzliir kills Aljanor 

and orders her own force to attack. If the characters 

leave Aljanor behind or a llow him to die. members of the 

party's expeditionary force in league with the Order of 

the Gauntlet who make it back to Gauntlgrym report the 

incident to Sir Lannive r Stray! (see chapter 8). 
Ryzliir and Velgor arc mounted on giant riding 

lizards (sec the end of chapter 8 for statistics). and 

Aljanor rides behind Vclgor. Ryzliir commands a force 

of s ix drow warriors. twelve bugbear s laves. and sixty 

goblin slaves. If all the drow arc kil led. the goblinoids 

Aee as their morale breaks. 

Sir Aljanor has made his peace with Tyr and expects 

10 die. He is disappointed if good lives are lost in a 

fooli<;h auempt to rescue him. If he survive'>. he accepts 

any offer to join the party's expeditionary force and is 
quick to assume a leadership role. 

NEVER LIGHT GROVE 

lf the ch:1racters return to Neverlight Grove. myconids 

loyal to Sovereign Bn<;idia (including Stool and 

Rumpadump if they remained behind) try to intercept 

them hefore their arrival and warn them off. The 

myconids say that matters have· hecome gnwe. and that 

the characters s hou ld avoid the grove at ;~1 1 costs. 

If the adventu rers don't leave> immediately. six 

myconid adults. four qua ggoth s pore ser van ts. and 
four awakened zurkbwoods (c:.ec> appendix(') loyal to 

Sovereign Phylo cut off their retreat. They surround th<· 
characters and thei r followers. offering to e<;cort them to 

Phylo ac:; the sovereign's honored lluests. 

Sovereign Phylo i fric'ndly and offers all vic:.itors food 

and drink; however. hie; offerings arc poisoned. Each 

creature that consumes tht> food or drink mu'>t c:;ucceed 

on a DC 13 Constitution saving throw or become 

poisoned for 8 hour<;. The creature is a)<;o uncon cious 

while poisoned in this way. Any cn·ature that remains 

unconscious in the grove for I hour or more is <Jffiicted 

by Zuggtmoy's spores. as described in chapter 5. 

If the characters take Basidia'<; advice and turn 

back. the myconid so\ereign prom•<,e to conta<'t them 
again when "the time ic:. riF(ht to oppose Zug!{tmoy" (as 

described in chapter 16. "The Fetid Wedding"). 

V ELKYNVELVE 

If the adventurers return to the drO\\ outpost where 

they wert· imprisoned. they find Velkynvelve under the 

command of a drow m age named Servan Llarabbar. 

Six male drow report to him. while three more male 

drow and one female d row elite warrior have been 

Locked in the s lave pf'n. The pri<;oners are affiicted 

with various forms of indefinite madness {roll on the 
Indefinite Madne<;s table in <"haptcr 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). Even Scrvan i<; beginning to show 

heightened megalomania and paranoia. seeing 

enemies ev<·rywhere. He has delusions of p;randeur 

and fantasies about declari ng Velkynvelve indcpf'ndent 

of Menzoberranzan. rallying followers to h is o.;ide and 

eventually toppling the matriarch<; of the ~reat houses. 
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CHAPTER 11: GRAVENHOLLOW 

The library of Graven hollow is a bastion of peace and 
order in an Underdark gone mad. Carved out long ago 
from the bones of the world and protected by ancient 
and potent magic. the library possesses a kind of 
awan·ness. It blocks and misdirects those unworthy of 
reaching its gates. even as it facilitates finding the way 
for those who need it. 

The adventurers need to find the library in their quest 
to learn what has happened in the Underdark. Before 
obtaining the answers they seek. however. they must 
come to understand Graven hollow and its keepers

three stone giants who reside within the library. These 
librarians arc tasked with recording and maintaining 
the lore of their own kind, as weU as aU the echoes of 
the past. present, and future haunting the library's halls. 

Graven hollow is a place where visitors will most 
certainly lind answers.llowever, those answers might 
not be the ones the characters wanted- or might even 
be things they never wanted to know. 

-· 

GOING TO GRAVENHOLLOW 
The objective of the adventurers' return to the 
Underdark is to find Graven hollow. Anciem legends 
state that every e\·ent that has ever occurred in the 
Underdark is recorded on the countless tablets and 
cylinders in Graven hollow's halls. As such. it might 
be the key to discovering the cause of the demon 
lords' arrival. 

The stone library lies west of the Wormwrithings. 
360 miles from Mantoi-Derith and 120 miles from 
Gauntlgrym. Only one tunnel leads to the library. and 
the magic surrounding Graven hollow can change where 
the tunnel's entrance appears among the surrounding 
passageways, even as that magic allows visitors to 
locate its entrance. Fortunately for the characters, 
the library's awareness-in tu nc with all events in the 
Underdark- knows that they a re coming. As such. the 
ring obtained from the Zhentari m in Mantoi-Der ith 
(see chapter 9) allows them to find the secret site. The 
journey from Mantoi-Dcrith to Graven hollow takes 60 
days. If the characters teleport hack to Gaunllgrym and 
start there, the trip takes 20 days. See chapters 2 and 10 
for information on traveling in the Underdark. 



FINDING THE WAY 

The characters can find the route to Graven hollow using 
Ghazrim Du Loc's ring. Tf they don't have the ring. there 
are a couple other options available to them. 

GHAZRJM'S RING 

The star ruby in Ghazrim's ring has a white, star-shaped 
core that guides its wearer along the safest, shortest 

route to Gravenhollow. 

SOCIETY OF BRILLIANCE 

If one or more members of the Society of Brilliance arc 
traveling with the party (sec the "Society of Brilliance" 
random encounter in chapter 2). they can find the way to 
Graven hollow. having found it once before. Any Society 
of Brilliance member who comes within a day's travel 
of the library can make a DC lSlntelligence check to 
find the passage leading to Graven hollow. Jf its check 
fails, it can try again after 8 hours of searching and 

contemplation. 

STONE GIANT GUIDE 

If the characters don't have the ring to guide them. 
a duergar N PC (for example, Ghuldur flagonfist 
in Mantol-Derith} might suggest that they talk to 
Stont:speaker Hgraam in Gauntlgrym. If the characters 
helped the stone giants by putting an end to the horrid 
derro rituals in the Whorl stone Tunnels (sec chapter 
4), Stonespcakcr Hgraam is willing to assign them a 
guide- a s tone giant namedjaal-who can lead them 
to Gravenhollow. As he guides the expeditiona ry force 
through the Undcrdark,jaal periodically stops to press 
his hands against ancient stone. as though communing 
with the rock itself. His mystical connection to the 
Underdark allows him to find the safest. shortest route 

to the stone library. 

VELDYSKAR THE BASILISK 

When the characters are within a day's travel of 
Graven hollow, they hear someone singing strange tunes 
in various languages, the voice echoing down adjacent 
tunnels. Approaching the sound reveals a basilisk 
named Vcldyskar resting in an intersection. No ordinary 
basilisk. Veldyskar has an Intelligence of 10 (+0) and 
speaks Common, Dwarvish, Giant. and Undercommon. 

A small group of characters scouting <"an sneak up 

on Veldyskar with a successful DC 10 group Dexterity 
(Stealth) check. Any characters who observe the 
basilisk can note that it keeps its eyes downcast. as if 
consciously trying to control its petrifying gaze. When 

Veldyskar becomes aware of the characters, he calls 
them over, speaking in all the languages he knows until 
he determines that the characters understand Common. 

A many-legged reptile stretches out as 1f 1t has been 

s1tt1ng for a long while, avoiding your eyes as 1t looks to 

the rocky Aoor at your feet. "About time you lot arrived! 

Come! The library bid me guide you to the gates, and I've 

wa1ted too long for you already." 

After his initial greeting, Veldy~kar speaks only if 
spoken to, and his answers are brief. With the basilisk 

as their guide. it takes the characters anothC'r <'ight 
hours to reach the gates of Graven hollow. 
Untold years ago, a visiting stone giant druid presented 
the librarians with a gift: Veldyskar. an intelligent 
basilisk trainC'rl to serve the keepers as a guardian and 
general-purpose helper. The basilisk adapted readily to 
the timdcss nature of the library ami embraced his new 

duties with great dedication. 
Vcldyskar is committed to the protN·tion of the library 

and its librarians. If Lrouble arises. his philosophy is 
to petrify first and ask questions later. Initially. this 
presented a problem for the stone giant librarians. as 
the basilisk had some difficulty reC'onciling his temper 
and bestial nature with the recognition of what trouble 

might actually look like. The stone giams taught 
Veldyskar how to cast greater restoration, which the 
basilisk can do once per day to restore anyone who 

crosses him. 

GATES OF GRAVENHOLLOW 

A pair of massive basalt doors mark tht' entrance to 
Grm·cnhollow. flanked by stone giant statues that arc 
actually stone golems. The door!:> are opened simply by 
pushing, after which the entire expeditionary force can 
entt>r along with the characters. The golems turn their 
heads to watch new arrivals but otherwise remain still. 

The basilisk Veldyskar guides the characters in through 
the gates. instructs them to continue s traight ahead, 
then quickly disappears down a side passage. 

Walking across the threshold of Gravenhollow is like 

stepping into another realm. The oppressive gloom of the 

Underdark is replaced by light and a sense of openness 

that bnngs back memories of the surface world. 

The corridor beyond the gates is wide enough for 

ten people to walk side by side. and the ceiling's 

height reminds you of the great halls of Gauntlgrym. 

The corridor opens into a central well, with walkways 

crossing its span to the opposite side. You can barely 

see the ends of the level to your nght and left, with 

doors opening into so many rooms that you doubt you 

could explore them all in a smgle day. 

The ceiling is bright, with rambows trapped in 

hundreds of crystal formations combin1ng to create 

a warm and inviting illumination. Looking down is a 

dizzying experience. Staircases connect to different levels 

below, and you soon lose count of how far down they go. 

A stout, rocky creature detaches from the perfectly 

smooth wall to your left, leaving an 1mpnnt of 1ts body in 

the wall that quickly smooths out and fades from sight. 

"Trravelerrrrsss. I am Hourm. The masterrrsss arre 

occupaed. Therre arre rroomsss forr all of you. Choose 

yourr own. The rresourrcesss of Grravenhollow arre at 

yourr d1sssposssal. You need only asssk." 
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1-lourm, a friendly galeb duhr. answers any questions 
the characters have about Graven hollow to the best of 

its ability. including how navigate its levels, and how to 

access the library's knowledge. After leading the party 

to living quarters one level below the library's main 

level, it merges into another wall and disappears. 

THE STONE LIBRARY 
When the characters first enter Gravenhollow, the 

library appears to be a simple arrangement of great 

cavernous halls carved out from the stone of the 
Underdark. However, the library is suffused with 

magic that warps the space within it, and which makes 

navigating and exploration a unique challenge (see the 

"Gravenhollow: General Features·· sidebar). 

Each room on each level of Graven hollow is part 

of either the Archives of the Past, the .Au-chives of the 

Preseni. or the Archives of the Future. Galeb duhr 
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assistants pick up tablets as Gravenhollow's three 
stone giant librarians carve and catalog them, but the 

classification system the giants use to organize the 
library's information is known only to them. 

RESIDENTS 

The library is quiet and peaceful. and visitors are free to 

move within it as they wish. H anyone has a need to fmd 

any other character within Graven hollow (including one 

of the librarians), the library subtly directs the character 

toward its target within minutes. 

The three s tone giants who servt> as Graven hollow's 
librarians don't specifically welcome visitors- or even 

notice their comings and goings unless the library 
directs them to do so. The characters need to seek the 

keepers out. 

ULTHAR 

Ulthar is the Keeper of the Past. He sorts and 

files ancient texts. maintaining the immeasurably 

vast catalog that organizes them. When not cross

referencing his expanding collection, he composes epic 

poetry and is responsible for curating and restoring wall 

carvings throughout the library. 

Ulthar is infinitely patient. always welcoming any 

chance to discuss history with visitors. Of the three 

librarians, he is the most willing and likely to spend 

tin1e with the library's guests. He treats surface 

dwellers as if they were figments out of dreams, but 

makes it obvious he believes that such dreams have 

wisdom to share. 

URMAS 

Urmas. the Keeper of the Present, is the busiest of 

all the librarians. He commands a vast network of 

magically augmented subterranean beasts. which he 

uses as messengers, bringing and sending news from 

giants throughout the Underdark and sometimes from 

the "dream" of the surface world. Urmas exchanges 

messages with Stonespeaker Hgraam (see chapter 4), 

keeping abreast of events as they pertain to the stone 

giant community in the duergar city o f Gracklstugh . 

Though Urmas is patient, it quickly becomes obvious 

that he suffers the characters' questions and presence 

out of duty and politeness, seeking to return to his 

work as soon as possible. The giant is distracted by the 

increasingly dire news brought in by his messengers, 
including reports from stone giant mystics, as well 

as elemental servitors such as galeb duhr and xorn. 

However, if the characters bring news about the demon 

lords in the Underdark, they have Urmas's immediate 

and full attention. 

USTOVA 

The Keeper of the Future, Ustova is a seer who spends 
most of her time in constant meditation. transcribing 

her visions onto stone tablets as she experiences them. 
Like Urmas, she focuses her efforts on the fate of the 

different giant communities and clans, sorting through 

the various threads of destiny and possibility for omens 

presaging the resurgence of the giants' once-great 

civilization. 



The irruption of the demon lords into the Lnderdark 
has sent powerful ripples of indescribable chao!> 

through Ustova's visions. All she sees of the future 

is fire, blood. and death, shot through with signs 

and portents based upon the natures of the demon 

lords-the bloody spirals and twin-forked symbols of 

Demogorgon, the excessive growth and rot of Zuggtmoy. 

visions ol>scured and clouded by the slime of Juiblex, 

and so on. She gladly helps any characters who can offer 

clarity in what she is seeing, treating such information 

as beneficial visions from the dream that is the world 

outside the Underdark. 

GALEB 0UHR ASSISTANTS 

The library draws in elemental spirits to animate earth 

and stone, forming galeb duhr to serve as assistants for 

the keepers. These creatures are humorless but diligent. 

ECHOES 

Gravenhollow "remembers" all who have walked 

it!> halls, as well as those who will visit the library 

in the future. As the characters explore the library. 

apparitions constantly flicker in and out of existence 

around them the echoes of those who have come or 

will come to GravenhoUow in search of knowledge. 

The time-displaced echoes in Gravenhollow are a 

prime opportunity to introduce great PCs of Faerfm in 

a way that will not negatively impact the story you want 

to tell, nor steal the spotlight from the characters. The 

echoes offer characters the chance to receive advice 

from experienced adventurers and heroes, and for the 

players to interact with some of their favorite characters 

from the Forgotten Realms. 

An echo is a quasi-real duplicate of the original 

creature. except it has 1 hit point and can't attack or 

cast spells. An echo reduced to 0 hit points vanishes. 

It's impossible to tell at a glance whether an echo is 

from the past or the future. Clothing and equipment 
might help, or characters can simply ask. Interacting 

with an echo is the same as interacting with the original 

creature, but because most echoes are in the midsl 
of their own search for knowledge, they prefer to be 
left alone. 

Echoes appear so often that the characters find 

ont> every time they go looking for any information 

10 the library. Use the Echoes in Graven hollow table 

to determine who the characters encounter, or place 

echoes as you see fit. 

ECHOES IN GRAVENHOLLOW 

d20 Echo 

1- 2 Alustriel Silverhand 

3-4 Andarin Zarith 

5-6 Bruenor Battlehammer 

7 8 Elminster 

9-10 Graz'zt 

11-12 Hgraam 

13-14 jalynfein Oblodra 

15-16 Society of Brilliance 

17-18 Xetzirbor 

19-20 Yauln 

ILLUSTRIOUS VI SITORS 

The t1me·displaced echoes in Gravenhollow are a prime 
opportun1ty to introduce some of the great adventurers 
and personalities of Faerun in a way that will not 
negatively impact the story you want to tell, nor steal 
the spotlight from the characters. The echoes offer 
them the chance to receive advice from experienced 
adventures and heroes, and for the adventurers to meet 
some of their favorite characters from the world of the 
Forgotten Realms. 

The echoes belong to those who managed to find 
Graven hollow, coming there to seek knowledge for 
whatever all-important purpose or quest drove them 
there Each echo IS also from a specific point in time 
(possibly including the future). 

ALUSTRIEL SILVERHAND 

This legendary wizard and leader appears as a human 

female in her early twenties. She interacts with the 

chnracters with kindness and a certain whimsy, 

but doesn't disclose what time period she's from, 

admonishing characters who try to learn too much of 
the past or future. 

ANDARlN ZARITH 

This human Red Wizard ofThay will visit Graven hollow 

nearly a century in the future. He treats the characters 

as annoying apparitions and refuses to deal with them. 

BRUENOR BATTLEHAMMER 

The dwarf king·s red hair has turnt:d mostly white, and 

he leans heavily on a thick crystal cune. He is old, frail. 

and quite senile, and he can't remember why he came to 
Graven hollow or what be's looking for. 

ELMINSTER 

Thi!> echo of the future claims to be searching for a 

long-forgotten spell. If the character& ask the venerable 

human arch mage about the demonic incursion, 

Elminstcr reveals that the demonic incursion was the 

unintended result of a spell cast by Gromph Baenre, 

a former Archmage of Menzol>erranzan. Elminster 

doesn't reveal what happened to Gromph, for he's 

reluctant to divulge too much information about the 
future. If the characters press him for details. Elminster 

says only that many great heroes were lost to the 

demonic tide, but several powerful demon lords were 

driven l>ack to the Abyss. 

GRAZ'ZT 

This echo of Graz'zt (see appendix D) is gathering all 

the information it can about the Lnderdark. The Dark 

Prince asks the characters what part of the Undcrdark 

they come from. If they mention the su rface world, 

Graz'zt eyes widen as his curiosity is piqued. 

HGRAAM 

This younger version of Stenespeaker Hgraam (see 
chapter 4, .. Gracklstugh .. ) treats the characters as 

spirits and asks them philosophical questions about 

the nature of dreams. If the characters engage him in 

conversation, he bids them farewell with the words ... 1 
will remember you."' 
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jALYNFEIN 0BLODRA 

This young ma le drow was cast out of Menzoberranzan 
after he lost his sight, yet he survived and found his 
way here. The blind drow came to the library hoping to 
overcome his blindness and take revenge on his family. 
Characters familiar with drow lore or history know, 

with a s uccessful DC 14 Intelligence (History) check, 
that House Oblodra was all but wiped out years ago. 

SOClETY OF BRILLIANCE 

The characters encounter echoes of all five members of 
the Society of Brilliance (see the ··society of Brilliance
random encounter in chapter 2). Any members of the so
ciety traveling with the party know that these are echoes 

from rh <' past. 
The Society of Brilliance came to Graven hollow years 

ago on a pilgrimage of enlightenment. If the characters 
mention the demonic incursion and postulate a theory 
of drow involve ment, the Society of Orilliance echoes 
confirm that s uch an <!vent is inevitable, ··given the drow 
propensity for demon s ummoning and the inherent 
unpredictability of fuerzress.'' These echoes don't have 
much else to offer. although they can explain how the 
library works (see the "Gravenhollow: General Fea
tures'' sidebar). 

XETZIRBOR 

This mind Hayer regards the characters with interest. 

Xetzirbor refuses to disclose its timeline but hints that 
it knows about the demonic incursion. The mind Hayer 
tries to entice the characters into telling it what they 
have discovered. but of its own purpose. Xetzirbor 
reveals only that it came to Graven hollow to find a way 
to save a dying elder brain it calls Cyrog. 

YAULN 

A male stone giant from an ancient past. Yauln carne 
to Graven hollow to seek answers on whether his 
clan should emer an alliance with the bearer of the 
Cairngorm Crown (see chapter 4, '"Gracklstugh"} 

LIVING QUARTERS 

Each level of Graven hollow ft:atures rooms reserved for 
habitation. The galeb duhr keep the rooms clean, and 
can provide food and drink magically created by the 
library if a~kcd. 

LIBRARIANS ' QUARTERS 

Urmas and Ustova live on the top level of the Library. 
taking up all the Jiving quarters at either end of that 

level. Their rooms reflect their duties and personalities. 
Urmas's quarters contain a collection of carved tablets. 
as well as actual books and scrolls found nowhere else in 
the library. Ustova's quarters feature a collection of musi
cal instruments and divination tools. including crystal 
orbs, bag~ of bones. and a large mithral basin. 

Ulthar lives on a lower level that he claims is ··near 
the bottom of the library," though such a distinction is 
meaningless given how distorted distance and direction 
ca n be in the library (see the "Graven hollow: General 
Features" sidebar). His quarters are a work of art. cov
ered with murals and wall carvings of his own design, 
along with workshops where he engages in crafting. 
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Gu F.ST Qu \ RTERS 

The guest quarters appear bare until a visitor chooses 
a room. The next time that room is entered, it is fully 
furnished according to the character's taste and needs 
Characters don't need to make any check to find their 
guest rooms after exploring the library: they need onJ) 
wish to return, and the next set of stairs they come to 
leads them to the appropriate level. 

WALKWAYS 

The walkways that surround the central well are wide 
and mostly empty. with the occasional galeb duhr or 
visitor echo wandering about. Each level consists of a 
well opening surrounded by a wide walkway connectin_ 

the rooms dug into the surrounding wall. Bridges cro55 
the well at regular intervals. and also connect to stairs 
to the levels above and below. No matter how far down 
visitors go, there always appear to be more levels belo\\ 

ARCHIVES 

Graven hollow's rc:cords are organized by rooms attuna; 
to the past, the present. or the future. Each level has 
a random number of rooms, arranged without any 
apparent system other than the library's intuitive abilit) 
ro direct visitors to where they want to go-or to where 
the library thinks they need to go. 

ACCESSING THE RECORDS 

The library keeps its records on stone and crystal slab::. 
monoliths, and stelae filling neatly in niches carved 
into the walls of every room. Thanks to the library"s 
comprehend 1.1nguages effect. anyone can easily 
decipher and understand the runes and glyphs carved 
into the stone. 

These records coma in only what the librarians 
were able to write down. Even with their network 
of messengers and informants, and the visions they 
receive using the powers of the library, the stone giant~ 
are still mortal creatures. As such, the giants' own 
understanding might limit the characters· ability to 
locate information in the library. 

The library's written records deal only with events 
in the Underdark and the history of giants. Like most 
SLOne giants, the librarians consider the surface worlc. 
a realm of dreams, and what happens there is deemet. 
less important than events in the Underdark. 

To acquire information not inscribed in the record!:> 
(including any events outside the Underdark), the 
characters need a stonespeaker crystal (sec appendix 
B). after which they must find an appropriate archive tc 

query events in the past. present. or future. 

ARCHIVES OF THE PAST 

Every room devoted to the records of the past has the 
same inscription carved above the doorway in runes 
that anyone who knows Dwarvish or Giant understand, 

I The past is a crystal, for it can be seen from many facets yet 

it always remains the same. 



These rooms contain crystals of many colors. Ulthar 
and his assistants per iodically move tablets, cylinders. 
and stelae from the Archives of the Present into these 
rooms. Some of the records here date back to the mythic 
times of the earliest giant gods. 

Annals ofHistory. Characters can research the 
backgrounds of the primary settlements of the 
Underdark and any well-known characters who dwell 
there. This lets them know what to expect if they visit 
those s ites in the future, or to better understand some 
of the events that occurred during a previous visit. 
For example. they can learn more information about 

Thcmberchaud. about the drow siege and demonic 
assaull of Blingdenstone, or any other part of the well
known history of FacrOn. 

ARCHIVES OF THE PRESENT 

The rooms that contain the works of Urmas have 
inscriptions carved above the doorway that anyone who 
knows Dwarvish or Giant can translate: 

l The present is like sand, ever flowing and escaping one's l 
grasp without mercy or respite. 

The records in these rooms detail the current state of 
the Underdark and the giam kingdoms. 

Current Affairs. Read ing the tablets in these archives 
provides a good overview of what is going on in the 
Underdark at the present time. The latest news has a 
delay of a few days and is often incomplete, becoming 
more detailed as Urmas obtains more information from 
his messengers and informants. The reports about 
the demons· invasion are sketchy and incomplete. but 
characters can still get a rough idea about which demon 
lord arrived where. They can learn that ZuggLmoy might 
be on the move to an undisclosed location, or follow the 
ravaging paths ofYeenoghu and Baphomet as they gather 
and rally the races that worship them. Unlike the bits and 

pieces of news about the othe r demon lords. a significant 
amount of information is known about the cults of 
Dcmogorgon festering under Gracklstugh, as events 
there directly affect the resident stone giant clan. 

ARCHIVES OF THE FUTURE 

The rooms with Ustova's prophetic writings have 
inscriptions above the doorways that anyone who knows 
Dwarvish or Giant can decipher: 

The future is a song we remember, but we cannot rush to its 

end Jest we destroy the melody. l 
Unlike the other rooms in the library. these archives 
echo with the sou nd of ru nning water. The wall niches 
containing the stone cylinders Ustova favors for scribing 
a re a lso fountains, where water shimmers over crystals 
as it falls. 

Prophetic Visions. The information in the Archives 
of the Future is uncertain. not onJy because Ustova 
focuses on prophecies but also because her visions 

GRAVENHOLLOW: GENERAL FEATURES 

Not even the current librarians know who built 
Gravenhollow. Al l they know is that the library has existed 
since the dawn of giantkind. 

Power Node. Gravenhollow was carved from a titanic 
geode whose crystals are imbued with magic that 
concentrates Jaerzress. The magic that suffuses the library 
profoundly affects time and space, altering the perceptions 
and reality of all beings within its walls. 

Bigger on the Inside. The notion of space works strangely 
in Gravenhollow. The interior of the library continually 
expands as lore is added to it, but visitors can still 
traverse all its floors and chambers with ease. Only the 
most absentminded and scatterbrained become lost in 
Graven hollow. 

Universal Language. While in Gravenhollow, all creatures 
gain the benefit of the comprehend languages spell. 

Hidden from Magic. Gravenhollow is a window into the 
passage of time and history, and the magic permeating the 
library blocks it off from the real world around it. Though 
divination magic works normally within the library, no 
divination effect used outside the library can discern any 
creature, object, or location within it. 

A Place of Peace. Visitors to the library ofGravenhollow 
are expected to conduct themselves with decorum, and to 
refrain from arguments and violence. Creatures that incite 
conflict quickly draw the attention of the basilisk Veldyskar, 
who is quick to use his Petrifying Gaze on troublemakers. 
If a threat arises that Veldyskar can't handle, the library 

generates 3d6 galeb duhr to assist him. 
Willful Navigation. Finding anything in Gravenhollow 

is an effort of will . Whenever a character seeks a specific 
location in the library (a particular floor or period 
of history. for example), the character must make a 
successful DC 14 Wisdom check to find that location. On 
a failure, the character takes a wrong turn and must make 
additional checks until successful. If led by one of the 
library's keepers, characters don't need to make checks to 
find the location they seek. 

detail potential futures, not definite outcomes. Urmas 
and Ustova compare notes often to validate their visions. 
The prophecies in these rooms are limited to the future 
of giantkind-and the trials still to come for those once
great races- because this is Ustova's sole interest. 

THE ENEMY oF OuR ENEMY 
As the characters explore the library, ideally after 
encountering an echo or two, they meet the venerable 
drow archmage Vizeran DeVir. accompanied by Kleve. a 
death s laad bodyguard in its natural form. Vizeran is an 
archmage with the following statistical modifications: 

Vizeran's alignment is neutral evil. 
Vizeran·s fey ancestry gives him advantage on saving 
throws against being charmed. and magic can't put 
him to s leep. 

• Vizeran can innately cast the following s pells, requir
ing no materia l components: dancing lights at will. 
darkness once per day, faerie fire once per day (spell 
save DC 15), and levitate (self only) once per day. 

• While in s unlight, Vizeran has disadvantage on attack 
rolls, as well as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 

rely on sight. 
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When the characters first encounter Vizeran and 

Kleve. read the following boxed text to the players. 

Two figures approach-a withered drow clad in dark 

flowing robes, and a hulking gray·skinned monster 

resembling a spiky humanoid toad, its wide mouth full 

of razor·sharp teeth. The drow's pinched and lined face 

speak to his great age, and his red eyes narrow and 

appraise you carefully as he approaches. 

Vizeran greets the adventurers cautiously. introduces 

himself and his companion. and asks what business 

brings them to Graven hollow. He remains cool and 

polite. trying to avoid any tension for fear of inciting 

violence in this place. 

ff rhe characters are willing to talk to him. Vizeran 

tells them he has opposed rhe tyranny of Lolrh and her 

priestesses for centuries. He believes that some kind of 

demonic invasion of the Underdark is underway, and he 

has come to Graven hollow to confirm his suspicions and 
make plans to combat it. 

The drow arch mage suggests that the adventurers 

make their own inquiries- and that they look in 
particu lar into Menzoberranzan and its archmage, 

Gromph Baenre. Vizeran then returns to his quarters, 

telling the adventurers how to seek the librarians if they 

don't already know how to do so. 

5TONESPEAKER 

CRYSTAL 
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During their time in the library, the characters can 

meet with Vizeran several times to exchange notes. 

The drow arch mage a~ready knows a lot of what has 

transpired since the demon lords arrived. He isn't. 

however, using the library to delve into specific events. 

so he welcomes the characters' input while remaining 

tight-lipped about his own intentions and goals. 

If the characters threaten Vizeran, Kleve looms 

menacingly nearby even as the archmage tries to 

keep things civil, pointing out that there is nothing 

to be gained by fighting. If the adventurers anack 

him or Kleve, Vizeran casts time stop and departs 

before Veldyskar shows up (see "A Place of Peace" 

in the '"Gravenhollow: General Features" sidebar). 

Kleve becomes invisible and follows his master out 

of Gravenhollow. Despite their attack upon him. the 

archmage contacts the characters again in an attempt 
to forge an alliance (see chapter 12, "The Tower of 

Vengeance"). 

A PPROAC H ING T H E LI BRARIANS 

If the characters set out to find a librarian. Ulthar is the 

one they find first. He and Urmas agree that current 

evems in the Underdark are a serious concern, but 

their roles as record keepers prevent them from acting 

in any way other than to provide information. Ulthar 

will speculate that this is likely why the library allowec 

Vizeran and the characters to find it so easily. 

Urmas has been following recent events that might 

have led to the current crisis. He bids the characters to 

tell him about their own experiences in the Underdark 
specifically, their encounters with the demon lords. 

Ultha r offers the cha ractcrs one of the library's 

stoncspeaker crystals if they don't have their own, 

instructing them on how to attune to it. He warns the 

characters to not let themselves become lost in the 

visions they will experience. 

STONESPEAKER CRYSTALS 
A creature attuned to a sronespeaker crystal (see 

appendix B) gains the ability to peer through the veil" 
of time and receive visions of the past, present, and 

future-but only while in Gravcnhollow. 

A creature attuned to a stoncspcakcr crystal gains t 

following additional benefits while in the library: 

While standing in the Archives of the Past with the 

crystal in hand, the creature can choose to experien 

a vision of rhe past. After receiving this vision, the 

creature can't experience another vision of the past 

until it finishes a long rest. 

While standing in the Archives of the Present with 

the crystal in hand, the creature can choose to rcce1 
a vision of something happening at that moment. 

After receiving this vision, the creature can't expe

rience another vision of the present until it finishes 
a long rest. 

While standing in the Archives of the Future with th 
crystal in band, the creature can choose to receive 

a glimpse of what might happen if the demon lords 

aren't stopped. After receiving this vision, the creatu 



can't experience another glimpse of the future until it 

finishes a long rest. 
While standing in the appropriate archive. the 
creature can expend 2 of the crysta l"s charges to ask a 
question pertaining to the past, present. or future and 
receive a truthful answer in the form of a vision. 

Characte rs can expend charges to confirm suspicions. 
fill in gaps in their knowledge, a nd see for themselves 
the events that brought the demon lords into the world. 
Such research might take ~e v e r a l days. Ulthar doesn't 
give them another stonespeaker crystal to speed up 
the process, but the characters can try to steal one, 
as the trusting librarian keeps them on a shelf in his 
quarters. The giant discovers the theft in 1d4 days. at 
which point the characters are confronted by Veldyskar 
and a host of galeb duhr, who politely ask them to leave 
Gravenhollow at once. 

POSSIBLE VISIONS 

The following are the most relevant visions the 
characte rs can receive as a nswers to their questions . 
Elaborate upon or modify these as needed. and 
improvise visions for other questions the characters ask 
based on the information in the adventure. 

G ROMPH 'S fOLLY 

U the characters inquire about Gromph Baenre or the 
arrival of the demon lords . they receive a vision of how 

everything started. 

An imperious drow archwizard in sp1der-silk robes 

casts a mighty conjuration spell. As the ritual draws 

toward its conclusion, a web of Jaerzress energy expands 

outward. The wizard seems alarmed by this , his efforts 

to complete the spell growing more crazed as he realizes 

he's lost control. 

And then, madness! Rifts open in the web of energy 

around him. These cracks stretch and widen, and 

through them come horrific fiends that scream, shriek, 

and howl as they are wrenched from the Abyss and cast 

into the Underdark. 

A woman's deep. dark laugh echoes in your mind as 

the drow wizard shrinks away from the demonic hordes 

he has unwittingly unleashed. 

If a character receiving this vis ion has a passive 
Wisdom (Perception) score of 13 or higher. he or she 
sees a drow insignia on the wizard. If the character is 
a drow or otherwise famili ar with the iconography of 
Menzobe rranzan's drow houses, he or she recognizes 
the symbol a~ re presenting House Baenre. The 
character can also recall the symbol well enough to 
draw it, so that another more knowledgeable character 

can discern its significance. 

ZUGGTMOY'S ARRIVAL 

The characters can inquire about Zuggtmoy or the 

events in Neverlight Grove. 

A cavern of peculiar beauty opens up before you, with 

lights of every color shm1ng from the pure essence oflife, 

diffused and amplified by the glow of Jaerzress. The glow 

pulses, and you can feel the life m the cavern rotting away, 

burstmg w1th mfeC!Ion A mushroom grows in the center 

of the cave, ever larger and taller, pustules forming and 

seep1ng as its stem th1ckens and its cap reaches to the 

cavern's ceiling. forming a vast funga l tower. 

Two myconids approach the site in awe, not minding 

the carpet of rot under their feet. You sense their minds 

come alive m wonder, and as they kneel in worship, you 

know they are doomed. A voice sounds out within clouds 

of spores that fall like snow. The voice tells the myconids 

to prepare for a gift unlike any they have ever known. 

If the cha racte rs visited Nevc rlight Grove, they 
recognize one of the myconids as Sovereign Phylo, 
while somehow knowing that the other is Yestabrod 

before it became mutated. 

jUIBLEX AN D T HE P U DDI NG KI NG 

As much as the c h a r ac t e r ~ learned from fighting the 
Pudding King in Blingdenstonc. they might decide ro 
seck more knowledge of the mad svirfneblin or his 

fiendish master. Juiblex the Faceless Lord. 

A deep gnome spurned by others of his kind weeps 

as he wanders the dark tunnels, talkmg to the things 

that crawl and seep from the walls. You see him adopt 

two slick patches of ooze, sensing his innate power 

over them. He plays with them as if they were children, 

chasing them through the gloomy depths. 

Something changes, and the oozes flow away. The 

deep gnome runs after them, fearful of being alone once 

again. You feel a great hunger seize him. He experiences 

visions that pass into your vision, showing what appears 

as a paradise to him but an oozing nightmare for all 

others. The great hunger speaks to him, his already 

broken mind a shield against the hunger 's shattering 

power. That power seems to recognize and acknowledge 

something in the gnome that will serve it well. 

The great hunger has a name- )uiblex. And its power . . . 

oh, such great and terrible power! It grants the gnome the 

ability to command the little hungers-his children- so 

that they can return to the place that cast them out and 

devour it all! 

SUNDERED BLA DES 

The corruption in Gracklstugh s lowly rots duergar 
society from within, leading it toward a brutal fate. 
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You see a circle of small hooded figures, their forms 

hunched and emaciated. Their gestures and movements 

are jerky, indicative of the madness possessing them. 

They are chanting, swaying to their own words. And then 

they stop as the glow of faerzress rises around them, 

whispering to them in unintelligible sounds. The derro 

cackle and dance, their hands glowing with a power that 

isn't the irs. The vision shifts, and suddenly gray dwarves 

stare down at the red-hot metal on their anvils. The 

constant rhythm of the ir hammering falters. Suddenly, 

brother turns against brother as minds turn inward upon 

themselves. Sparks fly and a city burns. 

DEMOGORGON'S ALTAR 

One of the first brushes the characters might have had 

with the demon lords was in Sloobludop, where they 

witnessed the rise of Demogorgon, the so-called ·'Deep 

Father" of the mad kuo-toa. 

You see a kuo-toa swimming in the gloomy depths of a 

dark, subterranean lake, uncertain. It turns left and right, 

trying to find something, even as it's surrounded by a 

fanged creatures resembling manta rays. The kuo-toa 

smiles, its needle teeth gleaming even in the darkness. It 

has seen something. It understands a new secret, and its 

already unhinged mind plunges further into madness. 

The kuo-toa curls in on itself, arms extended in 

worship. Then from the circle of rays, two tentacles 

emerge- followed by two howling baboon heads. 

FRAZ-URB'LUU AND THE GEM 

Characters might be curious to know more about the 

source of the discord in Mantoi-Derith, leading to a 
revelation about Fraz-Urb'luu. 

A rift formed by faerzress opens wide, illuminating a dark 

tunnel. The rift spits out a black gem that clatters as it 

tumbles across the tunnel Aoor. The gem is picked up by 

a gray-skinned dwarf, who inspects it closely. 

The vision shifts to a brightly lit cavern full of crude 

merchant stalls, where the duergar hands the gem to a 

svirfneblin for appraisal. The gnome refuses to return 

the gem, instead giving it to one of her svirfneblin 

apprentices. The young apprentice skulks away with the 

gem in his clutches, but is ambushed by a gargoyle. The 

gargoyle snatches the gem, Aies away, and gives it to a 

female drow. The drow gazes into the black gemstone 

and sees a hideous demonic face looking back at her. 

Thoughts of murder and carnage fill her thoughts as she 

hides the gemstone on her person, draws her shortsword, 

and coats the blade with poison. 
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CYROG LIVES! HAlL 0RCUS! 

Although Orcus doesn't have a significant role in this 

adventure. players might wonder what the Demon Lord 

of Undeath is up to. 

In the heart of a alien cavern glistening with slime, scores 

of mind flayers gather around an enormous brain resting 

in a pool. The brain is dead. You can hear the illithids' 

incomprehensible thoughts as they mourn its passing. 

One word echoes louder than the others: Cyrog. 

Sudden ly.jaerzress bathes the dark and twisted hall in 

purplish light. A rift opens, and a hulking, horned figure 

that reeks of putrescence steps out. It raises a skull· 

tipped wand and points it at the dead elder brain. The 

elder brain begins to pulsate, and you see intermittent 

flashes of purple light under its rotting Aesh. The mind 

flayers are aghast as the elder brain speaks to them once 

more, telling them that Orcus has saved Cyrog, and 

commanding them to follow it into undeath. 

The librarians of Gravenhollow know that Cyrog is the 

name of distant mind fiayer settlement. Vizeran OeVir 

and every member of the Society of Brilliance also 

knows that Cyrog is named after an ancient elder brain 

that commands the settlement. which lies deep in the 

Underdark, thousands of miles to the east. 

BAPHOMET, THE HORNED KING 

The demon lord Baphomet doesn't play a significant 

role in this adventure. However, a character seeking 

clues to the Horned King's whereabouts receive the 

following vision. 

The smell of blood fills your nostrils as you wander a 

maze of Underdark tunnels, moving with purpose as 

your giant hooves crush stones underfoot. Faerzress 

light reveals that your shadow is monstrous, suggesting 

a hulking beast with a crown of horns. With your bloody 

glaive, you carve a swath through a forest of towering 

zurkhwood mushrooms that s tands in your way. The 

tunnels beyond would confuse an o rdinary mind, but you 

instinctively know the path you must walk. Every step 

brings you closer to a magma·filled chasm, lodged in 

which is an enormous contraption of metal and stone-a 

weapon capable of reshaping the Underdark itself. 

This vision provides a brief glimpse of the Maze Engine 

an arcane device located in the heart of the Labyrinth 

(see chapter 14). 

SPAWN OF YEENOGHU 

A character that tries to learn more about Yeenoghu, the 

Demon Lord of Gnolls. receives the following unsettlin!, 
vision. 



A hunched and rotting creature with the head of a 

fiendish hyena swings a triple headed flail at a beholder. 

crushing it. As the eye tyrant falls to the floor, a pack of 

hyenas leaps onto the corpse and tears off its eyes talks 

while the demon lord licks the gore off hts weapon. As 

the hyenas feed, they transform into slavering, cackling 

gnolls before your eyes. 

LOLTH, DEMON QUEEN OF SPIDERS 

Tf the characters inquire about Lolth. they receive a 
vision of her home in the Dcmonweb Pits, confirming 

that at least one demon lord didn't escape the Abyss. 

You behold the true form of the Demon Queen of 

Spiders-that of a black. bloated arachnid with the head 

of a female drow. Nestled in the webs all around her are 

thousands upon thousands of gray eggs. Lolth knows s he 

is being scried, her fury tangible as her mind reaches out 

to find you. Her shriek of rage as she's shut out by the 

powerful wards of Gravenhollow echoes in your mind as 

the vision is suddenly torn away to darkness. 

This vision offers a glimpse of Lolth's plan to drive her 

rivals out of the Abyss and repopulate its layers with 

ber own demonic offspring. The character experiencing 

the vision must succeed on a DC 16 Wisdom saving 

throw or gain one level of madness (see ·'Madness~ in 

chapter 2). 

OTHER V rs roNs 

The other visions the characters might look for depend 

on what they experienced during their escape from the 

Undcrdark, and what you want the adventure to focus on 

(including the activities of other demon lords). 

RETURNING TO VIZERAN 
When the characters have discovered all they are 
looking to find out. they can go to Vizeran. 1f they don't, 

he seeks them out, having finished his own research. 

"That fool Gromph brought the demon lords down upon 

us, with his demon queen pulling his strings all the 

while. He has given Lolth free reign in the Abyss. My own 

research leads me to believe Gromph usedfaerzress to 

achieve such a summoning, though I am sure he didn't 

intend this result. Imbecile! 

"I can save you months of research-time we clearly 

don't have. The information I found here has confirmed 

my theories, and I know how to banish the demon 

lords back to the Abyss. We can do this only if we work 

together, if you are willing and daring enough to directly 

challenge the demon lords. Or perhaps foolhardy is the 

better word." 

If the characters seem hesitant to work with Vizeran, 
he reminds them of the pt ~ ril facing the surface world 

should the demon lords escape from Lhe Underdark. 

lf the character~ accuse Vizeran of having ulterior 

motives. the drow smiles thinly and agrees. Still, he 

insists his goal is the same as the characters' own. 

and he doesn't a~k them to involve themselves in his 

other plans. He poims out that he is by far the most 

inconsequential of the many evils that the characters 

must contend with. 
Vizeran invites the adventurers and their NPC 

followers to A raj, his tower and stronghold, where 

they can discuss the matter further. There, he can 

demonstrate what he intends to do and why he needs 

the heroes' help. He refuses to discuss plans in detail 
in Gravenhollow, saying, "The walls here literally have 

ears, and echoes linger forever." Only his home is secure 

enough to serve as the place from which to plan the 

demon lords' defeat. 

LEAVING GRAVENHOLLOW 
As long as the characters remain respectful guest.o;;, the 

librarians don't mind them staying in Graven hollow as 

long as they like. However, the library stops providing 

new visions after the characters learn the most essential 

information. If the players persist beyond that point, 

their efforts prove fruitless, and the librarians or their 

assistants suggest there is no more they can learn at 

this time. 

The characters can travel with Vizcran, or he 

provides them with a map and precise directions to 

guide them to A raj if they want to deal with other 

matters in the Underdark first. He emphasizes rhat 
time is of the essence. Every day the characters tarry 

allows the demon lords' power and influence in the 

Underdark to grow. See chapter 12, ''The Tower of 

Vengeance,'' for more information about Araj. 

The last favor the library provides for the adventurers 

is to have the tunnel out directly connect with routes 

leading to the characters' desired destination, 

whether that destination is Araj, B l in~Zdcnstone, 

Menzoberranzan, Gracklstugh, Mantoi-Derith, the edge 

of the Dark lake, or somewhere else. 

X P A WA RD S 

The characters should leave Gravenhollow with a clear 
picture of what is happening in the Underdark under the 

influence of the demon lords. and the roles that Gromph 

Baenrc and Lolth have played in creating the crisis. 

Each character gains 5,000 XP for learning the truth. 
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CHAPTER 12: THE TOWER OF VENGEANCE 

Offered an alliance by the drow arch mage Vizeran 

DeVir. the adventurers tra,·cl to his tower in the depths 

of the Underdark. There, they learn more about what 

he know~ of the threat posed by the demon lords-and 

potentially forge a pact with him to deal with that threat. 

They must be cautious, however, as their potential 

ally has h1s own interests at hea rt and his own agenda 

when: his fellow drow are concerned. 

ff the characters rebufftd Vizeran's overtures to an 

alliance in Graven hollow (see chaprcr 11), rhe drow 

arch mage !.ubsequcntly sends Grin Ousstyl (sec later in 

thb chapter) as a peace envoy, renewing rhe offer and 
leading the rharacters to A raj if they accept it. Further 

exploration of the Underdark on their own might 

com incc the adventurers to at least hear what Vizcran 

ha!> to !>ay. If they lind the means to communicate his 
offer to the1r allies on the surface world. those allies 

encourage the characters to forge an alliance \\ ith the 

drow arch mage. 

REACHING THE TOWER 
Vi.teran ~ to\vt:r hel> on 1 he c;;llg~,;. of the Wormwrithings. 

about ten d ay~ from Men.toberranzan The map and 

direction& the arch mage provides the ad\·cnturcrs in 

chapter 11 allm\ them to find the ca,·crn where the tower 

stands without getting lo~t. Use random encounters 

from chapter 13, "The Wormwrith1ngs," on the way to 

the tower. 
The final ~!retch to reach the tower is through a 

narrow pa~sagc off a side tunnel. concealed by a 
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magically protected secret door. lfVizeran's map come, 

within 10 feet of tht> door, ~oft purple light outlines the 

word "A raj" a drow word for "vengeance"-across it~ 

surface in spidery Elvish script. Touching the map to tJ-. 

door causes it to open for I minute or until the map is 

more than 100 feet away from it. Tf the characters tra' e 

with Vizeran, the secret door open& on his command. 

The adventurers can travel to Araj with the full 

complement of their expeditionary force. Vizeran allov\ ~ 

only the player characters within the tower, though the 

cavern around it offers space to camp and no risk of 

encounters. However. if the characters are r iding giant 

lizards or other mounts. those mounts are unable to 

navigate the narrow route to the tower. and a separate 

camp farther from the tower will need to be establishec. 

The passage behind the secret door is narrow enough 

that you need to move through it single file, occasionally 

turning sideways to squeeze. It takes about an hour to 

navigate its p1tch-black darkness, and the journey is filled 

with a constant echo of distant sounds. The passage 

then w1dens, open eng out 1nto a cavern whose far walls 

and ceiling are out of sight in the darkness. Bits of quartz 

and mica en the stone glimmer as they catch the light, 

showeng a footpath worn into the stone floor. At the end 

of that path, a vast, dark shape rises-an enormous 

stalagmtte carved into a bleak, black tower. 

• 



ARAJ: VrzERAN's TowER 
Vizcran's tower is a enormous stalagmite, carved with a 

spiraling series of chambers leading up to its peak. The 

center of the stone spike is hollowe<.l out to form an open 

vertica l shaft. A stone staircase spirals around the shaft, 

with landings leading to chambers on the upper levels: 

Levell has a broad antechamber and audience hall. 
Level 2 contains kitchens, storage, and currently 

disused servants' quarters. 

Level3 houses guest bedchambers and a torture 

chamber for ''special guests." 

Level 4 contains Vizeran's library and laboratory. 

Level 5 contains the archmage's private chambers. 

Level6 is Vizeran·s sanctum at the tower's peak. where 

he spends his time in contemplation and s tudy. 

The sanctum features a permanent tclcportation circle 

that Vize ran can use to return to his home if his need 

is great. (He uses it only as a last resort , however, given 

the risks involved in teleporting in the Underdark; 

sec ''Faerzress'' in chapter 2.) Vizeran doesn't reveal 

this circle's existence to outsiders unless absolutely 

necessary, and he never gives away its sigil sequence. 

MEETI NG W IT H V IZERAN 

Assuming the adventurers arrive as Vizeran's guests, 

they find the door to the tower open to them. If they 

arrive under other circumstances, sec "Stealing into 
A raj" at the e nd of this chapter. 

Past the heavy iron door that is the tower's only visible 

entrance, a short tunnel extends through five feet of solid 

rock into a cool, dark chamber. As you enter, a Aoating 

orb of pale violet light brightens before you, revealing an 

opening in the vaulted ceiling and a spiral stone staircase 

with no railing, climbing up into darkness. 

Around the stairs, the light reveals a circular audience 

chamber with cold, unlit lanterns hanging from brackets 

set into the stone wall, heavy carpets covering the 

smooth stone Aoor, and a throne-like stone chair on a 

raised dais to the left of the entrance. 

The ball of violet light floats to a stop beneath the 

center of the open shaft, beyond the foot of the stairs. It 

then hovers there as if waiting for you. 

The orb of magical light attempts to guide the charac

ters up the shaft to Vizeran's sanctum at the top of the 

rower. Characters can climb the stairs if they wish, but 

any creature that steps past the stairs and into the open 
shaft activates a magical levitation effect imbued into 

the s haft (see the "Vizeran's Tower: General Features" 

sidebar). If the adventurers arrive in Vizeran's company. 

he informs them of the command words for the levita

tion effect. 

VrzERAN DEV IR 

Vizeran DeVir is one of the greatest magical talents 

produced by the drow city of Menzoberranzan. 

Unfortunately for him, his rise to power came at the 

same time as one of the other great arcane talents of 
the City of Spiders, Gromph Bacnrc. A scion of the 

First House and as gifted a schemer as he is a mage, 

Gromph engineered Vizeran's disgrace and exile as an 

unbeliever in Lolth. Ironically, this might have saved 

Vize ran's life, as House DeVir was wiped out not long 
thereafter by its rival, House Do'Urde n. 

Consigned to solitude in the Underdark, Vizeran 

didn't perish as most assumed he would. Instead. he 

put his arcane powers to work to create a safe haven for 

himself. and spem the following centuries in isolated 

s tudy. furthering his mastery of the magical arts. He has 

watched from afar as countless events unfolded in the 
Underdark and across Faen1n, gathering information 

and making plans for his eventual return. After waiting 

for centuries, Vizcran now believes that time has come. 

Vizeran harbors a thirst for vengeance against his 
on ly living rivai-Gromph Baenre, the drow Arch mage 

of Mcnzobcrranzan. As a follower of the Elder 

Elemental Eye, Vizeran also despises Lolth and her 

influence over the drow. He would like nothing more 

than to show up Gromph and prove to the drow that 

Lolth has used them for her own gain. Of course, he also 

wants to learn whatever arcane secrets have allowed 

Gromph to tap into magic powerful enough to summon 

the demon lords to the Underdark. 

Vizeran makes a powerful but dangerous ally. His 

plans and goals are entirely self serving, a nd he will 

sacrifice the characters without hesitation to further 

his schemes. Moreover, Vizeran isn't as immune as 

he believes to the demonic madness growing in the 

Underdark. which has been feeding his megalomania 

and his thirst for vengeance against his fellow drow. 

Vizeran is an archmage with the following statistical 
modifications: 

Vizerao's alignmem is neutral evil. 

• Vizeran's fey ancestry gives him advantage on saving 

throws against being charmed, and magic can't put 
him to sleep. 

Vizeran can innately cast the following s pells, requir

ing no material components: dancing lights at will. 

darkness once per day. faerie fire once per day (spell 
save DC 15), and levitate (self only) once per day. 

While in sunlight, Vizeran has disadvantage on attack 

rolls, as well as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 
rely on sight. 

KLEVE 

Vizeran holds the control gem of a death slaad he calls 
"Kleve." The slaad serves as the archmage's bodyguard, 

and is close by at all times. Kleve can change its form to 

appear as a ny Small or Medium humanoid, sometimes 

taking on the appearance of a deep gnome servant or a 

drow assistant to Vizeran if it wants to blend in. It can 

also cast invisibility to observe silently from hiding. and 

relies on its true form when it wants to imimjdate other 

creatures. Although cruel by nature. Kleve takes no 

action to harm anyone without Vizeran's permission. 

Kleve's control gem is a smoky crystal that Vizeran 

wears on a chain around his neck, beneath his robes. 
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As long as Vizeran possesses the gem, the death slaad 

mu::.t obey him and can't be charmed. 

GRTN OusSTYL 

The only other person in A raj is Grin Ousstyl. Vizeran·s 

drow mage apprentice. A clever troublemaker from 

an out·of-favor house, Grin worked his way into the 

outlawed alliance of drow mages known as the Council 

of Spiders. but was careless and nearly executed for his 

ambition. Exiled from Menzobcrranzan, he was taken 

in by Vizcran. who plays the role of a shadowy patron of 

the council. The young drow ha~ continued his magical 

training under the archmage's tutelage. 

Grin is loyal to his master but not well suited to such 

a solitary existence. lle longs for the opportunity to 

return 10 Menzoberranzan, supporting the notion of an 

uprising to overthrow the matron mothers and end their 

rule. Ht' is less enthused about the potential of turning 

his old home into a battlefield for the demon lords. 

however. and he eventually betrays Vizeran·s confidence 

VIHIII\N OeVIR 
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to the ad\-enturers in an effort to prevent that outcome 

(see chapter 15. "The City of Spiders''). 

OTHER INHABITANTS 

o other living creHtures dwell in Araj, but the 

tower feature& a number of magical inhabitants the 

adventun·r& might interact with. 

Each l<•vel of the tower has a permanent unseen 

servant in effect to attend to Vizcran. Grin. and the 

archmage's guests. Two dozen decorative suits of 

armor are also on display throughout the tower, all of 

which are suits of animated armor that move and fight 

at Vizeran's command. Between one and three suits 

guard each room and corridor of the tower. Tf Vizeran 

is threatened. he uses them to run interference. buying 

him time to escape or counterattack. 

A character who pokes around the tower and succeed .. 

on a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check notes signs that 

other humanoid creatures were recently present in Araj 

including discarded clothing, moldering foodstuffs. and 

chains and manacle!> embedded into the walls in some 

of the tower's rooms. Vizeran dismisses any questions 

about such matters, but Grin Oussryl confides to the 

characters that Yizeran once kept bound minor demon~ 

and humanoid slaves in his service. Vizeran banished 

the demons with the arrival of the demon lords in the 

Undcrdark. fearing ~o m e hidden connection between 

the creatures of the Abyss. The slaves held by the drO\\ 

archmagc (most of them acquired from Gracklstugh) 

are all dead- either lost to madness and killed by 

Yizcran, or sacrificed as part of the preparations for 

the archmage·s dark ritual. Grin Ousstyl doesn't speak 

directly of that latter fate, saying only that Vizeran's 

work can be hard on his assistants. 

V tZERAN
1
S T OWER: G ENERAL F EATURES 

The follow•ng features are found throughout the tower. 

Light. The cavern outstde the tower is dark, for the 

inhabitants of Araj require no light. Inside the tower, 

occasional driftglobes shed dim light, with the rest of the 

place in darkness. 

Guards and Wards. The interior of the tower is under 

the effect of a permanent guards and wards spell to thwart 

intruders. Vizeran suspends the spell's effects for his 

guests, allowing them to enter unhindered, but those 

trymg to sneak into the tower must deal with the spell's 

effects (see "Stealing mto Araj"). Additionally, the tower is 

warded agamst scrying. Divination spells cast from outside 

cannot cross the tower's walls unless Vizeran allows it, 

and he immediately knows tf the tower's wards thwart a 

divinataon spell. 

Levitation Shaft. The central shaft of the tower has a 

permanent levium spell in effect, such that any creature 

that steps into the shaft (or that falls off the stairs) is 

suspended tn midair. A creature that speaks the command 

word aluhal'kafion ("descend") drops 20 feet per round 

until it reaches the bottom of the shaft. If the word ku'/am 

(" rise") ts spoken, a creature nses 20 feet per round until 

reachtng the top level. Movement stops immediately 

if the creature says ilkalik ("halt"). While in the tower, 

Vizeran can deacttvate or reactivate the levitation effect as 

an action. 



VIZERAN'S S CH EME 

Vizeran DeVir invites guests to settle into his study 
while unseen servants bring trays of dried mushrooms. 
smoked rot he meat, and goblets of spicy liquor. The 
drow arch mage takes a cup for himself and makes 
a point of drinking first. although he scoffs at any 
suggestion that he would try to poison his guests, given 
all the trouble he has taken to arrange their meeting. 

Within the safe haven of his tower. Vizeran continues 
the discussion he began with the characters back at 
Graven hollow, speaking more on what he knows of the 
demon lords. 

"The only one of my kind who could ever match me in 

the Art is Gromph Baenre. I think we knew from the 

moment we met that we were destined to be rivals. But 

where I sought only to master the Art, Gromph was also 

an astute political manipulator. No more devout than I 

in the service of the Spider Queen, he arranged for my 

disgrace and exile. Deprived of my considerable skills, 

my house fell to our rival, House Do'Urden. Gromph 

became the Arch mage of Menzoberram:an under the 

auspices of his own house, the First House of the 

Ruling Council. 

"Gromph and I only ever had two things in common: 

our passion for the Art, and our hatred of the manner in 

which our fellow mages suffer at the hands of the matron 

mothers and mistresses of the drow. Gromph has always 

hungered for power, and not even becoming Archmage 

of Menzoberranzan was enough to satisfy him. 

"From this tower of exile, I kept watch on Gromph's 

activities. This was no easy task given his suspicious 

and circumspect nature. Nonetheless, my observations 

revealed that he was crafting a unique ritual-one that 

somehow drew on the energy of faerzress to channel 

incalculable arcane power. When Gromph performed 

this ritual, the walls between the planes shuddered. 

Then, as you have by now realized, the demon lords 

were wrenched from their layers of the Abyss and cast 

about here in the Underdark. What we all witnessed in 

Graven hollow confirms this." 

\'izeran answers questions from the characters as 
best he can. then makes his proposal. Use the points 
laid out in the following sections to play out the 
negotiations, utilizing whatever combination of ability 
checks and roleplaying you prefer. Vizcran is sincere in 
his willingness to help. even if his motives are entirely 
selfish. As such, he's inclined to reach an accord with 
the characters. 

WHAT V I ZERAN KNOWS 

The characters can learn the following information 
from Vizeran by asking the right questions; he doles out 
information sparingly, but a successful DC 20 Wisdom 

(Insight} check might yield additional information if the 
archmage becomes cagey: 

Lolth is behind the plot to bring the demon lords to 
the Underdark through her manipulation ofGromph 
Bacnre. The Spider Queen is using the drow as pawns 
in her schemes to dispose of her demonic rivals and 
St>ize power in the Abyss. 
The demon lords of the Abyss-along with many of 
their lesser servants and legions- have been ser loose 
in the Underdark following Gromph's ritual. 
The presence of the demon lords is warping the fab
ric of the Underdark. The faerzress that permeates 
so much of the subterranean realm has become a 
conduit through which the insanity of the demon 
lords spreads. 
Gromph Bacnre vanished following the ritual. Vizeran 
has not been able to detect any trace of his rival arch
mage using any of the resources at his command. 
Dcmogorgon, the Prince of Demons, arrived in the 

Claw Rift ofMcnzobcrranzan and rampaged through 
the city before escaping into the wider Underdark. 
The intended purpose of Gromph's ritual is unclear. 
but Vizeran believes that his rival meant to summon 
and bind one specific demon lord. Vizeran finds ir dif
ficult to believe that even Gromph could be arrogant 
enough to think he could bind all the demon lords of 
the Abyss at once. 
The fact that the summoning originated in 
Menzoberranzan remains largely unknown. If the 
other races of the Underdark knew. they would have 
already moved against the drow. The dark elves 
almost certainly wish to keep this information a 
secret-assuming they even know it themselves. 
Vizeran knows of no means by which Gromph 
Bacnrc's ritual can be reversed. However, he believes 
there might be a different means of sending the 
demon lords back to the Abyss (see "Vizeran's Plan"). 

\Al HATVTZERAN WANTS 

Like any other sane creature, Vizcran has no wish to 
see the Underdark become home to the denizens of 
the Abyss. He points out that once the demon lords 
establish domains here, nothing will stop them from 
surging up to FacrOn to spread their madness and 
chaos. Indeed, such an outcome is inevitable given 
enough time. 

Vizeran wants desperately to destroy his old rival. But 
even more so, the arch mage dreams of thwarting Lolth 
and of having the Demon Queen of Spiders revealed 
to the drow as the treacherous creature she is. His 
deepest. burning desire is to watch Menzoberranzan 
destroyed by a demonic rampage. Then the ragged 
survivors of the drow will turn away from Lolth and her 
priestesses to seek Vizeran's guidance. letting him take 
his rightful place as a wise leader among his people. 

W H ATVIZERAN OFFERS 

Vizeran DeVir offers the adventurers his insight. his 
arcane power, and various magical resources that can 
help them deal with the demon lords. This includes the 
following benefits: 
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Vizeran offers each character a drow piwafl.vi (set

appendix B). 
Each character will bt- provided with an amulet 
that can be used one time as a scroll of protection 

from fiends. 

• Vizeran offers the use of A raj as a safe haven in the 
Underdark. as long as his alliance with the characterc; 
lasts. The a rch mage won't countenance an army beino. 
housed within his home. but he opens it to the adven

turers and their allies as they need it. 
Most importanr of all. Vizeran can offer a plan to 
defeat the demon lords-but he needs the adventurer-.· 
help to make it happen (see ··Vizeran's Plan'"). 

Vizeran is willing to negotiate other reasonable 
agreements, including tutoring wizards and providing 

them with opportunities to learn spells from his 
library. However. the arch mage uses any such teaching 
opportunities to attempt to subtly corrupt his students. 

VIZERAN'S PLAN 

At the first sign that the adventurers are open to 
working with him. the drow arch mage explains his plar 

"Demons are creatures ruled by madness and hatred, 

even the greatest and most powerful of them. They 

war ceaselessly upon each other in the Abyss, and have 

already begun to do so here. We can play them against 

each other, and then deal with the weakened victors. 

"I believe I have the ability to devise and cast a ritual, 

similar to Gromph's but nowhere near as dangerous or 

foolish, that will draw the most powerful demon lords 

together to the site of the original summoning. Once they 

are brought together, they will try to destroy each other. 

But though the demon lords might destroy each other's 

physical manifestations here in our world, their essence 

cannot be extinguished. They will thus be cast back into 

the Abyss, as effectively as if they had been banished. 

"The ritual needs certain components to produce 

the talisman that will draw the demons. Then a rite to 

empower and activate it. Then blood and battle such 

as this world has never seen. Any surv•vors among the 

demon lords will be sorely weakened, and should be far 

easier to destroy. 

"Alii need are the necessary mgredients," Vizeran 

says, "and, ideally, a look at Gromph's grimoires and 

notes from his sanctum." Where the drow archmage 

watches you, a thin smile curls one corner of his mouth. 

The characters can refuse Vizeran at any time, at which 
point the archmage tells them to leave his home and 
wishes them good luck surviving in a world dominated 
by the demon lords. He says he will find other means to 
deal with the problem on his own. 

If the adventurers are willing to ally with him, Vizerar 
further outlines his needs. He explains that the ritual 
is powered by a unique talisman he calls "the dark 



heart." The talisman's creation requires a number of 

unique components: 

• The intact and unhatched egg of a purple worm, for 

channeling great physical power. 

• The central eye of a beholder, to break down magical 

resistance and overcome magical forces. 

• Six feathers from six different angels-the authority 
of the celestial realms and a force to enrage fiend

ish creatures. 

• The heart of a goristro, to reach and influence the 

hearts of other demons. 
Thirteen timmasks, also known as "devil's mush

rooms," sprouted from the footprint of a marilith, a 
balor, or a goristro-a lure to draw demons in. 

A few drops of blood or ichor from a demon lord, to 

connect with the demons the ritual will call. 

Gromph Bacnrc's grimoires and notes on his ritual, 

to assist in better understanding the power that sum

moned the demon lords. 

In his research, Vizeran has located potential 

sources for all these components, and he can direct the 

characters to retrieve them as detailed in subsequent 

chapters. The purple worm egg and the eye of the 

beholder can be found in the Wormwrithings (see 

chapter 13). The angel feathers and the demon heart 

can be claimed in the Labyrinth (see chapter 14). 

The grimoire is found in Menzoberranzan, the City 

of Spiders (see chapter 15). Being able to acquire the 

rimmask mushrooms and blood from a demon lord 

depends on the adventurers' resourcefulness and on the 

opportunities found in other chapters of the adventure. 

You can modify the components list if you wish, 

using the encounters in chapters 13 through 15 as 

guidelines and opportunities. Additional encounters 

can easily be inserted into chapters 13 and 14 for any 

other elements you want to add to the ritual. 
Vizeran provides the means for the adventurers and 

their allies to gather the components for the talisman 
and encourages them to get started immediately. See 

chapters 13 through 15 for the sources Vizeran has 

found, then chapters 16 and 17 for the endgame battles 

against the demon lords. 

VICTORY WITHOUT VIZERAN 

It is up to you whether or not the adventurers can 

succeed against the demon lords without Vizeran's 

aid. They might be able to implement his plan on their 

own, particularly once he has supplied them with the 

necessary components and information. The dark 

heart talisman to be crafted for the ritual (see chapter 

15) can be placed anywhere to draw the demons to it. 

Likewise, the ritual can be performed in any location 

in the Underdark imbued with faerzress. Vizeran 
has kept this information from the adventurers only 

because he sees the ritual as his chance to destroy 

~1enzo berranzan and take his revenge on the drow 

who cast him out. 

A player character spellcaster might be able to 

reproduce Vizeran's work to create and perform the 

ritual, setting up the scenario in chapter 17, "Against 

the Demon Lords.'' Regardless of how the plan unfolds, 

though, the adventurers shouJd get the opportunity to 

choose what they'll do about VLzeran when they learn 

that the drow arch mage has not been entirely truthful 

with them. See chapter 15, "The City of Spiders," 

for details. 

STE_:U.ING INTO ARAJ 

If rhe characters don't take warmly to Vizeran's initial 

offer, they might want to enter A raj covertly instead 

of at the archmage's invitation. Likewise, once they 

realize that they are being used by Vizeran to advance 

his plan to destroy Menzoberranzan, the characters 

might decide to steal the arch mage's secrets and 

resources to use against the demon lords-or even to 

slay him just for the sake of looting the place. 

WARDS 

Getting to the tower undetected is all but impossible. 

Vizeran knows whenever the secret door accessing the 

passage to A raj opens, by way of a permanent magical 

effect s imilar to a powerful alarm spell. Intruders also 

have to deal with the guards and wards spell active 

within the tower, which places arcane lock spells on all 

the doors and sets web spells across the central shaft 

and stairways. Doors within the Tower of Vengeance 
(including the main door) have AC 16, 25 hit points, a 

damage threshold of 5, resistance to thunder damage, 

and immunity to poison and psychic damage. 

A magic mouth spell at the entrance to the tower 

activates when intruders try to open the door. shouting: 

"You dare to enter here unbidden? Flee for your 

lives now, while you still can!" Another magic mouth 

placed outside Vizeran's sanctum repeatedly calls out: 

"Intruders! Beware!" when any intruder approaches 

within 20 feet of the sanctum door. 

The tower's twenty-four suits of animated armor 

attack anyone who enters A raj without Vizeran's 

permission, and continue attacking until they are 

destroyed or he calls them off. At the first sign of 

trouble, the death s laad Kleve stalks intruders invisibly 

and attempts to attack with surprise. If Kleve is reduced 

to half its hit points, it retreats to its master's side. 

Vizeran casts his protective spells before entering 

combat. along with invisibility (renewing the death slaad's 
invisibility as well if he has time). As a last-ditch escape. 

Vizeran casts time stop and uses the opportunity to flee 

or make a risky teleport attempt to a bolt-hole shelter he 

has hidden in another Underdark location of your choice. 

ln the event the characters have the opportunity to 

loot Araj, they find the items listed under "What Vizeran 

Offers." along with other treasure suitable for a foe of 

the archmage's power. See chapter 7, "Treasure," of 

the Dungeon Master's Guide for guidelines on creating 

Vizeran's treasury, keeping in mind that the wily drow 

has likely trapped his most powerful magic items. If he 

survives and escapes, Vizeran adds those who dare to 
threaten him and loot his home to the list of people who 

will suffer his revenge. 
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CHAPTER 13: THE WORMWRITHINGS 

Two of the component~ that Vizeran needs to craft 

the talisman for his ritual (see chapter 12) can be 
found relatively close to the archmage·s tower. The 

Wormwrithings are a honeycomb of tunnels spanning 

hundreds of miles in the northern reaches of the 

Undcrdark. car,ed from the rock by enormous purple 

worm~. A purple worm nest m the Wormwrithings is 

an ideal place to find an unhatched purple worm egg. 

Additionally. Vizeran ha~ heard rumors of a beholder 

living in the Vast Oblivium, a chasm deep within the 

Wormwrithings. If the characters didn't obtain the 

central eye from Lorthuun or Xazax (the beholders in 
chapter 9), they can search the Vast Oblivium for the 

beholder believed to lair there. 

THE WORM TUNNELS 

The nearest purple worm nesting area mapped out 

for the characters by Vizeran DeVir lies forty-eight 

miles west of the arch mage·:. tower. The Vast Oblivium 
lies some twelve miles south of this nursery. Use the 

guidelines in chapter:. 2 and 10 as the party travels 

through the Underdark. but use the Wormwrithings 

Encounters table inMead oft he random encounter 

tables in chapter 2. Foraging is more difficult in the 

Wormwrithings, requiring successful DC 20 Wisdom 

(Survival) checks. 

Faerzress permeates only the fringes of the 

Wormwrithings. While the party explores this region of 

rhe Underdark, spellcasters won't have to deal with the 

effects described under "Faerzress" in chapter 2. 



The tunnels created by the purple •.vorms are tubular 
and roughly 10 feet in diameter. A typical stretch of 
tunnel is ld6 miles long before it intersects with another 
tunnel or a naturally formed cavern. 

R AND O M ENCOUN T ERS 

A':S the characters explore the Wormwrithings, check 

for a random encounter once per day. Roll a d20 
and consult the Wormwrithings Encounters table to 
determine what, if anything, the characters and their 

expeditionary force encounter. 
When an encounter occurs. roll a d6 to determine 

how the area is illuminated. A roll of 1 indicates the 
area is dimly lit by phosphorescent lichen. while a 
2-6 indicates the area is dark. The twisting tunnels 
of the Wormwrithings give creatures the opportunity 
to surprise the characters (see "Noticing Threats" in 

chapter 2). 

WORMWRITHINCS ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11 1 drider 

12 Orow hunting party 

13 3d6 dwarf commoners 

14 1d6 ettins 

15 3d6 flumphs 

16 Crick nest 

17 1 purple worm 

18 2d6 troglodytes 

19 1d4 trolls 

20 1 umber hulk 

DRIDER 

This creature clings to the ceiling and prefers to 
make ranged attacks against the party. There is a 25 
percent chance that the drider can cast spells (use the 
spellcasting variant in the Monster Manual). The d rider 

flees if reduced to 30 or fewer hit points. 

DROW HUNTING PARTY 

A drow m age of House Melarn leads a group of ld6 
drow and 2d6 bugbear slaves through the tunnels 

in search of a purple worm nursery, where they hope 
to find a purple worm egg as a gift for their matron 
mother. If the characters have an egg clearly in their 
possession, the drow party tries to take it. Otherwise, 
the drow mage is happy to let the characters and their 
expeditionary force pass by unchallenged. 

DWA RF COMMONERS 

There is a 75 percent chance that these shield dwarves 
are prospectors from Mithral Hall. hunting for precious 
::.tones and minerals. Otherwise, they are refugees 
who became lost in the Underdark after orcs anacked 
their stronghold and chased them underground. These 
dwarves arc searching for a route to the surface. 

Treasure. Each dwarf carries 1 d 10 pounds of food, 
ld4 gallons of water (stored in canteens), and ld6 gems 

worth 10 gp each. 

ETTINS 

The~e euins used to be orogs until the faerzress and the 
corrupting influence of Demogorgon transformed them 
into two-headed ~iants. Their transformation can't be 
undone. They are starving and attack the party on sight. 

FLUMPHS 

A cloister of ftumphs floats through the tunnels. These 
peaceful creatures have been disturbed by the powerful 
thoughts of the demon lords. They warn the characters 
that these evil thoughts have polluted the Underdark, 
and that kindness is the only response to such evil. 

CRICK NEST 

The characters stumble upon a naturally formed cyst in 
a tunnel wall. A griek alpha and 2d4 gr icks are using 
the cyst as a nest, attacking anything that passes by. 

Treasure. The walls of the cyst have precious crystals 
growing out of them. Characters can harvest these 
crystals, collecting 3d6 intact crystals worth 50 gp each. 

PURPLE WORM 

Roll a d6 and consult the Purple Worm Direction table 
to determine where the purple worm comes from. 

PuRPLE W oRM D I RECTION 

d6 Direction 

1-2 The purple worm comes from behind the party, 

heading in the same di rection and till ing the entire 

tunnel. The party mus t either s tay ahead of the 

worm or turn and tight it. If they stay ahead of the 

worm, the tunnel branches after ld6 miles. 

3-4 The purple worm is moving along the tunnel in the 

opposite direction as the party and appears in front 

of them. The party must either reverse course or 

tight the worm. If they reverse course, the tunnel 

branches after ld6 miles. 

5-6 The purple worm is burrowing through the solid 

rock on a path that intersects with the party's 

tunnel. The worm erupts from the tunnel wall 

behind the party, then continues on its way, leaving 

a new tunnel in its wake. The worm's passage 

triggers a rockfall in the party's tunnel, and each 

party member must succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity 

saving throw or take 10 (3d6) bludgeoning damage 

from falling debris. 

TROGLODYTES 

These troglodytes are heading toward their la ir (see 
"Troglodyte Lair") and attack any other creatures they 

come across. 

TROLLS 

These ravenous, insane trolls attack the party on sight. 

UMBER HULK 

This creature is hidden behind a wall and uses its 
tremorsense to detect passing prey. bursting out of 
a nearby wall to attack the nearest party member. 
Randomly determine who is attacked. taking into 
account any NPCs traveling with the characters. 
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TROGLODYTE LAIR 
Approximately half way bet ween Araj and the worm 

nursery, the characters' route is blocked by a looming 

baule between two factions of a troglodyte tribe. 

A foul stench and a cacophony of faint, hissing vorces 

rises from ahead. The tunnel plunges sharply downward 

into a vast, open cavern dimly lit by luminous fungi 

and bisected by an underground stream. Tall reptilian 

humanoids stand on either s1de of the stream, waving 

makeshift weapons and howling threats at each other in 

a hissing language. 

The group of creatures closest to you has a captive 

lashed between two stalagmites atop a low rise in the 

cavern floor. That floor is some twenty feet below you, 

down a steep but navigable tunnel whose walls are piled 

high with rubble. The creatures are preoccupied with 

their conflict and haven't noticed you yet. 

The reptilian humanoids are troglodytes that worship 

a lesser god called Laogzed- a reptilian horror that 

dwells in the Abyss. Although Laogzed isn't a demon 

lord (and so has not been summoned to the Underdark). 

troglodytes are being drawn across the Underdark to 

sites where the demon lords have manifested. 
Any character who understands the troglodytes 

quickly learns what drives the conflict. Otherwise, a 

successful DC 13 Wisdom (Insight) check can provide 

a general sense of what's going on. The troglodytes 

ambushed and killed a drow scouting party whose 

leader wielded a magic sword that S'slaar, the 

troglodyte chieftain, claimed as a trophy. However. 

S'slaar's war marshal, H'slaat, was the one who killed 

the drow leader, and who now claims the right to wield 

the blade. 

The disagreement blossomed into a full-fledged 

confl ict, and the other troglodytes quickly chose sides. 

On one s ide of the stream, troglodytes loyal to H'slaat 

seized S'slaar's mate and are threatening her, hoping 

to force the chieftain to back down. On his side of the 

stream, S'slaar is wildly swinging the magic sword and 

screaming, as the troglodytes loyal to him shout insul ts 

and taunts at the other side. 

The characters can turn back without being spotted 
and find an alternate route bypassing the troglodytes, 

but doing so adds forty-eight miles (and an increased 

chance of random encounters) to the distance they must 

travel before they reach the purple worm nursery. If 
the characters simply watch the standoff unfold. see 

"Resolving the Standoff" later in this section. 

1. ENTRANCE TuNNEL 

The worm tunnel the adventurers are traveling through 
opens up atop a steep slope leading 15 feet down imo 

the open cavern. The slope is difficult terrain. 

As long as rhe advemurers aren't calling attention 

to themselves, they can remain undetected here 
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indefinitely. The troglodytes are too distracted by their 

standoff to notice them. 
Rubble is piled up a long the walls on either side of 

the tunnel. The rubble on the east side of the tunnel 

conceals a hidden passageway. Any character with a 

passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 15 or higher 

notices the hidden passage. Anyone actively searching 

the rubble finds it with a successful DC lO Wisdom 

(Perception) check. Adventurers who head into the 

passage beyond the rubble discover the hidden entryway 

to area 5 at the end of the tunnel. 

2. CAVE FLOOR 

H'slaat, a troglodyte champion ofLaogzed (see 

appendix C), and twenty-two troglodytes are arrayed in 

a rough battle line along the south bank of a freshwater 

stream that nearly bisects the cavern. The stream 

runs west to east, tumbling down a short waterfall and 

forming a small pool (area 9). The stream is about 15 

feet wide and 3 feet deep at its deepest point. It can be 

crossed on foot but is difficult terrain. 

The troglodytes are so distracted that it's possible 

to sneak through this area undetected as long as 

the adventurers stay close to the cavern walls. Each 

character must succeed on a DC 10 Dexterity (Stealth) 

check or be noticed by the troglodytes. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Any wounded creature entering the stream attracts the 

swarm of quippers from area 11. 

3. RISE 

This upthrust section of the cavern floor is edged 

by a steep slope to the southwest and a 6-foot-high 

cliff e lsewhere. The cliff requires a successful DC 11 
Strength (Athletics) check to climb. 

Five troglodytes loyal to H'slaat are stationed here. 

ln addition to their regular attacks. they are armed 

with javelins that they throw from a pile of twenty-five 

javelins on the cavern floor ncar them. 

javelin. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 
range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 3 (1d6) piercing damage. 

H'hoort, a troglodyte and Chieftain S'slaar's mate, 

is lashed between two stalagmites here. Another 

troglodyte stands guard next to her. Releasing 

H'hoort won't earn the adventurers a respite from the 

opporrunistic troglodytes. but if the characters hold her 
captive, both sides are reluctant to attack them. 

4. BASI N 

The area north of the stream is dominated by a 5-foot

deep basin. A 10-foot-wide furrow on the east side of the 

basin slopes down toward area 9. 

The troglodyte chieftain has arrayed his forces along 

the narrow strip of high ground between the basin and 

the stream. Chieftain S'slaar is a troglodyte with 20 hit 

points and a +2/ongsword. While he wields the sword, 

S'slaar gains the following action option: 



+2 Longsword. Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., 

one target. Hit: 8 (ld8 + 4) slashing damage, or 9 (ldlO + 4) 

slashing damage if used with two hands. 

S'slaar is accompanied by five troglodytes with 20 hit 
points each and three ordinary troglodytes. 

T REASURE 

S'slaar's +2 Jongsword is of drow manufacture (see 
the "Drowcraft Items" sidebar in appendix B). It has a 
cross guard shaped like a stylized spider with tiny gems 
for eyes. Etched into its blade are the words Oloth tlu 

mafia, which is a drow expression meaning "Darkness 
be praised." 

5. SUPPLIES AND CAPTIVES 

This area is held by H'slaafs forces. One troglodyte 
guards the cave. A character can sneak past the guard 
with a successful DC 12 Dexterity (Stealth) check. 

The cave floor is strewn with gnawed bones- the 
remains of dead dwarves and drow. A circula r pit, 
nine feet deep, holds six captives-two drow and 
four shield dwarf commoners. These unfortunates 
were separated from larger groups (see <;Random 
Encounters" earlier in this chapter) and captu red by the 
troglodytes. Every couple of days. one of them is eaten 

by the tribe. The captives are filthy and weak; each has 
four levels of exhaustion and 1 hit point remaining. 
Any of the captives can explain the nature of the 
conAict between H'slaat and S'slaar. If freed, the drow 
immediately flee into the Underdark, but the dwarves 
offer to join the expeditionary force if the adventurers 
liberate them. The drow are male members of House 
Melarn and are named Rinil and Xol. The shield 
dwarves hail from the Silver Marches and are named 
Dauthorn Brightmantlc (male), Traldak Xornbane 

TROGLODYTE L AIR: GENERAL fEATURES 

Characters notice commonly recurring features as they 
explore the troglodyte lair. 

Light. Nightlights (see "Fungi of the Underdark" in 
chapter 2) and other luminous fungi dimly illuminate the 
caves and tunnels throughout the troglodyte lair. 

Ceilings. The main cavern has a 90·foot-high ceiling. 
Smaller side caverns have 60-foot-high ceilings. Unless 
noted otherwise, al l ceilings have stalactites hanging 
from them. 

Stench. The troglodytes' foul musk can be smelled 
throughout the lair, although the stench is not strong 
enough to have any detrimental effect on visitors. 
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(male). Zulia Stonewhisper (female), and Hargritr 
Hammerhome (female). 

Rubble is piled up along the south wall of the cavern, 
concealing a hidden passageway to area 1. Anyone with 
a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 15 or higher 
notices the passage. Anyone actively searching the 
rubble must succeed on a DC 10 Wisdom (Perception) 
check to find it. 

TREASURE 

Within the cave. four zurkhwood boxes hold a 50-foot 
length of spider-silk rope. four flasks of oil. twenty 
pounds of rancid food. a pile of moldy blankets. six 
maces and sixteen javelins (all battered but usable). 
four rasks of unspoiled wine worth 10 gp each, and 
a locked tribute chest. lt takes a successful DC 15 
Dexterity check using thieves' tools to open the chest, 
which contains 180 gp (minted in Menzobcrranzan 
and Gracklstugh), three gems each worth 50 gp each, 
a potion of gaseous form, and a +1 dagger with silvery. 
weblikc filigree worked into the hilt. The dagger is of 
drow manufacture (see the "Drowcraft Ttems'' sidebar in 

appendix B). The crude litters that the troglodytes use to 
bear these goods arc propped up against the cave wall. 

6. STEAM VENT 

A thick jet of hot steam spews forth from a crack in the 
Ooor near the east wall of this ca,ern. Growing around 
the s team vent is a patch of fire lichen (sec "Fungi of the 
Underdark .. in chapter 2). 

Anyone with a passi\'C Wisdom (Perception) score of 

13 or higher notices a vein of precious gems embedded 
in the rock wall behind the steam vent. Anyone 
actively searching the cavern spots the gem deposit 
automatically. The gems can't be reached without 
emcring a 10-foot-by-10 foot-by-10-foot cloud of hot 
steam. Any creature that enters the area or starts its 
turn there takes ld8 fire damage. The litters in area 
5 or a similar object ran be used to block the steam 
emerging from the vent for 1 round before weakening 
and falling aparc 

TREASURE 

For each round spent digging at the wall, a character 
has a 10 percent chance of extracting a gemstone 
worth 100 gp. The chance increases to 20 percent if 
the character has a mining background and a miner's 
pick. After ten such gems are extracted. the deposit is 
depleted. For each round that any number of characters 
dig at the wall, there is a 10 percent cumulative chance 
that the sound auracts the attention of any troglodytes 
remaining in areas 5 or 7. 

7. TRoGLODYTE OuTPOST 

H'Siaat stationed four troglodytes here to watch for 
any of S'Siaar's forces that might try to make their way 
into attack position through the outer caverns. These 
guards are always on alert. One of them carries a horn 
that it sounds in the event of an attack. lf the horn is 
blown, eight of the troglodytes in area 2 come through 
area 5 and into this cave to investigate and shore up 
the defenses. 
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8. ROPER LAIR 

This small cavern is filled with stalactites and 
stalagmites, making the cave floor difficult terrain. No 
phosphorescent lichen grows here, so the cave is dark. 

Two of the stalagmites are ropers , while four of the 
stalactites are piercers (the ropers' offspring). While 
lying in wait. the creatures are virtually undetectable. 
Any party member with a passi\'e Wisdom (Perception) 
score of 20 or higher notices something unusual 
about the rock formations in the cave. Unless lhey are 
recognized, the ropers and piercers surprise anyone 
entering the area. 

TREASURE 

Searching the cave reveals the remains of a half-eaten 
male drow lying against one wall. The drow carries 
a small pouch containing 30 gp and two spell scrolls 

(shield and phantasmal force) written on sheers of 
trillimac (sc>e ''Fungi of the Underdark .. in chapter 2). 

If the ropers are killed and cut open, the adventurers 
find 25 pp in the gizzard of one, and a ring of protection 

in the gizzard of the other. 

9. SUNKEN POOL 

Water from the stream pours into this 15-foot-deep 
grotto. forming a 10-foot·dcep pool with a narrow crack 
in the bottom. The pool's water is safe to drink. and 
growing around the pool's edge are 3d6 waterorbs (see 
-Fungi of the Underdark- in chapter 2). 

10. RUINS 

This large cavern is strewn with zurkhwood beams
enough to make a raft. An old bridge made of moldy 
zurkhwood planks spans an underground stream in 
one of the tunnels to the north. 

11. SPAWNING POOL 

The underground stream passes through this cave, 
traveling west to casc The adventurers can hear 
something splashing in the water as soon as they enter 
this area. Any character who enters the stream is 
immediately attacked by the swarm ofquippers that 
has spawned here. 

12. GEOTHERMIC VENTS 

The adventurers feel the heat emanating from this 
area as they approach. Thick cracks. some as wide as 2 
feet. crisscross the cavern Ooor, opening up to a pool of 
molten rock 25 feet beneath the cavern. The dull orange 
glow of t he lava below bathes this area in dim light. 

At the end of every minute the adventurers spend 
here, roll a d6. On a roll of 1. 1d4 magma mephits 
emerge from a crack in the floor and attack. No more 
than twelve mcphits appear in a given 24-hour period. 

13. EMPTY CAVE 

Rocks and small boulders are piled up along the north 
wall of this otherwise empty cave. The rubble conceals 
a passageway to area 14, buried during a rockslide. 
Anyone with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 15 



or higher notices the hidden passag('. Anyone acm ely 

scarchmg the rubble must succeed on a DC 10 Wisdom 

(Perception) check to find it. 

14. RALLY POINT 

S'slaar's cavalry troops are gathered in this cavern. 

wa iting for their master's order to auack. Six 

troglodytes arc mounted on six giant lizards. 

Rocks and small boulders are piled up along the 

south wall. The rubble conceals a tunnel to area 13. 

Anyone with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 15 
or higher notices the hidden passage. Anyone> actively 

scnrching the rubble must succc>ed on a DC 10 Wisdom 

(Perception) check to find it. 

DEVELOPMENT 

When the order comes to attack. S'slaar's cavalry bursts 

through the hidden passageway on the south wall of the 

cave (see ··Resolving the Standoff''). 

15. EXIT T UNNEL 

This purple worm tunnel leads back into the 

Wormwrithings. Unless they're being pursued, the 

characters can safely leave the troglodytes behind when 

they rt>aC'h this area. 

RESOLVING THE STANDOFF 

H'slaat orders his followers to commence their attack 20 
minutes nftcr the characters arrive at area 1. Unless the 

characters intervene, the con flict plays out as follows: 

• H'slaat orders his fellow troglodytes in area 2 to rush 

aC'ross the stream while the troglodytes in area 3 rain 

j:welins down on the chieftain's forces. Meanwhile. 

H'Slaat grabs H'hoort from area 3. 
H'slaat crosses the stream. dragging her behind him. 

He threatens 10 kill her unless the chieftain meets 

him in battle. 

• The troglodytes in areas 5 and 7 try to make their 

way through the side caverns to attack the chieftain's 

forces in area 4 from the rear. However. if the ropers 

and picrcers in area 8 have not already been killed 

by the adventurers. the troglodytes are surprised 

and massacred. 

S'slaar·s cavalry in area 14 makes its way through 

the western side caves and attack H'slaat's forces 

from behind. 

If the adventurers don't inten·ene in any way, the 

battle lasts approximately 20 rounds and ends when 

ll'slaat kills the chieftain in the basin at area 4. Half 

the troglodytes on both sides are killed in the conflict. 

Those who remain accept H'slaat as their new chieftain. 

While the battle is underway. a character can 

sneak through an area occupied by troglodytes with a 

successful DC I 0 Dexterity (Stealth) check. 

As tense as the standoff between H'slaat and S'slaar 

might be. the troglodytes quickly forget th('ir conflict 

and unite against common threats. such as the 

characters and their unwelcome expeditionary force. 

VOICE I N THE D A RK 
After dealing with or avoiding the troglodytes. the 

adventurers can continue on toward the purple worm 

nurS«' ry. However, within six mile!> of the nurst>ry they 

come across an unexpected prC'sence in the darkness. 

The remnants of a rockfall have opened up a small 

vaulted cavern along the passageway. Apart from the 

occas1onal glowing insect scuttling along the walls, the 

cavern IS dark. 

Suddenly, a loud voice booms out all around you in 

Undercommon: "Turn back or suffer a death so horrible 

you cannot imagine! You have been warned!" 

The voice is actually a minor illusion cantrip. If no 

one in the party understands Undercommon, the dire 

warning is just loud gibberish to them. The cantrip was 

cast by Hanne Hallen. a young drow allied with House 

Mizzrym. Hannc has the statistics of a drow. with the 

following modifications: 

Hannc's AC is 12. or 15 with mage armor. She doesn't 

wear a chain shirt. 

Her Intelligence is 17 (-r 3). 
Add Arcana +5 and Investigation +5 to her skills. 

• Add Common to her list of known languages. 

Hanne also has the following Spellcasting feature: 

Spellcostlng. Hanne is a 1st-level spellcaster. Her spellcasting 

ability is Intelligence (spell save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell 

attacks). She has the following wizard spells prepared: 

Cantnps (at will): minor illusion, roy of frost 

lst Level (2 slots): shield, mage armor 

Hanne's mother, Zhora Hallen, leads the Dark 

Huntcrs- drow explorers who steal purple worm eggs. 

These eggs arc prized by wizards, who use them in 

various arcane rituals. Hannc was on her first egg run 

with h~r mother's team when a pass i n~ purple worm 

burst into the tunnel they wen' traveling through. 

separating her from the rest of the group. Convinced 

that her mother and the rest of the Dark Hunters were 

killed by the purple worm. the headstrong and half· 

starved young mage-in-training is attempting to make 

her way back to Menzoberranzan. 

Hanne spoued the adventurers as they approached 

and tried to scare them away. She's hiding in the 

rubble along the cavern wall but can be spotted with a 

successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check. 

If thr adventurers decide to turn back, finding another 

tunnel going in the right direction adds twenty miles to 

their journey to the worm nursery. If they press ahead. 

the voice shouts in Undercommon again: "Fools! Flee 

now! This is your final warning!" Once the adventurers 

enter the cavern. Hanoe can be spotted with a DC 10 

Wisdom (Perception) check. I f spotted, Hanne threatens 

the party with her "powerful magic." but drops her 

hostile attitude if offered food and water. She can be 

convinced to tell her story with a successful DC 12 

Charisma (Persuasion) check. 
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1f the characters attack Hanne, she fights to the best 
of her ability. U the adventurers are friendly toward her, 
Hanne is willing to travel with them for safety. 

W ORM NURSERY 
As the characters near the nursery, they get a view of 
one of its guardians-and might take an unexpected fall. 

As you make your way through a long tunnel, everything 

around you begins to shake and rumble. Suddenly, the 

tunnel floor gives way at your feet. 

The tunnel through which the characters travel is 
directly above area 1 of the nursery. The burrowing of a 
nearby purple worm weakens the tunnel floor. causing 
a I 0-foot section of it to break apart and collapse. Any 
character in the area must make a successful DC 15 
Dexterity saving throw or fall 25 feet into area 1 below. 

1. ENTRY CAVERN 

Any characters dropped into rhis dark cave have time 
to recover, while characters who avoided falling can 
anchor ropes to the edge of the tunnel floor above, then 
climb down into the cave.ln any event. the characters 
hear more rumbling off in the distance. 

2. FUNGUS CAVE 

A variety of fungi blankets this dark, 15-foot-high 
cavern. Every 10 minutes spent foraging here yields 1d3 
pounds of edible fungi per forager (to a maximum of 

30 pounds). 

WORM NURSERY: GEN ERAL FEATUR ES 

The characters encounter the following features in the 

purple worm nursery. 

Light. All tunnels and chambers are dark unless the text 

states otherwise. 
Purple Worm Tunnels. The tunnels marked Tl , T2, and 

T3 on the map do not exist when the characters first enter 

the nursery. They are created by purple worms after the 

party arrives, as noted here: 

• Fifteen minutes after the party enters area l, a purple 
worm digs into area l, then travels through area 3 and 

creates tunnel Tl to enter area 8 . 

• Ten minutes after the first worm arrives, a second purple 

worm enters through the tunnel in area 7. It makes its 
way through the adjoining echo chamber, then into area 

8. Then it digs tunnel T2 into the eastern echo chamber 

before exiting through the worm tunnel in area 14. 

• Fifteen minutes after the second worm arrives, another 

purple worm enters through the tunnel in area 7, digs 

tunnel T3 from the southern echo chamber into the 

eastern echo chamber, then exits through the worm 

tunnel in area 14. 

Visiting worms are heralded by a low rumbling sound 

2 minutes before they appear. (The bats in area 9 also 
swarm and flee their roost l minute before a purple worm 

appears.) Purple worms ignore intruders except those in 

areas 5 or 8, but they won't pursue anyone fleeing from 

those areas. 
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The passage to area 3 is a steep slope leading 10 feet 
upward, and covered in small rocks and gravel. Moving 
up the slope requires a successful DC 12 Dexterity 
(Acrobatics) check. On a failed check, a character slips 
and tumbles down to the bottom of the slope. taking no 
damage. If someone at the top of the slope lowers a rope 
to help other characters climb, no check is necessary. 

3. OSSUARY 

This 30-foot-high chamber is dimly lit by luminescent 
lichen. Thousands of bones carpet the cavern floor, 
including many recognizable as humanoid (primarily 
dwarf, elf, and goblin) and some belonging to strange 
and unidentifiable creatures. Exactly where the bones 
came from is a mystery. A crack in the south wall leads 
to area 4. 

The tunnel marked T1 on the map doesn't exist until 
a purple worm creates it fifteen minutes after the party 
discovers area 1 (see the "Worm Nursery: General 
Features" sidebar). Thus, the characters won't be able to 
reach area 8 until the tunnel is formed. 

4. CHASM 

This 30-foot-high unlit cavern has a twenty-foot-wide pi 
in its center, which descends a thousand feet. Thirty fee· 
down is a small ledge holding the skeletal remains of a 
moon elf adventurer clad in moldering leather armor. 

Scaling the chasm walls without gear requires a 
s uccessful DC 15 Strength (Athletics) check. 

TREASURE 

The s keleton still wears a ring of free action on one 

bony finger. 

5. ECHO CHAMBERS 

These three 60-foot-high caverns, hollowed out and 
expanded by purple worms, are set around area 8 as a 
defensive measure. Using their saliva, the worms have 
created thick, resinous strands that stretch from wall 
to wall. These strands are 2 feet thick and suspended 
some 50 feet above the floor. 

Any noise in one of these chambers (including a 
normal speaking voice or metal striking metal) causes 
the strands to reverberate, creating a loud humming tha 
echoes throughout the surrounding caverns, alerting 
the purple worms to the presence of trespassers. 

D EVELOPMENT 

If the adventurers set off a humming in one of these 
echo chambers, a distant rumbling can be heard and 
felt as a purple worm burrows toward the egg chamber 

arriving there in 1d4 minutes (see area 8 for details). 

6 . CARETAKER'S QUARTERS 

Phosphorescent lichen clings to lhe walls of this 30-foo
high cavern. Stronk, a bruLish fomorian, lairs here. 
Somehow the giant formed a bond with the purple 
worms. becoming a caretaker of their eggs. He regular' 
checks lhe eggs, brushes fungus off them. and defends 
them against predators. 



Stronk is sleeping on a pile of skins and loudly 
snoring when the adventurers arrive. Characters 
looking around the room can see the remnants of 
the fomorian's grim meals- travelers lost in the 

Wormwrithings or egg-hunting adventurers. 
Venturing into Stronk's lair without waking him 

requires a successful DC 12 Dexterity (Stealth) check. 
If awakened. the fomorian shouts out about "killing 
egg thieves" and "protecting my precious ones," then 
fights to defend the nesting area and protect the eggs. 
If Stronk is reduced to half his hit points or fewer, he 
charges into the adjoining echo chamber (area 5) and 
beUows to summon a purple worm before rejoining 
the battle. 

TREASURE 

All the treasure Stronk has taken from his victims has 
been placed under his sleeping skins for safekeeping: 40 
pp, an elect rum brooch worth 120 gp. six gems worth 
50 gp each, two potions of greater healing, and a book of 
drow poetry worth 100 gp. 

7. ENTRY CHAMBER 

This cavern rises to a height of 50 feet and contains 
many stalagmites and stalactites. A purple worm tunnel 

leads out into the Wormwrithings through this area, 
but the tunnel's mouth is 40 feet above the cavern floor. 
Scaling the rock wall to reach the tunnel requires a 

successful DC 15 Strength (Athletics) check. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Zhora Hallen and her Dark Hunters enter the purple 
worm nursery by scaling down the rock wall here 
shortly after the adventurers arrive (see "Dark Hunters,'' 
below). Characters can also leave the nursery and 

return to the Wormwrithings via this route. 

8. EGG CHAMBER 

The ceiling of this cavern is 80 feet high. A pair of 
purple worms have laid their eggs here, cementing them 

together and anchoring them to the cavern walls with 
their resinous saliva. Seven clusters hold six eggs each. 
as noted on the map. Each egg is a silvery sphere 3 
feet in diameter. Its shell is tough (AC 20), but an egg is 
destroyed if it takes any amount of damage. 

Two of the four resin strands anchoring the network 
of egg clusters to the cavern walls feature stray threads 
that drop all the way down to the cave floor. It's possible 
to climb up to the strands at these points to reach the 
eggs. Traversing the strands is slow going; each I foot 
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of distance costs 3 feet of movement. Anyone fighting 

or taking strenuous action atop a strand must succeed 

on a DC 10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check to avoid falling 

off. An adventurer who reaches an egg cluster and has 

a suitable cuuing tool (such as a dagger. sword, or axe) 

can carefully hack an egg out in 2d4 minutes. 

The upper reaches of the egg chamber are covered 

in wehs spun by the giant spiders in area 11. Some of 

these webs reach all the way down to the egg clusters. 

For every five minutes the adventurers spend in this 

room, check for a random encounter by rolling a d20 

and consultin~ the Egg Chamber Encounters table. 

Ecc CHAMBER ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-15 No encounter 

16- 18 1 giant spider from area 11 

19-20 1 purple worm 

The giant spider walks on the ceiling and surprises 

the adventurers unless someone in the pany has a 

passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 14 or higher. 

If a purple worm appears, it enters the nursery 

through the tunnel in area 7 and circles the outside of 

the cavern. Any party member in the egg chamber can 

try to hide with a successful DC 10 Dexterity {Stealth) 

check. A failed check means the parry member attracts 

the worm's auention. 

The purple worm auacks anyone it detects in the 

chamber except the giant spiders from area 11 and the 

fomorian from area 6. h won't pursue fleeing characters 

anywhere except into the adjoining echo chambers 

(area 5) or the slop cave (area 10). If it doesn't detect any 

intruders, the purple worm exits the complex through 

the tunnel in area 7, passing through the nearest echo 

chamber along the way. 

9. B AT C AVE 

This cave is thick with stalactites and stalagmites. and 

home to thousands of bats. The cavern Boor is covered 

in a thick layer of guano. making the floor di fficult 

terrain. The bats spend most of their time clinging to the 

cavern's 6Q.foot·high ceiling, but the noise of the purple 

worms drives them into a shrieking. flapping frenzy. 

Whenever a purple worm enters the area 8 (whether 

as a random encounter or in response to an alarm from 

area 5. or as noted in the "Worm ursery: General 

Features" sidebar). a swarm of bats flies out of the 

cave I minute before the worm appears. Roll a d6 to 

determine which way the bats go. On a roll of 1- 3. the 

HANNE'S HELP 

Educated by her mother, Hanne Hallen (see '"Voice in the 
Dark") knows qu1te a b1t about purple worms. If she's 
traveling with the characters, she realizes that they are 
in a worm nursery as soon as she enters area 8. She also 
recogn1zes the echo chambers (area 5) and understands 
the1r function. 

Hanne won't want to leave the nursery without an egg 
of her own. If necessary, she'll sneak away from the rest of 
the party to try to obtam one. 
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bats take the shortest route to the tunnel in area 7 and 

exit through that tunnel. On a roll of 4 6, the bats take 

the shortest route to the tunnel in area 14 and exit 

through that tunnel. 

The swarm doesn't attack unless threatened. bur 

any creature that occupies an area the swarm passes 

through is buffeted by scores of bats. taking 1d4 

bludgeoning damage. 

DEVELOPMENT 

When the purple worm that caused the bats to swarm 

exits the nursery. the bats return to this cave to roost 10 

minutes later. 

10. SLOP CAVE 

The floor of this dark. 60·foot·high cavern is covered in a 

thick layer of viscous purple worm saliva. Consequently. 

the Boor is difficult terrain. As they enter, adventurers 

notice dozens of glinting objects in the goo beneath their 

feet. Further inspection reveals the sparkling objects 

are precious gems. 

For every minute the adventurers spend in this cave, 

there is a 25 percent chance they altract the attention 

of ld4 giant spiders from area 11. The spiders scuttle 

along the walls and ceiling. avoiding the gooey floor. 

TREASURE 

Tf the adventurers take 10 minutes to search through the 

goo. they can retrie\·e a total of twenty SO gp gems. 

11. S PIDER N E ST 

Giant spiders enjoy a symbiotic relationship with purple 

worms and are frequently found !airing in purple worm 

nurseries. The multitude of predators that seck out 

the worms' eggs provide the spiders with easy prey. 

while the presence of the spiders provides additional 

protection for the hatchery. 

The eastern half of this cavern floor is covered in webs 

stretching up to the ceiling. See "Dungeon Hazards'" in 

chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide for ru les about 

webs. Eight giant spider s lurk in the nest. minus any 

k illed elsewhere in the nursery. 

12. CHASM 

A chasm cuts across this cavern, stretching from wall 

to wall. The chasm is 10 feet wide. 200 feet deep. and 

slopes down to the southwest at a sixty degree angle. 

The chasm's slope can be climbed with a successful 

DC 15 Strength (Athletics) check. A creature that fails 

rhe check by 5 or more goes tumbling down the slop to 

rhe bottom of the chasm. taking damage from the fall 

as normal. 

TREASURE 

At the bottom of the chasm lie the skeletons of two 

svirfneblin who tried to leap across the chasm while 

being chased by a purple worm. Lying near the remains 

are two miner's picks and a small leather pouch 

containing a gem of brightness. 



13. EXIT T UNNEL 

Characters can exit the worm nur!>er} and return to the 

Wormwrithings via this purple worm tunnel. 

THE DARK HUNTERS 
The Dark Hunters consist of Zhora Hallen (a drow 

elite wa rrior) and ten drow. Each carries adventuring 

equipment (bedroll , rope. a flask of oi l). three days' 

worth of food and water rations. and 2d6 x 10 gp. Zhora 

and her comrades survived the purple worm attack that 

'>t>paratcd them from H anne (see "Voice in the Dark""). 

Zhora believes that Hanne is dead. 

Twenty minutes after the characters first enter the 

purple worm nursery through area 1. Zhora and her 

Dark Hunters enter these caverns through the tunnel in 

area 7. th<"n scale down to the cavern floor. They spend 

a few minutes regrouping and making their way through 

the southe rn echo chamber, then arrive in a rea 8 and 

scale the resin strands to grab two purple worm eggs. If 

they encounte r tht> adventurers and Hanne isn't present. 

the drow are hostile, though they might be convinced 

to enter a temporary truce with a successful DC 20 

Charisma (Persuasion) check. 

If Hannc is with the party and has b<·en well treated. 

she and her mother have a quiet reunion. Zhora gravely 

promises the adventurers that she will repay the debt 

she owes them however s he can. 

DEVELOPMENT 

lf the characte rs reunite Zhora and Hannc, this act of 

benevolence could lead to Zhora potentially aiding the 

adventurers in chapte r 15. "The City of Spiders." Sec 

that chapter for details. 

THE VAST 0BLIVIUM 
Following Vizeran's directions. the characters find 

the chasm known as the Vast Oblivium- the lair of 

the beholde r Karazikar- twelve miles from the purple 

worm nursery. 

The beholder c reated the Vast Oblivium using its 

disintegration eye ray. This lair consists of a central 

chasm known as "Karazikar·s Maw." surrounded 

by ten vertical shafts. These are interconnected 

with horizontal tunnels resembling "spokes" and 

honeycombed with small caves used by the beholder"s 

followers and sla,·es. A web of rope bridges crisscrosses 

the maw. connecting passages on different levels. 

I NH ABITANT S 

Karazikar cons ide rs itself the master o f a ll it surveys. 

The beholder doesn'tlive alone, though, keeping its lair 

well stock<" d with disposable ~e rvant s. 

KARAZlKAR THE EYE TYRANT 

Like most of its kind. this beholder is hateful and 

paranoid, trusting no one. Its servants are keenly aware 

that failure to please their master means death or 

petr i fie at ion. 

Karazikar has goals beyond simply ruling over its 

domain. Long ago. the beholder heard rumors of an 

THE VAST 0BUVIUM : GENERAL fEAT URES 

T1 e characters encounter the follow1ng features in the 

al en andscape of the Vast Obhv1um. 
L1ght. The tunnels and chambers of the Vast Obhvium 

are d mly l1t by glowing fung1 and lichen. 
Br~dges. The central chasm of Karaz1kar's Maw 1s 

100 feet across. spanned by bndges made of gut and 
zurkhwood that are anchored to metal nngs m the rock 
walls of the tunnel entrances. The tunnels are staggered so 
that the bridges cross over each other at d1fferent points. 
From any bndge, a character can climb or drop 10 feet to 
reach a bndge leading to a tunnel on an adJacent level. 

Chasm. The chasm of Karaz1kar's Maw extends some 
five hundred feet below the lowest bndged tunnels, 
plungmg .nto darkness. A fall.nto the chasm deals 20d6 

bludgeomng damage. 
Shafts. The ten vertical shafts around the perimeter of 

the chasm are each 30 feet w1de and 100 feet from top 
to bottom. They're located 100 feet from the edge of the 
chasm and connected to it by tunnels. Each shaft features 
s1de chambers and small caverns, and has rope ladders for 

Karazikar's slaves to move up and down them. 

arcane device known as the Maze Engine. capable 

of shifting the gears of reality. During the last Great 

Mod ron March. Karazikar capturt>d a pentadrone and 

afterward became convinced the Maze Engine existed 

in the Underdark. Unfortunately. the mod ron's axiomatic 

mind couldn't be broken. and it perished rather than 

reveal anything. Since then. the beholder has made it 

known that it's interested in certain "curiosities.'" and 

it rewards anyone who brings it more modrons or hints 

about the ex is tence or location of the Maze Engine 

(which is described in chapter 14). 

SHEDRAK OF THE E YES 

The beholder's favorite slave is a human named 

Shedrak of the Eyes. As Karazikar's "high priest.'' he 

leads other slaves in worship of their master and carries 

out the beholder"s commands. 

Formerly an adventurer from the surface world. 

S hedrak and his companions delved too deeply into the 

Wormwrithings . His companions became Karazikar's 

playthings for a time, but Shedrak a lone was able to 

resist and withstand all ten of the beholder's eye rays. 

Impressed by this feat of extraordinary luck, Karazikar 

made the human his acolyte after breaking his mind 

and his will. Shcdrak is completely mad. considers 

Karazikar a god, and brooks no defiance or disrespect 

toward his "divine master:· 

SLAVES 

One hundred slaves of various humanoid races serve 

the beholder. Some were captured while wandering too 

far from their Underdark settlements, while others we re 

purchased in the slave bazaars of Menzoberranzan. 

The youngest slaves were born in the Vast Oblivium 

and raised here. knowing no other life. Many of the 

beholder's slaves worship it. particularly those born 

here. their minds warped by the aberration's charm rays 

and their lifelong captivity. 

All of the slaves fear Karazikar. and the notion of 

acting against the beholder seems impossible to them. 

However, witnessing the bravery of the adventurers ha~ 
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a chance to sway them. If the characters demonstrate 
their willingness to challenge the beholder (including 
by killing Shedrak), surviving slaves can be convinced 

to aid them with a successful DC 16 Charisma 
(Persuasion) check. On a failed check, slaves either 
attack the characters or hide from them, waiting for 

Karazikar to deal with them. 

A RRIVA L 

When the characters come within a mile of the Vast 
Oblivium. they feel a growing sense of being watched. 
They catch glimpses of eyes peering out of the shadows. 
These eyes close and vanish when anyone tries to focus 
on them. and adventurers who search for signs of what 
caust>d them must succeed on a DC I t Wisdom saving 
throw or gain one level of madness (see ··Madness·· in 

chapter 2). 

The characters· tunnel ends at the top of one of the 
exterior shafts of the Vast Oblivium (see "The Vast 
Oblivium: General Features" sidebar). Characters can 
usc the rope ladders to reach the bottom of the shaft, 
and from there make their way to the chasm known as 
Karazikar's Maw. 

WELCOME TO KARAZlKAR'S MAW 

Shedrak meets visitors at the chasm. greeting them in 
the name of his master. the great Karazikar, and asking 
their business. Use the mage statistics to represent 
Shedrak. with the following modifications: 

• S hed rak is chaotic evi l. 
He has ten small eyes tattooed on his bald head that 
allow him to see invisible creatures and objects as if 

they were visible. 
• He carries a nonmagical staff topped with a varnished 

beholder eye. Karazikar can see through this eye and 
treats it as one of its own eyes for the purpose of using 
iis eye rays. Breaking the staff renders the eye inert 
and prevents Karazikar from using this property. 
He carries a potion of healing. a potion of poison, and 
a spell scroll of globe of invulnerability. 

As long as the adventurers are respect ful toward 
Shedrak and his master- and particularly if they claim 
to carry messages or items of possible interest to the 
beholder-Shedrak agrees to lead them to Karazikar. 

If the characters become hostile, Shedrak orders 
them to depart. lest they provoke the wrath of his 
all-powerful master. If attacked. he uses his globe of 

invulnerability scroll. casts fly on himself. and !lies into 

the chasm. 
Shedrak allows up to ten party members accompany 

him, demanding that the rest of the expeditionary force 
remain behind. Shcdrak then leads the smaller group 
across a bridge into the middle of Karazikar's Maw. 

AUDIENCE WITH KARAZ IKAR 

Whether rhey"re escorted by Shedrak or make their 
own way imo Karazikar"s Maw. the adventurers first 
encounter the beholder as they cross the chasm. The 
beholder descends from the shadowy ceiling. staying at 
least 20 feet away from the bridge. 



If the characters have come to talk, Karazikar 
hears them out. The beholder is supremely arrogant. 
and it speaks and understands only Deep Speech 
and Undercommon.lf any of the characters bluff 
about having information of interest to the beholder. 
Karazikar mentions the Maze Engine. either to see 
if the adventurers know of it. or in a scoffing wne to 
suggest they can't possibly know anything that it has not 
already learned. 

Killing Karazikar is the only way to claim the 
beholder's central eye for Vizeran. At the first hint of 
violence, the beholder uses its disintegration ray to 
disintegrate a 10·foot section of the bridge. hoping to 
plunge one of more party members into the chasm. Tt 

then targets enemies with its other eye rays and makes 
full use of its lair actions (see the Monster Manual). 

Against characters who attempt to hide from it. the 
beholder uses a l ~lir action to cause an eye to open up 
on a wa ll with line of effect to a hiding creature, then 
attacks with one of its eye rays. 

Karazikar's slaves fearfully scatter during any 
confrontation, but if Shedrak is alive. he protects his 
"god'' as best he can. If the beholder is reduced to 45 or 
fewer hit points. it attempts to flee. ordering Shedrak (if 
he's still alive) to cover its retreat. 

When the beholder is reduced to 0 hit points, its 
corpse slowly sinks. fall ing 10 feet at the start of 
every turn until it reaches the bottom of the chasm. A 
character within reach of the beholder can use an action 
to gouge out its central eye. There is also a 10 percent 
chance at the end of each turn that the beholder's corpse 
lands on a bridge. 

FREED SLAVES 

If Karazikar and Shedrak are defeated, the beholder's 
slaves emerge from various tunnels. file out onto the 
bridges, and kneel in supplication. worshiping their 
liberators as gods. Each s lave bears the brand of 
Karazikar on its forehead a scar shaped like an open 
eye. The slaves are unarmed and include the following: 

• 21 shield dwarf commoners 
• 17 human commoners 
• 11 moon el f commoners 

8 female drow and 1 male drow 
• 5 deep gnomes 

23 goblins 
15 orogs 

All of the slaves have four levels of exhaustion (see 

appendix A of the Players Handbook) and can't do much 
more than cat and follow simple instructions. They join 
the party's expeditionary force if urged or ordered to 
do so, but they aren't effective combatants until they've 
rested and reduced their exhaustion level. 

The slaves know several intriguing bits of information: 

• Karazikar hid its treasure in the uppermost reaches 
of the chasm. The only way to reach the treasury is by 
levitation or flight. 

• The beholder was preoccupied with finding an arcane 
contraption called the Maze Engine. 

• The beholder recently captured a strange mechanical 
creature that might know where the Maze Engine is 

lOST FRIENDS 

The liberation of the Vast Oblivium makes a useful bit 
ofbackstory for introducing or reintroducing a character 
mto the party. If an adventurer or NPC was lost in 
the Underdark, or if you want an NPC left behind at a 
settlement to put in a reappearance. have that character 
appear as a slave taken by Karazikar. Depending on the 
circumstances. the char;~cter might even join up with the 
adventurers during the final battle to defeat the beholder. 
Similarly, a new player character joining the party might 
start out as a prisoner of the beholder, now freed. 

located (sec "Modron Prisoner" below). The creature 
is locked in a room sealed with a rolling stone door. 
The beholder used its telekinesis eye ray to open and 
close the door. 

Any slaves that don't join the party arc anxious ro 
make their way tot he nearest peaceful Underdark 
settlement. The drow are eager to return to 
Menzoberran?.an, the deep gnomes to Blingdenstone. Tf 

the characters urge the slaves to leave the Vast Oblivium 
and make their own way home. they arc all killed 
while trying to escape from the Wormwrithings. If the 
characters assign members of their expeditionary force 
to lead the slaves out of the Wormwrithings. the slaves 
stand a much better chance of making it to safety. 

MODRON PRISONER 

One or more slaves can lead characters to a small room 
on the uppermost level of the complex. The room is 
sealed off with a 6-inch-thick circular stone door that 
can be rolled aside with a DC 20 Strength check or 
opened with a knock spell or similar magic. The room 
holds a damaged duodrone that Karazikar recently 

captured in the hopes of unlocking more information 
about the Maze Engine. 

The duodrone has I hit point remaining and speaks 
its own language of clicks and whirs. always referring 
to itself as "we" or ··us." The demonic madness as 
scrambled its memory, but if a greater restoration spell 
is cast on it, the mod ron remembers two things: 

"We were part of a great march. We were separated. 
Then we were lost. Then we were captured. Then we 
started freaking out. Then you found us ... 

• ''We know nothing about a 'Maze Engine.' However. 
we can detect an Orderer approximately 289 miles 
south of our present location." (The "Orderer:· claims 
the mod ron, is a device that brings order to chaos. It 

is, in fact, what others refer to a:> the Maze Engine.) 

TREASURE 

The beholder used its disintegration eye ray to carve 
a rough likeness of itself in the ceiling of Karazikar's 
Maw a great stone beholder face glaring down upon 
the gaping chasm. its central eye a hollow shaft that 
leads up to a hemispherical vault where the beholder 
hides its considerable hoard: 15.000 gp, 1.300 pp, ten 
assorted gems worth 500 gp each. a gem of seeing, a 

necklace of adaptation, and a robe of eyes. 
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CHAPTER 14: THE LABYRINTH 

More of the components needed for Vizeran's demon 

summoning ritual can be found in the depths of the 

Labyrinth-a snarl of twisting tunnels and caves 

extending approximately 240 miles from north to south 

and 120 miles east to west. avigating the Labyrinth 

is a nightmare, since most tunnels follow a straight 

path only a short distance before doubl ing back on 

themselves or ending abruptly. 

Baphomct the Horned King appeared in the 

Labyrinth when the demon lords were summoned to 

the Undcrdark. At the same time, Baphomet's rival 

Yeenoghu, Demon Lord of Gnolls, has taken to hunting 

the twisting passages of Baphomet's new domain. 

Vizeran tells the characters to find the Gallery of 

Angels. a location in the heart of the Labyrinth lies some 

three hundred miles from Araj.lt is the one place where 

Vizeran knows the characters can find the angel feathers 

required for his ritual's talisman. The Maze Engine 

lies forty-eight miles deeper into the Labyrinth if the 

characters choose to follow up on clues leading there (see 

the "March to Nowhere" and "Maze Engine" sections for 

details). The adventurers will also find a few unexpected 

opportunities to aid in the fight against the demon lords 

along the way. 

Long ago, the Labyrinth was much like any other 

part of the Undcrdark, consisting largely of natural 
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caverns connected by tunnels and underground rivers. 

The discovery of precious metals and gemstones led 

dwarves and others to excavate, extending its tunnels and 

expanding its caves. The results of those efforts saw an 

insignificant corner of the Underdark transformed into a 

vast, sprawling network of passages. 

Abandoned settlements within the Labyrinth arc 

common, marked out by rusting iron rails and scattered 

ore carts. Dark mine shafts descend into the unknown 

depths, while tunnels stretch off in random directions. 

Rifts both small and large also appear throughout. 

Many a tunnel ends abruptly at a rift. as if the way ahead 

was simply sheared off to leave a vast, yawning chasm. 

Some of these rifts run to depths of a few hundred feet. 

Others ascend and descend for miles. Many of the rifts 

show their age by the presence of carved switchback 

staircases along their walls, or weathered bridges 

spanning their gaps. 

Characters in the Labyrinth can easily become lost. 

Traveling through this area follows the rules under 

"Navigating" in chapter 2, but it takes a successful DC 

12 Wisdom (Survival) check to avoid becoming lost, 

rather than a DC 10 check. Spellcastcrs must contend 

with the effects of the faerzress for as long as they are in 

the Labyrinth, also as discussed in chapter 2. 



LABYRINTH ENCOUNTERS 
This chapter features a number of set encounters. 
Either as the characters journey to the Labyrinth or 
return to Vizeran's tOwer. you can run the "Adamantine 
Tower'' encounter. Once the characters reach the edge 
of the Labyrinth. go to the "Spiral of the Horned Lord" 
encounter. 

Within the Labyrinth, the characters take on the 
encounters "Filthriddens.'' "March to Nowhere:· 
"Yeenoghu's Hunt," and "Gallery of Angels'' (their 

intended destination). They might also take on "The 
Maze Engine·· e ncounter, inspired by knowledge gained 

in chapter 13 and an encounter with some modrons in 
the Labyrinth. 

R ANDOM ENCOUNTERS 

Twice each day that the party spends in the Labyrinth 
(whether traveling or resting), roll a d20 and consult 
the Labyrinth Encounters table to determine what, 
if anything, they encounter. This table replaces the 
random encounter tables in chapter 2 for as long as the 
party remains in the Labyrinth. 

lABYRINTH EN COUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11 l behi r 

12 2d4 flumphs 

l3 Gnoll pack 

14 1d4 grells 

15 1d4 hezrous 

16 4d8 manes 

17 2d4 minotaurs 

18 1 monodrone 

19 2d6 quaggoths 

20 ld4 shriekers 

BEHIR 

This long-bodied reptile is either prowling a tunnel or 
resting in a cave when the characters encounter it. The 
behi r retreats if reduced to 80 or fewer hit points. 

FLUMPHS 

This cloister of flumphs feeds on the psychic energy 
they detect from a nearby mind ftayer that has enslaved 
2d4 quaggoths. The flumphs warn adventurers who 
communicate with them about the nearby threats. but 
it is up to the characters whether they wish to engage 

those threats. 

GNOLL PACK 

A gnoU fang ofYee noghu named Kurr made his 
way into the Labyrinth s hortly after Yeenoghu was 
summoned to the Undcrdark. Kurr brought with him a 
pack of hyenas and had them feast on the corpses of his 
slain victims. This heinous act transformed the hyenas 
into ten gnolls. Kurr's pack now prowls the Labyrinth in 
search ofYeenoghu, slaughtering anything and anyone 
they happen upon. 

Unknown to his gnoll progeny. Kurr has succumbed 
to a form of madness that que· lis his feral demeanor. 
He's lost his appetite for carnage and is overcome with 
guilt for all of the creatures he has slain. When his 
pack happens upon the party, he sends his gnolls into 
battle but doesn't partake of the violence. hoping that 
the characters slaughter his brethren. Once they are 
dead. Kurr bows his head solemnly. begs Yeenoghu's 
forgiveness (first in his own language and then in 
Abyssal). and then throws himself at the party's mercy. 

Kurr is suffering from a form of indefinite madness 
(see "Madness·· in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Masters 

Guide) which, if cured. reverts him to a typically feral 
gnoll. While afflicted with madness. Kurr can't bring 
himself to kill any living creature except in self-defense. 
If the characters spare his life. Kurr can act as a guide, 

RANDOM ENCOUNTER lOCATIONS 

Random encounters rn the Labynnth take place in one of 

the following environments, modified as you wish to suit 

the creatures in the encounter. 

Caves. Most caves in the Labyrinth are small (up 

to 30 feet in diameter), with uneven floors featuring 

stalagmites, columns, or pools of standing water. A cave 

has a 10 percent chance offeaturing luminescent growth 

on the walls that fillrt wrth dim light. In addition to the 

tunnel through whrch the characters enter, there are 1 d3 

additional tunnels leadrng out. These tunnels can exit the 

cave through the floor, ceiling, or at odd angles. 

Tunnels. Most tunnels in the Labyrinth are 5 to 10 feet 

wide, with ceilings ld8 + 3 feet high. A tunnel follows a 

straight path for no more than 2d4 x 10 feet before it turns. 

Rifts. The Labynnth rs shot through wrth rifts and 

chasms formed by upheavals in the earth. Blocks of stone 

thrust up in some places to hrnder movement through 

passages and caverns, while other areas drop off suddenly, 

forming escarpments hundreds offeet high. In some 

places, the earth has shrfted horizontally, creating tunnels 

that end suddenly only to contrnue hundreds of feet away. 

Any rift the characters encounter has a 75 percent 

chance offeaturing a bridge or starrcase constructed to 

navigate it. 
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for he has explored a great deal of the Labyrinth and can 
lead the characters a long a safe route to an Underdark 
shanty town (see ''Fi lthriddens"). Characters have no 
random encounters if Lhey follow Kurr along this route, 
although they periodically stumble upon the corpses 
and bones of Underdark creatures slain by his gnolls. 

The encounter with Kurr·s pack occurs only once. Any 
subsequent occurrence of this encounter is with a pack 
of 3d6 goolls . These gnolls came to the Underdark with 
Ycenoghu. They cackle and scream the demon lord's 
name as they tear into their prey. 

GRELLS 

The grells drop from an overhead shaft to feed. 

HEZROUS 

These demons are tearing apart an iron ore cart, a 
rusted section of mining track, or some other old fixture. 
Party members can attempt to slip past the demons 
without arousing their attention. Doing so requires a 
successful DC 11 Dexterity (Stealth) check. On a failed 
check, the demons detect the party member and attack. 

MANES 

Characters can hear the mewli ng of this vile mob long 
before it appears. The manes scour the Labyr inth for 
easy prey and move like a tide of putrid flesh. 

MINOTAURS 

These minotaurs roams the Labyrinth. slaying creatures 
in the name of Baphomet. 

MONO DRONE 

This mod ron has become separated from its fellows (see 
"March to Nowhere"), and there is a 75 percent chance 
that it is looking to rejoin them. Tf the characters can 
understand its language, the monodrone repeatedly 
says, "We are on the march!" 

A monodrone that doesn't want to rejoin its fellows 
is a rogue mod ron, made so by the chaotic energies 
suffusing the Underdark. This rogue monodrone gladly 
joins the party, saying ·'Down with Primus!" in its own 
language over and over. Its alignment is chaotic neutral, 
and it can only follow one simple task at a time. 

QUAGGOTHS 

These quaggoths are hungry and attack the party 
regardless of its size. If there are five or more quaggoths 

in the group, one of them is a quaggoth thonot (see the 
"Variant: Quaggoth Thonot" sidebar in the ''Quaggorh .. 
entry of the Monster Manual). If the tho not dies, the 
other quaggoths immediately break off their attack and 
begin feasting on the thonot's remains, hoping to gain 
its psionic power. 

SHRIEKERS 

The shriekers sound off when bright I ight or a creature 
is within 30 feet of them. Their shrieking has a 75 
percent chance of attracting other monsters, in which 
case roll again on the Labyrinth Encounters table, 
treating another shrieker encounter as "no encounter." 
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ADAMANTINE TOWER 
The adventurers come across a tower haunted by forces 
of darkness. 

Vaulted chambers bristle with stalactites and stalagmites, 

slowing your passage as you wend your way across 

uneven floo rs. Moving through a narrow passage, you 

enter a cavern dimly lit by phosphorescent fungi - and 

are met by the sight of a dark metal tower perched on the 

edge of a cliff tha t drops away into darkness. 

The square tower is twenty feet on a side and thirty 

feet high, with arrow slits in each wall. A battlement 

crowns its top, with a stone gargoyle peering over each 

side. Set into the middle of the wall facing you is a 

sturdy-looking door made of the same dark metal as the 

rest of the tower. 

No ordinary structure, the tower is a Daern's instant 

fortress (see chapter 7, ·'Treasure." of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). Made entirely of adamantine, the two
story tower has remained sealed since its last owner 
retreated inside and locked the door behind her-but no: 
before a pair of shadow demons slipped in as well. Tbe 
demons killed the owner and left her remains on the 
first floor. The tower can't be tipped over or otherwise 
moved from iis position, and the arrow slits on each 
level are too narrow for anything bigger than a Tiny 
creature to squeeze through. 

A character can learn the tower's command words 
by casting an identify spell on it. The command word 
to open the front door or the trap door on the roof is 
"mimsy." The command word to transform the tower 
into a one-inch metal cube is "brillig," but speaking it 
has no effect since the shadow demons are still inside. 
To return the tower to its cube form, the adventurers 
must first empty it of any creatures. 

Four gargoyles perch atop the tower. They remain 
motionless as the characters enter the cavern, attackin, 
only if anyone attempts to enter, climb, or damage 
the tower. 

This cavern's rough floor has been flattened where 
the tower stands, while the floor behind the tower has 
collapsed into a shaft 300 feet deep and 100 feet in 
diameter. Several tunnels branch off from the rough
walled shaft at various points, allowing the characters 
to continue their journey after climbing down. They can 
move around the tower easily if they wish to ignore it. 

F IRST FLOOR 

The first floor of the tower is an open room. A ladder 
affixed to the back wall leads up through a trapdoor 
to the floor above. A pile of bones and moldering 
clothes lies in the corner- the remains of the tower's 
former owner. 

TREASURE 

Searching through the remains turns up two empty 
potion bottles and a potion of mind reading. 



SEC O N D F LOOR 

This empty chamber has a ladder affixed to one wall that 

climbs to an adamantine trap door leading to the roof. 

The trap door is closed and locked. though the proper 

command word ("mimsy") can open it. 

The two shadow demons lurk in the darkness of this 

room and attack the first character who enters, Likely 

taking their prey by surprise. 

B ATTLEMENT S 

The top of the tower features an open space surrounded 

by a crenelated wall. l f the four gargoyles have not yet 

aLtacked the adventurers. they do so here. 

SPIRAL OF T H E 

HORNED KING 
Minotaurs have roamed the tunnels of the Labyrinth for 

ages. but as Baphomet's influence grows. so too has the 

ferocity of his chosen servants. The waxing of Baphomef s 

power has not gone unnoticed by the packs of gnolls 

rampaging through the Underdark. The gnolls have 

begun making inroads into minotaur territory. The latest 

battlefield in the ancient feud between Baphomet and 

Yeenoghu is a maze of passages that grant access to the 

deeper passages of the Labyrinth. 

The tunnel you have been following gradually widens 

until it opens into a cave with a htgh ceiling overhead. 

Patches of glowtng fungi cling to the walls and fill the 

chamber with dim light. Columns of stone support the 

ceiling. the rock marbled with vetns of glittering crystal. 

Across the chamber, a great cleft is nnged by a profusion 

of sigils and glyphs. Stacked to either stde of the opening 

are two mounds of severed heads. 

The cleft leads to the Spiral of the Horned K ing-a 

maze of tunnels and caves along the outer edge of the 

Labyrinth. Though other routes can be found into the 

Labyrinth. this entrance is the easiest to find. 

Invocations to Baphomet, dire curses, and the 

inverted names of the gods arc scrawled around the 

cleft in dried blood. and continue on down the tunnel 

walls. Anyone who can read the Abyssal tongue can 

tell that this place has been con ecrated in the name of 

Baphomet. the Horned King and lord of minotaurs. 

The minotaurs tear off their victims' heads. then leave 

them to "watch" the entrance for intruders. Most of 

the heads are from gnolls, though different Underdark 

races can be found if any character wants to sift through 

the piles. 

GASH T HE GNOLL 

\linutes after the characters arrive, they hear the 

sounds of footsteps approaching. A few moments later. a 

gnoll slinks from the tunnel ahead. 

A gnoll creeps out of the shadows, glancing cautiously 

at the piles of heads to either side of it. Its filthy body is 

bent and covered with tatters of clothing and scraps of 

blood·crusted armor. The creature looks you over with 

one good eye, the other lost in a mass of scar tissue. 

This wretched gnoll is named Gash. Thanks to treachery 

he committed against his kind. the minotaurs spared his 

life. Howe\·er. their mercy comes with regular abuse and 

torment The gnoll now sees himself as a loyal and willing 

servant of the brutes. and he is eager to lead gnolls and 

anyone else to his minotaur masters. 

Gash is a gnoll with the following modifications: 

• Gash has 11 hit points. 

• He has a walking speed of 25 feet. 

He has disadvantage on Wisdom checks and W isdom 

saving throws because of the physical and mental 

abuse he has suffered. A lesser restoration spell rids 

him of these effects. 

Cringing and mewling. Gash approaches the party 

with arms out and head down. He speaks in both Gnoll 

and Abyssal. If the characters can't understand him. 

he pantomimes helpful gestures and beckons them to 

follow him. 

"Powerful masters," the gnoll whtnes. "You honor us by 

your presence. Seek you passage through the maze? The 

Spiral of the Great Horned Ktng? I can help. Yes. Trust 

Gash and he will see you through the maze, he will." 

Any aggressive action sends Gash skittering back into 

the maze and to his masters. If the characters capture 

him. he shrieks and screams, drawing one minotaur to 

investigate the racket. 

Accepting Gash's offer transforms the cringing gnoll 

into a duti ful guide. lie leads the characters through 

passage after passage, choosing directions seemingly at 

random until the characters encounter the minotaurs.lf 

the battle turns against the minotaurs, Gash flees. 

If the adventurers show pity or kindness. Gash 

beromes confused. as he has never experienced such 

things. A character can befriend the gnoll with a 

successful DC 20 Charisma (Persuasion) check. lf any 

character uses magical healing on Gash. the check is 

automatically successful. 

If the characters befriend Gash. he warns them to 

turn back. ftcc. and never return. lie says his masters 

are vile minotaurs who wait in the maze. eager to kill all 

trespassers. If asked. Gash explains that the minotaurs 

spared his life in exchange for leading travelers into 

the maze. If the characters insist on entering the maze. 

Gash goes with them. trying to keep his new friends 

safe. If the characters defeat the minotaurs and move 

deeper into the Labyrinth, Gash can accompany them as 

a follower and guide, giving the characters advantage on 

Wisdom (Survival) checks to avoid becoming lost in the 

Labyrinth. 
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I NTO T H E MAZE 

The minotaurs' maze fills a region of the Underdark one 
mile on each side. A network of corridors climbing up 
to higher levels and descending to lower Ont'~'> by way of 
ramps, the maze requires time, attention. and patience 
to navigate. The corridors are 10 feet wide and tall, 

faced with stone blocks mortared into place. Bits of flesh 
and bone litter the floor, and s plashes of blood cover 
the walls. 

When the characters enter the maze, have them choose 
their pace (fast, normal, or slow). It takes 1 hour to navigate 
the maze at a fast pace. 2 hours at a normal pace. or 3 
hours at a slow pace. Halfway through the journey. the 
navigator must make a DC 15 Wisdom (Survival) check. A 
fast pace imposes a - 5 penalty to the check. A slow pace 
grants a +5 bonus. On a success, the characters find their 
way out. On a failure, the characters must start the journey 
from the beginning. 

The longer it takes the characters to navigate through 
the maze, the greater the ris k of encountering the 
creatures within it. Every 30 minutes the party spends 

in the maze, roll a d20 and cons ult the Maze Encounters 
table to see what, if anything, the characters meet. 

lf Gash was attacked by the characters and fled into 
the maze, he does his best to bring threats down on 
them, in which case roll two d20s and take the higher 
resu lt. If Gash is friendly to the parry and accompanying 
them, he tries to steer them away from danger. in which 
case roll two d20s and take the lower result. 

GASH THE GNOLL 
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MAZE EN COUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11-12 Corpse 

13- 14 Gnawed bones 

15- 17 2d4 gnolls 

18- 20 ld6 minotaurs 

CORPSE 

The characters stumble upon the headless remains of 
a butchered corpse belonging to a dead dwarf, gnoll, 
human, or svirfneblin. 

GNAWED BONES 

A pile of cracked and gnawed bones is laid out around a 
pool of dried blood. 

GNOLL PACK 

A frenzied group of 2d4 go oils is lost in the maze. The 
gnolls attack any creatures they see. 

MINOTAURS 

These bloodthirsty minotaurs are hunting gnolls but 
attack any other creatures they happen upon. 

Treasure. The first time the characters fight the 
minotaurs, one of them carries 32 ep and 22 cp in a 
pouch made from a human face with the eyes and moU£b 
sewn shut. The second time the characters encounter 
minotaurs, one of them wears silver caps (worth 25 gp 
each) on the ends of its horns. 

FILT HRIDDENS 
Filthriddens was, until recently, a shanty town of 
Underdark exiles and refugees. The greatest threat 
to inhabitants- apart from food shortages-was the 
minotaurs that raided the settlement from time to time. 
dragging off screaming prisoners to meet a grisly fate. 
The recent arrival of the demon lords changed things. A 
group of minotaurs was on its way to raid Filthriddens 
when Yeenoghu and a pack of his frenzied followers 
tore through this part of the Labyrinth, catching the 

minotaurs off guard and slaughtering them. The sole 
witness to this carnage was Grisha, an escaped human 
slave of the drow. Yeenoghu's intercession saved him 
from the minotaurs. 

Yeenoghu and his pack moved on, but Grisha took 

the head of a slain minotaur and brought it back to 
Filth riddens. The skull became a talisman as Grisha 
named Yeenoghu as the new protector and patron of 
Filthr iddens. Residents who opposed this dark worship 
were exiled or executed in short order. The cult of 
Yeenoghu now controls the settlement. and Grisha rules 
with an iron fist. He senses the power ofYeenoghu in 
all things-and particularly in the way in which cultists 
have begun to rise as undead ghouls after death. 

GRISHA'S G R EETING 

Filthriddens lies 48 miles from the Spiral of the Horned 
King, deeper in the Labyrinth. Kurr (see "Ranrlom 
Encounters") or Gash (see "Gash the Gnoll") might lead 
the characters here if they don't find it on their own. 



The cavern that opens up ahead looks like a settlement. 

with tents and crudely built shanties lining its irregular 

walls. It appears deserted except for a lone human male 

kneeling w1thin a circle of burning torchstalk mushrooms 

in the center of the cave and two ragged figures lurking 

near a zurkhwood door set .nto a wall thirty feet distant. 

The figure in the circle is praying over a rotting minotaur 

head but stands when he sees you. He's a thin human, 

and his face and arms are streaked with dry blood. 

"Friends," he says, "I have heard the call and I hope 

you have too. W1th my own eyes, I saw our Great Lord 

Yeenoghu slaughter the minotaurs that had plagued us. 

Now we are free and strong with his blessings. We feast 

while we li ve, and thanks to our lord, we will also feast 

when we are dead. If you've heard the call, come. Join my 

pack and feel the strength ofYeenoghu." 

The figure smiles as he speaks, revealing teeth filed to 

sharp points. 

Filthriddens is contained within a cave roughly 100 
feet long and 60 fet"t wide. The characters enter from 
a natural tunnel along one of the shorter walls. with 
another tunnel exiting on the opposite side. Much of 
the cave is taken up with crude shanties. Most of them 
stand empty. their inhabitants either exiled or dead. 

Grisha (st"e appendix C) can recount the history of 
Filthriddcns and how Yeenoghu saved its denizens from 
the oppression of the minotaurs. He can also reYeal how 
he spent years as a slave of the drow. Grisha seeks new 
djsciples to grow his cult's power. 

Twelve cultists (a mix of shield dwarves. halflings. 
and humans) support Grisha if a fight breaks out. Ten of 
them are hiddt>n in the shanties. Two more stand next 
to a zurkhwood door. beyond which lies a small s ide 
cave where cultists who have died and risen as undead 
are kept If battle erupts, the cu ltists open the door and 
release six ghouls. The ghouls ignore the cultists as 
long as there are other creatures to feed on. 

MARCH TO NOWHERE 
The Labyrinth is aptly named. for even the most resolute 
of explorers can become lost in its depths. as a number 
of modrons discovered to their dismay. Separated long 
ago from their fellows during the Great Mod ron March. 
these mod ron!> have been wandering the Underdark for a 

longtime. 
As the party travt"ls deept"r into the Labyrinth. any 

character with a passive Wisdom (Perceptjon) score of 

15 or higher hears the sounds of marching feet off in 
the distance. To investigate the source of the noise. the 
characters must travel for 15 minutes through cramped 
tunnels requiring as much climbing as crawling. At the 
end of this time. the adventurers emerge onto a shelf 
15 feet up the wall of a broad, straight tunnel some 20 

feet high. 

A curious procession of creatures marches along the 

tunnel below your pos1t1on. Twelve of the creatures are 

identical. Each has a round body. spindly arms and legs. 

a pa1r of fluttering wings rising above its arms, and a 

smgle eye staring out over a wide, smiling mouth. At 

the column's head stands a creature that looks like an 

inverted pyramid held up by six legs. It scuttles like a 

crab. On each side of its body, an eye IS set above a 

mouth. Under the mouth, a single arm gnps a spear in 

its hand. 

Twelve monodrones and a tridrone have been 
wandering the Labyrinth since the last Great Mod ron 
March. The modrons became separated from their 
fellows and trapped herr. Unablt" to find their way back 
to Mecha nus, the modrons have been pressing on (and 
on), knowing that they must find their way back or be 

destroyed in the process. 
The extended march has taxed the modrons to their 

limit. Most show signs of the frustration of being unable 
to fulfill their mission. The tridrone has managed to 
keep the group together. but it feels responsible for their 
collective fate and thf"ir failure to return home. Even if 

the characters ha\'e the ability to communicate with the 
modrons. the monodrones' ability to communicate is all 
but spent (see the "Roleplaying the Modrons" sidebar). 

The tridrone can be very communicative- provided 
the charactt"rs have a way to speak with it and can allay 

its suspicions. A character can persuade the tridrone 
of the party's good intentions with a successful DC 15 
Charisma (Persuasion) check. They have advantage on 
the check if the party indudes one or more modrons. 

Once convinced of the characters' friendly intentions. 
the tridrone tells them that it and its fellows are on 
a mission of supreme importance. though it doesn't 
reveal the nature of that mission. A character can puzzle 
out the reason why thr modrons might be here by 
making a DC 20 Intelligence (Arcana) check. Success 
indicates that the chamctcr recalls stories about the 
Great Modron March, which occurs every 289 years 
and sees a vast army of modrons marching across the 

Outer Planes. If the check succeeds by 5 or more. the 
character also knows the last march happened over two 

ROLEPLAYING THE MODRONS 

Modrons have no sense of individuality. They are a 
collective and refer to themselves as "we" or "us." As a 
result, modrons don't understand individuality 1n others. 
When speak1ng to a group. the tridrone might focus its 
attention on the adventurer 1t beheves to be at the top of 
the party's h1erarchy even while talk1ng to another. 

Monodrones can normally relay messages up to forty· 
eight words long. However, years of wandering have 
degraded these creatures so that they can speak only a few 
words or phrases before sputtenng off mto clicking and 
popping noises. Among the words the monodrones repeat 
are "march," "Mechanus," "seventeen" (the number 
of cycles of the plane of Mechanus that mark the Great 
Modron March), and "lost." 
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hundred years ago, and that these modrons are likely 
remnants of that march. The tridrone doesn't admit 
this (not wanting to acknowledge its failure), though it 
might be convinced to follow the characters if they offer 
to lead the modrons out of the Labyrinth. Additionally, 
the tridrone knows the Labyrinth well, and befriending 
the modrons grants characters a +5 bonus to Wisdom 
(Survival) checks made ro navigate the region. 

The tridronc warns the characters to avoid the center 
of the Labyrinth, explaining that a malfunctioning 
"Orderer" is there. The characters might know the 
device by its other name: the Maze Engine. Because 
the device was built on Mechanus, its magical energy 

resonates with the modrons. The tridrone explains 
that an Orderer is designed to bring order to chaos by 
altering reality. A malfunctioning Orderer can be very 
dangerous, however, altering reality in unexpected ways. 
The tridrone knows exactly how far it is from the device. 
Because its knowledge of magic is limited and its focus 
on rejoining the Great Modron March is all-consuming, 
the tridrone has never thought about whether the Orderer 
might provide a solution to the modrons· predicament. If 

the characters express an interest in investigating this 
possibility, the tridrone leads the party to the center of 
the Labyrinth where the Maze Engine is found. 

YEENOGHU'S HUNT 
About twelve miles from their encounter with the 
modrons, as they travel th rough the Labyrinth, the 
characters hear sounds of howling in the distance off 
and on over the course of many hours. Sometimes 
the sounds get closer or fade away, echoing strangely 
through the surrounding tunnels. 

Eventually, the characters enter a smaller tunnel 
leading upward. As they move forwa rd, they can clearly 
hear the sound of fighting ahead. Bestial howls and yips 
ca n be heard, along with deeper roaring. A successful 
DC 13 T ntelligence check recognizes the language of 
the battle cries as Gnoll. The characters can retreat 

HUNTED BY Y EE NOCHU 

If you'd like Yeenoghu to play more of a role in this chapter 

of the adventure, it's easy to do so. When the gnolls killed 

by the characters do not rejoin the hunt, the demon 

lord circles back to the site of the goristro's demise and 

discovers his slain minions- and also picks up the scent 

of the adventurers. 

later in the adventure, Yeenoghu hunts down the 

characters to make them pay for their impudence 

(ideally when they are much higher in level). Before the 

final confrontation, give the characters hints that they 

have become the demon lord's prey. They might face an 

increasing number of gnoll ambushes, for example. One 

or more of their attackers might refer to them as "prey of 

Yeenoghu," or otherwise taunt them by speaking of their 

impending doom. 

The characters should have time to prepare for the fight 

they know is coming, and to think about tactics other 

than facing Yeenoghu in straight-up combat. For example, 

becoming the demon lord's quarry might work to their 

advantage later in the campaign, making them the perfect 

bait to lure Yeenoghu into a trap in chapter 17, "Against 

the Demon Lords." 
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away from the sounds of combat, but doing so means 
backtracking for six miles to find another route. lf 
they continue ahead, they are confronted with a grisly 
scene. Though the characters likely have no firsthand 
experience of a goristro, they recognize the creature 
from the information provided to them by Vizeran DeVir. 

As you move forward. the sounds of furious battle grow 

louder. The tunnel ends at a ledge twenty feet above the 

floor of a large cavern, giving you a perfect view of the 

conflict below. 

On the shores of an underground lake, a pack of 

frenzied gnolls and hyenas surrounds a demon standing 

nearly twenty feet tall, with massive arms, clawed hands, 

cloven hooves, and the head of a bull. This is a goristro, 

whose heart Vizeran DeVir has instructed you to claim. 

Leading the gnolls is a figure of fearful countenance, 

twelve feet tall with the head of a snarling, amber-eyed 

hyena. He wie lds a massive triple flail, whose whirling 

heads smash into the larger goristro. The gnolls howl 

their master's name as he strikes swiftly, again and 

again: "Yeenoghu! Yeenoghu!" 

The larger demon roars , slashing with its bull's horns 

and flailing with its claws, but to no avail. Yeenoghu 

evades or shrugs off its attacks, even as gnoll archers 

pepper it with arrows. Then the gnolls swarm the goristro 

as it begins to fa lter, bringing it crashing to the ground. 

In less than a minu te, the battle is won. The demon 

lord Yeenoghu pulls back the goristro's head by the horns 

and rips out its throat with his teeth. He th rows back 

his head and his howl of t riumph echoes through the 

chamber, shaking the stones themselves. Several hyenas 

nipping at Yeenoghu's heels leap onto the goristro's 

corpse and begin feast ing on its flesh. As you watch, 

these hyenas transform into gnolls. 

Any adventurer witnessing this horrible tableau must 
succeed on a DC 12 Wisdom saving throw or gain 
one level of madness (see "Madness" in chapter 2). If 
this causes the character to suffer a bout of indefinite 
madness. determine the nature of the madness using 
the Indefinite Madness of Yeenoghu table in appendix D. 

Yeenoghu (see appendix D) has been wandering 
the Underdark since he was first summoned. and the 
adventurers have run across him and his pack. The 
characters' only advantage at this moment is that they 
haven't yet been detected. Considering their level at this 
stage of the adventure, the players might be creating 
new characters quite soon if they dare confront the 
demon lord. 

If the characters stay hidden and observe. Yeenoghu 
leaves in short order. He is restless and eager for new 
prey. Yeenoghu gathers up most of the gnolls and hyenas 
and leads them down a tunnel on the right side of the 
cavern. Eight gnolls led by a gnoll pack lord remain in 
the cavern, feasting on the goristro's corpse. 



If the characters want to continue forward. the gnolls 
and hyenas need to be dealt with. Alternati\ ely. if the 
characters are indecisive or spend too long debating the 
best course of action, the gnoll pack lord sniffs out the 
intruders. When it realizes that enemies are present. the 
pack lord howls to draw the attention of its followers. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Another tunnel on the opposite side of the cavern heads 
off in a different direction than where Yeenoghu led his 
pack. Characters who defeat the remaining gnolls can 
continue on their way without losing any more time. 

The close brush with Yeenoghu pays dividends to the 
adventurers by delivering two components ofVizeran's 
ritual into their hands. The first is the heart of the 
goristro, which the characters can remove from its 
corpse. The massive heart is the size of a small trunk 
and weighs nearly one hundred pounds. Any characters 
close to it while il is being transported imagine that 
they can occasionally hear it beating. A character who 
carries the heart, even in a bag of holding or similar 
extradimensional space, makes saving throws against 
madness with disadvantage. 

The second component takes the form of a few 
spatters of a demon lord's blood. A successful DC 10 
Wisdom (Perception) check finds some of Yeenoghu's 
black blood on the fallen goristro's horns. 

GALLERY OF ANGELS 
This cavern lies deep inside the Labyrinth and contains 
another ritual component that Vizeran needs. 

The passage you follow climbs upward as it corkscrews 

through stone, finally emerging through the floor of 

a large cavern. The ceiling arches sixty feet overhead, 

bristling with stalactites that drip water onto stalagmites 

rising from the uneven and broken floor. Here and there 

between the stalagmites, several statues of winged 

humanoids are set in poses of suffering and anguish. 

Some cover their faces, while others claw at them. 

Others reach toward the ceiling, their faces twisted into 

expressions of longing. 

This chamber houses the petrified remains of eight 
fallen angels, condemned by the gods to pass the ages 
in the dark depths. Each appears to have been carved 
from stone in some position of fear. suffering. hatred. or 

longing. Each statue is spotted with lichen and marred 
by mineral deposits, which have crystallized out of the 
water dripping from the ceiling over uncounted years. 

Even though they are transformed into stone statues, 
the fallen angels remain very much alive. their petrified 
bodies having become prisons for their minds and 
souls. They remember who they were. They know what 
they did and why they are here. They know everything 
transpiring around them. Yet they can do nothing. They 
are trapped forever. and the isolation, darkness. and 
endless lOrment of their fate have driven them mad. No 

speLl can undo the angels' curse or free them from their 
petrified state. 

FALLEN ANGELS 

The angels can communicate. albeit in a limited fashion , 
with living creatures that touch them. 

A character who makes physical contact with an 
angel (even through gloves or some other protective 
covering) knows that angers name and experiences the 
effect described below. If you wish, you can roLl a d8 to 
determine which angel a character touches, rerolling 
any repeat results. Unless specified otherwise. the effect 
is instantaneous. While there's no limit to the number 

of creatures that can touch an angel and be affected by 
it, a creature that touches an angel and triggers its effect 
can't trigge r that particular angers effect again until 24 
hours have elapsed. 

ANAYA 

This angel reaches toward the ceiling, its face a mask 
of hatred. A creature that makes contact with this angel 
must make a DC 15 Wisdom saving throw, taking 3d6 
psychic damage on a failed save or half as much damage 
on a successful one. 

BAATRAL 

This angel appears to be reaching out as if offering 
something. A character making contact with the angel 
must succeed on a DC 15 Charisma saving throw or 
become charmed for I minute. 

While the character is charmed, the angel has a 
telepathic link with the character as long as it and 
the character remain on the same plane of existence. 
The angel issues commands to the character, and the 
character does its best to obey those commands if it is 
conscious. The angel typically commands a character to 
kill, maim, rob, or otherwise harm its companions. 

Each time an affected character takes damage, he or 
she makes a new Charisma saving throw against the 
effect. If the saving throw succeeds, the effect on it ends. 

HARAJIN 

This angel points at a spot on the cavern wall, and its 
mouth hangs open in horror. A character who makes 
contact with the angel hears horrific screaming and 
must succeed on a DC 15 Wisdom saving throw or gain 
one level of madness (see "Madness" in chapter 2). 

LORABELIOS 

This angel stands feet apart, head downcast. arms at its 
sides. A character making contact with the angel hears 
a soft voice say in Common, "Do not lose hope.'' The 
character's next Wisdom saving throw is made with 
advantage. 

NEMEVON 

This angel holds its hands to its face. concealing its 
visage. Upon making contact with this angel, the 
character hears a soft voice repeating two words over 
and over in the Celestial language: "Kill me." There is 
no obvious way for the characters to do so. however. The 
voice persists even if the angel is shattered. 
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StLNlA 

This angel covers its eyes with its arm but appears w be 
smiling. A character who touches the angel must make a 
DC 15 Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save. terrifying 
nightmares haunt tht> character's sleep during his or her 
next long rest. The character derives no benefits from 
that rest and. upon waking, takes 3d6 psychic damage. 

TAMIEL 

This angel kneels on the floor and buries its face in its 
arms. A character making contact with the angel hears 
a soft voice say in Common ... What would you know? 
Ask and I shall answer:· The character must make a 
DC 15 Intelligence saving throw. On a failed save. the 
character takes 3d6 psychic damage and gains one 
level of madness. On a success, the character can ask 
two questions. The angel replies as if the character had 
successfully cast the contact ocher plane spell. 

ZAROO 

This angel claws at its eyes. and its face appears torn 
and rent. When a character makes contact with the 
angel. it invites the character to ask a single question 
concerning a spec·ific goal. event. or activity to occur 
within seven days. The angel replies as if the character 
had successfully cast the divination spell. 

D EVELOPMENT 

The adventurers can chisel or break off stone feathers 
from the angels' wings. One each from six different 

angels fulfills the requirements for Vizeran's ritual. 
although characters can take more feathers if they want. 

Other creatures in the Labyrinth avoid this cavern, 
making it a safe place for the party to take a long rest. 

THE MAZE ENGINE 
Deep within the Labyrinth lies the Maze Engine-a 
mechanical, magically powered device capable of 
altering reality. Modrons refer to the device as an 
Orderer because it was designed is to bring order to 
chaos. If the characters activate the Maze Engine. it has 
the potential to aid their fight against the demon lords. 

The engine looks like a working model of the Great 
Wheel (see chapter 2, .. Creating a Multi verse," in the 

Dungeon Mascer's Guide). It's a 20-foot-diameter sphere 
built of 1-foot-wide bands of magically hardened and 
shaped bronze. engraved with arcane symbols. Gaps 
in the bands show various gears and articulation arms 
within the sphere. which rotate and shift to represent 
the relationships between the various known planes of 
existence. 

Characters might learn about the existence of the 
Maze Engine from the beholder Karazikar (see chapter 
13) or from Vizeran, who has heard rumors about 
an ancient reality-altering device. Characters might 
also learn about the engine from Karazikar's modron 
prisoner or from the modrons lost in the Labyrinth (see 
"March to Nowhere"). 

Information about the Maze Engine can also be found 
in Gravenhollow (see chapter 11). The characters could 



experience a vision of a journey to the Labyrinth in the 
library, or read an account of the device in its archh·es. 

R EACHING THE ENGINE 

Located forty-eight miles southeast of the Gallery of 
Angels, the Maze Engine is wedged halfway down a 
20-foot-wide. 100-foot-deep crevasse located in the 
middle of a large cavern. The bottom of the crevasse is 
filled with magma. A shimmering curtain of heat rises 
from the crevasse and makes the cavern hot and dry. 

The roughly spherical engine is 40 feet below the top 
of the crevasse and 40 feet above the magma. It can 
be reached by magic or by climbing down to it. The 
sheer sides of the crevasse require a successful DC 12 
Strength (Athletics) check to climb. On a failed check. 
a character makes no progress and dislodges loose 
stones that clatter down the crevasse into the magma. 
If the check fails by 5 or more, the climber falls into the 
magma. Any creature that enters the magma or starts its 
turn there takes 42 (12d6) fire damage. Every foot moved 
in the magma costs 5 feet of movement. 

SLAUGHTERTUSK 

Having just recently found the Maze Engine, Baphomet 
has set a nalfeshnee named Slaughrerrusk to watch 
over the crevasse and prevent any creature from 
approaching the device. Slaughtertusk would rather be 
helping the Horned King track down and kill Yeenoghu. 
The n~lfeshnee is bored with its assigned task, although 
it knows better than to disobey the Horned King. Still, 
rather than immediately destroying any intruders, it toys 
with them for as long as possible. 

Slaughtertusk is happy to let a fight drag on, feasting 
on its enemies' pain before finally slaying them. If 
reduced to fewer than 100 hit points. it uses its Summon 
Demon feature (see the "Variant: Demon Summoning" 
sidebar in the ''Demons" entry of the Monster Manual) 

and tries to summon ld6 vrocks. It has a 50 percent 
chance of succeeding. 

Slaughtertusk is a bully at heart and begs for its life 
if the adventurers have it at their mercy, promising to 
tell them the secrets of the Maze Engine or anything 
else they want. At the first opportunity, it tclcports away, 
summoning demonic aid to cover its retreat if possible. 

ACTIVATING T H E ENGINE 

A successful DC 15 Intelligence {Arcana) check is 
needed to activate the device by puzzling out irs array of 

gears and levers. It then takes 12 rounds for the engine 
to "align itself" and activate its magical effect. If an 

initiative order hasn't already been established by the 
time the engine activates, have everyone in the party roll 

initiative. 
lf the tridrone from "March to Nowhere" accompanies 

the characters. it can instruct them how to activate the 
Maze Engine without a check and inform them of how 
long it takes for the magical effect to occur. 

SHAKING L O OSE 

The engine, which weighs two tons, is ordinarily set on 
a solid stone surface. Being wedged partway down a 
crevasse makes its operation more problematic. When 
the engine is activated, the vibration of its clacking gears 
sends showers of loose stones down the crevasse walls. 

Once the engine has been activated, it ··acts" on 

initiative count 15. 

MEPHIT MADNESS 

On the round after the Maze Engine activates. two 
magma mephits fly out of the magma on initiative count 
10. Two more magma me phits emerge from the magma 
each round thereafter on the same initiative count, until 
a dozen mephits have appeared. The mephits attack 
anyone on or near the Maze Engine. 

SHAKE, RATTLE, AND ROLL 

At the end of its turn during round 3, the engine shifts. 
Any creature standing on it must make a DC 10 
Dexterity saving throw. lf the save fails by 5 or more, 
the creature is knocked off the engine into the magma. 
Otherwise, a creature failing its save slides down the 
spherical side of the engine but automatically grabs 
one of its bands before falling. The creature can use an 
action to try to climb back onto the engine, doing so with 
a successful DC 10 Strength (Athletics) check. 

At the end of its tum during round 6, the engine shifts 

again. The effect is the same as described above, except 
that a creatu re hanging onto one of the engine's bands 
has disadvantage on the saving throw. 

If a creature falls from the Maze Engine, another 
creature adjacent to the falling creature and hanging 
onto one of the engine's bands can attempt to use a 
free hand to grab the falling creature, doing so with a 
successful DC 10 Dexterity saving throw. A creature 
saved in this manner can use its action to try to climb 
back onto the engine, doing so with a successful DC 
13 Strength (Athletics) check. If the check fails and the 
creature's weight exceeds the carrying capacity of the 
creature that grabbed it (see "Lifting and Carrying" 
in chapter 7 of the Player's Handbook), the creature 
grabbing it must succeed on a DC 15 Strength check 
at the start of its next turn or lose its grip on the fallen 
creature, which then plunges into the magma. 

At the end of each of its turns starting on round 9, the 
Maze Engine slides down the crevasse. dropping 10 
feet toward the magma each round. Any creature on the 

engine must make a successful DC 15 Dexterity saving 
throw each time it drops down to avoid being thrown 
off. Resolve the effects as described above. On its turn 
during round 13, the Maze Engine sinks into the magma 

and is destroyed. 

SHUTTI NG D owN THE ENGINE 

The engine shuts down if any pan of it comes into contact 
with an ancimagic field or if it is targeted by a successful 
dispel magic (DC 19). Otherwise. it can only be shut down 
by a wish spell or divine intervention. 
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MAZE ENGINE EFFECTS 

The Maze Engine was damaged when the crevasse 
opened underneath it and swallowed it up. The engine 
can't be repaired. and once activated, it does strange 
and unpredictable things on each of its turns until it is 
deactivated or destroyed. 

On each of the engine's turns, roll ad 100 and consult 
the Maze Engine Effects table to determine what the 

engine does. 

MAZE ENGINE EFFECTS 

d100 Effect 

01 

02-08 

09-10 

11-15 

16-19 

20- 22 

23- 27 

28- 32 

33-35 

The engine emits a A ash of golden light. All 

magic items within 300 feet of the engine are 

destroyed, except for artifacts, which are cast 

into the Astral Plane. 

Arcs of white light play across the surface of 

the engine until the end of its turn. 

The engine emits a bright flash of white light. 

All player characters are transported back 

in time, as they are now, to the moment 

when the adventure began. They appear in 

Velkynvelve's slave pen, unshackled and 

unbound, with all ofthe1r experience points, 

abilities. equipment, and memories. 

The engine makes a loud "WHAAAH" sound 

until the start of its next turn. For as long 

as the sound lasts, the engine projects an 

anti magic field (as the spell) around itself. 

The hollow mtenor of the engine flickers 

with crimson light until the end of its turn, 

whereupon one dead character or NPC of 

the OM's choice is restored to life, as though 

subjected to a resurrection spell. The revived 

creature appears in a safe, unoccupied space 

within 120 feet of the engine. 

The engine spews slippery goo that splatters 

across 1ts outer surface. Saving throws to 

avoid being knocked off the engine and 

ab1hty checks made to climb the engine have 

disadvantage until the engine's next turn. 

The engme crackles with lightning. All 

creatures within 30 feet of the engine must 

make a DC 18 Dextenty saving throw or 

take 10d6lightning damage. A target made 

pnmanly of metal or wearing metal armor has 

disadvantage on its saving throw. 

The eng1ne hums until the end of its turn, at 

which point a green slaad appears in a safe 

space within 120 feet of the engine. The slaad 

rolls initiative and, on its turn, attacks any 

other creatures it sees. 

The engine groans loudly and turns each 

creature with1n 120 feet of 1t Invisible. A 

creature's invisibility lasts until it attacks or 

casts a spell. 
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36-39 

40-43 

44- 48 

49-52 

53-57 

58-60 

61-66 

67-70 

71-76 

77-80 

81-00 

Effect 

Loud whispers emanate from the hollow 

1nterior of the engine. Each character in direct 

contact with the engine can increase one 

ability score of his or her choice by 2, to a 

maximum of 24. 

Mult1colored arcs of light play across the 

surface of the engine, which casts a polymorph 

spell (save DC 18) on each creature within 20 

feet of it. Any creature that fails the saving 

throw is polymorphed into a flying snake. 

The engine spits out multicolored gemstones. 

Any character within 20 feet of the engine can 

use his or her reaction to catch a 500 gp gem 

with a free hand. The rest of the gemstones 

fall into the magma and are destroyed. 

The engine emits a flash of yellowish·white 

light. A randomly determined magic item 

appears in a safe location within 120 feet of 

the engine. Roll on Magic Item Table G in the 

Dungeon Moster's Guide to determine what 

appears. 

The engine emits a flash of green light. Each 

creature in direct contact with the engine 

must succeed on a DC 18 Constitution saving 

throw or take 10d6.,. 40 force damage. If this 

damage reduces the target to 0 hit points, it 

is disintegrated. A disintegrated creature and 

everything it is wearing and carrying, except 

artifacts, are reduced to fine dust. 

The engine flickers with blue light and casts 

faerie fire, targeting all creatures within 20 

feet of it (save DC 18). The spell's effect has a 

duration of 1 minute. 

The engine spews harmless, multicolored 

sparks until the start of its next turn. 

The engine emits a flash of violet light. Each 

creature within 20 feet of the engine must 

succeed on a DC 18 Constitution saving throw 

or be petrified until the engine's next turn. 

The engine plays calliope music. The next time 

this result is rolled, the music stops. 

The engine makes a horrible grinding noise. 

All lawful creatures within 30 feet of it regain 

all of the~r h1t pomts. 

The engme emits a flash of violet·white light. 

All extraplanar creatures within 100 miles 

of the engine instantly return to their native 

planes of ex1stence. 

DEVELOPMENT 

If you want to add tension to the end of this encounter. 
have the Maze Engine trigger a minor eruption after 
it sinks into the magma. causing the magma to bubble 
up out of the crevasse, spill into the cavern and nearby 
tunnels, and force the adventurers and their allies to stay 
ahead of the magma surge. 



CHAPTER 15: THE CITY OF SPIDERS 

The center of the chaos and madness now spreading 
throughout the Underdark is the great drow city of 
\>fenzoberranzan. Few of the city"s drow residents 
know that the Demon Queen of Spiders is behind the 

summoning ritual that brought the demon lords to the 
Underdark and that the reward for their faith in Lolth 
might well be their destruction. 

Menzoberranzan was the site of Demogorgon's 

appearance in the Underdark. and the lash of his 
tentacles and the crushing tread of his clawed feet 
left a trail of broken buildings. bodies. and minds. 
Unfortunately for the drow. the worst may be yet to come 
if the renegade drow arch mage Vizeran DeVir won the 
adventurers' support for his plan to use a powerful ritual 
to draw the demon lords and their fiendish servants 
out of the Underdark and set them against each other. 
As the demon lords destroy each other in the material 
world. their dark essences will be drawn back to the 
Abyss once more. But one oft he key parts of Vizeran's 
plan involves the characters' making sure that the City 
of Spiders plays host to this final, devastating battle. 

GOALS 
If the characters are working with Vizeran DeVir. they 
have two goals in the City of Spiders: obtain Gromph 
Baenre's demon summoning grimoire. and place 
Vizcran·s talisman in Menzoberranzan to draw the 
demon lords there for an epic showdown. 

P LAC I NG T H E "DA RK HEART" 

After their adventures in the Wormwrithings and 
the Labyrinth, the characters can return to A raj to 
deliver the components they have collected to Vizeran 
DeVir. Over ten days, the drow arch mage uses those 
components to craft a talisman that looks and feels like 
a five-pound black heart carved of black stone.lmbued 
with arcane and fiendish power, the dark heart talisman 
acts as a beacon when Vizeran's ritual is performed. 
drawing all demons presently loose in the Underdark. 
The talisman radiates faint conjuration magic even 
before it is activated, but it's primarily a focus for the 
power of the ritual rather than a source of power itself. 

' 



Vizeran's plan calls for the adventurers to place lhe 
dark heart in Menlobcrranzan. Vizeran would prefer 
for the dark heart to be lc•ft wherever the characters find 
Gromph Bacnrc'!> grimoirc in Sorcere the center of 
wizardly training in Menzobt-rranzan. However, Vizeran 
tells the characters that placing the talisman anywhere 
in the City of Spider!> will do. 

OBTA I NING GROMPH 'S GRIMOIRE 

Gromph Baenrc's grimoirc contains notes and 
reference!> for hb ill·fated dt>mon !.ummoning. Vizeran 
knows from research at Gravenhollow that the grimoire 
is in Gromph's sanctum in the tower of Sorcere. To 
reach the grimoin•, tlw characters need to penetrate one 
of the most important and well-protected places in the 
City of Spiders. 

Fortunately for the characters. Vizeran isn't without 
allies in the city. The Council of Spiders is a secret 
alliance of drow mages who want to overthrow Lolth's 
priestes!.es. The council has infiltrated Sorcere, the 
city's academy for arcane magic. and has sympathizers 
among male drow wi1ards. Vizcran has already 
contacted his allies, who have agreed to help the party 
gain access to the tower and Gromph's sanctum (see 
"Sorcere" later in this chapter). 

GOING TO 

MENZOBERRANZAN 
Seventy-two miles of twisting passageways separate 
Araj from Menzobcrranzan. Vizeran has a secret route 
between the two. which he allows the characters to 
use if they agree to follow his plan. Otherwise. the 
characters must travel to Menzoberranzan by commonly 
known routes monitOred by drow scouts, patrols. and 
outposts. If the characters opt to use Vizeran's secret 
route. the drow archmage's apprentice, Grin Ousstyl 
(see chapter 12), accompanies the characters at 
Vizeran's behest, serving as their guide. 

Vizeran strongly suggests that the characters leave 
lheir expeditionary force at Araj. asserting that a small 
team has the best chance of infiltrating the drow city. 

STATI STICAL MODIFICATIONS FOR 0ROW NPCs 
When using the generic stat blocks in appendix B of the 
Monster Manual to represent drow N PCs, assume that the 
drow are neutral evil and speak Elv1sh and Undercommon. 
Also give those NPCs the following additional features. 

Fey Ancestry. The drow has advantage on saving throws 
against being charmed, and magic can't put the drow to 

sleep. 

lnnQte Spel/casting. The drow's 1nnate spellcasting ability 
is Charisma (spell save DC equal to 10 +the drow's 
Charisma modifier). The drow can innately cast the 
following spells. requ1ring no material components: 

At will: dancing lights 

1 fday each: darkness.faerie fire, levitate (self only) 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, the drow has 
disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 
(Perception) checks that rely on sight. 

V IZERAN's SECRET R ouTE 

Grin Ousstyl shows the characters a secret door in the 
cavern wall outside of Vizeran's tower. Beyond this door 

is a long and winding tunnel that took Vizeran centuries 
to create using stone-shaping spells. The passage. whic~. 

is free of monsters and hazards. ends at a secret door at 
the bottom of the Westrift in Menzobcrranzan. The trip 
from Araj to the city takes twelve days on foot. during 
which time Grin says very little. Any character who 
succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom (Insight) check can tell 
that the drow mage is troubled by something, although 
he refuses to share his private thoughts and concerns. 

lfthe characters read Grin's thoughts or compel him 
to speak using magic or torture, Grin reveals that he 
has misgivings about Vizeran's plan. Though he has 
no affection for the matron mothers and priestesses 
that govern Mcnzobcrranzan, Grin has no wish to see 
his birthplace and its people destroyed. If Grin sees 
firsthand the destruction wrought by Demogorgon's 
rampage through the city, he becomes even more 
reluctant to see Vizeran's plan through (sec "A Change 

of Heart" later in this chapter). 
lf the characters prod Grin for information about 

Menzoberranzan and what they can expect to find there 
he relates the information contained in "The Way of 
Lolth'' section. I le can also describe the major districts 

of the city. 

O THER R OUTES 

Characters who can't avail themselves ofVizeran's 
secret route or choose not to use it must find another 
way to Menzoberranzan. There are many routes to 
choose from. such that the party can approach the 
City of Spiders from literally any direction. However. 
all of these routes are known to the drow. The 
characters might have encountered a drow force on 
a previous attempt to reach the city (see "March on 
Menzoberranzan" in chapter 10). If so, they already 
know what they're up against. Even if they decline to us 
Vizeran's secret route, the drow archmage recommends 
that the characters take Grin Ousstyl with them, not so 
much as a guide but to help the party talk its way past 

drow patrols. 
The demonic invasion has put Menzoberranzan·s 

defenses on high alert. making it even harder than 
normal for non-drow to approach the city safely by any 
known route. While the characters are within 18 miles 
(three days' travel) of the city. use the Drow Patrols 
table to determine random encounters instead of using 
lhe tables in chapter 2. Once every hour, roll a d20 and 
consult the table to determine what, if anything. lhe 
party encounters. 

DROW DEFENSES 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11-14 Drow patrol A 

15-17 Drow patrol B 

18-19 Drow patrol C 

20 Drow patrol D 



DROW PATROLA 

The standard patrol consists of two drow scouts 
mounted on gia nt riding lizards (use the statistics at 
the end of chapter 8). Characters who can see out to a 
range of 120 or more and are moving at a normal pace 
spot the d row scouts with a s uccessful DC 16 Wisdom 
(Perception) check.lf the characters are moving at a fast 
pace, they take a - 5 penally to their check!>. 

Unless the characters a re moving at a slow pace 
and being stealthy. the drow spot them with their 
darkvision and withdraw to an outpost located a mile 
away. Defending the drow outpost are a female d row 
elite warrior (the comma nder), a male drow m age , 
and s ixteen drow. The outpost is a four-story tower 
carved out of a 60-foot-tall, 15-foot-wide column in the 
middle of a 75-foot-diameter cavern. Both the cavern 
and the outpost arc un lit. A secret door in the column's 
base leads to the tower interior, but finding it requi res 
a thorough search and a successful DC 20 Wisdom 
(Perception) check. Arrow slits on each floor a llow the 
drow to cast spells and make ranged attacks in every 
direction while enjoying three-quarters cover against 

attacks from the cavern. 
H the drow scouts escape and the characters 

don't follow them, the scouts report to the outpost 
commander, who organizes a hunting party consisting 
of her and eight drow (leaving the mage and eight drow 
to staff the outpost). Usc the drow pursuit rules in 
chapter 2. and assume a pursuit level of 4. 

DROW PATROL B 
The characters encow1ter a d row elite warrior and l d8 
drow fighting a hezrou demon. The hezrou has 2d10 
+ 45 hit poims remaining, while each drow has 2d6 hit 
points remaining. The drow elite warrior isn't wounded. 
Without interference, the drow slay the demon, with 
the drow elite warrior and 1d4 - 1 drow surviving the 
encounter. H the characters get involved, the encounter 
becomes a three-way fight, as neither the drow nor the 
demon are interested in forming an alliance. 

Characters can keep their distance and avoid the 
altercation. However, any drow who survive the battle 
head to the nearest drow outpost ld4 miles away. Aftt:r 
heari ng the survivors' report, the outpost commander 
organizes a hunting party to search for the characters. 
as described in ·'Drow Patrol A.'' 

DROW PATROL C 
The cha racters encounter a drow patrol consisting of a 
drow mage. 2d4 drow, and a group of slaves. Roll a d8 
and consult the Drow Slaves table to determine what 
slaves are present. Trolls fight to the death: other staves 
attempt to nee if all the drow are killed. 

0ROW SLAVES 

d8 Slaves 

1-2 3d6 derro (see appendix C) 

3- 4 3d6 goblins 

S-6 3d6 orcs 

7-8 2d6 quaggoths 

9-10 1d6 trolls 

DROW PATROL D 

The characters encounter a drow mage riding on the 
back of a stone golem carved from stone and shaped 
like a giant spider. The mage rides in a howdah that 
provides half cover against attacks from the ground. 
Escorting the mage are 2d4 drow elite warriors 
mounted on giant riding lizards (use the statistics at 
the end of chapter 8). These d row fight to the death to 
protect their territory. 

Treasure. The spider golem's eight eyes are six-inch
diameter red crystal orbs worth 1,000 gp each. 

M ENZOBERRANZAN 
Population: 20,000 drow plus thousands of slaves (of 

various races) 
Government: Matriarchal theocracy worshiping Lolth. 

the Demon Queen of S piders 
Defense: Large standing army of trained drow 

warriors a nd mages, bolstered by armed staves 
and magical wards; the citizens of the city create a 
formidable militia 

Commerce: Well-trained slaves; various fungi. molds, 
and exotic creatures for food; poisons, potions, oils, 
and el ixirs; jewelry, perfume, and silk 

Organizations: The Ruling Council (comprised of the 
matron mothers of the eight most powerful drow 
noble houses in the city). the Church of Lolth (based 
in Arach-Tinilith), Bregan D'aerthe (company of drow 

spies, mercenaries, and assassins) 

The City of Spiders is carved out of and bu ilt within 
a great cavern the drow call Araurilcaurak, its vault 
soaring a thousand feet above the stone floor. Drow 
dwellings and strongholds are carved from massive 
stalagmites and stalactites, connected with delicate
looking bridges of hardened spider silk and lit with 
coldly glowing eldritch fires. 

MENZOBERRANZAN : GENERAL FEATURES 

The following features can be found throughout the City 

of Spiders. 

Light. Most st reets and buildings are lit by eldritch 

green, blue, and violet lights as bright as torches (created 

with continual flame spells). Other areas are dark. 

Shielded City. The drow have locked down their city in 

the wake of Demogorgon's rampage. For the duration 

of this adventure, creatures can't teleport into or out of 

Menzoberranzan. In addit ion, creatures, objects, and 

spaces within the city can't be targeted by d ivination 

spells or perceived through scrying sensors created by 

divination s pells. 

The Stone Curse. The "stone curse" is an ancient 

enchantment woven by the wizards of Sorcere to protect 

the city from cave-ins. Any character casting earthquake, 
move earth. or similar magic within the city triggers 

a reverse gravity spell (save DC 18) centered on the 

caster, which takes effect before the triggering spell is 

completed. The reverse gravity lasts for 1 minute, and is 

accompanied by a peal of thunder that alerts everyone 

nearby. The caster of the triggering spell must make a 

successful DC 18 Constitu tion saving throw to mainta in 

concentration. O n a fa iled check, t he triggering s pell fai ls. 
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T HE D ARK D OM I NION 

The rock surrounding the city is honeycombed with 
tunnels and passageways forming the Dark Dominion. 
a territory claimed by the drow but not part of the city 
proper. Home to all manner of Underdark denizens. this 
maze forms parr of Menzoberranzan's defenses as well 
as its underworld- a dangerous place for dark dealings 

and clandestine meetings. 
The Dark Oomimon is a great place for random 

encounters. \Vhcn it suits you, roll a d20 and consult the 
Dark Dominion Encounters table to determine what the 
party encounters, or choose an encounter that you like. 

DARK DOMINION ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-2 2d4 bugbears 

3- 4 Clandestine meeting 

5 1 d4 driders 

6-10 

11-12 

13-14 

15-16 

17-19 

20 

Drow patrol 

1d4 + 1 drow spore servants (see appendix C) 

Escaped slaves 

1d4 + 1 goblins 

Glyph of warding 

1d4 intellect devourers 

BUGBEARS 

The bugbears are branded with the mark of a drow 
house, identifying them as slaves. They try to sneak up 
on the party and score an easy kill. 

CLANDESTINE MEETING 

The party happens upon a meeting benveen a drow 
house rcpresentath•c and some outside business 
interest. The drow is escorred by ld4 - 1 bugbear 
bodyguards. The individual with whom the drow is 
meeting can be any of the following. 

Duergar Alchemist. This duergar is trying to procure 

rare alchemical ingredients or equipment (see the 
"Duergar Alchemist" sidebar in chapter 4 for statistical 

modifications). 
Duergar Spy. This duergar from Gracklstugh is 

trying to bribe a drow for information about who is 
responsible for the demonic invasion. 

Human Assassin. This assassin does dirty work for 
the drow and is being hired to eliminate someone on the 

surface world. 
Khalessa Draga. lfthe characters haven't already 

encountered this Lords' Alliance spy, Khalessa (see 
MMarch on Menzoberranzan- at the end of chapter lO) is 

in her drow disguise. buying information of value to the 
alliance. When she sees the party. she ends her meeting 
and tries to find out why the characters are here. lf 

the party includes one or more members of the Lords' 
Alliance. she offers to help them complete their mission. 
Otherwise. she is unwilling to break her cover. 

DRIDERS 

These outcasts perch atop high ledges or cling to the 
high ceiling, attacking wilh their bows while staying 
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out of the range of melee weapons. A drider retreats if 
reduced to 60 hit points or fewer. 

DROW PATROL 

The characters encounter a patrol consisting of 2d4 
drow led by a drow elite warrior. The patrol stops and 
questions any non·drow who aren't slaves. as weU as 
drow they deem suspicious. It might take roleplaying or 
a successful DC 15 Wisdom (Deception or Persuasion} 
check to convince the patrol not to attack the party. rr 
Grin Ousstyl is with the party, he quietly suggests that 
the characters offer the drow a bribe of at least 50 gp. If 
they do. the characters gain advantage on checks made 
to talk their way past the patrol. 

Any sign of a large, armed. and potentially 
hostile group causes the patrol to retreat and seek 
reinforcements. If the characters remain in the area. 
the patrol returns with two additional patrols ldlO 
minutes later. 

DROW SPORE SERVANTS 

These drow became infected with Zuggtmoy's spores 
and have transformed into spore servants. They silently 
observe the party but don't attack the characters unless 

threatened. 

ESCAPED SLAVES 

A group of ld4 commoners (of any race) attempts to 
hide from the approaching party. If spotted. they beg 
the characters for mercy. explaining that they ha\·e 
escaped from their drow masters following ~the great 
demon's rampage" and have been hiding in the tunnels 
ever since. The slaves can provide the characters with 
a detailed description of the attack, confirming that the 

demon lord Demogorgon was behind the destruction. 
The slaves are desperate to escape from the drow and 
pitifully grateful for any aid offered. 

GOBLINS 

The goblins beg for food. lf the characters give them 
food or otherwise treat the goblins well, they show the 
party a secret door that opens into a forgotten tunnel. 
Roll a dlO and consult the Goblin Tunnel table to 
determine where the tunnel leads. 

GOBLIN TUNNEL 

d10 Tunnel Destination 

1-2 Kyorbblivvin (see "Kyorbblivvin") 

3-4 A hidden cave containing 1d4 mind flayers 

5-6 A hidden cave rn whrch the party can rest without 

havmg to worry about random encounters 

7-8 A hidden cave containing 4d8 goblins and a goblin 

boss, who will trade a magic item in its possession 

for the equivalent of 30 days of rations (to 

determine the 1tem, roll once on Magic Item Table 

C in chapter 8 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) 

9-10 A trap door near the Bazaar (see "The Bazaar") 

GLYPH OF WARDING 

Drow priestesses are fond of placing glyphs of warding 

in the tunnels su rrounding Menzoberranzan. S uch a 



glyph allows drow to pass safely but triggers whenever 
a non-drow passes by it. A drow glyph of warding has a 

spell save DC of 13 and an explosive runes effect (see 
the spell's description in the Player's Handbook). 

INTELLECT DEVOURERS 

Mind flayers like to send intellect devourers into the 
Dark Dominion in search of hosts. using them as 
spies to keep an eye on the drow city. These intellect 
devourers creep up behind the party and use their 
Devour Intellect attack against party members in the 

rear of the marching order. 

CITY LOCATIONS 
Characters who infiltrate Menzoberranzan might find 
themselves in one or more of the following areas or 
districts. 

T HE B AZAAR 

This 750-foot-wide circle of bare bedrock is a crowded, 
untidy labyrinth of sralls, many of which were flattened 
or torn asunder by Demogorgon. Merchants who 
survived the attack are slowly returning to the Bazaar 

and cleaning up the mess, but little business is 
happening here at present. Drow commoners go quietly 
about their business, heads down and hoods drawn. 
as drow patrols brutally stamp down anything that 

resembles theft or looting. 
Characters moving through rhc Bazaar have at least 

one encounter with a drow patrol consisting of two 
drow mounted on giant riding lizards (see the end of 
chapter 8 for statistics). lf one or more party members 
appear to be anything other than drow or slaves in rhe 
company of its drow master, the patrol immediately calls 
for reinforcements. which arrive in ld4 rounds. These 
reinforcement!> consist of 3d4 drow on foot and 2d4 
gia nt spiders that scuttle down from nearby rooftops. 

THE BRAE RYN 

The Braeryn (also known as .. the Stenchstrects") is 
a shantytown of ramshackle structures overlooking 
garbage-choked alleyways. inhabited by the dregs of 
drow society. Fallen priestesses. bankrupt merchants. 
escaped slaves, and the homeless or maimed are 
common here. as are visitors to the city who wish to go 
unnoticed. 
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The population of the Stenchstreets has swelled in the 
wake of Demogorgon's rampagr. Drow who have lost 
homes or businesses find what shelter they can here. 
scratching out a meager exil>tcnce among the roughest 

folk in Menzoberranzan. 
The Braeryn is a great plal'c to find allies or meet 

an untimely end. Roll for random encounters as the 
characters explore this district. You can roll a d20 and 
consult the Encounters in the Braeryn table. or choose 
an encounl<'r that you like. The party can avoid random 
encounters in the Braeryn by succeeding on a DC 15 
Dexterity (Stealth) group check. 

ENCOUNTERS IN THE BRAERYN 

d20 Encounter 

1-2 1d4 + 2 bugbears 

3-8 Drow adolescents 

9-10 Drow pickpocket 

11 - 12 3d6 giant wolf spiders 

13-14 Infected drow 

15-16 Mad drow 

17-18 1 shield dwarf berserker 

19-20 Svlrfnebhn lure 

BuGBEARS 

These bugbears skulk through the streets, murdering 

lone tra,•elers or small groups for food. If 1 he pany 
outnumbers them. they follow the characters in the 
hopes that one or more of them become separated from 
the larger group. whereupon the bugbears attack. 

DROW ADOLESCENTS 

This roving gang consists of ld6 + 6 drow bandits. 
If the gang outnumbers the party. the drow attack. 
Otherwise, they make lewd hand gestures at the party 

but retreat if accosted. 

DROW PICKPOCKET 

This homeless drow commoner tries to pick the 
pockets of a random party member. The drow has a 

S leight of Hand skill modifier of +2. 

GrANT WOLF SPIDERS 

These spiders are hungry and crawl out of buildings or 
descend from rooftops to attack the party. 

INFECTED DROW 

This drow has been infected with Zuggtmoy's spores 
(see chapter 5) and will succumb to the infestation in 
1d12 hours. Strange fungi has already begun sprouting 
from the draw's head and limbs. The drow offers a 500 

gp gemstone in exchange for the party's protection 

and tries to stay as close to the characters as possible. 
hoping to infect them with his or her spores when the 

time comes. 

MAD 0ROW 

This drow commoner suffers from a form of indefinite 
madness (see '·Madness" in chapter 2 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). The drow believes he or she is the true 
voice of Lolth, tasked by the Demon Queen of Spiders to 
admonish everyone for their lack of devotion, warning 
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that "Demon~ will <'Ofll>Uflle you all!'' The mad drow 
wears an amukt madr from a dead spider. 

SHIELD DWARF BERSERKER 

This chaotic neutral dwarf a former slave of the drow 
sees nonexistent enemies everywhere. swinging his or 
her greataxc at tht' c·mpty air. If a character engages the 
dwarf in battle or conversation. the dwarf attacks. 

SVTRFNEBLIN LURE 

A homeless deep gnome serves as hosr to an intellect 
devourer. It tries to lure one or more characters ro 
a ··secret enclave wherr rnemies of the drow plot to 
overthrow Mcnzoberranzan." A successful DC 15 
Wisdom (Insight) dH~ck rt-veals something indcscribabl. 
odd or untrustworthy about the gnome. If the character5 
follow the possessed gnome, they are led to a cramped 
cave under a dilapidated building. The cave is the secn:t 
lair of another 2d4 intellect devourers. 

D ONIGART EN 

Donigancn is the name given a large lake and the 
surrounding farmland that dominat~s the eastern par· 
of the cavern. Herds of rot he caule graze rhe island 
at the center of the lake. whose northern and western 
shores hold broad stretches of slave-tended fungi field, 

that feed much of Mem:oberranzan. 
The dark, cold waters oft he lake have a sinister 

reputation, dating back to days when notable leaders ot 
the great houses and their honored heroes were cast 
into the lake, dressed in full regalia and weighed dO\\n 
with stone spars. Many less important drow have been 
sent by rivals to the bouom of the lake as well. whose 
depths are suffused with faerzress that makes them 
impenetrable to scrying and divination spells. 

Donigarten was spared from Demogorgon's rampage 
Although it is sparsely populated, the area is so vital ro 
the city's survival that drow patrols are common here. 
Roll for random encounters as the characters cross thi« 
district. You can roll a d20 and consult the Donigarten 
Encounters table, or choose an encounter that you like 
The party can avoid random encounters in Donigarten 

by succeeding on a DC 11 Dexterity (Stealth) 
group check. 

OONIGARTEN ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-5 Drow patrol 

6-8 2d4 + 2 drow s pore servants (see appendix C) 

9-10 Escaped slaves 

11-14 1d6 + 2 giant wolf spiders 

15-20 Slave farmers 

DROW PATROL 

This patrol consists of two drow mounted on giant 
riding lizards (see the end of chapter 8 for statistics) .• · 
one or more party members appear to be anything orhf'"· 
than drow or slaves in the company of its drow master 
the patrol immediately calls for reinforcements, which 
arrive in ld4 +- 2 rounds. The reinforcements consist o· 

ld4 similar drow patrols. 



0ROW SPORE SERVANTS 

These drow fell prey to Zuggtmoy's spores and were 

drawn to the fungi field!:> ofDoniganen. where they now 

roam as a pack. attacking intruders on sight. 

ESCAPED SLAVES 

A group of ld4 commone rs (of any race) fled their 

masters when Demogorgon anacked and wok refuge 

here. The characters find them hiding in the fields or a 

nearby building. The slaves can provide the characters 

with a detailed description of the attack. confirming that 

Demogorgon was behind the destruction. The slaves are 

desperate to escape from the drow and pitifully grateful 

for any aid offered. 

GTANTWOLF SPIDERS 

These spiders lurk in burrows under the spongy ground, 

leaping out to attack the party as it passes by. Party 

members with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 

17 or higher aren't surprised by the spiders. 

0RC SLAVE fARMERS 

The drow use orr slaves to farm their fungi fields. The 

orcs pour water into carefu lly irrigated dung fields. 

renewing and expancling the fields with wagonloads of 

excrement brought in from the city proper. The orcs are 

so disciplined that they can be relied upon to perform 

their tasks with minimal or no supervision. 

The characters encounter 3d6 ore commoners. 

The orcs are chaotic evil and have dark vision out w a 

range of 60 feet. but they don't attack drow or anyone 

accompanied by a drow. There's a 25 percent chance 

that ld4 drow gu ards are standing within 120 feet of 

the orcs. quietly resenting the fact that they've been 

assigned to ··watch orcs till our waste." If the orcs come 

under attack, the drow rush in to proteC't them. 

DUTHCLOIM 

Known commonly as "Manyfolk," the area surrounding 

the Bazaar and bordered by the Clawrift to the east is 

home to Menzoberranzan's merchants, tradesfolk, and 

crafters. Duthcloim features small inns, taprooms. and 

pleasure houses catering to loca ls, visitors, and high

status drow seeking distraction. P<lrts ofDuthcloim 

were damaged or destroyed after Demogorgon emerged 

from the Clawrift. Nevertheless, business has been 

booming as drow celebrate the deaths of rivals. 

If you want a random encounter to occur as the 

characters make their way through the Duthcloim 

district. roll a d20 and consult the Duthcloim 

Encounters table. or choose an encounter that you like. 

The party can avoid random encounters in Duthcloim by 

succeeding on a DC 13 Dexterity (Stealth) group check. 

0 UTHCLOIM EN COUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-4 

5 8 

9-12 

13- 16 

17-20 

Bregan D'aerthe spy 

Drow foot patrol 

Drow priestess of Lolth 

Spider nest 

Statue of Lolth 

THE WAY OF LOLTH 

Menzoberranzan's principle law is the Way of Lolth. Its 
tenets are as follows: 

There 1S no god or goddess other than Lolth. Any 
who follows the dictates of another entity will be slain, 
preferably as a sacrifice to Lolth. 
Ritual worshtp of any entity other than Lolth is 
forbidden wtthin the ctty's vault. Non·drow who violate 
th1s tenet are fined and expelled from the city. Second 
offenders or any drow who do so are slain. 
Slaves have no rights, and there are no limits to the 
punishments or duties that can be set for them. 
Treatment of slaves 1s the affatr of their owners. It is a 
capital offense for a slave to refuse any order from a 
drow of the house that owns the slave. 
A commoner or student of the Academy who refuses 
to obey a priestess can be punished as the offended 
priestess sees fit, up to and including death. If the 
offender is the property of another house and the noble 
of that house is present and objects, the two must 
agree on a punishment (usually flogging) . 

• Any drow who falsely wears the colors of another house 
or who deliberately alters his or her appearance to 
masquerade as one of a different station will be slain. 

• Any non-drow who adopts the appearance of a 
particular drow, a drow of a noble rank, or a drow of a 
house other than his or her own will be slain. 

• If it can be proved that two or more houses attacked 
another house, all the houses that participated in the 
attack will be destroyed jointly by the remainder. 

BRECAN D'AERTHE SPY 

A male drow s py takes an interest in the characters and 

begins shadowing them. attempting to remain unseen. 

Characters keeping an eye out for trouble spot the drow 

with a successful Wisdom (Perception) check contested 

by the drow's Dexterity (Stealth) check. 

The drow is a member of Bregan D'aerthe (sec 

"Unexpected Allies" later in this chapter) and reveals as 

much if the characters confront him. Tf the characters 

reveal that they're trying to banish the demon lords back 

to the Abyss. he offers Bregan D'aerthe's assistance. If 
they're amenable, he leads them to a Bregan D'aerthe 

safe house until a meeting with jarlaxle, the leader 

of Bregan D'aerthe, can be arranged. While escorted 

by the spy, the characters have no hostile random 

encounters. 

Development. The Bregan D'aerthe safe house is 

a three-story stone tower guarded by four members 

of Bregan D'aerthe (male drow elite w arriors) and 

maintained by one or more freed slaves (use the 

commoner statistics). While in the safe house. the 

characters have no hostile encounters. 

If the characters agree to a meeting with jarlaxJe. the 

Bregan o·aerthe spy tells them that a drow operative 

named Krilelyn I I'Kar will fetch them when the time 

comes (see "Private Meetings~). The spy then leaves the 

characters alone. 

DROW FOOT PATROL 

This patrol consists of 2d4 drow. Jf one or more party 

members appear to be anything other than drow or 

slaves in the company of its drow master, the patrol 

confronts the party and starts asking questions. ff any 
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of the answers arouse suspicion or come across as 
insolent, th<' drow attack. 

If combat erupts. reinforcements arrive every ld4 
rounds. Each wave of reinforcements consists of 
2d4 drow plus ld4 giant s piders that crawl down 
from rooftops. 

DROW PRIESTESS OF LOLTH 

A drow priestess ofLolth accompanied by a drow 
elite warrior and 2d4 drow is out surveying damaged 
sections of the city. Merchants and crafters who 
confront the priestess, claiming to have lost everything 
in Demogorgon's attack. are banished to the Braelyn. 

Locals driven mad by the demonic invasion are brought 
before the priestess and put to death. 

If the characters approach the priestess claiming to 
have vital information about the demon attack. they can, 
with a s uccessfu l DC 20 Charisma (Persuasion) check, 
convince the priestess to escort them to Matron Mother 
Quenthcl Baenre (see "Private Meetings" late r in this 
chapter). If the check fails by 5 or more, the priestess 
and her escort attack the party. 

SPIDER NEST 

The characters stumble upon a spiders' nest containing 
4d6 giant spider eggs with soft. sticky shells. Each 
egg weighs 20 pounds and has AC 6 and I hit point. 
Disturbing the eggs attracts ld4 giant spiders, which 
descend from nearby rooftops to defend the nest. 

STATUE OF LOLTH 

The characters stumble upon a 9-foot-tall statue of Lolth 
depicted in her drow form. There is a 25 percem chance 
that the statui' was toppled during Demogorgon's 
rampage, in which case it lies in pieces on the ground. 

If an intact statue is touched by a non-drow or 
otherwise defiled. the statue opens its mouth and 
disgorges a swarm of insects (spiders). These spiders 
crawl down the statue a nd attack whoever touched or 
defiled the statue. Once the statue disgorges a swarm. 
its mouth closes. and it can't release another swarm 
until I hour has passed. 

EASTMYR 

Eastmyr bridges the gap between prosperous Duthcloim 
a nd the down-and-out despair of the Braeryn. It is home 
to common merchants, tradesfolk. mercenaries, and 
crafters either making their way up the social ladder 
or trying to slow the downward descent of shifting 
fortunes. Though this area suffered relatively little 
damage during Demogorgon·s rampage. its population 
has swelled with formerly high-profile drow forced out 
oftht>ir homes and holdings. 

If you want a random encounter to occur as the 
characters make their way through the Eastmyr district, 
roll a d20 and consult the Eastmyr Encoumers table. or 
choose an encounter that you like. The party can avoid 
random encounters in Eastmyr by succeeding on a DC 
15 Dexterity (Stealth) group check. 
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EASTMYR ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-5 Bregan D'aerthe spy 

6- 10 Cult ofuy" 

11-15 Drow foot patrol 

16- 20 Scroll from Narbondel's Shadow 

BREGAN D'AERTHE SPY 

See .. Duthcloim" for more information. 

CuLT OF "Y" 
Eastmyr has become a haven for a group of drow driven 
mad by Demogorgon's rampage. These drow carve the 
symbol of Demogorgon- a Y with curled ends-into 
their palms and foreheads, and they can hear the twin 
voices of the Prince of Demons talking to them. telling 
them that they will rise from the dregs of drow society to 
greatness once the nobility is cast down. 

The characters encounter a group of ld4 + 4 drow 
cultis ts wearing cloaks and cowls in the midst of 
kidnapping a low-ran king drow noble. If the characters 

kill four or more cultists. the rest flee like rats. Sounds 
of combat attract the attention of a drow foot patrol (see 
··ourhcloim'' for more information), which arrives in 

ld6 rounds. Any cultists that escape flee to a crumbling 
tenement a block away that the cult has converted into a 
shrine to Demogorgon. The shrine contains ld4 shadow 

demons as well as 2d4 drow cultists. each of whom 
has a "second head'' (in the form of a severed drow head 
on a pole) that the cultist has lashed to his or her body. 
Painted in wet blood on the shrine's floor is a familiar 
·'Y" symbol. 

Development. The drow noble offers no reward to hi!> 
or her rescuers and chastises the drow patrol for not 
arriving sooner. If the characters demand a reward. the 
noble frowns and gives them an insignia bearing the 
mark of his or her house, then instructs the characters 
to visit the noble's estate "when the light of Narbondel 
reaches its zenith" to receive their "reward.'' If the 
cha racters visit the noble's estate in Narbondellyn at the 
appointed time, they a re set upon by the house guards, 
who have orders to eliminate them and dispose of the 
remains (see ·'Narbondellyn·• for more information on 
drow noble estates). 

DROW FOOT PATROL 

See "Duthcloim" for more information. 

SCROLL FROM ARBONDECSSHADOW 

A cloaked half-drow s py named Shinzi approaches the 
characters when they a rc alone and gives them a scroll 
bearing an advertisement for arbondel's Shadow, 
the "finest rooming house in Menzoberranzan." if the 
party includes non-drow. Shinzi says that non-drow are 
.. more than welcome at the Shadow." The advertisemen 
doesn't list any prices. but on the back of the scroll is 
a map marking the location of the rooming house in 
northeastern Eastmyr, near the Clawrift. 

Development. Narbondel's Shadow. which wasn't 
damaged during Demogorgon·s rampage. offers some 
of the best food and lodging money can buy. but the 
cost is high: 25 gp per night. per person. A strongheart 



haUling commoner named Dalfred Noakes owns and 
runs the establishment. Dalfred had a violent encounter 
with a young Hunzrin noble. which left him scarred and 
without his left ear. He has never forgotten nor forgh·en 
the noble. To this day. he uses a small cave system that 
doesn't connect with the Dark Dominion to smuggle 
goods and hide people fleeing angry drow nobles. If the 
characters look like they could use his help. Dalfred 
does whatever he can to assist them. 

The orphaned daughter of a drow merchant and a 
human slave, Shinzi was adopted by Dalfred and is 
one of his many spies. She has darkvision out to a 
range of 60 feet, as well as the Fey Ancestry and Innate 
Spellcasting features of a drow (see the ''Statistical 
Modifications to Drow NPCs~ sidebar). However. she 

doesn't have the Sunlight Sensitivity feature. 

KYORBBLIVVI N 

Kyorbblivvin is a spider-haunted forest of giant 
mushrooms that spreads across the northern portion 
of the Qu'ellarz'orl plateau. Members of the great 
houses use Kyorbblivvin as a private hunting domain. 
Drow warriors patrol the forest. alert for poachers and 
intruders. Check for random encounters in Kyorbblivvin 
once every hour. Roll a d20 and consult the Kyorbblivvin 
Encounters table to determine what, if anything. the 
characters encounter. The party can avoid random 
encounters in Kyorbblivvin by succeeding on a DC 15 
Dexterity {Stealth) group check. 

KYORBBLIVVIN ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-10 No encounter 

11 1 black pudding 

12 3d6 drow spore servants (see appendix C) 

13 Elite drow foot patrol 

14 Exot•c fung• 

15 1 d4 giant spiders 

16 1 d4 gricks 

17 Hunting party 

18 1 shrieker 

19 3d6 stirges 

20 1d4 + 1 violet fungi 

BLACK PUDDING 

Thanks to the growing innuence of Juiblex. this ooze 
has an Intelligence of 6 (-2). It uses its newfound 
intelligence to hide inside a bloated. hollowed-out giant 
mushroom. Characters can see viscid black goo oozing 
from the mushroom's stalk. Disturbing the mushroom 
causes the pudding to burst forth and attack. 

DROW SPORE SERVANTS 

These drow fell prey to Zuggtmoy's spores and were 
drawn to the fungi fields of Kyorbblivvin. where they 
now roam as a pack. attacking intruders on sight. 

£LITE 0ROW FOOT PATROL 

This patrol consists of 2d4 drow elite warriors. Jf one 
or more party members appear to be anything other 
than drow belonging to one of the eight ruling houses. 

or slaves in the company of such a drow. the patrol 
attacks. Each drow carries a horn that it can blow (as 
an action) to summon reinforcements. The first wave of 
reinforcements arrives in 1d4.,. 4 rounds and consists 
of another 2d4 e lite drow warriors. The second wave 
arrives after ten minutes and consists of 3d6 elite drow 
warriors mounted on giant riding lizards (sec the end 
of chapter 8 for statistics). 

EXOTIC FUNGI 

The characters find a patch of exotic fungi (see "Fungi of 
the Undcrdark" in chapter 2). Roll a d6 and consult the 
Exotic Fungi table to determine what they find. 

EXOTIC FUNGI 

d6 Fungi 

1d6 nightlights (50 percent chance they are unlit) 

2 2d6 Nilhogg's noses 

3 1d6 patches of ormu 

4 2d6 tim masks 

5 1d6 tongues of madness 

6 3d6 torchstalks 

GIANT SPIDERS 

There is a 50 percent chance that the giant spiders have 
a nest nearby (Sf'f' "Duthcloim" earlier in this section). 
In addition to the eggs. characters find a 1d4 -1 man
shaped cocoons containing the exsanguinated corpses 
of escaped slaves (of any race). 

CRICKS 

Drow nobles unleash these creatures in the forest and 
hunt them for sport. The gricks fight until slain. 
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COMMON DROW PHR ASES 

The following are a few key drow phrases you can use 
when roleplaying dark elves. 

0/oth plynn dos! ("Darkness take you!"). a common 
drow curse. 

Ssusson! ("light!"), another drow curse. 
Xun izil dos phuul quorthen, Iueth dro. ("Do as you are 

ordered, and live.'') 
Lolth tlu mol/a. ("Lolth be praised.") 
Lila/uri velve zhoh Iii velkyn uss. ("The best knife is an 

unseen one.") 
Kholess nouuss. ("Trust no one.") 

HUNTING PARTY 

The characters happen upon a group of ld4 - 2 drow 
from one of the eight ruling houses that live atop the 
plateau. These "lesser nobles" wear the insignia of 
their house and are hunting gricks for sport. They try 
to make short work of any trespassers they encounter. 
Roll a d8 and consult the Drow Ruling Houses table to 
determine which house they belong to. If the result is 
House Do'Urden, the drow are actually Bregan D'aenhe 
initiates on a training exercise (sec "House Do'Urden·· 
later in this chapter). 

DROW RULING HOUSES 

d8 House 

1 Baenre 

2 Barrison Dei'Armgo 

3 Faen Tlabbar 

4 Mizzrym 

5 Fey-Branche 

6 Melarn 

7 Vandree 

8 Do'Urden 

SHRIEKER 

The shrieking of this fungus might attract other nearby 
crt-atures. which arrive in 2d4 rounds. Roll again on 
the Kyorbblivvin Encounters table to determine what, if 
anything. shows up Treat an ''t'xotic fungi" encounter as 
"no encounter." 

STIRCES 

These bloodsucking pests lair in the cap of a giam 
mushroom. fluttering out to attac-k when they detect 
light or motion within 20 feet of their roost. 

VIOLET fUNGI 

These fungi extrude their branches and attack when the 
characters pass between them. 

N ARBON DEL 

The most dominant feature within the city. 1 arbondel 
is a 1.000-foot·tall column of rock that helps supporr 
the ca,·ern ceiling. At the same time each day. the city's 
J\rrhmage (or a representati\•c from Sorcere) magically 
heat'> Narbondel's base. causing the stone to glow. The 
band of warm light rises slowly up the column to mark 
the passage of time. taking tv.cnt} four hours to reach 
the top. The Arch mage of Mcnzoberranzan. Gromph 
Baenre. has fled the city in the wake of Demogorgon's 
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auack. leaving the task of lighting Narbondel to a host of 
other wizards. 

N ARBON DELLYN 

The estates of the various drow houses are clustered 
beneath the plateau of Qu'ellarz'orl in an area called 
Narbondellyn. allowing the superiors of those drow 
to literally look down upon them. Largely unrouchcd 
during Demogorgon's rampage. the so-called 
"Broad Streets" district remains the bright center of 
Menzoberranzan. as rhe lt-sser houses vie to outdo 
each other in shows of wealth. power. and influence. 
Soaring stalagmite towers and great manors rise aero~-. 
the area. which is also home to luxury shops. pleasure 
houses. and discriminating merchants. 

A noble estate in arbondellyn maintains its own 
militia. consisting of fifty or more highly disciplined 
drow warriors and drow elite warriors. with one elite 
warrior fo r every ten drow warriors. In add ition, an 
estate holds 3d6 drow nobles and scores of slaves. 
6d6 of which can be pressed into defending the house. 
These fighting slaves are usually bugbears, ogres. 
orcs, or quaggoths. Doors and windows are protected 
with glyph of warding spells (spell save DC 13). and 2d6 
gargoyles watch for trouble from ledges and rooftops. 

If you want a random encounter to occur as the 
characters make their way through the Narbondellyn 
district. roll a d20 and consult the Narbondellyn 
Encounters table, or choose an encounter that you 
like. The party can avoid random encounters in 

Narbondellyn by succeeding on a DC 13 Dexterity 
(Stealth) group check. 

NARBONOELLYN ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-3 Beholder 

4-7 Bregan D'aerthe mercenaries 

8-12 Elite drow patrol 

13- 16 Noble entourage 

17-20 Statue of Lolth 

BEHOLDER 

This monster is passing through the city. The drow gin 
it a wide berth. 

BR.ECAN D'A"ERTHE MERCENARIES 

Bregan o·aerthe was instrumental in driving the 
demons out of Menzoberranzan. Since the incursion. 
Bregan D'acrthe mercenarie!> have taken to patrolling 
the streets of the wealthier districts, accepting payment-. 
from drow nobles for the added security. 

The characters encounter a group of 3d4 male drow 
elite warriors- all mernbt-rs of Bregan D'aerrhc. 
Unlike most drow patrols. this group is gregarious and 
jovial. The mercenaries stop the characters to ask th<•ir 

business. but more to alleviate boredom than to thro" 
their weight around. Unless the characters brazenly 
declare their intention to attack a noble house, the 
Bregan D'aerthe leader flips them a platinum coin and 
cheerfully sends them on their way after concluding his 
"interrogation.'' 



The Bregan D'acrthc leader carries a gem-studded 

minotaur horn. If the characters attack the mercenaries. 
the leader blows his horn, which can be heard 

throughout the dis trict. All noble houses go on high 

alert as reinforcements arrive every round for the next 

ld8 rounds. Each wave of reinforcements consists of an 
elite drow patrol (see below) and ld4 gargoyles. 

Treasure. The gem-studded horn carried by the 

Bregan D'aerthe leader is worth 2,500 gp. ln addition, 

each drow mercenary has a pouch containing 2d10 pp. 

ELITE DROW PATROL 

This patrol consists of two drow elite warriors 

mounted on giant riding lizards (see the end of chapter 

8 for statistics). If one or more party members appear to 

be anything other than drow or slaves in the company 

of its drow master. the patrol immediately calls for 

reinforcemems. which arrive in ld4 + 2 rounds. The 

reinforcements consist of ld4 similar drow patrols. 

NOBLE ENTOURAGE 

The characters encounter a drow noble traveling with 

eight drow warriors bearing the symbol and colors of 

their noble house. There is a 25 percent chance that a 

succubus or in cubus accompanies the noble in d row 

form. and a 75 percent chance that the noble i ~ being 

carried around in a palanquin by unarmed slaves. 

Roll a d6 and consult the Drow House S laves table to 

determine what kind of s laves and how many. 

D Row H o u sE SLAVES 

d6 Slaves 

1- 2 6 shield dwarf commoners 

3- 4 

S-6 

6 moon elf commoners 

6 human commoners 

Treasure. Each noble carries a pouch that contains 

2d10 pp and wears Id3 pieces of fine jewelry worth 

250 gp each. 
Development. If the characters do anything to 

antagonize tht> nobles, they order their ~uards to attack. 

If the guards a re defeated, the nobles offer the party a 
bribe in exchange for their lives. 

STATUE OF L OLTH 

See "Duthcloim'' for more information. 

0ROW R ULI N G H OUSES OF MEN Z OBERR AN Z A N 

Rank House Matron Mother Notes 

Q.u'ELLARZ'ORL 

Untouched by Demogorgon's rampage, the high 

southe rn plateau of Menzoberranzan is home to many 

of the oldest and greatest noble houses. with Hou~e 

Baenrc situated at the plateau's highest point, to the 

east. At the west end of Qu'ellarz'orl is a s mall cavern 

containing a sculpted stalagmite tower. Within this 

tower rests the Chamber of the Ruling Council, whe re 

the mat ron mothers of the eight great drow houses 

gather and meet. 

Each noble estate in Qu'ellarz'orl maintains its own 

militia. consisting of several hundred highly disciplined 
drow warriors and d row elite warriors, with one elite 

warrior for every te n drow warriors. In addition, an 

estate holds 3dl2 drow nobles and scores of slaves, 

lOdlO of which can be pressed into defending the house. 
These fighting slaves are us ually b ugbears , ogre s , 

orogs. or quaggoths . Doors and windows are protected 

with glyph of warding spells (spell save DC 13). and 

either 3d6 gargoyles or 3d6 giant spiders watch for 

trouble from ledges and rooftops. These gargoyles and 

giant spiders have truesighl out to a range of 120 fee t, 

enabling them to spot invisible trespassers. 

Roll for random encounters as the characters 

cross thi~ d istrict. You can roll a d20 and consult the 

Qu'ellarz'orl Er)counters table, or choose an encounter 

that you like. T he party can avoid random encounters 

in Qu'ellarz'orl by succeeding on a DC 15 Dexterity 

(Stealth) group check. 

QU ' ELLARZ'ORL ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-5 

6-8 

9- 10 

El ite drow patrol 

2d4 gargoyles 

1 d6 + Z giant wolf spiders 

11- 14 Groundskeepers 

1 5- 20 Slave parade 

ELITE D ROW PATROL 

This patrol consists of two drow elite warriors 

mounted on gia nt riding lizards (see the end of chapter 

8 for statistics). Tf one or more party members appear to 

be anything other than drow of one of the eight ruling 
houses. or slaves in the company of such a drow, the 

patrol calls for reinforcements, which arrive in ld4 - 2 

rounds and consist of ld4 similar drow patrol~. 

Baenre Quenthel Baenre Controls all three branches of the Academy (see "Tier Breche") 

2 Barrison Dei'Armgo 

3 Faen Tlabbar 

4 Mizzrym 

5 Fey-Branche 

6 Melarn 

7 Vandree 

8 Do'Urden 

Mez'Barris Armgo 

Vadalma Tlabbar 

Miz'ri Mizzrym 

Byrtyn Fey 

Zhindia Melarn 

Fi irnel'ther Vandree 

Dahlia Sin'felle 

Has the largest number of trained wizards and mercenaries·for·hire 

Fanatically devoted to Lolth 

Dominates Menzoberranzan's slave trade 

Ski lled at forging alliances 

Devoted to rooting out drow apostates, particularly within the nobili ty 

Vic ious and vindictive house determined to rise to the top 

Newly resurrected and disgraced vassal house under the firm control of 

House Baenre, with Dahlia (a moon elf prisoner) as its figurehead 
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OLD ENEMIES 

It IS possible that the adventurers' drow jailers or pursuers 

from Velkynvelve (chapter 1) managed to survive to this 

point in the campa1gn, and that they have returned to 

Menzoberranzan in the wake of Demogorgon's attack and 
the ongoing chaos. If so, they might be on hand for an 

unfortunate encounter w1th the party. If you are looking 

to throw a tw1st mto the events in the City of Spiders, 

having an old foe turn up at the least opportune moment 

to denounce the characters as escaped prisoners and 

enemies of the drow could well be it. 

GA RGOYLES 

These creatures are loyal to House Baenre and have 

magically bestowed truesight out to a range of 120 feet. 

As they Ay over the plateau. they keep a watchful eye 

on everyone and everything. However. they don't attack 

unless House Baenre's holdings are in jeopardy. 

If the characters drawn attention to themselves, the 

gargoyles fiy back to !louse Bacnrc and report what 

they've seen. Matron Mother Quenthel Baenre, believing 

that the characters arc potentially of use to her, 

dispatches eight elite drow patrols (see above) to bring 

them to her at once. If the characters allow themselves 

to be brought bc(orc the;nost powerful individual in the 

city, see the ··Private Meetings·· section for tips on how 

to roleplay the encounter with Matron Mother Qucnthel. 

GIANT WOLF SPIDERS 

These spiders lurk in burrows beneath the gardens. 

leaping out to attack the party as it passes by. Parry 

members with a passive Wisdom (Perception) score of 

17 or higher aren't surprised by the spiders. 

GROUNDSKEEPE RS 

The characters happen upon ld8 drow commoners 

tending the decorative fungi fields and gardens that 

surround the various noble estates. These drow are low

ranking members of their house. They give strangers 

unpleasant looks but pose little threat. 

There is a 25 percent chance that one of the drow 

groundskeepers is actually a young drow noble who's 

being punished for some infraction or political misstep. 

This noble is bold enough to approach the characters 

and demand to know their business. T he noble also 

seizes any opportunity to reverse his or her recent 

misfortune, perhaps by rooting out enemy spies or 

using the characters to dispose of a rival. This noble is 

treacherous, however, and doesn't make good on any 

promises or bribes. 



SLAVE PARADE 

To impress its neighbors and rivals. one of the ruhng 
houses organizes a parade of its choicest slaves. The 
characters encounter the parade as it meanders along 
the boulevards of Qu'cllarz'orl. 

Dozens of naked and chained slaves form the 
parade. their bodies pa inted with dyes and perfumes. 
Leading the slave parade is a drow noble, while order 
is maintained by 4d6 drow warriors in full ceremonial 
house regalia. 

THE RIFT S 

Three large chasms score the floor of the cavern of 
Menzoberranzan. 

CLAWRIFT 

The Clawrift's uncharted depths have long been 
rumored to extend into the Abyss. This legend 
was seemingly proven true when the demon lord 
Demogorgon emerged from the Clawrift, obliterating 
the rope bridges that once extended across it. Bregan 
D'aerthe spies are assessing the damage from their 
base in a ruined drow compound overlooking the 
Clawrift. {The compound was once House Oblodra, a 
powerful drow house that was destroyed by Lolth over 
one hundred years ago during the Time of Troubles.) 

MISTRIFT 

This long gorge at the city's center earned its name 
from the roll ing clouds of steam that forever billow 
up from below. A number of subterranean streams 
flow out of the Mistrift's vertical walls. tht!ir icy waters 
cascading down into the darkened void below. Half a 
mile down. the runoff collects in an ancient aquifer. its 
waters superheated by an adjacent magma flow. Arcane 
watermills collect water from the falls. diverting it to an 
underground cistern that the drow can tap into. 

WESTRIFT 

The newest of the city's large clefts, Westrift swallowed 
up three drow houses and a score of lesser dwellings 
when it opened its yawning maw three centuries ago. 
In more recent years. the rift has become home to 
hundreds of giant arachnids. which have filled much of 
the cleft with their webs and nests- to the extent that 
anyone falling into the rift has a 75 percent chance 
of being caught in a web. taking no damage from the 
fall but attracting ld4 + 1 hungry giant s piders. See 
"Dungeon Hazards" in chapter 5 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide for rules on escaping webs. 
Characters entering Menzoberranzan by means of 

Vizeran DeVir's secret tunnel come to a secret door that 
pulls open to reveal a narrow ledge 60 feet below the 
lip of the rift. Characters can scale the cleft wall with a 
successful DC 10 Strength (Athletics) check. as there 
are abundant hand holds. Any character who fails the 
check by 5 or more falls. 

TIER BRECHE 

The Great Stair of Tier Breche rises from rhe Aoor 
of Menzoberranzan to the cavern housing the 
three branches of the Academy: Melee-\1agthere. 

a pyramid-shaped edifice where drow warriors are 
trained: Arach-Tinilith. a spider-shaped cathedral where 
drO\v priestesses worship their demon goddess: and 
Sorcerc. a magnificent tower where drow mages learn 
to ma!>ter the magical arts. on-drow are forbidden 
from entering this part of the city. 

The stone steps are some three hundred feet wide 
and rise nearly the same distanee. A pair of giant jade 
spiders flanks the stairway at the top, ready to animate 

to attack non·drow that climb the steps. The two jade 
spiders have the statistics of stone golems with the 
following statistical modifications: 

The jade spiders have 250 hit points each. 
They have a climbing speed of 30 feet. 

• They have truesight out to a range of 120 feet. 

Roll for random encounters as the characters 
explore the Academy grounds. You can roll a d20 and 
consult the Tier Breche Encounters table. or choose an 
encounter that you like. The party can avoid random 
encounters by succeeding on a DC 17 Dexterity (Stealth) 
group check. Sounds of battle are common at the 
Academy; however, drow guards are trained to tell the 
difference between training exercises and the sound of 
real combat. The latter attracts reinforcements in the 
form of ld4 elite drow warriors every round until the 
perceived threat is eliminated. 

TIER BRECHE ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-6 Drow acolytes 

7-12 Drow mages 

13-20 Drew warriors 

DROW ACOLYTES 

The characters encounter 2d6 female drow acolytes 
out for a walk. There is a 25 percent chance that a 
drow priestess ofLolth is with them, filling the young 
devotees' heads with wisdom and instructing them on 
the Way of Lolth (see "The Way of Lolth" sidebar). If 
they come under attack, the acolytes withdraw to Arach· 
Tinilith while the priestess stands her ground. 

0ROW MAGES 

The characters encounter ld3 drow mages out for a 
walk. There is a 50 percent chance that these mages are 
members of the Council of Spiders and of a mind to help 
th<' characters infiltrate Sorccre. should the characters 
reveal that they are in league with Vizeran DeVir. These 
mages offer to cast greater invisibility spells on visible 
characters and escort the party to Cromph's sanctum 
in the tower. As long as the characters are under 
the protection of these mages. they have no hostile 
encounters until they enter Gromph's sanctum (see 
"Sorcere'' for details}. 

DROW WARRIORS 

The characters encounter 4d6 drow warriors on a 
training t>xercise. There is a 50 percent chance that 
ld4 drow e lite warriors are with them, providing 
instruction and discipline. Jf they spot non·drow on 
Academy ground:;. the drow try lCl kill any intruder. 
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W EST W ALL 

West Wall (also called "the Old Quarter'') is a primarily 

residential neighborhood. Largely untouched by 

Demogorgon's assau lt on the city, West Wall is a quiet 

district, as its residents like to keep their dark schemes 
and vile indulgences behind closed doors. Amid the 

twisted streets and quiet mansions of West Wall stand 

scores of s tone monuments dedicated to important 

figures and moments in the city's history. as well as 

numerous statues and graven images of Lolth. 

Between West Wall and Narbondellyn is a residential 

neighborhood called Lolth's Web. Its residents built 

their homes upward. crafting streets of magically 

calcified strands of spider silk from the cavern floor to 

the vaulted roof above. Hollow. cocoon-like dwellings 

a re constructed both above and below the layers 

of webbing. 
Roll for random encounters as the characters cross 

this district. You can roll a d20 and consult the West 

Wall Encounters table. or choose an encounter that 

you like. The party can avoid random encounters in 

Wesl Wall by succeeding on a DC 13 Dexterity (Stealth} 

group check. 

WEST WALL ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1- 3 Bandersnatches 

4-7 Bregan D'aerthe spy 

8-14 Drow foot patrol 

15- 17 Slave abuse 

18-20 Statue oflolth 

B ANDERSNATCHES 

The characters draw the unwanted attention of the 

Bandersnatches, a gang of young. demon-worshiping 

drow who. in the wake of Demogorgon's attack, are 

eager to create further unrest in the city. Gang members 

send coded messages to one another by tapping hollow 

rocks togelher, creating eerie clicking sounds that 

echo throughout the otherwise quiet neighborhood. 

Initially. ld4 drow bandits follow the party. scuttling 

through dark alleys and across web·strung rooftops 

while tapping their stones. urging more gang members 

to converge on the party's location. At the e nd of each 

round of clicking stones. another ld4 drow bandits 

appear. If the number of gang members grows to twenty 

or more. the bandits s urround the party and demand 
payment of 100 gp per party member for safe passage. 

If the characters kill four or more bandits . the resr flee 

before a drow patrol (see below) shows up. 

Development. The consequence of killing one or 

more bandits is retaliation. The gang organizes a 

hunting party to find and kill one party member for 

every gang member slain. This hunting party is bold 

e nough to leave the West Wall district, and you might 

have the Dandersnatchcs try to ambush the characters 

as they make their way out of Menzoberranzan. The 

hunting party consists of the gang's leader. her quasit 

advisor, and thir ty drow bandits. 

The leader of the Bandersnatches is a capricious 

and nil1ilis tic female drow named Viln Tirin. She has 
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the statistics of a bandit captain with the following 

modifications: 

• Viln is chaotic evil and has drow features (see the 

"Statistical Modifications to Drow NPCs'' sidebar). 

• She wields a scimitar of speed and can make one 

attack with it as a bonus action on her turn. AU of 
Viln's attacks with the weapon are +7 to hit a nd deal 8 
(1d6 + 5) slashing damage on a hit. 
Viln carries four daggers coated with purple worm 

poison (see ''Poisons" in chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). The poison on a dagger's blade 

is good for one hit only, whether the poison takes 

effect or not. 

She has a challenge rating of 5 (1.800 XP). 

BREGAN D 'AERTHE SPY 

See ··o uthcloim" for more information. 

DROW fOOT PATROL 

This patrol consists of 2d4 drow. If one or more party 

members appear to be anyth ing other than drow or 

slaves in the company of its drow master, the patrol 

confronts the party and s tarts asking questions. lf any 

of the answers arouse suspicion or come across as 

insolent, the drow attack. 

SLAVE ABUSE 

The characters see a drow noble flogging one of a 

handful of slaves (commoners of any race) while ld4 

bugbear bodyguards keep an eye ou1 for trouble. Unless 

the characters intervene, the merciless noble has the 

slave dragged to the Westrift and unceremoniously 

tossed into it. The poor slave falls 3d6 x 10 feel before 

being caught in a web and cocooned by a giant spider 

(to be devoured later). If the characters come to the 

slave's defense. the bugbears attack them. 

STATUE OF LOLTH 

See "Duthcloim" for more information. 

UNEXPECTED ALLIES 
As hostile as Menzoberranzan seems to outsiders. there 
are powerful figures within the city who want the demon 

lords expelled from the Underdark and a re willing to 

help the characters accomplish this goal. 

HousE B A EN RE 

The matron mother of House Baenre is the voice of 

Lolth in Menzoberranzan, and despite recent events. 

maintains absolute comrol of the city. Quenthcl knows 

how Demogorgon made his way from the Abyss to the 
City of Spiders. She wasn't surprised to learn that her 

brother Gromph-the Archmage of Menzoberranzan
was behind it, for she's seen evide nce of his growing 

unhappiness in recent months, and she a lso knows 
that Lolth was behind it. Qucnthel assumes that Lolth 

is making some sort o f power play in the Abyss. 

If Quenthellearns that advemurers are trying 10 rid 

the Undcrdark of its de mon lord menace, s he doesn't 

s tand in the ir way (see ''Private Meetings") and even 

allows them to travel through the city unmolested. 



BREGAN D'AERTHE 

Bregan D'aerthe is a mercenary compa ny with more 
power and innuence in Menzoberranzan than all the 
lesser noble houses combined. Bregan D'aerthe benefits 
from its close ties with House Baenre. The company's 
founder and leader.jarlaxlc. is brother to both Matron 
Mother Quemhcl Baenre and Arch mage Gromph 
Baenre. though thi!. fact isn't widely known. 

Jarlaxle doesn't care what the demon lords do in 
the Underdark. but he's worried about the future of 
Menzoberranzan as well as his secret holdings on the 
surface world. He wants to know how the demon lords 
arrived and how to send them back. and members of 
Bregan o·aerthe will support characters who claim to 
have those answers. 

COUNCIL OF SPIDERS 

Many drow wizards have long sought a means of 
increasing their power and innuence. frustrated that 
the arcane arls arc viewed as secondary to the divine 
magic of Lolth's priestesses. A secret cabal of noble 
wizards ca lling itself the Council of Spiders works 
to see wizards represented on the Ruling Council
overturning thousands of years of tradition while 
remaining true to Lolth's will. 

The disappearance of Gromph Baenre and the 
involvement ofVizeran DeVir in fending off the demonic 
invasion offers wizards of the council an unparalleled 
opportunity to advance their agenda. Vizeran has 
cultivated his role as a patron and ally of the council to 
gain inAuence among its members- while giving them 
no hint of his desire to destroy the drow's obsessive 
worship of Lolth. Vizeran has told council members 
that adventurers are helping him banish the demon 
lords back to the Abyss. and that they might come to 
Mcnzoberranzan seeking lore from Gromph's sanctum 
in Sorcerc. The council stands ready to disable the 
magical wards on the tOwer. should this come to pass. 

PRIVATE MEETINGS 
If House Baenrc and Bregan D'acrthe get wind of the 
party's presence in the city. the characters are confronted 
by drow tasked with escorting them to a private meeting 
with the leader of each faction.jarlaxlc sends a devilishly 
charming and :,arcastic male drow elite warrior named 
Krilelyn H'Kar. tasked with leading characters to the 
ruins of Housf' Do'Urden in the West Wall district. 
Matron Mother Quenthel Bacnre sends thirty dour drow 
elite warriors mounted on gia nt riding lizards (see 
the end of chapter 8 for statistics). with six gargoyles 
providing aerial support. They have orders to escort the 
party to House Bacnre atop Qu'ellarz'orl. 

MATRON MOTHER 

QUENTHELBAENRE 

Matron Mother Quenthcl Baenrc is absolutely loyal to 
Lolth, but she has suspected for some time that her 
brother Gromph is not. The arch mage has been missing 
since the disastrous sum moning ritual that pulled the 

demon lords into the Underdark. and no one claims 
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to know his whereabouts. The matron mother and 
her closest allies have carefully covered up the truth 
about Gromph's disappearance, proclaiming that the 
archmage is hard at work investigating the demonic 
invasion and seeking the means to send the demon lords 
back to the Abys<>. Quenthel doesn't know ifGromph 
is alive or dead. She knows only that she can't hide his 
disappearance forever e,•en as she must ensure that no 
damage C'Omc:. to her house as a result of his actions. 

Qucnthel doesn't care that the adventurers are 
fighting to send the demon lords back to the Abyss, or 
that Menzoberrantan might suffer under another demon 
lord assault. She':. conC'erned only about I louse Baenre. 
By the matron mother's addled logic. Lolth is using 
the demon lords to test the strength of House Baenre 
and lay waste to the enemies of the drow. However. the 
matron mother does n't want Gromph's spell or damning 
evidence of his actions falling into the wrong hands. 

Whether the characters arc brought in by force or 
arrive willingly. read the following when they meet 

Quenthcl Baenrc. 

A vast web of heavy metallic strands forms a kind of 

fence around a sprawling compound of structures laid 

out on the plateau at the top of Menzoberranzan's great 

cavern. Dozens of massive stalagm1tes and stalactites 

have been carved and shaped into towers, girded with 

balconies and walkways, and connected with delicate· 

looking ramps and bridges. All the compound 1s lit with 

blaz1ng light 1n pale shades of violet. green, and blue. 

Dozens of drow warriors are stationed on the overlooks 

and walkways, ever vigilant as they watch your approach. 

When the ch<Jractcrs are taken into the compound. the 
matron mother welcomes tlwm in her throne room- a 



massive chamber that occupies the entire fourth level of 
one tower. She sits upon a throne carved from a single 
black sapphire. with large diamonds set into its arms 
shedding light at the matron's command. 

Quenthel doesn't know that Vizcran DeVir is still 
alive. and any memion of him piques her interest. 
although she doesn't consider him a threat. After 
Gromph disappeared. she sent underlings to Sorcere 
to rid his sanctum of any incriminating evidence. They 
found none. The matron mother doesn't know about 
Gromph's secret inner sanctum or the grimoire hidden 
there. If the characters explain the broad strokes of their 
goal to get the grimoire out of the city, Quenthel allows 
and supports their mission even as she secretly plans 
to manufacture evidence that the adventurers were 
behind the ritual that brought the demon lords to the 
Underdark if they are caught with the grimoire in their 
possession. She grants permission for the characters to 
enter Sorccre and instructs the tower's inhabitants not 
to impede their investigation. 

As a Chosen of Lolth, Quenthel Baenre is, by herself, 
a threat comparable to any demon lord. Surrounded by 
the well-trained guards and magical wards of House 
Baenre. she could annihilate the adventurers without 
breaking a sweat. If the characters attack her, use 
the statistics of the drow pries tess ofLolth with the 
following modifications: 

Quentht>l has an Armor Class of 19 (-3 scale mail) 

and 132 (24d8 + 24) hit points. 
She has an Intelligence of 18 (+4) and a Wisdom of 20 
(+5). Her saving throw bonuses are as follows: Con +8. 
Wis + 12, Cha t 11. Her skill bonuses are as follows: 
Insight +12. Perception +12, Religion +11. Stealth +9. 

• She's an 20th-level spellcaster who can cast any cleric 
spell up to 9th level at will (save DC 20. +12 to hit with 
spell attacks). 

• She wields a tentacle> rod. 

• While seated on her throne. Quenthel can use an 
action on her turn to cast disintegrate (save DC 19). A 
target that fai ls its saving throw takes 10d6 + 40 force 
damage. If this damage reduces the target to 0 hit 
points, it is disintegrated. 
She has a challenge rating of 22 (41 ,000 XP). 

XP AWARD S 

If the party gainl> the support of Quenthel Baenre. award 
each character 2.000 XP. 

jARLAXLE BAENRE OF 

BREGAN D 'AERTHE 

The dashing and dapper commander of the Oregan 
D'acrthr mercenary company.jarlaxle Baenre is a drow 
warrior with centuries of experience. A nonconformist 
in a culture where failure to conform usually means 
death or ~xilf', he has learned to walk the line between 
being too defiant to be part of drow society and being 
too useful to get rid of. 

In addition to witnessing first hand the destruction 
wrought in Mcnzoberranzan.jarlaxle understands the 
terrible implications of the demon lords' arrival in the 
Underdark, and ht' knows that his brother Gromph is 
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responsible. j arlaxle knows that Gromph is hiding in the 
city of Luskan on the Sword Coast, but he doesn't share 
this information under any circumstances.jarlaxle has 
eyes and ears everywhere in Menzoberranzan. and he 
takes an interest in the adventurers particularly if they 
travel with Grin Ousstyl. 

Tf the characters agree to meet withjarlaxle in House 
Do'Urden. read the following when they first arr ive. 

A drow house stands alone and forlorn with its back 

against the west wall of Menzoberranzan's great vault. 

Its towers are dark, its walls crumbling and in desperate 

need of repair. The old fortress has the countenance of 

a haunted ruin, but here and there you glimpse signs 

of life: drow m black leather armor standing guard in 

the shadows and magical flames dancing in the s tone 

braziers that fl ank the entrance. As you are led inside, 

a pi llared hall s trewn with broken statuary looms all 

around you. Leaning against a cracked pi llar is a drow 

with an eyepatch and a wide-brimmed hat. A saber hangs 

from his h1p, and he cuts a dashing figure. "Well met!" he 

says with a smile. 

When Matron Mother Quenthel Baenre resurrected 
House Do'Urden. she ordered her brother jarlaxle tO 

look after the long-abandoned Do'Urden estate. He now 
uses the ruined drow house as a Bregan o ·aerthe base. 
Most of the house is off-limits to visitors. andjarlaxle 
won't allow the characters to stay long. 

jarlaxlc doesn't want the demon lords rampaging 

through the Underdark or making it to the surface 
world. If the characters reveal that their ultimate goal 
is to send the d(•mon lords back to the Abyss,Jarlaxle 
gives them whatever aid he can short of doing their 
"dirty work" for them. If the characters mention VizeraP 
DcVir,Jarlaxlc's interest is piqued. for he thought 
Vizeran was dead. lle warns them not to trust that '·reh 
of a bygone house." If the characters mention Vizeran's 
pla n to ma ke Menzoberranzan the s ite for the final 
showdown with the demon lords, j a rlaxle insists that 
the characters choose a different battleground. warning 
them that Bregan D'aerthe will oppose any effort to visi 
further destruction upon the city. 

If the characters claim to be looking for a safe 
way into Sorcere. j arlaxlc arranges for a member of 
the Council of Spiders to visit the party at a Bregan 
D'aenhe safe house in West Wall. This male drow m age 
brings scrolls of §reater invisibility-one for each pan) 

member-and also gives the characters a password tha• 
temporarily bypasses the tower's defenses. Characters 
who speak the password while inside the tower won't 
have to deal with the tower's guards and wards effect fo~ 
a period of I hour (see "Sorcere" later in this chapter). 
Bregan D'arrthc makes sure that the characters 
have no hol>tile encounters as they make their way to 
the Academy. 

Once he becomes aware of Gromph's grimoire, 
jarlaxle does everything in his power to make sure 
the characters get the grimoirc out of the city. Once 



Vizeran's ritual is completc,jarlaxle plans to send 
Bregan D'aenhe spies to find Vizeran and steal the 
grimoirc, so that he has evidence he can lord over 
his brother. 

Vizcran's plan is appealing tojarlaxle because it 
doesn't cost him anything. As long as the adventurers 
are committed to driving the demon lords back to the 
Abyss,jarlaxle keeps his Bregan o·aerthe forces on the 
sidelines. ready to defend Menzoberranzan. 

XPAWAROS 

Tf the party gains the support of jarlaxle Baenre. award 
each character 1,500 XP. 

A CHANGE OF HEART 
At some point as the characters explore 
Mcnzoberranzan, Grin Ousstyl confesses that his 
master Vizcran has not been entirely truthful with the 
adventurers. (If Grin didn't accompany the characters 
to the city. he pursues and eventually catches up with 
them to share what he knows.) 

Grin has studied Vizeran's work in crafting the 
dark heart talisman and its associated ritual to draw 
the demon lords together, and he believes that the 
ritual will have its intended effect regardless of where 
the talisman is placed. It doesn't need to be placed 
in Sorcere, or even in Menzoberranzan. Placing the 
talisman there only ensures that the drow city becomes 
the site of the demon lords· battle- and might well be 
laid waste in the process. If pressed. Grin admits that 
he isn't absolutely certain that Vizeran·s ritual will 
work if the talisman is placed elsewhere. He's not as 
learned or powerful as his master. 

Grin encourages the adventurers place the dark 

heart elsewhere and, in so doing, arrange a different 
battlefield for the demon lord showdown. He refuses 
to go along with any effort to leave the talisman in 
Mcnzoberranzan. [f the characters intend to place the 

dark heart as planned, they need to find some way to 
convince Grin or ensure his silence. Alternatively, Grin 

can betray them to the nearest drow patrol. disclosing 
Vizeran's pfan in the hope of saving the city. 

SORCERE 
The information the adventurers need to better 
understand the ritual that summoned the demon 
lords into the Underdark is in Gromph Bacnre·s 
sanctum within Sorccre, Menzoberranzan·s academy 
of wizardry. The arch mage"s quarters ha\'e been 
declared off limits by Matron Mother Qucnthel Baenre. 
who's trying to cover up Gromph"s involvement in the 
devastating attack on Menzoberranzan. 

The adventurers can safely enter Sorcere with 
the aid of Matron Mother Quenthel Baenre,Jarlaxle 
Baenre, or members of the Council of Spiders. Once 
inside, the characters on their own. as none of these 
NPCs or their agents want to be connected to the 
adventurers if things go awry. 

G UAR DS AND W ARDS 

The whole tower is protected by permanent guards and 

wards spells. The tower's drow residents are immune 
to the effects, but intruders are not. If the characters 
have the support of the Council of Spiders. members of 
the council give them a password which, when spoken 
aloud inside the tower. grants the speaker immunity 
to the spells· effect for I hour. After that. the password 
magically changes, and any characters still in the tower 
must deal with the guards and wards effect. 

R ANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN SORCERE 

lnside Sorccrc. the characters might encounter drow 
wizards as well as their apprentices. familiars. and 
other magical creatures. If they enter with Quenthel 
Bacnre·s permission, they can avoid most trouble with 
the tower's inhabitants. Otherwise. stealth and caution 
will be important. 

Have the characters make four DC 13 Dexterity 
(Stealth) group checks from the moment they enter 
the tower to when they reach the arch mage's sanctum. 
Each failed group check results in an encounter from 
the Sorccre Encounters table. The characters make the 
same checks while exiting the tower. 
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If the tower goes on aJert (a~ indicated in some 

of the encounter descriptions). all characters have 

disadvantage when making thei r group Dexterity 

(Stealth) cht>cks. 

SORCERE E NCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-6 1d4 drow mages 

7-8 1 giant spider 

9-10 1 anvisible quasit 

11-12 1 mad drow mage 

13-14 1 shadow demon 

15-18 1d4 slaves 

19-20 1 succubus or incubus 

0ROW MAGES 

There is a 50 percent chance that these mages have 

been forewarned of the party's arrival, either by Vizeran 

OcVir or by Matron Mother Quenthcl Baenre. in which 

cas<' they let the characters pass. Otherwise. the drow 

mages assume the character~ are intruders and attack 

unless Grin Ousstyl is with them. If the characters 

declare that they have Qucnthel Bacnre"s permission 

to be here. they can convince the mages to stand down 

with a successful DC 12 Charisma (Deception or 

Per~uasion) check. 

If one or more mages fall in battle. the rest use greater 

invisibility spells to turn invisible and retreat. putting 

the tower on aler t i f it isn't already. 

ClANT SPIDER 

This giant spider crawls along the walls or cei ling. ft 

ignores the characters unless they take hostile action 

against it. in which case it attacks. 

TNVISIBLE QUASIT 
A drow wizard's quasit familiar invisibly haunts the 

halls and chambers of the tower. It follows and observes 

th<• characters to find out what they're up to. leaving to 

alt>rt its master (a drow mage) if they enter Gromph's 

sanctum or are seen leaving it. I f the demon escapes. 

the tower goes on alen. 

MAD DROWMAGE 

fhi<o drow is afflicted with a form of indefinite madness. 

Roll on the Indefinite Madness table in chapter 8 of the 

Dungeon 1\fasrer's Guide to determine how the madness 

'" exprcsc;t'd. 

SHADOW DEMON 

A hound servam of a drow mage. this demon attempts 

to h ide from the characters, then follows to learn what 

they're up to. It fights the characters only if they attack it. 

Accing if reduced to 10 or fewer hit points. If the demon 

C!>Capes. the tower goes on alert. 

SLAVES 

These commoners (your choice of race) are on an 

errand for their drow magt> master when they run into 

the parry by accident. If the characters state that they 

have legitimate business in Sorcere, the slaves answer 

questions about the tower if asked. If the slaves suspect 
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the characters are trespassers. or if they're threatened 

or attacked. they Hee and call for help. If any slaves 

escape the encounter. the tower goes on alert. 

SuccuBusoRlNCUBUS 
A sometime lover and ally of one of the tower's wizards 

this fiend adopts the form of a slave (your choi<:e of race 

Curious to see the inside of Gromph's sanctum, the 

""slave"" offers to guide the characters there, taking thrm 

along a route that avoids otht'r random encounters. The 

fiend tries to steal Gromph's grimoire if the opportunit~ 

presents itself. first by using its Charm ability to 

convince a character to part with the book. and then b~ 

using Etherealness to disappear with it. 

G ROMPH's O u T ER SANCTUM 

The black marble door to Gromph Baenre's chambers 

is etched with si lvery runes around its edge and closed 

with an arctme Jock keyed to him. Picking tht: lock 

requires a successful DC 23 Dexterity check using 

thieves' tools. while forcing the door open requi res a 

successful DC 25 Strength check. I\ knock spell also 

opens the door, and Grin Ousstyl can have the spell 

prepared if none of the adventurers knows it. 

The chamber beyond the door is floored in black marble, 

laned with shelves laden with books and scrolls, and 

dominated by a broad desk of polished bone. A plush 

chair covered with lizard hide sits behind the desk, while a 

smaller and simpler zurkhwood chair sits facing it on the 

opposite side. A seven-foot-tall obsidian statue of a four· 

armed. sword-wielding drow warrior stands behind the 

desk against one wall. Burmng red candles are set about 

the room in holders made from skeletal hands. 

Cominual flame spells have been east on the dozen 

candles in the room, filling the art'a with bright light. If 
anyone o ther than Gromph enters the chamber wi thout 

speaking the word ryrnae ("quench"), a fire elemental 

appears and attacks the intruders. Casting dispel magJ• 

(DC 15) on the door before it opens disables this trap. 

but the elemental can't be dispelled once it appears. 

If anyone tampers with the dt>sk or the shelves· 

contents. or attempts to remove anything from tht> room. 

the four-armed statue animates and attacks. Tt has the 

statistics of a stone golem. but replace its ~1ultiauack 

and Slam action options with the followin~: 

Multiattack. The golem makes four sword attacks. 

Sword. Melee Weapon Attack: t 10 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target 

Hit: 10 (1d8 + 6) slashing damage. 

Anyone speaking the statue's name (Szashune) aloud 

isn't attacked by it. 

TRAPPED SECRET DOOR 

Any party member with a passivt> Wisdom (Perception 

score of 20 or higher notices a st>cret door in the waU. 

while a character searching the room for secret doors 

must succeed on a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) check 



to find it. Any creature with 12 Hit Dice or fewer that 

approaches within 5 feet of the secret door without 

speaking the word khaless ("trust") triggers an 

imprisonment spell (save DC 17). On a failed save. the 

creature is trapped in minimus containment inside a 

gemstone in Gromph's inner sanctum (described in the 

next section). The trap ceases to exist once a creature 

becomes imprisoned. A successful dispel magic (DC 19) 

cast on the secret door removes the trap. 

Opening the secret door requires a knock spell or 

a successful DC 20 Intelligence (Arcana) check to 

assess and manipulate its magic. Beyond it lies a dark 

void that can't be dispelled or destroyed. Anyone or 

anything that touches the void is instantly transporred 

to a labyrinthine dcmiplane similar to that created 

by a maze spell. A creature that succeeds on the DC 

20 Intelligence check to escape the maze reappears 

in the middle of the outer sanctum. However. if a 

creature casts a spell of 5th level or higher while in the 
demiplane, all creatures and objects in the demiplane 

instantly appear in Gromph's inner sanctum instead. 

TREASURE 

The collection of rare books and scrolls in the 

archmage's chambers is worth 15,000 gp. assuming the 

characters have the means to haul it out. A character 

who spends 10 minutes poring over the collection 
can make a DC 15 Intelligence (Arcana) check. On a 

successful check, the character confirms that Gromph's 

grimoire isn't among the books in the collection and 

also identifies the collection's five most valuable tomes, 

worth 1,000 gp each. However. one of these valuable 

works is trapped with a glyph of warding that triggers 

the third effect of bestow curse (save DC 17), and which 

lasts until dispelled. 

The drawers of the desk are sealed with arcane lock 

spells. Picking a drawer's lock requi res thieves' tools 

and a successful DC 23 Dexterity check. A knock spell 

or a successful dispel magic (DC 15) cast on a drawer 

removes its magical lock. When opened, the drawers 

are empty. An effect similar to Lcomund's secret chest 

shifts the drawers' contents into an extradimensional 

space when anyone other than Gromph opens them. 

GROMPH'S INNER SANCTUM 

Read the following text to players whose characters 

escape Gromph's demiplane (see "Gromph's Outer 

Sanctum") and appear in the archmage's inner sanctum. 

This circular chamber is lit by magic candles and 

floored in black stone, engraved and inlaid with magical 

diagrams In silver and gold. A female drow stands in the 

center of one magic circle, hands resting on her hips. 

Behind her, shelves and cabinets hold ceramic pots, 

glass vials, and other arcane paraphernalia, while a tome 

bound in black leather lies open on a lectern, its pages 

covered in spidery glyphs. The only exit appears to be an 

archway filled with a black void. 

Any creature that touches the dark void is whisked away 

to the demiplane that separates Gromph's inner and 

outer sanctums (see the previous section for details). 

A yochlol demon in drow form- Lolth's messenger 

ro Gromph-is imprisoned within the magic circle. It 

pretends to be a drow priestess named Y'lara for as long 

as the disguise is useful. claiming to have been trapped 
in the circle by the archmage a fter failing to convince 

Gromph not to cast his spell (a lie). The demon tries 

to get the characters to free it by breaking the circle. 

whereupon it attacks and tries to kill them. As long as 
the circle is intact. the demon can't leave it and doesn't 

have I ine of effect to anything outside of the circle. The 

yochlol does whatever it can to prevent the adventurers 

from leaving with Gromph's grimoire (see "Treasure''). 

The characters can bargain with the trapped or 

defeated demon. It is reluctant to tell them what it 

knows, but angrily answers questions in exchange for 

its freedom. The demon tries to convince the characters 

to release it before it tells them what it knows, and any 

promises it makes are forgotten once it is freed. 

The yochlol was sent by Lolth to ,;assist" Gromph with 

his ritual. knowing that it wouldn't work as intended. 

When Gromph lost control of the ritual, he fled the 

city, but not before trapping the yochlol. The yochlol 

knows that Gromph's inability to harness the faerzress 

is the reason why the ritual failed. but it doesn't know 

Gromph's presem whereabouts. If the characters ask 

''Y'Iara" what Lolth stands to gain from Gromph casting 

the ritual, the demon replies, "Chaos.'' 

lf the yochlol is killed, a character who investigates 

the grimoire can confirm beyond doubt that Gromph 
was responsible for bringing the demon lords to the 

Underdark. 

TREASURE 

Gromph's grimoire rests atop the lectern near the circle 

and bears the title Zhaun 'ol'/ea/ ("The Book of the 
Eight" in Elvis h) and describes rituals for summoning 

and binding powerful demons. It's open to a chapter that 

talks about the summoning of Demogorgon. 

The various arcane components and ritual items in 
the workroom are worth 1.000 gp total. A 6,000 gp 

diamond also sits on a small stand atop a workbench. It 

contains any creature trapped by the imprisonment spell 

that guards the secret door in Gromph's Outer Sanctum. 

XPAWARDS 

If the party acquires Gromph's grimoire. award each 

character 1,500 XP. 

DEVELOPMEN TS 
By the end of this chapter, characters should havt' 

Gromph's grimoire and certain knowledge of the 

archmage's ritual in their possession. Given Grin 

Ousstyl's information, the characters are faced with 

a grim choice- place Vizeran's dark heart talisman 

in Menzoberranzan or in some other location. lf they 

decide to leave it in Menzoberranzan. they must also 

decide how to deal with Grin, and possibly the wrath of 

jarlaxle Baenre as well. 
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. CHAPTER 16: THE FETID WEDDING 

Zuggrmoy, Demon Queen of Fungi, plots to "wed" 
Araumycos, an enormous fungus occupying a large 
area of the Underdlark. After uniting their powers in 
an unholy mockery of matrimony-in truth, a demonic 
rite of domination- Zuggtmoy will gain the power to 
transform the whole of the Underdark into her new 
Abyssal domain. The only things in her way are a core 
of resistance in the myconid community, the rage of her 
rival Juiblex, and the determination of the adventurers. 

The characters receive a warning about Zuggtmoy's 
plans from Basidia, one of the myconid sovereigns 
of Neverlight Grove. After traveling to the caverns of 
Araumycos. they reach out to Araumycos's alien mind 
with the aid of Basidia's rapport spores, and try to free it 

from Zuggtmoy's demonic influence.Juiblex seizes the 
opportunity to crash the wedding. and the two demon 
lords do baule. \\hen the characters sever Zuggtmoy's 

link with Araumycos.Juiblex destroys her material 
form. leaving the adventurers to face the remaining (and 
weakened) demon lord in battle. 
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WEDDING INVITATION 
The adventurers become caught up in Zuggtmoy's plots 
when they experience a vision from the rebel myconids 
of Neverlight Grove, delivered by Sovereign Basidia. 
The characters know of Basidia and the myconids' 
struggles if they visited Neverlight Grove (see chapter 
5). Otherwise. the myconids reach out to them if they 
sheltered Stool or Rumpadump for a time. 

Basidia's vision can come at any point. whether 
the characters are asleep or awake. You can choose 
to have the vision affect aU or some of the player 
characters. or to have some of their PC followers 
affected as well. Read the following text aloud. making 
adjustments as necessary if the characters have not me• 
Sovereign Basidia. 

A soft, glowing light rises from ahead, emanating from 

a vast cavern. The ent~re surface of the cave-floor, 

walls. and ceiling-is blanketed in moss and fungi, all in 

shades of white and soft pastels of pink, violet, green, 

and pale blue. The diffuse light the mushrooms shed 

makes the vista waver as 1f seen through mist. 



"Araumycos," a voice says in yovr mind. You turn 

and see a mycon1d sovereign standmg beside you 

where there was no one before, recognizing Basidia of 

Neverhght Grove. "The largest and greatest bemg of our 

world," the myconid says sadly. "All that you see before 

you is Araumycos; all th1s and much more. All is in 

danger from the corruption that will claim the whole of 

the world if you do not help us." 

Although myconids can normally use their rapport 

spores only over short distances. Basidia explains 
that Zuggtmoy has been spreading her own spores 
throughout the Underdark, channeling faerzress. 
By tapping into this growing presence. the myconid 
sovereign can rnpport over great distances to ask the 
characters for their help. 

Zuggtmoy, the demon queen who has corrupted 
the myconids, h:ts made her intentions clear. She is 
leading her new followers to the vast cavern complex 
occupied by Araumycos, the largest life-form in the 
Underdark and perhaps in a lithe world. There, the 
two will be bonded in a demonic ceremony, giving 
Zuggrmoy dominion over a fungal kingdom larger and 
greater than any surface-world realm. To that end, she 
and her followers have been performing ri£Uals and 
releasing spores to lull the great Araumycos into a kind 
of charmed sleep. The full implications are unclear 
to Basidia and the myconids. but as Araumycos is the 
oldest and most powerful being known to them. they 
greatly fear what Zuggtmoy's corruption of it will bring. 

Fortunately, there is hope. Basidia believes it can 
assist in creating a rapport between the adventurers and 
Araumycos's vast. sleeping mind. The characters can 
help to awaken it and aid its struggle against the demon 
queen's inAuencc. Or, if there's no other choice, they 
can destroy Araumycos before Zuggtmoy can claim the 
great creature as her own. 

Tf Stool or Rumpadump have met the characters 
and are still alive, they join the rapport between 
Basid ia and the characters, offering rheir support and 
encouragement as they implore the adventurers to 
intervene. If the characters saw the hideous Garden of 
Welcome in Nrverlight Grove- or. worse yet, glimpsed 
the horrors ofYggmorgus the myconids remind them 
that the whole world might become like that if Zuggtmoy 
unites Araumycos's power with her own. 

Basidia proposes that the characters travel quickly 
to Araumycos. where the myconid sovereign will 
temporarily immunize them against the effects of the 

demon-tainted spores released by myconids under 
Zuggtmoy's influence. Basidia will then initiate a 
rapport with Araumycos while Zuggtmoy and her 
followers are preoccupied with the wedding ceremony. 

Basidia and its followers can meet the adventurers 
within Araumycos's vast cavern complex. The sovereign 
is too closely watched to slip away and meet them 
before that, and it recommends that the characters 
avoid contact with other myconids on their travels. 
Basidia can use the extended rapport link to fix on the 

characters' location, and promises to find them when 
they are near the center of Araumycos. The vision 
then ends. 

MYCONID MARCH 
Shortly after the party receives Basidia's vision and 
warning. myconids and fungal creatures throughout 
the Underdark fall under the inAuence of Zuggtmoy's 
spreading spores. making a slow and steady march 
toward Araumycos. their "queen's betrothed.'' 

Thousands are on the move. and the procession has a 
bizarrely festive air, the fungi capering, dancing. and 
skipping as they celebrate the impending nuptials. 

That behavior alone is alarming enough. However, 
under the demon quecn's influence, the myconids 
and other fungi release clouds of spores as they 
move through the tunnels of the Underdark. Strange 
perfumes and scents fill the air. The marching myconids 
sow chaos as they move through the Underdark. passing 
around the Darklakc. Other intelligent Underdark 
creatures give the procession a wide berth. 

Characters making their way toward Araumycos can 
avoid much of the risk by following Basidia's advice and 
staying away from the myconid march. lf not. they run 
the risk of falling under Zuggtmoy's sway (see ''Random 
Encounters'' in this chaptc>r). 

UN I NVI TED GUESTS 

The fungi of the Underdark aren't the only ones on the 
move.juiblex the Faceless Lord has caught wind of 
its rival Zuggtmoy's intentions and mobilized an army 
of oozes now making its way toward Araumycos. The 
demon lord wants to slow Zuggtmoy's progress toward 
her goal. More importantly, though,Juiblex seeks the 
opportunity to appear at the ceremony, either to thwart 
its rival's intentions. take advantage of Araumycos's 
vulnerability, or both. Though Araumycos represents 
the perfect mate to Zuggtmoy,juiblex sees it only as a 
living feast of tremendous proportions. 

With both forces on the move. outbreaks of violence 
between oozes and fungi become more common. 
although the followers of Zuggtmoy outnumber the 
Faceless Lord's creatures. 

ARAUMYCOS: GENERAL FEATURES 

The domain of Araumycos is a bizarre fungal realm in the 
heart of the Underdark. 

Light. Araumycos's tunnels and caverns are dimly lit by 
phosphorescent fungi. 

Terrain. Fungal life fills the caverns and passageways 
in the region, with visitors literally walking upon and 
within Araumycos upon entering its domain. The Aoor is 
carpeted with thick mold and fungus, creating patches of 
difficult terrain throughout. In some tunnels and caves, 
fungi growths obstruct pass;~ge. Characters either have 
to climb or hack the1r way through the fungal growth. In 
other places, the fungus covering the floor is soft enough 
that characters can smk mto 1t with no warning. Use the 
quicksand rules in chapter 5, "Adventure Environments,ff 
of the Dungeon Master's Guide for such areas. Creatures 
that fail to escape become food for Araumycos. 



ARAUMYCOS 
Some forty miles southeast of the Darklake lies the vast 
territory of Araumycos (see th<" Underdark overview 
map in chapter 2). 

R AN DOM ENCOUNT ERS 

As the characters travel toward Araumycos. use the 
Creature Encounters table in this section rather than 
the Creature Encounters table in chapter 2. 

Once tht> characters enter Araumycos·s territory. usc 
the Araumycos Encounters table instead of the random 
encounter tables in chapter 2. While the characters are 
in Araumycos's domain, check for a random encounter 
twice per day: once while tht>y are traveling. and again 
while they are camped or resting. 

CREATURE ENCOUNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

Death tyrant 

2-6 Demons 

7-8 Gnoll pack 

9-10 Gncks 

11-14 Myconid parade 

15 18 Oozes 

19-20 Two-headed trolls 

ARAUM YCO S E NCO UNTERS 

d20 Encounter 

1-5 No encounter 

6-10 Fungi 

11-14 Mold pit 

15- 17 Myconid parade 

18-20 Oozes 

D EATH 'TYRANT 

Characters within 1 mile of the death tyrant's lai r feel 
as if they're being watched even when they a re n't. While 
defending its cavernous lair. the tyrant avails itself of its 
la ir actions. 

Treasure. If the characters defeat the death tyrant, 
they can plunder its hoard: 4d6 x 1,000 gp, 5d6 x 100 
pp, 3d6 500 gp gems, and ld6 magic items (determine 
each one by rolling on Magic Item Table C in chapter 8 
of the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

D EMONS 

One or more demons encounter the party and attack. 
Roll a dl2 and consult the Demons table w determine 
what the characters meet. 

DEMONS 

d20 Demons 

1-2 2d4 barlguras 

3-4 2d4 chasmes 

5-6 1d4 hezrous 

7-8 1d100 manes 

9- 10 1 nalfeshnee 

11-12 2d4 vrocks 
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FUNGI 

This encounter occurs only while the characters are 
traveling; otherwise, treat it as "no encounter ... 

The party happ<"ns upon a cave overgrown with fungi. 
Roll a d6 and consult the Fungi table to determine what 
special type of fungi can be found here. 

If this encounter takes place in Araumycos's domain. 
an overabundance of fungi cover all of the other cave 
exits, requiring the characters to hack or blast their wa} 
through (or find a route around). 

FUNGI 

d6 Fungi 

1 1 d6 gas spores 

2 1d6 violet fungi 

3-4 3d6 edible fung1 (choose from the varieties in 

"Fungi of the Underdark" in chapte r 2) 

5-6 3d6 exotic fungi (choose from the varie ties in 

"Fungi of the Underdark" in chapter 2) 

GNOLL PACK 

A hunting pack consisting of one gnoll pack lord and 

3d6 gnolls has been driven into a frenzy by the presence 
of Yeenoghu in the Underdark. The characters can't be 
surprised by the gnolls. whose incessant cackling gives 
them away. 

CRICKS 

A grick a lpha and ld4 ,. 2 gricks lair in a cave. Tbey 
spring out from hiding to attack any creature that 
stumbles into their territory. 

MOLD PJT 
One party member (determined randomly) steps on a pit 
of soft mold hidden beneath a thin carpet of moss, and 
sinks into it. The effect is identical £O that of quicksand 
(see chapter 5, "Adventure Environments," of the 
Dungeon Master's Guide). 

MYCONlD PARADE 

The characters stumble upon ld4 myeonid adults, 2d6 
myconid s prouts , and one or more spore servants. 
Roll a d8 and consult the Spore Servants table to 
determine what kind of spore servants are present. 

SPORE SERVANTS 

d8 Spore Servants 

1-2 1d6 chuul spore servants (see appendix C) 

3-4 1d6 drow spore servants 1d6 duergar spore 

servants (see appendix C for both) 

5-6 ld6 drow spore servants (see appendix C) and 1d6 

quaggoth spore servants 

7-8 1d6 hook horror spore servants (see appendix C) 

Subjects of Zuggtmoy, the myconids and their spore 
servants caper and dance madly to music only they can 
hear. The myconids insist that all other creatures they 
meet join them, releasing a cloud of spores if anyone 
refuses to do so. They can release this cloud once, 
and any creature within 30 feet of one or more of the 



myconids when the cloud is released must succeed 
on a DC 11 Constitution saving throw or become 
charmed. While charmed in this way. a creature can 
do nothing other than dance and usc its movement to 
follow the myconid parade. The creature can repeat 
the saving throw at the end of each hour, ending the 
effect on itself on a success. Casting lesser restoration, 
greacer restoration. remove curse, or simi lar magic on 
a creature also ends the effect on it. 

The myconids and their spore servants attack only 
if they're attarked or prevented from cominuing on 
their march. 

O OZES 

The character~ encounter one or more oozes. Roll a d4 
and con~ult the Oozes table to determine what kinds of 
oozes the characters encounter. 

O o zEs 

d4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Oozes 

1 black pudding and 1d6 gray oozes 

1 black pudding and ld4 ochre jellies 

3d6 black puddings 

2d4 gelatinous cubes 

If the encounter occurs en route to Araumycos. 
the oozes are slithering toward the giant fungus. 
Otherwise. the oozes are feasting on Araumycos itself. 
In either event, the oozes fight on ly in self-defense. 

Two- ! l EADED TROLLS 

Warped by Demogorgon's presence in the Underdark. 
these trolls ha,·e each grown a sc<·ond head. As part 
of its \1ultiauack routine. a rwo ht"aded troll can make 
a Bite :utack as a bonus action on its turn. The party 
encounters ld4 + I of these hungry creatu r e~. which 
otherwise have the statistics of a normal troll. 

E NTER THE GROOM 
In the time it takes the characters to reach Araumycos·s 
caverns after receiving Basidia's message, Zuggtmoy 
and her fungal entourage arrive at the site of the 
ceremony. near the center of those caverns. The 
entourage includes hundreds of myconid adults 
and myconid sprouts . accompanied by awa ke ned 
zurkhwoods and bridesmaids of Zuggtmoy (both from 
appcndi'< C). as well as ambulator) fungi such as violet 
fungi and gas spores. Various spore scn·ants fill out 
Zuggtmoy's entourage (sec the "Myconids" entry of the 
Monster Mamwl and appendix C of this adventure). 

B AS I DJA'S A ID 

As the chararters approach the center of Araumycos's 
great cavern complex, Basidia meets them with a small 
detachment of loyal myconids. The myconid SO\ ereign 
explain~ that it can infuse the characters with rapport 
spores and neutralized servitor spores. enabling them 
to blend in with the fungal servitors accompanying 
Zuggtmoy. The characters then have a few hours to 
make their way to the center of Araumycos·s territory 
where Zuggtmoy's ritual is srt to take place. 

When the) are sufficient I) dose to the ep•centcr of 
the ritual. the characters will be able to enter rapport 
with Araumycos. Basidia's rapport -;pores help facilitate 
the process. but Araumycos·s sleeping mind isn't in full 

control of the defenses of its body. and might interpret 
the characters' presence as an attack. Basidia warns 
the characters that they must be on their guard for a 
reaction from the vast fungus. 

Once the characters have entered rapport. they must 
seck out Araumycos's sleeping mind and awaken it to 
tht' danger it faces. Basidia doesn't know if Zuggtmoy 
will become aware of what the character~ are doing. but 
if she does. they will have only a limited amount of time 
before the demon queen tries to stop thrm. 

OozE SPIES 

Once Basidia has explained the plan to the characters. 
read the following boxed text aloud to the plnyers. 

Even as the myconid sovere1gn's thoughts fill your mind, 

you become aware of a faint hissing and fizzmg sound. 

The fungus around you dissolves to a formless goo as 

somethmg moves in the undergrowth to surround you! 

A pair of regenerating black puddings. sp•es for juiblcx. 
slitlwr through the undergrowth to attack the party. 
The characters· myconid allies fall back from the fray. 

desperate to protect Sovereign Basid ia ""d pleading 
for the adventurers' aid through the telepathic rapport 
they share. 

Empowered by juiblcx. these regenerating black 
puddings ha,·e an Intelligence of 6 ( 2) and the following 
feature. which increases each pudding's challenge 
rating ro 5 (1.800 XP). 

Regeneration. The pudding regams 10 h1t pomts at the 

start of its turn. If the pudding takes fire damage. th1s trait 

doesn't function at the start of the puddmg's next turn. The 

pudding dies only if it starts 1ts turn with 0 h1t pomts and 

doesn't regenerate. 

ACROSS T HE FUNGAL F I ELDS 

Once the charaett>rs receive Ba!';idia's spore!> and 
ovt'rcomejuiblex's black pudding spies, they should set 

out at once for the depths of Araumyco~ a:. the rapport 
takes hold. Unfortunately, they have no means of 
a!>suring the slumbering fungal entity of their intentions, 
and the growing threat posed by Zuggtmoy and the 
demon lords has roused Araumycos'!> defenses. 

The pastel colors offungi t ransfo rm the caverns you 

pass through into softly glowing meadows. The floor is 

spongy, and the myconid spores are makmg you start to 

feel drowsy-at least, you hope that's what's behind this 

strange sensation. Then you feel the ground beneath you 

shift as something moves-a number of a th1ck, spiky 

tendrils bursting from the ground. 
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Two fungal creatures resembling otyughs rise up and 
attack the characters. Created by Araumycos to perfectly 
duplicate the abilities, traits, and actions of otyughs. 
these creatures are plants rather than aberrations. They 
attack until ~lain, whereupon each bursts into a cloud of 
sweet-smelling spores as its body dissolves back into the 
lar~er mass of fungi filling the cavern. 

Read the following to the players when the final 
creature is defeated. 

The creature bursts like an overfull wineskin, releasing a 

clear ichor and a cloud of dusty spores. The deflating bulk 

of its body sinks back beneath the shimmering fungal field 

where you stand Your vision starts to swim, and you feel 

dizzy and faint. Your limbs are numb and your legs no 

longer support you. 

A successful DC 13 Intelligence (Arcana or Nature) 
check confirms that the characters are in no physical 
danger but are entering rapport with Araumycos. 
The adventurers are paralyzer! as the myconid spores 
fully take effect. Even creatures immune to sleep and 
paralysis are affected as the spores seep into mind and 
body. The characters collapse harmlessly to the soft 
surface of Araumycos. its fun~us quickly spreading 
across them as the rapport begins. When this happens, 
continue with "lnro the Gray Dream." 

INTO THE GRAY DREAM 
The rapport with Araumycos affects the adventurers like 
an astral projection spell, sending their astral bodies om 
into the Astral Plane where Araumycos's vast. dreaming 
mind resides. Their bodies remain unconsciolLS in 
suspended animation while they are projected into the 
Astral Plane. Read the following aloud to the players. 

You are floating, weightless, adrift. A gray, silvery light 

spreads around you like the dawn of a cloudy day, 

illuminating a peculiar realm. All of you are floating in a 

silvery haze that sh1mmers with swirls of color. Objects 

drift past in the distance, but whether they are small 

stones or rocks the size of mountains, you can't say for 

certain. Your moment of reverie is broken by the sound 

of Basidia's voice in your m1nd. "It begins." 

The adventurers. now psychically linked with both the 
myconid sovereign and Araumycos, arc aware of the 
demon queen and her minions performing Zuggtmoy's 
demonic ritual. 
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Through your link with Basidia, you sense that 

Zuggtmoy's wedding ceremony has begun. Receiving 

the mycon1d's 1mpresstons, you become aware of a 

huge crowd of fungal creatures and spore servants

hundreds, perhaps thousands of them-watching as 

a grotesque procession makes tis way through them. 

Myconids of all sizes caper madly before a troupe of 

giant ammated mushrooms, beanng a mossy litter 

upon which sits the Demon Queen of Fungi in all her 

terrible splendor. 

Zuggtmoy is draped and veiled in molds and fruiting 

mushrooms woven mto a grotesque gown. Vaguely 

humanoid figures set with clusters of luminescent 

lichen and tumescent fungal growths follow her like 

bridesmaids, carrying a veil and train of lacy mycelia. 

Stepping off the litter as her followers set it down, the 

Demon Queen of Fungi rises to tower above all the 

creatures around her. "My betrothed," she intones, the 

meaning of her words clear within the vision. "I am here 

at last." 

THE MIND OF A RAUMYCO S 

Navigating on rhe Astral Plane is largely a matter of 
thought and perception. The characters feel a psychic 
-pull" in the right direction as they seek out the 
consciousness of Araumycos with their own minds. A 
creature Aies through the Astral Plane at a speed in 
feet equal to 3 x its Intelligence score. but a feeling of 
timelessness on the plane makes it difficult to judge the 
length of the journey. 

The characters' thoughts draw them toward a distant 
floating object. It appears to be a hemisphere, until 
its slow rotation reveals its true form: a giant s kull 
missing its jawbone. formed out of some kind of pale 
rock. As the characters draw closer, the s kull reveals 
itself to be the size of a small mountain. Its s urface is 
covered in lichens and broad patches of mold, the color:. 
resembling those of Araumycos on the Material Plane. 

Through the empty eye sockets of the skull, the 
adventurers can see rhat its interior is hollow and filled 
with a bewildering variety of giant fungi. Tendrils and 
growths extend outward. twining together to form a 
mass suspended in the middle of the open space- a 
brain-shaped fungus the size of a castle. 

The closer the characters come to the floating 
skull, the more strongly they feel a presence- the 
mind of Araumyeos. to which they are linked. That 
consciousness is largely unaware of them. lulled by the 
insidious influence of Zuggtmoy's spores and unable to 
resist the demon queen's presence. 



WEDDING CRASHERS 

When any character enters Lhe skull or touches its 
surface. the mind of Araumycos stirs and the Demon 
Queen of Fungi senses it Read the following to the 
players as Zuggtmoy uses the connection of the rapport 
spores to push into Araumycos's mind. 

"Who dares?" a voice shouts in your mind. "Who dares 

disturb my intended nuptiaJs?" Spores and tendrils erupt 

from the surface of the skull, coalescing before your eyes 

into the image of the Demon Queen of Fung1, her dead 

eyes glaring with inhuman fury. 

Zuggtmoy projects her psychic presence to confront 
the characters, while at the same time maintaining 
limited control over her material form. She intends to 
complete the ritual necessary to grant her full power 
over Araumycos. needing only to delay or destroy the 
intruders in order to succeed. The split in the Demon 
Queen's attention works in their favor. as Zuggtmoy's 
demonic rivaljuiblex chooses that moment to launch its 
attack and claim Araumycos for its own. 

Before Zuggtmoy acts against the adventurers. the 
demon queen is distracted, turning away to glance at 
something they can't see. She hisses the name "juiblex" 
like a curse, then recoils as if struck. Her image 
then vanishes. 

THE SLEEPER WAKES 

As the psychic din awakens Araumycos from its 
trance. the shimmering colors piercing the silver of 
the Astral Plane flare even brighter. The following 
round, Araumycos enters into full rapport with the 
characters and their myconid allies. The entity reveals 
that Zuggtmoy has already infected its mind with her 
demonic inAuence, which Araumycos can feel growing 
in strength. It's only a matter of time before it falls 
to the demon queen's will. Focused but fearful, the 
entity asks the adventu rers to cut out and destroy the 
diseased part of its mind before it's too late. 

The characters are guided to the far side of the 
suspended fungus cluster inside the skull, where a dark 
mass is spreading. The first time any character comes 
within 20 feet of the dark mass, it erupts with the effect 
of an Evard's black tentacles spell. The infected area 
of Araumycos's mind has AC 13, 100 hit points, and 
vulnerability to necrotic and psychic damage. 

When the infected area first takes damage, Zuggtmoy 
senses it and turns her attention away from juiblex in 
an attempt to stop the characters. As she exerts her 
will over Araumycos, a burst of spores spreads out in 
a cloud from the infected area. Any creature within 20 
feet of the infected area must make a successful DC 19 
Constitution saving throw or take 3d6 poison damage 
and become poisoned. While poisoned in this way. the 
creature takes 3d6 poison damage at the start of each 
of its turns. A poisoned creature can repeat the saving 
throw on each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on 
a success. 

As the characters destroy more of the infected area, 
the view beyond the bounds of the skull chamber 
begins to darken. When the area reaches 0 hit points. 
a powerful psychic wind howls through the area. Each 
character must make a successful DC 15 Intelligence 
saving throw to avoid the mental effect of a psychic wind 
(see "The Astral Plane" in chapter 2 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide). This psychic wind has no location 
effect, as the rapport ends thereafter and the characters 
awaken back in their physical bodies. Physical damage 
and ongoing effects suffered by their astral forms aren't 
carried over to the characters' physical bodies. 

LET THEM SPEAK Now ... 
If the characters free Araumycos from Zuggtmoy's 
innuence. they weaken the power of the Demon Queen 
of Fungi, fatally distracting her. With the loss of many 
of her fungal minions and the amount of power she has 
expended to perform her ritual, Zuggtmoy is weakened 
to the point that]uiblex overwhelms her, destroying and 
consuming her material form and casting her essence 
back into the Abyss. 

Characters reduced to 0 hit points in the battle on 
the Astral Plane are catapulted back to their bodies on 
the Material Plane. Their rapport with Araumycos is 
broken, and they are helpless to intervene further in the 
conflict going on within the entity's mind. You can have 
a group of oozes or spore servants from the Araumycos 
Encounters table appear in the cavern where the 
adventurers entered into rapport with Araumycos. so 
that characters shunted out of that rapport can defend 
their compatriots' helpless bodies while the light 
continues. 

Tf all the characters are defeated on the Astral Plane. 
the awakened Araumycos remains conscious enough to 
resist Zuggtmoy with a final effort, sufficient to distract 
the Demon Queen of Fungi and thereby allowing juiblex 
to overwhelm her. In any event, the characters can hear 
the battle betweenJuiblex and Zuggtmoy unfolding in 
the ritual cavern just a few minutes ahead of them. 

RETREAT! 

If the adventurers retreat from the sounds of battle. 
they barely escape from a partial collapse of their 
local section of Araumycos's cavern complex. They 
race ahead of a small horde of Zuggtmoy's minions. 
which are crushed by falling rock that also seals 

off the charactc::rs' escape route. Basidia and some 
of the myconid rebels survive, and will accompany 
the adventurers out of Araumyeos's caverns before 
returning to Neverlight Grove to root out any remainder 
of the demon queen·s infestation. 

To BATTLE! 

If the adventurers head toward the battle between the 
two demon lords after awakening from their rapport. 
they arrive just in time to sec th<' grotesque display of 
the Faceless Lord slurping up the defeated Zuggtmoy 
into the mass of its body, enveloping and dissolving her 
before turning its attention toward the newcomers. 
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FIGHTING THE 

FACELESS LORD 
Under normal circumstances, Juiblex (see appendix 
D) would be an overwhelming foe. Fortunately for the 
adventurers, the Faceless Lord's battle with Zuggtmoy 
has weakened it. The characters might also have aid 
from allies, the newly freed myconids, and Araumycos 
in overcoming the demon lord. 

Apply the following penalties to j uiblex: 

Irs current hit points are 200. 
It has no more uses of Legendary Resistance for the day. 

• Its Eject Slime action has been used and 

must recharge. 
• It has no lair actions or regional effects. 

Basidia rallies thirty myconid adults and thirty-two 
drow spore servants (see appendix C) to tight a longside 
the characters. Their attacks are incapable of harming 
juiblex. However. as they swarm around the demon 
lord, one time per round (as agreed upon by the players). 
a character who would be hit by an attack can have a 
myconid or a spore servant hit by the attack instead. 
The myconids can also fight off oozes, allowing the 
adventurers to focus their attention on the demon lord. 

If the adventurers freed it from Zuggtmoy's influence, 
Araumycos aids them by releasing spores into the 
cavern, granting all living creatures in the area 
immunity to poison damage and the poisoned condition. 

VICTORY OR DEFEAT 
The characters might overcome two demon lords if 
they are successful in this chapter. If they fail, terrible 
consequences unfold for the myconids and other 
creatures of the Underdark, though the adventurers 
will get another chance to take the fight to Zuggunoy, 
Juiblex, and all the other demon lords in chapter 17. 

ESCAPING DEFEAT 

If the characters lose their battle againstjuiblex, their 
best hope lies in Vizcran DeVir's ritual. ln the worst
case scenario where one or more heroes fall in the fight 
against the Faceless Lord, their allies might be able 
to carry them to safety so that they can be healed or 
restored to life. 

If the adventurers flee from Juiblex, the demon lord 
pursues them. However. Araumycos (or its death throes) 
tr iggers a cave-in, al lowing defeated characters to barely 
escape.juiblex then turns its attention to feeding on 
Araumycos and is one of the demon lords drawn into 
battle by Vizeran's ritual in chapter 17. 

ACHIEVING VICTORY 

If the adventurers succeed. they achieve a great victory 
with two demon lords banished back to the Abyss. The 
creatures under the demon lords' infl uence eventually 
re turn to norma l. Neither Zuggtmoy nor Juiblex is truly 
destroyed. however. Each demon lord reforms on its 
layer of the Abyss, never forgetting those responsible for 
its defeat. 
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The elimination of the Demon Queen of Fungi wins 
the adventurers the eternal gratitude of the surviving 
myconids of Neverlight Grove. Basidia quickly assumes 
leadership of the grove, taking steps to heal the minds 
of those myconids afflicted by demonic corruption. The 
myconids also declare their intention to cleanse their 
home of Zuggtmoy's linge ring influence. 

The removal ofjuiblex from the Underdark causes 
most oozes and related creatures to revert to their 
normal state. If the Pudding King survived this long, 
he retreats to Blingdenstone, but it's a far easier matter 
for the deep gnomes to deal with him and his oozing 
minions withoutjuiblex around. 

DEVELOPMENTS 
Even if Araumycos survives, its fate is unclear. The 
entity's mind has clearly been damaged by both 
the necessity of cutting away its corruption and the 
buffeting force of the psychic wind that followecl. Basidia 
and the myconids offer to meld with Araumycos to try 
to heal it and guide it back to wholeness. Though not as 
serious as death, the trauma still causes a significant 
amount of fungal die-off in areas of the creature's 
domain, potentially uncovering lost ruins or other 
hidden sites. 

In addition to possible victory over one or two demon 
lords, the adventu rers receive one last bequest from 
the mind of Araumycos. A puff of rapport spores or a 
lingering psychic connection informs them of one or 
more of the secrets of the Underdark gathered during 
the entity's vast existence. If you want to provide 
the players with any remaining information about 
virtually anything in the adventure, this is an excellent 
opportunity to do so. 

TREASURE 

ln addition to (or instead of) providing information to 
the adventurers, the last connection to the surviving 
Araumycos can bestow a charm of heroism to all the 
player characters (see "Other Rewards" in chapter 7 of 
the Dungeon Master's Guide). 

Additionally, the thi rteen timmask mushrooms on the 
list of required components that Vizeran needs to create 
his dark heart talisman (sec chapter 12) can be found in 
the aftermath of the failed wedding ceremony. sprouting 
in locations touched by Zuggtmoy or juiblex. 

Tf the characters didn't collect traces of Yecnoghu's 
blood from the fallen goristro in chapter 14, any 
successful weapon attack againstjuiblex in this 
chapter leaves traces of the Faceless Lord's blood on a 
character's weapon. Collecting this blood for Vizc ran 

De Vir provides another component he needs to craft his 
dark heart talisman. 

XPAWARDS 

Tfthe characters rid Araumycos's mind of its demonic 
infection, award each of them 2.000 XP. If the party 
delive rs to Vizeran all of the components he needs to 
craft his dark heart talisman, award each character an 
additional 2,500 XP. 



CHAPTER 17: AGAINST THE DEMON LORDS 

In the culmination of Out of the Ab)'ss. the heroes 

implemem Vizeran DeVir's scheme to take on the 

demon lords. The arch mage's ritual draws the demon 

lords together to fight to the death. leaving Demogorgon 

victorious but weakened as the ad\·enturers face off 

against the Prince of Demons. Even wounded and 

weakened. though. Demogorgon is a legendary foe. and 

the fate of the Undcrdark and all Facrun rests on the 

adventurers' final battle. 

READYING THE PLAN 
Over the course of their adventures. the characters have 

collected the components needed to create the talisman 

at the cemer of Vizcran DeVir's summoning ritual: 

The intact and unhatched egg of a purple worm (from 

the worm hatchery in chapter 13) 

• The ccntrnl eye of a beholder (from Karazikar in the 

Vast Oblivium in chapter 13, or some other source). 

Six feathers from six different angels (from the petri
fied angels in the Labyrinth in chapter 14) 

The heart of a goristro (from the demon slain by 

Yeenoghu in chapter 14) 

Thirteen tim mask~ sprouted from the footprint of a 

greater demon (from Araumycos's cavern in chapter 

16. or elsewhere) 

• Gromph Bacnre's grimoire (from Sorcere 

in chapter 15) 

• A few drops of blood or ichor from a demon lord (from 
Yeenoghu's battle with the goristro in chapter 14. or 

from fightingjuiblex in chapter 16) 

After Vizeran DeVir uses these components to create 

the talisman known as the dark heart to draw forth 

the exiled demon lords from across the Underdark. he 

expects the adventurers to plant it in Mcnzoberranzan. 
Having learned from Vizeran's apprentice Grin Ousstyl 

of the arch mage's secret goal to sec the city destroyed. 

the characters might decide to place the dark heart 

talisman elsewhere. determining the battlefield for their 

confrontation with the demon lords (see "Let This Be 

Their Battlefield''). 

ENACTING THE PLAN 
Once the dark heart is in place, the ritual can begin. 

The adventurers and their llllies take up a position not 
far from the dark heart, close to where th<> demons will 

appear. Where exactly depends on the placement of the 

talisman and the advenlurers' own tactics and plans. 

They can use a sending spell to signal Vizeran to begin 

the ritual once the La lisman is in place. (If none of the 

characters can cast sending, Vizeran can provide the 

spell on a spell scroll). -----



OPTION: THE lESS ER OF TWO EVI LS 

If you want to pose a moral dilemma for the characters, 

have Vizeran tell them that the ritual needs a final 

component, to be delivered while it is performed: the 

sacrifice of an innocent sentient betng, whose blood 

will fuel and activate the ritual's fiendish magic. Will the 

adventurers willingly sacrifice one life to stop the demon 

lords from threaten1ng the Underdark and the whole 

of FaerOn? 

This kind of moral dilemma can add significant drama 

to the story. However, 1t can also be played out as a red 

herring-by having it be something Vizeran asks for even 

though it's not necessary. The drow arch mage might be 

testing the characters to see how far they'll go, or he could 

be affi1cted with madness that makes him believe such a 

sacrifice is necessary even though it isn't. 

A character can figure out the truth with a DC 20 

Intelligence (Arcana) check, or by consulting Gromph 

Baenre's grimoire (see chapter 1 5). Alternatively, Grin 

Ousstyl can tell the characters the truth, enraging his 

master as a result. 

Vizeran (assisted by Grin if the apprentice is 

available), performs the complex ritual in the sanctum 

of his tower. The ritua I causes the dark heart to radiate 

a summons throughout the Underdark using the 

faerzress-an irresistible call drawing the demons 

toward it. When the ritual reaches its conclusion at the 

end of nine hours. portals of faerzress form. All the 
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STAYING BEHIND 

One or more of the characters might choose to stay with 

Vizeran during the nine-hour performance of the ritual, 

whether to guard against treachery or to reclaim Gromph's 

grimoire once the ntual is done. If this is the case, you 

can add some action for those who remain behind by 

having a small number of the demons summoned by 

the ritual attracted to the site of the ritual rather than the 

location of the doric heart talisman. Alternatively, agents of 

Quenthel Baenre or Jarlaxle can attack Araj when the ritual 

is complete, wanting to silence Vizeran before he can reveal 

what he knows about Gromph Baenre (see chapter 1 5). 

Vizeran might also Jearn of Grin Ousstyl's betrayal of 

information to the adventurers, and choose to eliminate 

him immediately after he's served his purpose in assisting 

with the ritual. This might lead some characters back to Araj 

to aid the drow apprentice. 

demons and demon lords in the Underdark are drawn 

through those portals, appearing together in the area 

around the dark heart talisman. 

Enraged by being forcibly summoned yet again by a 

ritual, the demons fly into a frenzy once they see each 

other, beginning a battle to the death. As each demon's 

material form is destroyed, its essence is banished back 

into the Abyss. The task of the adventurers is to be close 

at hand but not get caught up in the battle until one 

demon lord is left standing, weakened and spent from 

the conflict. That becomes the adventurers· cue to attack 

and destroy the last demon lord, banishing it to the 

Abyss if they succeed. 

LET THIS BE THEIR BATTLEFIELD 

The players can choose where their characters confront 

the demon lords by deciding where to set the dark 

hearc talisman. Vizcran's preference is anywhere in 

Menzoberranzan, because he wants all drow to see the 

poisoned fruits of their misplaced worship of Loll h. 

However, from what Grin Ousstyl tells them in chapter 

15, the adventurers should learn that the talisman can 

be placed in any location. 

Wherever the players decide to place the talisman, 

their characters must travel to that location while 

Vizeran makes his final preparations for the ritual. 

Given their experiences in the Underdark, the 

adventurers should be able to think of a number of 

likely sites for the final ballle. A few likely options are 

discussed here. 

ARAUMYCOS 

At the center of the network of caves and passages 

inhabited by Araumycos, the cavern wherejuiblex and 

Zuggtmoy battled in chapter 16 is a good porenrial 

site. If the vast fungal colony is already dead or badly 

damaged by its abuse at Zuggtmoy's hands, it's in no 

position to object. Otherwise, it opposes becoming a 

baulefield out of a sense of self-preservation. Unleashing 

the demons within Araumycos does considerable 

damage to the fungal colony, but doesn't destroy it. 



BROKEN H EART 

If the characters lose or destroy the dark heart, they either 
have to go through the process of gathering the necessary 
components to make a replacement, or abandon Vizeran's 
plan. See "Loose Threads" later in this chapter for ideas 
about what to do if the plan never gets off the ground. 

NEVERLTGHT GROVE 

If the characters inform the myconids of their need for a 

place to stage a daring last battle, Sovereign Basidia or 

another myconid representative might offer Neverlight 

Grove. The ranks of the myconids have been decimated 

by Zuggtmoy's depredations and the fetid wedding, and 
many fear their beloved caverns are corrupted. They are 

willing to seck a new home (perhaps in the caverns of 

Araumycos) and grateful enough to the heroes that they 

will sacrifice their old home to help them. 

SLOOBLUDOP 

The ruins of the kuo-toa settlement (see chapter 3) could 

become the site of the final fight against the demon 
lords. Shuushar the Awakened can be convinced to help 

evacuate the remaining inhabitants if asked. The nearby 

Darklake creates its own challenges, particularly given 

the presence of ixitxachitlloyal to Demogorgon. 

ARAJ 
Characters looking to double-cross Vizeran- or those 

with a sense of poetic justice- might hide the dark 

heart somewhere in the drow arch mage's tower or 

the surrounding cavern. This reduces the number of 

bystanders, contains the demons and their battle, and 

ensures Vizcran's enmity. 

CONFRONTING THE DEMON LORDS 

The demon lords are some of the most powerful foes a 

party of adventurers could face. Indeed, any one of them 

at full strength could wipe out a group of 15th-level 
characters with ease. Fortunately for the heroes, the 

goal ofVizeran's plan isn't to fight multiple demon 

lords, but to turn them against each other. With the 

right combination of preparation, timing, and execution, 

the characters set the trap that Vizeran springs with 

his ritual-and hope whichever demon lord survives is 

weakened enough for them to destroy it. 

ALLIED FORCES 

Vizeran is needed to perform the ritual, placing him 

far from the battle and leaving him with three levels of 

exhaustion (see appendix A of the Player's Handbook) 

once the ritual is completed. He is thus unwilling to aid 

the characters during the fight. The arch mage prefers 

to keep Grin Ousstyl to assist him. so the drow mage is 

likewise unable to assist. However. the adventurers have 

a number of other allies willing to fight alongside them 

in this last battle. 

Most of the heroes' allies are of limited use against 

the demon lords- creatures immune to many forms 

of attack, including non magical weapons. Rather than 

dealing with the ineffectual attacks of allies or a dozen 

or more additional actions each round. give characters 

backed up by a group of allies the following benefits. 

OPTION: jiMJA R'S lAST GAMBLE 

If the adventurers need some extra help in thei r epic fina l 
battle at the end of the campaign, consider the following 
option involving )imjar, the deep gnome gambler they met 
in the drow slave pen in chapter 1 of the adventure. 

")imjar" isn't at all who he appears. He is, in fact, a god 
or other great power in disguise-or the Chosen of such a 
power- and has been watching the heroes since their first 
encounter in Velkynvelve. His reasons for doing this are 
his own, but when push comes to shove, he can give the 
heroes some help in overcoming the demon lords. 

At an opportune moment, )imjar shows up (even returning 
from death if he appeared to perish earlier in the adventure) 
and gives the characters a vote of encouragement, telling 
them, "I bet you can do this." Each character gains inspiration 
and a blessing of wound closure (see "Other Rewards" in 
chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). )imjar disappears 
afterward, potentially putting in one last appearance at the 
end of the adventure to hint as to his true nature before 
vanishing into the Underdark. 

Who is Jim jar really? That depends on your characters and 
the campaign, but one of the characters' patron deities is 
a good possibility. He might also be a gnomish god such 
as Carl Glittergold or Callarduran Smoothhands, known 
tricksters and shapeshifters, and foes of demons and their 
ilk. The more important thing is that he serves as a "lucky 
charm" for the characters when they need him. This option 
works particularly well if the adventurers have been kind to 
the sometimes annoying deep gnome over the course of the 
campaign, earning his respect and gratitude. 

Healing Support. A character regains 2d6 hit points 

at the end of each of his or her turns. provided the 

character has at least 1 hit point remaining. 

Tactical Losses. Once each round, when a player 

character would be hit by an attack, a supporting ally is 

hit by the attack instead. The adventurers can use this 
option ten times before their allies are too weakened or 

depleted to provide assistance. 

HEROIC SACRIFICE 

Players should never have ro think about sacrificing their 
characters, but you should be prepared for the possibility 

of one or more of the heroes giving up their lives in 

order to defeat the evil that has arisen in the Underdark. 
It's up to you how to handle such a high-stakes event, 

but consider treating it as an extreme variation of 

"Success at a Cost·· from chapter 8 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide. At the very least, a player deliberately 

sacrificing his or her character's life in a final, selfless 

heroic effort- the antithesis of the selfishness and evil 

of the Abyss should grant a lithe character's allies 

inspiration. The sacrifice might not be enough to win 

the day on its own, but it can help turn the tide. 

CHAPTER 17 I AGAINSTTU£ DEMO:\ LORDS 
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RAGE OF DEMONS 
Once the dark heart talisman is placed and the 

characters signal \'i1cran, there's no turning back. 

The waiting is the hard part Time seems to drag as you 

rematn alert, weapons drawn, every nerve singing with 

the tension tn the a1r all around you. 

Finally, a swrrling light begins to flare in the darkness. 

A barely audible hummrng shakes you to the core, rising 

and falling like a vast heartbeat in the depths. The glow 

of Jaerzress gathers and brrghtens. creating swirling pools 

like holes torn in the air. A roar sounds from fa r away as 

shadows move in the depths of those pools of light. The 

demons are coming. 

The demon lords described in appendix D of this 
adventure all appear in the final battle. with the 

following exceptions: 

• If Fraz Urb'luu was not sent back to the Abyss in chap

ter 9, his gemstone is hurled into the fray by Vizeran's 

ritual. Unless the characters retrieve it. another 

dt"mon lord steps on the gem. destroys it. and sends 
Fraz-Urb'luu's spirit back to the Abyss. 

Ir Juible~ and Zuggtmoy were sent back to the Abyss 

in earlier parts of the adventure. they are not present. 
Baphomct and Yeenoghu arc absent if the char

acters acti\'atcd th<· Ma7<' Engin<' (set" chapter 14) 

and the 81 100 result on th<> Maze Engine Effects 

table carne up. 

Numerous other demons also pour through the 
portals. For a brief moment. all of the demons and 

demon lords are disoriented as they attempt to get their 

bearings after being pulled across the Underdark. Then 
as their gates fall upon each other. th<:y roar, bellow. 

or shriek with a hatred too deep for mortals to truly 

comprehend. and the terrible baule begins. 

OPTION: PLAYING OUT THE BATTLE 

Rather than focusmg on the adventurers biding their time 
and dealing with the fallout of the titanrc battle between 
the demon lords, you can shift focus for this part of the 
adventure Consider having the players take control of the 
various demon lords from appendix D, then play out the 
conflict between them. 

Assign each player an available demon lord, or allow 
players to choose one demon lord to control during the 
battle. You manage any of the remarnrng demon lords. If 
there aren't enough demon lords for all the players, you 
can use balors or other powerful demons to round out 
their numbers. 

The players control the demons in their battle to the 
death, wrth the only restnct1on be1ng that they can't 
withdraw from the combat. Brreftactical retreats are 
permiSSible, but Vrzeran's ritual has filled the demon lords 
with the rage to do battle. 

The demonic victor of this battle, its hit points and 
other resources sufficiently depleted, is the foe that the 
adventurers must overcome in the final confrontation. 
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DEMON SHOWDOWN 

Ideally, the adventurers and their allies remain hidden 

from the battling demons. letting them fight it out 

among themselves. Still. there are challenges for the 
characters to overcome as they wait. Feel free to include 

as many of the following as you wish while narrating the 

struggle bcrwccn the demon lords and their minions, 

keeping in mind that tht> characters will have no time 

for even a short rest before taking on the main challenge 

of this encounter a fight with the sole remaining 

demon lord. 

DEMON SORTIE 

Rampaging lesser demons discover one or more of the 

characters wh<'r<' lh<'y wait out the battle, attacking at 

once. Roll a d4 to determine the demons involved. 

DEMON SORTIE F ORCE 

d4 Demon Sortie 

4 barlguras 

2 4 chasmes 

3 2 hezrous 

4 3 vrocks 

DEMON THIEF 

An invisible quasit tries to steal a small. valuable item 

from a party member. The target must succeed on a DC 

13 Wisdom (Perception) check to notice the theft as it 

happens. On a failed check. the quasit makes off with 

the item undetected. You can make the search for the 

item a loose thread for the conclusion of the adventure. 
Alternatively. have the quasit killed during the battle. 

with the stolen item turning up in the aftermath. 

ENDANGERED ALLIES 

If any of the player characters' allies are accompanying 

them, a demon sortie (sec above) attacks the NPCs. The 

characters must decide whether or not to break cover to 
aid their allies against the demons. ff they do. another 

demon sortie attacks them ld4 rounds later. 

NEAR MISS 

The battle between the demon lords shifts dangt:rousl) 

close to the characters. Roll a d6 and consult the Near 
Miss table to determine the result. 

NEAR MISS 

d6 Event 

1-2 Explosion. Each creature within 20 feet of a point you 

choose must make a DC 13 Dexterrty saving throw. 

On a failure, the creature takes 3d6 fire damage, or 

half as much damage on a success. 

3-4 Flying Debris. Each creature within 30 feet of a point 

you choose must make a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw 

taking 3d6 bludgeoning damage and falling prone 

on a failure. 

S-6 Close Call. A character you choose must make a 

successful DC 13 Dexterity saving throw to dodge a 

stray attack. On a failed save, the character takes 3d6 

bludgeomng damage. 



THREATENED B YSTANDERS 

If the battle takes place in a populated area such as 

Mem:oberranzan, the characters spot bystanders under 

attack by lesser demons that prefer to take on easy prey 

rather than fighting against their own kind. A dozen 

dretches or manes (50 percent chance of either) attack. 

killing and consuming their mortal victims unless the 

adventurers intervene. 

AGAINST DEMOGORGON 
After running any events you wish from "The Battle.~ 

the struggle between the demon lords comes to an end 

as Dcmogorgon proves why he is known as the Prince 

of Demons. 

The sounds of battle fina lly die away, the ground before 

you stained black and red with demonic blood and ichor. 

In the terrible grip of Demogorgon, even the mighty 

Orcus looks almost small. Tentacles hold the Demon 

Prince of Undeath in a crushing grip, slithering across 

the maggot-riddled Aesh of the horned demon, as they 

tighten mexorably. A strangled gasp issues from the 

demon lord's throat as a horrific crunching sound echoes 

throughout the cavern and his skull-topped wand clatters 

onto the Aoor. 

Demogorgon casts aside the limp form, which melts 

away as Orcus returns to the Abyss that spawned him. The 

Prince of Demons throws back his two heads and roars 

his triumph. As he does, his nearer head turns, burning 

eyes raking across the battlefield. Filled with bloodlust and 

battle rage, the demon lord searches for another target. 

Determine the characters' starting positions based on 

their actions during the battle. Demogorgon should be at 

least 80 feet away from them initially, unless the players 

speci fically stated they were remaining close to the 

demon lord. 

Demogorgon has been wounded during the fight, 

giving the characters an edge in the battle to come. 

Apply the foll()wing penalties to the Demogorgoo stat 

block in appendix 0: 

• Demogorgon has 290 hit points remaining and can't 

regain hit points due to the disruptive nature of 

Vizeran·s faerzress-empowered ritual. 

He has only one use of Legendary Resistance remain

ing for the day. 

• His feeblemind innate spell is expended. as are all but 

one use each of dispel magic, fear. and telekinesis. 

With all the other demon lords banished back to 

the Abyss, Oemogorgon becomes the focus of the 

disruptive power ofVizcran's ritual. This imposes 

a - 5 penalty to his attack rolls, ability checks, and 

saving throws. 

Even in his weakened state. rhe demon lord remains 

a terrifying opponent, attacking the adventurers in a 

howling fury as battle is joined. 

ALTERNATIVE SHOWDOWN 

If you prefer, a demon lord other than Demogorgon could 
be the victor of the demonic showdown and the final 
foe of the campa1gn. This is particularly appropriate if 
the adventurers earned the ire of a specific demon lord 
during the adventure (including juiblex or Yeenoghu). 
Alternatively, one or more of the characters' backgrounds 
might be tied to a particular demon lord. 

W AND O F 0RCUS 

When Orcus is defeated. he drops the Wand ofOrcus 

(see chapter 7 of the Dungeon Master's Guide). which 

falls to the ground. A party member can try to grab the 

wand before Dcmogorgon seizes it as a trophy, but any 

such theft draws the attention and ire of the Prince 

of Demons. Angry at its master's defeat, the Wand of 

Orcus tries to attune itself to the first will ing creature 

other than Dcmogorgon that touches it. The attunement 

is instantaneous, allowing the wand's properties to be 

used during the battle. 

DESTROYI NG D EMOGORGON 

If the characters reduce the Prince of Demons to 

0 hit points. they disrupt and destroy his material 

form. Shrieking and gibbering, the Prince of Demons 

disintegrates as his foul essence is cast back into the 

Abyss. ending the demonic threat to the Underdark. 

If the characters fail to destroy Oemogorgon. see 

"Demon Lords Triumphant.'' 

LOOSE THREADS 
The conclusion of Out of the Abyss can be relatively 

quick and straightforward ifVizeran's scheme is 

successful and the heroes are victorious. The survivors 

of the battle against the demon lords can make their 

way out of the Underdark to report ro a grateful alliance 

of surface-world factions that the threat is ended. 

.Major loose threads left hanging at the end of the final 

battle include the following. 

GROMPH's GRIMOIRE 

After recovering Gromph Baenre's grimoirc from 

Sorcere in chapter 15, the characters might think about 

what to do with the dark tome once the threat of the 

demon lords is ended. The knowledge and power the 

book represents are dangerous in anyone's hands

especially Vizcran OeVir's, given what the characters 

know of him. However, the dro\v arch mage doesn't gh·e 

up the gr imoirE" willingly . 

Finding a means to get rid of Cromph's grimoire once 

and for all could be the basis for continued adventures. 

perhaps even leading characters into the Abyss (see ''[nto 

the Demon web Pits"). Alternatively, if you arrange for the 

book to be stolen from Vizeran before the characters can 

deal with it. they might need to recover it to ensure its 

powers are never misused again. 

If you prefer to tic up loose ends concerning the 

grimoire, you can have it banished into the Abyss along 

with the demon lords. It might be reclaimed by Lollh or 
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lost somewhere within the infinite depths of that plane, 
at least until it resurfaces again. 

L INGERING EVI L 

One or more of the demon lords might remain in the 
Underdark or on the Material Plane by the end of the 
campaign. having managed to avoid being drawn into 
Vizeran's trap. Graz'zt is a good possibilicy. ln this case. 
a continuing campaign might be necessary for the high
level heroes to acquire the resources they need to take on 
any remaining demon lords, since the trick with the dark 

heart isn't going to work a second time. 
The characters' continuing adventures could involve 

further cooperation with Vizeran DeVir (if he survives) 
or delving deeper into the Underdark for legendary 
weapons o r magic. The characters might even venture 
out into the other planes of existence with the aid of 
Araumycos or the librarians of Graven hollow, seeking 
allies, lore, and resources to combat the demon lords 
and return them to the Abyss. 

I NTO THE D EMONWEB PITS 

Ambitious adventurers might decide to take the fight to 
Lolth. seeking to punish her for what she unleashed on 
the Material Plane and to undo whatever her scheme 
might have gained her. Vizeran will be inclined to help 
them find a way to reach the Demonweb (Lolth's layer of 
the Abyss). since the drow archmage hates the Demon 
Queen of Spiders and her subjugation of his race. 

As they travel through the Abyss. the characters 
might discover that the demon lords they defeated in the 
Underdark are potential allies in this new quest. Those 
demon lords want their own revenge upon Lolth for her 
scheme, and it might suit their mad whims to use the 

adventurers as their agents to achieve it. 
If and when the characters confront Lolth, they find 

her pregnant and surrounded by thousands of eggs-her 
unborn young. When the eggs hatch. the Demon Queen 
of Spiders plans to send her offspring throughout the 
Abyss, creating a new generation of demon lords under 
her sway. r low th<' heroes thwart Lolth's mad scheme 
remains to be seen! 

D EMON LORDS TRIUMPHANT 

Tn the evemthe heroes were not successful, a potential 
new campaign could take place in a FaerOn threatened
or even ruled- by demon lords with access to the surface 
world. In addition to their summoned armies of demons 
and fiendish creatures, they gather worldly forces of 
chaos and evil to their banners to launch a war against all 
civilized lands. A world under the assault or rule of the 
demon lords is a world in need of heroes. 

GROMPH BAEN RE 

The fate of Gromph Baenre. instigator of chaos and 
Vizeran's rival. remains a mystery. If he yet lives. his role 

in recent events earns him many new enemies. Matron 
Mother Quenthel Baenre handpicks a new Arch mage 
of Menzoberranzan to replace her troublesome brother. 
knowing Gromph will not be found until he chooses 
to reappear. 
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M ENZOBE RR ANZAN 

If the City of Spiders is the site of the demon lords' battle. 
it is damaged even more than it was by Demogorgon's 
arrival. Word of the city's misfortune spreads throughout 
the Underdark, with other races and factions trying to 
claim some of the power long held by the drow. 

Despite Vizeran's best efforts, not all drow believe that 
Lolth is responsible for the disaster, instead blaming 
a lack of faith in the Demon Queen of Spiders, as well 
as the power of the wizards. Chaos and agitation for 
change embroil the city, forcing the already weakened 
ruling houses to put down challenges to their power 
even as they make concessions to their rivals. 

A civil war between the drow isn't likely to remain 
contained within Menzoberranzan-or even the 
Underdark- as different sides look for resources and 
advantages. The adventurers could get involved on 
either side of the conAict, or might aid surface-world 
factions intent on containing the war in the Underdark 
until it eventually winds down. 

GAUNTLGRY M 

Even if the heroes eliminate the threat the demon lords 
represent to Gaumlgrym, the Underdark remains in a 
state of chaos. The defenders of Gauntlgrym need aid 
to rebuild and strengthen the city's defenses. and to 
remain \'igilant for new threats gathering in the dark 
depths of the world. King Bruenor might offer the 
triumphant heroes noble titles and positions of power 
in his kingdom in the hope of enlisting their aid against 
the troubles to come. The adventurers might get the 
opportunity to earn those titles all over again when 
an Underdark army marches on the dwarf kingdom, 
determined to claim Gauntlgrym and the power of the 
primordial bound within its Great Forge. 

VIZERAN D EVIR 

Although he's nominally the party's ally during much of 
this adventure. Vizeran DeVir can't be underestimated. 
Once the immediate threat is dealt with. the drow 
arch mage turns his attention to other goals- claiming 
what he considers his rightful place of power among 
the drow, and overthrowing the tyrannical rule of Lolth 
and her priestesses. Vizeran might start a civil war 
among the dark elves one that could easily drag in 
the other civilizations of the Underdark and parts of 
FaerOn as well. 

AJthough Vizeran won't immediately turn against his 
former allie!>. the adventurers would be fools to trust 
him. He seizes an} opportunicy to increase his own 
power and prestige. including holding on to Gromph's 
grimoire and any ritual components or trinkets the 
adventurers might have acquired for him. 

lfthc adventurers thwarted Vizcran's revenge 
scheme by placing the dark heart talisman somewhere 
other than Menzoberranzan, they earn the drow 
arch mage's enmity. Vizeran's plots expand to include 

the adventurers as well as his own people, and the next 
great challenge the heroes face might come from the 
arch mage as he plans his revenge. 



APPENDIX A: MODIFYING BACKGROUNDS 

This appendix provides alternative background features 
and bonds for player characters. with options that are 
strongly connected to the PCs, tht'mes. and events of 
this adventure. 

SUBSTITUTE FEATURES 
A player can choose one of the following features to 
replace the feature normally granted by his or her 
character's background. 

OPTIONAL FEATURE: DEEP DELVER 

You have a knack for making your way in the deep 
places of the world. You can recall the twists and turns 
of passageways and tunnels such that you can always 
retrace your steps underground. You're also well 
acquainted with foraging and survival in the Underdark, 
and can determine when sources of food and water 
arc safe to consume. You can always find sufficient 
food and water for yourself and up to five other people 
in the Underdark, as long as sustenance is available 
in the area. 

OPTIONAL FEATURE: UNDERDARK EXPERIENCE 

You are no casual visitor to the Underdark. but instead 
have spent considerable time there learning its ways. 
You are familiar with the various races. civilizations, 
and settlements of the Underdark, as well as its major 
routes for travel. If you fail an Intelligence check to 
recall some piece of Underdark lore. you know a source 
you can consult for the answer unless the OM rules that 
the lore is unknown. 

S U BSTITUTE BONDS 
This table provides alternative bonds that characters 
can have instead of the bonds from their backgrounds. 

SUBSTITUTE BONOS 

dlO Bond 

You were once lost 1n the Underdark, and a group of 

kuo·toa helped you find your way out. You learned that 

there are kindly folk even among that otherwise mad 

race, and remain indebted to them for their aid. 

2 You once had the opportunity to meet a circle of 

myconids-the mushroom folk of the Underdark. They 

offered you shelter and a chance to "meld" using their 

telepathic spores, and you have yearned ever since to 

repeat that experience. 

3 One of your best friends in your youth was Morista 

Malkin, a shield dwarf and member of the Emerald 

Enclave. Though you haven' t seen her in years, you 

heard she found her way to the reclaimed dwarf hold 

of Gauntlgrym. 

4 You once worked for Davra Jassur, a Zhentarim 

"troubleshooter" recruiting promising new talent for 

the Black Network. She helped you get your start as an 

adventurer, and you owe her for that. 

5 You have long had a cuneus recurring dream about 

visiting a vaulted stone library in the depths of 

the Underdark, and becoming lost 1n the endless 

lore it holds. 

You stud1ed with a deep gnome alchemist and miner 

named Kazook P1ckshine. who saved your life once 

when a magical experiment went awry. Last you heard, 

his family controlled some of the largest mines in the 

deep gnome settlement of Blingdenstone. 

What little you know about the Underdark, you learned 

from living and fighting alongside the Feldrun clan 

of dwarves. You swore an honor debt to the clan 

before they joined the forces retaking Gauntlgrym and 

established themselves there. 

Years ago, a vicious noble named Ghazrim Duloc 

was implicated 1n the death of someone you cared 

about. The crime was covered up, though, and Dulce 

disappeared. Rumor has it the Zhentarim aided his 

escape, but you've sworn to find him one day. 

Years ago, you lost people you loved in a raid by 

creatures from the Underdark. They disappeared 

without a trace, e1ther slain or taken into the depths, 

and you've always wondered whether they might still 

be alive and held as pnsoners. 

You know the dwarf hold of Gauntlgrym well, having 

fought alongs1de the dwarves to help reclaim it. King 

Bruen or Battlehammer congratulated you on your 

valor, and you know the price the dwarves paid in 

blood to regain their home. 
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APPENDIX B: MAGIC ITEMS 

P layer characters can find a number of unusual magic 

items over rhe course of this adventure, including 

creations of the drow. the deep gnomes, and other 

inhabitants of the Uoderdark. 

DAWN BRINGER 

Weapon (Jongsword),Jegendary (requires auunemcnt by 

a creature of non·evil alignment) 

Lost for ages in the Underdark, Dawnbringer appears to 

be a gilded longsword hilt. While grasping the hi I£. you 

can use a bonus action to make a blade of pure radiance 

spring from the hilt, or cause the blade to disappear. 

Dawnbringer has all the properties of a sun blade (see 
chapter 7. "Treasure, .. of the Dungeon Masters Guide). 

While holding the weapon. you can use an action to 

tOuch a cre<.~ture with the blade and cast lesser resto
ration on that creature. Once used, this ability can't be 

used again until the next dawn. 

S entience. Dawnbringer is a sentient neutral good 

weapon with an Intelligence of 12, a Wisdom of 15, and 

a Charisma of 14.1t has hearing and darkvision out to a 

range of 120 feet. 
The sword can speak. read, and understand Common. 

and it can communicate with its wielder telepathically. 
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l!s voice is kind and feminine. It knows every language 

you know while you're attuned to it. 
Personality. Forged by ancient sun worshipers, 

Dawnbringer is meant to brjng light into darkness and 

to fight creatures of darkness. It is kind and compas

sionate to those in need. but fierce and destructive to 

its enemies. 

Long years lost in darkness have made Dawnbringer 

frightened of both the dark and abandonment. lt prefers 

that its blade always be present and shedding light in 

areas of darkness, and it strongly resists being parted 

from ils wielder for any length of time. 

PIWAFWJ (CLOAK OF ELVENKIND) 

Wondrous item. uncommon (requires attunement) 

This dark spider-silk cloak is made by drow. It is a cloak 

of elvenkind (see chapter 7. ''Treasure,'' of the Dungeon 

Mascer's Guide). It loses its magic if exposed to sunlight 

for 1 hour without interruption. 

PIWAFWI OF FIRE RESISTANCE 

Wondrous item. rare (requires atwnemcnt) 

This cloak is a cloak of elvenkind (see chapter 7, "Trea

sure," of the Dungeon Master's Guide). lr also grants 

you resistance to fire damage while you wear it. Tt loses 

its magic if exposed to sunlight for 1 hour without 

interruption. 



SPELL GEM 

Wondrous item, rarity varies (attunement optional) 

A spell gem can contain one spell from any class's spell 

list. You become aware of the spell when you learn the 

gem's properties. While holding the gem, you can cast 

the spell from it as an action if you know the spell or if 

the spell is on your class's spell list. Doing so doesn't 

require any components and doesn't require attune

ment. The spell then disappears from the gem. 

lf the spell is of a higher level Lhan you can nor

mally cast, you must make an ability check using your 

spellcasting ability to determine whether you cast it 

successfully. The DC equals 10 +the spell's level. On a 

failed check, the spell disappears from the gem with no 

other e ffect. 

Each spell gem has a maximum level for the spell it 

can store. The spell level determines the gem's rarity 

and the stored spell's saving throw DC and attack 

bonus, as shown in the Spell Gem table. 
You can imbue the gem with a spell if you're attuned 

to it and it's empty. To do so, you cast the spell while 

holding the gem. The spell is stored in the gem instead 

of having any effect. Casting the spell must require 

either 1 action or 1 minute or longer, and the spell's level 

must be no higher than the gem's maximum. If the spell 

belongs to the school of abjuration and requires material 

components that are consumed, you must provide them, 

but they can be worth half as much as normal. 

Once imbued with a spell, the gem can't be imbued 

again until the next dawn. 

Deep gnomes created these magic gemstones and 

keep the creation process a secret. 

STONESPEAKER CRYSTAL 

Wondrous item, rare (requires attunement) 

Created by the stone giant librarians of Gravenhollow, 
this nineteen-inch-long shard of quartz grants you 

advantage on Intelligence (Investigation) checks while 

it is on your person. 
The crystal has 10 charges. While holding it, you can 

use an action to expend some of its charges to cast one 
of the following spells from it: speak with animals (2 

charges), speak with dead (4 charges), or speak with 

plants (3 charges). 

SPELL GEM 

Max. Spell Level Gemstone Rarity 

0ROWCRAFT ITEM S 

Magic items crafted by the drow-and often other races 
of the Underdark- use components and rites never 
meant to see the light of day. Many such items, including 
drow armor, weapons, and piwafwi cloaks, permanently 
lose their magic if they are exposed to sunlight for 1 
hour without interruption. Charged items such as a 
wand of viscid globs are destroyed after 1 hour's exposure 
to sun fight. 

When you cast a d ivination spell , you can use the 

crystal in place of one material component that would 

normally be consumed by the spell, at a cost of 1 

charge per level of the spell. The crystal is not con

sumed when used in this way. 

The crystal regains ld6 + 4 expended charges daily at 
dawn. If you expend the crystal's last charge, roll a d20. 

On a 1, the crystal vanishes, lost forever. 

WAND OF VISCID GLOBS 

Wand, rare (requires attunement) 

Crafted by the drow, this slim black wand has 7 charges. 

While holding it, you can use an action to expend 1 of 

its charges to cause a small glob of viscous material 

to launch from the tip at one creature within 60 feet of 

you. Make a ranged attack roll against the target, with 

a bonus equal to your spellcasting modifier (or your 

Intelligence modifier, if you don't have a spellcasting 

ability) plus your proficiency bonus. On a hit. the glob 

expands and dries on the target, which is restrained for 

1 hour. After that time, the viscous material cracks and 

falls away. 

Applying a pint or more of alcohol to the restrained 

creature dissolves the glob instantly, as does the applica
tion of oil of etherealness or universal solvent. The glob 

also dissolves instantly if exposed to sunlight. No other 

non magical process can remove the viscous material 

until it deteriorates on its own. 

The wand regains 1d6 + 1 expended charges daily at 

midnight. If you expend the wand's last charge, roll a 

d20. On a 1, the wand melts into harmless slime and is 

destroyed. 
A wand of viscid globs is destroyed if exposed ro sun

light for 1 hour without interruption. 

Save DC Attack Bonus 

Cantrip Obsidian Uncommon 13 +5 

1st Lapis lazuli Uncommon 13 +5 

2nd Quartz Rare l3 +5 

3rd Bloodstone Rare 15 +7 

4th Amber Very rare 15 +9 

5th jade Very rare 17 +9 

6th Topaz Very rare 17 +10 

7th Star ruby Legendary 18 +10 

8th Ruby Legendary 18 +10 

9th Diamond Legendary 19 +11 
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APPENDIX C: CREATURES 

This appendix presents new monsters and NPCs 
encountered in this adventure. 

MONSTERS AND NPCs BY CHALLENGE RATING 

Monster Challenge 

Bridesmaid ofZuggtmoy 1/8 

Drow spore servant 1/8 

Derro 1/4 

lxitxachitl 1/4 

Male steeder 1/4 

Duergar spore servant 1/2 

Duergar soul blade 

Female steeder 

Awakened zurkhwood 2 

Chamberlain of Zuggtmoy 2 

Droki (NPC) 2 

Duergar darkhaft 2 

Duergar kavalrachni 2 

Duergar Keeper of the Flame 2 

Duergar Stone Guard 2 

Duergar xarrorn 2 

Grisha (NPC) 2 

Narrak (NPC) 2 

Vampiric ixitxachitl 2 

Derro savant 3 

Hook horror spore servant 3 

Troglodyte champion of Laogzed 3 

Chuul spore servant 4 

The Pudding King (NPC) 4 

Yestabrod (NPC) 4 

D ERRO 
The dcrro are degenerate Underdark humanoids that 
resemble small dwarves. Cruel and insane, they take 
delight in tormenting others-even their own kind. 

Derro have blue-gray skin and straight hair that is 
white or yellow in color. Their uniformly pale white eyes 
lack both irises and pupils. 

Unnatural Origin. Derro believe they were created 
by their god, Oiirinka, but they are actually the result 
of cruel experiments on dwarves by mind !layers. Like 
duergar. the derro were a slave race to the mind ftayers. 
but eventually freed themselves. 

Born to Madness. The process of their creation 
rendered the derro irrevocably insane. They cooperate 
with each other only out of necessity and when riled up 
by a charismatic leader. 

Life of Attrition. Derro can live to be one hundred and 
fifty years old, but they mature and breed quickly. When 
their elders deem that their numbers are becoming 
unmanageable. the derro declare war on some other 
race and surge forth in a reckless horde. fighting until 
their population dwindles to a tolerable size. These 
ghastly purges weed out the weak among the derro and 
are referred to as "Uniting Wars.'' 

APPE!'OIX C I CREAT URES 

Second-Class Citizens. Dcrro create no settlements 
of their own. Instead. they form small, isolated enclaves 
in non-derro settlements throughout the Underdark, 
where they are treated as vermin or slaves. Their own 
cutthroat politics prevent the derro from mounting any 
effective resistance against such exploitation. 

Derro Weapons. The derro wield special weapons. 
They usc a hooked shortspear, which is a martial melee 
weapon that deals 1d4 piercing damage, weighs 2 
pounds. and has the light weapon propeny (see chapter 
5, "Equipment." of the Player's Handbook). lt doesn't 
possess the thrown or versatile weapon properties of 
a normal spear. On a hit with this weapon, the wielder 
can forgo dealing damage and attempt to trip the target. 
in which case the target must succeed on a Strength 
saving throw or fall prone. The DC is 8 + the wielder's 
Strength modifier+ the wielder's proficiency bonus. 

The derro also use a light repeating crossbow fitted 
with a cartridge that can hold up to six crossbow bolts. 
This weapon is similar to a light crossbow except that 
it has half the range (40/160 feet) and doesn't have the 

loading property. It automatically reloads after firing 
until it runs out of ammunition. Reloading the cartridge 

takes an action. 

DERRO 
Small humanoid (derro), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 13 (leather armor) 
Hit Points 13 (3d6 + 3) 
Speed 30ft. 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 
14 (+2) 

Ski lls Stealth +4 

CON 
12 (+1) 

INT 
11 (+0) 

WIS 
5 (- 3) 

Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 7 
Languages Dwarvish, Undercommon 
Challenge 1f4 (50 XP) 

CHA 
9 (-1) 

Insanity. The derro has advantage on saving throws against 

being charmed or frightened. 

Magic Resistance. The derro has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Sunlight Sensitivit y. While in sunlight, the derro has 

disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 

(Perception) checks that rely on sight. 

A CTI O NS 

Hooked Shortspear. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 
ft., one target. Hit: 1 (ld4- l) piercing damage. If the target is 

a creature, the derro can choose to deal no damage and try to 

trip the target instead, in which case the target must succeed 

on a DC 9 Strength saving throw or fall prone. 

Light Repeating Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, 

range 40/1 60 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (ld8 + 2) piercing damage. 



VARIANT: DERRO SAVANT 

Derro savants have an affinity for arcane magic. A derro 
savant has the same statist1cs as a derro, except that it 
has 49 (11d6 ~ 11) hit points, a Charisma of 14 (T2), and 
a challenge rating of 3 (700 XP). The savant also gains the 
following additional feature. 

Spellcasting. The derro is a 5th-level spellc.aster. Its 
spellcasting ability IS Charisma (save DC 12, +4 to hit with 
spell attacks). The derro knows the following sorcerer 
spells: 

Cantrips (at will): acid splash, light, mage hand, message, 

ray of frost 

1st level (4 slots): burning hands, chromatic orb, sleep 
2nd level (3 slots): invisibility, spider climb 

3rd level (2 slots): blink, lightning bolt 

IxrTXACHITL 
lxitxachitl (pronounced ick-zit-zah-chit-ul) are aquatic 
creatures resembling manta rays, with small, clawed 
hands at the ends of their "wings'' and black eyes 
gleaming with sinister intelligence. Many creatures 
mistake ixitxachitl for common manta rays, but this can 
prove a deadly mistake. The ixitxachitl are as evil as 
they arc cunning, leading to their common nickname 
"demon rays." They inhabit bodies of fresh and salt 
water, but their violent nature means that little is 
known of them. 

Struggle for Survival. lxitxachitl emerge from eggs 
as tiny creatures little more than a hand span in width. 
From that time onward, they struggle to survive at all 
costs, growing throughout their lives. Those ixitxacbitl 
that master the secrets of survival gain powers 
of regeneration and feed on the life force of other 
creatures. 

All Consuming. Ixitxach itl hollow out coral reefs or 
other natural aquatic formations to create labyrinthine 
dens, often compelling aid from captured aquatic 
species they enslave. They typically strip an area bare 
before moving on 10 new fertile grounds, leaving their 
abandoned dens behind. Schools of ixitxachitl often war 
on other aquatic creaLUres to claim feeding grounds and 
territory. 

Demon Worshipers. The ixitxachitl venerate and 
serve various demons, particularly Demogorgon, whom 
they consider their patron and creator. They have an 
intense rivalry with the merrow over which of them are 
the greatest and most favored servants of the Prince 
of Demons. 

lXITXACHITL 
Small aberration, chaotic evil 

Armor Class 1 S (natural armor) 
Hit Points 18 (4d6 + 4) 
Speed 0 ft., swim 30ft. 

STR 

12 (+1) 
DEX 

16 (+3) 
CON 

13 (+ 1) 
INT 

12 (+1) 
WIS 

13 (+1) 

Senses dark vision 60ft., passive Perception 11 
languages Abyssal, lxitxachitl 
Challenge 1/4 (SO XP) 

ACTION S 

CHA 
7 (-2) 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach S ft., one target. 

Hit: 4 (1d6 + 1) piercing damage. 

REACTION S 

Barbed Toil. When a creature provokes an opportunity attack 

from the ixitxachitl, the ixitxachitl can make the following attack 

instead of using its bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 

S ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) piercing damage. 
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VAMPIRIC lXITXACHITL 
Medtum aberration, chaotiC evil 

Armor Class 16 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 44 (8d8 + 8) 

Speed 0 ft., swtm 30 ft . 

STR 

14 (+2) 

DEX 

18 (+4) 

CON 

13 (+1) 

INT 

12 (+1) 
WJS 

13 (+1) 

Senses d arkvision 60ft., passive Perception 11 

languages Abyssal, lx ttxachitl 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

CHA 

7 (- 2) 

Regeneration. The ixitxachitl regains 10 hit points at the start 

of its turn. The ixitxachitl dies only if it starts its turn with 

0 hit points. 

A CTION S 

Vampiric Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft ., 
one target. Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2) piercmg damage. The target 

must succeed on a DC 11 Constitution saving throw or its 

hit point maximum is reduced by an amount equal to the 

damage taken, and the ixitxachitl regains hit points equal 

to that amount. The reduction lasts until the target finishes 

a long rest . The target dtes if ttS hit point maximum is 

reduced toO 

REACTION S 

Barbed Ta il. When a creature provokes an opportunity attack 

from the ixitxachitl, the ixttxachitl can make the following attack 

instead of using 1ts btte. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 

10ft., one target . Hit: 9 (1dl0 + 4) piercmg damage. 

AI'PtKOlX t: I C RIC·\1 U l<t. '-
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VARIANT: IXITXACH ITL CLERIC 

Some ixitxachitl and vampiric ixitxachitl are able to cast 

divine spells. Such a creature gams the following feature. 

Spellcasting. The ixttxachttl is a 5th· level spellcaster that 

uses Wisdom as its spellcasting abtlity (spell save DC 
11 , ... 3 to htt with spell attacks) . The ixitxachitl has the 

following cleric spells prepared· 

Cantrips (at wtll): gutdanu, thaumaturgy 

1st level ( 4 slots): charm person, create or destroy water 

2nd level (3 slots): hold person, silence 

3rd level (2 slots): dispel magic, tongues 

CREATURE VARIATIONS 
This section introduces variations of monsters that are 

described in the Monster Manual. 

D uERGAR 

The Monster Manual provides l::l tatist ics for the typical 

armed duergar. However, character& meet other kind5 

of duergar in the course of this adventure. 

D UERGAR DARKLIAFT 

The dark hafts are the members of the Deepking's secret 

corps of psionic agents. The duergar darkhafl has the 

same statistics as the duerga r in the Monster Manual. 

except that its challenge rating is 2 (450 XP) and n has 

the following additional feature. 

Innate Spellcasting (Psionics). The darkhaft's innate 

spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell save DC 10). It can 

innately cast the following spells, requiring no components 

At will: friends , mage hand 

1fday each: disguise self, sleep 

D UE RGAR KAVALRACHN I 

The vicious kavalrachni are the duergar cavalry of 

Gracklsrugh, riding giant tarantulas known as steederl::l 

(see the female s teeder s tat block in this append ix). 

The duergar kavalrachni has the same statistics as 

the duergar in the Monster Manual, except that its 

challenge rating is 2 (450 XP) and it has the following 
Cavalry Training feature and Heavy Crossbow action 

Cavalry Training. When the duergar hits a target with a melee 

attack while mounted on a female steeder, the steeder can 

make a melee attack against the same target as a reaction 

Heavy Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: •4 to hit, range 

100/ 400 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (ldlO) piercing damage. 

D U ERGA R K EEPE R O F T H E F LAME 

The Keepers of the Flame is a well-respected 

order of psionic clerics that serves the red dragon 

Themberchaud in Gracklstugh, and whose membe11> are 

advisors to the Deepking. 

The duergar Keeper of the Flame uses the same 

statistics as the duergar in the Monster Manual. except 

that its challenge rating is 2 (450 XP) and it has the 

following additional features. 



Innate Spelfcasting (Psionics). The Keeper of the Flame's innate 

spellcastlng ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 12) It can innately 
cast the following spells, requiring no components: 

At will:jr1ends, message 

3/day: command 

Spel/casting. The Keeper of the Flame is a 3rd-level spell caster. 

Its spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 12, +4 to hit 

with spell attacks). The Keeper of the Flame has the following 
cleric spells prepared: 

Cantrips (at will): guidance, mending, sacred flame 

1st level (4 slots): bone, inflict wounds, shield of faith 

2nd level (2 slots): enhance ability, spiritual weapon 

DUERGAR SOULBLADE 

Duergar soulblades are assassins with the ability to 
manifest blades of psionic energy. 

DUEROAR STONE GUARD 

The Stone Guards are veteran warriors who serve the 
Dcepking as bodyguards. elite troops, and secret police. 

D u EROA R XARRORN 

The xarrorn are duergar warriors of Clan Xardelvar 
trained to wield lances that spew alchemical tire. 

DUERGAR SOULBLADE 
Medium humanoid (dwarf), lawful evil 

Armor Class 14 {leather armor) 
Hit Points 18 (4d8) 
Speed 25 ft. 

STR 
11 (+0) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

CON 

10 (+0) 

Damage Resistances poison 

INT 

11 (+0) 
WIS 

10 (+0) 
CHA 

12 (+1) 

Senses darkv1sion 120ft., passive Perception 10 
l anguages Dwarvish, Undercommon 
Challenge 1 (200 XP) 

Duergar Resilience. The duergar has advantage on saving 

throws against poison, spells, and illusions, as well as to resist 

being charmed or paralyzed. 

Innate Spelfcasting (Psionics). The duergar's mnate spellcasting 

ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 12, +4 to h1t with spell 

attacks). It can mnately cast the followmg spells, requiring no 

components: 

At will: blade ward, true s-trike 

3fday each: jump, hunter's mark 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, the duergar has 

disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 
(Perception) checks that rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Enlarge (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). For 1 minute, 

the duergar magically increases in size, along w1th anything it is 
wearing or carrying. While enlarged, the duergar IS Large. doubles 

1ts damage dice on Strength-based weapon attacks (included 

in the attacks), and makes Strength checks and Strength saving 

throws with advantage. If the duergar lacks the room to become 

Large. 1t attains the maximum size possible 1n the space available. 

Create Sou/blade. The duergar creates a visible, shortsword

Sized blade of ps1onic energy. The weapon appears in the 

duergar's hand and vanishes if it leaves the duergar's grip, or 1f 
the duergar dies or is incapacitated. 

Invisibility (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). The duergar 

magically turns invisible for up to 1 hour or unti l it attacks, it 
casts a spell, it uses its Enlarge, or its concentration is broken 

(as if concentrating on a spell). Any equipment the duergar 

wears or carries is invisible with it. 

Sou/blade. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target H1t: 6 (ld6 + 3) force damage. or 10 (2d6 + 3) force 

damage while enlarged. If the soulblade has advantage on the 
attack roll, the attack deals an extra 3 (ld6) force damage. 

D UERGAR STONE GUARD 
Med1um humanoid (dwarf), lawful evil 

Armor Class 18 (chain mail, shield) 
Hit Points 39 (6d8 + 12) 
Speed 25ft. 

STR 

18 (+4) 

DEX 
11 (+0) 

CON 

14 (+2) 

Damage Resistances poison 

INT 

11 (+0) 
WIS 

10 (+0) 

Senses darkv1sion 120ft., passive Percept1on 10 
languages Dwarvish, Undercommon 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

CHA 
9 (-1) 

Duergar Resilience. The duergar has advantage on saving 
throw~ against poison, spells, and illusions, as well as to resist 
being charmed or paralyzed. 

Phalanx Formation. The duergar has advantage on attack rolls 

and Dexterity savmg throws while standing Within 5 feet of a 
duergar ally wielding a shield. 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, the duergar has 

d1sadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 
(Perception) checks that rely on sight 

ACTIONS 

Enlarge (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). For 1 minute, 

the duergar magically increases in size, along with anything 1t 

is wearing or carrying. While enlarged, the duergar is Large. 

doubles 1ts damage dice on Strength-based weapon attacks 
(included 1n the attacks), and makes Strength checks and 

Strength saving throws with advantage. If the duergar lacks the 

room to become Large, it attains the max1mum size possible in 

the space available. 

King's Knife (Shortsword). Melee Weapon Allack: +6 to hit, 

reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (ld6 + 4) piercing damage, or 11 

(2d6 + 4) piercing damage while enlarged. 

javelin. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 

range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (ld6 + 4) piercing damage, 
or 11 (2d6 + 4) piercing damage while enlarged. 

Invisibility (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). The duergar 

magically turns mvisible for up to 1 hour or until1t attacks. 1t 
casts a spell, it uses its Enlarge, or its concentration is broken 

(as 1f concentrat1ng on a spell). Any equ1pment the duergar 

wears or carries IS mvisible with it 
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DUERGAR XARRORN 
Medium humanoid (dwarf), lawful evil 

Armor Class 18 (plate mail) 
Hit Points 26 (4d8 + 8) 
Speed 25ft. 

STR 
16 (+3) 

DEX 
11 (+0) 

CON 

14 (+2) 

Damage Resistances poison 

INT 

11 (+0) 
WIS 

10 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 120ft., passive Perception 10 
Languages Dwarvish, Undercommon 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

CHA 
9 (-1) 

Duergar Resilience. The duergar has advantage on saving 

throws against poison, spells, and illusions, as well as to resist 

being charmed or paralyzed. 

Sunlight Sensit ivity. While in sunlight, the duergar has 

disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 

(Perception) checks that rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Enlarge (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). For 1 minute, 

the duergar magically increases in size, along with anything it 

is wearing or carrying. While enlarged, the duergar is Large, 

doubles its damage dice on Strength-based weapon attacks 

(included in the attacks), and makes Strength checks and 

Strength saving throws with advantage. If the duergar lacks the 

room to become Large, it attains the maximum size possible in 

the space available. 

Fire Lance. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit (with disadvantage 

if the target is within 5 feet of the duerg~r), re~ch 10ft., Orte 

target. Hit: 9 (1d12 + 3) piercing damage plus 3 (1d6) fire 

damage, or 16 (2dl 2 + 3) piercing damage plus 3 (ld6) fire 

damage while enlarged. 

Fire Spray (Recharge 5-6). From its fire lance, the duergar 

shoots a 1 5-foot cone of fi re or a line of fire 30 feet long and 

5 feet wide. Each creature in tllat area must make a DC 12 

Dexterity saving throw, taking 10 (3d6) fire damage on a failed 

save, or half as much damage on a successful one. 

Invisibility (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). The duergar 

magically turns invisible for up to 1 hour or until it attacks, it 

casts a spell, it uses its Enlarge. or its concentration is broken 

(as if concentrating on a spell). Any equipment the duergar 

wears or carries is invisible with it. 

MYC O N IDS 

Myconids that embrace Zuggtmoy can develop new, 

more destructive kinds of spores. Myconid adults 

can have two of the following spore effects. Myconid 

sovereigns have all these spore effects. 

Caustic Spores (1/Day). The rnyconid releases spores 

in a 30-foot cone. Each creature inside the cone must 

succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or take ld6 acid 

damage at the start of each of the myconid's turns. A 

creature can repeat the saving throw at the end of its 

turn, ending the effect on itself on a success. The save 

DC is 8 + the myconid's Constitution modifier+ the 

myconid's proficiency bonus. 
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Infestation Spores (1/Day). The myconid releases 

spores that burst out in a cloud that tills a 10-foot-radius 

sphere centered on it, and the cloud lingers for 1 minute. 

Any flesh-and-blood creature in the cloud when it 
appears, or that enters it later. must make a Constitution 

saving throw. The save DC is 8 + the myconid's 

Constitution mociifier1" the myconid's proficiency bonus. 
On a successful save, the creature can't be infected by 

these spores for 24 hours. On a failed save, the creature 

is infected with a disease called the spores of Zuggtmo) 

and also gains a random form of indefinite madness 

(determined by rolling on the Madness of Zuggtmoy 

table in appendix D) that lasts until the creature is 

cured of the disease or dies. While infected in this way, 

the creature can't be reinfected, and it must repeat 

the saving throw at the end of every 24 hours, ending 

the infection on a success. On a faiJure, the infected 

creature's body is slowly taken over by fungal growth, 

and after three such failed saves. the creature dies 

and is reanimated as a spore servant if it's a type of 
creature that can be (see the ·'Myeonids" entry in the 

Monster Manual). 

Euphoria Spores (1/Day). The myconid releases a 

cloud of spores in a 20-foot-radius sphere centered on 

itself. Other creatures in that area must each succeed 
on a Constitution saving throw or become poisoned for 

1 minute. The save DC is 8 + the myconid's Constitution 

modifier+ the myconid's proficiency bonus. A creature 

can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its 

turns. e nding the effect early on itself on a success. 

When the effect ends on it, the creature gains one level 

of exhaustion. 

SPORE SERVANTS 

Statistics for four new kinds of spore servants are 

presented here. 

CHUUL SPORE SERVANT 
Large plant, unaligned 

Armor Class 16 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 93 (lld10 + 33) 
Speed 30 ft., swim 30ft. 

STR 
19 (+4) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 

16 (+3) 

Damage Immunities poison 

INT 

2 (-4) 

WIS 
6 (-2) 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, frightened, 
paralyzed, poisoned 

CHA 
1 (-5) 

Senses blindsight 30ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 
Perception 8 

Languages-
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP) 

ACTI ONS 

Multiattack. The spore servant makes two pincer attacks. 

Pincer. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10ft., one target 

Hit: 11 (2d6 + 4) bludgeoning damage. The target is grappled 

(escape DC 14) if it is a Large or smaller creature and the spore 

servant doesn't have two other creatures grappled. 



DROW SPORE SERVANT 
Medium plant, unal1gned 

Armor Class 15 {chain shirt) 

Hit Points 13 (3d8) 

Speed 20ft. 

STR 

10 (+0) 

DEX 

14 (+2) 

CON 

10 (+0) 

INT 

2 (-4) 

WIS 

6 (-2) 
CHA 

1 (-5) 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, frightened, paralyzed 

Senses blindsight 30ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 8 

Languages-

Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) 

ACTIONS 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 5 (1 d6 + 2) piercing damage. 

DUERGAR SPORE SERVANT 
Medium plant, unaligned 

Armor Class 16 {scale armor, shield) 

Hit Points 26 (4d8 + 8) 

Speed 15ft. 

STR 

14 (+2) 

DEX 

11 (+0) 

CON 

14 (+2) 

Damage Resistances poison 

INT 

2 (-4) 

WIS 

6 {-2) 

CHA 

1 (- 5) 

Senses blindsight 30ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 8 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, frightened, paralyzed 

Languages -

Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) 

ACTIONS 

War Pick. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2) piercing damage. 

HOOK HORROR SPORE SERVANT 
Medium plant, unaligned 

Armor Class 15 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 75 (10d10 + 10) 

Speed 20 ft., climb 20 ft. 

STR 

18 {+4) 

DEX 

10 (+0) 

CON 

15 (+2) 

INT 

2 (-4) 

WIS 

6 (-2) 
CHA 

1 (-5) 

Senses blindsight 30ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 8 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, frightened, paralyzed 

Languages-

Challenge 3 (700 XP) 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The spore servant makes two hook attacks. 

Hook. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. 

Hit: 11 (2d6 + 4) piercing damage. 

TROGLODYTE 

The Monster Manual provides statistics for the typical 

troglodyte. Once in a while. a troglodyte tribe produces 

an unusually smart and strong specimen that can spew 

acid-what many troglodytes consider blessings from 

Laogzed, their demonic god. These hulking troglodyte 

champions make excellent chieftains. 

TROGLODYTE CHAMPION OF 

LAOGZED 
Medium humanoid (troglodyte), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 14 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 59 (7d8 + 28) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

18 (+4) 

DEX 

12 (+1) 

CON 

18 (+4) 

INT 

8 (-1) 

WIS 

12 (+1) 

Skills Athletics +6, Intimidation +3, Stealth +3 

Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 11 

Languages Troglodyte 

Challenge 3 (700 XP) 

CHA 

12 (+1) 

Chameleon Skin. The troglodyte has advantage on Dexterity 

(Stealth) checks made to hide. 

Stench. Any creature other than a troglodyte that starts its 

turn within 5 feet of the troglodyte must succeed on a DC 14 

Constitution saving throw or be poisoned until the start of the 

creature's next turn. On a successful saving throw, the creature 

is immune to the stench of all troglodytes for 1 hour. 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, the troglodyte 

has disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 

(Perception) checks that rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. The troglodyte makes three attacks: one with its 

bite and two with either its claws or its greatclub. 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 6 (1d4 + 4) piercing damage. 

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft .. one target. 

Hit: 6 (1d4 + 4) slashing damage. 

Greatclub. Melee Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 

(1d8 + 4) bludgeoning damage. 

Acid Spray (Recharge 6). The troglodyte spits acid in a line 15 

feet long and S feet wide. Each creature in that line must make 

a DC 14 Dexterity saving throw, taking 10 (3d6) acid damage 

on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

CREATURES 
This section contains statistics for various weird 

creatures and criucrs that appear in the advemure. 

PLANT CREATU RES 

Zuggtmoy has several fungal bridesmaids and a 

chamberlain to help her prepare for her wedding to 

Araumycos. Meanwhtle. her myconid servants use 

awakened zurkhwoodl> to guard their fungal groves. 

AWAKENED ZURKHWOOD 
This creature is an ordinary zurkhwood mushroom (see 

··Fungi of the Undcrdark" in chapter 2) given semience 

and mobility. An awakened zurkhwood can be created 

by casting the awaken spell on a normal zurkhwood 

mushroom. A myconid sovereign can create one by 

perfor ming a lengthy ritual. 

An awakened zurkhwood has the same statistics as an 

awakened tree (sec appendix A of the Monster Manual), 

with the following modifications: 

• The awakened zurkhwood has darkvision out to a 

range of 120 feet. 

If the awakened zurkhwood was created by a myconid 

sovereign. it can"tl>pt:ak. 

• The awakened zurkhwood's False Appearance fea

wre allows it to be mistaken for a normal zurkhwood 

mushroom (instt>ad of a tree). 

BRIDESMAID OF ZUGGTMOY 
Medium plant. chaotic evil 

Armor Class 13 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 22 (5d8) 
Speed 20ft. 

STR 
14 (+2) 

OEX 

11 (+0) 

CON 
11 (+0) 

INT 
14 (+2) 

WIS 
8 (-1) 

Senses darkvlsion 60 ft. , passive Perception 9 
Languages unde rstands Abyssal but can't speak 
Challenge 1/8 (25 XP) 

CHA 
18 (+4) 

Fungus Stride. Once on tls turn, the bndesmaid can use 10 feet 

of •ts movement to step magtcally tnto one living mushroom 

or fungus patch w1thtn S feet and emerge from another within 

60 feet of the first one appeanng 1n an unoccupred space 

within 5 feet of the second mushroom or fungus patch. The 

mushrooms and patches must be Large or bigger. 

A CTIONS 

Hallucination Spores. The bridesmaid ejects spores at one 

creature it can see within S feet of it. The target must succeed 

on a DC 10 Constrtutton savrng throw or be poisoned for 1 
minute. While poisoned in th1s way, the target is incapacitated. 

The target can repeat the sav1ng throw at the end of each of its 

turns, ending the effect on rtself on a success. 

Inf estation Spores (1/Day). The bridesmaid releases spores that 
burst out in a cloud that fills a 10-foot-radius sphere centered 

on it, and the cloud lingers for 1 minute. Any flesh-and-blood 
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creature in the cloud when rt appears, or that enters it later, 

must make a DC 10 Constitution saving throw On a successfu 

save, the creature can' t be infected by these spores for 24 

hours. On a failed save, the creature is mfected wnh a disease 

called the spores ofZuggtmoy and also gains a random form 

of rndefinite madness (determined by rolling on the Madness 

ofZuggtmoy table in appendix D) that lasts until the creature 
is cured of the disease or d1es. While mfected in this way, the 

creature can't be remfected, and it must repeat the saving 

throw at the end of every 24 hours, endrng the infection on a 

success. On a failure, the rnfected creature's body is slowly 

taken over by fungal growth, and after three such farled saves 

the creature dies and is reanrmated as a spore servant if it 's a 

type of creature that can be (see the "Myconrds'' entry in the 

Monster Manual) . 

The bridesmaids of Zuggtmoy are plant creatures 

with vaguely humanoid forms. Their frail bodies arc 

covered with clusters of luminescent lichen and crust)' 

tumescent growths. 

CHAMBERLAIN OF ZUGGTMOY 
Lorge plonr, chaotic evil 

Armor Class 13 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 45 (6d10 + 12) 
Speed 20ft. 

STR 
17 (+3) 

DEX 
7 ( 2) 

CON 
14 (+2} 

INT 
11 (+0) 

WIS 
8 (-1) 

Damage Resistances bludgeomng, prercing 
Senses darkvision 60 ft. , passive Perception 9 

Languages Abyssal, Undercommon 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

CHA 
12 (-1) 

Mushroom Portal. The chamberlarn counts as a mushroom for 

the Fungus Stride feature of the bridesmaid ofZuggtmoy. 

Poison Spores. Whenever the chamberlarn takes damage, 
it releases a cloud of spores. Creatures within 5 feet of the 

chamberlain when this happens must succeed on a DC 12 

Constitution saving throw or be poisoned for 1 minute. A 

creature can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its 

turns, ending the effect on itself on a success. 

A CTI O NS 

Multiattock. •The chamberlatn makes two slam attacks. 

Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target 

Hit: 10 (2d6 + 3) bludgeonmg damage. 

Infestation Spores (1/ Day). The chamberlain releases spores 

that burst out 111 a cloud that fills a 10-foot-radius sphere 

centered on 1t, and the cloud lingers for 1 minute. Any flesh· 

and-blood creature in the cloud when it appears, or that enters 

it later, must make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw. On a 

successful save, the creature can't be mfected by these spores 

for 24 hours. On a failed save. the creature is infected with a 
disease called the spores ofZuggtmoy and also gains a randal"" 

form of indefinite madness (determined by rolling on the 

Madness ofZuggtmoy table 1n appendix D) that lasts until the 

creature is cured of the drsease or dies. While infected in this 

way, the creature can't be rernfected, and it must repeat the 

saving throw at the end of every 24 hours, ending the infection 

on a success. On a failure, the rnfected creature's body is 



slowly taken over by fungal growth, and after three such failed 

saves, the creature dies and is reanimated as a spore servant if 

•t's a type of creature that can be (see the "Mycomds" entry •n 

the Monster Manual). 

A chamberlain of Zuggtmoy looks l ike a vaguely bipedal 

mass of hlue mold with the barest hint of a face nested 

deep in!-. ide a mossy cowl. ll pummels enemies with its 

mossy fists. 

STEEDERS 

Duergar breed and train these giant Underdark-dwelling 

tarantulas. Male steeders are as big as ponies and used 

by the duergar as beasts of burden. The larger females 

are trained and used as mounts. 

Stceders don't spin webs, but they exude a sticky 

substanre from their legs that lets them walk on walls 

and ceilings without tr ouble. as well as snare prey. 

FEMALE STEEDER 
Lorge beoSI, unaligned 

Armor Class 14 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 30 (4d10 + 8) 
Speed 30ft., climb 30ft. 

STR 
15 (+2) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

Skills Stealth +7 

CON 
14 (+2) 

INT 
2 (-4) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 10 

Languages -
Challenge 1 (200 XP) 

CHA 
3 (-4) 

Spider Climb. The steeder can climb d1fficult surfaces, 

including upside down on ceilings, without needing to make an 

ability check 

Leap. The steeder can expend all1ts movement on its turn to 

jump up to 90 feet vertically or horizontally, provided that 1ts 

speed •s at least 30 feet. 

ACTIONS 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attock: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. 

Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) piercing damage, and the target must make a 

DC 12 Constitution saving throw, takmg 9 (2d8) acid damage 

on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one. 

Sticky Leg (Recharges when the Steeder Has No Creatures 

Grappled) Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to h1t, reach S ft., one 

Med1um or smaller creature. Hit. The target IS stuck to the 

steeder's leg and grappled until it escapes (escape DC 12). 

MALE STEEDER 
Med1um beoSI, unaligned 

Armor Class 12 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 13 (2d8 + 4) 
Speed 30ft., climb 30ft. 

STR 

15 (+2) 

DEX 
12 (+1) 

Skills Stealth +5 

CON 
14 (+2) 

INT 
2 (-4) 

WIS 
10 (+0) 

Senses darkv1sion 120ft., passive Perception 10 

Languages -
Challenge 1/4 (SO XP) 

CHA 
3 (-4) 

Spider Climb. The steeder can climb difficult surfaces, 

including upside down on ceilings, without needing to make an 

ability check. 

Leap. The steeder can expend all its movement on its turn to 

jump up to 60 feet vertically or horizontal ly, provided that its 

speed is at least 30 feet. 

A CTIONS 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attock: +4 to hit reach S ft., one creature. 

H1t: 7 (1d8 + 2) piercing damage. and the target must make a 

DC 12 Constitution saving throw, takmg 4 (1d8) ac•d damage 

on a fat led save, or half as much damage on a successful one 

Sticky Leg (Recharges when the Steeder Has No Creatures 

Grappled). Melee Weapon Attock: +4 to h•t, reach S ft.. one 
Small or Tiny creature. Hit: The target is stuck to the steeder's 

leg and grappled until it escapes (escape DC 12) 

NONPLAYER CHARACTERS 
Thi!:> section presents statistic!> for ~cvcra I unique ·pes 

encountered in the adventure. 

DROKI 
Small humanoid (derro), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 15 (studded leather) 
Hit Points 31 (7d6 + 7) 
Speed 30 ft. (60 ft . with boots of speed) 

STR 
, (+0) 

DEX 
16 (+3) 

Skills Stealth +5 

CON 
13 (+1) 

INT 
10 (•0) 

WIS 

s (-3) 

Senses darkvision 120ft., passive Perception 7 
Languages Dwarvish, Undercommon 

Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

Special Equipment. Droki wears boots of speed. 

CHA 
16 (-r3) 

Insanity. Droki has advantage on saving throws against betng 

charmed or frightened. 

Innate Spellcasting. Droki's innate spellcast.ng .abilil) IS 

Charisma (spell save DC 13). He can .nnatcly cast the following 

spells, requiring no material components. 

At will: minor illusion 

1fday each: darkness.jear, shatter 



Magic Resistance. Drol<i has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Sneak Attock (1{Turn). Droki deals an extra 7 (2d6) damage 

when he hits a target with a weapon attack and has advantage 

on the attack roll, or when the target is within 5 feet of an 

ally of Droki that isn't incapacitated and Droki doesn't have 

disadvantage on the attack roll. 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, Droki has disadvantage 

on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 

rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Multiortack. Droki makes two attacks with his shortsword. 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 6 (ld6 + 3) piercing damage. The sword is coated 

with serpent venom that wears off after the first hit. A target 

subjected to the venom must make a DC 11 Constitution 

saving throw, taking 10 (3d6) poison damage on a fai led save, 

or half as much damage on a successful one. 

REACTIONS 

Parry. Droki adds 3 to his AC against one melee attack that 

would hit him. To do so, Droki must see the attacker and be 

wielding a melee weapon. 

GRISHA 
Medium humanoid (Domoron human), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 18 (chain mail, shield) 
Hit Points 33 (6d8 + 6) 
Speed 30ft. 

STR 
14 (+2) 

DEX 

12 (+1) 
CON 

12 (+1) 

Saving Throws Wis +4, Cha +5 

INT 

11 (+0) 

Skills Persuasion +5, Religion +2 
Senses passive Perception 12 
languages Common, Undercommon 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

WIS 
14 (+2) 

CHA 

16 (+3) 

Spellcasting. Grisha is a 6th·level spellcaster. His spellcasting 

ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 12, +4 to hit with spell attacks). He 

has the following cleric spells prepared: 

Cantrips (at will): guidance, light, sacred flame, thaumaturgy 

1st level (4 slots): cure wounds, divine favor, inflict wounds, 
protection from good, shield of faith 

2nd level (3 slots): continual flame, hold person, magic weapon, 
spiritual weapon 

3rd level (3 slots): bestow curse, dispel magic, spirit guardians 

ACTIONS 

Multiottack. Grisha makes two attacks with his +1 flail. 

+1 Flail. Melee Weapon Atlack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 

Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) bludgeoning damage. 
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NARRAK 
Small humanoid (duro), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 12 (15 with mage armor) 

Hit Points 40 (9d6 + 9) 
Speed 30ft. 

STR 
9 (-1) 

DEX 

14 (+2) 
CON 

13 (+1) 

Saving Throws Dex +4, Cha +5 
Skills Arcana +4, Stealth +4 

INT 
14 (+2) 

WIS 
5 (-3) 

Senses darkvision 120ft., passive Perception 7 
languages Dwarvish, Undercommon 
Challenge 2 (450 XP) 

CHA 
16 (+3) 

Insanity. Narrak has advantage on saving throws against being 

charmed or frightened. 

Magic Resistance. Narrak has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Spellcasting. Narrak is a 5th·level spellcaster. His spellcasting 

ability is Charisma (save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell attacks). 

Narrak has two 2nd·level spell slots, which he regains after 

finishing a short or long rest, and knows the following 

warlock spells: 

Cantrips (at will): eldritch blast.friends, po1son spray 

1st level: armor of Agathys, charm person, hex 

2nd level: hold person, ray of enfeeblement, spider climb 

Sunlight Sensitivity. While in sunlight, Narrak has disadvantage 

on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 

rely on sight. 

ACTIONS 

Armor of Shadows (Recharges after a Short or Long Rest). 

Narrak casts mage armor on h1mself. 

Shortsword. Melee Weapon Attock: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

creature. Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) piercing damage. 

One with Shadows. While he is in dim light or darkness, Narrak 

can become invisible. He remains so until he moves or takes 

an action or reaction. 



THE P U DDING KING 
Small humanoid (gnome, shapechanger), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 13 (16 with mage armor) 

Hit Points 49 (9d6 ... 18) 
Speed 30ft. 

STR 
10 (+0) 

DEX 
16 (•3) 

CON 
14 (+2) 

Saving Throws Con +5, Cha +6 

INT 

12 (+1) 
WIS 

8 (- 1) 

CHA 
17 (+3) 

Skills Arcana +4, Perception +2, Stealth +6, Survival +2 
Damage Resistances acid, poison 
Condition Immunities poisoned 
Senses dark vision 60ft., passive Perception 12 
Languages Abyssal, Gnomish, Terran, Undercommon 
Challenge 4 (1,1 00 XP) 

Stone Camouflage. The Pudding King has advantage on 

Dexterity (Stealth) checks made to hide in rocky terrain. 

Gnome Cunning. The Pudding King has advantage on 

Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma saving throws 

against magic. 

Innate Spellcasting. The Pudding King's innate spell casting 

ability is Intelligence (spe ll save DC 12). He can innately cast 

the following spells, requiring no material components: 

At will: nondetection (self only) 

lfday each: blindnessjdeafness, blur, disguise self 

insanity. The Pudding King has advantage on saving throws 

against being charmed or frightened. 

Spellcasting. The Pudding King is a 9th-level spellcaster. His 

spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 14, +6 to hit 

with spell attacks). The Pudding King knows the following 

sorcerer spells: 

Cantrips (at wi ll): acid splash, light, mage hand, poison spray, 

prestidigitation 

1st level (4 slots):false life, mage armor, ray of sickness, shield 

2nd level (3 slots): crown of madness, misty step 

3rd level (3 slots): gaseous form, stinking cloud 

4th level (3 slots): blight, confusion 

5th level (1 slot): cloudki/1 

ACTIONS 

War Pick. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 4 (ld8) piercing damage. 

Change Shape. The Pudding King magically transforms into an 

ooze, or back into his true form. He reverts to his true form if 

he dies. Any equipment he is wearing or carrying is absorbed 

by the new form. In ooze form, the Pudding King retains his 

alignment, hit points, Hit Dice, and Intelligence, Wisdom, 

and Charisma scores, as well as this action. His statistics and 
capabilities are otherwise replaced by those of the new form. 

Create Green Slime (Recharges after a Long Rest). The Pudding 

King creates a patch of green slime {see "Dungeon Hazards" 

in chapter 5 of the Dungeon Master's Guide) . The slime appears 
on a section of wall, ceiling, or floor within 30 feet of the 

Pudding King. 

YESTABROD 
Large monstrosity, chaotic evil 

Armor Class 15 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 75 (10d10 + 20) 
Speed 30ft. 

STR 
12 (+1) 

DEX 
10 (+0) 

CON 

14 (+2) 

Damage Immunities poison 
Condition Immunities poisoned 

INT 

13 (+1) 
WIS 

15 (+2) 

Senses darkvision 120ft., passive Perception 12 
Languages Abyssal, telepathy 60ft. 
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP) 

CHA 
10 (+0) 

Legendary Resistance (1jDay). lfYestabrod fails a saving throw. 

it can choose to succeed instead. 

ACTIO N S 

Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach S ft., one 

target. Hit: 8 (3d4 + 1) bludgeoning damage plus 7 (3d4) 

poison damage. 

Caustic Spores (1/Day). Yestabrod releases spores in a 30-foot 

cone. Each creature in that area must succeed on a DC 12 

Dexteri ty saving throw or take 1d6 acid damage at the start 
of each ofYestabrod's turns. A creature can repeat the saving 

throw at the end of each of its turns, ending the effect on itself 

on a success. 

Infestation Spores (1jDay). Yestabrod releases spores that 

burst out in a cloud that fi lls a 10-foot-radius sphere centered 
on it, and the cloud lingers fo r 1 minute. Any flesh-and-blood 

creature in the cloud when it appears, or that enters it later, 

must make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw. On a successful 

save, the creature can't be infected by these spores for 24 

hours. On a failed save, the creature is infected with a disease 

called the spores ofZuggtmoy and also gains a random form 

of indefinite madness (determined by roll ing on the Madness 

of Zuggtmoy table in appendix D) that lasts until the creature 

is cured of the disease or dies. While infected in this way, the 
creature can't be reinfected, and it must repeat the saving 

throw at the end of every 24 hours, ending the infection on a 

success. On a fa ilure, the infected creature's body is slowly 

taken over by fungal growth, and after three such failed saves, 

the creature dies and is reanimated as a spore servant if it's a 

type of creature that can be (see the "Myconids" entry in the 

Monster Manual). 

LEGENDARY A CTIONS 

Yestabrod can take 2 legendary actions, choosing from 

the options below. Only one legendary action option can 

be used at a time and only at the end of another creature's 

turn. Yestabrod regains spent legendary actions at the start 

of its turn. 

Corpse Burst. Gore, offal, and acid erupt from a corpse within 

20 feet ofYestabrod. Creatures within 10 feet of the corpse 

must succeed on a DC 12 Dexterity saving throw or take 7 

(2d6) acid damage. 
Foul Absorption. Yestabrod absorbs putrescence from a corpse 

within S feet of it, regaining 1 d8 + 2 hit points. 
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APPENDIX D : DEMON LORDS 

Here are game statistics for the demon lords who have 

roles to play in this story. Beware! They are formidable 

opponents. 

BAPHOMET 
Civilization is weakness and savagery is strength in the 

credo of Baphomet, the Horned King and the Prince of 

Beasts. He rules over minotaurs and others with savage 

hearts. He is worshiped by those who want to break the 
confmes of civility and unl< ~ ash their bestial natures, for 

Baphomet envisions a world without restraint, where 

creatures live out their most savage desires. 

CuJts devoted to Baphomet use mazes and complex 

knots as their emhkms, creating secret places to in

dulge themselves, including labyrinths of the sort their 

master favors. Bloodstained crowns and weapons of 

iron and brass decorate their profane altars. 

Over time, Baphomet's cultists become tainted by his 

influence, gaining bloodshot eyes and coarse, thicken

ing hair. Small horns evemually sprout from the fore

head. In time, a devoted cultist might transform entirely 

into a minotaur- considered the greatest gift of the 

Prince of Beasts. 

Baphomet himself appears as a great, black-furred 

minowur, 20 feet tall with six iron horns. An infernal 
light burns in his red eyes. Although filled with bestial 

bloodlust, there lies within a cruel and cun ning intellect 

devoted to subverting all or civilizalion. 

Baphomet wields a great glaive called Heartcleaver. 

He sometimes casts this deadly weapon aside so that he 

can charge his enemies and gore them with his horns. 

trampling them into the earth and rending them with 

his teeth like a beast. 

B APHOMET'S LAI R 

Baphomer's lair is his palace, the Lyktion, which is on 

the layer of the Abyss called the Endless Maze. Nes

tled within the twisting passages of the plane-wide 
labyrinth. the Lyktion is immaculately maintained and 

surrounded by a moat constructed in the fashion of a 
three-dimensional maze. The palace itself is a towering 

structure whose interior is as labyrinthine as the plane 

on which it resides, populated by rninotaurs, goristros, 

and quasits. 

L AIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 (los ing in itiative ties), Baphomet 

can take a lair action to cause one of the following 

magical effects; he can't use the same effect two 

rounds in a row: 

• Baphomet seals one doorway or other en

tryway within the lair. The opening must 

be unoccupied. It is filled with solid 

stone for 1 minute or until Baphomet 
creates this effect again. 

Baphomet chooses a room 

within the lair that is no larger in 

any dimension than 100 feet. Un-
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the next initiative count 20, gravity is reversed within 

that room. Any creatures or objects in the room when 

this happens fall in the direction ofthc new pull of 

gravity, unless they have some means of remaining 

aloft. Baphomet can ignore the gravity reversal if he's 

in the room, although he likes to use this action to 

land on a ceiling to attack targets nying near it. 

Baphomet casts mirage arcane, affecting a room 
within the lair that is no longer in any dimension 

than 100 feet. The effect ends on the next initia
tive count 20. 
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R EGIONAL EFFECTS 

The region contain ing Baphomet's lair is warped by his 

magic, creating one or more of lhe following e ffeets: 

• Plant life within 1 mile of the lair grows thick and 

forms walls of trees, hedges, and other flora in the 

form of small mazes. 

• Beasts within I mile of the la ir become frightened and 

disoriented, as though constantly under threat of be
ing hunted, and might lash out or panic even whe n no 

visible threat is nearby. 

If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within I mile of 

the lair, that creature must s ucceed on a DC 18 Wis

dom saving throw or descend into a madness deter
mined by the Madness of Baphomet table. A creature 

that succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by 

this regional effect again for 24 hours. 

1 f Baphomet dies. these effects fade over the course of 

ldiO days. 

BAPHOMET 
Huge fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 22 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 333 (23d12 + 184) 

Speed 40ft. 

STR 

30 (+10) 

DEX 

14 (+2) 

CON 

26 (+8) 

INT 

18 (+4) 

Saving Throws Dex +9, Con +15, Wis +14 

Skills In timidation +17, Perception +14 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

WIS 

24 {+7) 

CHA 

16 (+3) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120 ft. , passive Perception 24 

languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 23 (50,000 XP) 

Charge. If Baphomet moves at least 10 feet straight toward a 

target and then hits it with a gore attack on the same turn, the 

target takes an extra 22 (4d1 0) piercing damage. If the target is 

a creature, it must succeed on a DC 25 Strength saving throw 

or be pushed up to 10 feet away and knocked prone. 

Innate Spellcasting. Baphomet's spellcasting ability is Cha

risma (spel l save DC 18). He can innately cast the following 

spe ll s, requiring no material components. 

At will: detect magic 

3fday each: dispel magic, dominate beast, hunter's mark, maze, 
wall of stone 

1jday each: teleport 

Labyrinthine Recall. Baphomet can perfectly recall any path he 

has trave led, and he is immune to the maze spell. 

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If Baphomet fa ils a saving throw, 

he can choose to succeed instead. 

MADNESS OF BAPHOMET 

ff a creature goes mad in Baphomet's lair or within 

line of sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of 

Baphomet table to determine the nature of the madness, 

which is a character flaw that lasts until cured . See the 

Dungeon Master's Guide for more on madness. 

M A DNESS OF BAPHOMET 

d l OO Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01-20 " My anger consumes m e. I can't be reasoned with 

when my rage has been stoked." 

21-40 " I degenerate into beastly behavior, seeming more 

like a wild animal t han a thinking being." 

41-60 "The world is my hunting ground. Others 

are my prey." 

61-80 "Hate comes easily to me and explodes into rage " 

81-00 " I see those who oppose me not as people, but as 

beasts meant to be preyed upon.'' 

Magic Resistance. Baphomet has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Magic Weapons. Baphomet's weapon attacks are magical. 

Reckless. At t he s ta rt of his turn. Baphomet can gain advantage 

on all melee weapon attack rolls during that turn, but attack 

rolls against him have advantage until the start of his next turn 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Baphomet makes three attacks: one with Heart

cleaver, one with his bite, and one with his gore attack. 

Heartcleaver. Melee Weapon Attack:+ 17 to hit, reach 15 ft., one 

target. Hit: 24 (4d6 + 10) slashing damage. 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: + 17 to hit , reach 10ft., one target. 

Hit: 19 (2d8 + 10) piercing damage. 

Gore. Melee Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, reach 10 ft .. one target . 

Hit: 21 {2d10 + 10) piercing damage. 

Frightful Presence. Each creature of Baphomet's choice within 

120 feet of him and aware of him must succeed on a DC 18 

Wisdom saving throw or become frightened for 1 minute. A 

frigh tened creature can repeat the saving throw at the end of 

each of its turns , ending the effect on itself on a success. These 

later saves have disadvantage if Baphomet is within line of 

sight of the creature. 

If a creature succeeds o n any of these saves or the effect ends 

on it, the creature is immune to Baphomet's Frightful Presence 

for the next 24 hours. 

LEGENDARY ACT IO NS 

Baphomet can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the op

tions below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a 

time and only at the end of another creature's turn. Baphomet 

regains spent legendary actions at the s tart of his turn. 

Heartcleaver Attack. Baphomet makes a melee attack with 

Heartcleaver. 

Charge (Costs 2 Actions). Baphomet moves up to his speed, 

then makes a gore attack. 
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D EMO GORGON 
Prince of Demons, the Sibilant Beast, and Master of the 
Spiraling Depths. Dernogorgon is the embodiment of 
chaos, madness. and destruction. seeking to corrupt aU 
that is good and undermine order in the multiverse. to 
see everything dragged howling into the infinite depths 
of the Abyss. 

The demon lord is a meld of different forms. with a 
saurian lower body and clawed. webbed feet. as well as 
suckered tentacles sprouting from the shoulders of a 
great apelike torso, surmounted by two hideous simian 
heads. named Aameul and Hathradiah. both equally 
mad. Their gaze brings madness and confusion to any 
who confront it. 

DEMOGORGON 
Huge fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 22 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 496 (34d12 + 272) 

Speed 50 ft., swim 50 ft. 

STR 

29 (+9) 

DEX 

14 (+2) 

CON 

26 (+8) 

INT 

20 (+5) 

WIS 

17 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +10, Con +16, Wis +11, Cha +15 

Skills Insight +11, Perception +19 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

CHA 

25 (+7) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120ft., passive Perception 21 

Languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 26 (90,000 XP) 

Innate Spellcasting. Demogorgon's spellcasting ability is Cha· 

risma (spell save DC 23). Demogorgon can innately cast the 

following spells, requiring no materia l components: 

At will: detect magic, major image 

3fday each: dispel magic.fear, telekinesis 

1/day each:feeblemind, project image 

Legendary Resistance (3fDay). If Demogorgon fails a saving 

throw, he can choose to succeed instead. 

Magic Resistance. Demogorgon has advantage on saving 

throws against spells and other magical effects. 

Magic Weapons. Demogorgon's weapon attacks are magical. 

Two Heads. Demogorgon has advantage on saving throws 

agamst bemg blmded, deafened, stunned, and knocked 

unconscious. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Demogorgon makes two tentacle attacks. 
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Similarly, the spiraling Y sign of Demogorgon's cult 
can inspire madness in those who contemplate it for too 
long. All the followers of the Prince of Demons go mad, 
sooner or later. 

D EMOGORGO N'S LAIR 

Demogorgon makes his lair in a palace called Abysm, 
found on a layer of the Abyss known as the Gaping Maw. 
Demogorgon's lair is a place of madness and duality; 
the portion of the palace that lies above water takes 
the form of two serpentine towers, each crowned by 
a skull-shaped minaret. There. Demogorgon's heads 
contemplate the mysteries of the arcane while arguing 
about how best to obliterate their rivals. The bulk of 
this palace extends deep underwater, in chill and dark
ened caverns. 

Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, reach 10 ft., one 

target. Hit: 35 (4d12 + 9) bludgeoning damage. If the ta rget 

is a creature, it must succeed on a DC 23 Constitution saving 

throw or its hit point maximum is reduced by an amount equal 

to the damage taken. This reduction lasts until the target fin

ishes a long rest. The target dies if its hit point maximum is 

reduced to 0. 

Gaze. Demogorgon turns his magical gaze toward one creature 

that he can see within 120 feet of him. That target must make 

a DC 23 Wisdom saving throw. Unless the target is incapac

itated, 1t can avert its eyes to avoid the gaze and to automat

ically succeed on the save. If the target does so, it can't see 

Demogorgon until the start of his next turn. If the target looks 

at him 10 the meantime, it must Immediately make the save. 

If the target fails the save, the target suffers one of the follow

ing effects of Demogorgon's cho1ce or at random: 

1. Beguil ing Gaze. The target is stunned until the start of 

Demogorgon's next turn or until Demogorgon is no longer 

within line of sight. 

2. Hypnotic Gaze. The target is charmed by Demogorgon until 

the start of Demogorgon's next turn. Demogorgon chooses 

how the charmed target uses its actions, reactions, and 

movement. Because this gaze requi res Demogorgon to focus 

both heads on the ta rge t, he can't use his Maddening Gaze 

legendary action until the start of his next turn. 

3. Insanity Gaze. The target suffers the effect of the confusion 

spell without making a saving throw. The effect lasts until the 

start of Demogorgon's next turn. Demogorgon doesn't need 

to concentrate on the spell. 

LEGENDARY ACTIONS 

Demogorgon can take 2 legendary actions, choosing from 

the opt1ons below. Only one legendary action option can be 

used at a time and only at the end of another creature's turn. 

Demogorgon rega.ns spent legendary actions at the start 

of his turn. 

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, reach 15ft., one target. 

Hit: 31 (4d10 + 9) bludgeoning damage plus 22 (4d10) ne

crotic damage. 

Maddening Gaze. Demogorgon uses his Gaze action, and must 

choose either the Beguiling Gaze or the Insanity Gaze effect. 



LAIR ACTIONS 

On Initiative <·ount 20 (losing initiative ties), 
Dcmogorgon can take a lair action to cau!:>e one of the 
following effects: Dcmogorgon can't usc the same effect 
two rounds in a row: 

• Ocmogorgon creates an illusory duplicate of him-
self, which appears in his own space and lasts until 
initiative count 20 of the next round. On his turn, De
mogorgon can move the illusory duplicate a distance 
equal to his walking speed (no action required). The 
firSt time a creature or object interacts physically with 
Demogorgon (for example. hitting him with an attack). 
there is a 50 percent chance that it is the illusory du
plicate that is being affected, not Oemogorgon himself, 
in which case the illusion disappears. 

• Oemogorgon casts the darkness spell four times at its 
lowest level, targeting different areas with the spell. 
Demogorgon doesn't need to concentrate on the spells, 
which end on initiative count 20 of the next round. 

REGIONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Demogorgon's lair is warped by 
his magic, creating one or more of the following effects: 

The area within 6 miles of the lair becomes overpop
ulated with lizards, poisonous snakes, and other ven
omous beasts. 
Beasts within 1 mile of the lair become violent and 
crazed-even creatures that are normally docile. 

• If a humanoid spends at least I hour within 1 mile 
of the lair, that creature must succeed on a DC 23 
Wisdom saving throw or descend into a madness 
determined by the Madness of Demogorgon table. A 

creature that succeeds on this saving throw can't be 
affected by this regional effect again for 24 hours. 

IfDemogorgon dies. these effects fade over the course 
of ldlO days. 
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MADNESS OF D EMOGORGON 

If a creature goes mad in Demogorgon's lair or with in 
line of sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of 
Demogorgon table to determine the nature of the mad
ness, which is a character flaw that lasts unti l cured. 
See the Dungeon Master:c; Guide for more on madness. 

MADNESS OF DEMOCORCON 

dlOO Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01-20 

21-40 

41-60 

61-80 

81-00 

"Someone is plotting to kill me. I need to strike 

first to stop them!" 

"There is only one solution to my problems: kill 

them all!" 

"There is more than one mind inside my head." 

"If you don't agree with me, I 'II beat you into 

submission to get my way." 

"I can't allow anyone to touch anything that 

belongs to me. They might try to take it 

away from me!" 
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FRAZ-URB'LUU 
All demons are liars. but Fraz-Urb'luu is the Prince of 
Deception and Demon Lord of Illusions. He uses every 
trick. every ounce of demonic cunning. to manipulate 
his enemies- mortal and fiend alike- to do his will. 
Fraz-Urb'luu can create dreamlands and mind-bending 
fantasies able to deceive the most discerning foes. 

One<~ imprisoned for centuries below Castle Grey
hawk on the world of Oenh. Fraz-Urb"luu has slowly 
rebuilt his power in the Abyss. He seeks the pieces of 
the legendary staff of power taken from him by those 
who imprisoned him, and commands his servants to 
do likewise. 

The Prince of Deception's true form is like that of a 
great gargoyle, some 12 feet tall, with an extended. mus
cular neck and a smiling face framed by long, pointed 
ears and lank, dark hair, and bat-like wings are furled 
against his powerful shoulders. He can assume other 
forms, however, from the hideous to the beautiful. Often 
the demon lord becomes so immersed in playing a role 
that he loses himself in it for a time. 

Many of the cultists of Fraz-Urb'luu aren't even aware 
they serve the Prince of Deception. believing their mas ter 
is a beneficent being and granter of wishes, some lost god 
or celcstia I, or even another fiend. Fraz-Urb"luu wears all 
these masks and more. He particularly delights in aiding 
demon-hunters against his demonic adversaries. driving 
the hunters to greater and greater atrocities in the name 

FRAZ-URB'LUU 
Large fitnd (demon), choolic evil 

Armor Class 18 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 350 (28d10 + 196) 

Speed 40ft., fly 40ft. 

STR 

29 {+9) 

DEX 

12 (+1) 

CON 

25 {+7) 

INT 

26 (+8) 

WIS 

24 (+7) 

Saving Throws Dex +8, Con + 15, I nt + 15, Wis + 14 

Skills Deception + 15, Perception + 14, Stealth +8 

Dam age Resistances cold, fi re, lightning 

CHA 

26 (+8) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120ft., passive Perception 24 

Languages a ll, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 23 (50,000 XP) 

In nate Spellcasting. Fraz-Urb'luu 's spellcasting ability is Cha

n sm a (spell save DC 23). Fraz-Urb'luu can innately cast the 

followmg spells. requ~r in g no materia l components: 

At w1ll: alter self (can become Medium-sized when changing his 

appearance), detect mogte, dispel magic, phantasmal force 

3fday each· confilsion. dream, mislead, programmed illu· 

sion, seeming 

1jday each: mirage arcane, modify memory, project image 

Legendary Resistance (3fDay). If Fraz-Urb'luu fails a saving 

throw, he can choose to succeed insteady. 
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of their holy cause. only to eventually reveal his true na

ture and claim their souls as his own. 

FRAZ-URB'Luu's L A IR 

Fraz-Urb'luu's lair lies within the Abyssal lair known as 
Hollow's Heart. a featureles<- plain of white dust with 
few structures on it. The lair •tsclf is the city of Zorag
melok. a circular fortress surrounded by adamantine 
walls topped with razors and hooks. Corkscrew towers 
loom above twisted domes and vast amphitheaters. 
just a few examples of the impossible architecture that 
fi lis the city. 

The challenge rating of Fraz-Urb'luu is 24 (62.000 XP) 

when he's encountered in his lair. 

L AIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 (losi ng initiative ties). Fraz
Urb'luu can take a lair action to cause one of the 
following effects; he can't use the same effect two 
rounds in a row: 

Fraz-Urb'luu causes up to 5 doors within the lair to be 
come walls, and an equal number of doors to appear 
on walls where there previously were none. 
Fraz-Urb'luu chooses one humanoid within the lair 
and instantly creates a simulacrum of that creature 
(as if created with the simulacrum spell). This sim
ulacrum obeys Fraz-Urb'luu·s commands and is de
stroyed on the next initiative count 20. 

Magic Resistance. Fraz-Urb"luu has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magiCal effects. 

Magic Weapons. Fraz·Urb'luu's weapon attacks are magical. 

Undetectable. Fraz-Urb'luu can't be targeted by divination 

magic, perce1ved through magical scrying sensors , o r de tected 

by abilities that sense demons or fiends. 

ACTIONS 

Multiattack. Fraz-Urb 'luu makes three attacks: one with his 

bite and two with his fists. 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attock: +16 to h it, reach 10 ft., one ta rge t . 

Hit: 23 (4d6 + 9) piercing damage. 

Fist. Melee Weapon Attock:+ 16 to hit, reach 10 ft., one ta rget . 

Hit: 27 (4d8 + 9) bludgeoning damage. 

LEG ENDARY A CTIONS 

Fraz-Urb'luu can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the 

options below. Only one legendary action option can be used 

at a time and only at the end of another creature's turn. Fraz

Urb'luu regains spent legendary actions at the start of h is turn. 

Tail. Melee Weapon Attock: + 16 to hi t, reach 15 ft., one target. 

Hit: 31 (4d10 + 9) b ludgeoning damage. If the target is a 

Large or smaller creature, it is also grappled (escape DC 24). 

The grappled target is also restrained. Fraz-Urb'luu can grap

ple only one creature with h is ta il at a t ime. 

Phantasmal Killer (Costs 2 Actions). Fraz-Urb'luu casts phantas

mal killer, no concentration required. 



Fra7-l;rh"luu creatrc:; a wave of anguish. Each crea

ture he can st>e within the lair must succeed on a 
DC 23 Wisdom c:;aving throw or take 33 (6d10) psy

rhic damage. 

REGIONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Fraz-Urb'luu's lair is warped by 

his magic. creating one or more of the following effects: 

Intelligent creatures within 1 mile of the lair fre

quently see hallucinations of long-dead friends and 

comrades that vanish after only a brief glimpse. 

Roads and paths within 6 miles of the lair twist and 

turn back on themselves. making navigation in the 

area exceedingly difficulL 
If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile 

of the lair. that rreature must succeed on a DC 23 

Wic;dom sa\·ing throw or descend into a madness 

determined by the Madness of Fraz-Urb'luu table. A 

creature that succeeds on this saving throw can't be 

affected by this regional effect again for 24 hours. 

If Fraz-Urb"luu dies. these effects fade over the course of 

ldlO days. 

M AD N ESS OF FRAZ-URB'LUU 

Jf a creature goes mad in Fraz-Urb'luu's lair or within 

line of sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of 

Fraz-Urb'luu table to determine the nature of the mad-

ness. which is a character flaw that lasts until cured. 

Sec the Dungeon Masters Guide for more on madness. 

M ADNESS OF FRAZ- URB 'LUU 

dlOO Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01 - 20 "I never let anyone know the truth about my ac· 

tions or intentions, even if doing so would be ben· 

eficial to me. ~ 

21- 40 "I have intermittent hallucinations and fits of cata-

tonia." 

41 - 60 "My mind wanders as I have elaborate fantasies 

that have no bearing on reality. When I return my 

focus to the world, I have a hard time remembering 

that it was JUSt a daydream." 

61- 80 "I convince myself that things are true, even in the 

face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary." 

81- 00 "My perception of reality doesn' t match anyone 

else's. It makes me prone to violent delusions that 

make no sense to anyone else." 
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GRAZ'ZT 

The appearance of the Dark Prince is a warning that 
not all beautiful things arc good. Standing nearly nine 
feet tall, Graz'zt strikes the perfect figure of untamed de
sire, every plane and curve of his body, every glance of 
his burning eyes, promising a mixture of pleasure and 
pain. A subtle wrongness pervades his beauty. from the 
cruel cast of his features to the six fingers on each hand 
and six toes on each foot. Graz'zt can also transform 
himself at will. appearing in any humanoid form that 
pleases him, or his onlookers. all equally tempting in 
their own ways. 

Graz'zt surrounds himself with the finest of things 
and the most attractive of servants. and he adorns him
self in silks and leathers both striking and disturbing 
in their workmanship. His lair, and those of his cultists, 
are pleasure' palaces where nothing is forbidden. save 
moderation or kindness. 

The dark Prince of Pleasure considers restriction the 
only sin. and takes what he wants. Cults devoted to him 
are secret societies of indulgence, often using their de
bauchery to s ubjugate others through blackmail, addic
tion, and manipulation. They frequently wear alabaster 
masks with ecstatic expressions and ostematious dress 
and body ornamentation to their secret assignations. 

Although he prefers charm and subtle manipulation, 

Graz'zt is capable of terrible violence when provoked. 
He wields the greatsword Angdrelve, the Wave of 
Sorrow. its wavy, razor-edged blade dripping acid at 
his command. 

G RAz'zT's L AIR 

Graz'zt's principal lair is his Argent Palace. a grandiose 

structure in the city of Zclatar, found within his Abyssal 
domain of Azzatar. Graz'zt's maddening influence radi
ates outward in a tangible ripple, warping reality around 
him. Given enough time in a single location, Graz'zt 
can twist it with his madness. Graz'zfs lair is a den of 
ostentation and hedonism. It is adorned with finery and 
decorations so decadent that even the wealthiest of mor
tals would blush at the excess. Within Graz'zt's lairs. 
followers, thralls. and subjects alike are forced 10 slake 
Graz'zt's thirst for pageantry and pleasure . 
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LAIR ACTION S 

On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties). Graz'zr can 
take a lair action to cause one of the following effects; he 
can't use the same effect two rounds in a row: 

• Graz'zt casts the command spell on every creature of 
his choice in the lair. He needn't see each one, but he 
must be aware that an individual is in the lair to target 
that creature. He issues the same command to all 
the targets. 
Smooth surfaces within the lair become as reflective 
as a polished mirror. Until a different lair action is 
used. creatures within the lair have disadvamage on 
Dexterity (Stealth) checks made to hide. 



REG IONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Graz'zt's lair is warped by ltis 
magic. creating one or more of the following effecrs: 

• Flat surfaces within 1 mile of the lair that are made 
of stone or metal become highly reflective. as though 
polished to a shine. These surfaces become supernat
urally mirrorlike. 
Wild beasts within 6 miles of the lair break into fre
quent conflicts and coupling. mirroring the behavior 

that occurs during their mating seasons. 
• If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile of 

the lair. that creature must succeed on a DC 23 Wis
dom saving throw or descend into a madness deter
mined by the Madness of Graz'zt table. A creature that 
succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by this 
regional effect again for 24 hours. 

If Graz'zt dies. these effects fade over the course of 
l d l O days. 

MADNESS OF GRAZ'ZT 

If a creature goes mad in Graz'zt's lair or within line of 
sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of Graz'zt 

GRAZ'ZT 
Lorge fiend (demon. shopechonger), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 20 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 378 (36d10 + 180) 

Speed 40ft. . -
STR 

22 (+6) 

DEX 

15 (+2) 

CON 

21 (+5) 

INT 

23 (+6) 

WIS 

21 <~51 

CHA 

26 (•8) 

Saving Throws Dex +9, Con +12, Wis +12 

Skills Bluff +15, Insight +12, Perception +12, Persuasion +15 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is non magical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120ft., passive Perception 22 

Languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 24 (62,000 XP) 

Shopechonger. Graz'zt can use his action to polymorph into a 

form that resembles a Medium humanoid, or back into his true 

form . As1de from his size, his statistics are the same in each 

form . Any equipment he is wearing or carrying isn't transformed. 

Innate Spe/lcosting. Graz'zt 's spellcasting ability is Charisma 

(spell save DC 23). He can innately cast the following spells, 

requiring no material components: 

At will : chorm person, crown of madness, detect magic, dispel 
mogic, dissonant whispers 

3/ day each: counterspe/1, darkness, dominate person, sonctuory, 
telekinesis, teleport 

table to determine the nature of the madness, which is 
a character flaw that lasts until cured. Sec the Dungeon 

Master's Guide for more on madness. 

M ADNESS O F GRAZ'ZT 

dlOO Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01-20 "There is nothing in the world more important 

than me and my desires." 

21-40 "Anyone who doesn't do exactly what I say doesn't 

deserve to live." 

41-60 "Mine is the path of redemption. Anyone who says 

otherwise is intentionally misleading you." 

61- 80 "I will not rest until I have made someone else 

mine, and doing so is more important to me than 

my own life-or the lives of others." 

81- 90 "My own pleasure is of paramount importance. 

Everything else, including social graces, is a tnv· 

iality." 

91-00 "Anything that can bring me happmess shou1d be 

enjoyed immediately. There is no point to saving 

anything pleasurable for later." 

1jday each: dominate monster, greater inv1sibil1ty 

Legendary Resistance (3fDo y). If Graz'zt fails a saving throw, he 

can choose to succeed mstead. 

Magic Resistance. Gru'zt has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects . 

Magic Weapons. Graz'zt's weapon attacks are magical. 

ACTIONS 

Multiottodc. Graz 'zt attacks twice with the Wave of Sorrow. 

Wove of Sorrow (Creotsword). Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, 

reach 10 ft. , one target . Hit: 20 (4d6 + 6) slashing damage plus 

14 (4d6) acid damage. 

Teleport. Graz'zt magically teleports , along with any equipment 

he is wearing o r carrying, up to 120 feet to an unoccupied 

space he can see. 

LEGENDARY ACTIONS 

Graz'zt can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the op · 

tions below. Only one legendary action option can be used at 

a time and only at the end of another creature's turn. G raz'zt 

regains spent legendary actions at the start of his turn. 

Attack. Graz'zt attacks once with the Wave of Sorrow. 

Dance, My Puppet! One creature charmed by Graz'zt that 

Graz 'zt can see must use its reaction to move up to its speed 

as Graz'zt directs. 
Sow Discord. Graz'zt casts crown of madness or disso

nant wh1spers. 
Teleport. Graz'zt uses h1s Teleport action. 



jUIBLEX 
Called the Faceless Lord and the Oozing Hunger in an
cient grimoires,juiblex is demon lord of slime and ooze. 
a noxious creature that doesn't care about the p!O£s and 
schemes of others of its kind. It exists only to consume. 
digesting and transforming living matter into more 

ofitself. 

Juo&LE .. 

A true horror,Juiblcx is a mass of bubbling slime, 
swirling black and green, with glaring red eyes floating 
and shifting within it. It can rise up like a 20-foot hill. 
lashing out with dripping pseudopods to drag victims 
into its bulk. Those consumed by juiblex are obliterated. 

Only the truly insane worshipjuiblex and tend to its 
slimes and oozes. Those who offer themselves up to 
the demon lord are engulfed by it and become vaguely 
humanoid. sentient oozes. The bodies of these former 
Oesh-and-blood creatures formjuiblex's extended physi
cal body. while the demon lord slowly digests and savors 
their identities over time. 

Ju rBLEx's LAIR 

Juiblex's principal lair is known as the SLime Pits. a 
realm which juiblex shares with Zuggtmoy. This layer 
of the Abyss, which is also known as Shedaklah, is a 
bubbling morass of oozing, fetid sludge. Its landscape 
is covered in vast expanses of caustic and unintelligent 
slimes. and strange organic forms rise from the oceans 
of molds and oozes atjuiblex's command. 

LAIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties).juiblex can 
take a lair action to cause one of the following effects; it 
can't use the same effect two rounds in a row: 

• juiblex slimes a square area of ground it can see 
within the lair. The area can be up to 10 feet on a side. 
The slime lasts for I hour or until it is burned away 
with fire. When the slime appears, each creature in 
that area must succeed on a DC 21 Strength saving 
throw or become restrained. When a creature enters 
the area for the first time on a turn or ends its turn 
there, that creature must make the same save. 

A restrained creature is stuck as long as it remains 
in the slimy area or until it breaks free. The restrained 
creature. or another creature who can reach it. can 
usc its action to try to break free and must succeed on 
a DC 21 Strength check. 

Tf the s lime is set on fire, it burns away after 1 
round. Any creature that starts its tu rn in the bur ning 
slime takes 22 (4dl0) fire damage. 

• Juiblcx s limes a square area of ground it can see 
within the lair. The area can be up to 10 feet on a side. 
The slime lasts for I hour or until it is burned away 
with fire. When the slime appears. each creature on 

it must succeed on a DC 21 Dexterity saving throw or 
fall prone and slide 10 feet in a random direction de
termined by a dB roll. When a creature enters the a rea 
for the first time on a turn or ends its turn there, that 
creature must make the same save. 

U the slime is set on fire, it burns away after 1 
round. Any creature that starts its turn in the burning 
slime takes 22 (4dl0) fire damage. 
A green slime (see the Dungeon Master's Guide) ap
pears on a spot on the ceiling thatjuiblex chooses 
within the lair. The slime disintegrates after J hour. 

REGIONAL EFFECTS 

The region containingjuiblex's lair is warped by its 
magic. creating one or more of the following effects: 



Small bodies of water. such as ponds or wells, within 

1 mile of the lair turn highly acidic. corroding any ob

ject that touches them. 
Surfaces within 6 miles of the lair are frequently cov

ered by a thin film of slime, which is s lick and sticks ro 
anything that rouches it. 

• If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile of 

the lair, that creature must succeed on a DC 18 Wis

dom saving throw or descend into a madness deter

mined by rhe Madness ofJuiblcx table. A creature that 

succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by this 

regio11al effect again for 24 hours. 

If Juiblex dies. these effects fade over the course of 
ldlO days. 

jUIBLEX 
Huge fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 18 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 350 (28d12 + 168) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

24 (+7) 

DEX 

10 (+0) 

CON 

23 (+6) 

INT 

20 (+5) 

Saving Throws Dex +7, Con+ 13, Wis + 12 

Skills Perception +12 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

WIS 

20 (+5) 

CHA 

16 (+3) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condition Immunities blinded, charmed, deafened, exhaustion, 

frightened, grappled, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, prone, 

rest rained, s tunned, unconscious 

Senses truesight 120ft., passive Perception 22 

Languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 23 (50,000 XP) 

Foul. Any creature, other than an ooze, that s tarts its turn 

within 10 feet of Juiblex must succeed on a DC 21 Constitution 

saving throw or be poisoned until the start of the creature's 

next turn. 

Innate Spellcasting. Juiblex's spellcasting ability is Charisma 

(spell save DC 18, +1 0 to hit with spell attacks). )uiblex can 

innately cast the following spells, requiring no material 

components: 

At will: acid splash (17th level), detect magic 

3fday each: blight, contagion, gaseous form 

Legendary Resistance (3j Day). If Ju iblex fails a saving throw, it 

can choose to succeed instead. 

Magic Resistance. Ju iblex has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Magic Weapons . Juiblex's weapon attacks are magical. 

M A DNESS OF jUIBLEX 

If a creature goes mad inJuiblcx·s lair or within line of 

sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness ofJuiblex 

table to determine the nature of the madness, which is 

a character flaw that lasts until cured. See the Dungeon 
Master's Guide for more on madness. 

MADNESS OF jUIBLEX 

d 100 

01- 20 

21-40 

41-60 

Flaw (lasts until cured) 

"I must consume everything I can!" 

"I refuse to part with any of my possessions." 

"I'll do everything I can to get others to eat and 

drink beyond their normal limits." 

61 - 80 "I must possess as many material goods as I can." 

81-00 "My personality is irrelevant. I am defined by what 

I consume." 

Regeneration. )uiblex regains 20 hit points at the start of its 

turn. If it takes fire or radiant damage, this trait doesn't func· 

tion at the start of its next turn. Juiblex dies only if it starts its 

turn with 0 hit points and doesn't regenerate. 

Spider Climb. Juiblex can climb difficult surfaces, includ· 

ing upside down on ceilings, without needing to make an 

ability check. 

ACTIONS 

Mu/tiattack. )uiblex makes three acid lash attacks. 

Acid Lash. Melee Weapon Attack: +14 to hit, reach 10ft., one 

target. Hit: 21 (4d6 + 7) acid damage. Any creature killed by 

this attack is drawn into Ju iblex's body, and the corpse is oblit

erated after 1 minute. 

Eject Slime (Recharge 5-6). Juiblex spews out a corrosive slime, 

targeting one creature that it can see within 60 feet of it. The 

target must make a DC 21 Dexterity saving throw. O n a failure, 

the target takes 55 {lOdlO) acid damage. Unless the target 

avoids taking any of this damage, any metal armor worn by the 

target takes a permanent - 1 penalty to the AC it offers, and any 

metal weapon it is carrying or wearing takes a permanent - 1 

penalty to damage rolls. The penalty worsens each time a tar· 

get is subjected to this effect. If the penalty on an object drops 

to - 5. the object is destroyed. 

LEGENDARY ACTIONS 

)uiblex can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the options 

below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a time 

and only at the end of another creature's turn. )uiblex regains 

spent legendary actions at the start of its turn. 

Acid Splash. Juiblex casts acid splash. 

Attack. )uiblex makes one acid lash attack. 

Corrupting Touch (Costs 2 Actions). Melee Weapon Attack: +14 

to hit, reach 10ft. , one creature. Hit: 21 (4d6 + 7) poison 

damage, and the target is s limed. Until the slime is scraped 

off with an action, the target is poisoned, and any creatu re, 

other than an ooze, is poisoned while within 10 feet of 

the target. 
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0RCUS 
Orcus is the Demon Prince of Undeath, known as the 
Blood Lord. He takes some pleasure in the sufferings 
of the living, but far prefers the company and service of 
the undead. His desire is to see a ll life quenched and the 
multiverse transformed into a vast necropolis populated 
solely by undead creatures under his command. 

Orcus rewards those who spread death in his name 
by granting them a small portion of his power. The least 
of these become ghouls and zombies who serve in his 
legions, while his favored servants are the cultists and 
necromancers who murder the living and then manipu
late the dead. emulating their dread master. 

Orcus is a bestial creature of corruption with a dis

eased. decaying look. He has the lower torso of a goat. 
and a humanoid upper body with a corpulent belly swol
len with rot. Great bat wings sprout from his shoulders, 
and his head is like the skull of a goat. the flesh nearly 
rotted from it. In one hand. he wields the legendary 
Wand ofOrcus, which is described in chapter 7. -Trea
sure," of the Dungeon Master's Guide. 

0Rcus's L AI R 

Orcus makes his lair in the fortress city of Naratyr. 
which is on Thanatos, the layer of the Abyss that he 
rules. Surrounded by a moat fed by the River Styx, 
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Naratyr is an eerily quiet and cold city, its streets often 
empty for hours at a time. The central castle of bone has 
interior walls of flesh and carpets made of woven hair. 
The city contains wandering undead, many of which are 
engaged in continuous battles with one another. 

LAIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 (losing initiative tics), Orcus can 
take a lai r action to cause one of the following effects; he 
can't usc the same effect two rounds in a row: 

Orcus's voice booms throughout the lair. I lis utter
ance causes one creature of his choice to be subjected 
to power word kill (save DC 23). Ore us needn't see the 
creature. but he must be aware that the individual is 
in the lair. 
Orcus causes up to six corpses within the Jajr to rise 
as skeletons. zombies, or ghouls. These undead obey 
his telepathic commands. which can reach anywhere 
in the lair. 
Orcus causes skeletal arms to rise from an area on 
the ground in a 20-foot square that he can see. They 
last until the next initiative count 20. Each creature 
in that area when the arms appear must succeed on 
a DC 23 Strength saving throw or be restrained until 
the arms disappear or until Orcus releases their grasp 
(no action required). 



REGJONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Orcus's lair is warped by 
the Orcus's magic, creating one or more of the 
following effects: 

• Dead beasts periodically animate as undead mock
eries of their former selves. Skeletal and zombie ver
sions of local wildlife are commonly seen in the area. 
The air becomes filled with the stench of rotting nesh, 
and buzzing Aies grow thick within the region, even 

when there is no carrion to be found. 
• If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile of 

the lair, that creature must succeed on a DC 23 Wis
dom saving throw or descend into a madness deter
mined by the Madness of Orcus table. A creature that 
succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by this 
regional effect again for 24 hours. 

Tf Ore us dies, these effects fade over the course of 
ldlO days. 

0RCUS 
Huge fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 17 (natural armor), 20 with the Wand ofOrcus 

Hit Points 405 (30d12 + 210) 

Speed 40 ft., fly 40ft. 

STR 

27 (+8) 

DEX 

14 (+2) 

CON 

25 (+7) 

tNT 

20 (+5) 

Saving Throws Dex +10, Con +15, Wis +13 

Skills Arcana +12, Perception +12 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

WIS 

20 (+5) 

CHA 

25 (+7) 

Damage Immunities necrotic, poison; bludgeoning, piercing, 

and slashing that is non magical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaust ion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 22 

Languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 26 (90,000 XP) 

Wand ofOrcus. The wand has 7 charges, and any of it s prop

erties that require a saving throw have a save DC of 18. While 

holding it, Orcus can use an action to cast animate dead, 

blight, or speak with dead. Alternatively, he can expend 1 or 

more of the wand's charges to cast one of the following spells 

from it: circle of death (1 charge),finger of death (1 charge), or 

power word kill (2 charges). The wand regains ld4 + 3 charges 

da il y at dawn. 

While holding the wand, Orcus can use an action to conjure 

undead creatures whose combined average hit points don't ex

ceed 500. These undead magically rise up from the ground or 

otherwise form in unoccupied spaces within 300 feet of Orcus 

and obey his commands unti l they are destroyed or unti l he 

dismisses them as an action. Once this property of the wand is 

used, the property can't be used again until the next dawn. 

Innate Spellcasting. Orcus's spellcasting ability is Charisma 

(spell save DC 23, +15 to hit with spell attacks). He can innately 

cast the fo llowing spel ls, requiring no material components: 

At will: chill touch (17th level), detect magic 

MADN E SS OF 0RCUS 

lf a creature goes mad in Orcus's lair or within line of 
sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of Juiblex 
table to determine the nature of the madness, which is 
a character flaw that lasts until cured. See the Dungeon 

Master's Guide for more on madness. 

MADNESS OF 0RCUS 

dlOO Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01-20 "I often become withdrawn and moody, dwelling on 

the insufferable state of life." 

21- 40 " I am compelled to make the weak suffer." 

41-60 " I have no compunction against tampering with the 

dead in my search to better understand death." 

61-80 "I want to achieve the everlasting existence of un

death." 

81-00 "I am awash in the awareness of life's futility." 

3jday each: create undead, dispel magic 

l jday: time stop 

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If Orcus fails a saving throw, he 

can choose to succeed instead. 

Magic Resistance. O rcus has advantage on saving th rows 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Magic Weapons. Orcus's weapon attacks are magical. 

Master ofUndeath. When Orcus casts animate dead or create 

undead, he chooses the level at which the spell is cast, and 

the creatures created by the spells remain under his control 

indefinitely. Additionally, he can cast create undead even when 

it isn't night. 

ACT IONS 

Multiattack. Orcus makes two Wand ofOrcus attacks. 

Wand ofOrcus. Melee Weapon Attack: +19 to hit, reach 10 

ft., one target. Hit: 21 (3d8 + 8) bludgeoning damage plus 13 

(2dl2) necrotic damage. 

Ta il. Melee Weapon Attack: +17 to hit, reach 10ft., one tar

get. Hit: 21 (3d8 + 8) piercing damage plus 18 (4d8) poi

son damage. 

lEGENDARY ACTION S 

Orcus can take 3 legendary actions , choosing from the options 

below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a time 

and only at the end of another creature's tu rn. Orcus regains 

spent legendary actions at the start of his turn. 

Tail. Orcus makes one tail attack. 

A Taste ofUndeath. Orcus casts chill touch (17th level). 

Creeping Death (Costs 2 Actions). Ore us chooses a point on 

the ground that he can see within 100 feet of him. A cylinder 

of swirling necrotic energy 60 feet tall and with a 10-foot 

radius rises from that point and lasts until the end of Or

cus's next turn. Creatures in that area are vulnerable to ne

crotic damage. 
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YEENOGHU 
The Beast of Butchery appears as a great battle-scarred 
gnoll, towering 14 feet tall. Yeenoghu is the Gnoll Lord, 
and his creations are made in his twisted image. When 
the demon lord hunted across the Material Plane, packs 
of hyenas followed in his wake. Those that ate of great 
Yeenoghu's kills became gnolls, emulating their mas
ter's ways. Few others worship the Beast of Butchery, 
but those who do tend to take on a gnoll-like aspect, 
hunched over, and filing their teeth down to points. 

Yecnoghu wants nothing more than slaughter and 
senseless destruction. The gnolls are his instruments, 
and he drives them to ever-greater atrocities in his 
name. Veenoghu takes pleasure in causing fear before 
death, and he sows sorrow and despair through destroy
ing beloved things. He doesn't parlay; to meet him is 

to do battle with him- unless he becomes bored. The 
Beast of Butchery has a long rivalry with Baphomet. the 
Horned King, and the two demon lords and their follow
ers attack one another on sight. 

The Gnoll Lord is covered in matted fur and taut, 
leathery hide, his face like a grinning predator's skull. 
Patchwork armor made of discarded shields and 
breastplates is lashed onto his body with heavy chains. 
decorated by the flayed skins of his foes. He wields a 
triple-headed flail called the Butcher, which he can sum

mon into his hand at will, although he is as likely to tear 
his prey apart with his bare hands before ripping out its 
throat with his teeth. 

Y EENO GHU 
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YEENOGH U'S L AIR 

Ycenoghu's lair in the Abyss is called the Death Dells, 
its barren hills and ravines serving as one great hunting 
ground, where he pursues captured mortals in a cruel 
game. Veenoghu's lair is a place of blood and death, pop
ulated by gnolls, hyenas, and ghouls, and there are few 
structures or signs of civilization on his layer of the Abyss. 

LAIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties), Veenoghu 
can take a lair action to cause one of the following 
effects; he can't use the same effect two rounds in a row. 

• Yeenoghu causes an iron spike- S feet tall and 1 inch in 
diameter-to burst from the ground at a point he can see 
within 100 feet of him. Any creature in the space where 
the spike emerges must make a DC 24 Dexterity sav
ing throw. On a failed save, the creature takes 27 (6d8) 
piercing damage and is restrained by being impaled on 
the spike. A creature can use an action to remove itself 
(or a creature it can reach) from the spike, ending the 
restrained condition. 

Each gnoll or hyena that Yeenoghu can see can usc its 
reaction to move up to its speed. 



• Until the next initiative count 20, all gnolls a nd hye
nas with in the lai r a re enraged, causing them to have 
advantage on melee weapon attack rolls and causing 
attack rolls to have advantage against them. 

REGI ONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Yeenoghu's lair is warped by his 
magic. creating one or more of the following effects: 

Within 1 mile of the lair, la rge iron spikes grow out of 
the ground and stone surfaces. Yeenoghu impales the 

bodies of the slain on these spikes. 
• Predatory beasts within 6 miles of the lair become un

usually savage, killing fa r more than what they need 
for food. Carcasses of prey a re left to rot in an unnatu
ral display of wasteful slaughter. 

• If a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile of 
the lair, that creatu re must succeed on a DC 17 Wi:;
dom saving throw or descend into a mad ness deter
mined by the Madness of Yeenoghu table. A creature 
that succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by 
this regional effect again for 24 hours. 

If Yeenoghu dies, these effects fade over the course of 
l dlO days. 

YEENOGHU 
Huge fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 22 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 348 (24d12 + 192) 

Speed SO ft. • 

STR 

29 (+9) 

DEX 

16 (+3) 

CON 

23 {+8) 

INT 

15 (+3) 

Saving Throws Dex +10, Con +15, Wis +14 

Skills Intimidation +9, Perception +14 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

WIS 

24 (+7) 

CHA 

15 (+2) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 24 

Languages all , telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 24 (62,000 XP) 

Innate Spelfcasting. Yeenoghu's spellcasting ability is Charisma 

(spell save DC 17, +9 to hit with spell attacks) . He can innately 

cast the fo llowing spells, requiring no material components: 

At will: detect magic, spiritual weapon (8th·level spell, 4d8 + 2 

force damage on a hit, appears as a flail) 

3fday each: dispel magic,fear, invisibility 

1fday each: teleport 

Legendary Resistance (3JDay). lfYeenoghu fails a saving throw, 

he can choose to succeed instead. 

Magic Resistance. Yeenoghu has advantage o n saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

M ADNESS OF YEENO GH U 

lf a creature goes mad in Yeenoghu's lair or within li ne 
of sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of Yeeno
ghu table to determine the nature of the madness, which 
is a character Raw that lasts wltil cured. See the Dun

geon Masted:; Guide for more on madness. 

MADNESS OF YEENOGHU 

dl 00 Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01- 20 "I get caught up in the flow of anger, and try 

to stoke others around me into forming an 

angry mob." 

21- 40 "The fl esh of other intelligent creatures is 

delicious!" 

41-60 "I rail against the laws and customs of civilization, 

attempting to return to a more primitive time." 

61- 80 " I hunger for the deaths of others, and am 

constantly starting fights in the hope of seemg 

bloodshed." 

81-00 " I keep trophies from the bodies I have slain, 

turning them into adornments." 

Magic Weapons. Yeenoghu's weapon attacks are magical. 

Rampage. When Yeenoghu reduces a creature to 0 hit poin ts 

with a melee attack on his turn, Yeenoghu can take a bonus ac· 

tion to move up to half his speed and make a bite attack. 

A CTIONS 

Multiattack. Yeenoghu makes three flail attacks. If an at· 

tack hits, he can cause it to create an additional effect of his 

choice or at random (each effect can be used only once per 

M ultiattack): 

1. The attack deals an extra 13 (2d12) bludgeoning damage. 

2. The target must succeed on a DC 17 Constitution saving 

throw or be paralyzed until the start ofYeenoghu's next turn. 

3. The target must succeed on a DC 17 Wisdom saving throw 

or be affected by the confusion spell unti l the start ofYeeno· 

ghu's next tu rn. 

Flail. Melee Weapon Attack:+ 16 to hit, reach 15 ft., one target. 

Hit: 22 (2d12 + 9) bludgeoning damage. 

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +16 to hit, reach 10ft.. one target. 

Hit: 31 (4d10 + 9) piercing damage. 

l EGENDARY ACTIONS 

Yeenoghu can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the op· 

tions below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a 

time and only at the end of another creature's turn. Yeenoghu 

regains spent legendary actions at the start of his turn. 

Charge. Yeenoghu moves up to his speed. 

Swat Away. Yeenoghu makes a flail attack. If the attack hits, the 

target must succeed on a DC 24 Strength saving throw or be 

pushed 15 fee t in a st raight line away from Yeenoghu. If t he 

saving throw fa ils by 5 or more, the target falls prone. 

Savage (Costs 2 Actions). Yeenoghu makes a bite attack against 

each creature within 10 feet of him. 
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ZuC.C.TMOV 

APPfNDI X D I D f' MOI'\ I O RDS 

ZUGGTMOY 
The Demon Queen of Fungi. Lady of Rot and Decay. Zug

grmoy is an alien creature whose only desire is to infect 

the living with spores, transforming them into her mind

less servants and, eventually. into decomposing hosts for 

the mushrooms, molds, and other fungi that she spawns. 

Utterly inhuman, Zuggrmoy can mold her fungoid 

form into an approximation of a humanoid shape, in

cluding the skeletal-thin figure depicted in grimoires 

and ancient art, draped and veiled in mycelium and li

chen. Indeed. much of her appearance and manner, and 

that of her servants', is a soulless mockery of mortal life 

and its many facets. 

Zuggtmoy's cultists often follow her unwittingly. Most 

are fungi-infected to some degree, whether through 

inhaling her mind-controlling spores or being trans

formed to the point where flesh and fungus become 

one. Such cultists are fungal extensions of the Demon 

Queen's will. Their devotion might begin with the seem

ingly harmless promises offered by exotic spores and 

mushrooms, but quickly consumes them, body and soul. 

Sharing a layer of the Abyss withjuiblex, plus their 

mutual insatiable hunger, has made the two demon 

lords mortal enemies, each devoted to destroying and 

ultimately devouring the other. 

ZUCCTMOY's LAIR 

Zuggtmoy's principal lair is her palace on ShedakJah. 

It consists of two dozen mushrooms of pale yellow and 

rancid brown. These massive fungi are some of the 

largest in existence. They arc surrounded by a field of 

acidic puffballs and poisonous vapors. The mushrooms 

themselves are all interconnected by bridges of shelf

fungi, and countless chambers have been hollowed out 

from within their rubbery, fibrous stalks. 

LAIR ACTIONS 

On initiative count 20 {losing initiative ties), 

Zuggtmoy can take a lair action to cause one of the 

fo llowing effects; she can't usc the same effect two 

rounds in a row. 

• Zuggtmoy causes four gas spores or violet fungi 

(see the Monster Manual) to appear in unoccupied 

spaces that she chooses within the lair. They vanish 

after 1 hour. 

Up to four plant creatures that arc friendly to Zug

gtmoy and that Zuggtmoy can see can use their 

reactions to move up to their speed and make one 

weapon attack. 

Zuggtmoy uses either her Infestation Spores or her 

Mind Control Spores, centered on a mushroom or 

other fungus within her lair, instead of on herself. 

RECIONAL EFFECTS 

The region containing Zuggtmoy's lair is warped by her 

magic, creating one or more of the following effec£s: 

• Molds and fungi grow on surfaces within 6 miles 

of the lair, even where they would normally find 

no purchase. 



• Plant life within 1 mile of the lair becomes in

fested with parasitic fungi, slowly mutating as it is 

overwhelmed. 

lf a humanoid spends at least 1 hour within 1 mile of 

the lair, that creature must succeed on a DC 17 Wis

dom saving throw or descend into a madness deter

mined by tht: Madness of Zuggtmoy table. A creature 

that succeeds on this saving throw can't be affected by 

this regional effect again for 24 hours. 

lf Zuggtmoy dies, these effects fade over the course of 

ldlO days. 

M A DNESS o F Z uGGTMOY 

If a creature goes mad in Zuggtmoy's lair or within line 

of sight of the demon lord, roll on the Madness of Zug

gtmoy table to determine the nature of the madness, 

ZUGGTMOY 
Large fiend (demon), chaotic evil 

Armor Class 18 (natural armor) 

Hit Points 304 (32d10 + 128) 

Speed 30ft. 

STR 

22 (+6) 

DEX 

15 (+2) 

CON 

18 (+4) 

INT 

20 (+5) 

Saving Throws Dex +9, Con +11, Wis +11 

Skills Perception + 11 

Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning 

WIS 

19 (+4) 

CHA 

24 (+7) 

Damage Immunities poison; bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing that is nonmagical 

Condit ion Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned 

Senses truesight 120ft., passive Perception 21 

Languages all, telepathy 120ft. 

Challenge 23 (50,000 XP) 

Inna te Spellcasting. Zuggtmoy's spellcasting ability is Cha

risma (spell save DC 22). She can innately cast the follow ing 

spells, requiring no material components: 

At will: detect magic, locate animals or plants, ray of sickness 

3fday each: dispel magic, ensnaring strike, entangle, plant growth 

1/ day each: etherealness, teleport 

Legendary Resistance (3jDay). lfZuggtmoy fails a saving throw, 

she can choose to succeed instead. 

Magic Resistance. Zuggtmoy has advantage on saving throws 

against spells and other magical effects. 

Magic Weapons. Zuggtmoy's weapon attacks are magical. 

A CT ION S 

Multiattack. Zuggtmoy makes four pseudopod attacks. 

Pseudopod. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 10ft., one 

target. Hit: 15 (2d8 + 6) bludgeoning damage plus 9 (2d8) poi· 

son damage. 

Infestation Spores (3/Day). Zuggtmoy releases spores that 

burst out in a cloud that fills a 20-foot·radius sphere centered 

which is a character flaw that lasts until cured. See the 

Dungeon Master's Guide for more on madness. 

MADNEss OF ZucGTMOY 

d100 Flaw (lasts until cured) 

01-20 "I see visions in the world around me that 

otners do not." 

21- 40 "I periodically slip into a catatonic state, staring off 

into the distance for long stretches at a time." 

41-60 "I see an altered version of reality, with my mind 

convincing itself that things are true even in the 

face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary.'' 

61- 80 "My mind is slipping away, and my intelligence 

seems to wax and wane." 

81 - 00 "I am constantly scratching at unseen fungal 

infections." 

on her, and it lingers for 1 minute. Any flesh-and-blood crea

ture in the cloud when it appears , or that enters 1t arer must 

make a DC 19 Constitution saving throw. On a s uccessful sa.e, 

the creature can't be infected by these spores for 24 hours. Or 

a failed save, the creature is infected with a disease called the 

spores ofZuggtmoy and also gains a random form of madness 

(determined by ro ll ing on the Madness ofZuggtmoy table) that 

lasts until the creature is cured of the disease or dies. While in

fected in this way, the creature can't be reinfected, and it must 

repeat the saving throw at the end of every 24 hours, ending 

the infection on a success. On a failure , the infected creature's 

body is slowly taken over by fungal growfh, and after three such 

fa iled saves, the creature dies and is reanimated as a spore 

servant if it's a type of creature that can be (see the " Myconids" 

entry in the Monster Manual) . 

Mind Control Spores (Recharge 5- 6). Zuggtmoy releases 

spores that burst out in a cloud that fills a 20-foot-radius 

sphere centered on her, and it lingers for 1 minute. Humanoids 

and beasts in the cloud when it appears, or that enter it later, 

must make a DC 19 Wisdom saving throw. On a successful 

save, the creature can't be infected by these spores for 24 

hours. On a failed save, the creature is infected with a disease 

called the influence ofZuggtmoy for 24 hours. While infected, 

the creature is charmed by her and can't be reinfected by 

these s pores. 

REACTIONS 

Protective Thrall. When Zuggtmoy is hit by an attack, one crea

ture within 5 fe et ofZuggtmoy that is charmed by her must use 

its reaction to be hit by the attack instead. 

LEGENDARY A CTION S 

Zuggtmoy can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the op

tions below. Only one legendary action option can be used at a 

time and only at the end of another creature's turn. Zuggtmoy 

regains spent I egendary actions at the start of her turn. 

Attack. Zuggtmoy makes one pseudopod attack. 

Exert Will. One creature charmed by Zuggtmoy tha t she can 

see must use its reaction to move up to its speed as she 

d irects or to make a weapon attack against a ta rget that she 

designates. 
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AFTERWORD 

In the Rage of Demons story. demon lords invade the 

Undcrdark and spread madness throughout the subter

ranean realm. (As if the lJnderdark wasn't dangerous 

t'nough already!) The Undcrdark is home to some of the 
0&0 game·~ most ic·onir monsters. as well as cultures 

both alien and wondrous. 

To bring the Underdark to life, Richard Whitters and 

his concept artists created amazing imagery tied to 

various Underdark races: kuo-toa waymarkers. illithid 

"brain urns" and domiciles. duergar architecture. drow 

costuming. and much, much more. Their concept art 

was featured a "story bible" that we gave to our licensed 

partners. That s tory bible served as inspiration for 

miniatures, digital projects, and prim products like the 

aclvcnturr you hold in your hands. 

This appendix contains a samplin~ of the concept art 

we commissioned for the Rage of Demons story. We 
hope that this art further inspires you to run Out of the 

Abyss or create your own Undcrdark encounters. 

AP'li.RWORIJ 

-Chris Perkins 

DEEP GNOMES (SVlRFNEBLlN) 

0£EP GNOMES ARE SEC:RETIVE AND INDUSTRIOUS THE MINI N G OF GEMS 1\NO 

PREC:IOUS M IN(R/ILS FORMS THE FOUNOJ\TION OF THEIR EC:ONOMY. 

DERRO 

TI<E SMALL, DEGENERATE DwARvU 

WERE ONC:t SLAVES OF MIND FLAY£ 

ENSLAVEMENT DROVE THE OERRO 



KUO·TOA CREATIONS 

KUO•TOA AR,HPRIESTS FIISHION HOLV STIIFFS 

AND \VAVMARKfRS THAT INCORPORATE I"'IIGES 

OF THEIR MADE·UP GODS 

CITY OF BLADES 

THE DUERGIIR CITV OF GRI\CKLS1UGH (PRONOU N CED GRI\K·UL·STOOG) 

COMBI N ES STURDV GRIIV ~TONE ARCHITECTURE; IIIlTH BLI\liNG FORGI:S 

ANO IRONWORK$ 

USED INSIDE FOUNDRIES P 1r>ES ARE O'TAGO,.,AL AND TVPICALlV MIIOE 

OF BRASS OR 'OPPER THEV liRE USED TO 

PIPE NATURAL GI\S , 

OUERGAR ARMOR 

OIL PUMPS 

OuE.IHoAR USf. OIL PU'>'IPI'O FRO"' THE 

~ART .. TO LUBRICATE ,..A,HI,.,ERV 1\!o, D "><£ 

WH[£LS 01' "'INE CAIHS 

GATEWAYS 

LI\RGE EXTERIOR GIITEWIIVS 1\RE SH/IPED TO 

1\'COMMOOIHE MINE CARTS, 11/HICH liRE 11/IOE 

1\T THE TOP 

0UfRGIIR 1\RMOR IS HEIIVV 11/ITHOUT FEELING RESTR"TING AND 

'UMIIERSOM[ THE IIRMOR 'OMIIINES GOLO ELEMENTS IIIlTH 

C.RIMSON OVED LEIITHlR 1\ND IRO N l"RIM, 

'\FTERWORD 



DROW FASHION 

BRAIN URNS 

MIND FLAVERS PRESERVE HUMANOID IIRIIINS IN URNS T><f IIRIIINS ARE FERMENTED N 

SPEC:IIIL BRINES OR DUSTED \VIT>' FUNGAL SPORE'S FOR liDDED FLAVOR . 

0ROW MALES ARE SMAI.LfR T>'AN T>'E FEMALES THEIR ARMOR IS SNUG, FLEXIBLE, AND QUIET 

We& SHAWLS liND C:LOAKS MADE FROM GIANT SPIDER HIDE liRE POPULIIR ADORNMENTS 

AtTI::RWOJ.W 



MIND fLAYER DOMICILE 

AN ILLITHIO C:ITV C:ONTI\INS MI\NV ~AIRS SUC:H 1\S THIS ONE, WHERE 

MINO F'LI\VERS GATHER TO M£01TAT£, SHARE INFORMATION, /\NO FEEO 

ON THEIR CAPTIVE THRII~~S 

TEST OF LOLTH 

lOLTH PERIOOIGI\LLV TESTS THE OROW THOSE WHO FAIL I\IU TRANSFORMED 

INTO ORIOfRS IINO E>tiLEO. A ORIOER IS ONE OF THE UNOEROARK'S MOST 

FEARSOME PREDATORS 

LOSTTOM8S 

THE UNO~ ROARK IS RIOOL£0 

WITH THE ~OST TOMBS OF 

OWARYES ANO OUERGAR. 

AFTERWORD 
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VlZERAN OEVIR 

11oust O~VIR wAs ATTAC.I(ED 

AND OESTROVEO BV HOUSE 

Oo'UROfN oN THE DAv THAT 

ORitZT Oo'UqoeN wAs aoRN T><E 

DROw ARC.HMAGE Vn.ERAN OeV1R 

SURVIVED T<<E DESTRUC.TION OF 

._.IS WOUSE IECAUS6: HE. WA$N
1

T 

IN MlN1.0BlRRAN1.AN WHEN THE 

ATTACK HAPPENED MOST OT><ER 

CROW AS~UME VnERAN \VAS KILLED 

IN T><f ATTAC.I(, ALLOWING HIM TO 

GO INTO HIDING. 

VIHRIIN DETESTS lOLTH AND 

H(R PRIEST(SSES. DESPITE HIS 

DOUR Oo">O~ITION, HE IS REIIOV 

TO HCLP ADvENTURERS BANIS>< 

TH~ DEMON LORDS 8/ICI< TO TWE 

AIIVH, ANO ><E WANTS lOLTH AND 

HER WORSHIPERS TO SUFFER IN 

TH~ PROCESS 

.\1'"1'1 RWOIW 

ZELll'X 

ZELLI)(. IS THE FOUNDER 

AND ADMINISTRATOR OF A 

SUBTERRANEAN INSANE ASYLUM 

THE "'IND FLAVER C.APTURES 

CREATURES J\FFLIC.TlO WITH 

DEMONIC MADNEsS SO THAT HE 

CAN FEED ON THEIR DERANGED 

BRAINS, W><ICH ARE F"IIR MORE 

SUC.CULENT liND TAS TV THAN 

SANE ONES. liE ALSO USES T><E 

JUICE FROM MAO BRAINS AS II 

SERUM, INJECTING IT INTO OTHER 

CREATURES TO MAKE THI'M CRA1V. 

ZEt.LIJC. SEN OS OUT INTELl.EC. T 

DEVOURERS IN HOST IIODIES 

TO LURE NEW SUIIJECH TO HIS 

ASYLUM, W.-·UCH IS IU11.. T INSIO£ A 

NETWORK OF SPIRALING TUNNELS 

DEMOGORGON 

DROW SPORE SERVANT 

ZuGC.TMOY PLANS TO MARRY THE 

GIGANTIC FUNGUS ARAUMVCOS 

As SHE PREPARES FOR HER 

WEDDING, S><E CASTS HER SPORES 

THROUGHOUT THE UNOERDARK . 

THESE Sr>ORES INF£C:T OROW AND 

OTHER CREATURES, EvENTUIILlV 

TURNINC> THEM INTO ,..ER 

THRAI.LS THROUGH THEM, WORD 

OF THE IMPENDING MARRIAGE 

SPREADS TO E"ERV CORNER OF 

THE UNDEROARK 

T><E FINAL STAGE OF 

INF"ESTIITION CAUSES A 

THRM.l'S HE/\0 TO IIU~ST OPEN, 

TRANSFORMING 1T INTO II 

Si>ORf SER,IINT 

DEMOGORGON FIGURES PROMINENT\." IN THE RAGE OF DEMONS STORY WHEN CREATING II 

THREE•OIMENSIONAL PLASTIC MINIATU~E OR A MODEL FOR A DIGITAL GA""E OR ""ARK(TING 

VIDEO. IT J-4ELPS TO WAVf FA:ONT, 8AC.K, ANO SlOE VIEWS THAT CLEARLV S .... OW THE: DEMON 

PR NCE'S ANATO~V 
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